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Editor’s Note

Since 1995, the China Council for the Promotion of International Trade (CCPIT) has compiled and printed the Chinese-English bilingual annual report of Fairs and Exhibitions in China (hereinafter referred to as “the book”) every year, and published information about major economic and trade exhibitions to be held in China that year, providing a significant reference for enterprises to participate in the exhibitions or expos held in China. The book has been welcomed by embassies and consulates in China, trade associations as well as enterprises of each country throughout the years.

The Fairs and Exhibitions in China 2023 is coordinated by CCPIT Department of Exhibition Management (Office of International Exhibitions Bureau and World Expo Affairs). CCPIT Information Center (China Trade Promotion Information Technology Co., Ltd.) is responsible for its compilation.

To better understand and use the book, please follow the details below.

I. Scope of Data
The terms of fairs, exhibitions and expos in this book are limited to economic and trade ones, excluding public performances and events related to culture exchange, recruitment, local trade fairs of B2C or C2C and others.

Fairs and Exhibitions in China 2023 has collected information on over 1370 valid economic and trade projects, which will take place in 105 cities / regions across 23 provinces, 5 autonomous regions and 4 municipalities as well as Hong Kong and Macao Special Administrative Regions of China in 2023 (the deadline for information collection is 15th December 2022). Project data include the name, time, venue, host & organizer, display content and contact information of the exhibitions. Readers can search for information by the host city / region or by the industry.

II. Source of Data
The data in this book mainly comes from CCPIT local sub-councils and industrial sub-councils, exhibition hosts and organizers, exhibition halls and official media (online and printed media).

III. Limitations and Accuracy
Due to various reasons, some fairs and exhibitions in 2023 might be changed, restarted or canceled. Although the Editorial Board has cross-checked the exhibition information through various means, there may still be changes of information such as date and venue, and even the alteration, cancellation or addition of some exhibition projects.

Therefore, users of the book are suggested to directly contact the host and organizer of an exhibition to verify relevant information, and take responsibility for any consequences that may occur. The Editorial Board will no longer make further explanations or updates after the publication of this book.

IV. Download and Search
The book is available for both printed and electronic versions, and is also open to online searching.

The download webpage will be launched on exhibition.ccpit.org, www.tradeinvest.cn. Readers can also go to the CCPIT official website (www.ccpit.org) and download from the “publications” section.

For further inquiries, please call the CCPIT Information Center (China Trade Promotion Information Technology Co., Ltd.). at +86-10-82217963.
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2023 The 10th CinemaS ...............................................................................................................282
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Music China .................................................................................................................................309
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2023 Taiwan Outdoor Show .........................................................................................................335
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2023 XBDJK .................................................................................................... 48
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2023 ITMA ASIA + CITME ....................................................................................................................314
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2023 Taipei Smart Mold & Die .............................................................................................................334
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2023 The 26th Zhejiang (Rui’an) Machinery and Equipment Exhibition .........................................373
Construction Machinery
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2023 Xinjiang Agricultural Machinery Expo .........................................................................353

Food Processing Equipment
2023 China International Soyfood Processing Technology and Equipment Exhibition ........3
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The 20th China-ASEAN Expo Food Processing and Packaging Machinery Exhibition ........124
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2023 The 20th China (Qingdao) International Food Processing and Packaging Equipment Exhibition, 2023 China (Qingdao) International Food Expo, 2023 China (Qingdao) International Food Materials Exhibition ............................................................................................................................................ 231
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The 23rd China International Petroleum and Petrochemical Technology and Equipment Exhibition ....... 25
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The 20th China Coal & Mining Expo ........................................................................................................ 44
2023 The 6th Deepwater Energy Conference .............................................................................................. 130
2023 China (Zhengzhou) International Energy Industry Expo .................................................................. 144
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2023 CDYPE ........................................................................................................................................ 225
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2023 The 17th Western China Petroleum and Natural Gas Chemical Technology and Equipment Exhibition ........................................................................................................................................ 249
2023 The 11th Shanghai International Mining Technology and Equipment Exhibition & Asian Smart Mine Exhibition ................................................................................................................................................ 315
The 8th Western International Mining Equipment and Technology Exhibition ........................................ 321
The 18th Xinjiang International Coal Industry Expo .................................................................................. 354
The 13th Xinjiang International Mining and Equipment Expo .................................................................. 355
2023 Xinjiang International Petrochemical and Natural Gas Technology and Equipment Exhibition ...... 355
The 6th China (Karamay) International Oil and Gas and Petrochemical Technology and Equipment Exhibition ........................................................................................................................................ 357
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2023 China Electric Power Technology Equipment and Photovoltaic Industry and Energy Storage Exhibition ....................................................................................................................................................... 6
2023 China Carbon Offset Expo.................................................................268
2023 The 16th International Photovoltaic Power Generation and Smart Energy Conference & Exhibition.................................................................276
2023 The 5th International Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technology, Equipment and Application Conference & Exhibition (SNEC) .................................................................276
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2023 China International Lithium Battery Technology Conference and Exhibition .................................................................295
2023 China Charging Station (Pile) Technology and Equipment Exhibition .................................................................296
2023 The 31st Shanghai International Exhibition on Electric Power Equipment and Technology (EP Shanghai) The 23rd Shanghai International Exhibition on Electrical Equipment (Electrical Shanghai) .................................................................312
The 22nd China International (Western) Solar PV, Intelligent Energy and Energy Storage Expo .................................................................322
2023 The 20th Sichuan International Electric Power Industry Expo .................................................................326
2023 China (Wenzhou) International Smart Electric and RCEP Electric Power and Electrician Exhibition .................................................................................................374

Energy Saving and Environmental Protection
2023 Chinese Conference on Waste Management and Technology .................................................................1
2023 The 10th China Hefei International Environmental Protection Industry Exhibition .................................................................4
2023 China Hefei International Water Treatment Technology and Equipment Exhibition .................................................................4
2023 The 2nd China New Energy and Energy Saving and Environmental Protection Industry Expo .................................................................5
2023 Anhui Straw & Livestock Breeding Waste Comprehensive Utilization Industry Expo .................................................................7
The 21st China International Environmental Protection Exhibition .................................................................18
2023 The 24th China International Exhibition for Sanitation and Municipal Facilities and Cleaning Equipment .................................................................................................18
2023 Beijing Aquatech Exhibition, The 12th Beijing International Water Treatment Exhibition, and The 24th China International Membrane and Water Treatment Technology and Equipment Exhibition .................................................................44
2023 The 4th China (Chongqing) Yangtze River Economic Zone Environmental Expo .................................................................49
2023 Northwest Water Affairs Summit Forum and Water Supply and Drainage New Technology Equipment and Smart Water Supply Exhibition .................................................................................................65
2023 The 7th WaterTech China (Guangdong) .................................................................................................71
2023 The 16th China Guangzhou International Environmental Protection Industry Expo .................................................................85
2023 IE Expo Guangzhou .................................................................................................87
The 20th China-ASEAN Expo Air Purification and Fresh Air System Exhibition .................................................................123
2023 Global Impact Technology and Investment Conference, Climate Development Summit .................................................................132
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2023 The 7th Central Plains Economic Zone (Zhengzhou) Environmental Protection Industry Expo ........142
The 3rd China (Zhengzhou) Technological Exhibition for Treatment of Sand and Stone Aggregates,
Tailings and Building Solid Waste .................................................................................................147
2023 Zhengzhou Water Management Exhibition-Central Plains Smart and Ecological Water
Conservancy (Water Saving) Industry Expo ..................................................................................153
2023 The 7th Central Plains Environmental Protection Exhibition, and The Exposition of New
Technology and Equipment for City and Town Water Affairs .....................................................154
2023 China (Wuhan) International Water Expo ..............................................................................161
China Urban Water Association 2023 Annual Meeting and Urban Water Supply Technologies and
Products Exhibition .......................................................................................................................163
China (Wuhan) International Environmental Protection Industry Expo ........................................167
2023 Wuhan International Water Technology Expo and Environmental Protection Industry Expo ......170
2023 Hunan International Green Development Expo ..................................................................177
2023 China Qinghai Green Development Investment and Trade Fair ...........................................216
2023 Xining Urban Development Investment Fair and the 5th Green Development Forum ........216
2023 The 2nd (Jinan) Sand / Tailings and Construction Solid Waste Treatment Technology
Exhibition ....................................................................................................................................220
2023 The 25th Shandong international Water Expo, 2023 The 25th Shandong Urban Water
Exhibition ....................................................................................................................................221
The 3rd Shandong Water Conservancy Technology and Ecological Construction Expo ................231
2023 China Shanxi (Taiyuan) Environmental Protection Industry Expo ........................................242
2023 China Sandstone, Tailings and Construction Solid Waste Treatment Technology and
Equipment Exhibition, Shanxi (Taiyuan) Sand and Stones Aggregates Exhibition .........................243
2023 China (Xi’an) International Carbon Neutrality Technology Exhibition ................................251
2023 China (Xi’an) Exhibition for Technologies of Sand and Stone Aggregates, Tailings and
Construction Solid Waste Treatment ..........................................................................................253
The 17th Xi’an International Water Exhibition ............................................................................254
2023 Ecotech China ......................................................................................................................278
2023 Carbon Neutrality Expo .......................................................................................................282
2023 Green and Smart Auto Shanghai ..........................................................................................282
2023 Chengdu International Environmental Protection Expo ......................................................320
2023 The 17th Chengdu International Water Exhibition .................................................................320
2023 China (Chengdu) International Aggregate Equipment and Construction Waste Disposal
Technology and Equipment Exhibition .........................................................................................330
2023 The 5th China (Xinjiang) Environmental Protection Technology and Equipment Exhibition .....351
2023 Xinjiang Eurasia International Energy-saving and Environmental Protection Expo, Exhibition of New Products, Technologies and Equipments for Water Supply and Drainage in Cities and Towns of Xinjiang .................................................................................................................................353

**Chemical Product**

2023 China (Anqing) Chemical and New Materials Exhibition .................................................................................................................................8
2023 The 12th Beijing International Coal Chemical Industry Exhibition .........................................................................................................................36
2023 The 17th China Chongqing Rubber, Plastics Industry Exhibition ..................................................................................................................54
The 27th CHINACOAT and The 35th SFCHINA .........................................................................................................................68
2023 China Foshan International Plastic Expo ...............................................................................................................................................92
2023 The Greater Bay Area International Exhibition on Rubber Technology ........................................................................................................94
2023 The Greater Bay Area International Adhesives and Sealants Exhibition ..................................................................................................94
2023 International Plastics and Rubber Industry Exhibition ..................................................................................................................106
The 20th Central Plains Fertilizers (Agricultural Production Materials) Fair and Information Exchange Conference ........................................................................141
2023 The 13th China (Zhengzhou) Plastics Industry Exhibition ..................................................................................................................................141
2023 China Phosphate Compound Fertilizer Industry Exhibition ........................................................................................................171
The 5th China (Nanjing) International Plastics Exhibition ........................................................................................................190
2023 The 19th China (Shenyang) International Lubricating Oil & Grease, Maintenance and Technical Equipment Exhibition ........................................................................207
2023 The 4th China (Linyi) International Exhibition of Lubricating Oil, Grease, Maintenance Supplies and Application Technology and Equipment ........................................................................................................228
2023 Asia Pacific International Plastics and Rubber Industry Exhibition ..........................................................................................234
2023 The 7th China (Zibo) Chemical Science and Technology Fair ........................................................................................................239
2023 The 18th China (Xi’an) International Lubricating Oil, Grease, Maintenance Products and Technical Equipment Exhibition ........................................................................................................252
2023 China (Shanghai) HGZ Expo ..........................................................................................................................................................270
2023 International Exhibition on Surfactant & Detergent (IESD) ........................................................................................................270
2023 The 3rd Shanghai International Pesticide Additives Exhibition ........................................................................................................270
2023 China International Flavor and Fragrance Exhibition (SIFFE) ........................................................................................................271
The 23rd China International Agrochemical & Crop Protection Exhibition ........................................................................................................275
The 22nd China International Lubricants and Technology Exhibition, China International Metalworking Fluids and Surface Cleaning Technology Exhibition ........................................................................................................289
2023 The 22nd China International Dye Industry, Pigments and Textile Chemicals Exhibition ..................................................................................297
2023 The World of Colours for All Industries ..........................................................................................................................................297
2023 International Exhibition on Rubber Technology ..................................................................................................................................305
2023 The 28th CHINACOAT .................................................................313
2023 The 36th China International Surface Finishing, Coating and Coating Products Exhibition ......313
The 6th North Plastics Industry Expo ..................................................340

**Advanced Material/Technology**

The 18th International Exhibition of Advanced Composite Products, Raw Materials, Tooling and Engineering Application ...............................................................33
2023 China International Advanced Ceramics Industry Chain Exhibition ........................................68
2023 The 6th Guangzhou Composites and Related Product Exhibition ...........................................75
2023 Shenzhen International Nanotechnology Industry Exhibition and Summit Forum .................103
The 5th Shenzhen International Powder Metallurgy and Cemented Carbide Exhibition and
Shenzhen International Advanced Ceramics Exhibition .................................................................110
2023 Shenzhen International New Materials Industry Exhibition (CIME) ........................................113
2023 Shenzhen International Film and Tape Expo ..........................................................................115
2023 The 5th Precision Ceramics Fair ...............................................................................................118
The 6th China International New Materials Industry Expo ..............................................................157
2023 China Composites Expo ........................................................................................................189
The 8th China Advanced Materials Expo, China Defense Electronic Information Technology Exhibition .....236
2023 Xi’an International Friction and Sealing Materials, Technologies and Products Exhibition ......250
2023 The 5th China Titanium Expo .................................................................................................259
2023 The 15th China International Exhibition for Powder Metallurgy ............................................278
2023 Interfoam China Expo ..........................................................................................................284
2023 The 17th Refractories China ...................................................................................................285
2023 The 19th Shanghai International Tape and Film Expo (APFE) ................................................286
2023 The 20th International Powder & Bulk Solids Processing Conference & Exhibition (IPB) .......297
2023 China (Shanghai) International Composite Exhibition .........................................................308

**Other Equipment/Material**

2023 The 24th China International NGVS and Gas Station Equipment Exhibition and Forum ........21
2023 Guangzhou International Elevators Exhibition ......................................................................76
2023 The Greater Bay Area Metal Industry Expo ............................................................................93
The 20th China-ASEAN Expo Urban Pipeline Network Exhibition ..............................................123
China (Langfang) International Elevators and Escalators Exhibition ..........................................139
2023 The 24th Northeast China International Electric Wire and Cable Industry Exhibition ...........203
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2023 The 31st China Electrical Appliances and Household Products Fair ........................................119
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2023 China (Zhengzhou) Green Kitchen and Bathroom Electric Appliances Exhibition (Spring) .... 142
2023 China (Zhengzhou) Green Kitchen and Bathroom Electric Appliances Exhibition (Autumn) ...... 152
2023 Appliance & Electronics World Expo (AWE) ........................................................................ 271
Hong Kong Home Appliances and Household Products Expo .................................................. 348
The 18th China Cixi Household Appliances Expo ......................................................................... 367
2023 China (Ningbo) Household Appliances Expo and Internet Celebrity Small Household Appliances Selection Meetin........................................................................................................ 371

**Furniture and Householod**

The 6th Hefei Customized Home Furnishing Fair & Woodworking Machinery Exhibition .......... 2
2023 Macau International Furniture Fair ....................................................................................... 13
2023 The 20th China International Door Industry Exhibition and the 8th China International Integrated Custom-made Home Furnishings Exhibition ................................................................. 15
2023 The 33rd China (Beijing) International Wall Covering, Curtain and Home Soft Furnishings Exhibition .............................................................................................................................. 15
China International Exhibition of HVAC, Sanitary Ware and Comfortable Home Furnishings ........ 22
2023 Asia International Smart Home Exhibition (Beijing) .............................................................. 28
2023 China (Beijing) International Fine Ceramics Exhibition ....................................................... 37
2023 CIFHE .................................................................................................................................. 50
The 1st China (Nan’an) International Kitchen Utensils and Sanitary Products Exhibition ............. 59
2023 The 51st China (Guangzhou) International Furniture Fair (the 1st Session) ......................... 74
The 12th China Guangzhou Custom-made Home Furnishing Exhibition and the 12th China Guangzhou Custom Home Overall Renovation Exhibition ........................................ 74
2023 The 51st China (Guangzhou) International Furniture Fair (the 2nd Session) ......................... 74
2023 Guangzhou Electrical Building Technology Exhibition and Home Automation Exhibition .... 83
The 49th International Famous Furniture (Dongguan) Fair and 2023 China (Guangdong) International Furniture Machinery and Materials Fair ................................................................. 89
2023 Shenzhen Creative Week and The 38th Shenzhen International Furniture Exhibition ............ 99
Guangxi International High-end Green Home Furnishings Industry Expo and Forestry and Timber Industry Expo ................................................................................................................. 122
The 20th China-ASEAN Expo Furniture and Complete Decoration Customization Exhibition .... 124
The 3rd China Zhengzhou Door and Window Industry Expo, The 3rd China Zhengzhou Whole House Custom Home Furnishing and Furniture Industry Expo ................................................. 140
2023 The 2nd China Fashion Home Furnishing Design Week ....................................................... 152
Wuhan Custom-made Home Exhibition ...................................................................................... 165
2023 The 3rd Central China (Wuhan) Home Furnishing and Doors and Windows Expo .........................165
2023 China Changsha HVAC, Purified Water, Sanitary Products, and Comfortable Home Furnishings Exhibition ..............................................................176
The 7th Doors and Windows·Whole House Customization Expo and The 10th China Sliding Door Expo ....186
The 9th Furniture Industry Expo China (Ganzhou) .............................................................................197
The 7th China (Linyi) Whole House Custom Choiceness Exhibition ..................................................226
2023 The 20th Qingdao International Furniture Fair, Qingdao Custom Home Fair, Qingdao International Machinery and Materials Fair ........................................................................................................231
The 22nd Xi’an International Furniture Fair and Xi’an Custom-made Whole House Furniture Exhibition ......253
2023 The 9th Stairs Exhibition (CSE) ...................................................................................................273
2023 Kitchen & Bath China ..................................................................................................................281
2023 LuxeHome ..................................................................................................................................293
The 52nd China International Furniture Fair (Shanghai) .................................................................306
2023 Kitchen-Bathroom & Houseware World Expo .........................................................................307
2023 Chengdu International Home Lifestyles and Living Scenarios Exhibition, Production Equipment and Raw and Auxiliary Materials Exhibition .................................................................318
Tianjin International Furniture Expo ..................................................................................................338
Hong Kong Home InStyle ...................................................................................................................344
2023 China (Huzhou) Green Home Furnishings Expo .......................................................................361
The 21st China International Home Furnishing Expo (Spring Exhibition) .............................................368

Construction and Building Material
The 14th International Infrastructure Investment and Construction Forum ...........................................12
2023 The 32nd China (Beijing) International Building Decorations and Materials Expo .................14
2023 China International Building Industry Expo ............................................................................25
Building Carbon Building Materials Expo ..........................................................................................30
The 21st China International Urban Construction Expo ...................................................................45
The 20th China International Housing Industry and Building Industrialization Products and Equipment Expo .........................................................................................................................45
2023 China Chongqing International Energy-Saving & Advanced Building Materials Exhibition ........50
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2023 China (Xiamen) International Underground Gallery Construction and Maintenance Exhibition and Forum ..................................................................................................................60
The 23rd China Xiamen International Stone Building Materials Exhibition ........................................63
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2023 The 9th China Guangzhou International GlassTec Expo ..............................................................73
The 15th China (Guangzhou) International Integrated Housing Industry and Building Industrialization Expo .................................................................................................................................................. 78
China (Guangzhou) International Building Decoration Fair ........................................................................................................................................................................................................... 86
2023 The 4th China Architectural Acoustics Fair (CAAF) ........................................................................................................................................................................................................... 92
The 38th China International Ceramic and Bathroom Fair (Foshan) ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 93
2023 The 12th Foshan Doors and Windows Exposition ........................................................................................................................................................................................................... 93
The 20th China-ASEAN Expo Green Building Materials Exhibition ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 123
The 20th China-ASEAN Expo Glass Curtain Walls Exhibition ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 123
The 20th China-ASEAN Expo New Building Formwork, Scaffolding and Construction Technology Exhibition ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 124
The 6th Guizhou (Anshun) International Stone Materials Expo ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 127
2023 South China (Haikou) Prefabricated Buildings and Green Ecological Home Products Expo and China Technology Exchange Conference for Promoting Modernization of Construction Industry ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 132
World Building Science and Technology Innovation Conference ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 133
The 6th Xiong'an Prefabricated Buildings and Green Building Materials Exhibition ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 138
2023 Hebei Tangshan Passive Ultra-low Energy Consumption Buildings Exhibition ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 139
2023 Zhengzhou Building Materials Expo .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 140
2023 China (Zhengzhou) Building Decoration Expo .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 140
2023 Zhengzhou Construction Formwork and Scaffolding Exhibition .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 149
2023 China (Zhengzhou) Prefabricated Building and Green Building Technology Products Expo ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 149
The 23rd China Harbin Building Decorations and Materials Expo .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 156
2023 The 14th Wuhan International Green Building Materials and Decoration Materials Expo ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 160
2023 Smart City and Intelligent Construction Industry Expo and High-end Forum for Smart City and Intelligent Construction ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 172
2023 China (Changsha) International Green Intelligent Building and Building Industrialization Expo ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 177
2023 The 27th Northeast China (Changchun) Building Decorations and Materials Expo ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 179
2023 Changchun Prefabricated Building Industry Expo .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 180
2023 China (International) Concrete Exhibition .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 187
2023 China International Underground Gallery Construction and Maintenance Exhibition .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 190
2023 China (Suzhou) Prefabricated Building Materials and Building Industrialization Exhibition ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 193
2023 Jiangsu (Xuzhou) International Exhibition for Thermal Insulation, Waterproof Materials and Energy Saving Technologies ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 194
2023 China (Jiangxi) International Green Building Materials Industry Expo .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 195
Jiangxi (Gao'an) International Building Ceramics Expo .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 197
2023 North China Building Decoration Fair (CNBE) .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 200
2023 The 10th Shandong Green Building and New Building Industrialization Exhibition .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 219
2023 The 29th China (Jinan) Building Decoration Expo .................................................................220
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2023 Shandong Urban Renewal Expo ...............................................................................................236
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Anhui
Hefei

2023 Central and Western China Medical Equipment Exhibition (Hefei)

- **Duration:** 2023/3/11—2023/3/13
- **City:** Hefei
- **Venue:** Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
- **Host:** Anhui Lunbo Convention and Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
- **Sector:** Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment
- **Area:** 10000 m²
- **Contents:** Medicine

2023 China (Hefei) International Animal Husbandry Expo

- **Duration:** 2023/3/22—2023/3/23
- **City:** Hefei
- **Venue:** Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
- **Host:** Beijing Hengyue Exhibition Co., Ltd.
- **Organizer:** Beijing Hengyue Exhibition Co., Ltd.
- **Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
- **Area:** 30000 m²
- **Contents:** Domestic and foreign breeding livestock and poultry, commercial livestock and poultry breeding (poultry, pigs, cattle, sheep, deer, special breeding, fur-bearing animal, rare poultry breeding), seedlings and semen and genetic breeding and production materials; feed (feed raw materials, feed additives, additive premixed feed, concentrated feed, compound feed, biological feed, special feed, etc.), feed processing machinery and equipment and accessories, feed quality testing equipment, microcomputer control system and hardware and software, feed formula technology, feed science and technology, etc.

2023 CAIAE

- **Duration:** 2023/3/22—2023/3/23
- **City:** Hefei
- **Venue:** Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
- **Host:** Anhui Pork Association, Anhui Pigeon Trade Association
- **Organizer:** Beijing Shijia International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
- **Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
- **Area:** 30000 m²
- **Contents:** Insecticides, fungicides, herbicides, plant growth regulators, pesticide raw materials and preparations, plant protection machinery, etc.; phosphate fertilizer, potassium fertilizer, compound fertilizer, control release fertilizers, micro-ertilizer, foliar fertilizer and biotechnology and products conducive to crop yield increase and quality improvement

2023 Chinese Conference on Waste Management and Technology

- **Duration:** 2023/3/23—2023/3/24
- **City:** Hefei
- **Venue:** Swan Lake Hotel
- **Host:** Wisdom Exhibition
- **Organizer:** Anhui Ange Convention and Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
- **Sector:** Energy Saving and Environmental Protection
- **Area:** 500 m²
- **Contents:** Equipment and facilities for collection,
transportation, storage and treatment of solid and hazardous waste disposal (collection equipment, transportation vehicles, SMP (crushing and mixing pumping system), rotary furnace, fluidized bed furnace, packing machine, dryer, microwave thermal cracking equipment, waste liquid incineration spray gun, flue gas desulfurization and denitrification device of hazardous waste incinerator, etc.), hazardous waste monitoring, detection technology and equipment (infrared thermal imager, hazardous waste analysis and measurement instrument, ROHS tester, spectrum, chromatography, mass spectrometry and other analysis and testing instruments), hazardous waste information solutions (internet, big data, internet of things cloud computing artificial intelligence technology enabling and various management systems, etc.), hazardous waste recycling (successful cases of new technologies, equipment, products and models for recycling), hazardous organic waste salt, sludge, sludge treatment technology and equipment

Telephone: 13399651808, 0551-63660812
E-mail: wendy@ange-china.com

2023 The 23rd China (Hefei) International Intelligent Manufacturing Equipment Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/23—2023/3/25
City: Hefei
Venue: Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, Anhui Machinery Industry Federation
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 30000 m²
Contents: Machine tools; laser machining equipment; industrial robots; industrial automation, instrumentation; intelligent welding automation equipment; industrial internet
Telephone: 0551-63655901
E-mail: 389185329@qq.com
URL: www.ccieme.cc

2023 The 17th Anhui Advertising Equipment and LED, Sign Exhibition

Duration: 2023/4/8—2023/4/10
City: Hefei
Venue: Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Sector: Advertising
Area: 22000 m²
Contents: Digital printing equipment, photo equipment, printing equipment and various nozzles, software; digital image technology equipment, digital printing equipment, etc.
Telephone: 18901585465

The 6th Hefei Customized Home Furnishing Fair & Woodworking Machinery Exhibition

Duration: 2023/4/9—2023/4/11
City: Hefei
Venue: Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Anhui Ruiming Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Furniture and Househld
Area: 14000 m²
Contents: Construction & building materials

2023 Anhui Advertising Industry Fair

Duration: 2023/4/9—2023/4/11
City: Hefei
Venue: Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Nanjing Yadong Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Advertising
Area: 15000 m²
2023 China International Soyfood Processing Technology and Equipment Exhibition

Duration: 2023/4/14—2023/4/16
City: Hefei
Venue: Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Food Circulation and Development Center (China Japan Circulation Industry Development Committee), Beijing Zhongdou Huayang Consulting Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Zhongdou Huayang Consulting Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food Processing Equipment
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: Raw materials and suppliers for soybean food production; soybean food production, packaging and related equipment; soybean food and processing technology; soybean products storage and transportation related facilities and equipment; local characteristic soybean products; soybean products logistics distribution enterprise, soybean products factory design, technical consulting, brand marketing planning, various media, channel business
Telephone: 010-68538677
E-mail: china_sbpa@126.com
URL: www.cbpanet.com/dzp_zhanhui.aspx

2023 The 16th China Nut, Fried Nuts, Dried Fruit and Dried Food Exhibition and Collection and Supply Conference

Duration: 2023/4/15—2023/4/17
City: Hefei
Venue: Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Anhui Zhongshe International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 73000 m²
Contents: Food and drinks

The 20th Anhui International Automobile Exhibition (Spring)

Duration: 2023/5/1—2023/5/4
City: Hefei
Venue: Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Anhui Car Dealer Exhibition Management Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Area: 37000 m²
Contents: Automobile

2023 CAWFF

Duration: 2023/5/7—2023/5/9
City: Hefei
Venue: Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Anhui Gaobo Zhongmao Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Anhui

Area: 30000 m²
Contents: Food and drinks

2023 China (Hefei) International Coal Equipment and Mine Equipment Expo

Duration: 2023/5/9—2023/5/11
City: Hefei
Venue: Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Beijing Zhiwei International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Zhiwei International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Mining and Equipment
Contents: Intelligent unmanned mining of coal mine, mining technical equipment, coal mine transportation equipment, coal mine safety and monitoring, mining electromechanical equipment and materials, mine services, coal mine emergency rescue equipment, deep processing and utilization of coal chemical industry, intelligent digital
Telephone: 18310999618, 13021163309
Fax: 010-63319630
E-mail: 1401044226@qq.com
URL: zwhuanbao.cn

2023 China Hefei International Water Treatment Technology and Equipment Exhibition

Duration: 2023/5/26—2023/5/28
City: Hefei
Venue: Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Sector: Energy Saving and Environmental Protection
Contents: Sewage/wastewater treatment equipment, sludge treatment and disposal technology equipment, membrane technology and equipment, pump valves and supporting equipment, instrument and instrument automatic control system, water treatment reagents, water purification equipment, filtration equipment/fillers, water environment automatic monitoring system, intelligent water and water ecological environment restoration, water conservancy technology and ecological construction
Telephone: 13511078171
E-mail: 2777436278@qq.com
URL: www.zwhuanbohui.com

2023 The 10th China Hefei International Environmental Protection Industry Exhibition

Duration: 2023/5/20—2023/5/22
City: Hefei
Venue: Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Beijing Zhongwei International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Energy Saving and Environmental Protection
Area: 8000 m²
Contents: Environmental protection

2023 The 16th Anhui International Tea Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/5/27—2023/5/30
City: Hefei
Venue: Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Anhui CO-OP
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 40000 m²
Contents: Food and drinks

2023 The 23rd China (Anhui) International Wine and Food Fair

Duration: 2023/6/2—2023/6/4
City: Hefei
Venue: Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Contents: Food and drinks
Host: Comexposium, Zhongmao Group
Organizer: Zhongmao Group (Anhui), Zhongmao Group (Nanjing), Zhongmao Group (Shandong)
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 40000 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Liquor, rice wine, brewed cooking wine, wine, health wine (alcoholic drink mixed with fruit juice), winery wine (wine, fruit wine), etc.; wine, brandy, whiskey, vodka, rum, Geneva, sake, tequila, etc.; beer, cocktails, fruit wine, etc.
Telephone: 0551-67102222, 18655158329
Fax: 0551-67105588
E-mail: 1527347016@qq.com
URL: www.ahtjh.com

2023 China (Anhui) Food Processing and Packaging Machinery Expo

Duration: 2023/6/7—2023/6/9
City: Hefei
Venue: Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Hefei Huazhan Sega Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food Processing Equipment
Area: 7000 m²
Contents: Food and drinks

2023 The 2nd China New Energy and Energy Saving and Environmental Protection Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/7/6—2023/7/8
City: Hefei
Venue: Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Organizer: Anhui Zhongshe International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Sector: Energy Saving and Environmental Protection
Area: 40000 m²
Contents: Soil pollution remediation technology and equipment, water pollution prevention technology and equipment, air pollution prevention technology and equipment, ecological environment testing equipment, new energy industry, environmental sanitation clean technology and equipment, solid waste treatment technology and equipment
Telephone: 0551-62155750
E-mail: zhongshezhj5178@163.com
URL: www.cppeexpo.com

2023 Anhui (Hefei) Sports and Outdoor Leisure Products Exhibition

Duration: 2023/9/15—2023/9/17
City: Hefei
Venue: Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Anhui Provincial Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Hefei Municipal People’s Government
Organizer: Anhui Zhongshe International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Sector: Culture, Sports and Entertainment
Area: 10000 m²
Contents: Outdoor leisure products, smart sports, events, etc.
Telephone: 13275515531

2023 World Manufacturing Convention

Duration: 2023/9/20—2023/9/23
City: Hefei
Venue: Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Anhui Provincial People’s Government
Sector: Comprehensive
Contents: Equipment manufacturing
Anhui

The 6th China International Tourism Attractions Equipment Expo

Duration: Mid September 2023
City: Hefei
Venue: Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Tourist Attractions Association
Organizer: Anhui Zhongshe International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Sector: Culture, Sports and Entertainment
Area: 23000 m²
Contents: Cultural tourism scenic spots, scenic signs, scenic toilets, tourism planning, activity planning, recreation equipment, sightseeing vehicles and boats, commercial services, cultural tourism lighting
Telephone: 0551-68104868
Fax: 0551-68104809
E-mail: zgjingbohui@163.com
URL: www.chinaissse.com

The 20th Anhui International Automobile Exhibition (Autumn)

Duration: 2023/10/1—2023/10/6
City: Hefei
Venue: Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Anhui Car Dealer Exhibition Management Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Area: 47000 m²
Contents: Automobile

2023 Hefei International Cultural and Tourism Commodities Fair

Duration: 2023/10/28—2023/10/31
City: Hefei
Venue: Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Anhui Zhongshe Zhihe International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Sector: Culture, Sports and Entertainment
Area: 10000 m²
Contents: Leisure and entertainment

2023 China International Mechanical and Electrical Products Fair and Advanced Manufacturing Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/11/10—2023/11/12
City: Hefei
Venue: Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Hefei Linkai Cultural Communication Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 7000 m²
Contents: Equipment manufacturing

2023 China International Security Industry Emergency Equipment Exhibition, The 3rd China International Forest and Grassland Disaster Prevention and Control Equipment and Intelligent Forestry Exhibition

Duration: 2023/11/11—2023/11/13
City: Hefei
Venue: Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Anhui Zhongshe Mingde International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Public Security
Area: 30000 m²
Contents: Environmental protection

2023 China Electric Power Technology Equipment and Photovoltaic Industry and Energy Storage Exhibition

Duration: 2023/11/24—2023/11/26
City: Hefei
Venue: Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Electric Power Industry Sub-Council of China

**Organizer:** Anhui Zhongshe Chuangyi Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Electricity and New Energy Equipment

**Area:** 30000 ㎡

**Contents:** Power technology and equipment, photovoltaic industry chain, energy storage industry, etc.

**Telephone:** 13275515531

**URL:** anhui-pete.com/#/home

---

**The 7th China International Modern Fishery & Fishery Technology Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/11/25—2023/11/27

**City:** Hefei

**Venue:** Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center

**Host:** Anhui Zhongshe Zhihe International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries

**Area:** 15000 ㎡

**Contents:** Agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry and fisheries

---

**The 3rd China Group Dinner Industry Expo (Anhui) and Yangtze River Delta Prefabricated Food Industry Development Summit Forum**

**Duration:** Late November 2023

**City:** Hefei

**Venue:** Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center

**Host:** Anhui Zhongshe Zhihe International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Food and Drink

**Area:** 10000 ㎡

**Contents:** Central kitchen industrial facilities, high-quality food materials, food processing equipment, cold chain logistics, condiments, takeaway catering packaging, etc.

**Telephone:** 0551-68104868

**Fax:** 0551-68104809

**E-mail:** 110564605@qq.com

---

**2023 China Agricultural Products Storage and Processing Technology and Equipment Exhibition**

**Duration:** Early December 2023

**City:** Hefei

**Venue:** Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center

**Host:** Anhui Zhongshe International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.

**Organizer:** Anhui Association of Agricultural Science Societies, Anhui Zhongshe Zhihe International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Agricultural Machinery

**Area:** 33000 ㎡

**Contents:** Agricultural products processing equipment and facilities

**Telephone:** 0551-68104868

**Fax:** 0551-68104809

**E-mail:** 110564605@qq.com

---

**2023 Anhui Straw & Livestock Breeding Waste Comprehensive Utilization Industry Expo**

**Duration:** To be determined

**City:** Hefei

**Venue:** Hefei Binhu International Convention and Exhibition Center

**Host:** Department of Agriculture and Rural Affairs
of Anhui Province

**Sector:** Energy Saving and Environmental Protection  
**Area:** 40000 ㎡  
**Contents:** Environmental protection

### 2023 China Anhui Famous Agricultural Products and Agricultural Industrialization Fair (Hefei)

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Hefei  
**Venue:** Hefei Binhui International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Department of Agriculture and Rural Affairs of Anhui Province  
**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
**Area:** 90000 ㎡  
**Contents:** Agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry and fisheries

### The 17th Hefei International Cultural Fair

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Hefei  
**Venue:** Hefei Binhui International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Hefei Municipal People’s Government  
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment  
**Contents:** Culture and education & arts

### The 6th China Smart Sports Expo

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Hefei  
**Venue:** Hefei Binhui International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Anhui Zhongshe International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment  
**Contents:** Culture and education & arts

---

### Anqing

#### 2023 Yangtze River Delta (Anqing) Educational Equipment Expo

**Duration:** 2023/4/7—2023/4/9  
**City:** Anqing  
**Venue:** Anqing Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Organizer:** Shenzhen Huafu Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Educational Equipment  
**Area:** 18000 ㎡  
**Contents:** Educational equipment

#### China Anqing Modern Agricultural Equipment Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4  
**City:** Anqing  
**Venue:** Anqing Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Jiangsu Xinzhang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Agricultural Machinery  
**Area:** 6000 ㎡  
**Contents:** Agricultural supplies

#### China Anqiang Intelligent Equipment Manufacturing Expo

**Duration:** 2023/5  
**City:** Anqing  
**Venue:** Anqing Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Anhui Ancai International Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Area:** 12000 ㎡  
**Contents:** Manufacturing machinery

#### 2023 China (Anqing) Chemical and New Materials Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/6/9—2023/6/11  
**City:** Anqing  
**Venue:** Anqing Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Anhui Zhongshe International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Anhui Zhongshan Chuangyi Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Chemical Product
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: New chemical materials, smart chemical - intelligent manufacturing, chemical technology and equipment, petrochemical and energy chemical industry, chemical raw materials, chemical safety and environmental protection, etc.
Telephone: 13275515531

2023 Yangtze River Delta (Anqing) Advertising Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/6
City: Anqing
Venue: Anqing Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Jiangsu Yachang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Advertising
Area: 6000 m²
Contents: Advertising equipment

2023 Yangtze River Delta International Automotive Industry and Supply Chain Expo

Duration: 2023/10/26—2023/10/28
City: Anqing
Venue: Anqing Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Anqing People's Government, Administrative Committee of Anqing Economic and Technological Development Zone, Anqing Department of Commerce, Anqing Branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Organizer: YATAI RISE
Sector: Automobile
Area: 12000 m²
Contents: Automobile supply chain

2023 The 7th China Tongcheng Plastic Packaging Machinery Fair

Duration: 2023/10
City: Anqing
Venue: Anqing Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Anhui Runzhicheng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Printing and Packaging
Area: 18000 m²
Contents: Plastics, packaging machinery

Bengbu

Bengbu Fishing Tackle Exhibition

Duration: To be determined
City: Bengbu
Venue: Bengbu Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Hengshui Feida Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Hengshui Feida Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Contents: Fishing gear

Bozhou

2023 China (Bozhou) International Pharmaceutical Machinery, Packaging Equipment and Drying Technology Exhibition

Duration: 2023/5/9—2023/5/11
City: Bozhou
Venue: Bozhou Chinese Medicine Exchange, Chinese Medicinal Herbs Market Bozhou, China
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment
Area: 30000 m²
Contents: Pharmaceutical machinery, prepared drug in pieces machinery, pharmaceutical packaging machinery, pharmaceutical crushing machinery, packaging equipment, complete sets of pharmaceutical equipment, raw medicine machinery and equipment, drug testing equipment, drying equipment, packaging products and various medical materials
Chizhou

China Chizhou Health Expo

Duration: To be determined  
City: Chizhou  
Venue: Chizhou International Convention and Exhibition Center  
Host: Chizhou Civil Affairs Bureau (Tentative)  
Organizer: Chizhou Runde Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Fujing Minimalist Rehabilitation Base  
Sector: Healthcare and Aged Care  
Area: 20000 m²  
Contents: Smart health care industry, pension industry and supporting services and products, rehabilitation physiotherapy products, traditional Chinese medicine, health food and other exhibitions  
Telephone: 0551-66190043  
E-mail: 965354287@qq.com

China Jiuhua Zen Lifestyle Products Expo

Duration: To be determined  
City: Chizhou  
Venue: Chizhou International Convention and Exhibition Center  
Host: Chizhou Runde Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
Organizer: Chizhou International Convention and Exhibition Center  
Sector: Daily Necessity  
Area: 20000 m²  
Contents: Xiangdao culture, creative crafts, household articles, buddhist articles, etc.  
Telephone: 0551-66190043  
E-mail: 965354287@qq.com

2023 International (Bozhou) Traditional Chinese Medicine Exhibition, and the 39th Pharmaceutical Machinery Exhibition

Duration: 2023/9/8—2023/9/10  
City: Bozhou  
Venue: To be determined  
Host: Bozhou Municipal Government  
Organizer: Kangmei Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Pharmaceutical and Raw Material  
Area: 27000 m²  
Contents: Traditional Chinese medicine exhibition, alcohol products exhibition, pharmaceutical industry exhibition

Huaibei

2023 Huaibei Food Industry Expo

Duration: Mid April 2023  
City: Huaibei  
Venue: Huaibei Phoenix Mountain Food Culture Exhibition  
Host: Department of Agriculture and Rural Affairs of Anhui Province , Taiwan Affairs Office of Anhui Province , Huaibei Municipal people's Government  
Organizer: Anhui Zhongshe Zhihe International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Food and Drink  
Area: 12000 m²  
Contents: Food and drinks  
Telephone: 0551-68104868  
Fax: 0551-68104809  
E-mail: 1123047810@qq.com

Macao

2023 The 4th Healthy and High Quality Life Exhibition

Duration: 2023/1/6—2023/1/8  
City: Macao  
Venue: Venetian Golden Light Exhibition Center
Host: AVI EXHIBITION LIMITED  
Sector: Food and Drink  
Contents: New Year's candy, ginseng dry seafood, frozen food, liquor, organic food  
Telephone: (+853)66173767  
Fax: (+853)28751233  
E-mail: info@aviexhibition.com

The 8th Parent-child Development Expo  
Duration: 2023/1/6—2023/1/8  
City: Macao  
Venue: Macau Fisherman's Wharf Conference and Exhibition Centre  
Host: SO-IDEA Convention&Exhibition Consulting Co. Ltd. , Macau Intelligence Development Association  
Sector: Maternity and Infant Supply  
Contents: Parent-child service, pregnant and infant supplies, education institutions  
Telephone: (+853)28715709  
Fax: (+853)28715756  
E-mail: gemma.soidea@gmail.com  
URL: www.11ebuy.com

The 47th Wedding, Banquet, Beauty & Jewellery Expo  
Duration: 2023/1/13—2023/1/15  
City: Macao  
Venue: Macau Fisherman's Wharf Conference and Exhibition Centre  
Host: Yijia International Co., Ltd  
Sector: Wedding Supply  
Contents: Many star-rated hotels, wedding companies, wedding dresses, wedding rings and jewelry, wedding car and wedding ceremony, etc.  
Telephone: (+853)28703930  
Fax: (+853)28716297  
E-mail: info@aplus1996.com

2023 ATlife  
Duration: 2023/3/10—2023/3/12  
City: Macao  
Venue: Macau Fisherman's Wharf Conference and Exhibition Centre  
Host: Macau Carers Association  
Sector: Healthcare and Aged Care  
Telephone: (+853)28265086  
E-mail: macaucarers@gmail.com

The 21st Baby & Mommy Products Exhibition  
Duration: 2023/3/17—2023/3/19  
City: Macao  
Venue: Macau Fisherman's Wharf Conference and Exhibition Centre  
Host: SO-IDEA Convention & Exhibition Consulting Co. Ltd.  
Sector: Maternity and Infant Supply  
Contents: Pregnant and infant health foods, pregnant and infant clothing, pregnant and infant care products, intellectual games supplies, educational resource supplies, infant toys and textbooks, healthcare products and services  
Telephone: (+853)28715709  
Fax: (+853)28715756  
E-mail: gemma.soidea@gmail.com

The 9th Parent-child Development Expo  
Duration: 2023/3/17—2023/3/19  
City: Macao  
Venue: Macau Fisherman's Wharf Conference and Exhibition Centre  
Host: Macau Intelligence Development Association  
Sector: Maternity and Infant Supply

The 48th Wedding, Banquet, Beauty & Jewellery Expo  
Duration: 2023/5/5—2023/5/7
City: Macao
Venue: Macau Fisherman's Wharf Conference and Exhibition Centre
Host: Yijia International Co., Ltd
Sector: Wedding Supply
Contents: Many star-rated hotels in Macao, wedding banquet, wedding photography, jewelry, venue layout and lovers’ wedding band, etc.
Telephone: (+853)28703930
Fax: (+853)28716297
E-mail: info@aplus1998.com

The 4th Macau Sports Healthy Life Expo
Duration: 2023/5/12—2023/5/14
City: Macao
Venue: Macau Fisherman’s Wharf Conference and Exhibition Centre
Host: SO-IDEA Convention & Exhibition Consulting Co. Ltd.
Sector: Culture, Sports and Entertainment
Contents: Suppliers of products and services for sporting supplies, technology and health products
Telephone: (+853)28715709
Fax: (+853)28715756
E-mail: gemma.soidea@gmail.com

The 14th International Infrastructure Investment and Construction Forum
Duration: 2023/6/1—2023/6/2
City: Macao
Venue: Venetian Golden Light Exhibition Center
Host: China International Contractors Association, Macao Trade and Investment Institute
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Telephone: (+853)28710300
Fax: (+853)28590309
E-mail: ipim@ipim.gov.mo

2023 GIES
Duration: 2023/6/9—2023/6/11
City: Macao
Venue: Macau Fisherman’s Wharf Conference and Exhibition Centre
Host: Yijia International Co., Ltd
Sector: Healthcare and Aged Care
Telephone: (+853)28703930
Fax: (+853)28716297
E-mail: info@aplus1998.com

The 22nd Baby & Mommy Products Exhibition
Duration: 2023/7/7—2023/7/9
City: Macao
Venue: Macau Fisherman’s Wharf Conference and Exhibition Centre
Host: SO-IDEA Convention & Exhibition Consulting Co. Ltd.
Sector: Maternity and Infant Supply
Contents: Pregnant and infant health foods, pregnant and infant clothing, pregnant and infant care products, intellectual games supplies, educational resource supplies, infant toys and textbooks, healthcare products and services
Telephone: 0853-28715709
Fax: 0853–28715756
E-mail: gemma.soidea@gmail.com

2023 Guangdong & Macao Famous Products Fair
Duration: 2023/7/28—2023/7/30
City: Macao
Venue: Venetian Golden Light Exhibition Center
Host: Macao Trade and Investment Institute, Department of Commerce of Guangdong Province
Sector: E-commerce and Trade Fair
Contents: Cloud matching, offline matching special session and guidance, investment environment pro-
motion, etc., and focus on the prefabricated dishes industry and the four major industries.

**2023 Macau Food Carnival**

**Duration:** 2023/8/18—2023/8/20  
**City:** Macao  
**Venue:** Macau Fisherman’s Wharf Conference and Exhibition Centre  
**Host:** SO-IDEA Convention & Exhibition Consulting Co. Ltd.  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Telephone:** (+853)28715709  
**Fax:** (+853)28715756  
**E-mail:** gemma.soidea@gmail.com

**2023 Macau International Furniture Fair**

**Duration:** 2023/8/18—2023/8/20  
**City:** Macao  
**Venue:** Macau Fisherman’s Wharf Conference and Exhibition Centre  
**Host:** SO-IDEA Convention & Exhibition Consulting Co. Ltd.  
**Sector:** Furniture and Househld  
**Contents:** Furniture, household appliances, building materials and other products and services  
**Telephone:** (+853)28715709  
**Fax:** (+853)28715756  
**E-mail:** gemma.soidea@gmail.com

**The 19th Machine Translation Summit**

**Duration:** 2023/9/4—2023/9/8  
**City:** Macao  
**Venue:** To be determined  
**Host:** Macao Association of Convention, Exhibition & Tourism Sectors; Faculty of Science and Technology, University of Macao  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Telephone:** 010-64482628  
**Fax:** 010-58276074  
**E-mail:** 53646526@qq.com

**The 49th Wedding, Banquet, Beauty & Jewellery Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/9/15—2023/9/17  
**City:** Macao  
**Venue:** Macau Fisherman’s Wharf Conference and Exhibition Centre  
**Host:** Yijia International Co., Ltd  
**Sector:** Wedding Supply  
**Contents:** Many star-rated hotels in Macao, wedding banquet, wedding photography, jewellery, venue layout and lovers’ wedding band, etc.  
**Telephone:** (+853)28703930  
**Fax:** (+853)28716297  
**E-mail:** info@aplus1998.com

**Beijing**

**The 32nd China International Automobile Service Supplies and Equipment Exhibition and the 1st China International New Energy Automobile Supply Chain Conference**

**Duration:** 2023/2/11—2023/2/14  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)  
**Host:** Yasen International Culture Communication (Beijing) Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Yasen International Culture Communication (Beijing) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Automobile  
**Area:** 132329 m²  
**UFI Approved Event:**Yes  
**Contents:** Automobile supplies, maintenance equipment, new energy sources, etc.  
**Telephone:** 010-57970804
Beijing

Fax: 010-57970999
E-mail: liuying@yasn.com.cn
URL: www.yasn.net

The 27th Beijing International Beauty Products Fair and 2023 China International Weight Loss Conference

Duration: 2023/2/22—2023/2/24
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Center
Host: Beijing Jiamei Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Jiamei Exhibition Co., Ltd., Beijing United Beauty Industry Culture Co., Ltd.
Sector: Hairdressing and Beauty
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: Professional cosmetics, medical beauty, health care products, daily skin care products, nail manicure products, etc.
Telephone: 400-052-0818
URL: www.beijingbeautyexpo.com/bj

2023 China International Jewelry Fair

Duration: 2023/3/16—2023/3/20
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyangl)
Host: Gems & Jewelry Trade Association of China
Organizer: Gems & Jewelry Trade Association of China
Sector: Jewellery
Area: 30030 m²
Contents: Jewelry, raw materials, semi-finished products, handicrafts
Telephone: (+853) 88224963
Fax: (+853) 88222326
E-mail: fst.enquiry@um.edu.mo
URL: www.jewellery.org.cn

The 10th Beijing International Pet Supplies Exhibition

Duration: 2023/2/23—2023/2/26
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)
Host: Beijing Lanneret International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Lanneret International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply
Area: 106800 m²
Contents: Pet food, intelligent products, pet medical treatment and health care, pet products, related pet service organizations, etc.
Telephone: 010-82967545
Fax: 010-82967471
E-mail: lanneret@lanneret.com.cn
URL: www.chinapetexpo.com

2023 The 32nd China (Beijing) International Building Decorations and Materials Expo

Duration: 2023/3/19—2023/3/22
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)
Host: China International Exhibition Center Group Company
Organizer: CIEC GL Events (Beijing) International Co., Ltd.
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Area: 120000 m²
Contents: Integrated top wall and whole house assembly, whole house custom home and decorative art glass, kitchen and cabinet materials, kitchen appliances materials, woodworking machinery, intelligent clothes drying, automatic doors, electric doors, intelligent doors and access control systems, special doors and windows, drive control, prefabricated houses, building shading, hardware fittings, equipment and new building materials
Telephone: 010-84494460
Fax: 010-84494457
2023 The 20th China International Door Industry Exhibition and the 8th China International Integrated Custom-made Home Furnishings Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/3/19—2023/3/22  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)  
**Host:** China National Forest Products Industry Association, China Timber and Wood Products Distribution Association, China International Exhibition Center Group Company, French GL Events Group  
**Organizer:** CIEC GL Events (Beijing) International Co., Ltd  
**Sector:** Furniture and Househld  
**Area:** 120000 m²  
**Contents:** Customized home furnishing, high-end entrance door/system doors and windows/smart home, custom wooden door, design and smart life, new materials/new technology and smart equipment  
**Telephone:** 010-57592388-3  
**E-mail:** info@ciec-glevents.com  
**URL:** www.door-expo.com

2023 The 33rd China (Beijing) International Wall Covering, Curtain and Home Soft Furnishings Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/3/26—2023/3/28  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)  
**Host:** France GL Events Group, China International Exhibition Center Group Company  
**Organizer:** CIEC GL Events (Beijing) International Co., Ltd  
**Sector:** Furniture and Househld  
**Area:** 120000 m²  
**Contents:** PVC wallpaper, hemp wallpaper, non-woven wallpaper, sound-absorbing wallpaper, adhesive wallpaper, wool wallpaper, fluorescent wallpaper, glass fiber wall cloth, decorative fabric for wall, leather carving, soft package, decorative materials for wall, fabric, window decoration products, etc.  
**Telephone:** 010-57592388-1  
**E-mail:** info@ciec-glevents.com  
**URL:** www.wallcoveringexpo.com/bj

2023 The 45th / 46th / 47th China Beijing International Presents, Gifts and Household Articles Exhibition (The 1st Session)

**Duration:** 2023/3/23—2023/3/25  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)  
**Host:** Beijing Lizhan Huaqun Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Lizhan Huabo Exhibition (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply  
**Area:** 44700 m²

2023 China International Clean Energy Expo

**Duration:** 2023/3/28—2023/3/30  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)  
**Host:** Construction Industry Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Electric Power Industry Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade  
**Organizer:** Beijing Tiger Exhibition Co., Ltd.
**Beijing**

**Sector:** Electricity and New Energy Equipment  
**Area:** 27730 m²  
**Contents:** Integrated energy solutions, solar energy, wind energy, energy storage, hydrogen energy  
**Telephone:** 010-84600658  
**E-mail:** 453646898@qq.com  
**URL:** www.ceec-bj.cn

---

**2023 International Allfood Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/3/29—2023/3/30  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)  
**Host:** Beijing Longpinxi Exhibition Co., Ltd  
**Organizer:** Beijing Longpinxi Exhibition Co., Ltd  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Area:** 22250 m²  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Snack foods such as candy, chocolate, jelly, cakes, roasted seeds and nuts, candied fruit, bean products and meat products; cartoon food and imported food; ice cream, frozen food, low-temperature dairy products, beverages, etc.; prefabricated vegetable food; plant-based food; raw materials and ingredients; processing and packaging equipment; packaging materials and printing; mould and supporting equipment; testing equipment, logistics and transportation services, etc.  
**Telephone:** 13910380048  
**Fax:** 010-58076908  
**E-mail:** zhoumingtao@iallfood.com  
**URL:** www.allfoodex.com

---

**The 38th Beijing International Beauty Products and Cosmetics Expo (Spring)**

**Duration:** 2023/4/7—2023/4/9  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)  
**Host:** Beijing Shibolian Exhibition Service Co., Ltd  
**Organizer:** Beijing Shibolian Exhibition Service Co., Ltd  
**Sector:** Hairdressing and Beauty  
**Area:** 8150 m²  
**Contents:** Cosmetics  
**Telephone:** 13693653118  
**Fax:** 010-58220435  
**E-mail:** 451277815@qq.com  
**URL:** bjbeautyexpo.com

---

**2023 The 13rd Beijing International Advertising, Logo, Fine Arts Display, Graphics Express Printing, Packaging Design and Office Equipment Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/4/2—2023/4/4  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)  
**Host:** Beijing Huazhan Exhibition Co., Ltd  
**Organizer:** Beijing Huazhan Exhibition Co., Ltd  
**Sector:** Advertising  
**Area:** 18366 m²  
**Contents:** Advertising, equipment, materials, quick printing of pictures and texts, commercial and art exhibition, digital printing, signs and label  
**Telephone:** 010-58030280  
**Fax:** 010-58030280  
**E-mail:** 445628957@qq.com  
**URL:** www.allfoodex.com

---

**2023 China International Jewelry Show**

**Duration:** 2023/4/7—2023/4/10  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)  
**Host:** China International Exhibition Center Group Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Beijing Huagang Exhibition Co., Ltd., Beijing Haiming Huibo Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Jewellery  
**Area:** 18366 m²
2023 The 1st National School Uniforms Exhibition

Duration: 2023/4/7—2023/4/10
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)
Host: China Education Logistics Association, Beijing UBM Fashion Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing UBM Fashion International Exhibition Co., Ltd
Sector: Textile and Apparel
Area: 4335 m²
Contents: School uniform, garden uniform, logistics equipment, textile surface accessories
Telephone: 010-52338055
Fax: 010-52338055
E-mail: 530693238@qq.com

2023 Beijing International Brand-name Clothing Customization Chain (Business Wear, Uniforms) Expo

Duration: 2023/4/7—2023/4/10
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)
Host: China Education Logistics Association, Beijing UBM Fashion Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing UBM International Exhibition Co., Ltd
Sector: Textile and Apparel
Area: 4335 m²
Contents: Clothing customization exhibition, original design exhibition, business wear-group clothing exhibition, school uniform-garden clothing exhibition, textile accessories exhibition, T catwalk show
Telephone: 010-52338055
Fax: 010-52338055
E-mail: 530693238@qq.com

2023 The 18th China International Machine Tool Exhibition

Duration: 2023/4/10—2023/4/15
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)
Host: China Machine Tool and Tools Industry Association
Organizer: China Machine Tool and Tools Industry Association, China International Exhibition Center Group Company
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 139000 m²
Contents: Metal cutting machine tools, metal forming machine tools, special processing machine tools, laser processing equipment, additive manufacturing and special equipment, manufacturing units/systems, industrial robots and automation equipment, peripheral equipments such as casting, heat treatment, injection molding, cleaning machines, numerical control systems, digital display devices, machine tools, abrasive tools, superhard materials and products, coated abrasive tools, inspection and measurement equipment, wood and bamboo processing machine tools, information consultation, engineering services, etc.
Telephone: 010-63345659
E-mail: paolo.zhang@cmtba.org.cn
URL: www.cimtshow.com

2023 Beijing International Catering Franchise Chain Exhibition

Duration: 2023/4/13—2023/4/15
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)
Host: Beijing Huanyu Canchuang International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Huanyu Canchuang International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 4335 m²
Contents: Chinese food, western food, hot pot, food, beverages, catering services, etc.
Telephone: 1085769958
E-mail: 13911303979@139.com
URL: www.crfejm.com

The 21st China International Environmental Protection Exhibition

Duration: 2023/4/13—2023/4/15
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)
Host: China Environmental Protection Industry Association
Organizer: China Environmental Protection Industry Association
Sector: Energy Saving and Environmental Protection
Area: 44700 m²
Contents: Eco-environmental protection technology, products and services
Telephone: 010-52806519
E-mail: intl@caepi.org.cn
URL: www.ciepec.org

2023 The 24th China International Exhibition for Sanitation and Municipal Facilities and Cleaning Equipment

Duration: 2023/4/13—2023/4/15
City: Beijing
Venue: China Agricultural Exhibition Center
Host: Beijing Association of City Appearance and Environmental Sanitation, Beijing Garden Green Conservation Foundation, Beijing Park Green Land Association
Organizer: Beijing Qifa Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Energy Saving and Environmental Protection
Contents: Sanitation vehicle and comprehensive equipment exhibition area, intelligent garbage collection and intelligent sanitation exhibition area, municipal facilities exhibition area, cleaning equipment exhibition area, toilet exhibition area and kitchen waste exhibition area
Telephone: 010-85866179
Fax: 010-85866179
E-mail: qifa1238@126.com
URL: www.cepechina.com

2023 Beijing International Craft Beer Exhibition

City: Beijing
Venue: Beijing Shougang Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Beer Circulation Professional Committee of Beijing International Economic and Trade Development Association
Organizer: Beijing Zhonghehe Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Contents: Craft beer
Telephone: 13911599752
E-mail: lang@bjbrew.com
URL: www.bjbrew.com

The 22nd China International Modern Agriculture Expo

City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)
**Beijing International Art Mounting and Reproduction Technology Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/4/20—2023/4/22  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)  
**Host:** China International Trade Center Limited Liability Company, Beijing Ruicai Zongheng Culture Development Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Beijing Ruicai Zongheng Culture Development Co., Ltd., Guangzhou Qidiantang Culture and Art Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment  
**Area:** 8670 m²  
**Contents:** Video output equipment, frame-mounted finished painting, photo album and photo frame at the later stage of photo studio  
**Telephone:** 010-63256008  
**E-mail:** Ruicai68014798@126.com  
**URL:** www.afaexpo.com

**The 34th Jingzheng Beijing International Maternity, Baby and Children Products Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/4/22—2023/4/24  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)  
**Host:** Beijing Jingzheng International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Beijing Jingzheng International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Maternity and Infant Supply  
**Area:** 53400 m²  
**Contents:** Products and services related to pregnant women, infants and young children, and insurance products related to mother and baby  
**Telephone:** 010-69405334  
**URL:** www.jingzheng.com

**2023 The 9th Beijing International Hot Pot Food Ingredients Exhibition, 2023 The 9th Beijing International Catering Supply Chain Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/4/22—2023/4/24  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)  
**Host:** Beijing Bowen Qiyang International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Beijing Bowen Qiyang International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Area:** 26700 m²  
**Contents:** Beef and mutton, frozen food, pills and slippery products, seafood food, base seasoning, special food rinse, mushroom food, conditioning food, tableware and equipment, drinks, hot pot staple food, hot pot leisure (snack) food, store decoration design, soft furnishings and furniture, information software, supporting services, poultry food,
fast food, raw materials of food, smart kitchen, refrigeration equipment, mechanical equipment
Telephone: 18910178795
E-mail: 850230474@qq.com
URL: www.huoguozhan.com

The 9th Beijing International Intelligent Agricultural Equipment and Technologies Expo
Duration: 2023/4/26—2023/4/28
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Center
Host: Zhenwei Exhibition Group, Xinjiang Zhenwei International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Beijing New Intelligent Agriculture Research Institute, Beijing Internet of Things Intelligent Technology Application Association
Organizer: Xinjiang Zhenwei International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Agricultural Machinery
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: High-technology of smart agriculture, such as smart irrigation, smart water affairs
Telephone: 0991-2321006
Fax: 0991-2321006
E-mail: 2850965739@qq.com
URL: www.cwae.com.cn

2023 China Irrigation Industry Development Conference, and The 9th Beijing International Irrigation Technology Exhibition
Duration: 2023/4/26—2023/4/28
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Center
Host: Chinese Agricultural Water Saving and Rural Drinking Water Supply Technology Association, China Agricultural Reclamation Water Saving Agricultural Industry Technology Alliance, Beijing Internet of Things Intelligent Technology Application Association, Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd., Xinjiang Zhenwei International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Xinjiang Zhenwei International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Area: 25000 m²
Contents: High-technology of smart agriculture, such as smart irrigation, smart water affairs
Telephone: 0991-2321006
Fax: 0991-2321006
E-mail: 2850965739@qq.com
URL: www.cwae.com.cn

2023 China International Exhibition of Technical Products and Services for Radio, Television and Information Network
Duration: 2023/4/26—2023/4/28
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)
Host: Academy of Broadcasting Science of the National Radio and Television Administration
Organizer: Beijing Guangyan Radio & TV High-Tech Center Co., Ltd.
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Area: 44700 m²
Contents: Broadcasting and television industry acquisition and production, transmission coverage, operation and management, network audio-visual, new media, Internet, informative audio-visual communication equipment
Telephone: 010-86093977
Fax: 010-86094090
E-mail: xujian@abs.ac.cn
URL: www.ccbn.cn
The 9th International Exhibition on Police Equipment and Anti Terrorism Technical and Equipment (CIPATE)

City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)
Host: Commercial Industry Committee of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Organizer: Beijing Huashibo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Public Security
Area: 10000 m²
Contents: UAV and security robots, police equipment and anti-terrorism equipment, big data and network security, intelligent video surveillance, artificial intelligence, smart cities
Telephone: 010-86395288, 010-66094244
Fax: 010-66016043
E-mail: 523252386@qq.com, liyuan@ciect.com
URL: www.cipate.cn

2023 The 24th China International NGVS and Gas Station Equipment Exhibition and Forum

City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)
Host: Beijing Qifa Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Qifa Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Other Equipment/Material
Area: 8500 m²
Contents: Natural gas and hydrogen energy vehicle parts; Natural gas and hydrogen energy storage system; Natural gas and hydrogen gas filling station equipment
Telephone: 010-85861238
Fax: 010-85863866
E-mail: Qifa1238@126.com
URL: www.ngvchina.com

2023 The 1st National Housekeeping Expo

City: Beijing
Venue: Beijing Exhibition Hall
Host: China City and Small Town Reform and Development Center
Organizer: Beijing Zhongzhuang Huasheng International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Healthcare and Aged Care
Contents: "Leader" exhibition area, international exchange exhibition area, pension industry exhibition area, housekeeping service exhibition area, pregnant and baby exhibition area, convenience service exhibition area, industrial integration exhibition area, medical care exhibition area and future housekeeping exhibition area
Telephone: 010-84600888
URL: www.nh-expo.com

2023 Care & Rehabilitation Expo China

Duration: 2023/5
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Center
Host: China Disabled Persons Federation
Organizer: China Assistive Devices and Technology Center for Persons with Disabilities, Beijing Disabled Persons Federation
Sector: Healthcare and Aged Care
Contents: Wheelchairs, scooters, walkers, crutches, exoskeletons, welfare vehicles and accessories; Barrier-free living facilities, etc.
Telephone: 020-89899629
Fax: 020-89899111
E-mail: CRCinfo@polycn.com
URL: www.crexpo.cn
China International Exhibition of HVAC, Sanitary Ware and Comfortable Home Furnishings

Duration: 2023/5/11—2023/5/13
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)
Host: China International Exhibition Center Group Co., Ltd.
Organizer: CIEC GL Events (Beijing) International Co., Ltd.
Sector: Furniture and Househld
Area: 87026 m²
Contents: Heating device, floor heating system, air conditioning and ventilation system, sanitary ware and kitchen, bathroom hardware, water supply and drainage, pumps, valves and pipe fittings, building intelligence and testing equipment, building energy-saving materials, new energy and energy-saving equipment and technology for comfortable home, etc.
Telephone: 010-84600921
Fax: 010-84600910
E-mail: min.yang@ciec-glevents.com
URL: www.ishc-cihe.com

The 25th Beijing International Exhibition of Preschool Teaching Supplies and Kindergarten Supporting Equipment

Duration: 2023/5/11—2023/5/13
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)
Host: Beijing Nanbei Yulian International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Nanbei Yulian International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Educational Equipment
Area: 44700 m²
Contents: Preschool supplies, kindergarten supplies, supporting equipment of kindergarten
Telephone: 010-87766940
Fax: 010-87766773
E-mail: bjgg@vip.163.com
URL: www.bjkse.com

Beijing International Exhibition of Vehicles and Parts for Freight Transport, Urban Public Transport and Travel

Duration: 2023/5/17—2023/5/19
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)
Host: Beijing Municipal Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Organizer: Beijing International Exhibition Center Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Area: 39300 m²
Contents: Passenger cars, freight vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers, vehicle engines and auto parts, vehicle inspection and maintenance equipment, etc.
Telephone: 010-64934668
Fax: 010-64938558
E-mail: xielinli@biec.com.cn
URL: www.bustruckexpo.com

Beijing International Metro Transit Exhibition and Summit Forum

Duration: 2023/5/18—2023/5/20
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)
Host: China Association of Metros
Organizer: Beijing Zhongchenggui Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Boat, Rail and other Transportation
Area: 30400 m²
Contents: Rail transit technology, infrastructure construction, tunnels, vehicles, public transport sub-
way magnetic cards, human resources and consultation, etc.

**Beijing International Motorcycle Exhibition**

- **Duration:** 2023/5/19—2023/5/22
- **City:** Beijing
- **Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)
- **Host:** China Chamber of Commerce for Motorcycle, China International Exhibition Center Group Co., Ltd.
- **Organizer:** Beijing Huagang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
- **Sector:** Bicycle, Ebike and Motorcycle
- **Area:** 67500 m²
- **Contents:** Motorcycles, spare parts, riding equipment, etc.
- **Telephone:** 010-84600353
- **URL:** www.motorshowchina.com

**2023 The 26th Asia (Beijing) Food, Beverages and Food Ingredients Exhibition**

- **Duration:** 2023/5/23—2023/5/25
- **City:** Beijing
- **Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)
- **Host:** Beijing Baiwei Exhibition Co., Ltd.
- **Organizer:** Beijing Baiwei Exhibition Co., Ltd.
- **Sector:** Food and Drink
- **Area:** 13580 m²
- **Contents:** Leisure food, drinks, alcohol, landmark food, family farm, catering, etc.
- **Telephone:** 18610288013
- **URL:** www.aifoode.com

**2023 The 12th China (Beijing) National Defense Informatization Equipment and Technologies Expo**

- **Duration:** 2023/5/23—2023/5/25
- **City:** Beijing
- **Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)
- **Host:** Beijing Qifa Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
- **Organizer:** Beijing Qifa Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
- **Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
- **Area:** 16820 m²
- **Contents:** Network security, information storage, communication and command automation, and military security prevention technology
- **Telephone:** 010-85861238
- **Fax:** 010-85863866
- **E-mail:** qifa1238@126.com
- **URL:** www.81guofang.com

**Exhibition of ZGC Forum / The 25th China Beijing International High-tech Expo**

- **Duration:** 2023/5/25—2023/5/30
- **City:** Beijing
- **Venue:** China National Convention Center
- **Host:** Ministry of Science and Technology, National Development and Reform Commission, Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the State Council, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Chinese Academy of Engineering, China Association for Science and Technology, Beijing Municipal People's Government
- **Organizer:** Beijing Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
- **Sector:** Comprehensive
- **Contents:** Key technological innovations, international cooperation achievements, digital economy and intelligent manufacturing, aerospace and marine science and technology, carbon neutrality, life and health, innovative construction of industrial parks
- **Telephone:** 010-88070468
- **URL:** www.chitec.cn
2023 China Chain Store and Franchise Exhibition (Beijing)

**Duration:** 2023/5/26—2023/5/28  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China National Convention Center (Beijing)  
**Host:** China Chain Store and Franchise Association  
**Sector:** Franchising  
**Area:** 140000 m²  
**Contents:** Chinese fast food, Chinese dinner, Western dinner, western fast food, hot pot, cafe shop, Japanese and Korean catering, specialty snacks, leisure drinks, bars, light catering, etc.  
**Telephone:** 010-68784990  
**URL:** www.chinafranchiseexpo.com

2023 The 15th Beijing International Dusting Equipment Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/5/26—2023/5/28  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** Etrong International Exhibition & Convention Center (Beijing)  
**Host:** China Low Carbon Industry Association, Beijing Blue Sky Low Carbon Environmental Protection Consulting Center, Shanghai Shunqi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Shunqi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Area:** 20000 m²  
**Contents:** Gravity dust collector, inertial dust collector, cyclone dust collector, multi-tube cyclone dust collector, etc. cyclone water film dust collector, venturi dust collector, spray dust collector, self-excited spray dust collector, packed tower dust collector and impact dust collector; bag filter, granular layer filter, air filter, dry electrostatic precipitator, wesp, etc.  
**Telephone:** 021-59780577  
**Fax:** 021-80310455  
**E-mail:** 2738079519@qq.com  
**URL:** www.zfjjexpo.com

2023 The 10th Beijing International Exhibition for Technology and Equipment of Evaporation and Crystallization

**Duration:** 2023/5/27—2023/5/29  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** Etrong International Exhibition & Convention Center (Beijing)  
**Host:** China Low Carbon Industry Association  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Mengjun Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Area:** 35000 m²  
**Contents:** Evaporator, crystallizer, compressed air system, equipment, drying equipment, heat exchange equipment, sewage treatment equipment, evaporation and crystallization related equipment, etc.  
**Telephone:** 021-59780577  
**Fax:** 021-80310455  
**E-mail:** 2738079519@qq.com  
**URL:** www.zfjjexpo.com

The 50th China International Health Industry Expo

**Duration:** 2023/5/28—2023/5/30  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)  
**Host:** Beijing Shibowei International Exhibition Co., Ltd., China Health Care Nutrition Periodical Office, China Traditional Chinese Medicine Information Society  
**Organizer:** Beijing Shibowei International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Healthcare and Aged Care  
**Area:** 21730 m²  
**Contents:** Nutritional and healthy food, high-end tonic, medicated diet, organic green food, medical
care, Intelligent medical care and cloud health, rehabilitation care, sports health products, etc.
**Telephone:** 010-85822300  
**E-mail:** 380032600@qq.com  
**URL:** www.jianbohui.com

**The 23rd China International Petroleum and Petrochemical Technology and Equipment Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/5/31—2023/6/2  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)  
**Host:** Tianjin Zhenwei International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd., Beijing Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Tianjin Zhenwei International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd., Beijing Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Mining and Equipment  
**Area:** 88178 m²  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Petroleum, petrochemical, chemical, offshore oil, pipeline, natural gas, maritime, gas, trenchless, hydrogen energy equipment, automatic instruments, explosion-proof electrical, safety protection equipment and technologies  
**Telephone:** 010-56176938  
**Fax:** 010-56176998  
**E-mail:** fdf@zhenweiexpo.com  
**URL:** www.cippe.com.cn

**2023 China International Building Industry Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/6/4—2023/6/6  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)  
**Host:** China International Exhibition Center Group Company  
**Organizer:** Beijing Zhongzhuang Wenhang International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Construction and Building Material  
**Area:** 11000 m²  
**Contents:** Building template, building engineering materials, building thermal insulation, dry-mixed mortar, construction machinery  
**Telephone:** 13910024687  
**E-mail:** 1214729240@qq.com  
**URL:** www.constructech.cn

**The 12nd Beijing International Automobile Manufacturing Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/6/7—2023/6/9  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)  
**Host:** Beijing Yatai Rise Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Beijing Yatai Rise Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Automobile  
**Area:** 14100 m²  
**Contents:** Automobile design and development, trial production engineering, new energy, intelligent networked automobile project  
**Telephone:** 010-52338074  
**E-mail:** 496124168@qq.com  
**URL:** www.ciame-show.com

**2023 China International Industrial Assembly and Transmission Technology and Equipment Exhibition, China International Intelligent Factory and Automation Technology Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/6/7—2023/6/9  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)  
**Host:** Beijing Yatai Rise Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Beijing Yatai Rise Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery
**2023 Asia-Pacific Intelligent Vehicle Technology Conference**

*Duration:* 2023/6/7—2023/6/9  
*City:* Beijing  
*Venue:* China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)  
*Host:* Beijing Yatai Rise Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
*Organizer:* Beijing Yatai Rise Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
*Sector:* Automobile  
*Area:* 60000 m²  
*Contents:* Intelligent automobile, automobile technology, intelligent transportation, intelligent network connection, automobile electronics, driving assistance, car networking, driving computer, semiconductor, chip module, automobile testing technology and test measurement technology, nondestructive testing, car body accessories, performance modification, car rental and service, car networking development platform and operation, etc.

**Telephone:** 18518323880  
**E-mail:** 2223299301@qq.com

**2023 The 12th China International Exhibition for Automobile Interior and Exterior Decoration and Processing Equipment**

*Duration:* 2023/6/7—2023/6/9  
*City:* Beijing  
*Venue:* China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)  
*Host:* Beijing Yatai Rise Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
*Organizer:* Beijing Yatai Rise Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
*Sector:* Automobile  
*Contents:* Design, development and service of automobile interior and exterior trim, interior and exterior trim products (all kinds of automobile exterior trim assemblies and ancillary products), interior and exterior trim molds, applied materials, interior and exterior trim raw materials and chemical products,
processing technology and equipment of interior and exterior trim

**Telephone:** 010-52338140  
**E-mail:** 543889071@qq.com  
**URL:** www.china-iade.com

---

**2023 Beijing New Energy Battery and Technology Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/6/7—2023/6/9  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)  
**Host:** China Industrial Association of Power Sources  
**Organizer:** Beijing Yatai Rise Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Electricity and New Energy Equipment  
**Area:** 60000㎡  
**Contents:** Lithium battery, power battery and management system, storage battery, supercapacitor, energy storage technology, hydrogen fuel cell technology, graphene industry and application  
**Telephone:** 15611320711  
**E-mail:** 626105531@qq.com

---

**2023 The 18th CSMF Sports Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/6/10—2023/6/11  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)  
**Host:** Beijing CSMF Sports Culture Industry Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Beijing CSMF Sports Culture Industry Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment  
**Area:** 44700㎡  
**Contents:** Sports manufacturing  
**Telephone:** 010-67167105  
**E-mail:** 952372172@qq.com  
**URL:** www.icsmf.com

---

**2023 China (Beijing) International Amusement Facilities and Equipment Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/6/14—2023/6/16  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)  
**Host:** China Arcade Machine and Amusement Park Association  
**Organizer:** Beijing Ronglü Culture Development Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment  
**Area:** 53400㎡  
**Contents:** Recreational facilities and equipment, planning, design and construction, cultural IP output, etc.  
**Telephone:** 010-57690338  
**URL:** www.caapa.org

---

**2023 China (Beijing) International Smart Community and Property Management Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/6/16—2023/6/18  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** Etrong International Exhibition & Convention Center (Beijing)  
**Host:** China Consumer Electronics Association, China Smart City Association, Shanghai Yewen Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Senzhan International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai Yewen Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Other Sectors  
**Area:** 25000㎡  
**Contents:** Future community planning, national demonstration smart community, advanced community, harmonious community, achievements in community culture and spiritual civilization construction, achievements in community safety management, etc.; brand property companies, technology property companies, smart property companies, property management education and training, op-
operation and maintenance management and maintenance of buildings, equipment and facilities, etc.

**Telephone:** 021-54388602  
**Fax:** 021-51861458  
**E-mail:** 18817208969@139.com  
**URL:** www.scpcexpo.com

---

**2023 China (Beijing) International Optical Glasses Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/6/16—2023/6/18  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** Etrong International Exhibition & Convention Center (Beijing)  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Yewen Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Watch and Glasses  
**Contents:** Traditional glasses, smart glasses  
**Telephone:** 021-54388602, 18817208969  
**Fax:** 021-51862460  
**URL:** www.iogchina.com

---

**2023 China (Beijing) International Archives Informatization Exhibition and Forum**

**Duration:** 2023/6/16—2023/6/18  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** Etrong International Exhibition & Convention Center (Beijing)  
**Host:** China Consumer Electronics Association, China Smart City Association, Shanghai Yewen Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Office Supply  
**Area:** 20000 m²  
**Contents:** High-speed scanner, large format scanner, book scanner, document scanner, etc. Security database, platform software, archive information management, etc.; big data management, data mining, data archiving, data analysis, data retrieval, data migration, knowledge management, etc.  
**Telephone:** 13816113405, 021-67641180  
**Fax:** 021-51862460  
**E-mail:** 2573929581@qq.com  
**URL:** www.miconexpo.com

---

**2023 Asia Consumer Electronics Show (Beijing)**

**Duration:** 2023/6/16—2023/6/18  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** Etrong International Exhibition & Convention Center (Beijing)  
**Host:** China Consumer Electronics Association, Shanghai Yewen Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Senzhan International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Area:** 60000 m²  
**Contents:** Smart life technology, smart epidemic prevention technology, 5G innovation, smart city Internet of Things, etc.  
**Telephone:** 010-86390895  
**Fax:** 010-86390802  
**E-mail:** cee@senexpo.cn  
**URL:** www.ccefb.com

---

**2023 Asia International Smart Home Exhibition (Beijing)**

**Duration:** 2023/6/16—2023/6/18  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** Etrong International Exhibition & Convention Center (Beijing)  
**Host:** China Consumer Electronics Association, Senzhan International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Senzhan International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Furniture and Household  
**Area:** 50000 m²  
**Contents:** Overall smart home, smart panel/socket, smart sleep and health monitoring, smart security protection, smart door lock, burglar alarm system, smart entertainment products, smart community,
smart life technology, etc.
**Telephone:** 010-86390895
**Fax:** 010-51418337
**E-mail:** cee@senexpo.cn
**URL:** www.ciftiscn.com

### 2023 Asia International Smart City Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/6/16—2023/6/18  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** Etrong International Exhibition & Convention Center (Beijing)  
**Host:** China Consumer Electronics Association, Senzhan International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Senzhan International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Area:** 50000 m²  
**Contents:** Smart transportation, big data of Internet of Things, smart city, epidemic prevention technology, smart life, smart home, digital health technology, smart medical care, VR/AR virtual reality, 5G technology, service robot, automobile technology  
**Telephone:** 010-86390895  
**Fax:** 010-86390802  
**E-mail:** cee@senexpo.cn  
**URL:** www.ciftiscn.com

### 2023 The 11th China International Motorhome Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/6/16—2023/6/18  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** Etrong International Exhibition & Convention Center (Beijing)  
**Host:** Messe Düsseldorf Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., China Tourism Group Co., Ltd., Motorhome Branch of China Association of Automobile Manufacturers, Road Trip and Camping Motorhome  
**Organizer:** Messe Düsseldorf Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Automobile  
**Contents:** Self-propelled and trailer-mounted recreational vehicle, chassis, spare parts and recreational vehicle campsites  
**Telephone:** 021-61698300  
**Fax:** 021-61698301  
**E-mail:** shanghai@mds.cn  
**URL:** www.aicshow.com

### 2023 The 14th China Beijing International Computer Network and Information Security Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/6/16—2023/6/18  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China National Convention Center  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Contents:** Commercial password application, database security, file transmission encryption, key management and key recovery, computer key, etc.  
**Telephone:** 15652357552  
**E-mail:** xyd_5588@163.com  
**URL:** www.xxaqz.com

### 2023 Beijing International Tourism Expo

**Duration:** 2023/6/16—2023/6/18  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)  
**Host:** Beijing Relation Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., China Tourism Association  
**Organizer:** Beijing Relation Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment  
**Area:** 13580 m²  
**Contents:** Tourism and Hotel
Beijing

**China International Bakery Exhibition, China International Food and Catering Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/6/19—2023/6/21  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)  
**Host:** China Food Industry Association, Food Industry Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Beijing Jingmao International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Beijing Jingmao International Exhibition Co., Ltd  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Area:** 13580 ㎡  
**Contents:** Baking, food and drinks processing, food packaging technology and equipment, beverage ingredients, barbecue, prefabricated food, etc.  
**Telephone:** 010-84414061  
**E-mail:** fengfeng99@vip.163.com  
**URL:** www.baking-expo.com

---

**2023 The 9th China International Food and Drinks Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/6/19—2023/6/21  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)  
**Host:** Anjiemei (Beijing) International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Anjiemei (Beijing) International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Contents:** Sweets, chocolate and snack foods, biscuits, cakes and baked goods, canned food, meat products and aquatic products, halal food, quick-frozen, frozen food and ice cream products, dairy products, dairy products, cheese and egg products, edible oil, olive oil and grain and oil products, infant food, nutritional products and health foods, dried fruits, nuts, candy foods, fruits, vegetables, macaroni, cereals and agricultural and sideline products, famous-brands products from all over the world  
**Telephone:** 13718687129, 010-86462722-803  
**Fax:** 010-86462722  
**E-mail:** zhangtao_688@126.com  
**URL:** www.cifiechinaexpo.com

---

**Building Carbon Building Materials Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/6/28—2023/6/30  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)  
**Host:** Zhonglian Messe München (Beijing) International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
**Organizer:** Zhonglian Messe München (Beijing) International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Construction and Building Material
**Area:** 26700 m²
**Contents:** Building energy conservation
**Telephone:** 010-84719580-850
**Fax:** 010-84719580-881
**E-mail:** simon.xu@mmuexpo.com
**URL:** www.bauchina.com

---

**2023 China Water Search and Rescue Technology and Equipment Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/6/28—2023/6/30
**City:** Beijing
**Venue:** Beijing Shougang Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** Beijing Zhongsheng International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Water Search and Rescue Technology and Equipment Alliance
**Organizer:** Beijing Zhongsheng International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Public Security
**Contents:** Safety and life-saving supplies, underwater search and rescue devices, emergency communication equipment, diving institutions, etc.
**Telephone:** 13910818429, 010-89318320
**E-mail:** zhongsheng_2020@sina.com
**URL:** www.zgsssjexpo.com

---

**2023 China (Beijing) International Fire Fighting Technology and Equipment Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/6/28—2023/6/30
**City:** Beijing
**Venue:** Beijing Shougang Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** China Fire Fighting Enterprise Federation, National Fire Fighting Industry Innovation Alliance
**Organizer:** Beijing Zhongzhan Huaxin International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Public Security
**Contents:** Urban fire alarm linkage system, internet of things, intelligent fire fighting cloud platform, fire fighting informatization, location service, fire fighting cloud security service platform, GIS technology, information transmission, mobile measurement technology, intelligent fire fighting supervision platform, etc.
**Telephone:** 010-86203328, 15652357552
**E-mail:** market@zzhxzl.cn, office@zzhxzl.cn, sales@zzhxzl.cn
**URL:** www.cbfe119.com

---

**2023 China (Beijing) International UAV System Industry Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/6/28—2023/6/30
**City:** Beijing
**Venue:** Beijing Shougang Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** UASEXPO Alliance, Beijing Zhongsheng International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
**Organizer:** Beijing Zhongsheng International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Aviation and Aerospace
**Contents:** Target machine, agricultural and forestry plant protection; micro-UAV, unmanned submersible; GPS, positioning equipment; image equipment and video equipment; power supply, engine motor battery; wireless link and satellite digital data link transmission; launcher, launcher; aviation model and remote control equipment; UAV counter system, 3D printing technology, etc.
**Telephone:** 13671039528, 010-89318320
**E-mail:** yichuangzhanlan@sina.cn
**URL:** www.uasexpo.cn

---

**2023 The 5th China VR/AR Conference and Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/6/28—2023/6/30
**City:** Beijing
**2023 The 8th GEO China**

**Duration:** 2023/6/28—2023/6/30  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** Beijing Shougang Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Organizing Committee of GEO China, Beijing Zhongsheng International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Surveying and Mapping Geographic Technology Exchange Promotion Center  
**Organizer:** Beijing Zhongsheng International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Contents:** Unmanned aerial vehicle, unmanned ship, aerial camera, laser radar, mobile measuring vehicle, laser 3D scanner and total station; GIS application software, GIS electronic map, GPS satellite monitoring and early warning system, emergency remote sensing image cluster processing system, intelligent transportation solution system, etc.  
**Telephone:** 010-63772018  
**E-mail:** zhongsheng_2020@sina.com  
**URL:** www.intergeo.cn

---

**2023 Beijing International Disaster Prevention and Reduction and Emergency Safety Industry Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/6/28—2023/6/30  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** Beijing Shougang Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Beijing Zhongsheng International Exhibition Co., Ltd., China Medical Equipment Association Emergency Treatment Branch, China Safety Industry Association, Emergency Safety Science and Technology Innovation Alliance  
**Organizer:** Beijing Zhongsheng International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Public Security  
**Contents:** Disaster and detection (earthquake disaster, meteorological disaster, debris flow, marine disaster, flood, drought and fire disaster, bridge and tunnel Safety Protection, etc.) early warning, etc.  
**Telephone:** 010-89318320, 13910818429  
**E-mail:** zhongsheng_2020@sina.com  
**URL:** www.fzexpo.cn

---

**The 30th China International Musical Instruments Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/6/29—2023/7/2  
**City:** Beijing  
**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)  
**Host:** China Performing Arts Equipment Technology Association  
**Organizer:** Beijing Performing Arts Exhibition Advertising Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment  
**Area:** 30400 m²  
**Contents:** Chinese and western musical instruments, accessories, books and periodicals, etc.  
**Telephone:** 010-64097148  
**Fax:** 010-84010152  
**E-mail:** 952459799@qq.com
The 17th China International Coal Mining Technology and Equipment Exhibition

Duration: 2023/7/5—2023/7/7  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)  
Host: Jinghe Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.  
Organizer: Jinghe Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Mining and Equipment  
Area: 4335 ㎡  
Contents: Intelligent unmanned coal mining, coal mine production equipment, coal mine transportation equipment  
Telephone: 010-68683796  
Fax: 010-88808892  
E-mail: huamaolian@263.net

The 18th International Exhibition of Advanced Composite Products, Raw Materials, Tooling and Engineering Application

Duration: 2023/7/5—2023/7/7  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)  
Host: Beijing Shengshi Alliance Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Organizer: Beijing Shengshi Alliance Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Advanced Material/Technology  
Area: 21730 ㎡  
Contents: Advanced composite materials and related upstream and downstream products in aerospace, rail transit, shipping, sports and leisure fields  
E-mail: exhibits@sampe.org.cn  
URL: www.sampechina.org

The 17th Beijing International Intelligent Manufacturing Equipment and Industry Automation Exhibition

Duration: 2023/7/5—2023/7/7  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)  
Host: Jinghe Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.  
Organizer: Jinghe Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Industrial Machinery  
Area: 4335 ㎡  
Contents: Intelligent manufacturing equipment, industrial automation  
Telephone: 010-68683796  
Fax: 010-88808892  
E-mail: huamaolian@263.net  
URL: www.auto-wo.com

2023 China (Beijing) International Hydraulic, Pneumatic and Sealing Technology Exhibition

Duration: 2023/7/5—2023/7/7  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)  
Host: China Hydraulic Industry Association, China Hydraulic, Pneumatic, Sealing Association  
Organizer: Shanghai Weibo Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Industrial Machinery  
Contents: Machinery, hydraulic components, hydraulic accessories, hydraulic systems, hydraulics, and sealing products  
Telephone: 021-59553968, 18964995878  
Fax: 021-59556179  
E-mail: 1207862100@qq.com  
URL: www.mfyexpo.com

2023 Asia-Pacific Beijing International Machinery Manufacturing Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/7/5—2023/7/7
Beijing

City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)
Host: China Association of Plant Engineering, Zhonggong Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Jinghe Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 100000 m²
Contents: Plastics, rubber, industrial packaging, complete robot machines, fastener industry and accessories, 3D printing equipment inspection instruments, measuring instruments, measuring tools, molds and plate processing equipment, industrial spare parts and sub-contracting, industrial automation and power transmission, surface treatment technology, molding equipment, machining process, material and design servo drive device, numerical control system casting
Telephone: 15811026673
E-mail: 3588362872@qq.com
URL: www.ptc-wo.com

2023 The 17th Beijing International Exhibition for Technology and Equipment of Logistics and Transportation System

Duration: 2023/7/5—2023/7/7
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)
Host: China Association of Plant Engineering, China Mechanical and Electrical Products Circulation Association, Zhonggong Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Jinghe Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd., Jingshang International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Logistics and Warehousing
Area: 50000 m²
Contents: Automatic transportation system, transmission system and components, storage technology, storage equipment, logistics information technology
Telephone: 010-88808892
Fax: 010-68683796
E-mail: huamaolian@263.net
URL: www.aiae-wo.com

2023 The 17th Beijing International Exhibition of Machine Vision and Industrial Application

Duration: 2023/7/5—2023/7/7
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)
Host: China Association of Plant Engineering, Zhonggong Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Jinghe Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd., Jingshang International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Logistics and Warehousing
Area: 50000 m²
Contents: Metal cutting precision and special processing machine tools, tools, molds and molding technology, materials and mold parts, stamping equipment and plastic machinery, internet plus CAD/CAM/CAE integration and information management technology, automation integration technology and devices, robots, 3D additive manufacturing technology and laser special processing technology
Telephone: 010-88808892
Fax: 010-68683796
E-mail: huamaolian@263.net
URL: www.aiae-wo.com
**Host:** China Association of Plant Engineering, China Mechanical and Electrical Products Circulation Association, Zhonggong Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.

**Organizer:** Jingshang International Exhibition Co., Ltd., and Jinghe Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Industrial Machinery

**Contents:** Machine vision core components, machine vision accessories

**Telephone:** 010-88808892, 18500732017
**Fax:** 010-88808867
**E-mail:** hjz@jingheexpo.com
**URL:** www.cime.cc

---

**2023 The 17th Beijing International Industrial Automation Exhibition and 2023 The 17th Beijing International Intelligent Manufacturing Equipment Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/7/5—2023/7/7

**City:** Beijing

**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)

**Host:** China Association of Plant Engineering, China Mechanical and Electrical Products Circulation Association, Zhonggong Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.

**Organizer:** Jinghe Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd., Jingshang International Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Industrial Machinery

**Contents:** Intelligent manufacturing equipment, industrial automation, etc.

**Telephone:** 010-88808897, 13811235249
**Fax:** 010-88808867
**E-mail:** huamaolian@263.net
**URL:** www.ciptc.org

---

**2023 The 17th Beijing International Power Transmission and Control Technology Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/7/5—2023/7/7

**City:** Beijing

**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)

**Host:** China Association of Plant Engineering, China Mechanical and Electrical Products Circulation Association, Zhonggong Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.

**Organizer:** Jingshang International Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Industrial Machinery

**Contents:** Hydraulic pressure technology, hydraulic technology; all kinds of compression and purification equipment such as air compressors and filters, mechanical transmission components and gear boxes for machines; electric motor, servo motor and frequency converter; diesel engines, gasoline engines, motors, etc.; all kinds of generating sets and mobile power stations; other sectors standby power supply, generator control system, instruments and related spare parts, etc.

**Telephone:** 010-88808897, 15601125559
**Fax:** 010-68683796
**E-mail:** huamaolian@263.net
**URL:** www.ciptc.org

---

**2023 The 17th Beijing International Semiconductor Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/7/5—2023/7/7

**City:** Beijing

**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)

**Host:** China Association of Plant Engineering, China Mechanical and Electrical Products Circulation Association, Zhonggong Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.

**Organizer:** Jinghe Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd., Jingshang International Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment

---
**Contents:** Semiconductor design, packaging and testing, manufacturers, raw materials, production equipment, packaging technology and equipment, testing and packaging supporting products

**Telephone:** 010-88808892, 18500732017

**Fax:** 010-88808867

**E-mail:** huamaolian@263.net

**URL:** www.cioe.cc

---

**2023 The 17th Beijing International Electronic equipment exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/7/5—2023/7/7

**City:** Beijing

**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)

**Host:** China Association of Plant Engineering, China Mechanical and Electrical Products Circulation Association, Zhonggong Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.

**Organizer:** Jingshang International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Jinghe Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment

**Contents:** Surface mount technology, welding technology, industrial robots, sensors and actuators, motion control system, wire harness and connector production technology, coil production technology, dispensing coating, chemical materials

**Telephone:** 010-88808892, 18500732017

**Fax:** 010-88808867

**E-mail:** huamaolian@263.net

**URL:** www.cioe.cc

---

**2023 The 12th China Robot Show**

**Duration:** 2023/7/5—2023/7/7

**City:** Beijing

**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)

**Host:** China Association of Plant Engineering, China Mechanical and Electrical Products Circulation Association, Zhonggong Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.

**Organizer:** Jinghe Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Industrial Machinery

**Contents:** Industrial robot and service robot

**Telephone:** 15601125559, 010-88808897

**Fax:** 010-68683796

**E-mail:** huamaolian@263.net

**URL:** www.asiarobot.net

---

**2023 The 12th Beijing International Coal Chemical Industry Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/7/5—2023/7/7

**City:** Beijing

**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)

**Host:** The Secretariat of Beijing International Coal Chemical Industry Exhibition, China Association of Plant Engineering, Zhonggong Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.

**Organizer:** Jinghuayan Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Chemical Product

**Contents:** Reaction equipment, mass transfer equipment, concentration equipment, heat transfer equipment, storage and transportation equipment, air separation equipment, pressure vessels, key pumps and valves, general mechanical equipment, etc. in coal-to-oil, natural gas and methanol processes

**Telephone:** 010-88808892, 010-68683796

**Fax:** 010-88808867

**E-mail:** huamaolian@263.net

**URL:** www.coalchem.cn

---

**2023 Beijing International Industrial Communication and Industrial Internet Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/7/5—2023/7/7

**City:** Beijing

**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)
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Beijing International Education Brand Franchise Expo

**Duration:** 2023/7/12—2023/7/14

**City:** Beijing

**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)

**Host:** Beijing United People Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Organizer:** Beijing United People Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Franchising

**Area:** 8150 m²

**Contents:** Chain education institutions, training institutions, educational management information, educational supplies, preschool education products, etc.

**Telephone:** 010-65078868

**E-mail:** 2385301930@qq.com

**URL:** www.cieoe.com

2023 China (Beijing) International Fine Ceramics Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/7/22—2023/7/24

**City:** Beijing

**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)

**Host:** China Ceramic Industry Association

**Organizer:** Beijing Yanhuang Ceramic Technology Development Company

**Sector:** Furniture and Household

**Area:** 16450 m²

**Contents:** Household, building sanitary ceramics, intelligent sanitary bathroom, interior decorative porcelain plate, daily-use ceramics, artistic ceramics

**Telephone:** 010-68396220

**Fax:** 010-68396216

**E-mail:** 2064902525@qq.com

**URL:** www.ccianet.cn

2023 The 13rd Beijing International Hospitality, Catering and Food & Beverages Expo

**Duration:** 2023/7/27—2023/7/29

**City:** Beijing

**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)

**Host:** China Business Federation, China Hotel Association, Beijing Henghui International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Beijing

Ldt.

Organizer: Beijing Henghui International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 19580 m²
Contents: Comprehensive hotel supplies, catering packaging, prepared vegetables, food and drinks, franchise chain, etc.
Telephone: 400-158-2016
E-mail: xuexiang@henghuiex.com
URL: www.b-hhe.cn

The 45th / 46th / 47th China Beijing International Presents, Gifts and Household Articles Exhibition (The 2nd Session)

Duration: 2023/8/17—2023/8/19
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)
Host: Beijing Lizhan Huaqun Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Lizhan Huabo Exhibition (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply
Area: 44700 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Gifts and household items
Telephone: 0755-33989259
E-mail: mark.wang@rxhuabo.com.cn
URL: www.giftsbeijing.com

The 32nd Beijing International Radio, TV and Film Exhibition

Duration: 2023/8/23—2023/8/26
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)
Host: CRTV International Economic and Technical Cooperation Corporation
Organizer: CRTV International Economic and Technical Cooperation Corporation
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Area: 44700 m²
Contents: Audio and video equipment, transmitting equipment, projection equipment, lighting, TV center equipment
Telephone: 010-52055136
Fax: 010-52055156
E-mail: fgr@birtv.com
URL: www.birtv.com

The 28th Beijing International Book Fair and the 19th Beijing International Book Festival

Duration: 2023/8/23—2023/8/27
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)
Host: National Press and Publication Administration, Ministry of Science and Technology, Beijing Municipal People's Government, Chinese Writers Association, China Publishing Association
Organizer: China Books Import and Export (Group) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Culture, Sports and Entertainment
Area: 66000 m²
Contents: Exhibition of books, periodicals, audio-visual products, electronic publications, digital publishing products, design prints, animation, film and television, cultural and creative stationery and other extended products of the book industry
Telephone: 010-65066688
Fax: 010-65063101
E-mail: sales@bibf.net
URL: www.bibf.net

China International Green Wisdom Community Expo

Duration: 2023/9/1—2023/9/3
City: Beijing
Beijing

Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)
Host: Construction Industry Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Organizer: Beijing Tiger Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Other Sectors
Area: 4335 m²
Contents: Community governance, smart property, smart security, smart family, smart pension, etc.
E-mail: 453646898@qq.com
URL: www.urbanparkingpochina.cn

The 11th China International Coffee Exhibition

Duration: 2023/9/1—2023/9/3
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)
Host: China International Exhibition Center Group Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Huagang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 13580 m²
Contents: Coffee, tea, hot and cold drinks, baking, related raw materials, utensils, products, equipment, services, restaurants and peripheral derivatives, on-site production, competitions, etc.
Telephone: 010-84600706
E-mail: liu1@ciec.com.cn
URL: www.cafeshow.com.cn

2023 The 23rd China International Urban Parking Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/9/1—2023/9/3
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)
Host: Construction Industry Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Organizer: Beijing Tiger Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Area: 4335 m²
Contents: Mechanical parking equipment and supporting products, intelligent parking equipment and management system, parking facilities
E-mail: 453646898@qq.com
URL: www.csciexpo.com

Beijing International Expo for New Technology and Equipment of Emergency Safety

Duration: 2023/9/1—2023/9/3
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)
Host: China Association for Disaster Prevention
Organizer: Beijing Datang Century Exhibition Co., Ltd., Beijing Bolian He’an Technology Co., Ltd.
Sector: Public Security
Area: 8150 m²
Contents: Disaster prevention and mitigation equipment, emergency rescue equipment, epidemic prevention materials, unmanned aerial vehicle, artificial intelligence, emergency industrial parks, rescue organizations, positioning and navigation, command system, monitoring and early warning, popular science training, psychological rehabilitation, etc.
Telephone: 010-58677011
E-mail: bjiseie@tom.com
URL: www.iseie.cn

The 20th Beijing Analysis and Testing Symposium and Exhibition

Duration: 2023/9/6—2023/9/8
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)
Host: China Association for Instrumental Analysis
Organizer: China Association for Instrumental Analysis
Beijing

Sector: Instrumentation
Area: 53400 m²
Contents: Analytical instrument
Telephone: 010-68511814
Fax: 010-68511814
E-mail: expo@bceia.cn
URL: www.bceia.cn

China International Glasses Exhibition

Duration: 2023/9/11—2023/9/13
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)
Host: China Optometric and Optical Association
Organizer: Sinolight International Holdings Corporation
Sector: Watch and Glasses
Area: 44700 m²
Contents: Industry glasses product display and trading platform
Telephone: 010-83559070, 71, 72
E-mail: rwy3030@163.com
URL: www.chinaoptics.com

The 24th Beijing International Motorhome Camping Exhibition / 2023 Beijing International Outdoor Camping Products Exhibition / The 30th Beijing International RV Camping Conference

Duration: 2023/9/15—2023/9/17
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)
Host: Motorhome World (Beijing) Technology Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Camper RV Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Area: 53400 m²
Contents: Complete recreational vehicle, vehicle chassis, vehicle accessories, vehicle service, camp design, camp equipment, mobile wooden house, outdoor equipment
Telephone: 010-80364500
URL: www.rvchina.21rv.com

2023 Beijing International Life and Health Expo

Duration: 2023/9/16—2023/9/18
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)
Host: Trade Development Bureau of the Ministry of Commerce, China Chamber of International Commerce, World Federation of Traditional Chinese Medicine, 360 Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Zhongqi Shibo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Healthcare and Aged Care
Area: 30400 m²
Contents: Medical equipment, biomedical science and technology, old insurance products for epidemic prevention, medical beauty products, Chinese medicine health industry, digital health, pharmaceutical raw materials and equipment, nutrition and health care, etc.
Telephone: 010-63256859
E-mail: pxchina@126.com
URL: www.360clhe.com

2023 The 31st China International Exhibition of Measurement Control and Instrumentation

Duration: 2023/9/19—2023/9/21
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Center
Host: China Instrument and Control Society
Organizer: Beijing Daluheng Science & Trade Development Co., Ltd.
Sector: Instrumentation
Area: 25000 m²
Contents: Industrial automation instruments, automatic control systems, bus and network systems, sensors, instrument materials and components, electricians, electronic instruments and systems, scientific instruments and solutions, digital city measurement and control technology
Telephone: 010-82800630
Fax: 010-82800857
E-mail: 617800776@qq.com
URL: www.miconex.com.cn

The 16th China (Beijing) International Exhibition and Technical Exchange for Construction Machinery, Building Materials Machinery and Mining Machinery

Duration: 2023/9/20—2023/9/23
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)
Host: China Construction Machinery Association, China Construction Machinery Co. Ltd, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Machinery Sub-Council
Organizer: Beijing Tianshi Huagong International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Construction Machinery
Area: 53400 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Show new technologies, new products, new services and comprehensive solutions for customers in the fields of engineering construction, building materials, mines, commercial vehicles and emergency equipment
Telephone: 010-67870913
Fax: 010-63704681
E-mail: sqz@e-bices.org
URL: www.e-bices.org

2023 World Intelligent Connected Vehicles Conference

Duration: 2023/9/22—2023/9/25
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)
Host: Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, Ministry of Public Security, Ministry of Transport, Beijing Municipal People’s Government, China Association for Science and Technology
Organizer: Equipment Industry Development Center of the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, Beijing Municipal Bureau of Economy and Information Technology, China Institute of Electronic Information Industry Development, Shunyi District People’s Government of Beijing, Machinery Industry Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, China Electrotechnical Society
Sector: Automobile
Area: 26700 m²
Contents: Complete vehicle; parts; intelligent networking related technologies and products
Telephone: 010-63362356
Fax: 010-63364211
E-mail: ieev@evautoe.com
URL: www.ieevchina.com

China International New Energy and Intelligent Connected Automobile Show

Duration: 2023/9/22—2023/9/25
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)
Host: Machinery Industry Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Organizer: Beijing China Automobile Sifang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Area: 50000 m²
Contents: Intelligent networked vehicles, new ener-
gy vehicles and intelligent transportation systems, covering perception, algorithm, communication, execution and terminal, etc.; automobile development, testing and travel service providers; cutting-edge technology and latest achievements in related fields.

**Telephone:** 010-63362356, 010-63361277, 010-63361929, 010-63367906

**Fax:** 010-63364211

**E-mail:** ieev@evautoe.com

---

**2023 Beijing (Autumn) International Brilliant Jewelry and Mineral Gemstone Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/9/22—2023/9/25

**City:** Beijing

**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)

**Host:** Beijing Haiming Huibo Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Organizer:** Beijing Haiming Huibo Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Jewellery

**Area:** 16450 m²

**Contents:** Diamond, jewelry, gold and silver ornaments, pearls, arts and crafts

**Telephone:** 010-59574176

**Fax:** 010-59574177

**E-mail:** wwsvip@126.com

---

**2023 Beijing International Medical Apparatuses and Instruments Exhibition, and Laboratory Medicine and In Vitro Diagnostic Reagents Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/9/26—2023/9/28

**City:** Beijing

**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)

**Host:** Beijing Zhanya International Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Organizer:** Beijing Zhanya International Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment

**Area:** 4335 m²

**Contents:** Medical instruments, laboratory medicine and in vitro diagnostic reagents, medical disinfection and control equipment, household medical and health products, etc.

**Telephone:** 13918006861

**E-mail:** shzhanyaexpo@126.com

**URL:** www.china-cmeh.com.cn/beijing/index.html

---

**Beijing International Aviation Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/9

**City:** Beijing

**Venue:** Beijing Daxing International Airport and Fang Economic Zone

**Host:** Daxing Airport Area

**Sector:** Aviation and Aerospace

**Contents:** Advanced aviation technology and products

**Telephone:** 010-81696096

**E-mail:** futurecity@ftzbj.com

---

**The 14th China International Professional Horse Sports & Leisure Industries Exhibition (CHF)**

**Duration:** 2023/9

**City:** Beijing

**Venue:** Beijing Equuleus International Equestrian Club

**Host:** Shanghai Hope and Tarsus Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Organizer:** Shanghai Hope and Tarsus Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment

**Contents:** Equestrian related equipment, rider clothing and equipment manufacturers, horse training and management suppliers, horse breeding, horse feed and care, horse racing, polo, racetrack, equestrian club, polo club, stables, horse transportation

**Telephone:** 021-58527126
The 20th China International Fire Fighting Equipment and Technology Exhibition

Duration: 2023/10/10—2023/10/13
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)
Host: China Fire Protection Association
Organizer: China Fire Protection Association
Sector: Public Security
Area: 130000 m²
Contents: Fire fighting vehicles, unmanned aerial vehicle, robots, personal protection of firefighters, fire alarm detection system, emergency rescue equipment, intelligent fire fighting platform, etc.
Telephone: 010-87789261
Fax: 010-87789785
E-mail: 466747538@qq.com
URL: www.fireexpo.cn

2023 Beijing International Beauty Products and Cosmetics Expo (Autumn)

Duration: 2023/10/13—2023/10/15
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)
Host: Beijing Shibolian Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Shibolian Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Hairdressing and Beauty
Area: 8150 m²
Contents: Beauty cosmetics
Telephone: 13693653118
Fax: 010-58220435
E-mail: 451277815@qq.com
URL: www.chinapetexpo.com

The 10th Beijing International Pet Supplies Exhibition (Autumn)

Duration: 2023/10/13—2023/10/16
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)
Host: Beijing Lanneret International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Lanneret International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply
Area: 28250 m²
Contents: Pet foods, supplies and utensils
Telephone: 010-82967545
E-mail: lanneret@lanneret.com.cn
URL: www.chinapetexpo.com

2023 Beijing International Wind Energy Conference and Exhibition

Duration: 2023/10/17—2023/10/19
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)
Host: Beijing CCID Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing CCID Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Electricity and New Energy Equipment
Area: 53400 m²
Contents: Wind power generator and accessories
Telephone: 010-88558111
E-mail: lizheng@ccidexpo.com
URL: www.chinawind.org.cn/cwp2022

Beijing International Tourism Commodities and Tourism Equipment Fair

Duration: 2023/10/20—2023/10/22
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)
Host: Beijing Municipal Bureau of Culture and Tourism
Beijing Jinglü Hengzhan International Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment

**Area:** 21730 m²

**Contents:** Domestic and foreign cultural tourism products, cultural tourism equipment, scenic souvenirs, tea tourism culture, landmark products

**Telephone:** 010-84602711-8300

**Fax:** 010-84602861

**E-mail:** 396744002@qq.com

**URL:** www.bjtcf.com

The 20th China Coal & Mining Expo

**Duration:** 2023/10/25—2023/10/28

**City:** Beijing

**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)

**Host:** China National Coal Association

**Organizer:** China Coal Industry Technical Consulting Co., Ltd., Huixian Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Mining and Equipment

**Area:** 78600 m²

**Contents:** Underground mining, underground excavation, underground transportation, coal mine electromechanical and power, coal mine auxiliary production system, automatic control and intelligent coal mine, coal processing and utilization, open pit mining, mine service and engineering, etc.

**Telephone:** 010-64253061

**E-mail:** chinaminexpo@vip.163.com

**URL:** www.chinaminexpo.com

2023 China International Jewelry Show (October)

**Duration:** 2023/10/26—2023/10/30

**City:** Beijing

**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Ch-aoyang)

**Host:** Gems & Jewelry Trade Association Of China

**Organizer:** Gems & Jewelry Trade Association Of China

**Sector:** Jewellery

**Area:** 30030 m²

**Contents:** Jewelry, raw materials, semi-finished products, handicrafts

**Telephone:** 010-64482628

**Fax:** 010-58276074

**E-mail:** 53646526@qq.com

**URL:** www.cijf.com

2023 Beijing Aquatech Exhibition, The 12th Beijing International Water Treatment Exhibition, and The 24th China International Membrane and Water Treatment Technology and Equipment Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/10

**City:** Beijing

**Venue:** China National Convention Center

**Host:** Membrane Industry Association of China, RAI International Convention and Exhibition Center in Amsterdam, Netherlands, Shanghai CHC Expo Co., Ltd.

**Organizer:** Shanghai CHC Expo Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Energy Saving and Environmental Protection

**Area:** 25000 m²

**Contents:** Water purification/drinking water equipment, water purification fittings, sewage/waste water treatment equipment and supporting facilities, municipal engineering and water ecological treatment, etc.

**Telephone:** 021-33231360

**E-mail:** sales@watertechbj.com

**URL:** www.watertechbj.com

The 7th China (Beijing) International Buddhist Items and Supplies Expo

**Duration:** 2023/11/3—2023/11/6

**City:** Beijing

**Venue:** China International Exhibition Center (Ch-
IGPE Fine Grain and Oil Products, Grain and Oil Processing and Storage Logistics Technology Expo

Duration: 2023/11/7—2023/11/9  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)  
Host: Yonghong International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Organizer: Yonghong International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
Area: 10216 m²  
Contents: Edible oil, grain, finished feed and grain and oil feed  
Telephone: 010-65918902  
Fax: 010-65918902  
URL: www.paddyexpo.com

China (Beijing) International Incense Culture Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/11/12—2023/11/15  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Chaoyang)  
Host: China International Exhibition Center Group Co., Ltd.  
Organizer: Beijing Huagang Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Other Sectors  
Area: 13580 m²  
Contents: Incense, tea set and treatment of tea healing products, etc.  
Telephone: 010-84600830  
E-mail: liyina@ciec.com.cn

The 21st China International Urban Construction Expo

Duration: 2023/11/8—2023/11/10  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)  
Host: China Architectural Culture Center  
Organizer: China Architectural Culture Center  
Sector: Construction and Building Material  
Area: 53400 m²  
Contents: Urban design, urban construction, etc.  
Telephone: 010-88084965  
E-mail: 350839505@qq.com

The 20th China International Housing Industry and Building Industrialization Products and Equipment Expo

Duration: 2023/11/8—2023/11/10  
City: Beijing  
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)  
Host: Science and Technology and Industrialization Development Center of Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development  
Organizer: Science and Technology and Industrialization Development Center of Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development  
Sector: Construction and Building Material  
Area: 53400 m²  
Contents: Building, building decoration and construction industries  
Telephone: 010-88082212  
E-mail: newbon70@163.com  
URL: www.chie.org.cn
URL: www.fojiaowenhua.org

The 3rd Beijing International Engineering Procurement Fair and Engineering Projects, Engineering Machinery and Equipment and Engineering Building Materials Expo

Duration: 2023/11/15—2023/11/17
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)
Host: Huanya (Beijing) International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Huanya (Beijing) International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Construction Machinery
Area: 6000 m²
Contents: Construction machinery and building materials
Telephone: 010-61354611
Fax: 010-61354611
E-mail: caiecc@vip.163.com
URL: www.chinaiepc.com

2023 The 16th Beijing International Clothing Supply Chain Expo

Duration: 2023/11/15—2023/11/17
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)
Host: Tianjin Xingji Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Beijing Qiyang International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Tianjin Xingji Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Beijing Qiyang International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Textile and Apparel
Area: 6000 m²
Contents: Clothing and clothing OEM, clothing customization, professional group clothing, textile-surface accessories, popular yarn, clothing accessories/hats, scarves, gloves, brand underwear, school uniforms, etc.
Telephone: 18910783888
URL: www.bj-tex.com

2023 China International Supply Chain Expo (CISCE)

Duration: 2023/11
City: Beijing
Venue: China International Exhibition Center (Shunyi)
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Organizer: China International Exhibition Center Group Co., Ltd.
Sector: Comprehensive
Area: 100000 m²
Contents: The expo covers 5 supply chains, 2 sections and 1 exhibition area. The 5 supply chains include smart car chain, green agriculture chain, clean energy chain, healthy life chain, and digital technology chain. The 2 sections include modern logistics section and new industry section. The 1 exhibition area is the international cooperation achievement area.
Telephone: 010-84600161, 010-84600162
E-mail: limengnan@ciec.com.cn

2023 China (Beijing) International Fair for Trade in Services (CIFTIS)

Duration: to be determined
City: Beijing
Venue: China National Convention Center (Beijing), Shougang Park
Sector: Comprehensive
Contents: Business services, communication services, construction and related engineering services, financial services, tourism and travel-related services, entertainment, culture and sports services,
transportation services, health and social services, education services, distribution services, environmental services

**Telephone:** 4006-885-590  
**E-mail:** service@ciftis.org.cn  
**URL:** www.ciftis.org.cn

---

**Chongqing**

### 2023 The 22nd Western China International Advertising Festival

**Duration:** 2023/3/10—2023/3/12  
**City:** Chongqing  
**Venue:** Chongqing International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Chongqing Advertising Association  
**Organizer:** Chongqing Western Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Advertising  
**Contents:** Indoor and outdoor digital inkjet printers equipment and accessories, UV flatbed printer equipment and consumables, digital textile printing machine, heat transfer machine, digital image technology output equipment, banner machine, laminator machine, hot mounting machine, splicing machine, laminators; various inkjet printers inks, inks, Inkjet printer, pictorials machine, tarpaulins, etc.

**Telephone:** 023-62822298  
**Fax:** 023-62986138  
**E-mail:** 781846701@qq.com  
**URL:** www.west-af.cn

### 2023 China (Chongqing) International Hospital Construction Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/3/16—2023/3/18  
**City:** Chongqing  
**Venue:** Chongqing International Expo Center  
**Sector:** Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment  
**Area:** 80000 m²  
**Contents:** Overall hospital information solution, outpatient and emergency management system, infusion management solution, electronic medical record solution, charging, cost control solution, round system, data center, medical union, medical cloud; Data center processing, mobile health care, etc.

**Telephone:** 15895338821  
**E-mail:** 3283116529@qq.com

---

### 2023 The 31st Midwest (Chongqing) Medical Equipment Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/3/24—2023/3/26  
**City:** Chongqing  
**Venue:** Chongqing International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Hubei Haobo Exhibition Culture Development Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment  
**Contents:** Various new medical instruments and medical equipment, cardiac monitor, medical imaging, biochemical analysis instrument, sphygmomanometer and thermometer and other home medical equipment

**Telephone:** 13618019921, 13438008209  
**URL:** www.cwmee.com

### 2023 CYHG

**Duration:** 2023/3/31—2023/4/2  
**City:** Chongqing  
**Venue:** Chongqing International Expo Center  
**Host:** Organizing Committee of China (Chongqing) Catering Hotpot Food Industry chain Expo  
**Organizer:** Chongqing Hong Kong and China Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Contents:** New catering and food processing equipment and technology, multi-purpose intelligent machine, microwave heating equipment, sterilization equipment, environmental protection packaging materials and packaging equipment, direct drinking
water, water boiler, mixer, commercial ice cream machine, soybean milk machine, coffee machine, juicer, steamed bun and dumpling machine, dough kneading machine and noodle machine, grinder, baking equipment, oven, hot pot, etc.

**Telephone:** 15923519466  
**URL:** www.cyhgblh.com

---

### 2023 XBDJK

**Duration:** 2023/3/31—2023/4/2  
**City:** Chongqing  
**Venue:** Chongqing International Expo Center  
**Host:** Organizing Committee of Western China Great Health Industry Expo  
**Organizer:** Chongqing Hong Kong and China Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Healthcare and Aged Care  
**Contents:** Pension Industry, rehabilitation equipment, rural revitalization, characteristic town, tourism industry, pension real estate, tourism real estate, holiday real estate, overseas health care, overseas medical care, overseas holiday real estate, characteristic hospitals, medical universities, nursing schools, pharmaceutical schools, large health industrial park, physical therapy and health care centers, nutrition and health care products  
**Telephone:** 15923519466  
**E-mail:** 1329532875@qq.com  
**URL:** www.xbdjkblh.com

---

### 2023 China (Chongqing) International Medical Device Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/13—2023/4/15  
**City:** Chongqing  
**Venue:** Chongqing International Expo Center  
**Sector:** Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment  
**Contents:** Medical X-ray system, ultrasonic diagnostic instrument, magnetic resonance equipment, medical film and processing system, etc.; clinical chemistry analysis/diagnosis system, clinical medical laboratory AIDS, laboratory equipment, overall laboratory solutions, home diagnostic equipment biochemical and automatic biochemical analyzer, etc.  
**Telephone:** 021-54338308  
**E-mail:** 1355842466@qq.com  
**URL:** www.cmde-expo.com

---

### 2023 Chongqing International Hospital Construction Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/13—2023/4/15  
**City:** Chongqing  
**Venue:** Chongqing International Expo Center  
**Sector:** Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment  
**Area:** 50000 m²  
**Contents:** Overall hospital information solution, outpatient and emergency management system, in-
fusion management solution, electronic medical record solution, charging, cost control solution, round system, data center, medical union, medical cloud; data center processing, mobile health care, etc.; energy saving lighting, hospital energy consumption management platform and energy saving solutions, energy saving renovation of existing buildings, distributed new energy power supply system, air conditioning HVAC

**2023 Chongqing International Analytical Biochemistry and Laboratory Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/4/13—2023/4/15  
**City:** Chongqing  
**Venue:** Chongqing International Expo Center  
**Sector:** Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment  
**Area:** 80000 m²  
**Contents:** Biotechnology applications, biotechnology equipment, biochemical reagents, technical services, biological process engineering, diagnostic equipment and reagents, diagnostic technology, biomedical applications, life science laboratory technology, etc.  
**Telephone:** 021-54338308  
**E-mail:** 1355842466@qq.com  
**URL:** www.jhcccsb.cn

**2023 Chongqing International Laboratory Medicine and Invitro Diagnostic Reagent Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/4/13—2023/4/15  
**City:** Chongqing  
**Venue:** Chongqing International Expo Center  
**Sector:** Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment  
**Contents:** Blood type analyzer, blood type card, automatic cell analyzer, automatic card coating machine, hemorheology instrument, semi-automatic hematology analyzer, semi-automatic thrombus, blood coagulation analyzer automatic blood bank system, hemoglobin analyzer, platelet aggregation instrument, blood glucose analyzer, hematodimeter, thromboelasticity instrument, red blood cell deformation instrument, hemorheological parameter tester, flow cytometry analyzer, etc.  
**Telephone:** 021-54130988  
**E-mail:** 1579064753@qq.com  
**URL:** www.cmde-expo.com

**2023 China (Chongqing) Intelligent Lighting Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/4/14—2023/4/16  
**City:** Chongqing  
**Venue:** Chongqing International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Chongqing Lighting Electrical Appliances Association  
**Organizer:** Chongqing Fuxiang Exhibition Service Co, Ltd.  
**Sector:** Photoelectric Product  
**Contents:** Energy-saving lighting, solar lighting, LED indoor/outdoor lighting (fluorescent lamp, bulb lamp, spotlights, line lamp, street lamp, etc.), high power LED lighting, LED display, LED manufacturing equipment and packaging, monochrome, double primary color display, module module, traffic signal light, drive and control system, etc.  
**Telephone:** 021-54338308  
**E-mail:** 1355842466@qq.com  
**URL:** www.ivd-expo.com

**2023 The 4th China (Chongqing) Yangtze River Economic Zone Environmental Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/4/14—2023/4/16  
**City:** Chongqing  
**Venue:** Chongqing International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Chongqing Environmental Protection Industry Association, China International Chamber of Com-
The 23rd China Retail Trade Fair

Duration: 2023/4/19—2023/4/21
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Expo Center
Host: CCFA, Beijing Zhihe Lianchuang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Zhihe Lianchuang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: E-commerce and Trade Fair
Contents: Storage equipment, logistics turnover equipment, sorting system and equipment, logistics management system, fresh product processing equipment, central kitchen processing equipment, special equipment for central kitchen, commodity packaging materials and insurance consumables, automatic packaging production line module
Telephone: 010-68784537, 010-68784996
E-mail: sunke@ccfa.org.cn, yw@ccfa.org.cn
URL: www.chinashop.cc

2023 CIFHE

Duration: 2023/4/19—2023/4/21
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Construction Industry Branch, China Real Estate Chamber of Commerce| City Renewal and Existing Building Remodelling Branch, Dlg Exhibitions&events Corporation Limited
Organizer: Donghao Lansheng (Group) Co., Ltd. Shanghai Jianzhi Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Contents: “Four saving and one environmental protection” program and products, contract energy
management (demonstration project and solution), wall materials and energy-saving technology products, roof systems and building waterproofing, building paint, HVAC and air purification, new energy utilization (solar photovoltaic, geothermal energy, wind energy, etc.), building water and electricity saving, green and energy-saving lighting

**Telephone:** 15821808145  
**E-mail:** 2880196811@qq.com

### 2023 China Chongqing “Building-Carbon” Conference and Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/19—2023/4/21  
**City:** Chongqing  
**Venue:** Chongqing International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Construction Industry Branch, China Real Estate Chamber of Commerce| City Renewal and Existing Building Remodelling Branch, Dlg Exhibitions&events Corporation Limited  
**Organizer:** Donghao Lansheng (Group) Co., Ltd. Shanghai Jianzhi Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Construction and Building Material  
**Contents:** High-star green building, high-star healthy building, passive ultra-low energy consumption building, near zero energy consumption building, building carbon reduction related technology and materials; “four saving and one environmental protection” solutions and products, energy contract management (demonstration projects and solutions), wall materials and energy-saving technology products, roof system and building waterproof, building coatings, HVAC and air purification, etc.

**Telephone:** 15821808145  
**E-mail:** 2880196811@qq.com

### 2023 Chongqing International Food and Beverage Takeout Packaging Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/5/8—2023/5/10  
**City:** Chongqing  
**Venue:** Chongqing International Expo Center  
**Host:** Beijing Hansen International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Beijing Hansen International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Printing and Packaging  
**Area:** 46000 m²  
**Contents:** E-commerce delivery and group purchase e-commerce platform, food delivery system, fresh product e-commerce platform, instant platform, catering Internet +; self-heating food packaging, instant noodle packaging, semi-finished meal packaging, quick-frozen food packaging, fresh food packaging

**Telephone:** 15810606758  
**E-mail:** 928778832@qq.com

### 2023 The 2nd China (Chongqing) International Bakery Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/5/8—2023/5/10  
**City:** Chongqing  
**Venue:** Chongqing International Expo Center  
**Host:** Qianhe International Convention and Exhibition Group, Camellia oleifera Industry Branch of Chi-
na Association for the Promotion of Forestry and Environment
Organizer: Beijing Qianhe Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: Baking raw materials, baking additives, preservatives, baking fillings, cake decorations, etc.
Telephone: 010-59694246
Fax: 010-59693738
E-mail: 276899918@qq.com
URL: www.bakingexpo.cn

2023 GSIE
Duration: 2023/5/10—2023/5/12
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Expo Center
Host: Chongqing Institute of Electronics, Sichuan Institute of Electronics, Chongqing Semiconductor Industry Association, ChongQing Power Supply Society, Chongqing Electronic Circuit Manufacturing Industry Association
Organizer: Chongqing Fuxiang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Professional Committee on Surface Mount and Microtechnology of Chongqing Electronics Society
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Area: 25000 m²
Contents: IC design, packaging test, semiconductor materials, semiconductor equipment manufacturing, electronic components, AI+5G, smart power supply, government industrial park, etc.
Telephone: 15111999807, 023-61212182
E-mail: 82113347@qq.com
URL: www.gsiecq.com

The 21st China (Chongqing) International Surface Treatment, Coating and Electroplating Exhibition
Duration: 2023/5/10—2023/5/12
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Expo Center
Host: China Association of Automobile Manufacturers
Organizer: Chongqing Huide Exhibition Co., Ltd., Chongqing Fuxiang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Contents: Surface treatment equipment and surface treatment agent such as shot blasting, abrasive blasting, wire drawing and polishing; coating equipment and auxiliary products; electroplating equipment and auxiliary equipment; electroplating raw materials and additives; thermal spraying, conversion coating, vacuum coating equipment and technology; anti-corrosion materials and equipment; environmental protection, safety and resource recovery equipment; cleaning equipment, waste liquid treatment, dust removal, etc.
Telephone: 023-86376727, 023-86326699
Fax: 023-86326688
URL: www.sf-coat.com

2023 China Intelligent Automobile Technology Exhibition & Vehicle and Parts Docking Activities
Duration: 2023/5/10—2023/5/12
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Expo Center
Host: China Association of Automobile Manufacturers, Chongqing Municipal Investment Promotion Bureau
Organizer: Chongqing Fuxiang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Guangdong Bonade International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Contents: Self-driving technology (unmanned), intelligent driving technology, artificial intelligence, Internet of Vehicles, human vehicle interaction technology and ADAS, chip semiconductor, laser radar camera, high-precision map and other core technol-
2023 CMPF

**Duration:** 2023/5/11—2023/5/13

**City:** Chongqing

**Venue:** Chongqing International Expo Center

**Host:** China Auto Industry Parts Sales Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Bicycle, Ebike and Motorcycle

**Area:** 46000 m²

**UFI Approved Event:** Yes

**Contents:** Motorcycles, tricycles, new energy vehicles, electric vehicles and spare parts, tires, lubricating oil, vehicle ornaments, related machinery manufacturing equipment, process equipment, new technology, new materials, maintenance equipment, protective supplies, etc.

**Telephone:** 13402301330

**E-mail:** zg198net@qq.com

2023 The 5th Western China International Fair for Investment and Trade (WCIFIT)

**Duration:** 2023/5/18—2023/5/21

**City:** Chongqing

**Venue:** Chongqing International Expo Center

**Host:** Ministry of Commerce, Ministry of Water Resources, State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the State Council, All-China Federation of Returned Overseas Chinese, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Chongqing Municipal People's Government

**Organizer:** Chongqing Municipal People's Government

**Sector:** Comprehensive

**Contents:** Comprehensive fair for investment and trade

**Telephone:** 023-62663231, 023-62661828

**E-mail:** wcifit@sina.com

URL: www.wcifit.com

2023 Chongqing International Industry Fair for Auto, Motorcycle and Parts

**Duration:** 2023/5/18—2023/5/21

**City:** Chongqing

**Venue:** Chongqing International Expo Center

**Organizer:** CMEC International Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Automobile

**Contents:** Automobiles, motorcycles and spare parts

**Telephone:** 010-63324407

**Fax:** 010-63452279

2023 The 23rd Lijia International Intelligent Equipment Exhibition (Chongqing)

**Duration:** 2023/5/26—2023/5/29

**City:** Chongqing

**Venue:** Chongqing International Expo Center

**Host:** Chongqing Municipal Commission of Economy and Information Technology, Chongqing Municipal Commission of Commerce, Chongqing Lijia Conference & Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Organizer:** Chongqing Lijia Conference & Exhibition Co., Ltd. and Chongqing Jingcheng Lijia Smart Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Industrial Machinery

**Area:** 98000 m²

**UFI Approved Event:** Yes

**Contents:** Metal cutting machine tools, sheet forming and laser processing mold manufacturing, tool and fixture measurement, industrial automation and robotics, die casting, casting, heat treatment industry, automotive equipment, industrial services, aluminum deep processing applications

**Telephone:** 023-86308300

**E-mail:** marketing@cwmte.cn

URL: www.ljcwmte.com
2023 CWMTE

Duration: 2023/5/26—2023/5/29
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Expo Center
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, Chongqing Municipal Commission of Economy and Information Technology, Chongqing Lijia Conference & Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Chongqing Lijia Conference & Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 90000 m²
Contents: Industrial automation and control technology, electrical transmission, industrial robot, machine vision, intelligent manufacturing overall solution, non-standard automation, industrial IT and manufacturing information
Telephone: 023-86308300
E-mail: 2093194849@qq.com

2023 The 17th China Chongqing Rubber, Plastics Industry Exhibition

Duration: 2023/5/26—2023/5/29
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing City Plastic Industry Association, Chongqing New Material Industry Federation, Chongqing Automobile and Motorcycle Industry Association, Chongqing Renewable Resources Industry Association
Organizer: Chongqing Wenhua Business Exhibition Co., Ltd., Chongqing Lijia Conference & Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Chemical Product
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: Various injection molding machine, extruder and production line, blow molder, bottle blowing machine, thermoforming machine, blister machine, cutting machine, 3D printing technology, various recycling equipment and other rubber and plastic equipment; complete equipment, single machine, mould and technology for rubber manufacturing and testing; single and twin screw extruder, granulator, mixer, pelletizer, etc.; manipulator and automation equipment, testing instruments, etc.
Telephone: 023-63025772
Fax: 023-63025781
E-mail: wh_wangtong@163.com
URL: www.cwsjz.com

2023 China (Chongqing) International Pressure Vessel Exhibition

Duration: 2023/5/26—2023/5/29
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Expo Center
Host: Chongqing Municipal Commission of Economy and Information Technology, Chongqing Commerce Commission
Organizer: Chongqing Lijia Conference & Exhibition Co., Ltd., Duande Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: Glass-lined stainless steel pressure vessel, non-ferrous metal pressure vessel; graphite, FRP, full-plastic pressure container; various storage tanks, tank trucks, various gas cylinders and related products
Telephone: 18717868938
Fax: 021-51069101
E-mail: nmzengbin@163.com
URL: www.gjpvexpo.com

2023 China (Chongqing) Smart City, Social Public Security Products Exhibition

Duration: 2023/7/21—2023/7/23
City: Chongqing
Venue: Chongqing International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Chongqing Public Safety Technology Prevention Association, Chongqing Production Safety
Association and Intelligent Engineering Branch of Chongqing Construction Industry Association

**Sector:** Public Security  
**Area:** 20000 m²  
**Contents:** Intelligent fire-fighting and emergency rescue equipment, safety production, disaster prevention and mitigation equipment  
**Telephone:** 18580853885, 010-68657072  
**E-mail:** 813206214@qq.com  
**URL:** www.sharedexpo.com

2023 The 10th Chongqing International New Energy Auto Technology and Supply Chain Expo

**Duration:** 2023/9/15—2023/9/17  
**City:** Chongqing  
**Venue:** Chongqing International Expo Center  
**Organizer:** Info Convention & Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Automobile  
**Area:** 50000 m²  
**Contents:** New energy vehicle, power battery, drive motor, automotive electronic control, hydrogen fuel cell, charging and replacement and supporting facilities, new energy vehicle wiring harness and connector, new energy vehicle thermal management technology, autonomous driving, intelligent networking and automotive electronics, testing, measurement and quality monitoring  
**Telephone:** 021-66871823  
**E-mail:** china_expo@foxmail.com  
**URL:** cq.neashow.com

The 15th China (Chongqing) Hot Pot Food Culture Festival and Hot Pot Industry Expo

**Duration:** 2023/10/27—2023/10/29  
**City:** Chongqing  
**Venue:** Chongqing International Expo Center  
**Host:** Chongqing Hot Pot Association  
**Organizer:** Chongqing Zhiku Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Area:** 100000 m²  
**Contents:** Hot pot, ingredients, condiments, raw and auxiliary materials, special products, machinery and equipment, etc.  
**Telephone:** 18580166190  
**E-mail:** 2911368635@qq.com  
**URL:** www.hotpot-ex.com

Fujian

Fuzhou

2023 The 22nd China (Fujian) International Medical Devices Expo

**Duration:** 2023/2/23—2023/2/25  
**City:** Fuzhou  
**Venue:** Fuzhou Strait International Conference & Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Association for Medical Devices Industry, Putian Medical Devices Industry Association,
Putian Private Hospitals Association
Organizer: Fuzhou Grandeur Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment
Area: 20000 ㎡
Contents: Medical diagnostic equipment, treatment equipment, inspection equipment and supplies, sanitary materials and supplies, rehabilitation equipment and supplies, ward nursing equipment and appliances, etc.
Telephone: 18305935755
URL: www.fjybh-expo.com

2023 The 4th China (Fujian) International Rehabilitation Nursing Equipments, Home Medical Devices and Smart Old-age Service Industry Expo
Duration: 2023/2/23—2023/2/25
City: Fuzhou
Venue: Fuzhou Strait International Conference & Exhibition Center (FSICEC)
Host: China Medical Industry Association, China Aging Well Association
Organizer: Fuzhou Grandeur Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment
Area: 20000 ㎡
Contents: 3D printing technology, rehabilitation intelligent systems, wearable intelligent equipment, nursing robots, rehabilitation robots, rehabilitation training equipment, etc.; magnetic field therapeutic apparatus, hyperthermia and cryotherapy, electric stimulator, limb orthosis and condom, prosthetic limbs and prosthetic system electronic communication aids, bathroom and toilet products, adult diapers, nursing pads; oxygen supply and transmission equipment, etc.
Telephone: 15001353766

2023 Fujian Advertising Signs, LED Technology, Personalized Printing and Graphic Printing Exhibition
Duration: 2023/2/25—2023/2/27
City: Fuzhou
Venue: Fuzhou Strait International Conference & Exhibition Center (FSICEC)
Sector: Advertising
Area: 22000 ㎡
Contents: Digital engraving equipment, LED screen display and light source, digital inkjet printing equipment, etc.
Telephone: 020-38200584, 020-34044506
E-mail: sales@dpes.cn
URL: www.chinasignexpo.com/FuZhou

2023 The 2nd China (Fujian) Digital Security Industry Expo
Duration: 2023/3/3—2023/3/5
City: Fuzhou
Venue: Fuzhou Strait International Conference & Exhibition Center (FSICEC)
Host: Fujian Public Security and Protection Industry Association
Organizer: Fuzhou Sikailidi Security Exbo Information Technology Co., Ltd.
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Contents: Video monitoring, display equipment and LED products, building intercom, smart home, intrusion prevention, entrance control, access card, integrated wiring, public broadcasting, patrol, transmission equipment, lightning protection products, explosion-proof security inspection, security accessories, etc.
Telephone: 18150020885, 15124597601, 15297028425
2023 China (Fuzhou) International Die-Casting, Casting and Forging Industry Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/8—2023/3/10
City: Fuzhou
Venue: Fuzhou Strait International Conference & Exhibition Center (FSICEC)
Organizer: Weiju Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Contents: Cast steel, cast iron, non-ferrous alloy castings, wear-resistant castings; copper, aluminium, zinc, magnesium alloy die castings and other non-ferrous alloy die castings; forging parts, flange parts, forged pipe valve bodies, cold forging and cold extrusion parts; raw materials for casting and forging parts, etc.
Telephone: 021-54292798
Fax: 021-54292798
E-mail: 2528058013@qq.com

2023 China (Fuzhou) International Power Transmission and Control Technology Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/8—2023/3/10
City: Fuzhou
Venue: Fuzhou Strait International Conference & Exhibition Center (FSICEC)
Organizer: Weiju Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Contents: Fluid power system and components, air compressor, mechanical transmission components, electric transmission, power equipment and generator set, etc.
Telephone: 021-54292798, 15821869177
Fax: 021-54292798
E-mail: 2528058013@qq.com

2023 China (Fuzhou) International Industrial Expo

Duration: 2023/3/9—2023/3/11

City: Fuzhou
Venue: Fuzhou Strait International Conference & Exhibition Center (FSICEC)
Host: China Metal Cutting Tool Engineering Association, Paper Communication Exhibition Services, Guangdong Yalian Exhibition Limited Liability Company
Organizer: Paper Communication Exhibition Services, Guangdong Yalian Exhibition Limited Liability Company
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 30000 m²
Contents: CNC machine tools and processing equipment, laser equipment; cutting tools, mold materials and accessories, precision measurement, precision injection molding, die casting, 3D printing, industrial internet, automation, robots, packaging equipment, etc.
Telephone: 0760-85338006
Fax: 0760-23324768
E-mail: zs5311808@126.com
URL: cfie.digitalexpo.com

2023 China Cross-border E-commerce Fair (Spring)

Duration: 2023/3/18—2023/3/20
City: Fuzhou
Venue: Fuzhou Strait International Conference & Exhibition Center (FSICEC)
Host: Trade Development Bureau of the Ministry of Commerce, Fujian Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export Firms, Fujian Huiyuan International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Fujian Huiyuan Culture Development Group Co., Ltd., Fujian Midodo Network Technology Co., Ltd.
Sector: E-commerce and Trade Fair
Area: 72000 m²
Contents: Household daily consumption goods, 3C electronic digital home appliances, shoes, clothing,
textiles, bags, sporting goods, baby toys and pet products, cross-border e-commerce imports, etc.

**Telephone:** 13816852945  
**E-mail:** 641801097@qq.com  
**URL:** www.shiepmexpo.com

### 2023 The 21st Century Maritime Silk Road International Expo and Cross-Strait Fair for Economy and Trade

**Duration:** 2023/5/18-2023/5/22  
**City:** Fuzhou  
**Venue:** Fuzhou Strait International Conference & Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Taiwan Affairs Office of the State Council, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, The People's Government of Fujian Province  
**Organizer:** Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macao Affairs Office of Fujian Province, Fujian Provincial Department of Commerce, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Fujian Sub-Council, Fuzhou Municipal People's Government  
**Sector:** Comprehensive  
**Contents:** Cultural exchange, commodity trade, tourism cooperation, etc.  
**URL:** www.518fuzhou.com

### 2023 The 18th Fuzhou Fishery Expo/China (Fuzhou) International Fishery Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/6/2—2023/6/4  
**City:** Fuzhou  
**Venue:** Fuzhou Strait International Conference & Exhibition Center (FSICEC)  
**Host:** China Fisheries Association, Fujian Association for International Friendship Contact, Fujian Huiyuan International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
**Area:** 66000 ㎡  
**Contents:** Frozen, chilled, fresh, dried and other products; conditioned and seasoned food, canned food, prefabricated convenience food, ready-to-eat and leisure food; processing, packaging equipment, weighing, cold chain logistics equipment and facilities; modern fishery aquaculture technology and equipment, artificial intelligence, information construction and operation services, aquatic feed and seedlings, fish medicine and water quality, etc.  
**Telephone:** 18259122697  
**E-mail:** 1463839392@qq.com  
**URL:** www.cefie.cn

### 2023 China Edible Fungus Industry Expo

**Duration:** 2023/6/2—2023/6/4  
**City:** Fuzhou  
**Venue:** Fuzhou Strait International Conference & Exhibition Center (FSICEC)  
**Host:** China Edible Fungi Association, Fujian Association for International Friendship Contact, Fujian Huiyuan International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
**Area:** 16000 ㎡  
**Contents:** Deep-processed products of mushroom after treatment, refining and processing of edible and medicinal fungus  
**Telephone:** 13859087606  
**E-mail:** 123456789@qq.com  
**URL:** www.cefie.cn

### Quanzhou

### The 19th Nan’an Plumbing, Pump Valves and Fire Equipments Fair

**Duration:** 2023/1/24—2023/1/26  
**City:** Quanzhou  
**Venue:** Fujian Chenggong International Convention & Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Fujian Hecheng Exhibition Planning Limited Liability Company  
**Organizer:** Fujian Hecheng Exhibition Planning Lim-
Fujian

Fujian Sanye Group Co., Ltd., Wenzhou Nippon Advertising Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Pump, Valve and Pipeline

**UFI Approved Event:** Yes

**Contents:** Pump products, valve products, pipeline products, plumbing fixtures and fire fighting equipment

**Telephone:** 0577-67333333, 0595-86392918

**Fax:** 0577-67353333

**E-mail:** cnpv@cnpv.biz

**URL:** www.cnpv.biz

### The 1st China (Nan’an) International Kitchen Utensils and Sanitary Products Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/2—2023/4/4

**City:** Quanzhou

**Venue:** Zhong Guo Shui Nuan Cheng (Phase II)

**Host:** Fujian Plumbing, Heating, Sanitary Products and Valves Industry Association, Xintian Weiruide Shanghai Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Organizer:** Yunzhan (Fujian) Culture Media Co., Ltd., Fujian Xintian International Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Furniture and Household

**Area:** 60,000 m²

**Contents:** Kitchen sanitary facilities and products, kitchen sanitary appliances, bathroom cabinets, sanitary ware and accessories, kitchen and bathroom hardware accessories, core raw materials of kitchen and bathroom products, industrial live broadcast services, etc.

### Xiamen

#### 2023 The 3rd Fujian Education Equipment Expo

**Duration:** 2023/2/18—2023/2/20

**City:** Xiamen

**Venue:** Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center

**Host:** Fujian Education Equipment Industry Association

**Sector:** Educational Equipment

**Contents:** All kinds of teaching instruments and equipment, all kinds of laboratory, functional classroom equipment and complete sets of equipment, music, sports and art products, publications, etc.; required for all levels of education

**Telephone:** 4008-110-220, 15889601356

**E-mail:** server@onezh.com

#### 2023 The 14th Xiamen International Beauty Products Expo

**Duration:** 2023/2/26—2023/2/28

**City:** Xiamen

**Venue:** Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center

**Host:** Shandong Meibo International Cultural Communication Co., Ltd.

**Organizer:** Shandong Meibo International Cultural Communication Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Hairdressing and Beauty

**Area:** 20000 m²

**Contents:** Professional cosmetology, cosmetol-
ology training and education institutions; personal washing and care products, facial mask, retail chain micro-e-commerce, etc.; medical cosmetology and anti-aging, skin management, scalp management, beauty instruments, etc.

**TelephoneNumber:** 0532-85019622  
**Fax:** 0532-85833615  
**URL:** www.sdmbgj.com

---

**2023 China (Xiamen) International Underground Gallery Construction and Maintenance Exhibition and Forum**

**Duration:** 2023/3/8—2023/3/10  
**City:** Xiamen  
**Venue:** Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Zhongyi Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Construction and Building Material  
**Area:** 20000 ㎡  
**Contents:** Products and equipment related to underground space building, construction, operation and maintenance; shield related enterprises and products; tunnel-related enterprises and products; underground utility tunnel, trenchless and pipeline repair, pipe network and pipeline; related enterprises and products, etc.  
**TelephoneNumber:** 021-56920866  
**E-mail:** skzl@skzl.net  
**URL:** www.us-expo.cn

---

**2023 Xiamen Industrial Expo and Cross-strait Mechanical and Electronic Products Fair**

**Duration:** 2023/4/12—2023/4/15  
**City:** Xiamen  
**Venue:** Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export of Mechanical and Electrical Products, China Machinery Industry Federation, Taiwan Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers Association  
**Organizer:** Xiamen International Trade Feichi Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Contents:** Xiamen printing and packaging industry, rubber and plastic, Xiamen intelligent manufacturing, CNC machine tools, metal cutting; mould, industrial knife and other measuring tool; laser processing, metal forming; energy conservation and foundry, transportation industry, intelligent logistics and construction machinery, special vehicles, etc.  
**TelephoneNumber:** 15889601356  
**E-mail:** server@onezh.com  
**URL:** www.straitsfair.org.cn

---

**2023 The 2nd Xiamen International Hongdian Network New Power Grid Equipment Exhibition and Fujian (Xiamen) Optical Storage Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/4/12—2023/4/14  
**City:** Xiamen  
**Venue:** Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Intelligent Transmission and Distribution Equipment Industry Technology Innovation Strategic Alliance, Smart Grid Equipment Working Committee of China Electrical Equipment Industry Association, Fujian Province Electric Power Enterprise Association, Guangdong Energy Association, Sichuan Electrotechnics Industry Association, Chongqing

Organizer: Xiamen Hongdian Holding Co., Ltd.
Sector: Electricity and New Energy Equipment
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: Coal power multi-energy coupling and wind-solar-water storage multi-energy complementary power generation equipment, gas turbine power generation equipment, carbon capture and storage equipment, coal gasification combined cycle power generation equipment and coal gasification fuel cell power generation equipment, etc.
Telephone: 0592-3503396
URL: hdz.hongdw.com

2023 The 1st Xiamen Exposition for Civil Aviation Green Intelligent Technology of Innovation and Development

City: Xiamen
Venue: Xiamen Fliport Conference and Exhibition Center
Host: China Civil Aviation Science Popularization Foundation, Xiamen Iport Group Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Airport Group (Fujian) Co., Ltd., Xiamen Fliport Exhibition Co., Ltd., Xiamen Wutong Fliport Hotel Co., Ltd.
Sector: Aviation and Aerospace
Area: 15000 m²
Contents: Smart airport passenger service and experience, new energy saving and emission reduction of airport, airport’s ground service, aviation management and control system, aviation travel service, aircraft interior design and building materials, etc.
Telephone: 15959348060
URL: http://www.xmipe.com

2023 Xiamen International Photoelectric Expo

City: Xiamen
Venue: Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center
Organizer: Beijing Tuowei International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Photoelectric Product
Area: 50000 m²
Contents: IT and Communication, Precise Optics Exhibition & Camera technology and application, laser technology and intelligent manufacturing, infrared technology and application, intelligent sensing, optoelectronic innovation & new-type display and innovation technology, semiconductor and 5G application, digital economy, etc.
Telephone: 13161718173
E-mail: 616139553@qq.com
URL: www.xmipe.com

2023 China (Xiamen) International Solar Photovoltaic Products and Smart Energy Expo

Duration: 2023/4/22—2023/4/24
City: Xiamen
Venue: Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Shenzhen Xindong Information Technology Co., Ltd., China Solar Photovoltaic Industry Development Summit Forum, Xiamen New Materials Industry Association, China New Energy Automobile Association
Organizer: Xiamen Jialaibao Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Electricity and New Energy Equipment
Contents: Manufacturing equipment based on solar energy and photovoltaic products; crystalline silicon, thin film, glass, backplane and other innovative photovoltaic technology products; innovative technology products such as inverter, bracket and tracking system; innovative technologies of photovoltaic system and photovoltaic power station design, construction and management, etc.
Telephone: 13265476629
E-mail: 806688394@qq.com
URL: www.xnecexpo.com

2023 The 31st Xiamen Win-Win Household Goods Exhibition and Online Celebrity-Recommended Products Selection Fair

City: Xiamen
Venue: Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Win-Win Holding Group Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Yiwu Win-Win Advertising Co., Ltd.
Sector: Daily Necessity
Area: 160000 m²
Contents: Kitchenware, cookware, bamboo and wood products, home textile towels, small household appliances, cups and pots, knives and scissors, plastic products, disposable items, household shoes, daily-use ceramics, glassware, babies, various general merchandise, umbrellas, stationery gifts, household goods, packaging, creative design, tableware, products chosen by e-commerce, food, beauty, great health, shoes and clothing, home textiles, consumption goods, 3C digital, national tide etc.
Telephone: 0579-85592283
Fax: 0579-85592284
E-mail: 546076847@qq.com
URL: www.hyqk.com

2023 China Xiamen International Tea Industry (Spring) Expo, China Xiamen International Tea Packaging Design (Spring) Exhibition

Duration: 2023/5/12—2023/5/15
City: Xiamen
Venue: Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Xiamen Jinhongxin Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 63000 m²
Contents: Black tea, green tea, oolong tea (green tea), dark tea, white tea and yellow tea; herb tea, compressed tea, extracted tea, concentrated tea, fruity tea, health tea, tea beverage, etc.; ceramics, glassware, tea trays, tea furniture, etc.; tea packaging design; planting, deactivation of enzymes, color selection, preservation, storage, packaging machine, detection technology, etc.
Telephone: 0592-5959888
Fax: 0592-5959611
E-mail: info@teafair.com.cn
URL: www.teafair.com.cn

2023 The 11th China Xiamen Maternity, Infant and Kid Products Expo

Duration: 2023/5/20—2023/5/22
City: Xiamen
Venue: Xiamen International Conference & Exhibition Center
Organizer: Shiji Baby and Kid Net, Shenzhen Xindong Information Technology Co., Ltd., Xiamen Fangxian Information Technology Co., Ltd.
Sector: Maternity and Infant Supply
Contents: Maternal and infant supplies, maternal-baby-children food and health products, maternal-baby-children clothing and accessories, baby carriages, air seats, furniture, home textiles, toys, teaching aids and souvenirs, service organizations, etc.

Telephone: 15889601356, 4008-110-220
E-mail: server@onezh.com

2023 The 40th China International Sporting Goods Expo

Duration: 2023/5/26—2023/5/29
City: Xiamen
Venue: Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Sporting Goods Federation, CSGF (Hainan) Sports Science and Technology Industry Development Co., Ltd.
Sector: Culture, Sports and Entertainment
Area: 150000 m²
Contents: Fitness, venue facilities, sports and leisure, ball games, tennis and badminton sports, martial arts fighting, etc.
Telephone: 010-87108881, 18501950969
E-mail: info@sportshow.com.cn
URL: cn.sportshow.com.cn

The 23rd China Xiamen International Stone Building Materials Exhibition

Duration: 2023/6/5—2023/6/8
City: Xiamen
Venue: Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Stone Material Association, Xiamen Jianfa Exhibition Holding Co., Ltd., Xiamen Exhibition Group Co., Ltd., Xiamen Jinhongxin Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Xiamen Jinhongxin Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Contents: Granite, marble, limestone, sandstone, slate, volcanic rock, artificial stone; table, special-shaped stone, stone furniture, tombstone, stone carving, landscape stone, rain flower stone, cobblestone, mosaic; mining equipments, processing equipment, fork-mounted machinery, diamond tools, accessories and peripherals, abrasive tools, auxiliary equipments and environmental protection equipments; cleaning equipments, care products, adhesives, colorants, etc.
Telephone: 0592-5959616
Fax: 0592-5959615
E-mail: info@stonefair.org.cn / info@cxisf.com
URL: www.stonefair.org.cn

China (Xiamen) International Cross-border E-commerce Exhibition

Duration: 2023/6/15—2023/6/17
City: Xiamen
Venue: Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Trade Development Bureau of Ministry of Commerce, China International Chamber of Commerce, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Xiamen Committee
Organizer: Yuguo Network (www.cifnews.com), Shanghai Linghao Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: E-commerce and Trade Fair
Area: 80000 m²
Contents: Daily household necessaties, shoes, bags, clothing, outdoor sports products, gifts, stationery, cosmetics, toys, mother and baby pet products and comprehensive food, etc.
Telephone: 13601684585
URL: kjds-z.cn

China International Aviation and Unmanned System Industry Expo, China (Xiamen) International Police Equipment Expo

Duration: 2023/6/21—2023/6/23
City: Xiamen
Fujian

Venue: Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Aviation Society, China Police Equipment Network
Sector: Aviation and Aerospace
Contents: General aviation, aviation intelligent manufacturing technology and equipment, emergency rescue, integration of industry and education, aviation science popularization, airport equipment, civil aviation service, aviation maintenance, police aviation and equipment, police drones, anti-drones, artificial intelligence and robots, new product release, flight display, etc.
Telephone: 010-84924396, 0592-3800015
URL: www.zjhsfjhz.com

2023 Southeast China International Security and Emergency Response Exhibition, the 4th China (Xiamen) Disasters Prevention and Reduction and Emergency Rescue Technology and Equipment Exhibition

Duration: 2023/7/13—2023/7/15
City: Xiamen
Venue: Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center
Organizer: Zhongli Exhibition (Xiamen) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Public Security
Contents: Dispatching and information communication, early warning and monitoring, fire fighting technology and equipment, water rescue, rescue equipment, medical rescue and epidemic prevention materials, safety protection, safety management of tourist attractions, public safety, smart cities, industrial services, etc.
Telephone: 0592-5066005, 0592-5065119
Fax: 0592-5178609
E-mail: 530836007@qq.com
URL: www.xmzmz.com

2023 Xiamen International Lighting Exhibition

Duration: 2023/7/13—2023/7/15
City: Xiamen
Venue: Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Ningbo Gaosheng International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai Yisheng Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Photoelectric Product
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: Square lighting, public lighting, decorative lighting, building floodlighting, gymnasium lighting, engineering lighting, landscape lighting, street lights, solar lights, pole lights, searchlights, wall washing lights, garden lights, exterior laser lights, traffic warning lights, torches and lanterns, etc.; city building lighting, green night lighting, illumination design, lighting design, LED lighting engineering equipment, intelligent control and power distribution system, exterior laser technology products, etc. Wisdom lighting, etc.
Telephone: 021-62963333
Fax: 021-62966328
E-mail: yishengexpo@126.com
URL: www.xmzmz.com

2023 The 2nd Xiamen International Textile Fabrics and Accessories Exhibition

Duration: 2023/9/22—2023/9/24
City: Xiamen
Venue: Xiamen International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: 178 Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Textile and Apparel
Contents: Cotton, hemp, silk/silk-like, wool/wool-like, chemical fiber, knitting, functional fabrics, organic recycled fabrics, mesh cloth, printed fabrics, lace embroidery, wedding dress cloth, textile testing, etc.; cotton spinning, fancy/special, hemp spinning,

**Telephone:** 021-56011108, 18721670787  
**Fax:** 021-56011108  
**E-mail:** 3381201888@qq.com  
**URL:** www.xmfzblh.com

---

**Zhangzhou**

**The 13th Cross-Strait Modern Agriculture Expo and The 23rd Cross-Strait Flower Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/11  
**City:** Zhangzhou  
**Venue:** Zhangzhou Flower Expo Garden  
**Host:** Taiwan Affairs Office of the State Council, Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs, National Forestry and Grassland Administration, The People's Government of Fujian Province  
**Organizer:** Zhangzhou Municipal People's Government, Fujian Provincial Forestry Department, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macao Affairs Office of Fujian Province, Agricultural Affairs Office of Fujian Province, etc.  
**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries

---

**Gansu**

**Lanzhou**

**2023 West (Lanzhou) Green Building Materials Industry Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/4/15—2023/4/17  
**City:** Lanzhou

---

**2023 Northwest Water Affairs Summit Forum and Water Supply and Drainage New Technology Equipment and Smart Water Supply Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/5/25—2023/5/26  
**City:** Lanzhou  
**Venue:** Gansu Silk Road Greenland International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Gansu Water Conservancy Engineering Industry Association, Ningxia Water Conservancy Industry Association, Qinghai Water Conservancy Engineering Association, Gansu Civil Building Society, Municipal Water Supply and Drainage Academic Committee  
**Organizer:** Shangyuan International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Energy Saving and Environmental Protec-
Contents: Water quality monitoring and early warning equipment, water information management system, water production and operation management system, water supply and drainage transmission and distribution network management system; metal and nonmetal pipes, pipe fittings, pipes, joints, water tanks and fittings; measurement and billing management technology of water meter testing equipment; urban water supply and drainage technology and equipment, automatic water supply equipment, cooling tower equipment; new-type urban rainwater absorption technology and equipment, green facilities for water storage and infiltration (buildings, roads, green spaces, water systems, etc.), rainwater drainage and collection and utilization technology and equipment; industrial water and urban water supply treatment technology and equipment, reclaimed water treatment and reuse, new water recycling technology, industrial wastewater and urban domestic sewage treatment technology and equipment, wastewater resource utilization technology and equipment, new urban water-saving appliances, applicable technologies and products, automatic control of water treatment system, urban flood control and drainage technology and equipment, water quality analysis instruments, water treatment chemicals, materials and supporting equipment, and cutting-edge technologies and equipment of seawater desalination.

Telephone: 13611140618, 13693178568
E-mail: 497272875@qq.com
URL: www.guojizhanlanhui.com

2023 Gansu (Lanzhou) HVAC Exhibition

Duration: 2023/6/16—2023/6/18
City: Lanzhou
Venue: Gansu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Gansu New Energy Association, Gansu Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Industry Association, Beizhan Oriental Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Gansu Beizhan Shengshi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd
Sector: Heating and Cooling Equipment

Contents: Electric heating, boiler, air energy, radiator, solar energy, air conditioner, water heater, heat exchanger, gas technology equipment, wall-mounted boiler, heating cable, electrothermal film, graphene heating, biomass, photovoltaic, etc.; pipe fittings, valves, pumps, temperature controllers, temperature control valves and heat meters; boiler burner, electric heating and other auxiliary equipment, instruments and meters, etc.; indoor ventilation system, central fresh air system, air purification and fresh air replacement, purification treatment, water purification and water treatment equipment, etc.

Telephone: 18139618742
Fax: 0991-6997686
E-mail: 3481594314@qq.com
URL: www.gsntz.com

2023 China Lanzhou Investment and Trade Fair

Duration: 2023/7/2—2023/7/5
City: Lanzhou
Venue: Gansu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Ministry of Commerce, State Administration for Market Supervision, the State Council Taiwan Affairs Office, All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce, China Federation of Returned Overseas Chinese, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade and The People's Government of Gansu Province
Organizer: The People's Government of Gansu Province
Sector: Comprehensive
Area: 54000 m²
Guangdong

Contents: Comprehensive economic and trade exhibition
Telephone: 0931-8849575
E-mail: gshzzx@126.com
URL: www.lanzhoufair.cn/

2023 Northwest (Lanzhou) Exhibition of Medical Apparatuses and Instruments and Epidemic Prevention Materials

Duration: To be determined
City: Lanzhou
Venue: Gansu International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Gansu Medical Health Industry Development Association, Organizing Committee of Northwest (Lanzhou) Medical Apparatuses and Instruments Exhibition
Organizer: Gansu Yafei Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment
Contents: CT, X-ray machine, nuclear magnetic resonance, color Doppler ultrasound, digital subtraction scanner, film processor, B-ultrasound diagnostic instrument, mirror equipment, positron emission tomography, gamma camera, image recorder and image processing system, etc.
Telephone: 13669373025

Dingxi

2023 China (Gansu) Traditional Chinese Medicine Industry Expo

Duration: To be determined
City: Dingxi
Venue: To be determined
Organizer: China Academy of Chinese Medical Sciences, Gansu Provincial Health Committee, Department of Commerce of Gansu Province, Dingxi Municipal People's Government
Sector: Pharmaceutical and Raw Material
Contents: Chinese medicine products, etc.
URL: www.ybhzx.com

Jiuquan

2023 Silk Road (Dunhuang) International Cultural Expo

Duration: To be determined
City: Jiuquan
Venue: Dunhuang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Ministry of Culture and Tourism, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, National Radio and Television Administration, The People's Government of Gansu Province
Organizer: The People's Government of Gansu Province
Sector: Culture, Sports and Entertainment
Area: 40000 m²
Contents: Culture, tourism, creativity, art, craft, fine arts, etc.
Telephone: 18993199345
URL: www.gswbj.gov.cn7

Guangzhou

2023 DPES Sign Expo China and DPES Guangzhou LED Expo

Duration: 2023/2/7—2023/2/9
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Exhibition Hall
Host: Guangzhou Baoxuan Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou DPES Union Network Technology Co., Ltd.
Sector: Advertising
Area: 60000 m²
Contents: Printing, engraving, laser cutting, logo, sign light box, LED, advertising materials, etc.; Outdoor/indoor LED display screen, LED full-color/two-color/single-color display screen, LED digital display screen, LED dot matrix graphic display screen, OLED, LED video display screen, display screen components, traffic signs, LED advertising signs, three-dimensional luminous characters, luminous modules, LED backlight sources and applications, neon electronic transformers, neon powder tubes, neon finished products; Indoor and outdoor digital inkjet equipment, photo equipment, UV flat-panel printer, digital textile, splicing machine, laminating machine, etc.

Telephone: 020-38200584, 020-34044506
E-mail: sales@dpes.cn
URL: www.chinasignexpo.com

2023 China International Advanced Ceramics Industry Chain Exhibition

Duration: 2023/2/13—2023/2/15
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Exhibition Hall
Host: Zhuhai Mingding Technology Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Zhuhai Mingcheng International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Advanced Material/Technology
Contents: Powder material, ceramic builders, processing equipment, advanced ceramic products, testing instruments, etc.
Telephone: 13392955590, 075-68633680
Fax: 075-68633591
E-mail: cac_sales@sina.com
URL: www.cac-world.com

The 27th CHINACOAT and The 35th SFCHINA

Duration: 2023/2/22—2023/2/24
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)
Host: Sinostar International Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Sinostar International Co., Ltd.
Sector: Chemical Product
Contents: Surface treatment and coating, painting
Telephone: 0852-28650062
E-mail: exhibition@new-expostar.com
URL: www.chinacoat.net

2023 International Pets Expo and Guangzhou International Pet Products Exhibition

Duration: 2023/2/14—2023/2/16
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Exhibition Hall

Host: Guangzhou Mingyi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Organizing Committee of CPF International Pets Expo
Organizer: Guangzhou Mingyi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply
Area: 60000 m²
Contents: Staple food, snacks, food additives, food processing machinery, food packaging, etc.; clothing, bedding, cages, toys, beauty products, toiletries, training supplies, etc.; dogs, cats, rabbits, hamsters, chinchillas, minks, birds, lizards and other living animals; small animal-related drugs, pet food, prescription food vaccines, biological products, health products, nutritional products, etc.; diagnosis and treatment instruments, veterinary instruments, surgical equipment, operating table, fixation cage of animal and other auxiliary instruments; hospital information management, diagnosis and treatment management software, medical books, etc.
Telephone: 17891911768
E-mail: 120520298@qq.com

2023 Dental South China International Expo

Duration: 2023/2/23—2023/2/26
**Guangdong**

**City:** Guangzhou  
**Venue:** China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)  
**Host:** Guangdong Science and Technology Cooperation Center, Guangdong International Science and Technology Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Guangdong International Science and Technology Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment  
**Area:** 55000 m²  
**Contents:** Dental medical instruments and equipment; dental medical materials and tools; special instruments and materials for maxillofacial surgery; special instruments and materials for dental pulp; special instruments and materials for periodontal diseases; special orthodontic instruments and materials; special planting equipment and materials; dental instruments and equipment; dental materials, other products and auxiliary materials; denture processing factory/denture manufacturing center, dental precious and non-precious metal alloys, dental office furniture, X-ray imaging products, X-ray equipment, dental drugs, cleaning products, disinfection products, dental hospital management equipment and software; disposable dental consumables, oral health products, etc.  
**Telephone:** 020-83549150, 020-83558271  
**E-mail:** dental@ste.cn, dental@ste.cn  
**URL:** www.dentalsouthchina.com

---

**2023 The 3rd Southern China Chinese Alcoholic Drinks Show**

**Duration:** 2023/2/26—2023/2/28  
**City:** Guangzhou  
**Venue:** Poly World Trade Center Exhibition Hall  
**Host:** Organizing Committee of China High-End Alcoholic Drinks Exhibition  
**Organizer:** Organizing Committee of China High-End Alcoholic Drinks Exhibition  
**Sector:** Food and Drink

---

**Guangzhou International Industrial Automation Technology and Equipment Exhibition, Guangzhou International 3D Printing Exhibition, Guangzhou International Metalworking Industry Exhibition, Guangzhou International Moulds Exhibition, Guangzhou International Bearings Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/3/1—2023/3/3  
**City:** Guangzhou  
**Venue:** China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)  
**Host:** Guangzhou Guangya and Frankfurt Exhibition Co., Ltd., Guangzhou 3D Printing Technology Industry Alliance  
**Organizer:** Guangzhou Guangya and Frankfurt Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Contents:** Industrial 3D printer, desktop 3D printer, rapid prototyping manufacturing equipment, laser rapid prototyping machine, vacuum casting machine, 3D printing accessories; Photosensitive resin, plastic powder materials, metal powder materials, other materials (ceramics, wood, glass, etc.), surface treatment; 3D scanning and related software, 3D scanner, 3D measuring instrument, 3D coordinate measuring machine/instrument, 3D laser detection system, 3D photogrammetry system, 3D laser engraving machine, 3D imaging system, CAD/CAM system, reverse engineering software, 3D scanning software and 3D design software; 3D printing, rapid prototyping manufacturing and mold making, inspection, measurement and scanning services, design and product development services,
and other reverse engineering services
**Telephone:** 020-38251558, 020-38251558
**E-mail:** alex.huang@china.messefrankfurt.com, crystal.cheng@china.messefrankfurt.com
**URL:** www.gymf.com.cn

**Asia Expo for Water-based Tourism, Water Sports, Sea Fishing and Yacht Expo**
**Duration:** 2023/3/1—2023/3/4
**City:** Guangzhou
**Venue:** Changzhou Island Yacht Dock in Guangzhou
**Host:** Guangdong Yacht Industry Association
**Organizer:** Guangdong Wuzhou Yacht Limited Liability Company, Guangdong Grandeur International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment
**Area:** 150000 m²
**Contents:** Boats, surfing and water skiing equipment, water sports related decorative articles, water leisure and entertainment equipment, water safety and life-saving articles, water sports and leisure industry, swimming supplies and equipment, etc.
**Telephone:** 4006-711-668
Fax: 020-36657099
**URL:** www.arwse.com

**2023 The 29th South China International Exhibition on Printing Industry**
**Duration:** 2023/3/2—2023/3/3
**City:** Guangzhou
**Venue:** China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)
**Host:** China Foreign Trade Center, Adsale Exhibition Services Ltd.
**Organizer:** China Foreign Trade Guangzhou Exhibition Corporation, Adsale Exhibition Services (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Printing and Packaging
**Area:** 130000 m²
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes

**Contents:** Pre-press processing system and software, color management system/test equipment, computer direct output typesetting system, plate-making equipment (CTP equipment, etc.), proofing equipment, image output machine, scanner and copier, laser imaging system, electronic publishing and design system software and hardware, packaging pre-press software; Offset printing equipment, sheet-fed/reel-fed offset press, digital printing equipment, inkjet printer/large-format inkjet printer, flexographic printer, gravure printer, corrugated paper printing and equipment, label printing equipment and machinery, screen printer, special printer; Folding machine, saddle stitching machine, gluing machine, sewing machine, hardcover equipment, paper cutter, paper processing equipment, laminating machine, bronzing machine, glazing and calendering, packaging processing, carton processing equipment, die-cutting machine, box pasting machine, window sticking machine, laser cutting machine, die-cutting and waste cleaning machine, paper processing equipment
**Telephone:** 0755-23547123, 0755-23547126
Fax: 0755-82326252
**E-mail:** plp@adsale.com.hk, zhouxx@fairwindow.com.cn
**URL:** www.printingsouthchina.com

**2023 The China International Exhibition on Label Printing Technology**
**Duration:** 2023/3/2—2023/3/4
**City:** Guangzhou
**Venue:** China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)
**Host:** Adsale Exhibition Services Ltd., China Foreign Trade Center (Group)
**Organizer:** Beijing Adsale Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Printing and Packaging
**Contents:** Label and narrow-width screen printing
machinery and equipment suppliers, intelligent label and bar code printing machinery and equipment suppliers, label anti-counterfeiting technology, security schemes and application suppliers, RFID label technology and equipment suppliers, in-mold label materials and in-mold labeling machinery suppliers, label testing equipment suppliers, self-adhesive materials and adhesives and hot melt adhesives suppliers, label printing materials and accessories suppliers, etc.

**Telephone:** 0755-23547123  
Fax: 0755-82326252  
**E-mail:** plp@adsale.com.hk  
**URL:** www.sinolabelexpo.com

---

### 2023 The 44th Guangzhou Franchise Exhibition (GFE)

**Duration:** 2023/3/3—2023/3/5  
**City:** Guangzhou  
**Venue:** China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)  
**Host:** Foro International Group, Guangzhou Foro Exhibition Co., Ltd., Guangzhou Foro Exhibition Management Co., Ltd., Guangzhou Fuguo Exhibition Co., Ltd., Guangzhou Chain Operations Association, International Association of Gastronomic and Catering Industries Association, Franchise Chain Professional Committee of China NGO Network for International Exchanges  
**Sector:** Franchising  
**Contents:** Franchised chain institutions such as fashion jewelry, jewelry, supermarkets, convenience stores, pharmacies, books, audio and video; Chinese and western restaurants, hot pot, coffee, bars, snacks, barbecues, specialty drinks and other franchised chain institutions; brand-name clothing, fabrics, cloth bags, shoes and socks, bags and leather goods and related franchise chain institutions; educational institutions, professional training institutions, educational supplies and other franchised chain institutions; educational toys, baby carriages, baby clothes, school supplies, nutritional products and other franchised chain institutions; hairdressing and beauty, body building, cosmetics, health products, health equipment and other franchised chain institutions; concessions such as color development and printing, IT network information, real estate agency, dry cleaning, home decoration, automobile beauty maintenance, consultation and certification; licensed service organizations such as law firms and banks, manufacturers or suppliers of related equipment and technologies of chain stores, etc.  
**Telephone:** 151102085797, 020-38265709  
**E-mail:** 1613840695@qq.com  
**URL:** www.gztxlsjmz.org

---

### 2023 Inter Airport China

**Duration:** 2023/3/9—2023/3/11  
**City:** Guangzhou  
**Venue:** China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)  
**Host:** Reed Exhibitions  
**Organizer:** Reed Exhibitions  
**Sector:** Aviation and Aerospace  
**Contents:** Airport construction and installation, technical system, terminal building construction and installation, ground support equipment and services, interior decoration of terminal building, services, information technology  
**Telephone:** 021-22317210  
**Fax:** 021-22317181  
**E-mail:** interairportchina@rxglobal.com  
**URL:** www.interairportchina.com

---

### 2023 The 7th WaterTech China (Guangdong)

**Duration:** 2023/3/9—2023/3/11  
**City:** Guangzhou  
**Venue:** Poly World Trade Center Exhibition Hall
2023 FlowTech China (Guangdong)

Duration: 2023/3/9—2023/3/11
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Exhibition Hall
Host: Shanghai CHC Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai CHC Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Pump, Valve and Pipeline
Area: 33000 m²
Contents: Pumps, valves, intelligent water supply equipment, actuators, pipelines, pipe fittings, pump and valve supporting products, complete sets of sewage equipment, etc.
Telephone: 021-33231323
Fax: 021-33231366
E-mail: sales@flowtechgd.com
URL: www.flowtechgd.com

2023 South China Daily-use Articles Trade Fair

Duration: 2023/3/9—2023/3/11
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)
Host: Reed Huabai Exhibitions (Beijing) Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Reed Huabai Exhibitions (Beijing) Co., Ltd.

Host: Reed Sinopharm Exhibitions, Guangdong Foreign Science and Technology Exchange Center, Guangdong International Science and Technology Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Reed Sinopharm Exhibitions, Guangdong Foreign Science and Technology Exchange Center, Guangdong International Science and Technology Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Instrumentation
Contents: Instruments and equipment such as chromatography, gas phase, wave spectrum, frequency spectrum, mass spectrometry, optics, optical spectrum, weighing instruments, microscopes and optical image processing, etc.; biochemical instruments, life science and microbial detection instruments, laboratory animal facilities, industry-specific analytical instruments and equipment; general reagents, instrument-specific chemical reagents, reference materials, laboratory chemicals, electronic reagents, photochemical reagents, biochemical and molecular biological reagents, medical/diagnostic/testing reagents, laboratory consumables; glass instruments, medical glass, glassware, special glass, laboratory furniture, etc.
Telephone: 010-84556695, 010-84556577, 020-83558353, 020-83561592, 020-83555190
Fax: 010-62373998, 010-62373998, 020-83549078, 020-83549078
E-mail: Jin.liu2@reedsinopharm.com
URL: www.chinalabexpo.com
Sector: Daily Necessity
Contents: Plastic products, glass products, stainless steel products, bamboo and wood products, kitchen supplies, cleaning products, etc.
Telephone: 010-59339075
E-mail: ting.he@rxglobal.com
URL: www.cdasouth.com

2023 The 4th Guangdong (Guangzhou) Daily Necessities Fair

Duration: 2023/3/10—2023/3/12
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)
Host: Guangdong Xuquan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangdong World Union Supply Chain Technology Co., Ltd.
Sector: Daily Necessity
Contents: Forks, spoons, chopsticks, bowls, dishes, plates, insulated lunch boxes, fresh-keeping bowls, pots, bottles, planers, peelers, kitchen racks, barbecues; plastic wrap, garbage bags, crystal cups, bowls, straws, cotton swabs, tablecloths, snack boxes, packing boxes, shoe covers; storage boxes, stools, chairs, brushes, hangers, buckets, cups, washbasins, sealed cans, garbage cans, vacuum bags, flower pots, sprayers, soap boxes, clothes forks; cotton mop, magic mop, flat mop, broom dustpan set, trash can, gloves, scouring pad, cleaning ball, sponge eraser, glass eraser, chenille, toilet pad; frying pan, cooker, knife scissors, vegetable basket, egg beater, vegetable cutter, dish rack, hanging basket, oil kettle, seasoning bottle, spatula; glass tableware, storage cans, glass cups, wine glasses, glass flower pots, vases, ashtrays, candlesticks, kettles, water utensils, etc.
Telephone: 020-8762898, 020-87650400
E-mail: xuquanexpo2018@163.com
URL: xuquanexpo.com

2023 The 60th China International Beauty Expo

Duration: 2023/3/10—2023/3/12
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)
Host: Guangdong Beauty and Cosmetic Association
Organizer: Guangzhou Jiamei Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Hairdressing and Beauty
Contents: Daily skin care products, daily hairdressing products, make-up, perfume, toiletries, personal care products, men's care products, oral care products, baby care products, washing products, omni-channel care, skin care, makeup and hairdressing tools, etc.
Telephone: 4008-110-220, 15889601356
Fax: 020-86259533
E-mail: server@onezh.com
URL: www.chinainternationalbeauty.com

2023 The 9th China Guangzhou International GlassTec Expo

Duration: 2023/3/10—2023/3/12
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)
Host: Guangdong Glass Industry Association, Guangzhou RHF Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou RHF Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Area: 40000 m²
Contents: Glass production, glass deep processing technology and equipment, related tools and accessories, glass deep processing, raw and auxiliary materials, etc.
Telephone: 18922420512, 020-87585873
Fax: 020-87584363
E-mail: 3224468325@qq.com
URL: www.chinaglasstecexpo.com

**2023 World Seed Industry Forum and World Livestock and Poultry Industry Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/3/16—2023/3/18  
**City:** Guangzhou  
**Venue:** Guangzhou Baiyun International Convention Center  
**Host:** Wen’s Food Group Co., Ltd., Shixin Lamp International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Beijing Shixin Xinghua International Consulting Co., Ltd., Wen’s Huinong Pig Industry Technology Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
**Area:** 60000 m²  
**Contents:** Pig sector, poultry sector, livestock and poultry seed sector, livestock products processing, packaging and transportation, high-quality livestock and poultry products, livestock products processing equipment and technology, information and services, etc.  
**Telephone:** 010-62947288  
**Fax:** 010-62957691  
**URL:** www.lpe-china.com

**2023 The 51st China (Guangzhou) International Furniture Fair (the 1st Session)**

**Duration:** 2023/3/18—2023/3/21  
**City:** Guangzhou  
**Venue:** China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)  
**Host:** China Furniture Association, China Foreign Trade Center Group Co., Ltd., Red Star Macalline Home Furnishing Group Co., Ltd., Guangdong Furniture and Decoration Trade Association  
**Organizer:** China Foreign Trade Guangzhou Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Furniture and Househld  
**Contents:** Civil furniture, ornaments, home textiles, outdoor homes, office environment, equipment ingredients, etc.  
**Telephone:** 020-89128072, 020-89128025, 020-89128019  
**E-mail:** chensh@cfte.com, 27197482@qq.com  
**URL:** www.ciff-gz.com

**The 12th China Guangzhou Custom-made Home Furnishing Exhibition and the 12th China Guangzhou Custom Home Overall Renovation Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/3/27—2023/3/30  
**City:** Guangzhou  
**Venue:** Poly World Trade Center Exhibition Hall  
**Host:** Guangzhou Bojun Home Furnishing Technology Co., Ltd. (Bojun Media)  
**Organizer:** Guangzhou Bojun Home Furnishing Technology Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Furniture and Househld  
**Area:** 140000 m²  
**Contents:** Custom-made homes, wardrobes, cabinets, doors and windows, kitchen appliances, smart homes, smart locks, smart drying racks, sanitary ware, soft furnishings, design, cabinet accessories, wardrobe accessories, mechanical equipment, decorative materials, other products  
**Telephone:** 4008-073-990  
**Fax:** 020-37276774  
**E-mail:** 1758002481@qq.com  
**URL:** www.chfgz.com

**2023 The 51st China (Guangzhou) International Furniture Fair (the 2nd Session)**

**Duration:** 2023/3/28—2023/3/31  
**City:** Guangzhou  
**Venue:** China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex), Poly World Trade Center Exhibition Hall  
**Host:** China Furniture Association, China Foreign
Trade Center Group Co., Ltd., Red Star Macalline Home Furnishing Group Co., Ltd., Guangdong Furniture Association, Hong Kong Furniture and Decoration Trade Association

Organizer: China Foreign Trade Guangzhou Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Furniture and Household
Contents: Civil furniture, ornaments and home textiles, outdoor home furniture, office environment, equipment ingredients, etc.
Telephone: 020-89128076, 020-89128168
E-mail: os@cfte.com, cifm@cfte.com
URL: www.ciff-gz.com

2023 CIFM / interzum Guangzhou

Duration: 2023/3/28—2023/3/31
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)
Host: Messe Koeln Co., Ltd., China Foreign Trade Center Group Co., Ltd.
Sector: Hardware Tool
Contents: Hardware and components, interior decoration materials and accessories, soft furniture production machinery, soft furniture production accessories and accessories, wood products and plates, adhesives, coatings and other chemical raw materials, woodworking furniture production machinery and accessories equipment, industry organizations, service organizations and media
Telephone: 020-87552468
Fax: 020-87552970
E-mail: silvia.huang@koelnmesse.cn
URL: www.interzum-guangzhou.cn

2023 The 6th Guangzhou Composites and Related Product Exhibition

Duration: 2023/4/10—2023/4/12
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Nan Fung International Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: Guangzhou Composites Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Composites Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Advanced Material/Technology
Contents: Fiber and reinforced materials (carbon fiber/glass fiber/basalt fiber/aramid fiber/natural fiber, etc.); resins (unsaturated/epoxy/ethylene/phenolic resin, etc.); adhesives, release agents, various additives, fillers, pigments and premixes, prepregs, polymer materials, etc.; carbon fiber products, glass fiber products and other composite related products; materials, foam materials, lightweight materials, wood-plastic composites, metal matrix composites and ceramic matrix composites; various new molding technologies and equipment such as spraying, winding, molding, injection, pultrusion, RTM, LFT, vacuum introduction, etc. used in the material production process; honeycomb, foaming, sandwich technology and process equipment; cutting equipment, molding dies, machining equipment, testing equipment, etc. for composite materials
Telephone: 020-82557080, 020-82392022, 020-82392066
E-mail: info@compositesexpo.org
URL: www.compositesexpo.org

Guangzhou International Electronics and Smart Appliances Expo and Southern China Electronics Products Selection Exhibition (IEAE)

Duration: 2023/4/12—2023/4/14
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Exhibition Hall
Host: China Chamber of International Commerce, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Guangdong Committee, Guangzhou Municipal Commerce Bureau, Guangzhou Municipal Industry and Information Technology Bureau
Organizer: Guangzhou Chamber of Commerce of the China Chamber of International Commerce,
Guangdong Chaoyu Technology Co., Ltd.
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Area: 60000 m²
Contents: Electronic, equipments for electronics, household and vehicle, etc.
Telephone: 4008-738-998
E-mail: joyhong@chaoyu-expo.com
URL: ieafair.com

The 133rd China Import and Export Fair (Canton Fair)

Duration: 2023/4/15-2023/5/5
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)
Host: Ministry of Commerce, People’s Government of Guangdong Province
Organizer: China Foreign Trade Center
Sector: Comprehensive
Contents: Hardware and tools, building materials, chemical products, energy, daily consumer goods, gifts, home decorations, textile and clothing, footwear, office supplies, bags and suitcases, leisure products, medicine and medical care, food, etc.
Telephone: 4000-888-999, 020-28888999
E-mail: info@cantonfair.org.cn
URL: www.cantonfair.org.cn

2023 The 5th Guangzhou International Hardware Fair (Spring)

Duration: 2023/4/15—2023/4/21
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Nan Fung International Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: Electric Tools Branch of China Electrical Equipment Industry Association, Qidong Municipal People’s Government of Jiangsu Province, Wuyi County People’s Government of Zhejiang Province
Organizer: Nantong Ark Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Hardware Tool
Contents: Hardware tools, welding and cutting, mechanical equipment, mechanical and electrical products, comprehensive hardware, etc.
Telephone: 18762841678, 13382483222
URL: www.dz360.cn

2023 Guangzhou Entertainment Technology Show

Duration: 2023/5/8—2023/5/11
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Exhibition Hall
Host: Guangdong Performance Equipment Industry Chamber of Commerce
Organizer: Guangzhou GETshow Exhibition Co.Ltd.
Sector: Photoelectric Product
Contents: DJ performance, stage performance audio, card package audio, public address, conference system, stage lighting, LED, laser equipment, microphone, power amplifier, stage peripheral equipment, intelligent lighting control system, etc.
Telephone: 020-84790060
Fax: 020-84790162
E-mail: info@getshow.com.cn
URL: www.getshow.com.cn

2023 Guangzhou International Elevators Exhibition

Duration: 2023/5/10—2023/5/12
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)
Host: Guangzhou Guanglü Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Guanglü Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Sector: Other Equipment/Material
Contents: All kinds of elevator products and related equipment, elevator parts and accessories, elevator installation technology and related equipment, intel-
Guangdong

Ligent parking and lifting products, access control products, elevator new technology products, computer intelligent manufacturing
Fax: 17702043417
E-mail: 3102511886@qq.com

2023 The 14th Asia Forestry and Garden Machinery and Tools Fair (GMF 2023)

Duration: 2023/5/10—2023/5/12
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import and Export Fair Complex ( Canton Fair Complex)
Host: Guangdong Landscape Architecture and Ecological Landscape Association, Guangdong Grandeur International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangdong Grandeur International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Sector: Agricultural Machinery
Contents: Planting, municipal machinery; forestry equipment; sprinkler irrigation and irrigation equipment; gardening tools; greenhouse and shed equipment; horticultural products, etc.
Telephone: 4006-258-268
E-mail: yjw88688@126.com
URL: www.yljxz.com

2023 Asia VR & AR Fair & Summit

Duration: 2023/5/10—2023/5/12
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import and Export Fair Complex ( Canton Fair Complex)
Host: Guangdong Grandeur International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Grandeur Digital Vision Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Area: 50000 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Stereoscopic projection, interactive projection, holographic projection, wall projection, ground projection, interactive ground projection system, infrared sensing system, multimedia image, projection equipment, single-sided 180 holographic projection, display system, multimedia image, water curtain interactive projection system and interactive touch; multi-touch interactive wall system screen, virtual shooting, screen, sensor, projectors, servers, 360 holographic projection, air imaging, naked eye 3D, glass window hologram, holographic virtual host, conference system hologram; multimedia sand table, 3D virtual digital sand table, 3D digital content, demonstration equipment, playback equipment, simulation system, etc.
Telephone: 4006-258-268
URL: www.vrarfair.com

2023 The 26th China Bakery Exhibition (Guangzhou)

Duration: 2023/5/11—2023/5/13
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import and Export Fair Complex ( Canton Fair Complex)
Host: All-China Bakery Association
Organizer: Beijing Zhonglian Dinghe Bakery Technology Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Contents: Related baking products, special flour, ready-mixed flour, frozen dough, starch and potato products; mooncakes and pastry accessories such as stuffing, fruit materials, nuts, preserved fruits and canned fruits; special grease, whipped cream, special dairy products; Ice cream, soft ice cream equipment, utensils and raw materials, etc.; flour improver, bread improver, cake improver, chocolate, preservative, antiseptic, yeast, spice, essence, dried meat floss, pigment, sweetener and other related food additives; ingredients and equipment for western food, fast food, bars and cafes; bakery shops, supermarket logistics facilities, display equipment,
computer management system; food processing equipment, tools, baking utensils, packaging technology, testing equipment, instruments and meters, etc.; food machinery, moon cake machine and stuffing machine, etc.

**Telephone:** 020-84204949, 61137813  
**Fax:** 020-62614589  
**E-mail:** fbzl123@163.com  
**URL:** www.china-baking-expo.com

### The 9th The Greater Bay Area International Laboratory Medicine, In Vitro Diagnostic (IVD) Reagents Exhibition and IVD Industrial Chain Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/5/14—2023/5/16  
**City:** Guangzhou  
**Venue:** Nan Fung International Convention & Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Association for Medical Devices Industry, Guangdong Association for Medical Devices Industry, Guangzhou Chuangmai Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** China-Asia Economic Development Association, UN and International Public Procurement Committee of China-Asia Economic Development Association, China Medical Device Procurement Public Service Platform, Guangdong Medical Devices Management Academy  
**Sector:** Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment  
**Area:** 20000 m²  
**Contents:** Blood analysis system, biochemical analysis system, immunoassay system, bacterial analysis system, urine analysis system, biological separation system, gene and life science instruments, auxiliary equipment for clinical medical examination, reagents, upstream raw materials, ivd in vitro diagnostic reagent production equipment, etc.

**Telephone:** 020-85671910  
**Fax:** 15975378163  
**E-mail:** 1064243027@qq.com  
**URL:** www.fangyiwxz-cm.net

### The 15th China (Guangzhou) International Integrated Housing Industry and Building Industrialization Expo

**Duration:** 2023/5/15—2023/5/17  
**City:** Guangzhou  
**Venue:** Poly World Trade Center Exhibition Hall  
**Host:** Asian Construction Technology Alliance, Integrated Building Committee of Construction Industry

Organizer: Guangdong Grandeur International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.

Sector: Construction and Building Material

Contents: Precast component (PC) production equipment, pre-stressed lacing equipment; prefabricated structural connectors, embedded parts and accessories; concrete chemicals; forming tool; Prefabricated component support system; formwork, scaffold and installation system; construction elevators, aerial work vehicles, modern transport vehicles and equipment, etc.; heavy steel structure, light steel structure, grid and membrane structure and other steel structure systems; construction and welding technology of steel structure; materials and technologies for fire prevention, corrosion prevention and waterproofing of steel structures; steel, steel plate, steel pipe and other kinds of construction steel; steel structure design and other related supporting products, etc. All kinds of environmentally-friendly wooden buildings, bamboo structures, wood structure materials, wood structure production and processing equipment, wood protectants, wood-plastic landscape profiles, wood structure architectural design consulting and related industry products, etc.; integrated technologies related to interior industrialization, such as whole bathroom, whole kitchen, whole storage cabinet, filling and separating system, raised floor, same floor drainage, household appliances, sanitary ware, supporting equipment, decoration materials and products, aging-resistant design, etc.; underground utility tunnel, sponge city, characteristic town, etc.

Telephone: 4006-258-268

URL: www.cihie.net

2023 China (Guangzhou) Restaurant Expo

Duration: 2023/5/17—2023/5/19

City: Guangzhou

Venue: China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)

Host: Guangdong Restaurant Association, Guangdong Group Catering Association

Organizer: Guangzhou Haolian Exhibition Co., Ltd.

Sector: Food and Drink

Contents: Prefabricated vegetable industry of catering, hot pot food supplies; Condiments, meals, grain and oil, pasta, snacks; Take-out food, packaging and equipment; Chinese food industrialization, central kitchen; New catering retail, packaging equipment and cold chain logistics; Fresh agricultural products; Creative design of catering

Telephone: 020-89637162, 18928864573

Fax: 020-82006397

E-mail: haolian168@126.com

URL: www.chcex.com

2023 LET-a CeMAT ASIA Event

Duration: 2023/5/18—2023/5/20

City: Guangzhou

Venue: China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)

Host: Hanover and Milano Exhibition (Guangzhou) Co., Ltd.

Sector: Logistics and Warehousing

Area: 40000 m²

Contents: Warehousing technology, forklifts and accessories, logistics robots (AGV), transportation sorting and accessories, warehousing and workshop logistics equipment, logistics packaging, logistics loading technology, lifting equipment, logistics
distribution vehicles, cold chain logistics, port and aviation logistics equipment, etc.

**Telephone:** 020-89617180  
**Fax:** 020-89617159  
**E-mail:** info@chinalet.cn  
**URL:** www.chinalet.cn

**2023 China International Precision Medicine Industry Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/5/20—2023/5/22  
**City:** Guangzhou  
**Venue:** Poly World Trade Center Exhibition Hall  
**Host:** Union of Chinese Oncology Management, Guangdong Biaogan Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Guangdong Biaogan Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment  
**Area:** 50000 m²  
**Contents:** Cancer prevention and treatment, precision medicine, pathology, omics technology, medical equipment, analysis and quality control, regenerative medicine, health industry, medical care, etc.

**Telephone:** 020-82519906  
**Fax:** 020-82398840  
**E-mail:** CIPME_CHINA@163.com  
**URL:** www.cipme-china.com

**2023 China Life Science Conference and China International Life Science Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/5/20—2023/5/22  
**City:** Guangzhou  
**Venue:** Poly World Trade Center Exhibition Hall  
**Host:** People’s Government of Guangdong Province, Organizing Committee of China Life Science Conference, The People’s Government of Guangzhou Municipality  
**Organizer:** Guangdong Biaogan Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment  
**Area:** 50000 m²  
**Contents:** Centrifuge, incubator/drying oven/test chamber, isotope/radioactivity measurement, microscopic system, electrophoresis/gel/luminescence detection, inspection instrument, PCR instrument, ultraviolet equipment, spectrum/chromatography/mass spectrometry/spectrum, low temperature/refrigeration/constant temperature, physical and chemical analysis, balance, transgenic instrument, sample processing equipment, experimental consumables, laboratory furniture, others, technical services, bioengineering equipment, clinical laboratory instruments, etc.

**Telephone:** 020-82519906  
**Fax:** 020-82519917  
**E-mail:** biaogan88@126.com  
**URL:** www.cimee-china.com

**2023 The 19th Guangzhou International Musical Instruments Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/5/22—2023/5/25  
**City:** Guangzhou  
**Venue:** China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)  
**Host:** National musical instrument information center, Guangdong Science and Technology Cooperation Center  
**Organizer:** Guangdong International Science and Technology Exhibition Co., Ltd. (Guangdong Science and Technology Exhibition)  
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment  
**Contents:** Piano and keyboard instruments, stringed instruments, percussion instruments, electro-acoustic instruments, ethnic instruments, wind instruments, accordion harmonica, music scores and books, musical instrument accessories, music-related computer hardware and software, associations, media and equipment, etc.

**Telephone:** 020-83556291, 020-83546339  
**Fax:** 020-83549078  
**E-mail:** slmvisit@ste.cn  
**URL:** www.guangzhoumusic.cn
2023 Guangzhou International Professional Light and Sound Exhibition

Duration: 2023/5/22—2023/5/25
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)
Host: Guangdong International Science and Technology Exhibition Co., Ltd., Guangzhou Guangya Frankfurt Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangdong International Science and Technology Exhibition Co., Ltd. (Guangdong Science and Technology Exhibition), Messe Frankfurt (HK) Ltd.
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Area: 160000 m²
Contents: Professional audio equipment, systems and accessories; Professional lighting equipment, systems and accessories; Stage equipment and system; Audio-visual and transmission equipment, etc.
Telephone: 020-83561590, 020-83604329
Fax: 020-83549078
E-mail: sound@ste.cn
URL: www.soundlight.cn

2023 Tea Expo Guangzhou (Spring)

Duration: 2023/5/25—2023/5/29
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)
Host: China Tea Marketing Association, Guangdong Tea Profession Association
Organizer: Guangzhou Yi-Wu International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Guangzhou Yi-Wu Tea Expo Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Tea, tea set, tea furniture, tea drinks, tea food, tea health products; tea crafts, tea theme tourism, tea packaging and design; tea picking, making, processing and packaging machinery; new technology of tea planting, tea making, tea preservation and storage; professional tea market; tea circulation, distribution, chain, investment and financing institutions; tea shop, teahouses and tea leisure enterprises; tea media, etc.
Telephone: 18198973825
URL: www.teaexpo.cn

2023 Expo Franchise Guangzhou

Duration: 2023/5/25—2023/5/27
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Exhibition Hall
Host: Guangdong Chain Operations Association, Guangzhou Chain Operations Association, Shanghai Sinoexpo Informa Markets Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai Sinoexpo Informa Markets Co., Ltd.
Sector: Franchising
Area: 50000 m²
Contents: Franchise chain, catering space, education chain, new retail chain, service chain, etc.
Telephone: 020-32278821
Fax: 020-86679396
E-mail: fggle@imsinoexpo.com
URL: www.jmgle.com

2023 Expo Food Guangzhou

Duration: 2023/5/25—2023/5/27
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Exhibition Hall
Host: Shanghai Sinoexpo Informa Markets Co., Ltd., Outstanding Chefs Professional Committee of Guangdong Food Culture Research Society
Organizer: Shanghai Sinoexpo Informa Markets Co., Ltd. Guangzhou Branch
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 50000 m²
Contents: Leisure food, alcohol and drinks, green organic and health food, imported food, dairy prod-
ucts, ice cream, etc.
**Telephone:** 020-32278823
**E-mail:** fggle@imsinoexpo.com
**URL:** www.fggle.com

**Top Repute • The 31st Guangzhou International Footwear, Leather, Industry and Equipment Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/5/29—2023/5/31
**City:** Guangzhou
**Venue:** China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)
**Host:** Top Repute International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Guangdong Chamber of commerce for Footwear Manufacturers
**Sector:** Leather, Shoes and Bag
**Area:** 50000 ㎡
**Contents:** Shoemaking machinery, leather-making machinery, synthetic leather machinery, leather machine, textile machinery, 3D printing equipment and automation equipment; leather, garment leather, furniture leather, synthetic leather, raw leather, shoe materials, chemicals, accessories/accessories, etc.
**Telephone:** 020-83631061
**Fax:** 020-83631063
**E-mail:** toprepute@toprepute.com.cn
**URL:** www.toprepute.com.cn

**2023 Guangzhou International Shoes Machinery Material Leather Industry Fair**

**Duration:** 2023/5/30—2023/6/1
**City:** Guangzhou
**Venue:** Poly World Trade Center Exhibition Hall
**Host:** Guangdong Shoe-Making Machinery Association, Wenzhou Chamber of Commerce for Shoe-Making Machinery, Guangzhou Guanglü Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
**Organizer:** Guangzhou Guanglü Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Leather, Shoes and Bag

**Contents:** Shoe machines, shoe materials, footwear accessories, leather, synthetic leather (PU/PVC), leather chemicals, leather, raw materials, hardware accessories; shoemaking machinery, luggage leather machinery, sewing equipment, printing equipment, laser cutting equipment and other related supporting products
**Telephone:** 020-87585873, 15602403135
**E-mail:** 3337838625@qq.com
**URL:** www.slfchinafair.com

**2023 The 10th China Guangzhou International Automotive Technology Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/6/4—2023/6/6
**City:** Guangzhou
**Venue:** Poly World Trade Center Exhibition Hall
**Organizer:** Guangzhou J&S Watson Exhibition Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Automobile
**Contents:** Complete auto show technology, automotive electronics, new energy vehicle technology and charging equipment, automotive lightweight technology and automotive materials, automotive steel, automotive aluminum and aluminum parts, automotive networking technology, automotive test and measurement, automotive automatic driving, etc.
**Telephone:** 020-34397221
**Fax:** 020-34397331
**E-mail:** admin@jswatsonexpo.com
**URL:** www.china-autotech.com
2023 The 6th Asia Electric Power and Electrotechnics and Smart Grid Exhibition, The 1st Asia New Power System and Energy Storage Exhibition

Duration: 2023/6/8—2023/6/10
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)
Host: China Southern Power Grid Digital Media Co., Ltd., Guangzhou Boyou Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Boyou Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Electricity and New Energy Equipment
Contents: Power generation equipment and technology, intelligent power transmission and transformation equipment, power grid dispatching/control/security inspection, power communication and information, intelligent metering and power consumption management, electrical accessories, construction equipment and safety protection, clean energy, energy storage technology, charging pile technology and equipment, power electronics, other power facilities, scientific and technological achievements of China Southern Power Grid and employee innovation
Telephone: 020-82562179
Fax: 020-82562179
E-mail: buexpo@163.com
URL: www.epexpo-asia.com

2023 Guangzhou Electrical Building Technology Exhibition and Home Automation Exhibition

Duration: 2023/6/9—2023/6/12
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)
Host: Guangzhou Guangya Frankfurt Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Photoelectric Product
Area: 190000 ㎡
Contents: Accessories of electric light, LED packaging devices, electronic components, optical components, measuring instruments, LED packaging equipment, testing instruments, etc.
Telephone: 020-36047630
E-mail: gy@alighting.cn
URL: www.gymf.com.cn

2023 Guangzhou International Lighting Exhibition

Duration: 2023/6/9—2023/6/12
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)
Host: Guangzhou Guangya Frankfurt Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Photoelectric Product
Area: 45000 ㎡
Contents: Accessories of electric appliance and electrical materials; power supply and distribution and energy management; power supply, instruments, meters and tools; electrical energy-saving transformation device; control system and dimming equipment; switch and socket; lightning protection electrical system and device; intelligent building, intelligent home and lighting control system; intelligent shading system; video system; air conditioning and refrigeration system; system integration; integrated wiring system; intercom monitoring and home security, etc.
Telephone: 020-36047680
E-mail: 641003193@qq.com
URL: gebt.gymf.com.cn

2023 The 13th International Kid’s Education Expo

Duration: 2023/6/9—2023/6/11
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Exhibition Hall
Host: Guangzhou Auch Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Auch Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Educational Equipment
Contents: Early childhood education, nursery education to kindergarten environmental design, courses of five major areas, teaching equipment, supplies, etc.; children’s STEAM education, drama education, nature education, physical education, aesthetic education, children’s etiquette, children’s medical care, etc.
Telephone: 020-83300252, 020-83392687
E-mail: expoart@vip.163.com
URL: www.kidsexpochina.com

2023 Guangzhou International Emergency Safety Expo

Duration: 2023/6/15—2023/6/17
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)
Sector: Public Security
Area: 60000 m²
Contents: Professional dismantling equipment, building rescue equipment, high-altitude rescue equipment, snow disaster rescue equipment and mine rescue equipment; emergency information management platform, emergency communication, command, dispatching technology and equipment, artificial intelligence and auxiliary decision-making system, smart community technology and solutions, smart city construction achievements, smart city demonstration application; fire fighting vehicles and related products, personal protective equipment and emergency rescue equipment, fire alarm and monitoring products, firefighting equipment products, fire retardant materials and related supporting products, social fire service institutions and organizations; pipes made of various materials, prefabricated parts, embedded parts, channels, supports and hangers, comprehensive planning, design and construction of underground pipelines, underground pipeline construction machinery, underground pipeline information management system software, etc.
Telephone: 020-85641278
E-mail: 2380786707@qq.com
URL: www.cgiese.com

2023 The 12th China (Guangzhou) International Finance Expo (Finance Expo)

Duration: 2023/6/16—2023/6/18
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)
Host: The Organizing Committee’s Office of GZIFE, China Financial Publishing House, GZIFE Investment Management Co., Ltd
Organizer: Guangzhou Financial Trade Fair Investment Management Co., Ltd, Guangzhou International Exhibition Co., Ltd.,
Sector: Other Sectors
Contents: Banking, securities and insurance; regional financial exchange and cooperation; investment and financing, etc.
Telephone: 020-83396868, 020-83343042
Fax: 020-83186940
E-mail: gzife@gzife.com
URL: www.gzife.com

2023 The 37th Ceramics China

Duration: 2023/6/19—2023/6/22
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)
2023 The 8th Guangzhou International Stationery and Office Supplies Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/6/28—2023/6/30  
**City:** Guangzhou  
**Venue:** Poly World Trade Center Exhibition Hall  
**Host:** China Writing Instrument Association, Guangzhou Chan Chao International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Guangzhou Chan Chao International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Ningbo Zhongbo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Office Supply  
**Contents:** Writing tools, paper products, office supplies, school supplies, art supplies; office equipment, office furniture and office consumables; processing equipment and spare parts; gifts, presents  
**Telephone:** 15889601356, 020-89289406  
**URL:** www.expoguangzhou.com

2023 South China International Electric Vehicle and Parts Exhibition and South China International Intelligent Transportation Industry and Technology Expo

**Duration:** 2023/6/28—2023/6/30  
**City:** Guangzhou  
**Venue:** Poly World Trade Center Exhibition Hall  
**Host:** Guangdong Electric Vehicle Association  
**Organizer:** Guangzhou Daozhi Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Bicycle, Ebike and Motorcycle  
**Contents:** Bicycles, electric bicycles, electric motorcycles, motorcycles; lithium battery, charging cabinet, switch cabinet, battery raw materials, battery manufacturing equipment, etc.; motor, controller, frame and kit, charger, car lights, etc.; sharing bicycles and sharing electric bicycles; mobile terminal equipment, communication service providers, etc.  
**Telephone:** 020-37276219  
**E-mail:** sceve2016@163.com  
**URL:** www.scevexpo.com

2023 The 16th China Guangzhou International Environmental Protection Industry Expo

**Duration:** 2023/6/28—2023/6/30  
**City:** Guangzhou  
**Venue:** China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)  
**Host:** Guangdong Water Treatment Technology Association, Guangdong Water Supply Association, Guangdong Urban Waste Treatment Industry Association, Guangdong Association of Recycling Resources Industry  
**Organizer:** Guangdong Bochang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Energy Saving and Environmental Protection  
**Area:** 50000 ㎡  
**Contents:** Water treatment, air treatment, solid waste treatment, soil remediation, environmental monitoring, comprehensive treatment and others  
**Telephone:** 020-87267388, 020-87267688  
**Fax:** 020-87272188  
**E-mail:** ktb8@163.com  
**URL:** www.cpiee.com.cn
China (Guangzhou) International Building Decoration Fair

**Duration:** 2023/7/8—2023/7/11  
**City:** Guangzhou  
**Venue:** China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex), Poly World Trade Center Exhibition Hall  
**Host:** China Foreign Trade Centre, China Building Decoration Association  
**Organizer:** China Foreign Trade Guangzhou Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Construction and Building Material  
**Area:** 300000 m²  
**Contents:** High-end whole house customization; the whole wardrobe, cloakroom and bedroom system; restaurant system; customized furniture; whole cabinet, integrated kitchen, intelligent kitchen; integrated stove; gas range, range hood, baking equipment, water heater, disinfection and cleaning equipment, garbage disposal and all kinds of kitchen appliances, partition doors, moving compartments and sliding doors; wardrobe door panels, plates and other auxiliary materials; product design software, production software, etc.; curtains, fabric sofas, soft beds, carpets, wallpaper wall covering, home accessories, ornaments, home textile fabric design, etc.  
**Telephone:** 020-89128189  
**URL:** www.cbdfair-gz.com

2023 The 10th International Maritime Expo (INMEX China)

**Duration:** 2023/7/26—2023/7/28  
**City:** Guangzhou  
**Venue:** Poly World Trade Center Exhibition Hall  
**Host:** China Association of the National Shipbuilding Industry, Chinese Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers  
**Organizer:** Guangzhou AUCH Exhibitions Services Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Boat, Rail and other Transportation  
**Area:** 23000 m²  
**Contents:** Ship design and construction, dock and shipyard, ship operation and management, ship registration and inspection, ship repair machinery and equipment, dredging equipment, navigation and communication system, marine engineering and marine equipment, propulsion system/pump and valve, marine engineering, computer system, network and software, environmental protection equipment and facilities, lifting and lifting equipment, marine freight and logistics, paint and coating, refrigeration system and refrigeration system, port, dock equipment and Port authority and terminal operation company, safety, rescue and protection equipment, maritime publishing, marine environment and safety, classification society, marine fuel and lubricating oil, ports and terminals, port facilities, ship financing, insurance and brokerage companies, shipping materials and marine materials and trade associations and consulting services, etc.  
**Telephone:** 020-83392687, 020-83300252, 020-8330152  
**Fax:** 020-83300152  
**E-mail:** expoart@vip.163.com  
**URL:** www.inmexchina.cn

2023 The 5th World Agricultural Food Expo and Greater Bay Area Pre-made Food

**Duration:** 2023/8/18—2023/8/20  
**City:** Guangzhou  
**Venue:** Poly World Trade Center Exhibition Hall  
**Host:** Guangzhou Olite Exhibition Consulting Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Guangzhou Olite Exhibition Consulting Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Contents:** All kinds of prefabricated vegetables, semi-finished pastry, ready-to-eat convenience food, clean vegetables and primary agricultural products,
meat food ingredients, fish and aquatic products, various condiments and ingredients, prefabricated food processing equipment, prefabricated food packaging materials and packaging equipment, central kitchen equipment, food cold chain logistics equipment and technology

**Telephone:** 020-84225918  
**URL:** www.wagrichina.com

---

### 2023 The 7th China (Guangzhou) International Elderly Health Industry Expo

**Duration:** 2023/8/25—2023/8/27  
**City:** Guangzhou  
**Venue:** China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)  
**Host:** Guangzhou Expo Organizing Committee Office, Guangdong Cross Mining Exhibition Co., Ltd, Guangzhou Social Welfare and Elderly Care Service Association, Guangzhou Elderly Care Service Industry Association, Guangdong Elderly Care Service Industry Chamber of Commerce, Guangdong Home Care Service Association, Guangdong Aging Industry Association, Guangdong Elderly Care Service Industry Promotion Association, Guangdong Elderly Care Service Association, Guangdong Elderly Culture Association, Guangdong Family Service Industry Association, Guangdong Zhongnanshan Medical Foundation  
**Organizer:** Guangdong Cross Mining Exhibition Co., Ltd., Guangdong Yinling Health Industry Co., Ltd  
**Sector:** Healthcare and Aged Care  
**Contents:** Auxiliary appliances, smart old-age care and smart medical care, old-age care project/combination of medical care and health care, transformation of aging environment, family medical devices, great health of traditional Chinese medicine, health care, health management and precision medical care, etc.  
**Telephone:** 020-38109036  
**URL:** www.eldexpo.com

---

### 2023 IE Expo Guangzhou

**Duration:** 2023/9/20—2023/9/22  
**City:** Guangzhou  
**Venue:** China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)  
**Host:** Guangdong Association of Environmental Protection Industry, Messe Muenchen Zhongmao Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Messe Muenchen Zhongmao Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Energy Saving and Environmental Protection  
**Area:** 35000 m²  
**Contents:** Water and sewage treatment, water supply and sewage drainage system, mechanical engineering and equipment engineering in water resources management, water conservancy engineering, garbage management and recycling, waste energy and resource utilization, street cleaning and maintenance, site and soil remediation, air pollution control, flue gas purification and ventilation, noise and vibration control, environmental services, environmental monitoring and detection, education, scientific research and technology transfer  
**Telephone:** 021-23521038  
**Fax:** 021-23521088  
**E-mail:** ieexpo@mm-zm.com  
**URL:** www.ie-expo.cn

---

### 2023 Food2China Expo

**Duration:** 2023/9/21—2023/9/23  
**City:** Guangzhou  
**Venue:** Poly World Trade Center Exhibition Hall  
**Host:** China Commerce Development Center, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Guangzhou Committee, Guangdong (China) Import-ed Food Association, WorldEx-SingEx Exhibitions (Guangzhou) Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** WorldEx-SingEx Exhibitions (Guangzhou) Co., Ltd., China Chamber of International Commerce Guangzhou Chamber of Commerce,
Shanghai Hehe Expo Group Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 66000 m²
Contents: Pre-packaged snack foods, meat and frozen foods, dairy products, coffee and tea, cereals, oils and condiments, wine and spirits, functional health foods, green agricultural products, convenience foods, and prepared vegetables series
Telephone: 020-83810602
Fax: 020-83276765
E-mail: expo@food2china.com
URL: www.food2chinaexpo.com

2023 Auto Aftermarket Guangzhou (AAG)
Duration: 2023/10/11—2023/10/13
City: Guangzhou
Venue: Poly World Trade Center Exhibition Hall
Sector: Automobile
Area: 66000 m²
Contents: Automobile engine, chassis, car body, electrical and electronic appliances/motors, materials, general parts, tires, new energy, wearing parts, remanufacturing, etc.
Telephone: 010-82606772, 010-82606773
Fax: 010-82606789
E-mail: aag@sinomachint.com.cn
URL: www.aag.org.cn

China International Natural Extracts and Health Food Ingredients Exhibition (2023 FIC Health Exhibition)
Duration: 2023/11/23—2023/11/25
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)
Host: China Food Additives and Ingredients Association, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Light Industry Sub-Council
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 30000 m²
Contents: Natural extract, functional health food ingredients and technology, health food, special medical food, functional food, aged food, clean food, halal food, food additives and food ingredients and related food machinery, equipment and instruments
Telephone: 010-59795833, 010-68396330
Fax: 010-68396422, 010-59071330
E-mail: info@fi-c.com
URL: fic.cfaa.cn

The 134th China Import and Export Fair (Canton Fair)
Duration: Autumn of 2023
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)
Host: Ministry of Commerce, People's Government of Guangdong Province
Organizer: China Foreign Trade Center
Sector: Comprehensive
Contents: Hardware and tools, building materials, chemical products, energy, daily consumer goods, gifts, home decorations, textile and clothing, footwear, office supplies, bags and suitcases, leisure products, medicine and medical care, food, etc.
Telephone: 4000-888-999, 020-28888999
E-mail: info@cantonfair.org.cn
URL: www.cantonfair.org.cn

2023 China South International Catering Packaging Show
Duration: To be determined
City: Guangzhou
Venue: China Import and Export Fair Complex (Canton Fair Complex)
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Light Industry Sub-Council, Beijing Zhonglian International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Light Industry Sub-Council, Beijing Zhonglian International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Printing and Packaging
Area: 10000 ㎡
Contents: Take-out packaging, food and drinks packaging, new retail packaging of stores and supermarkets
Telephone: 010-68396330
Fax: 010-68396422
E-mail: chenwenwen@ccpitlight.org
URL: www.icpsshow.com

Dongguan

2023 The 2nd China (Dongguan) International Tea Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/1/6—2023/1/9
City: Dongguan
Venue: Guangdong Modern International Exhibition Centre
Host: Shenzhen Tea Culture Promotion Association, Shenzhen Huajuchen International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shenzhen Huajuchen International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 25000 ㎡
Contents: Regional famous tea, tea snacks, processed tea and tea drinks, teabags, tea craftworks, plant health drinks, tea cans, tea gift boxes, tea cartons, composite materials and other packaging products, tea pickers, tea garden cultivators, tea canning machines, packaging machines, tea preservation machines, tea dryers, tea dehumidifiers, weighing vessels, tea metal detectors, etc.
Telephone: 0755-82222201, 4000-820-838
Fax: 0755-82361717
URL: www.goodtea.cc

2023 Dongguan International Machine Tool Exhibition

Duration: 2023/2/23—2023/2/26
City: Dongguan
Venue: Guangdong Modern International Exhibition Centre
Host: Dongguan Huamo Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shenzhen Huajuchen International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 70000 ㎡
Contents: Metal cutting machine tools, metal forming machine tools, intelligent factories, cutting tools, machine tool accessories, etc.
Telephone: 4006-807-799
E-mail: zhaohongdan@huajizhan.net
URL: www.expocme.cn

The 49th International Famous Furniture (Dongguan) Fair and 2023 China (Dongguan) International Furniture Machinery and Materials Fair

Duration: 2023/3/15—2023/3/19
City: Dongguan
Venue: Guangdong Modern International Exhibition Centre
Host: Guangdong Modern Exhibition Management Co., Ltd.
Organizer: HongKong Furniture Association, Dongguan Famous Furniture Association, Guangdong Modern International Exhibition Center
Sector: Furniture and Household
Area: 700000 ㎡
Contents: Modern furniture, Chinese furniture, soft furniture, Nordic furniture, neoclassical furniture, American furniture, European furniture, children’s furniture, French furniture, mahogany furniture, Korean furniture, Southeast Asian furniture, office fur-
niture, outdoor furniture, metal glass furniture, cabinets, custom-made furniture, furniture ornaments, lighting and craft furniture, soft design, creative design, etc.
**Telephone:** 0769-85900111, 0769-85980099  
**Fax:** 0769-85585780  
**E-mail:** 3f@gde3f.com  
**URL:** www.gde3f.com

### 2023 Dongguan International Sewing Equipment Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/3/27—2023/3/29  
**City:** Dongguan  
**Venue:** Guangdong Modern International Exhibition Centre  
**Host:** Haiming International Exhibition Group, Shenzhen Sewing Equipment Association, Guangdong Modern International Exhibition Center, Qingdao Haiming International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Guangzhou Haiming Culture Communication Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Qingdao Haiming International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Area:** 35000 m²  
**Contents:** All kinds of advanced sewing equipment  
**Telephone:** 17669680579  
**URL:** dgfz.hmfbh.com

### 2023 Dongguan International Clothing and Shoemaking Industry Upgrading Supply Chain Expo

**Duration:** 2023/3/27—2023/3/29  
**City:** Dongguan  
**Venue:** Guangdong Modern International Exhibition Centre  
**Host:** Haiming International Exhibition Group, Guangdong Modern International Exhibition Center, Qingdao Haiming International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Guangzhou Haiming Culture Communication Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Qingdao Haiming International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Textile and Apparel  
**Contents:** Sewing equipment, leather shoemaking, surface auxiliary yarn, printing industry technology  
**Telephone:** 05320-85011486  
**E-mail:** 3101045217@qq.com  
**URL:** dg.hmfbh.com

### 2023 The 5th International Printing Technology Exhibition of China (Guangdong)

**Duration:** 2023/4/11—2023/4/15  
**City:** Dongguan  
**Venue:** Guangdong Modern International Exhibition Centre  
**Host:** Printing and Printing Equipment Industries Association of China, Guangdong Printing Association, China International Exhibition Center Group Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Dongguan PEIAC International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Beijing PEIAC Huagang International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Printing and Packaging  
**Contents:** Publishing software, packaging prepress software, workflow and data processing software, color matching system, printing, post-press and paper processing equipment, paper and substrate, ink and consumables, supporting and infrastructure, service and software industry, and others  
**Telephone:** 010-87186602  
**Fax:** 010-87186690  
**E-mail:** gaomingyuan@chinaprint.com.cn  
**URL:** www.printchina.com

### 2023 Dongguan Spring International Auto Show

**Duration:** 2023/4/29—2023/5/2  
**City:** Dongguan  
**Venue:** Guangdong Modern International Exhibition Centre
Host: China National Machinery Industry International Co., Ltd., Guangdong Modern International Exhibition Center
Organizer: Dongguan Zhongqi Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Contents: All kinds of automobiles (including cars, off-road vehicles, commercial vehicles and special vehicles, etc.); parts, process equipment, inspection and testing equipment
Telephone: 0769-85981555
E-mail: gdauto@163.net
URL: www.gdautoshow.com

2023 The 8th Guangdong International Robots and Intelligent Equipment Expo and the 4th (South China) International Robotics and Automation Show
Duration: 2023/5/23—2023/5/25
City: Dongguan
Venue: Guangdong Modern International Exhibition Centre
Host: Shanghai Industry and Commerce Exhibition Co. Ltd. of DLG Exhibitions and Events Co., Ltd., Shanghai Industry and Commerce Exhibition Co., Ltd., Dongguan HITMA Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai Industry and Commerce Exhibition Co. Ltd. of DLG Exhibitions and Events Co., Ltd., Hanover Milan Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Contents: Industrial automation core intelligent hardware, industrial automation intelligent manufacturing technology and detection, industrial robot body, core components and other intelligent equipment, intelligent manufacturing overall solutions, etc.
Telephone: 021-63811316, 021-63811312
Fax: 021-63811312
E-mail: zcm@shanghaiexpogroup.com
URL: www.cmm86.com

2023 China Electronic Manufacturing and Automated Resources Exhibition
Duration: 2023/5/23—2023/5/25
City: Dongguan
Venue: Guangdong Modern International Exhibition Centre
Host: Huizhou Intelligent Terminal Manufacturers Association (HITMA)
Organizer: Dongguan HITMA Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 125200 m²
Contents: Loading machine, transfer machine, reflow oven, high-speed mounter, SPI, AOI, labeling machine, BOT face printing press, NG; buffer-bad cache machine, connecting station, cache machine, universal mounter, PCB surface cleaning equipment, etc. PC/BA loading and passing machine, welding pad cleaning machine, screen assembly workbench, accessories CCD, laminating and dropping, MMI testing and coupling; testing machine, soldering machine, CCD welding pad, device dispensing, laminating machine (screen assembly machine), assembly workbench, and vibration appearance; inspection table, manual work table for station passing/shut-down/card taking, pressure welding machine, main board loading table, LCD/TP detection, automatic labeling machine, screw machine, air tightness testing equipment, current testing machine, etc.
Telephone: 075-23165631
Fax: 0752-5310397
E-mail: yewenyuan@cmm86.com
URL: www.cmm86.com

The 7th China International Food and Ingredients Expo and The 1st China International Pre-made Food Industry Expo
Duration: 2023/11/11—2023/11/13
City: Dongguan
Venue: Guangdong Modern International Exhibition Centre
**Host:** China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Specialized Sub-council of Agriculture  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Area:** 50000 m²  
**Contents:** Products, technologies, equipment, services and information related to food, ingredients and pre-made food industry chain at home and abroad  
**Telephone:** 010-65832663  
**Fax:** 010-65832661  
**E-mail:** yuan tong@ccpit-ag.cn  
**URL:** www.cifie-ccpit.com

**2023 China Foshan International Plastic Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/3/10—2023/3/12  
**City:** Foshan  
**Venue:** Tanzhou International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Beijing Guowei International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Beijing Guowei International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Henan Guowei International Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Chemical Product  
**Contents:** Rubber and plastic machinery and instruments, chemical and raw material products, China export products, electronic information and electrical appliances, recycled plastics and equipment, molds and processing equipment, rubber and plastic products and medical supplies, packaging and printing industry-related products, etc.  
**Telephone:** 010-83326121  
**E-mail:** hngwzl@126.com  
**URL:** www.guoweizl.com

**The 21st Guangdong Education Equipment Exhibition and the 3rd Guangdong Private Education Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/3/27—2023/3/31  
**City:** Foshan  
**Venue:** Tanzhou International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Guangdong Association for Non-Government Education, Guangdong Education Equipment Industry Association  
**Organizer:** Guangzhou Educational Infrastructure and Equipment Center, Guangzhou Association for Non-Government Education  
**Sector:** Educational Equipment  
**Contents:** Teaching instruments and equipment, laboratory equipment, educational information equipment, functional classroom equipment, musical, physical and art equipment and facilities, teaching books, logistics facilities and equipment, digital campus construction system, information service plan required for all kinds of educational institutions at all levels, and the achievements of party building, ideological and political work, teaching and
scientific research, teachers’ morality, achievement innovation, school culture, and professional characteristics, school-running characteristics, enrollment consultation needed to display by all kinds of private colleges and universities at all levels, etc.

**Telephone:** 020-37616911, 021-37616885  
**E-mail:** gdeeia@163.com  
**URL:** www.gdeeia.com

### The 38th China International Ceramic and Bathroom Fair (Foshan)

**Duration:** 2023/4/18—2023/4/21  
**City:** Foshan  
**Venue:** China Ceramics City, China Ceramics Industry Headquarters, Foshan International Conference and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Building Ceramic and Sanitaryware Association, China Ceramic Industry Association  
**Organizer:** Foshan China Ceramics City Group Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Construction and Building Material  
**Area:** 500000 m²  
**Contents:** Building ceramic wall and floor tile, slab, large-size tile, mosaic, sanitaryware, tap and fitting, baths, ecological new material, tile caulking, stone, ceramic related products, etc.  

**Telephone:** 0757-82528866, 0757-82521999  
**E-mail:** cerambath@eccc.com.cn  
**URL:** www.cerambath.org

### 2023 The 12th Foshan Doors and Windows Exposition

**Duration:** 2023/4/26—2023/4/28  
**City:** Foshan  
**Venue:** Tanzhou International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Guangdong Door Industry Association  
**Organizer:** Foshan CCHA Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Construction and Building Material  
**Contents:** System door and window brand, custom-made wooden door, aluminum profile, all-aluminum home and painting, hardware locks, auxiliary materials, intelligent manufacturing equipment and woodworking machinery, glass curtain wall, door and window design, etc.  

**Telephone:** 0757-85574345  
**URL:** www.cndoorexpogz.com

### 2023 The Greater Bay Area Metal Industry Expo

**Duration:** 2023/5/10—2023/5/12  
**City:** Foshan  
**Venue:** Guangdong Lecong Steel World Stainless Steel New Town (Exhibition Hall)  
**Host:** Guangdong Lok Chung Steel World Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Guangdong Lok Chung Steel World Co., Ltd., Foshan Chengzhan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Other Equipment/Material  
**Contents:** Steel (including stainless steel) materials and semi-finished products, metal processing, metal processing equipment, valves, pipe fittings, fire fighting equipment, hardware and electrical, hardware products, industrial chain supporting logistics, freight forwarding, warehousing, docks, testing institutions, coatings, etc.  

**Telephone:** 0757-28331039  
**E-mail:** 178808825@qq.com  
**URL:** expo.lcsteelworld.com

### 2023 Foshan International Machine Tool Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/5/10—2023/5/13  
**City:** Foshan  
**Venue:** Tanzhou International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Shanghai Huamo Exhibition Services Co, Ltd.  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Area:** 40000 m²  
**Contents:** Metal cutting machine tools, metal forming machine tools, intelligent factories, cutting tools,
machine tool accessories, etc.

**Telephone:** 4006-807-799
**E-mail:** wangwenhao@5idme.com
**URL:** www.expocme.cn

### 2023 The Greater Bay Area International Exhibition on Rubber Technology

**Duration:** 2023/5/17—2023/5/19
**City:** Foshan
**Venue:** Tanzhou International Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** China United Rubber Corporation
**Organizer:** China United Rubber Corporation
**Sector:** Chemical Product
**Contents:** Rubber machinery (complete sets of equipment, stand-alone machines, molds and technologies for manufacturing and testing rubber products, etc.), rubber chemicals (all kinds of rubber additives, carbon black, white carbon black, other fillers, etc.), rubber and skeleton materials (natural rubber, synthetic rubber, skeleton materials, polyurethane, fluorsilicone organic materials, reclaimed rubber and rubber powder, mixed rubber and semi-finished products, thermoplastic elastomers, etc.), tires and non-tire rubber products (tires, rubber shoes and other rubber products, etc.), rubber recycling (waste tire crushing equipment, recycled rubber and the preparation equipment, tire retreading and thermal cracking equipment, experimental testing equipment and rubber additives, etc.)

**Telephone:** 010-64288748, 010-64284375
**Fax:** 010-64205891
**URL:** www.rubbertech-gba.com

### 2023 Guangdong (Foshan) International Machinery Industry Equipment Expo

**Duration:** 2023/6/15—2023/6/18
**City:** Foshan
**Venue:** Tanzhou International Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** China Machinery Industry Federation, Guangdong Manufacturers Association, Foshan Machinery Equipment Trade Association, Zhenwei International Exhibitions Group
**Organizer:** Guangdong Tanzhou Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd., Dongguan Zhenzong Exhibition Co., Ltd., Zhengzhou Haiming Huibo Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery
**Contents:** Machine tools, lasers, robots, automation technology, etc.

**Telephone:** 022-66224094, 15210720756
**Fax:** 022-66224099
**E-mail:** 2850965774@qq.com
Huizhou

2023 Huizhou International Industry Fair

Duration: 2023/12/7—2023/12/9
City: Huizhou
Venue: Huizhou Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Guangdong Machinery Industry Association, Guangdong Asia-Link Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangdong Asia-Link Exhibition Co., Ltd., Huizhou Convention and Exhibition Center Management Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 15000 m²
Contents: Metal cutting machine equipment, sheet metal forging and forming machine equipment, die processing, electrical processing equipment, die fittings, digital control, measuring and testing system, tools, measuring tools, fixtures and machine tool accessories, plastic mechanical equipment, plastic machine peripheral equipment and accessories, industrial automation, industrial robots and mechatronics equipment, forklifts, logistics and warehousing equipment, energy-saving and environmental protection technologies and equipment, packaging and printing equipment and materials, etc.
Telephone: 0760-85338006
Fax: 0760-23324768
URL: www.ciex-expo.com

Jiangmen

2023 The 11th Jiangmen Advanced Manufacturing Expo

City: Jiangmen
Venue: Guangdong Zhuxi International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Guangdong Machinery Industry Association, Guangdong Asia-Link Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangdong Asia-Link Exhibition Co., Ltd., Zhongshan Xunlian Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 15000 m²
Contents: High-grade CNC machine tools, precision machining centers, EDM machines, wire cutting machines, high-precision punches and high-precision grinders; precision mold manufacturing, mold accessories, mold materials, tools, measuring tools, fixtures and machine tool accessories, mechanical accessories, mechanical parts, etc.; industrial control, non-standard automation equipment, industrial robots, artificial intelligence, machine vision, the overall solution of industry 4.0, industrial design and application, etc.; intelligent manufacturing equipment, 3D printing, intelligent packaging equipment, green printing equipment, energy saving and environmental protection equipment, intelligent logistics, intelligent factories, etc.; laser processing
equipment, engraving machine/marking machine, laser, arc welding, resistance welding, intelligent welding equipment, etc.; CNC cutting machine, plasma cutting machine, laser cutting machine, welding equipment, tools, etc.

**Guangdong**

**Telephone:** 0760-85338006  
**Fax:** 0760-23324768  
**E-mail:** zs5311809@126.com  
**URL:** www.ampf.com.cn

**Shantou**

2023 **The 2nd China Chaoshan International Textile and Apparel Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/3/24—2023/3/26  
**City:** Shantou  
**Venue:** Chaoshan Exposition Center  
**Host:** China Knitting Industrial Association, Shantou Textile and Garment Industry Association  
**Organizer:** Shantou Textile and Garment Industry Association, Shantou Zhongbo Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Textile and Apparel  
**Contents:** Men’s and women’s clothing, dresses, sweaters, underwear, home clothes, underwear, baby clothes, T-shirts, sweaters, bras, thermal underwear, bottoming shirts, corsets, functional underwear, sports bra, swimwear, yoga clothes, fashion costume, wedding dresses, socks, towels, ornaments, fabrics, accessories, yarns, equipment, ODM/OEM, E-commerce platform, cross-border e-commerce, service providers, chain institutions, online celebrity institutions, etc.

**Telephone:** 0754-88055666

2023 **Shenzhen International Toys and Kid Products Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/1/6—2023/1/8  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center (Futian)  
**Host:** Zhejiang Toys and Juvenile Products Association, Chenghai Toy Association, Shenzhen Qianyu Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shenzhen Qianyu Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply  
**Contents:** Toys and baby products, etc.

**Telephone:** 0755-83360303, 13662210581  
**E-mail:** cassiefufu@163.com  
**URL:** www.stkexpo.com

2023 **China (Shenzhen) International Wine Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/2/17—2023/2/19  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center (Futian)
Guangdong

(Futian)
**Host:** Ketong International Exhibition (Guangzhou) Co., Ltd.
**Organizer:** Ketong International Exhibition (Guangzhou) Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Food and Drink
**Contents:** Wine, spirits, sake, fruit wine, beer from various countries, low-alcohol (no-alcohol) drinks, etc.; wine utensils, wine glasses, wine packaging, constant temperature wine cabinet, etc.
**Telephone:** 020-84283513
**E-mail:** marketing@interwine.org
**URL:** www.interwine.org

### Shenzhen Special Exhibition of The 17th Automechanika Shanghai

**Duration:** 2023/2/18—2023/2/21
**City:** Shenzhen
**Venue:** Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
**Host:** China National Machinery Industry International Co., Ltd., Messe Frankfurt (Hong Kong) Ltd.
**Sector:** Automobile
**Area:** 280000 m²
**Contents:** Automobile parts and components, electronic and intelligent networking, supplies and modification, diagnosis and repair, automobile manufacturing technology and equipment, etc.
**Fax:** 010-82606789
**E-mail:** autosh@sinomachint.com
**URL:** www.autopartsshanghai.com

### 2023 International Allfood Expo

**Duration:** 2023/2/22—2023/2/24
**City:** Shenzhen
**Venue:** Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
**Host:** Beijing Landpeace Exhibition Co., Ltd.
**Organizer:** Shenzhen Landpeace Exhibition Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Food and Drink
**Area:** 100000 m²
**Contents:** Snack foods such as candy, chocolate, jelly, cakes, roasted seeds and nuts, candied fruit, bean products and meat products; Cartoon food and imported food; Ice cream, frozen food, low-temperature dairy products, beverages, etc.; Prefabricated vegetable food; Plant-based food; Raw materials and ingredients; Processing and packaging equipment; Packaging materials and printing; Mould and supporting equipment; Safety testing equipment and logistics and transportation services; Media and related training institutions, etc.

### Shanghai Land Peace Asia Printing Exhibition Company

**Organizer:** Hai Computer Industry Association, Shanghai Land Peace Asia Printing Exhibition Company
**Sector:** Office Supply
**Contents:** Printing and duplicating equipment, consumable accessories, paper stationery, etc.; digital printing equipment, consumable accessories, thermal sublimation technology, etc. pre-press equipment, post-press equipment, consumable accessories, system software, etc. for quick printing of graphics and text; office supplies, office equipment, stationery, office stationery, etc.; 3D printing equipment, consumable accessories, raw materials, software services, etc.; intelligent office equipment, furniture, solutions, software technology, etc.
**Telephone:** 18721173829

### 2023 The 18th Asia Exhibition of Printing Technology, Office Equipment and Consumables

**Duration:** 2023/2/22—2023/2/24
**City:** Shenzhen
**Venue:** Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
**Host:** Shanghai Computer Industry Association, Shanghai Land Peace Asia Printing Exhibition Company
**Organizer:** Hai Computer Industry Association, Shanghai Land Peace Asia Printing Exhibition Company
**Sector:** Office Supply
**Contents:** Printing and duplicating equipment, consumable accessories, paper stationery, etc.; digital printing equipment, consumable accessories, thermal sublimation technology, etc. pre-press equipment, post-press equipment, consumable accessories, system software, etc. for quick printing of graphics and text; office supplies, office equipment, stationery, office stationery, etc.; 3D printing equipment, consumable accessories, raw materials, software services, etc.; intelligent office equipment, furniture, solutions, software technology, etc.
**Telephone:** 18721173829

---

- **97**
2023 The 22nd China International Automotive Aftermarket Industry and Tuning (Spring) Trade Fair

**Duration:** 2023/3/3—2023/3/5
**City:** Shenzhen
**Venue:** Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
**Host:** Guangzhou Jiuzhou Tarsus Exhibition Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Automobile
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes
**Contents:** Xenon lamp, HID headlamp brightener, automotive LED lamp, automotive work lamp, spotlight, angel eye, soft strip lamp, decorative lamp, daytime running lamp, vehicle ceiling lamp (warning lamp), brake lamp, turn signal lamp, fog lamp, corner lamp, side lamp, back-up lamp, headlight assembly, tail lamp, automobile light bulb, automobile lamp fittings, etc.; anti-theft device, reversing radar, electronic dog, driving recorder, track reversing, central locking, tire pressure monitoring, remote diagnosis OBD products, car refrigerator, car charger, humidifier, coffee pot, car oxygen bar, voltage reducer, power socket, electric window, power converter, car shaver, mechanical anti-theft lock, window lifter, tracker, anti-sleep reminder, one-button start, car safe; on-board host, sit-back entertainment system, map software suppliers, hardware suppliers, communication module suppliers, etc.; car power amplifier, car horn, sound insulation material, audio wire, equalizer, subwoofer, other accessories, etc.

**Telephone:** 020-38219961
**E-mail:** 1270583235@qq.com
**URL:** www.aaitf.org

---

2023 The Greater Bay Area International Textile and Clothing Industry Fair and South China International Sewing Machinery and Accessories Show

**Duration:** 2023/3/16—2023/3/18
**City:** Shenzhen
**Venue:** Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
**Host:** Paper Communication Exhibition Services, Guangdong Sewing Equipment Chamber of Commerce, Guangdong Shoe-Making Machinery Association
**Organizer:** Paper Communication Exhibition Services
**Sector:** Textile and Apparel
**Area:** 50000 m²
**Contents:** Textile and clothing; Pre-sewing and post-sewing, all kinds of sewing machine equipment, textile and garment machinery, leather and luggage machinery, footwear machinery, embroidery machine, laser machine, CAM/CAD system/hanging system, printing equipment, information management system, ultrasound equipment, accessories, logistics, etc.

**Telephone:** 020-87612356, 020-87615755
**Fax:** 020-8730 5903
**E-mail:** pc@paper-com.com.cn
**URL:** www.dtcshow.com

---

2023 The Greater Bay Area International Footwear Machinery and Material Industry Fair

**Duration:** 2023/3/16—2023/3/18
**City:** Shenzhen
**Venue:** Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
**Host:** Paper Communication Exhibition Services
**Organizer:** Paper Communication Exhibition Services
**Sector:** Leather, Shoes and Bag
Contents: Shoe machinery, shoe materials and accessories, synthetic leather machinery, leather chemical raw materials, bags/luggage machinery, injection molding equipment, computer-aided equipment
Telephone: 020-87612356, 020-87615755
Fax: 020-87305903
E-mail: pc@paper-com.com.cn
URL: www.dfmshow.com

2023 Shenzhen Creative Week and The 38th Shenzhen International Furniture Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/17—2023/3/20
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
Host: Shenzhen Furniture Association, Easyhome, Fusen-Noble House
Organizer: Shenzhen Desai Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Furniture and Household
Area: 320000 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Classical Chinese style, Classical European style, Classical American style, panel-type bedroom, panel-type living room, soft sofa/mattress, metal/glass furniture, children's furniture, outdoor leisure furniture, office furniture, home accessories, lighting, bedding, accessories/materials, woodworking machinery and other furniture
Telephone: 4008-739-129
URL: www.szcreativeweek.com

2023 The 9th China (Shenzhen) International Pet Supplies Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/23—2023/3/26
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center (Futian)
Host: Shenzhen Honor Times Cultural Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shenzhen Honor Times Cultural Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply
Area: 45000 m²
Contents: Pet's staple food, snacks, supplies, health products, cleaning and care, medical treatment, etc.
Telephone: 0755-33654238
Fax: 0755-83206072
URL: www.szpetfair.com

2023 National High Quality Agricultural Products Expo (Shenzhen)

Duration: 2023/3/24—2023/3/26
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center (Futian)
Host: Beijing Meihe International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Meihe International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Contents: Regional public brands, fruits and vegetables, grain and oil, famous and special agricultural products, tea, agricultural food culture, tea culture, related equipment and packaging technology, etc.
Telephone: 010-83816761
URL: www.cagfair.com

2023 The 12th CCH Shenzhen International Catering Chain Franchise Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/24—2023/3/26
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center (Futian)
Host: World Hotel Association, China Cuisine Association
Organizer: Guangzhou Junchuang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Franchising
Area: 30000 m²
Contents: Fast food, hot pot, restaurants and other chain catering enterprises; chain catering enterprises such as Japanese cuisine and Korean bibimbap; new catering brands, unmanned restaurants, unmanned convenience stores, catering information management systems and information equipment in internet plus; chicken chops, duck necks, local delicacies, special snacks, local products, halal catering, etc.; chain catering enterprises such as coffee, milk tea, tea houses, drinks and bars; hotel, economic hotel, apartment hotel, sightseeing hotel and other chain enterprises; cash register/ordering system, packaging equipment, warehousing and cold chain logistics equipment, kitchen supplies, etc.
Telephone: 020-82003189
E-mail: gzjunchuang@163.com
URL: www.gzjc8888.com

2023 Shenzhen International Wires and Cables Industry Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/29—2023/4/1
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
Host: Dongguan Asia-Pacific Intelligent Presentation Technology Co., Ltd.
Organizer: ITES Shenzhen Industrial Exhibition, Friends Circle of Wires and Cables Industry
Sector: Photoelectric Product
Area: 140000 m²
Contents: Complete production plan of USB4, Lighting Simulator 4, Apple PD, Type-C, HDMI and network high-frequency and high-speed wires. Efficient wire and cable production equipment; Intelligent wire and cable processing equipment; Accurate wire and cable testing instrument; Leading cable automatic equipment (machine substitution); Intelligent manufacturer of cables, optical fiber connectors and terminals; Materials and accessories, etc.
Telephone: 18925808365, 13617157519, 18122992857, 15211481391
E-mail: cime360@163.com
URL: www.cime360.com

2023 Shenzhen International Industrial Manufacturing Technology and Equipment Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/29—2023/4/1
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
Host: Shenzhen Xieguang Convention Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shenzhen Huanyue Convention Exhibition Co., Ltd., Huansheng Exhibition (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Contents: Metal processing equipment, laser sheet metal equipment, industrial parts, tools and knives; Intelligent factory logistics, assembly automation, robot application, electronic and wiring harness equipment, motion control, etc.
Telephone: 0755-83458909
E-mail: info@simmtime.com
URL: www.iteschina.com

2023 Shenzhen International Sensor Technology Expo

Duration: 2023/3/29—2023/3/31
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center (Futian)
Host: China Sensors and IoT Industry Association, Shanghai Xizhi Technology Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai Xizhi Technology Co., Ltd.
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Contents: Sensors, IoT applications, intelligent industries, etc.
Guangdong

Telephone: 021-69900388, 021-69901665
E-mail: expo@sistiot.com
URL: www.sensorshenzhen.com

2023 South China International Paper Exhibition

Duration: 2023/4/6—2023/4/8
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
Host: Reed Exhibitions
Organizer: Reed Exhibitions
Sector: Printing and Packaging
Contents: Packaging paper, special paper, printing paper, other special paper and cardboard, etc.
Telephone: 4008-196-551

The 11th China Information Technology Expo

Duration: 2023/4/7—2023/4/9
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center (Futian)
Host: CITE Exhibition (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Contents: Smart home, smart terminal, integrated circuit, 5G application, consumer electronics, new display, intelligent robot, intelligent manufacturing, electronic components, application and innovation industry of information technology
Telephone: 13810788214, 010-63937966
Fax: 010-51661100
E-mail: hxh@cead.com.cn
URL: www.cead.com.cn

2023 The 14th Shenzhen International Stroller, Mother and Baby Product Fair

Duration: 2023/4/7—2023/4/9
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
Host: Guangdong Toy Association, Guangzhou Litong Frankfurt Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Litong Frankfurt Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Maternity and Infant Supply
Contents: Baby carts and buggies, maternal and child products, daily necessities for baby homes, baby clothes, baby food and health care products, etc.
Telephone: 020-83587037, 37309663
E-mail: baby@china.messefrankfurt.com
URL: cn.chinababyfair.com

2023 The 35th Shenzhen International Toy and Education Fair

Duration: 2023/4/7—2023/4/9
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
Host: Guangdong Toy Association, Guangzhou Litong Frankfurt Exhibition Co., Ltd., Messe Frankfurt (Hong Kong) Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Litong Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply
Contents: Electronic toys, educational toys, plastic toys, plush toys, inflatable toys, doll toys, wooden toys, paper toys, amusement facilities, airplanes, ships, automobile models, various simulation models, animation image authorization, animation derivative products, baby carriages and baby beds
Telephone: 020-83587037, 020-37309663
Fax: 020-83587016
E-mail: toy@china.messefrankfurt.com
URL: www.chinatoyfair.com
2023 International Licensing and Related Derivatives (Shenzhen) Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/7—2023/4/9  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)  
**Host:** Guangdong Toys Association, Guangzhou Litong Frankfurt Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Messe Frankfurt (Hong Kong) Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Guangzhou Litong Frankfurt Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment  
**Contents:** IP authorization of cartoon and animation, authorized derivatives, cultural and creative authorization, brand authorization, sports authorization, celebrity authorization, etc.  
**Telephone:** 0852-22389932  
**E-mail:** peony.yu@hongkong.messefrankfurt.com  
**URL:** licensing-china.hk.messefrankfurt.com

2023 China (Shenzhen) International Coil Industry and Electronic Transformer Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/7—2023/4/9  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)  
**Host:** Dongxi Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Dongxi Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Contents:** Coil industry, electronic transformer, winding equipment, insulating materials, sensor testing equipment, MEMS devices, etc.  
**Telephone:** 021-60774835  
**Fax:** 021-60174002  
**E-mail:** sexyleeexpo@163.com, zhangwei@likexpo.com  
**URL:** www.yddzexpo.com

2023 Shenzhen International Big Data and Data Storage Summit and Expo

**Duration:** 2023/4/7—2023/4/9  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center (Futian)  
**Host:** Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, Shenzhen Municipal People’s Government  
**Organizer:** CITE Exhibition (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd., Shenzhen Hotspot Information Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Area:** 15000 m²  
**Contents:** Big data, cloud computing, data storage, data security, data center, edge computing, cloud native, distributed storage, block chain storage, etc.  
**Telephone:** 13391286088, 13761266924  
**E-mail:** zhangzq@likexpo.com, zhangwei@likexpo.com  
**URL:** www.bdiesz.com

2023 Shenzhen Electronics Fair - The 100th China Electronics Fair, The 10th China Electronic Information Industry Expo (CITE)

**Duration:** 2023/4/9—2023/4/11  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center (Futian)  
**Host:** China Electronic Equipment Co., Ltd., CITE Exhibition (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** China Electronic Information Exhibition and Communication Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Area:** 180000 m²  
**Contents:** Smart homes, smart terminals, ecology of application and innovation industry of information technology, integrated circuits, CITE technology corridor, 5G applications, etc.  
**Telephone:** 010-63937966, 13810788214  
**Fax:** 010-51661100
2023 China Shenzhen International Microwave and Antenna Technology Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/9—2023/4/11  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)  
**Host:** Microwave Electromagnetic Compatibility Branch of the Chinese Institute of Electronics, National Technical Committee 323 on Electromagnetic Shielding Material of Standardization Administration of China  
**Organizer:** Zhaya Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Contents:** Electromagnetic instruments and equipment, interference simulator, electromagnetic pulse simulation test device, energy leakage tester, EMI shielding materials, conductive compounds, etc.  
**Telephone:** 021-54387881, 13917334429  
**E-mail:** jw_expo@126.com  
**URL:** www.szyjlsjm.com

2023 Shenzhen International Nanotechnology Industry Exhibition and Summit Forum

**Duration:** 2023/4/9—2023/4/11  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)  
**Host:** Chinese Society of Micro-nano Technology, China Electronic Apparatuses Corporation  
**Organizer:** Zhaya Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Advanced Material/Technology  
**Area:** 35000 m²  
**Contents:** New nano materials, micro-nano manufacturing, nano biology and medicine, nano environmental cleaning, analysis and detection, other nano materials, technologies and new materials, etc.  
**Telephone:** 18964995878, 021-59553968  
**Fax:** 021-59556179  
**E-mail:** 1207862100@qq.com  
**URL:** aet.nmisexpo.com

2023 Shenzhen International Auto Electronic Technology Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/9—2023/4/11  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center (Futian)  
**Host:** Chinese Society of Micro-nano Technology, China Electronic Apparatuses Corporation  
**Organizer:** Zhaya Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Automobile  
**Contents:** Engine control system, automobile safety control system, automobile audio-visual system, communication /ITS related system, in-vehicle network system, chassis control system, etc.; On-board semiconductors, sensors, batteries, resistors, capacitors/condensers, connectors/cables/wiring harnesses, vehicle-mounted PCBs, touch screen/display modules, camera modules, communication modules, fine processing technologies, etc.; ECU test tools/software, ECU diagnosis and verification services, test/inspection and analysis devices/in-vehicle network system software, CAE software, debugger, etc.  
**Telephone:** 13661794090, 13917334429  
**URL:** www.nmclexpo.com

2023 China (Shenzhen) Electronic Products and Technologies Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/9—2023/4/11  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center (Futian)  
**Host:** China Electronic Apparatuses Co., Ltd., Shenzhen Municipal People's Government  
**Organizer:** China Electronic Apparatuses Co., Ltd., Shanghai Fudi Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equip-
2023 China (Shenzhen) International Electronic Heat Dissipation Exhibition

Duration: 2023/4/9—2023/4/11
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center (Futian)
Sector: Instrumentation
Area: 50000 m²
Contents: Analytical instruments, laser thermal conductivity meter, thermal conductivity analyzer, thermal conductivity meter, thermal expansion meter, electronic thermal tester, air volume and wind pressure tester, laser thermal conductivity meter, material strength tester, thermal property measuring equipment, etc.
Telephone: 18600784418
Fax: 021-80370384
E-mail: 724022802@qq.com
URL: www.sziehe.com

2023 China (Shenzhen) International Wireless Charging Technologies and Devices Exhibition

Duration: 2023/4/9—2023/4/11
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
Host: Wireless Power Charging Branch of China Electronics Enterprises Association, Exhibition (Shanghai) Limited Liability Company
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Contents: Communication network service, industrial Ethernet, network switch, IDC, Internet, CPS, IOT, AI; sensors, RFID product lines, bar codes, measurement and testing, biometric technology and products, core control chips and embedded chips, positioning technology, intelligent terminal products, AR&VR, etc.; cloud computing, data center infrastructure (integration of servers, storage devices and information systems), data analysis and mining, data transactions, etc.; industrial router, industrial Ethernet switch, industrial communication card, industrial gateway, interface converter, serial server, photoelectric converter, industrial remote control transmitting and recovering device, Internet of Things data collector, remote data monitor, programmable logic controller PLC, intelligent sensor, safety controller, embedded system, data acquisition module, industrial computer, etc.
Telephone: 18516621881, 021-54321886
E-mail: 1973836287@qq.com
URL: www.gyhlwz.com

INS 2023 China (Shenzhen) International Network Information Security Technology Exhibition

Duration: 2023/4/9—2023/4/11
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center
Guangdong

Host: National Information Security Alliance, China Internet Finance Development Promotion Association, Shenzhen Internet Finance Association
Organizer: Ouman Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Contents: Commercial password application, database security, file transmission encryption, key management and key recovery, computer key, anti-copy floppy disk, encrypted storage device, encrypted computer and confidential communication, etc.; network security and access control: firewall, router, gateway, anti-spam products, intrusion detection, network antivirus, physical isolation, e-government security, network security and management, computer virus and worm confrontation, authentication and authorization; trusted computing, trusted software, information confrontation, network forensics, information security management, disaster recovery and backup, network coding, e-commerce security, grid security, digital content security, information hiding and digital watermarking, electronic seal, electronic signature, electronic tag reading and writing and authorization; iris recognition, retina recognition technology, voice recognition technology, fingerprint recognition system, palm print recognition technology, vein recognition technology, face recognition technology, handwriting recognition technology, seal recognition, etc.

Telephone: 021-59780182
E-mail: 2172199780@qq.com
URL: www.ins-expo.com

Southern China Circuit Board Equipment and Material Supply Chain Exhibition

Duration: 2023/4/9—2023/4/11
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center (Futian)

Host: Electronic Materials Branch of the Chinese Institute of Electronics
Organizer: Electronic Materials Branch of the Chinese Institute of Electronics
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Contents: Electronic production equipment, Internet, computer, cloud computing, etc.

Telephone: 4000-990-060

2023 The 17th Shenzhen International Charging Facilities and Products Exhibition

Duration: 2023/4/14—2023/4/16
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center (Futian)

Organizer: Guangzhou Zhenwei International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Electricity and New Energy Equipment
Area: 50000 m²
Contents: Intelligent charging solution, supporting facilities solution, advanced charging technology, intelligent parking system, on-board power supply, on-board charger, motor, electric control, capacitor, energy storage battery and battery management system, connector, cable, wiring harness, photovoltaic system, energy storage system, control system, charging facility construction and operation solution, integrated solution of light storage and charging, and coordinated development plan of vehicle and pile
Telephone: 020-89898329
Fax: 020-83953200
E-mail: evse@zhenweixpo.com
URL: www.evsechina.com
2023 International Plastics and Rubber Industry Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/17–2023/4/20  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)  
**Host:** China National Light Industry Council-China Plastics Processing Industry Association, China Plastics Machinery Industry Association  
**Organizer:** Adsale Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Chemical Product  
**Area:** 380000 m²  
**Contents:** Machinery equipment, raw materials, accessories, rubber and thermoplastic elastomer, semi-finished products, etc.  
**Telephone:** 0755-23547176, 021-33255642  
**E-mail:** info@sz.adsale.com.hk  
**URL:** www.chinaplasonline.com

The 18th China International Brand Underwear Fair and 2023 China Intimate Apparel Culture Week

**Duration:** 2023/4/19–2023/4/21  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center (Futian)  
**Host:** Guangdong Textile Association, Shengshi Jiuzhou Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shenzhen Underwear Association, Shenzhen Shengshi Jiuzhou Exhibition Co., Ltd., British Tarsus Exhibition Media Group  
**Sector:** Textile and Apparel  
**Area:** 100000 m²  
**Contents:** Bras, functional underwear, health underwear, thermal underwear, home clothes, pajamas, sports underwear, etc.  
**Telephone:** 13728650796  
**E-mail:** chenmiaomiao@siuf.com  
**URL:** www.siuf.com

2023 The 11th Shenzhen International Mobile Electronics Show

**Duration:** 2023/4/26–2023/4/29  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)  
**Host:** Reed Huabo Exhibitions (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Reed Huabo Exhibitions (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Area:** 40000 m²  
**Contents:** Computers, mobile phones and peripheral products; personal PC electronics; outdoor electronic products; smart wear; intelligent home electronic entertainment products; mobile audio products; mobile fast charging products, etc.  
**Telephone:** 4006-807-088  
**Fax:** 0755-33331168  
**E-mail:** info@rxhuabo.com.cn  
**URL:** www.chinamobileelectronic.com

The 6th Shenzhen Presents, Consumer Packaging and Printing Service Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/26–2023/4/29  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)  
**Host:** Reed Huabo Exhibitions (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Reed Huabo Exhibitions (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Printing and Packaging  
**Area:** 10000 m²  
**Contents:** Crafts, ceramics, crystal and glass products, jewelry and fashion accessories, clocks and watches, toys, home textiles, sports, leisure and travel products, beauty and health products, coins and collectibles, stationery and cultural goods, smoking utensils and lighters, advertising gifts, bags and leather goods, home furniture decora-
tions, packaging and paper products, electronics and electrical appliances, table supplies, kitchen supplies, media, associations and trade services

**Telephone:** 4006-807-089  
**Fax:** 0755-33331169  
**E-mail:** info@rxhuabo.com.cn  
**URL:** giftpackaging.rxhuabo.com.cn

### 2023 SIGEP China (Shenzhen)

**Duration:** 2023/5/10–2023/5/12  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)  
**Host:** Koeln Messe (Beijing) Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Koeln Messe (Beijing) Co., Ltd. Shanghai Branch  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Contents:** Chocolate equipment and materials, ice cream equipment and materials, coffee and tea, western-style pastry equipment and materials, baking equipment and materials  
**Telephone:** 021-63906161  
**E-mail:** steven.shen@koelnmesse.cn  
**URL:** www.sigepcn.com

### 2023 World Food (Shenzhen) Expo

**Duration:** 2023/5/10–2023/5/12  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)  
**Host:** Koeln Messe Co., Ltd., China Chamber of Commerce of Import/Export of Foodstuffs, Native Produce and Animal By-products, Shenzhen Retail Business Association  
**Organizer:** Koeln Messe (Beijing) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Area:** 40000 m²  
**Contents:** Fine food, meat, sweets and snacks, dairy products, coffee, tea, seafood and frozen food, green and healthy food, catering service and technology, food and beverage technology, drinks (alcoholic and non-alcoholic)  
**Telephone:** 010-65907766, 021-63906161  
**Fax:** 021-63906858  
**E-mail:** Krystal.Gu@koelnmesse.cn  
**URL:** www.anufoodchina.cn

### The 21st Shenzhen International Small Motor, Electric Machinery & Magnetic Materials Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/5/10–2023/5/12  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)  
**Host:** National Engineering Research Center For Small and Special Precision Motors, Guangdong Zhizhan Exhibition Co., Ltd., Hong Kong Zhizhan International Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Guangdong Zhizhan Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Contents:** All kinds of motors, all kinds of manufacturing and testing equipment, all kinds of accessories, all kinds of materials, all kinds of magnetic material products and production testing equipment, etc.  
**Telephone:** 020-29193588, 020-29193589  
**E-mail:** ex36008@126.com  
**URL:** www.motor-expo.cn

### 2023 The 5th Shenzhen International Catering and Food Ingredients Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/5/11–2023/5/13  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center (Futian)  
**Host:** Shanghai Gehua Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Gehua Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Contents:** Meat ingredients, aquatic products and
seafood, poultry food, vegetables and mushrooms, hot pot ingredients, fast food, other ingredients, catering spices, related equipment, etc.

**Telephone:** 021-61197400, 021-61197411
**URL:** www.sinocateringexpo.com

### 2023 Shenzhen International Fisheries and Seafood Expo

**Duration:** 2023/5/11—2023/5/13  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center (Futian)  
**Host:** China Aquatic Production Chamber of Commerce, Shenzhen Aquaculture Trade Association  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Gehua Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
**Contents:** All kinds of water (sea) products, finishing aquatic products, high-end nourishing ingredients, aquatic products processing and storage equipment, etc.

**Telephone:** 021-61276585  
**Fax:** 021-67898065  
**E-mail:** weishijun@ite-gehua.com  
**URL:** www.szseafoodexpo.com

### 2023 Shenzhen International Metaverse Expo C-SMART

**Duration:** 2023/5/16—2023/5/18  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)  
**Host:** China Industrial Association of Power Sources  
**Organizer:** China Industrial Association of Power Sources  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Contents:** Virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR), mixed reality (MR), holographic projection, naked eye 3D, virtual digital human image display and solutions, etc.; Somato sensory games, online games, competitive games, game engines, 3D modeling, real-time rendering, etc.; application layer, network layer, perception layer, 5G/6G network, chip, cloud storage, cloud computing, quantum technology, network security, edge computing, sensors, block chain, etc.; artificial technology, computer vision, machine learning, natural language processing, intelligent speech, etc. Innovative application schemes such as virtual human, educational meta-universe, urban meta-universe, entertainment meta-universe, meta-universe museum, clothing meta-universe, cultural travel meta-universe, immersive cinema, automobile meta-universe, industrial meta-universe, etc. Live broadcast, video, display screen, equipment, software, content editing, solutions, IP licensing, intellectual property rights, investment and financing consultation, etc.

**Telephone:** 021-59856067, 021-59856035  
**URL:** www.c-yuanyuzhou.com

### 2023 The 15th China International Battery Fair

**Duration:** 2023/5/16—2023/5/18  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)  
**Host:** China Industrial Association of Power Sources  
**Organizer:** China Industrial Association of Power Sources  
**Sector:** Electricity and New Energy Equipment  
**Contents:** Lithium-ion battery, nickel-hydrogen battery, nickel-cadmium battery, lead-acid battery, solid-state battery, super capacitor, sodium-sulfur battery, sodium nickel chloride battery, flow battery, primary lithium battery, zinc-manganese battery, alkaline-manganese battery, zinc-nickel battery, zinc-silver battery, thermal battery, fuel battery,
semiconductor thermoelectric module and other new batteries; cell phones, laptops, tablets, wearable devices, walkie-talkies, cordless phones, digital products, emergency lighting, electric toys, UPS, battery packs for railway locomotives and buses, subway vehicles, ships, etc.; power batteries and battery management systems for various purposes such as drones, model airplanes, power tools, electric bicycles, electric tricycles, low-speed electric vehicles, electric buses, electric passenger cars, electric logistics vehicles and hybrid electric vehicles; charging pile, charging and replacing station, supporting equipment of charging and replacing station, charging facilities and intelligent monitoring equipment of parking lot, charging station power supply solution, charging station-smart grid solution, etc.

Telephone: 13650821767, 13352875580
URL: www.inbo.net.cn

2023 The 12th Shenzhen International Bearing and Bearing Equipment Exhibition

Duration: 2023/5/16—2023/5/18
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center (Futian)
Host: Shenzhen Society Automation, Hong Kong Trade Development Exhibit Group Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Wanzhuo Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Hardware Tool
Contents: Bearings and bearing equipment
Telephone: 021-80392893
Fax: 021-80392893
E-mail: 479795091@qq.com
URL: www.iht-expo.com

2023 Shenzhen International Outdoor Sports Supplies Expo

Duration: 2023/5/26—2023/5/28
City: Shenzhen

Venue: Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
Host: GOOPRO Exhibition (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
Organizer: GOOPRO Exhibition (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Culture, Sports and Entertainment
Area: 70000 m²
Contents: Caravan, mountain climbing, picnic, water sports, golf, urban fashion sports, etc.
Telephone: 0755-26600324
E-mail: info@gooproexpo.com
URL: www.outdoorshowszhou.com

2023 Shenzhen International Private Label Fair and New Consumer Goods Exhibition

Duration: 2023/6/6—2023/6/8
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center (Futian)
Host: Bologna Fiere (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., Shenzhen Retail Business Association, China Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export of Light Industrial Products and Arts-Crafts
Organizer: Bologna Fiere (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Sector: E-commerce and Trade Fair
Area: 22000 m²
Contents: Cereals, cakes, drinks, frozen food, fresh food, salty fast food, nuts, candy biscuits, dessert puddings, jams, bread spreads and condiments, and shelf-stable foods; shoes, knitted clothes, bathrobes, scarves, towels, shawls and other home textile products; household appliances, handicrafts, craft woven goods, etc.; pets and supplies; fitness equipment, lighters, cigarettes, records, movies, games, toys, etc.; tableware, laundry detergent, insecticide, plastic products, etc.; all kinds of office stationery, all kinds of commodity packaging products, etc.
Telephone: 021-33560258
E-mail: jimmy.bai@bfchina.net
URL: www.marcachinafair.com
China (Shenzhen) International Cultural Industries Fair

**Duration:** 2023/6/7-2023/6/11  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)  
**Host:** Publicity Department of the Communist Party of China Central Committee (National Press and Publication Administration, China Film Administration), Ministry of Culture and Tourism, Ministry of Commerce, National Radio and Television Administration, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, People’s Government of Guangdong Province, Shenzhen Municipal People’s Government  
**Organizer:** Shenzhen Press Group, Shenzhen Media Group, Shenzhen Publishing Group Co., Ltd. Shenzhen International Cultural Industry Fair Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment  
**Contents:** Consumer electronics, living and home design, printing and packaging, creative design, film and television acoustic equipment, VR/AR/XR equipment (virtual reality/augmented reality/extended reality), cloud cultural equipment, wearable intelligent equipment, etc.  
**Telephone:** 0755-83521188  
**E-mail:** wbh@cnicifcom  
**URL:** www.cnicif.com

2023 China International Traditional Chinese Medicine, Ethnic Medicine and Health Industry (Shenzhen) Expo

**Duration:** 2023/6/8—2023/6/10  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen Pingshan Yanzi Lake International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** People’s Government of Shenzhen Pingshan District, Beijing University of Chinese Medicine  
**Organizer:** Beijing Qifa Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Shenzhen Qifa Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shenzhen Yanzi Lake International Convention and Exhibition Center, Shenzhen Research Institute of Beijing University of Chinese Medicine, Pingshan TCM Hospital of Beijing University of Chinese Medicine  
**Sector:** Pharmaceutical and Raw Material  
**Contents:** Chinese medicine development achievements, Chinese herbal medicine industry, Chinese medicine medical service and experience, Chinese medicine health service institutions and health care products, intelligent Chinese medicine products and Chinese medicine pharmaceutical equipment, international exchange and cooperation of Chinese medicine culture, and achievements of Shenzhen Chinese medicine “Fight against epidemic”  
**Telephone:** 010-65569905  
**Fax:** 010-65566558  
**E-mail:** qfzhanlan@163.com  
**URL:** www.zhongjianhui.net

The 5th Shenzhen International Powder Metallurgy and Cemented Carbide Exhibition and Shenzhen International Advanced Ceramics Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/6/16—2023/6/18  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)  
**Host:** Guangdong Zhizhan Exhibition Co., Ltd., Hong Kong Zhizhan International Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Advanced Material/Technology  
**Area:** 20000 m²  
**Contents:** Powder metallurgy raw materials, raw and auxiliary materials of cemented carbide, powder metallurgy and cemented carbide production equipment, powder metallurgy products, cemented carbide products, testing equipment and technology; Advanced ceramic raw materials, advanced ceramic equipment, advanced ceramic parts/products, 3D printing  
**Telephone:** 020-29193588, 020-29193589  
**Fax:** 020-29193591  
**E-mail:** ex3605@163.com
URL: www.pmccexpo.com

2023 Southern China International Industrial Expo

Duration: 2023/6/27—2023/6/29
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
Host: Hanover Milan Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., Shanghai Industry and Commerce Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Hanover Milan Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Contents: Whole industrial robots, overall solutions suitable for industrial applications, core components, service robots, special robots, etc.
Telephone: 020-89203037, 020-89203052

2023 Laser Fair Shenzhen

Duration: 2023/6/27—2023/6/29
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
Host: China Laser Industry Community Association, Guangdong Laser Industry Association, Deutsche Messe AG
Organizer: Hannover Milano XZQ Fairs (Shenzhen) Ltd., Hanover Milan Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Photoelectric Product
Area: 40000 m²
Contents: New lasers, fiber lasers, ultrafast lasers, ultraviolet/green lasers, solid-state lasers, semiconductor lasers, CO2 lasers, excimer lasers, quantum cascade lasers, disc lasers, laser beam quality detection instruments, laser test and measurement systems, laser system components, laser processing heads, integrated optical devices and application devices, laser crystals, laser chips, laser power supplies, scanning galvanometer, Q-switches, optical platforms, optics Laser processing system equipment such as laser marking, laser cutting, laser welding, laser engraving, laser scribing, laser cladding, laser demonstration system, laser heat treatment system, laser texturing system, etc. Intelligent equipment, industrial robot, machine vision, intelligent control system, industrial Internet of Things, automatic equipment, control system and functional components, others (training and consulting)
Telephone: 0755-23207500
URL: www.laserfair.cn

2023 Fashion Shenzhen Show

Duration: 2023/7/6—2023/7/8
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
Host: Shenzhen Garment Industry Association
Sector: Textile and Apparel
Area: 110000 m²
Contents: Men's wear/formal wear, fashionable women's wear, leather fur, down garment/cotton-padded garment, cashmere/woolen cloth, underwear/home wear, sweater/knitting, jeans/leisure, children's wear, fashion clothes, original designer's works
Telephone: 4008-329-333
E-mail: info@fashionszshow.com
URL: www.fashionszshow.com

2023 The 20th Shenzhen International LED Exhibition

Duration: 2023/7/17—2023/7/19
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center (Futian)
Host: UBM Trust Co., Ltd.
Organizer: UBM Trust Co., Ltd.
Sector: Photoelectric Product
Contents: Liquid crystal module (LCD), flexible display (OLED), QLED, Mini/ Micro LED, light field near-eye display, laser display, virtual display module (VR), enhanced display module (AR), 3D holographic display, electronic ink, iris/fingerprint recognition, quantum dot technology, etc.

Telephone: 0755-26917607
E-mail: sign-trust.cn@informa.com
URL: www.ledchina.com

2023 Southern China International Beauty Products Expo

Duration: 2023/7/26—2023/7/28
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center (Futian)
Host: Informa Markets, Bologna Fiere Group, Shanghai Baiwen Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: UBM China (Guangzhou) Co. Ltd.
Sector: Hairdressing and Beauty
Contents: Daily beauty care products, beauty technology, daily health care and beauty, beauty supply chain, container design, brand design, beauty design, beauty retail and marketing, cross-border resources, etc.
Telephone: 020-38951650, 021-61200846
E-mail: INFO-CHINA@INFORMA.COM
URL: www.southchinabeautyexpo.com

2023 Global Franchise Business Starting Week and The 13th Shenzhen International Franchise Chain Exhibition

Duration: 2023/8/25—2023/8/27
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center (Futian)
Host: World Hotel Association, China Cuisine Association
Organizer: Guangzhou Junchuang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Franchising
Area: 30000 m²
Contents: Chinese dinner, hot pot, simple snacks, leisure snacks, new tea drinks, western-style catering, Japanese and Korean cuisine, smart catering, packaging equipment, warehousing and cold chain logistics equipment, kitchen supplies, etc.
Telephone: 020-82003189
E-mail: gzjunchuang@163.com
URL: www.gzjc8888.com

2023 Autumn Global Food Trade Fair, China Candy and Snacks Fair, China Ice Cream and Cold Drinks and Snacks Fair, and China Pre-made Dishes and Catering Ingredients Exhibition

Duration: 2023/8/27—2023/8/29
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
Host: Beijing Land Peace Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Land Peace Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Contents: Ice cream, frozen food; precast vegetables and catering ingredients; food and drinks, snack food; food machinery and packaging
Telephone: 13910380048
E-mail: zhoumingtao@iallfood.com

2023 SIAL International Food Fair (Shenzhen)

Duration: 2023/8/28—2023/8/30
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center (Futian)
Host: France Comexposium Group, Beijing EXPOSIUM SIAL Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: France Comexposium Group, Beijing EXPOSIUM SIAL Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 35000 m²
Contents: Leisure food, comprehensive imported food, green agricultural products, meat and freezing; Convenience food, cereals, oils and condiments, functional health food and dairy products; High-end drinks, government groups, etc.
E-mail: exhibit@sialchina.cn, visit@sialchina.cn
URL: www.sialshenzhen.com

2023 Shenzhen Dispensing Technology and Equipment Exhibition
Duration: 2023/8/28—2023/8/30
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
Host: Guangdong Adhesives Industry Association, Bohan Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., Shanghai Liyue Exhibition Service Center
Organizer: Guangdong Adhesives Industry Association, Bohan Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., Shanghai Liyue Exhibition Service Center
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Contents: Photoelectron, power supply, home appliances, instrumentation, micromechanics, precision instruments, wearable devices, intelligent products, computers/computers, SMT product processing, LCD, SMT/EMS, LED photoelectric products, trademark signs, hardware precision molds, electric motors, optical instruments, mobile phones, switches and connectors, electronic toys, speakers, buzzers, integrated circuits, semiconductors, printed circuits, automobile manufacturing and electronics
Telephone: 021-56698188
E-mail: 792898421@qq.com
URL: www.fipexpo.com

2023 Shenzhen International New Materials Industry Exhibition (CIME)
Duration: 2023/8/28—2023/8/30
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
Host: Organizing Committee of Shenzhen International New Materials Industry Exhibition
Organizer: Organizing Committee of Shenzhen International New Materials Industry Exhibition
Sector: Advanced Material/Technology
Contents: Superconducting materials, nanomaterials, biomaterials, intelligent materials, etc.
Telephone: 021-59553968
Fax: 021-59556179
E-mail: 1207862100@qq.com
URL: www.xclexpo.com

The 24th China International Optoelectronic Expo (CIOE)
Duration: 2023/9/6—2023/9/8
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
Host: China Association for Science and Technology, Shenzhen UBM Herong Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shenzhen Optics and Optoelectronics Industry Association, Shenzhen UBM Herong Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Photoelectric Product
Area: 220000 m²
Contents: Information communication, laser, infrared, ultraviolet, precision optics, camera technology and application, intelligent sensing, new display, etc.
Telephone: 0755-86290901
E-mail: cioe@cioe.cn
URL: www.cioe.cn

The 5th Shenzhen Educational Equipment Expo

Duration: 2023/9/15—2023/9/17
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center (Futian)
Host: Shenzhen Education Equipment Industry Association
Organizer: Huafu Group-Shenzhen Huafu Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Educational Equipment
Contents: Teaching instruments and equipment, various laboratories, functional classroom equipment, etc.; required for all levels of education (preschool education, compulsory education, senior high school education, vocational education, special education, higher education); computers, network equipment and educational information equipment; teaching software, online education and distance education products; maker, 3D printing and artificial intelligence equipment; all kinds of office furniture, desks, stools, beds, cabinets in schools; books, wall charts, educational and teaching resources and library facilities; school fresh air, drinking water, lighting, air conditioning and other energy saving and environmental protection equipment; school buses, student clothing, campus security and intelligent monitoring equipment, etc.
Telephone: 4006-999-318
E-mail: terry@21expo.net
URL: www.ceetshow.com

2023 Automotive World China • China Automobile Industry Exhibition

Duration: 2023/10/11—2023/10/13
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
Host: Reed Exhibitions
Organizer: Reed Exhibitions
Sector: Automobile
Area: 160000 m²
Contents: Automatic driving system, sensors (laser radar, ultrasonic radar, millimeter wave radar, vehicle camera), high-precision map, satellite navigation and positioning, inertial navigation and positioning, chassis by wire, vehicle information security, vehicle networking, intelligent cockpit
Telephone: 0755-23834582
E-mail: Boney.xu@rxglobal.com

2023 Shenzhen Semiconductor Packaging Technology Fair (ICPF)

Duration: 2023/10/11—2023/10/13
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Electronic & Information Industry Sub-Council
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Contents: Manufacturing equipment of integrated circuits and electronic components, etc.
Telephone: 010-68200633
Fax: 010-68207918
E-mail: c_Lccpit@163.com
URL: www.nepconasia.com

2023 The 17th Shenzhen International Automobile Manufacturing Technology, Equipment and Materials Exhibition

Duration: 2023/10/11—2023/10/13
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
Host: AHTE Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Organizer: AHTE Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Contents: Machining process, component cleaning engineering, quality control and testing engineering, laser engineering, body connection engineering (welding, riveting, gluing, etc.), welding engineering, painting engineering, stamping engineering, factory cleaning and environmental protection engineering, assembly engineering, manufacturing process and equipment of aluminum body and aluminum components, manufacturing process and equipment of carbon fiber body and carbon fiber components, design, trial production, development and testing, 3D printing, artificial intelligence, cloud system, etc.
Telephone: 021-64681300, 021-64681550
Fax: 021-64681300
E-mail: amts@reedhengjin.com
URL: www.shanghaiamts.com

2023 Shenzhen International Film and Tape Expo

Duration: 2023/10/11—2023/10/13
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
Host: Shanghai Reed Exhibitions Kuozhan Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai Reed Exhibitions Kuozhan Co., Ltd.
Sector: Advanced Material/Technology
Contents: Functional film, adhesive tape, die-cutting materials, chemical raw materials, production equipment and accessories, etc.
Telephone: 021-22317259
Fax: 021-22317181
E-mail: info@reedkuozhan.com
2023 Shenzhen International Touch Screen Technology and Display Exhibition (Shenzhen Capacitive Touch Exhibition)

Duration: 2023/10/11—2023/10/13
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
Host: Shanghai Reed Exhibitions Kuozhan Co., Ltd., Reed Exhibitions
Organizer: Reed Exhibitions Kuozhan Co., Ltd.
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Contents: Touch screen, module, display, touch screen, module, acoustic touch screen, optical touch screen, resistive touch screen, photovoltaic panel, OGS, in-cell, on-cell, capacitive touch screen, resistive touch screen, infrared touch screen, piezoelectric touch screen, surface acoustic wave touch screen, optical touch screen, tablet, industrial touch screen, man-machine interface, TFT-LCD, LTPS, AMOLED, head-up display, flexible display, 3D liquid crystal display, FPD manufacturing equipment, material components, panels, liquid crystal modules, test equipment, anti-static technology, etc.
Telephone: 021-22317018
E-mail: info@reedkuozhan.com

Smart Factory and Automation Technology Exhibition

Duration: 2023/10/11—2023/10/13
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
Host: Electronic Information Industry Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Reed Exhibitions
Organizer: Reed Exhibitions
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Contents: Machine vision, Internet of Things and big data, industrial software, industrial robots, system integration, intelligent warehousing and logistics, motion control equipment, transmission/pneumatic equipment and accessories, automation supporting equipment and accessories
Telephone: 021-22317010
Fax: 021-22317181

The 19th China International Public Security Expo

Duration: 2023/10/25—2023/10/28
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center (Futian)
Host: Shenzhen CPSE Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shenzhen CPSE Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Public Security
Area: 110000 m²
Contents: Intelligent buildings, smart home furniture, access control, intelligent parking, biometric identification, road gates, burglar alarm, monitoring and peripheral equipment, police equipment, etc.
Telephone: 0755-88309111, 0755-88309121
Fax: 0755-88309166
E-mail: cpse.service@cps.com.cn
URL: www.cpse.com.cn

2023 The Greater Bay Area International Fibre and Yarn Expo

Duration: 2023/11/6—2023/11/8
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
Host: Textile Industry Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Messe Frankfurt (Hong Kong) Ltd., China Cotton Textile Association, China Chemical Fibers Association
Organizer: Textile Industry Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Messe Frankfurt (Hong Kong) Ltd., China Cotton Textile Association, China Chemical Fibers Associa-
2023 CHIC Shenzhen

Duration: 2023/11/6—2023/11/8
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
Host: China National Garment Association, China International Trade Center Limited Liability Company, Textile Industry Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Shenzhen Garment Industry Association
Sector: Textile and Apparel
Area: 40000 m²
Contents: Clothing, apparel, jewelry, etc.
Telephone: 010-65068181
Fax: 010-85229018
E-mail: chenbo@chiconline.com.cn
URL: www.chicfair.com

2023 The Greater Bay Area International Knitting Fair

Duration: 2023/11/6—2023/11/8
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
Host: Textile Industry Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, China Knitting Industry Association, Messe Frankfurt (Hong Kong / Shenzhen) Ltd.
Sector: Textile and Apparel
Area: 6000 m²
Contents: Knitted clothing
Telephone: 010-85229012, 010-85229098
Fax: 010-85229296
E-mail: phvalue@ccpittex.com
URL: www.phvalue.org

2023 Shenzhen International Lighting Exhibition

Duration: 2023/11/22—2023/11/24
City: Shenzhen
Venue: Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)
Host: Shanghai Yisheng Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Ningbo Gaosheng International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai Yisheng Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Ningbo Gaosheng International Exhibition
Guangdong Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Photoelectric Product  
**Area:** 40000 m²  
**Contents:** Tourism landscape lighting, stage lighting show, non-standard custom lighting, exterior laser technology products, etc.

**Telephone:** 021-62963333  
**E-mail:** yishengexpo@126.com  
**URL:** www.lighting-sz.com

### 2023 Shenzhen Asia-Pacific Dental High-tech Expo

**Duration:** 2023/12/6—2023/12/8  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)  
**Host:** Medical Health Committee Oral Health Alliance of the Council for the Promotion of Guangdong Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Cooperation, Shenzhen Stomatological Association, Southern Medical University Shenzhen Stomatological Hospital (Ping Shan), Shenzhen Stomatological Hospital, Guangdong Private Dental Association, Dentist Branch of Shenzhen Medical Doctors Association, Shenzhen Stomatological Medical Treatment Industry Association, Guangzhou Rihui Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Guangzhou Rihui Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment  
**Area:** 30000 m²  
**Contents:** High-tech, new products and new materials in oral sector

**Telephone:** 020-82567179  
**Fax:** 18320067300  
**URL:** www.szdental.com.cn

### 2023 The 5th Precision Ceramics Fair

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)  
**Host:** Shenzhen Aibang Intelligent Manufacturing Information Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shenzhen Aibang Intelligent Manufacturing Information Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Advanced Material/Technology  
**Contents:** advanced ceramics, etc.

**Telephone:** 18666186648

### 2023 Food Innovation Exhibition (FBIF)

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Shenzhen  
**Venue:** Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center (Baoan)  
**Host:** Shanghai Simba Business Consulting Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Simba Business Consulting Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Contents:** Food and food processing  
**Fax:** 18116428600  
**E-mail:** bill.wang@simbaevents.cn
2023 China (Shenzhen) International E-commerce Industry Expo

Duration: To be determined  
City: Shenzhen  
Venue: Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center (Futian)  
Host: Commercial Committee of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade  
Organizer: Commercial Committee of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade  
Sector: E-commerce and Trade Fair  
Area: 30000 m²  
Contents: All kinds of products, cross-border electronic commerce platforms and service providers  
Telephone: 010-66094244  
Fax: 010-66016043  
E-mail: liyuan@ciect.com

Zhongshan

2023 The 31st China Electrical Appliances and Household Products Fair

Duration: 2023/3/21—2023/3/23  
City: Zhongshan  
Venue: Zhongshan Huangpu International Convention & Exhibition Center  
Host: Zhongshan Xingpu Investment Limited Liability Company, HC Group, Zhongshan Huangpu Town Federation of Industry and Commerce  
Organizer: HCNH Mall (http://www.nahuomall.com), Zhongshan Xingpu Investment Limited Liability Company  
Sector: Home Appliance  
Area: 35000 m²  
Contents: Kitchen and bathroom appliances, small household appliances, healthy Home appliances, white home appliances, home appliances accessories, services and publications  
Telephone: 4006-002-668  
E-mail: fair@hc360.com  
URL: www.expody.cn

2023 The 28th China • Guzhen Town International Decorative Lighting Expo (Spring)

Duration: 2023/3/29—2023/4/1  
City: Zhongshan  
Venue: Dengdu Guzhen Convention & Exhibition Center  
Host: China Association of Lighting Industry, China's Lighting Capital (Zhongshan • Guzhen Town)  
Organizer: Zhongshan Guzhen Town Lighting Expo Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Photoelectric Product  
Area: 1500000 m²  
Contents: Indoor decorative lights, home intelligent lighting, comprehensive brand exhibition area, original design; indoor decorative lights, home lighting, commercial lighting areas, germicidal lights, educational lighting, health lighting; smart lamp pole, special lamps, outdoor lighting, lighting of cultural tourism, LED display screen; machinery; lighting and matching; intelligent appliances, intelligent locks, kitchen and bathroom, hardware & doors and windows; whole house customization, soft decoration and ornaments  
Telephone: 0760-22353188  
Fax: 0760-22359619  
E-mail: Joker.Ou@glexpo.com.cn  
URL: www.jiagle.com/dengshi_dengbohui

2023 The 23rd Zhongshan Machine Tools, Mould Making and Plastic Cement Machinery Exhibition and Zhongshan Industrial Automation and Robotic Equipment Exhibition

Duration: 2023/6/16—2023/6/18  
City: Zhongshan  
Venue: Zhongshan Exposition Center  
Host: Guangdong Asia-Link Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Organizer: Guangdong Asia-Link Exhibition Co., Ltd., Zhongshan Xunlian Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Guangxi

Nanning

2023 The 34th Beibu Gulf Guangxi Medical Apparatuses and Instruments Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/10—2023/3/12
City: Nanning
Venue: Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Guangxi Medical Apparatuses and Instruments Industry Association, Guangxi Nanning Libang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Nanning Linjie Business Planning Co., Ltd., Guangxi Nanning Libang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment
Area: 16000 ㎡
Contents: Diagnostic treatment equipment, internet + mobile medical treatment, rehabilitation equipment, oral equipment, public health and epidemic prevention products, auxiliary equipment, various medical consumables, etc.
Telephone: 0771-5625479, 13036817009
Fax: 0771-5625479
URL: www.dmgxylz.com

2023 Beibu Gulf Guangxi Intelligence Expo and Big Data Industry Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/10—2023/3/12
City: Nanning
Venue: Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center
Organizer: Guangxi Nanning Libang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment

Zhuhai

2023 Zhuhai and Macao International Industrial Expo

Duration: 2023/9/7—2023/9/9
City: Zhuhai
Venue: Zhuhai International Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: Guangdong Machinery Industry Association, Guangdong Die & Mould Industry Association, Guangdong Asia-Link Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangdong Xunlian Exhibition Co., Ltd., Zhuhai Huasheng Times Culture Communication Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Contents: Metal cutting machine equipment, sheet metal forging and forming machine equipment, laser equipment; mould processing, electro-machining equipment, mould fittings, digital control, measurement and detection system; cutters, tools, measuring tools, fixtures and machine tool accessories; plastic machinery equipment, plastic machine peripheral equipment and accessories; industrial control, industrial robots and mechatronics equipment; forklift trucks, logistics and storage equipment; energy-saving and environmental protection technologies and equipment; packaging, printing equipment and materials, etc.
Telephone: 0760-85311808
Fax: 0760-23324768
URL: zs.ampf.com.cn

2023 Beibu Gulf Guangxi Medical Apparatuses and Instruments Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/10—2023/3/12
City: Nanning
Venue: Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Guangxi Medical Apparatuses and Instruments Industry Association, Guangxi Nanning Libang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Nanning Linjie Business Planning Co., Ltd., Guangxi Nanning Libang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment
Area: 16000 ㎡
Contents: Diagnostic treatment equipment, internet + mobile medical treatment, rehabilitation equipment, oral equipment, public health and epidemic prevention products, auxiliary equipment, various medical consumables, etc.
Telephone: 0771-5625479, 13036817009
Fax: 0771-5625479
URL: www.dmgxylz.com

2023 Beibu Gulf Guangxi Intelligence Expo and Big Data Industry Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/10—2023/3/12
City: Nanning
Venue: Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center
Organizer: Guangxi Nanning Libang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment

Area: 15000 ㎡
Contents: Machine tools, grinding tools, plastics, automation, robot equipment, etc.
Telephone: 0760-85311808
Fax: 0760-23324768
URL: zs.ampf.com.cn
**Area:** 15000 m²  
**Contents:** Smart housing construction, smart education, IT services, smart parks, smart statistics, smart human society, smart sports, smart culture, smart communities, smart food safety and smart health; big data information security, data processing and preparation, big data transactions, cloud computing, big data related services, etc.

**Telephone:** 0771—5647565, 13978863039  
**Fax:** 0771—5654723  
**E-mail:** gxylxx@gxylxx.com  
**URL:** www.dmhzhz.com

---

**2023 The 17th Guangxi Public Security Expo, and Judicial Police outfit, Fire Fighting and Rescue Equipment Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/3/10—2023/3/12  
**City:** Nanning  
**Venue:** Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Organizer:** Guangxi Nanning Libang Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Public Security  
**Contents:** Investigating and preventing duty crimes, investigation and supervision, execution and supervision, complaints and representations, working areas for handling cases, forensic examination and identification, physical evidence examination and identification, image and acoustic image processing and electronic physical evidence examination and identification, judicial accounting examination and identification, public prosecution trial and remote video trial; procuratorial communication, high-definition video conference system, law enforcement recorder, information network, file management equipment and software

**Telephone:** 0771—5647565, 13978863039  
**Fax:** 0771—5654723  
**E-mail:** 409093507@qq.com  
**URL:** www.dmhzhz.com

---

**2023 Guangxi Intelligent Consumer Electronics and Electrical Appliances Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/3/10—2023/3/12  
**City:** Nanning  
**Venue:** Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center Co., Ltd., Huichong Jiadian Network, Zhonghua Jiadian Network  
**Organizer:** Nanning Linjie Business Planning Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Home Appliance  
**Contents:** Smart home products, smart wearable devices, electronic locks, small household appliances gift, leisure appliances, kitchen appliances, bathroom appliances, household cleaning appliances, room air conditioning appliances, personal care appliances

**Telephone:** 0771-5625479, 19968248360

---

**2023 The 24th Guangxi Advertising Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/3/15—2023/3/19  
**City:** Nanning  
**Venue:** Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Guangxi Mechanical Engineering Association, Guangxi Sign Industry Association  
**Organizer:** Nanning Nanchun Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Advertising  
**Area:** 25240 m²  
**Contents:** Advertising-related products

**Telephone:** 0771-2865401  
**Fax:** 0771-2865401  
**E-mail:** nanningnanchun@163.com  
**URL:** www.nanchunhz.com
2023 The 14th Guangxi Auto Fair and New Energy Intelligent Auto Show

**Duration:** 2023/3/17—2023/3/19
**City:** Nanning
**Venue:** Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** China-ASEAN Expo Secretariat, Shange Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
**Organizer:** Nanning Shangge Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Automobile
**Area:** 18000 m²
**Contents:** Exhibition and sell of passenger cars
**Telephone:** 0771-2092252
**E-mail:** zhanqu@zhanqu.im

2023 The 6th Guangxi New Energy Electric Vehicles (Tricycle) and Parts Expo

**Duration:** 2023/4/21—2023/4/23
**City:** Nanning
**Venue:** Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** Guangxi Electric Vehicle Industry Association
**Sector:** Bicycle, Ebike and Motorcycle
**Area:** 18760 m²
**Contents:** Electric vehicles

2023 The 12th Nanning International Auto Show, and New Energy Intelligent Auto Show and Camping Motorhome Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/6/16—2023/6/19
**City:** Nanning
**Venue:** Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** China-ASEAN Expo Secretariat, Shange Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
**Organizer:** Nanning Shangge Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Automobile
**Area:** 27400 m²
**Contents:** passenger cars
**Telephone:** 0771-2092252
**E-mail:** zhanqu@zhanqu.im
**URL:** www.sungoal.org

**Guangxi International High-end Green Home Furnishings Industry Expo and Forestry and Timber Industry Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/5/19—2023/5/21
**City:** Nanning
**Venue:** Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** Guangxi Century Jinpeng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Furniture and Householod
**Area:** 24500 m²
**Contents:** Exhibition of furniture, building materials and forest products
**Telephone:** 18823120799

**The 20th China-ASEAN Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/9/16—2023/9/19
**City:** Nanning
**Venue:** Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** Ministry of Commerce of China, ASEAN Secretariat, Ministry of Trade of Vietnam, Ministry of Commerce of Cambodia, Ministry of Trade of Indonesia, Ministry of Trade of Laos, Ministry of Commerce of Myanmar, Ministry of International Trade and Industry of Malaysia, Ministry of Commerce of Thailand, Ministry of Trade and Industry of Philippine, Ministry of Trade and Industry of Singapore, Ministry of Industry and Primary Resources of Brunei
**Sector:** Comprehensive
**Area:** 150000 m²
**Contents:** Commodities of Association of Southeast Asian Nations, “the belt and road” international commodities, and China commodities
**Telephone:** 0771-2092222
**Fax:** 010-83540237
The 20th China-ASEAN Expo Air Purification and Fresh Air System Exhibition

Duration: 2023/9/16—2023/9/19
City: Nanning
Venue: Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center
Sector: Energy Saving and Environmental Protection
Contents: Air purification products, fresh air system/ventilation equipment, air pollution control
Telephone: 0771-2092222

The 20th China-ASEAN Expo Green Building Materials Exhibition

Duration: 2023/9/16—2023/9/19
City: Nanning
Venue: Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Contents: Assembled building, building formwork, building climbing frame, etc.
Telephone: 0771-2092222

The 20th China-ASEAN Expo Glass Curtain Walls Exhibition

Duration: 2023/9/16—2023/9/19
City: Nanning
Venue: Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Contents: Curtain wall system, door and window system, architectural glass, material fittings
Telephone: 0771-2092222

The 20th China-ASEAN Expo Urban Pipeline Network Exhibition

Duration: 2023/9/16—2023/9/19
City: Nanning
Venue: Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Ministry of Commerce of China, ASEAN Secretariat, Ministry of Trade of Vietnam, Ministry of Commerce of Cambodia, Ministry of Trade of Indonesia, Ministry of Trade of Laos, Ministry of Commerce of Myanmar, Ministry of International Trade and Industry of Malaysia, Ministry of Commerce of Thailand, Ministry of Trade and Industry of Philippine, Ministry of Trade and Industry of Singapore,
Ministry of Industry and Primary Resources of Brunei

**Sector:** Other Equipment/Material

**Contents:** Official website city detection technology and products, construction and operation of water supply network

**Telephone:** 0771-2092222

---

**The 20th China-ASEAN Expo Furniture and Complete Decoration Customization Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/9/16—2023/9/19

**City:** Nanning

**Venue:** Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center

**Host:** Ministry of Commerce of China, ASEAN Secretariat, Ministry of Trade of Vietnam, Ministry of Commerce of Cambodia, Ministry of Trade of Indonesia, Ministry of Trade of Laos, Ministry of Commerce of Myanmar, Ministry of International Trade and Industry of Malaysia, Ministry of Commerce of Thailand, Ministry of Trade and Industry of Philippine, Ministry of Trade and Industry of Singapore, Ministry of Industry and Primary Resources of Brunei

**Sector:** Furniture and Household

**Contents:** Modern furniture, classical furniture, decorative home textiles, outdoor furniture

**Telephone:** 0771-2092222

---

**The 20th China-ASEAN Expo Smart City Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/9/16—2023/9/19

**City:** Nanning

**Venue:** Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center

**Host:** Ministry of Commerce of China, ASEAN Secretariat, Ministry of Trade of Vietnam, Ministry of Commerce of Cambodia, Ministry of Trade of Indonesia, Ministry of Trade of Laos, Ministry of Commerce of Myanmar, Ministry of International Trade and Industry of Malaysia, Ministry of Commerce of Thailand, Ministry of Trade and Industry of Philippine, Ministry of Trade and Industry of Singapore, Ministry of Industry and Primary Resources of Brunei

**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment

**Contents:** 5G Infrastructure, industrial internet, intelligent manufacturing, urban data center, wireless communication technology

**Telephone:** 0771-2092222

---

**The 20th China-ASEAN Expo New Building Formwork, Scaffolding and Construction Technology Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/9/16—2023/9/19

**City:** Nanning

**Venue:** Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center

**Host:** Ministry of Commerce of China, ASEAN Secretariat, Ministry of Trade of Vietnam, Ministry of Commerce of Cambodia, Ministry of Trade of Indonesia, Ministry of Trade of Laos, Ministry of Commerce of Myanmar, Ministry of International Trade and Industry of Malaysia, Ministry of Commerce of Thailand, Ministry of Trade and Industry of Philippine, Ministry of Trade and Industry of Singapore, Ministry of Industry and Primary Resources of Brunei

**Sector:** Construction and Building Material

**Contents:** Forms, scaffolding series, accessories, software

**Telephone:** 0771-2092222

---

**The 20th China-ASEAN Expo Food Processing and Packaging Machinery Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/9/16—2023/9/19

**City:** Nanning
**Venue:** Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Ministry of Commerce of China, ASEAN Secretariat, Ministry of Trade of Vietnam, Ministry of Commerce of Cambodia, Ministry of Trade of Indonesia, Ministry of Trade of Laos, Ministry of Commerce of Myanmar, Ministry of International Trade and Industry of Malaysia, Ministry of Commerce of Thailand, Ministry of Trade and Industry of Philippines, Ministry of Trade and Industry of Singapore, Ministry of Industry and Primary Resources of Brunei  
**Sector:** Food Processing Equipment  
**Contents:** Food/beverage/fruit and vegetable processing machinery, dairy processing equipment, brewing/canning technology  
**Telephone:** 0771-2092222

**The 20th China-ASEAN Expo Agricultural Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/9/16—2023/9/19  
**City:** Nanning  
**Venue:** Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Ministry of Commerce of China, ASEAN Secretariat  
**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
**Area:** 30000 m²  
**Contents:** Green agricultural products and food, food with geographical indications, old-fashioned agricultural and sideline products, and special and excellent products in various provinces and regions  
**Telephone:** 0771-2092222

**2023 The 15th Guangxi Auto Trade Fair and New Energy Intelligent Auto Show**

**Duration:** 2023/9/30—2023/10/2  
**City:** Nanning  
**Venue:** Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China-ASEAN Expo Secretariat, Shangge Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Nanning Shangge Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Automobile  
**Area:** 18760 m²  
**Contents:** Exhibition and sale of passenger cars  
**Telephone:** 0771-2092252  
**E-mail:** zhanqu@zhanqu.im  
**URL:** www.sungoal.org

**The 13th China (Nanning) International Tea Industry Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/12/1—2023/12/4  
**City:** Nanning  
**Venue:** Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Shenzhen Huajuchen International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Guangxi Huajuchen Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Area:** 27360 m²  
**Contents:** Exhibition and sale of tea and related products  
**Telephone:** 18002561829  
**E-mail:** 2148118581@qq.com  
**URL:** www.goodtea.cc

**2023 The 16th China-ASEAN (Nanning) International Auto Show and New Energy Intelligent Auto Show and Camping Motorhome Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/12/7—2023/12/11  
**City:** Nanning  
**Venue:** Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China-ASEAN Expo Secretariat, Shangge Exhibition Co., Ltd.
**Guizhou**

**The 11th Guizhou Advertising Festival**

*Duration:* 2023/3/18—2023/3/20  
*City:* Guiyang  
*Venue:* Guiyang International Convention and Exhibition Center  
*Host:* Guizhou Huazhan Zhongzhi Cultural Communication Co., Ltd.  
*Organizer:* Guizhou Huazhan Zhongzhi Cultural Communication Co., Ltd.  
*Sector:* Advertising  
*Area:* 20000 m²  
*Contents:* Advertising equipment, etc.

**2023 Guizhou International Power Batteries Exhibition**

*Duration:* 2023/4/26—2023/4/28  
*City:* Guiyang  
*Venue:* Guiyang International Convention and Exhibition Center  
*Organizer:* Dongshi Exhibition Service (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.  
*Sector:* Electricity and New Energy Equipment  
*Area:* 36000 m²  
*Contents:* DC motor of electric vehicle, AC asynchronous motor, permanent magnet synchronous motor, switched reluctance motor and materials, etc. Motor control and drive system, complete vehicle control system, electronics apparatus, IGBT power module, inverter, power module, central control module, signal detection module, intelligent cockpit, energy storage technology and related equipment, etc.

**2023 China Guizhou International Energy Expo**

*Duration:* 2023/6/18—2023/6/20  
*City:* Guiyang  
*Venue:* Guiyang International Convention and Exhibition Center  
*Host:* China Electricity Council, China National Coal Association, Guizhou Energy Bureau, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Guizhou Sub-Council (Expo Affairs Bureau of Guizhou Province)  
*Organizer:* Guizhou Shixin Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
*Sector:* Electricity and New Energy Equipment  
*Area:* 80000 m²
Contents: Digital energy, digital power generation, digital power grid, smart grid and new technologies, new products, new equipment and latest solutions in rural power grid upgrading and smart grid construction, etc.

Telephone: 010-62957688, 0851-87982089
Fax: 010-62957691, 0851-87982505
URL: www.china-gce.com

2023 The 2nd China (Guiyang) Pharmaceutical Machinery Exhibition

Duration: 2023/7/6—2023/7/8
City: Guiyang
Venue: Guiyang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Guizhou Pharmaceutical Association, Guizhou Traditional Chinese Medicine Society
Organizer: Chongqing Jinsheng Exhibition Co., Ltd., Guiyang Jinsheng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment
Contents: Pretreatment equipment of traditional Chinese medicine, cleaning machine, peeling machine, moistening machine, medicine cutting machine, crusher, grading screening machine, medicine frying machine, freeze dryer, dryer and other medicinal material processing equipment; Equipment, pharmaceutical preparation production equipment, pharmaceutical water equipment, clean air conditioning equipment, decoction pieces machinery, separation equipment, mixing equipment, power equipment, raw material machinery, medicinal crushing machinery, etc.
Telephone: 023-63013259
Fax: 023-63013259
E-mail: 837652518@qq.com

Anshun

The 6th Guizhou (Anshun) International Stone Materials Expo

Duration: 2023/3/26—2023/3/29

City: Anshun
Venue: China (Anshun) Stone Materials City International Conference and Exhibition Center
Host: Department of Industry and Information Technology, Department of Natural Resources, Department of Housing and Urban-Rural Development, Department of Commerce, Investment Promotion Bureau of Guizhou Province, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Guizhou Sub-Council (Expo Affairs Bureau of Guizhou Province), Anshun Municipal People’s Government, China Stone Materials Association, China Development Strategy Institute for Building Materials Industry
Organizer: Guizhou Provincial Department of Industry and Information Technology, Anshun Municipal People’s Government
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Contents: Decorative stone, ornamental stone, new building materials, etc.
Telephone: 0851-33225657

Liupanshui

2023 Liupanshui Industry Products Production and Marketing Linkup Fair

Duration: To be determined
City: Liupanshui
Venue: Liupanshui Exhibition Center
Host: Liupanshui City People’s Government
Organizer: Liupanshui City Industry and Information Technology Bureau
Sector: E-commerce and Trade Fair
Area: 8000 m²
Contents: Industrial products
Telephone: 19984579302

Qiannan Buyi and Miao Autonomous Prefecture

2023 QiannanTea Expo

Duration: To be determined
City: Qiannan Buyi and Miao Autonomous Prefec-
Venue: To be determined
Organizer: Qiannan Prefecture Exhibition Industry Association
Sector: Food and Drink
Contents: Tea leaves
Telephone: 15086113679

Tongren
The 5th Guizhou Auto Exhibition
Duration: 2023/5/20—2023/5/22
City: Tongren
Venue: To be determined
Host: Tongren City Automobile Sales Association
Organizer: Tongren City Automobile Sales Association
Sector: Automobile
Area: 7000 m²
Contents: 50 famous brands such as Hongqi, Volkswagen, Honda and Cadillac participated in the automobile exhibition show
Telephone: 15688015357

Hainan
Haikou
2023 The 5th Haikou International New Energy and Intelligent Connected Auto Show
Duration: 2023/1/6—2023/1/9
City: Haikou
Venue: Hainan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Automobile Industry Branch, China Chamber of International Commerce Automotive Chamber, China International Exhibition Center Group Corporation
Organizer: Haikou Municipal Bureau of Commerce,
Beijing Zhongmao Guoqi Economic and Trade Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Area: 50100 m²
Contents: New energy vehicles
Telephone: 0898-68721059
E-mail: hkswj@haikou.gov.cn

2023 China Hainan Cross-border E-commerce Exhibition
Duration: 2023/4/7—2023/4/9
City: Haikou
Venue: Hainan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Hainan Cross-Border Electronic Commerce Association
Organizer: Hainan Longwei Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: E-commerce and Trade Fair
Area: 40000 m²
Contents: Daily household consumer goods, festival products, Christmas products, consumer electronics and household appliances, shoes and clothing bags, food, spirits, health products etc., medical care, pet products, beauty and hairdressing, beauty and personal care, jewelry accessories, comprehensive sporting goods, hardware tools, maternal and infant products, children's cars and toys, and special products of various provinces and cities; consulting, logistics storage, supply chain, agent operation, cross-border marketing, operation management system, financial investment, payment platform, training education, talent recruitment, insurance, intellectual property, legal consultation, trademark registration, etc.; B2B/B2C cross-border e-commerce platform, domestic and overseas retail e-commerce, cross-border e-commerce industrial park/comprehensive test area, investment policy/project recommendation, investment environment display, live broadcast platform/equipment/sup-
porting components, big data, artificial intelligence and cloud computing, cross-border e-commerce association, independent station, professional media, etc.

**Telephone:** 13717917189  
**E-mail:** 172252914@qq.com

### 2023 The 3rd China International Consumer Goods Expo

**Duration:** 2023/4/11—2023/4/15  
**City:** Haikou  
**Venue:** Hainan International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Ministry of Commerce, The People’s Government of Hainan Province  
**Organizer:** Foreign Trade Development Bureau of Ministry of Commerce, Hainan International Economic Development Bureau  
**Sector:** Comprehensive  
**Area:** 101166 m²  
**Contents:** Duty-free goods, international boutiques, automobiles, yachts, electronics, jewelry, watches, bags, clothing, beauty cosmetics, food

**Telephone:** 4008-413-413  
**Fax:** 0898-66538983  
**E-mail:** hainanexpo@investhainan.cn  
**URL:** www.hainanexpo.org.cn

### 2023 Hainan International Clean Energy Expo

**Duration:** 2023/5/18—2023/5/20  
**City:** Haikou  
**Venue:** Hainan International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Hainan Renewable Energy Association, Hainan Building Energy Conservation Association, Hainan Building Curtain Wall Industry Association  
**Organizer:** Beijing Yatai Rise Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Hainan Yatai Rise Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Electricity and New Energy Equipment  
**Contents:** Production technology and research equipment, photovoltaic production equipment, solar photovoltaic application products, energy storage products, energy storage system integration and operation and maintenance, wind turbine supporting equipment and components, offshore wind power equipment and technology, wind power station, services and consultation

**Telephone:** 18500551158  
**E-mail:** 5786417512@qq.com

### 2023 The 1st “Belt and Road Initiative” China (Hainan) International Public Safety and Emergency Industry Expo

**Duration:** 2023/10/27—2023/10/29  
**City:** Haikou  
**Venue:** Hainan International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Hainan Broadcasting Station  
**Organizer:** Hainan Radio and Television Linkage Cultural Communication Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Public Security  
**Area:** 37860 m²  
**Contents:** Aviation rescue equipment such as detection, fire fighting, rescue, medical treatment, and police categories

**Telephone:** 0898-66814591  
**E-mail:** 2642892323@qq.com

### 2023 China (Hainan) Winter International Tropical Agricultural Products Fair

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Haikou  
**Venue:** Hainan International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs, All-China Federation of Supply and Marketing Cooperatives, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, The People’s Government of Hainan Province
Organizer: Hainan Provincial Department of Agriculture and Rural Affairs
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Contents: Agricultural products
Telephone: 0898-65315615
E-mail: nytxxzx@163.com

2023 The 6th Deepwater Energy Conference
Duration: To be determined
City: Haikou
Venue: Hainan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: The People’s Government of Hainan Province, China offshore Oil Group Co., Ltd., China State Shipbuilding Group Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Haikou Municipal People’s Government, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Hainan Sub-Council, ZC Forevision (Beijing) Technology Development Co., Ltd.
Sector: Mining and Equipment
Contents: Deep-sea energy
Telephone: 010-53360902

2023 The 6th Hainan International Health Industry Expo
Duration: To be determined
City: Haikou
Venue: Hainan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Hainan Provincial Health Committee, Hainan Provincial Department of Industry and Information Technology, Hainan Committee of Chinese Peasants and Workers Democratic Party, Hainan Provincial Healthcare Security Administration, Hainan Provincial Medical Products Administration, China Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export of Medical and Health Products, Hainan International Economic Development Bureau, Hainan Broadcasting Station
Organizer: Hainan Haishi Travel Satellite TV Media Co., Ltd., Hainan Haishi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Healthcare and Aged Care
Contents: International health industry

2023 The 3rd Hainan International Tourism Equipment Expo
Duration: To be determined
City: Haikou
Venue: Hainan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Hainan Provincial Department of Tourism, Culture, Radio, TV and Sports, Haikou Municipal People’s Government, China Tourism Automobile and Cruise Association, China Machinery International Cooperation Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Self-Driving Tour and Camping RV Branch of China Tourism Automobile and Cruise Association, CMEC International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Hainan Red Sail Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Culture, Sports and Entertainment
Contents: International tourism equipment

The 2nd Hainan International Sports Goods and Equipment Import Expo
Duration: To be determined
City: Haikou
Venue: Hainan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Hainan Provincial Department of Tourism, Culture, Radio, TV and Sports, China Sporting Goods Industry Federation
Organizer: Hainan Haisi Cultural Development Foundation
Sector: Culture, Sports and Entertainment
Contents: Sporting supplies and equipment
Telephone: 18907698089
E-mail: 778555@qq.com
2023 Hainan International E-commerce Expo and Hainan International Cross-border E-commerce Trade Exhibition

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Haikou  
**Venue:** Hainan International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Chamber of Electronic Commerce, Hainan Gonghao International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shenzhen Cross-Border Electronic Commerce Association, Hainan Yangpu Gonghao International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** E-commerce and Trade Fair  
**Contents:** Cross-border e-commerce trade  
**Telephone:** 0898-68580632  
**E-mail:** 1962170917@qq.com

2023 China International Creative Design Week

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Haikou  
**Venue:** Hainan International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Council for the Promotion of International Trade  
**Organizer:** China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Hainan Sub-Council  
**Sector:** Advertising  
**Contents:** Creative design  
**Telephone:** 0898-65239382

2023 China (Hainan) International Marine Industry Expo

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Haikou  
**Venue:** Hainan International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Council for the Promotion of International Trade  

**Organizer:** China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Hainan Sub-Council  
**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
**Contents:** Marine industry  
**Telephone:** 0898-65239382

2023 The 7th Hainan International Leisure and Tourism Expo

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Haikou  
**Venue:** Hainan International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Hainan Provincial Department of Tourism, Culture, Radio, TV and Sports  
**Organizer:** Beijing Relation Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment  
**Contents:** Leisure traveling  
**Telephone:** 18010039101  
**E-mail:** jl_ml@bre-expo.com  
**URL:** leisure-expo.org

2023 The 8th Hainan International Tourism and Gourmet Food Expo

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Haikou  
**Venue:** Hainan International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Hainan Provincial Department of Tourism, Culture, Radio, TV and Sports  
**Organizer:** Hainan Pacific International Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Contents:** Tourism and gourmet  
**Telephone:** 0898-65311629  
**E-mail:** 16659459@qq.com
2023 South China (Haikou) Prefabricated Buildings and Green Ecological Home Products Expo and China Technology Exchange Conference for Promoting Modernization of Construction Industry

Duration: To be determined
City: Haikou
Venue: Hainan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Science and Technology and Industrialization Development Center of the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development, Hainan Provincial Department of Housing and Urban-Rural Development, Hainan Foreign Economic Development Promotion Association
Organizer: Hainan Foreign Economic Development Promotion Association, Hainan Building Industry Association, Hainan Building Energy Conservation Association
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Contents: Assembled building and green ecological home

2023 World Jewellery Development Conference

Duration: To be determined
City: Haikou
Venue: Hainan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: The World Jewellery Confederation, Gems and Jewelry Trade Association of China, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Hainan Sub-Council, Haikou Municipal People's Government
Organizer: Zhongbaoxie (Beijing) Exhibition Co., Ltd., Oriental Global International Exhibition Group, China Chamber of International Commerce Hainan Chamber of Commerce
Sector: Jewellery
Contents: Jewellery

2023 China (Hainan) Metropolitan Medical Cosmetology Industry Summit Forum and Expo

Duration: To be determined
City: Haikou
Venue: Hainan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Plastic Surgery Association
Organizer: China Plastic Surgery Association, Ministry of Commerce, Hainan Medical Cosmetology Association
Sector: Healthcare and Aged Care
Contents: Medical beauty

2023 Global Impact Technology and Investment Conference, Climate Development Summit

Duration: To be determined
City: Haikou
Venue: Hainan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Chamber of International Commerce, Singapore Blue Impacts Pte Ltd.
Organizer: Hainan Impact Exhibition Investment Co., Ltd.
Sector: Energy Saving and Environmental Protection
Contents: Climate development
Telephone: 18689650513
E-mail: 18689650513@163.com

The 1st Hainan International Design Week

Duration: To be determined
City: Haikou
Venue: Hainan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Hainan Provincial Department of Tourism, Culture, Radio, TV and Sports, Hainan International Economic Development Bureau, Haikou Municipal People's Government
Organizer: Hainan International Design Week Co., Ltd.
Sector: Advertising
Contents: Design
Telephone: 13006053352
E-mail: 569664303@qq.com

2023 Sino-Japanese Anesthesia Industry Summit Forum and Hainan International Comfort Medical Treatment Expo
Duration: To be determined
City: Haikou
Venue: Hainan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Machinery International Cooperation Co., Ltd., West China Hospital Anesthesia Surgery Center of Sichuan University, Sichuan Tianfu New District Anesthesiology Society, Seaknit Biotechnology Co., Ltd.
Organizer: CMEC International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Pharmaceutical and Raw Material
Contents: Comfortable medical treatment
Telephone: 010-63452258
E-mail: office@cmecexpo.com

2023 AESIEAP CEOs Meeting
Duration: To be determined
City: Haikou
Venue: Hainan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: The Association of the Electricity Supply Industry of East Asia and the Western Pacific, China Electric Power Enterprise Federation
Organizer: International Cooperation Department of China Electricity Council, CCPIT Electric Power Industry Office
Sector: Electricity and New Energy Equipment
Contents: CEO meeting of the Association of the Electricity Supply Industry of East Asia and the Western Pacific
Telephone: 0898-66783567
E-mail: ab66524888@163.com

World Building Science and Technology Innovation Conference
Duration: To be determined
City: Haikou
Venue: Hainan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Oriental Universal Convention and Exhibition Group Co., Ltd., Shanghai Jianmeng Culture Communication Co., Ltd., Royal Institute of British Architects(RIBA), American Architects Association(AIA), Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat(CTBUH), Suzhou SDG Innovation Lab of the United Nations Development Program
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Contents: Architecture technology

2023 International Alcoholic Drinks Industry Innovation and Investment Conference
Duration: To be determined
City: Haikou
Venue: Hainan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Alcoholic Drinks Business Association, China Food Industry Association, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Hainan Sub-Council, Beijing Yunjiu Media Co., Ltd., Zhihai Wangchao Communication Group Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Hainan Zhihai Wangchao Conference Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Contents: Wine industry
Telephone: 0898-66783567
E-mail: ab66524888@163.com
Qionghai

2023 The 1st Boao Health Food Forum and Expo

**Duration:** 2023/2/22—2023/2/24  
**City:** Qionghai  
**Venue:** International Conference Center of Boao Forum for Asia  
**Host:** Shanghai Junshi Life Science Research Institute, China Agricultural University Special Food Research Center, Hainan Yuanchuang Health Industry Development Research Institute  
**Organizer:** Junzhu (Beijing) Science and Technology Development Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Contents:** Healthy food  
**Telephone:** 010-51301501  
**E-mail:** yuanyue@fheexpo.com  
**URL:** www.fheexpo.com

2023 World Medical Tourism and Global Health Conference (China Boao)

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Qionghai  
**Venue:** To be determined  
**Host:** World Medical Tourism Association  
**Organizer:** Guohe Medical Health Care and Travel Promotion Center (Hainan) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Healthcare and Aged Care  
**Contents:** Medical tourism and global health  
**Telephone:** 13521391919  
**E-mail:** 951632236@qq.com

2023 Boao Conference for Economic Development of Forestry and Grassland

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Qionghai  
**Venue:** To be determined  
**Host:** China Forestry Industry Federation  
**Organizer:** Hainan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
**Contents:** Forest-grass economy  
**Telephone:** 13911050968  
**E-mail:** asiatea@163.com

Sanya

The 3rd Sanya International Seed Industry Scientists Conference and International Seed Industry Science and Technology Expo

**Duration:** 2023/1/5—2023/1/7  
**City:** Sanya  
**Venue:** Tianya Haijiao Mangrove Forest International Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Association for the Promotion of International Agricultural Cooperation, China Crop Society, Sanya Yazhou Bay Science and Technology City Administration, Shixin International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Hainan Shixin International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Hainan Interskel International Seed Industry Science and Technology Innovation Co., Ltd., Technology Transformation and Industry Development Branch of China Association for the Promotion of International Agricultural Cooperation  
**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
**Contents:** Enterprises in crop seeds, seeds of fruits and vegetables, flowers and forest-grass industries etc.; seed processing equipment, processing instruments, testing systems and equipment, germination equipment, storage equipment and other related enterprises; seed packaging and printing equipment and technology, greenhouse engineering facilities, conveying machinery and other related enterprises; fertilizer and drug enterprises related to seed industry, such as seed coating agent, seed-mixing fertilizer and seed treatment agent; exhibition of innovative achievements such as seed industry base,
seed laboratory and seed industry science and technology park; new technologies, achievements and projects related to seed industry

**Telephone:** 4001-069-808  
**E-mail:** lzy@capiac.org.cn  
**URL:** www.issc-world.com

### 2023 The 11th China Yachts, Aviation and Luxury Lifestyle Exhibition

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Sanya  
**Venue:** To be determined  
**Host:** Hainan Provincial Department of Transportation, Hainan Provincial Department of Tourism, Culture, Radio, TV and Sports, Sanya Municipal People’s Government, Hongzhou Group, Hainan Haitian Shengyan Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Sanya Municipal Bureau of Commerce, Sanya Visun Royal Yacht Club  
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment  
**Contents:** Yacht, aviation and fashion lifestyle  

### Hebei

#### Shijiazhuang

### 2023 China (Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei) Energy Storage Technology and Application Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/2/21—2023/2/23  
**City:** Shijiazhuang  
**Venue:** Shijiazhuang International Convention and Exhibition Center (Zhengding New Hall)  
**Host:** Hebei Power Engineering Enterprise Society, Hebei Big Data Society, Beijing Hengyue Exhibition Co., Ltd., Optical Storage Energy Engineering Network  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Wanzhong Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Electricity and New Energy Equipment  
**Contents:** Energy storage technology and materials, grid connection of renewable energy generation, power transmission and distribution system and equipment, energy storage system and EPC project, software development and information communication, charging and replacement and supporting equipment of electric vehicles, battery testing and certification  
**Telephone:** 17610011732  
**E-mail:** 1500187816@qq.com

### 2023 The 22nd Hebei Medical Devices Expo

**Duration:** 2023/2/25—2023/2/27  
**City:** Shijiazhuang  
**Venue:** Shijiazhuang International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Hebei Clinical Medicine Engineering Society  
**Organizer:** Hebei Zhenjie Culture Communication Co., Ltd., Shijiazhuang Zhenjie Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment  
**Contents:** Diagnostic equipment, therapeutic equipment, auxiliary equipment, sanitary materials and supplies, smart medical care, rehabilitation and health care of family medical, epidemic prevention materials  
**Telephone:** 0311-83835022, 15533688352  
**URL:** www.hebeiyiliaozhan.net

### 2023 The 21st North China Social Public Security Products Expo

**Duration:** 2023/3/10—2023/3/12  
**City:** Shijiazhuang  
**Venue:** Shijiazhuang International Convention and Exhibition Center (Zhengding New Hall)  
**Host:** Shijiazhuang Municipal Association of Security Technologies and Safeguarding  
**Organizer:** Hebei Zhenjie Cultural Communication Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Public Security
Contents: Construction and management platform technology and products of "Safe City"; comprehensive urban emergency treatment platform; urban public security monitoring system (key security systems such as finance, campus, cultural Expo, medical and subway tracks), etc.
Telephone: 0311-83837330, 15533688352
Fax: 0311-83835767
URL: www.zhenjieaf.com

2023 The 24th North China International Advertising and Printing Industry Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/18—2023/3/20
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Shijiazhuang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Shijiazhuang Biyuntian Signage Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Hebei Dingya Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Advertising
Contents: Digital inkjet printing, image photo, carving and cutting, mounting, photoelectric equipment and technology, etc.; light case products, LED neon lights, billboards, screen display equipment, advertising media, etc.
Telephone: 0311-87898788, 0311-87891388
Fax: 0311-87898788
E-mail: dingyazhanlan@163.com
URL: www.dingyazhanlan.com

2023 Funi·Shijiazhuang Life Paper Products and Technical Equipment Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Shijiazhuang International Convention and Exhibition Center (Zhengding New Hall)
Host: Henan Funi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Daily Necessity
Area: 50000 m²
Contents: Household paper, maternal and child care and elderly care products, raw and auxiliary materials, processing equipment, apparatus, daily chemicals and equipment
Telephone: 0311-87898788, 0311-87891388
Fax: 0311-87898788
E-mail: dingyazhanlan@163.com
URL: www.dingyazhanlan.com

2023 Hebei International Equipment Manufacturing Expo

Duration: 2023/3/30—2023/4/1
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Shijiazhuang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Hebei Federation of Industrial Economy, Hebei Machinery Industry Association, Hebei Mould Industry Association, Hebei Industrial Design Association, Hebei Chamber of Commerce for Hardware and Electromechanical Products, Hebei Welding Technology Association
Organizer: Hebei Dingya Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Contents: Machine tools, CNC machine tools, machining centers, metal processing machines, special-purpose machine tools, machine tool parts and accessories, mold and accessory materials, forging machinery, laser cutting machines, casting equipment, etc.
Telephone: 0311-87898788, 0311-87891388
Fax: 0311-87898788
E-mail: dingyazhanlan@163.com
URL: www.dingyazhanlan.com

2023 Hebei International Hardware Expo, Northern China Hardware Ordering Fair

Duration: 2023/3/30—2023/4/1
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Shijiazhuang International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Federation of Industrial Economics, Hebei Machinery Industry Association, Hebei Mould
Industry Association, Hebei Industrial Design Association, Hebei Welding Technology Association

**Organizer:** Hebei Dingya Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Hardware Tool

**Contents:** Rubber products, decorative appliances, nail screens, ladders and construction frames, lubricating oil, rust remover, glue, etc.

**Telephone:** 0311-87898788, 0311-87891388

**Fax:** 0311-87898788

**E-mail:** dingyazhanlan@163.com

**URL:** www.dingyazhanlan.com

---

**2023 North China Dairy Industry Conference and The 5th Hebei International Dairy Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/4/20—2023/4/22

**City:** Shijiazhuang

**Venue:** Shijiazhuang International Convention and Exhibition Center (Zhengding New Hall)

**Host:** Dairy Association of Hebei Province

**Organizer:** Best Exhibitions Service Co., Ltd., Hebei Yushi Culture Communication Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries

**Contents:** Cows (sheep), beef cattle (sheep); frozen sperm, embryo, breeding technology and equipment; animal nutrition, health care and veterinary drugs; milking equipment and accessories; fresh milk testing equipment; feeding system; fecal sewage treatment system; forage grass, feed and feed additives; feed processing equipment such as pulverizer, mixer, premixer, etc.

**Telephone:** 0311-82621580

**E-mail:** bositezhanlan@163.com

**URL:** dairy.bositezhanlan.com

---

**2023 The 16th Hebei International Tea Industry Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/5/19—2023/5/22

**City:** Shijiazhuang

**Venue:** Shijiazhuang International Convention and Exhibition Center

**Host:** Hebei Province Tea Marketing Association

**Organizer:** Hebei Dingya Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Food and Drink

**Contents:** Green tea, black tea, dark tea, white tea, scented tea, oolong tea, yellow tea, health tea, tea drinks and teabags, etc.; ceramics, glassware, tea maker, tea set, Duan inkstone, root carving and tea tray, etc.

**Telephone:** 0311-87898788, 0311-87891388

**Fax:** 0311-87898788

**E-mail:** dingyazhanlan@163.com

**URL:** www.dingyazhanlan.com

---

**2023 The 3rd China (Shijiazhuang) International Candy, Alcoholic Drinks and Food Fair**

**Duration:** 2023/5/28—2023/5/30

**City:** Shijiazhuang

**Venue:** Shijiazhuang International Convention and Exhibition Center (Zhengding New Hall)

**Host:** China National Association For Liquor and Spirits Circulation, Hebei Chamber of Commerce for Food Circulation, Hebei Light Industry Association, Hebei Province Enterprise Market Survey Association, Henan Ruicheng Culture Media Group

**Organizer:** Hebei Guotang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Zhengzhou Ruicheng Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Food and Drink

**Contents:** Various kinds of imported food, snack food, baked food, convenience food, meat food, health food, etc.; tea drinks, fruit and vegetable drinks, functional drinks, plant drinks, carbonated drinks, milk drinks, mineral water, beer, etc.

**Telephone:** 0371-66399838

**Fax:** 0371-65396288
Hebei

China International Digital Economy Expo

Duration: To be determined
City: Shijiazhuang
Venue: Shijiazhuang (Zhengding) International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, National Development and Reform Commission, The People’s Government of Hebei Province,
Organizer: Industry and Information Technology Department of Hebei Province, Hebei Development and Reform Commission, Shijiazhuang Municipal People’s Government
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Area: 50000 m²
Contents: Digital infrastructure, creative industries, meta-universe, artificial intelligence and intelligent equipment (products), block chain, car networking, digital governance, digital urban and rural areas, digital low-carbon, digital services, digital commerce, international; digital hebei, digital beijing-tianjin-hebei, provinces and cities; automatic driving, unmanned distribution, robot; man-machine interaction, live interaction, 5G experience, etc.
Telephone: 0311-87908710, 15120015114, 15101136553
URL: www.cidee-zd.cn

Baoding

The 6th Xiong’an Prefabricated Buildings and Green Building Materials Exhibition

City: Baoding
Venue: Xiong’an New Area Xiongxian County Xiongzhong Home Furnishings and Building Materials City
Organizer: Devis International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd., Beijing Xiongjian International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Area: 25000 m²
Contents: New technologies and new products such as urban construction, green building, prefabricated building, green building materials/new-type building materials, and architectural decoration
Telephone: 010-52059528, 010-52059527
Fax: 010-52096866
E-mail: bjdevis@126.com
URL: www.pbe-expo.com

Cangzhou

2023 The 7th Cangzhou International CNC Machine Tools and Intelligent Equipment Exhibition

Duration: 2023/5/12—2023/5/15
City: Cangzhou
Venue: Cangzhou International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, Hebei Machinery Industry Association, Shandong Xinchenghua Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shandong Xinchenghua Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Contents: CNC machine tools, machining centers, laser cutting equipment, welding equipment, industrial robots, special processing equipment, power transmission, inspection and measurement equipment and various mechanical functional parts and other products
Telephone: 15298662199
E-mail: 1280713928@qq.com
Hengshui

The 23rd China Anping International Wire Mesh Fair

**Duration:** 2023/10/22-2023/10/24  
**City:** Hengshui  
**Venue:** China Anping International Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, The People’s Government of Hebei Province, China National Light Industry Council, China National Hardware Association, China Chamber of Commerce of Metals, Minerals & Chemicals Importers & Exporters  
**Organizer:** China International Exhibition Center Group Company, China Nonwovens & Industrial Textiles Association, Hebei Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Hebei Provincial Department of Commerce, Hebei Provincial Department of Industry and Information Technology, Hengshui Municipal People’s Government  
**Sector:** Hardware Tool  
**Contents:** Punching, weaving, wire drawing, welding, machinery for making wire mesh, etc.  
**Telephone:** 13103181022  
**E-mail:** info@1022.cn.  
**URL:** www.1022.cn.

Tangshan

2023 Hebei Tangshan Passive Ultra-low Energy Consumption Buildings Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/6/16—2023/6/18  
**City:** Tangshan  
**Venue:** Tangshan South Lake International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Elevator Association  
**Sector:** Construction and Building Material  
**Contents:** Passive energy-saving doors and windows and profiles, passive ultra-low energy consumption building materials, passive building electromechanical equipment  
**Telephone:** 18612648493  
**E-mail:** 1543864093@qq.com

Zhangjiakou

2023 Hebei Zhangjiakou Ice and Snow Industry Expo

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Zhangjiakou  
**Venue:** Zhangjiakou Ice and Snow Sporting Equipment Industrial Park  
**Host:** Industry and Information Technology Department of Hebei Province, Hebei Provincial Sports Bureau, Zhangjiakou Municipal People’s Government, Hebei Ice and Snow Sports Association  
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment  
**Contents:** Ice and Snow Equipment E-commerce Park, Ice and Snow Equipment R&D Center, Ice and Snow Sports Talent Cultivation Base and Ice and Snow Industry Business Office; Snowmaking machine, snowmobile, ropeway, magic carpet conveyor, snow motorcycle; Ski clothes, ski shoes, ski glasses, helmets, snowboard, ski pole, etc.
Henan

Zhengzhou

2023 Zhengzhou Building Materials Expo
Duration: 2023/2/10—2023/2/12
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhongyuan International Expo Center
Host: Henan Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Henan Co., Ltd.
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Area: 65000 m²
Contents: Ceiling module, heating module, ventilation module, lighting module, music module, etc.
Telephone: 4000-990-060

2023 Spring (Zhengzhou) Central Plains Advertising Exhibition
Duration: 2023/2/15—2023/2/17
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Host: Henan Advertising Association
Organizer: Zhengzhou Tiantian Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Advertising
Area: 53000 m²
Contents: Advertising and photographic equipment
Telephone: 0371-65350059, 0371-65350058
Fax: 0371-63227599
E-mail: ttad0371@163.com
URL: www.Signshow-zz.com

2023 China (Zhengzhou) Building Decoration Expo
Duration: 2023/2/17—2023/2/19
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhongyuan International Expo Center
Host: Henan Zhongyuan International Expo Center Co., Ltd.
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Contents: Whole house customized products, whole home, whole kitchen cabinet, whole wardrobe, wall cabinets, wall cabinets, bathroom cabinets, cloakrooms, etc.
Telephone: 0371-61772687
Fax: 0371-86521987
URL: www.zbjbh.com

The 3rd China Zhengzhou Door and Window Industry Expo, The 3rd China Zhengzhou Whole House Custom Home Furnishing and Furniture Industry Expo
Duration: 2023/2/21—2023/2/23
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Host: Henan Province Door And Window Industry Association
Organizer: Henan Zhongzhan Power Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Furniture and Householod
Area: 53000 m²
Contents: Wooden doors, sliding doors, metal doors, system doors and windows, hardware locks, materials and accessories, intelligent manufacturing and other doors and windows products in the whole industry chain
Telephone: 4000-046-588
E-mail: doorfair@163.com
URL: www.door-fair.com
The 20th Central Plains Fertilizers (Agricultural Production Materials) Fair and Information Exchange Conference

**Duration:** 2023/3/2—2023/3/3  
**City:** Zhengzhou  
**Venue:** Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre  
**Organizer:** Zhengzhou Hengda Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Chemical Product  
**Area:** 15000 m²  
**Contents:** Agricultural materials products

2023 The 13th China (Zhengzhou) Plastics Industry Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/3/10—2023/3/12  
**City:** Zhengzhou  
**Venue:** Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre  
**Host:** Zhengzhou Expo Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Henan Huahan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Zhengzhou Expo Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Chemical Product  
**Area:** 27000 m²  
**Contents:** Chemical and petro-chemistry products  
**Telephone:** 0371-60233070  
**Fax:** 0371-86536172  
**E-mail:** zzbozhan@163.com  
**URL:** www.sino-plas.com

2023 Zhengzhou Fashion Hair Products, Wigs and Ornaments Exhibition and E-commerce New Channel Product Selection Conference

**Duration:** 2023/3/10—2023/3/12  
**City:** Zhengzhou  
**Venue:** Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre  
**Organizer:** Zhengzhou Huizhuo Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Hairdressing and Beauty  
**Area:** 9000 m²  
**Contents:** Leisure and entertainment

2023 Central China (Zhengzhou) Equipment Manufacturing Expo and the 25th Machine Tool, Automation and Robotics Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/3/15—2023/3/18  
**City:** Zhengzhou  
**Venue:** Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre  
**Host:** Henan Association for Science and Technology, Henan Mechanical Engineering Society, Henan Association of Automation  
**Organizer:** Zhengzhou Tarsus-Hope Exhibition Co., Ltd., Zhengzhou Ruixiang Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Contents:** CNC machine tools, metal cutting machine tools, pressure forming machine tools, laser technology, machine tool accessories and fittings, cutting tools and molds; automobile manufacturing equipment technology, grinding products technology with abrasive tools  
**Telephone:** 0371-66619431  
**E-mail:** jacob@hope-tarsus.com  
**URL:** www.ccieme.com.cn

2023 The 42nd Central Plains Medical Apparatuses and Instruments Exhibition (Spring)

**Duration:** 2023/3/21—2023/3/23  
**City:** Zhengzhou  
**Venue:** Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre  
**Host:** Zhengzhou Tarsus-Hope Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment  
**Area:** 33000 m²  
**Contents:** Medical and health care
2023 Central China (Zhengzhou) Stomato-
logical Equipment and Materials Exhibition
and Oral Medicine Academic Conference

Duration: 2023/3/21—2023/3/23
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhi-
bition Centre
Organizer: Zhengzhou Tarsus-Hope Exhibition Co.,
Ltd.
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment
Area: 11000 m²
Contents: Dental X-ray machine, oral endoscope,
digital imaging system, dental X-ray automatic de-
veloping machine, etc.
Telephone: 0371-66619402
Fax: 0371-66619419
E-mail: 66619402@163.com
URL: www.zykqz.com

2023 The 7th Central Plains Economic
Zone (Zhengzhou) Environmental Protec-
tion Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/3/24—2023/3/26
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhi-
bition Centre
Host: Henan Environmental Protection Industry As-
sociation
Organizer: Henan Xiangyu Exhibition Service Co.,
Ltd., Henan Dianji Enterprise Management Consult-
ing Co., Ltd.
Sector: Energy Saving and Environmental Protec-
tion
Area: 10500 m²
Contents: Comprehensive environmental treatment
and engineering services, environmental monitoring
instruments, sewage and wastewater treatment
equipment, household and commercial water purifi-
cation equipment, etc.
Telephone: 0371-86118818
E-mail: 1731149720@qq.com
URL: www.xyzyhbz.com

2023 The 37th China Zhengzhou Attracti-
ons Expo

Duration: 2023/3/26—2023/3/28
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhi-
bition Centre
Organizer: China Association of Amusement Parks
& Attractions
Sector: Culture, Sports and Entertainment
Area: 33000 m²
Contents: Leisure and entertainment

2023 China (Zhengzhou) Green Kitchen
and Bathroom Electric Appliances Exhibi-
tion (Spring)

Duration: 2023/3/27—2023/3/29
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhi-
bition Centre
Organizer: Henan Shangxun Exhibition Service Co.,
Ltd.
Sector: Home Appliance
Area: 18000 m²
Contents: Building materials and furniture

2023 China (Zhengzhou) Decorative Lamps
and Green Intelligent Lighting Exhibition
(Spring)

Duration: 2023/3/27—2023/3/29
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhi-
bition Centre
Organizer: Henan Shangxun Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Photoelectric Product
Area: 18000 m²
Contents: Light fixture

2023 Central China (Zhengzhou) Gifts and Household Goods Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/29—2023/3/30
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhongyuan International Expo Center
Organizer: Zhengzhou Jinma Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Henan Zhongyuan International Expo Center Co., Ltd.
Sector: Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply
Contents: All kinds of household items such as home textiles, towels, storage items, plastic products, cleaning products, tableware, kitchen utensils and decorations
Telephone: 0371-66759003

2023 China (Zhengzhou) Cosmetics, High-end Online Beauty Products and Health Preservation Exhibition, 2023 China (Zhengzhou) Medical Plastic Surgery High-end Forum and Exhibition (March)

Duration: 2023/3/30—2023/4/1
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Organizer: Zhengzhou Meizhan Cultural Communication Co., Ltd.
Sector: Hairdressing and Beauty
Area: 22500 m²
Contents: Skin care, personal care, make-up, perfum, beauty tools, toiletries, masks, care for pregnant and baby, oral care, washing, retail chain, etc.
Telephone: 13673385590
E-mail: 1567310366@qq.com

2023 Zhengzhou Exhibition for Textile and Clothing Fabrics and Accessories, Yarn, Sewing Equipment, Labor Protective Articles, Leather Shoe Machines Shoes Materials and Printing Industry

Duration: 2023/3/31—2023/4/2
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Host: Zhengzhou Haiminghuibo Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Sector: Textile and Apparel
Area: 10500 m²
Contents: Textile industry

2023 The 2nd Zhengzhou International Solar Photovoltaic Expo

City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Host: Organizing Committee of the 2nd Zhengzhou International Solar Photovoltaic Products Exhibition
Sector: Electricity and New Energy Equipment
Area: 25000 m²
Contents: Complete set of production line, ingot furnace, crucible, growth furnace, other related equipment, etc. Complete set of production lines, cutting equipment, cleaning equipment, testing equipment and other related equipment, etc.
Telephone: 13027763008
E-mail: zzsolar188@126.com
URL: www.aifechina.cn
2023 China (Zhengzhou) International Energy Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/4/9—2023/4/11
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhongyuan International Expo Center
Organizer: Shanghai Jinxiang Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Mining and Equipment
Contents: Big data, artificial intelligence, blockchain, distributed energy, 5G+ smart mines, smart logistics, UHV and smart grid
Telephone: 021-57092032
URL: www.gymbh.com

2023 China (Zhengzhou) International Musical Instruments Industry Exhibition

City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhongyuan International Expo Center
Host: Zhong Yuan International Exhibition Center Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Zhong Yuan International Exhibition Center Co., Ltd.
Sector: Culture, Sports and Entertainment
Area: 15000 ㎡
Contents: Piano, pipe organ, accordion, synthesizer, piano stand, piano stool and accessories, etc.
Telephone: 17513251701

National Auto Parts Fair

City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Organizer: Yitong Quanlian (Beijing) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Area: 33000 ㎡
Contents: Automobile industry

2023 The 31st China (Zhengzhou) Food & Drinks Fair

Duration: 2023/4/26—2023/4/28
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Host: China National Association for Liquor And Spirits Circulation, Ruicheng Culture Media Group, Henan Province Alcoholic Industry Association, Henan Candy, Alcoholic Drinks and Food Circulation Association (To be reviewed)
Organizer: Zhengzhou Ruicheng Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 50000 ㎡
Contents: Nine major theme pavilions, including liquor pavilion, wine pavilion, comprehensive liquor pavilion, liquor pavilion, famous food pavilion, famous beverage pavilion, beer pavilion, machinery and equipment pavilion, packaging and packaging pavilion
Telephone: 15514067178
E-mail: 770410756@qq.com
URL: www.qgtjh.org.cn

2023 The 6th Hua Yu Oriental · China Zhengzhou International Funeral Culture Expo

Duration: 2023/4/26—2023/4/28
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhongyuan International Expo Center
Host: Huayu Oriental International Exhibition Group, International Exhibition Alliance
Organizer: Huayu Oriental International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Other Sectors
Area: 30000 ㎡
Contents: Cremation equipment, coffins, ashes utensils, anti-corrosion equipment, etc.
Telephone: 010-86390969
Huajuchen Tea Exhibition

Duration: 2023/5/6—2023/5/9
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Organizer: Shenzhen Huajuchen Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 18000 m²
Contents: Tea

The 14th Central and Western China IT Products Expo

Duration: 2023/5/7—2023/5/9
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Host: Zhengzhou Party A and Party B Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Area: 21500 m²
Contents: IT and communication

2023 The 5th Henan Education Equipment Expo

Duration: 2023/5/12—2023/5/14
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Host: Henan Education Equipment Industry Association
Organizer: Zhengzhou Huizhuo Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Sector: Educational Equipment
Area: 50000 m²
Contents: Educational training and recruitment

2023 Zhengzhou Labor Protection Products Exhibition

Duration: 2023/5/18—2023/5/21
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, Chinese Mechanical Engineering Society
Sector: Labor Protection Supply
Area: 70000 m²
Contents: Personal protective articles: head, eyes and face, hands, feet protective equipment, protective clothing, anti-falling equipment, respiratory protective equipment, water life-saving equipment, etc.

2023 The 19th Zhengzhou Hardware and Electromechanical Products Expo

Duration: 2023/5/19—2023/5/21
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Organizer: Zhengzhou Haiming Huibo Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Sector: Hardware Tool
Area: 32000 m²
Contents: Traditional hand tools, combination tools, automobile maintenance tools, tool bags, measuring tools, cutting tools, etc.
Telephone: 4008-110-220, 15889601356
E-mail: server@onezh.com

2023 The 19th Zhengzhou Industrial Equipment Expo and Zhengzhou Machine Tool Exhibition

Duration: 2023/5/19—2023/5/21
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
The 22nd Zhengzhou Eurasian Hotel Supplies and Catering Industry Expo and China Characteristic Food Ingredients Festival

Duration: 2023/5/24—2023/5/26
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Organizer: Zhengzhou Eurasia Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Hotel Supply
Area: 22500 m²
Contents: Hotel equipment
Telephone: 15093334119
E-mail: 484167985@qq.com

2023 World Digital Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/5/24—2023/5/26
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Area: 21500 m²
Contents: Public security of digital industry
Telephone: 0371-65523770, 19939508039
URL: www.wdie.hnanfang.com

The 21st China (Zhengzhou) Public Safety Products Expo (Zhengzhou Safety Expo)

Duration: 2023/5/24—2023/5/26
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Host: Zhengzhou Huizhuo Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd., Henan Youhui Culture Media Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Zhengzhou Huizhuo Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Area: 32000 m²
Contents: Video surveillance, anti-theft alarm, entrance and exit control, parking lot management system, building intercom, access card, security door, public address, electronic patrol, unmanned aerial vehicle, community security system, etc.
Telephone: 18538726507
URL: www.hnanfang.com

2023 China (Zhengzhou) International Coal Mine Safety and Intelligent Technology and Equipment Expo

Duration: 2023/5/29—2023/5/31
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Host: Henan Coal Society, Henan Provincial Occupational Safety and Health Association
Organizer: Henan Huawei Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Mining and Equipment
Contents: Smart coal mine, Internet of Things, cloud computing, big data, artificial intelligence, automatic control, 5G mobile Internet technology; Robots, intelligent equipment and modern coal mine development technology and equipment
Telephone: 4008-110-220
E-mail: server@onezh.com

2023 The 15th China Zhengzhou Auto Parts Expo and the National Quick-wear Auto Parts Fair, China Zhengzhou Lubricates and Greases and Auto Maintenance Exhibition

Duration: 2023/5/29—2023/5/31
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Organizer: Henan Qianfang Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Area: 22500 ㎡
Contents: Automobile industry

2023 Central China (Zhengzhou) Franchise Chain Exhibition and Catering Chain Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/5/29—2023/5/31
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Organizer: Henan Meisheng Culture Development Co., Ltd.
Sector: Franchising
Area: 21500 ㎡
Contents: Food and drinks, alcohol and tobacco

2023 Zhengzhou Pet and Aquatic Animal Supplies Exhibition, 2023 Zhengzhou Pets Medical Treatment Exhibition

Duration: 2023/6/2—2023/6/4
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Organizer: Zhengzhou Haiming Huibo Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Sector: Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply
Area: 6000 ㎡
Contents: Pet supplies

2023 The 16th Zhengzhou Bakery Exhibition, 2023 Zhengzhou Tea and Coffee Exhibition

Duration: 2023/6/2—2023/6/4
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Organizer: Zhengzhou Haiming Huibo Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 10500 ㎡
Contents: Baking
Telephone: 0371-63696191, 63697930

The 3rd China (Zhengzhou) Technological Exhibition for Treatment of Sand and Stone Aggregates, Tailings and Building Solid Waste

Duration: 2023/6/3—2023/6/5
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Host: Henan Natural Resources Investment Group, Global Crusher Network (https://www.ycrusher.com)
Organizer: Henan Informa Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Energy Saving and Environmental Protec-
Henan

Area: 18000 m²
Contents: Sand making machine, sand washing machine, crusher, vibrating screen, vibrating feeder, etc.
Telephone: 13303848134
E-mail: yw_ts@126.com

The 21st Zhengzhou Eurasian Early Childhood Education Expo (Spring)

Duration: 2023/6/9—2023/6/11
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Organizer: Zhengzhou Eurasia Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Educational Equipment
Area: 15000 m²
Contents: Toys and maternal and child supplies
Telephone: 15093334119
E-mail: 484167985@qq.com

2023 Central Plains Auto Show and Automobile Cultural Tourism Festival

Duration: 2023/6/10—2023/6/13
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Host: Henan Rongde Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Area: 26000 m²
Contents: Automobile industry

2023 The 2nd China Rural Clean Energy Expo

Duration: 2023/6/16—2023/6/18
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Organizer: China Energy Research Society
Sector: Electricity and New Energy Equipment
Area: 65000 m²
Contents: Energy minerals

China (Zhengzhou) Gifts Home Expo and Online Celebrity-Recommended Goods Selection Meeting

Duration: 2023/6/21—2023/6/22
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhongyuan International Expo Center
Host: Organizing Committee of Shanghai International Gifts and Home Products Exhibition, Shanghai Yahui Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Zhengzhou Jinma Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply
Area: 50000 m²
Contents: Gifts
Telephone: 021-34224903
Fax: 021-51561778
E-mail: info@shyhzl.com.cn
URL: www.gift-expo.com

2023 China (Zhengzhou) International Auto Aftermarket Fair

Duration: 2023/6/26—2023/6/28
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Host: Henan Lizhan Hongda Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Area: 33000 m²
Contents: Automobile industry
Telephone: 0371-55965699, 13917777094
E-mail: 2409829839@qq.com
URL: www.ciaaf.com.cn
2023 Henan Summer Seed Information Exchange and Farming Goods Exhibition, 2023 North China Plain Integration Solution Exhibition for Seed Industry, Fertilizers, Pesticides and Equipment
Duration: 2023/7/2—2023/7/4
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Organizer: Zhengzhou Wanze Network Technology Co., Ltd.
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Area: 12000 m²
Contents: Field seed, vegetable seed, seedling processing, packaging machinery, coating agent machine; color sorter, plug tray, seedling container, etc. Nitrogen fertilizer, phosphorus fertilizer, potassium fertilizer, compound fertilizer, controlled release fertilizer, foliar fertilizer, and biotechnology and products that are conducive to crop yield increase and quality improvement, etc.; insecticides, fungicides, acaricides, herbicides, plant growth regulators, biological pesticides, pesticide raw materials and preparations, plant protection machinery, etc.
Telephone: 13603457178, 15515709650

2023 The 10th Zhengzhou Logistics Exhibition
Duration: 2023/7/3—2023/7/5
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Host: Henan Province Federation of Logistics and Purchasing, Henan Association of Refrigeration, Henan International Freight Forwarders Association, Haiming International Exhibition Group
Organizer: Logistics Equipment Professional Committee of Henan Province Federation of Logistics and Purchasing (Central Plains Logistics Equipment Industry Alliance), Zhengzhou Haiming Huibo Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Sector: Logistics and Warehousing
Area: 30000 m²
Contents: Comprehensive logistics, logistics technology and equipment, logistics transport vehicles
Telephone: 0371-63696191
URL: zzwlz.zzhaiming.com

2023 Zhengzhou Construction Formwork and Scaffolding Exhibition
Duration: 2023/7/7—2023/7/9
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Host: China Formwork and Scaffold Association
Organizer: Henan Dianji Enterprise Management Consulting Co., Ltd., Henan Xiangyu Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Area: 40000 m²
Contents: Aluminum formwork, wood formwork, bamboo veneer, plastic formwork, wood-plastic formwork, clear water formwork, new-type composite formwork, etc.
Telephone: 0371-63314876
E-mail: 3075461741@qq.com
URL: www.zzmjexpo.com

2023 China (Zhengzhou) Prefabricated Building and Green Building Technology Products Expo
Duration: 2023/7/8—2023/7/10
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
and Design Industry Association, Henan Real Estate Industry Association, Henan Steel Construction Association

**Organizer:** Henan Xiangyu Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Construction and Building Material

**Area:** 18000 m²

**Contents:** Construction engineering machinery

**Telephone:** 0371-86118818

**E-mail:** hnzbszl@163.com

**URL:** www.hnjzgyh.com

---

**2023 The 8th Zhengzhou Hotpot Food Supplies Exhibition, 2023 The 8th Zhengzhou Catering Supply Chain Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/7/14—2023/7/16

**City:** Zhengzhou

**Venue:** Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre

**Organizer:** Beijing Bowen Qiyang International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Zhengzhou Qiyang Dianke Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Food and Drink

**Area:** 50000 m²

**Contents:** Hot pot base, dip, bean paste, bone soup, sesame paste, chili oil, pepper oil, etc.

**Telephone:** 18610458167

**E-mail:** 1601186386@qq.com

**URL:** www.huoguozhan.com

---

**2023 The 16th China (Zhengzhou) Electric Vehicles, Tricycles and NEVs Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/7/24—2023/7/26

**City:** Zhengzhou

**Venue:** Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre

**Host:** Qingdao Jinao Sunshine Advertising Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Bicycle, Ebike and Motorcycle

**Area:** 27000 m²

**Contents:** Automobile industry

---

**The 3rd Central China Food Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/7/29—2023/7/31

**City:** Zhengzhou

**Venue:** Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre

**Organizer:** Zhengzhou Far East Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Food and Drink

**Area:** 27000 m²

**Contents:** Food and drinks, alcohol and tobacco

---

**The 3rd China (Zhengzhou) Food Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/8/3—2023/8/5

**City:** Zhengzhou

**Venue:** Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre

**Host:** Department of Commerce of Henan Province, Trade Development Bureau of Ministry of Commerce, Zhengzhou Municipal People’s Government

**Organizer:** Henan Provincial Expo Affairs Bureau, Zhengzhou Commerce Bureau, Zhengzhou Municipal Agriculture and Rural Work Committee

**Sector:** Food and Drink

**Area:** 15000 m²

**Contents:** Food and drinks, alcohol and tobacco; Results of poverty alleviation and specialty foods and agricultural products, etc.

**Telephone:** 0371-63577569

**Fax:** 0371-63577565

**E-mail:** boshunli@hnexpo.org.cn

**URL:** zzsbh.hnexpo.org.cn

---

**2023 Funi • Zhengzhou Life Paper Products and Technologies Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/8/6—2023/8/8

**City:** Zhengzhou

**Venue:** Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre

**Organizer:** Henan Funi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Daily Necessity  
Area: 11000 m²  
Contents: Packaging paper printing  
Telephone: 0371-55270660  
E-mail: shzexpo@163.com  
URL: www.shzexpo.com

Frozen Cube • 2023 China (Zhengzhou) Refrigerated Food Exhibition, China Frozen Food and Catering Ingredients Fair, China Pre-prepared Dishes Industry Conference and China Pre-prepared Food Exhibition

Duration: 2023/8/8—2023/8/10  
City: Zhengzhou  
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre  
Host: China Food-Henan Province Catering and Food Ingredients Industry Association  
Organizer: Henan Frozen Food Media Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Food and Drink  
Area: 27000 m²  
Contents: Food and drinks, alcohol and tobacco  
Telephone: 13661406349  
Fax: 0371-69199685  
E-mail: ldzk86@vip.163.com  
URL: www.ldspcm.com

2023 The 16th China (Zhengzhou) Pre-prepared Dishes Exhibition

Duration: 2023/8/8—2023/8/10  
City: Zhengzhou  
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre  
Host: China Food News Office, Frozen Food Research Institute, Henan Frozen Cube Media Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Food and Drink  
Contents: Dumpling, wonton, steamed stuffed bun, rice dumpling, glutinous rice rolls, spring rolls, hemp balls, cakes, cakes and other quick-frozen prepackaged ingredients  
Telephone: 19521251820  
E-mail: 394139180@qq.com

2023 Autumn (Zhengzhou) Central Plains Advertising Exhibition

Duration: 2023/8/13—2023/8/15  
City: Zhengzhou  
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre  
Host: Henan Province Advertisement Association  
Organizer: Zhengzhou Tiantian Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Advertising  
Area: 27000 m²  
Contents: Packaging paper printing  
Telephone: 0371-65350059, 0371-65350058  
Fax: 0371-63227599  
E-mail: ttad0371@163.com  
URL: www.Signshow-zz.com

2023 The 32nd China (Zhengzhou) Candy, Alcoholic Drinks and Food Fair

Duration: 2023/8/18—2023/8/20  
City: Zhengzhou  
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre  
Organizer: Zhengzhou Ruicheng Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Food and Drink  
Area: 50000 m²  
Contents: Food and drinks, alcohol and tobacco

The 4th China (Zhengzhou) Fine Grain and Oil Products and Relevant Machinery and Equipment Trade Fair

Duration: 2023/8/25—2023/8/27  
City: Zhengzhou  
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre  
Organizer: Henan Qianfang Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Henan Ltd.

Sector: Food Processing Equipment
Area: 15000 m²
Contents: Agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry and fisheries

2023 The 2nd China Fashion Home Furnishing Design Week

Duration: 2023/8/25—2023/8/27
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Organizer: Henan Zhongzhan Power Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Furniture and Househld
Area: 17000 m²
Contents: Building materials and furniture

The 15th Zhengzhou Eurasia Maternity, Baby and Kid Products and Toys Expo

Duration: 2023/8/25—2023/8/27
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Organizer: Zhengzhou Eurasia Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Maternity and Infant Supply
Area: 12000 m²
Contents: Toys and maternal and child supplies
Telephone: 15093334119
E-mail: 484167985@qq.com

2023 China (Zhengzhou) International Electric Power Industry Exhibition

Duration: 2023/8/29—2023/8/31
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhongyuan International Expo Center
Host: Huayu Oriental International Exhibition
Organizer: Huayu Oriental International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Electricity and New Energy Equipment
Contents: Industrial equipment
Telephone: 010-86390969
E-mail: 784132633@qq.com
URL: www.hydfdlz.cn

2023 The 43rd Central Plains Medical Apparatuses and Instruments Exhibition (Autumn)

Duration: 2023/8/31—2023/9/2
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Host: Zhengzhou Tarsus-Hope Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment
Area: 33000 m²
Contents: Medical instruments, etc.
Telephone: 0371-66619408
Fax: 0371-66619419
E-mail: 66619418@163.com
URL: www.zyylz.cn

2023 China (Zhengzhou) Green Kitchen and Bathroom Electric Appliances Exhibition (Autumn)

Duration: 2023/8/31—2023/9/2
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Organizer: Henan Shangxun Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Home Appliance
Area: 11000 m²
Contents: Building materials and furniture

2023 China (Zhengzhou) Decorative Lamps and Green Intelligent Lighting Exhibition (Autumn)

Duration: 2023/8/31—2023/9/2
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhi-
bition Centre
Organizer: Henan Shangxun Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Photoelectric Product
Area: 11000 m²
Contents: Light fixture

The 5th Henan Healthcare Industry Expo
Duration: 2023/9/8—2023/9/10
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Organizer: Zhengzhou Huizhuo Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Sector: Healthcare and Aged Care
Area: 10500 m²
Contents: Medical and health care

2023 China (Zhengzhou) Cosmetics, High-end Online Beauty Products and Health Preservation Exhibition, 2023 China (Zhengzhou) Medical Plastic Surgery High-end Forum and Exhibition (September)
Duration: 2023/9/19—2023/9/21
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Organizer: Zhengzhou Meizhan Cultural Communication Co., Ltd.
Sector: Hairdressing and Beauty
Area: 21500 m²
Contents: Professional beauty, hairdressing and hair care, manicure and tattoo, hand and foot care, beauty training and education institutions, etc.
Telephone: 13673385590
E-mail: 1567310366@qq.com

The 7th China (Zhengzhou) Abrasives & Grinding Exhibition
Duration: 2023/9/20—2023/9/22

City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Organizer: Henan Airui Technology Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 33000 m²
Contents: Superhard material
URL: www.abrasivesexpo.com

2023 Zhengzhou Water Management Exhibition-Central Plains Smart and Ecological Water Conservancy (Water Saving) Industry Expo
Duration: 2023/9/20—2023/9/22
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Host: Henan Province Hydraulic Engineering Society
Organizer: Zhengzhou Fangyuan Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Sector: Energy Saving and Environmental Protection
Area: 10500 m²
Contents: Environmental protection water treatment
Telephone: 17365983525
E-mail: 17365983525@163.com

China Henan International Investment and Trade Fair
Duration: 2023/9/26—2023/9/28
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Organizer: Department of Commerce of Henan Province
Sector: Comprehensive
Area: 65000 m²
Contents: Comprehensive items
2023 Zhengzhou National Commodity Fair

**Duration:** 2023/10/13—2023/10/16  
**City:** Zhengzhou  
**Venue:** Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre  
**Host:** The People’s Government of Henan Province  
**Organizer:** Zhengzhou Municipal People’s Government, Henan Provincial Commerce Department  
**Sector:** E-commerce and Trade Fair  
**Area:** 60000 m²  
**Contents:** Comprehensive items  
**Telephone:** 0371-68089877  
**URL:** zjh.huizhan168.com

2023 The 6th Henan (Zhengzhou) Modern Agriculture Fair

**Duration:** 2023/10/26—2023/10/28  
**City:** Zhengzhou  
**Venue:** Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre  
**Host:** Henan Daily Newspaper Group, Department of Commerce of Henan Province, Henan Provincial Department of Agriculture and Rural Affairs  
**Organizer:** Henan Daily Rural Edition, Dahe Newspaper  
**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
**Area:** 12000 m²  
**Contents:** Scientific research achievements of agricultural universities and research institutes; other key scientific research projects in agriculture-related fields of units or individuals; agricultural informatization; efficient agriculture, agricultural biotechnology, green agricultural technology, circular agricultural mode, etc.  
**Telephone:** 0371-56656996, 18937130416  
**E-mail:** hngjnbbh@sina.com  
**URL:** www.hnnyz.com

Zhengzhou International Auto Show

**Duration:** 2023/11/3—2023/11/7  
**City:** Zhengzhou  
**Venue:** Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre  
**Organizer:** Zhengzhou Shangge Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Automobile  
**Area:** 50000 m²  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Automobile industry

The 22nd Zhengzhou Eurasian Early Childhood Education Expo (Autumn)

**Duration:** 2023/11/10—2023/11/12  
**City:** Zhengzhou  
**Venue:** Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre  
**Organizer:** Zhengzhou Eurasia Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Educational Equipment  
**Area:** 10500 m²  
**Contents:** Toys and maternal and child supplies  
**Telephone:** 15093334119  
**E-mail:** 484167985@qq.com

2023 The 7th Central Plains Environmental Protection Exhibition, and The Exposition of New Technology and Equipment for City and Town Water Affairs

**Duration:** 2023/11/10—2023/11/12  
**City:** Zhengzhou  
**Venue:** Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre  
**Organizer:** Henan Xiangyu Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Energy Saving and Environmental Protection
Area: 12000 m²
Contents: Environmental protection water treatment

2023 Henan Autumn Seed Information Exchange and Farming Goods Exhibition, 2023 The 25th Henan Vegetation Protection Information Exchange and Pesticides and Machinery Fair

Duration: 2023/11/12—2023/11/13
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Organizer: Zhengzhou Wanze Network Technology Co., Ltd.
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Area: 18000 m²
Contents: Field seed, vegetable seed, seedling processing, packaging machinery, coating agent machine; color sorter, plug tray, seedling container, etc. Nitrogen fertilizer, phosphorus fertilizer, potassium fertilizer, compound fertilizer, controlled release fertilizer, foliar fertilizer, and biotechnology and products that are conducive to crop yield increase and quality improvement, etc.; insecticides, fungicides, acaricides, herbicides, plant growth regulators, biological pesticides, pesticide raw materials and preparations, plant protection machinery, etc.
Telephone: 13603457178, 15515709650

Zhumadian

2023 National Agricultural Machinery and Spare Parts Expo

Duration: 2023/3/15—2023/3/20
City: Zhumadian
Venue: ZICEC
Host: China Association of Agricultural Machinery Manufacturers
Sector: Agricultural Machinery
Area: 36500 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Agricultural machinery exhibition
Telephone: 13801081573

The 25th China Agricultural Products Processing Industry Investment and Trade Fair

Duration: 2023/9/6—2023/9/8
City: Zhumadian
Venue: ZICEC
Host: Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs
Organizer: Zhumadian Municipal People's Government
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Area: 47600 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes

Area: 12000 m²
Contents: Food and drinks, alcohol and tobacco

2023 China Candy and Food Business Leaders Conference and The 8th China Quality Candy, Alcoholic Drinks and Food Expo

Duration: 2023/12/3—2023/12/5
City: Zhengzhou
Venue: Zhengzhou International Convention & Exhibition Centre
Host: Henan Jiafeng Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Heilongjiang
Harbin

2023 The 30th Harbin Advertising, Printing and Security Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/3—2023/3/5
City: Harbin
Venue: Harbin International Conference & Exhibition Center
Host: Harbin Shenzhouxing Conference Service Co., Ltd., Harbin Dongfangxing Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Advertising
Contents: Advertising and printing
Telephone: 17395996552

2023 Harbin Spring Auto Show

Duration: 2023/3/22—2023/3/27
City: Harbin
Venue: Harbin International Conference & Exhibition Center
Host: Harbin Great Wall International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Harbin Great Wall International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Area: 60000 ㎡
Contents: Automobiles
Telephone: 0451-87558666, 0451-86268632
E-mail: zwh1000@126.com
URL: www.autoharbin.com

The 23rd China Harbin Building Decorations and Materials Expo

Duration: 2023/4/2—2023/4/4
City: Harbin
Venue: Harbin International Conference & Exhibition Center
Host: Harbin Municipal People’s Government
Organizer: Harbin Shenzhouxing Conference Service Co., Ltd., Harbin Dongfangxing Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Area: 24000 ㎡
Contents: Interior decoration materials, doors and windows, coated aluminum, decorative glass, architectural decoration hardware, integral home appliances, electric products of intelligent building etc.
Telephone: 15004503056
Fax: 0451-85993836
E-mail: zxwyzl@163.com
URL: www.chbde.com

The 23rd China Harbin International HVAC, Fuel Gas and Comfortable Furniture Exhibition

Duration: 2023/4/2—2023/4/4
City: Harbin
Venue: Harbin International Conference & Exhibition Center
Host: Harbin Municipal People’s Government
Organizer: Heilongjiang City and Town Heating Association, Heilongjiang City and Town Water Supply and Drainage Association, Heilongjiang Urban Construction Management Association Fuel Gas Branch, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Harbin Committee, Harbin Housing and Urban-Rural Development Bureau, Harbin Ecological Environment Bureau, Harbin Water Affairs Bureau, Harbin Urban Administration, Harbin Market Supervision Administration, Harbin Zhongxin Weiye Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Heating and Cooling Equipment
Contents: Heating, ventilation, air conditioning and gas equipment
Telephone: 18946054502
E-mail: 1415328770@qq.com
URL: cnhhe.cn

The 28th Northeast Three-Province Animal Husbandry Trade Fair

Duration: 2023/4/26—2023/4/27
City: Harbin
Venue: Harbin International Conference & Exhibition Center
Host: Harbin Jinmu Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Area: 46000 m²
Contents: Feed processing machinery equipment and accessories, feed quality testing instruments and equipment, microcomputer control system and software and hardware components, feed formula technology, feed science and technology, etc.; veterinary drugs, vaccines, animal health products, biological products and their production, processing and packaging machinery, equipment, materials, veterinary instruments, etc.
Telephone: 0451-82291294
Fax: 0451-82291294
E-mail: dbxmyzwh@163.com
URL: www.dbxmy.com

2023 Funi•Harbin Life Paper Products Exhibition

Duration: 2023/5
City: Harbin
Venue: Harbin International Conference & Exhibition Center
Host: Henan Funi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Hebei Funi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Daily Necessity
Area: 36000 m²
Contents: Toilet paper, facial tissue, handkerchief paper, napkin, kitchen paper, paper towel, cushion paper, disposable paper cup, etc.
Telephone: 0371-55270660, 18336318090
E-mail: shzexpo@163.com
URL: www.shzexpo.com

Harbin International Economic and Trade Fair

Duration: 2023/6/15—2023/6/19
City: Harbin
Venue: Harbin International Conference & Exhibition Center
Host: China Chamber of International Commerce, Harbin Municipal People’s Government, Heilongjiang Provincial Department of Commerce, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Heilongjiang Committee
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Heilongjiang Committee, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Harbin Committee
Sector: Comprehensive
Area: 60000 m²
Contents: Intelligent equipment, creative design, scientific and technological innovation, service trade, fashion life, featured products, food processing and packaging machinery, etc.
Telephone: 0451-82340100
Fax: 0451-82345874
E-mail: chn@hljhzw.org.cn
URL: www.chtf.org.cn

The 6th China International New Materials Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/9/6—2023/9/8
City: Harbin
Venue: Harbin International Conference & Exhibition Center
Host: Ministry of Industry and Information Tech-
nology, The People's Government of Heilongjiang Province

Organizer: Raw Materials Industry Department of Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, Heilongjiang Province Industry and Information Technology Committee (Heilongjiang New Materials Industry Association), Heilongjiang Provincial Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade (Heilongjiang International Expo Development Promotion Center)

Sector: Advanced Material/Technology

Area: 23000 m²

Contents: Local new material industry, integration of military and civilian technologies exhibition area, universities and colleges, new material industry organizations, results of innovative design competition of new materials for college students, etc.

Telephone: 0451-82340100
Fax: 0451-82345874
E-mail: chn@hljhzw.org.cn
URL: www.hljhbh.org.cn

The 2nd International Green Food Industry Expo of Heilongjiang China and Heilongjiang Rice Festival

Duration: 2023/10/14—2023/10/18
City: Harbin
Venue: Harbin International Conference & Exhibition Center

Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, The People's Government of Heilongjiang Province

Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Heilongjiang Committee, Agriculture and Rural Affairs Department and Grain Bureau of Heilongjiang Province

Sector: Food and Drink

Area: 60000 m²

Contents: Modern macro-agriculture, agricultural science and technology, green food, organic food, imported food, rural revitalization and agricultural tourism, food processing equipment and packaging, logistics and supply chain, agricultural machinery, etc.

Telephone: 0451-82340100
Fax: 0451-82345874
E-mail: chn@hljhzw.org.cn
URL: www.hljhbh.org.cn

Hubei

Wuhan

2023 China (Wuhan) Public Safety, Smart City, Artificial Intelligence and 5G Technology Application Exhibition

Duration: 2023/1/1
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Convention and Exhibition Center

Host: Hubei Safety Technology Prevention

Organizer: Hubei Wanze Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Beijing Four-Star Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.

Sector: Public Security

Area: 20000 m²

Contents: Video surveillance, access control system, alarm system, night watch and patrol, building and community security, safety protection equipment, human biometric identification, Internet of Things technology application, anti-counterfeiting technology, LED display screen, data storage, information security protection, communications transmission, professional audio-visual equipment for video conference, intelligent lock, intelligent traffic safety; intelligent transportation, smart security and protection, smart community, smart home, smart campus, smart living, artificial intelligence, consumer security; civil security, outfit for single policeman, outfit for anti-terrorism policeman, police communication guarantee, special vehicles, explosion-proof...
security inspection, equipment for criminal investigation and technical investigation, drones; intelligent transportation products and safety technical facilities, military-civilian integration industry, construction units, large exhibition of security engineering achievements, and cases for excellent security engineering; video monitoring networking application technology system, etc.

**Telephone:** 13522175657

**E-mail:** whabh@foxmail.com

---

**2023 Wuhan Jewelry Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/2/18—2023/2/19

**City:** Wuhan

**Venue:** Wuhan International Expo Center

**Host:** Shanghai Bowan Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Jewellery

**Contents:** Jewelry, diamond ring

**Telephone:** 4000-365-520

**URL:** http://wh.jiehun.org.cn/zbz.html

---

**2023 The 26th China (Wuhan) Advertising Technology and Equipment Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/3/10—2023/3/12

**City:** Wuhan

**Venue:** Wuhan International Expo Center

**Host:** Hubei Haobo Exhibition Culture Development Co., Ltd., Wuhan Yingqi Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Organizer:** Hubei Haobo Exhibition Culture Development Co., Ltd., Wuhan Yingqi Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Advertising

**Area:** 36000 m²

**Contents:** LED display screen and equipment, LED light source products; digital graphics and text, printing and packaging; signs and labeling system, equipment and materials; spray printing and engraving equipment; new advertising media; advertising gifts, etc.

**Telephone:** 027-87362667

**URL:** www.whadexpo.com

---

**Wuhan Pop Pet Show**

**Duration:** 2023/3/10—2023/3/12

**City:** Wuhan

**Venue:** Wuhan International Expo Center

**Host:** Wuhan Chongshijie Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Organizer:** Wuhan Chongshijie Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply

**Area:** 20000 m²

**Contents:** Pet food, pet supplies, live pets, food and medicine, medical devices, etc.

**Telephone:** 15072461314

**E-mail:** 839551966@qq.com

**URL:** www.poppetshow.com

---

**2023 The 9th China (Wuhan) International Evaporation and Crystallization Technology Equipment Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/3/15—2023/3/17

**City:** Wuhan

**Venue:** Wuhan International Expo Center

**Host:** Professional Group for Evaporation and Crystallization Technology of Technical Equipment Office of China Petroleum and Chemical Industry Federation

**Organizer:** Shanghai Yihan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Industrial Machinery

**Area:** 10000 m²

**Contents:** Evaporator, all kinds of equipment for compressed air system, drying equipment, evaporation and crystallization related equipment, etc.

**Telephone:** 2133-792-567

**Fax:** 2133-792-567

**E-mail:** expo66@126.com

**URL:** www.shecexpo.cn
2023 The 9th China (Wuhan) International Musical Instruments Exhibition and The 7th Wuhan Stage Costumes and Dance Supplies Expo
Duration: 2023/3/15—2023/3/18
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Host: Wuhan Yilong Tengda Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Wuhan Yilong Tengda Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Culture, Sports and Entertainment
Area: 8000 m²
Contents: Common musical instruments such as piano, violin, guitar, saxophone, drum set, accordion, aerophone, steel tongue drum, African drum, guzheng, guqin, erhu, pipa, cucurbit flute, suona, bamboo flute and xiao; new arrivals of stage costumes, ethnic apparel, Han Chinese garments, dance costumes, dance shoes, etc.
Telephone: 13385284496
URL: www.wuhanzhan.com.cn

2023 Wuhan Motorhome Tourism Culture Expo (March)
Duration: 2023/3/17—2023/3/19
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Host: China National Automotive Journalist Association
Organizer: RV Times Magazine Press, Nanjing Idea Tourism Culture Development Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Area: 15000 m²
Contents: Self-propelled RV, travel trailer, camping equipment, outdoor goods, RV spare parts, etc.
Telephone: 15330272265
URL: www.peoplerv.com

2023 China Sourcing Summit
Duration: 2023/3/21—2023/3/23
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Host: Ministry of Commerce, Wuhan Municipal People's Government
Organizer: China Council for International Investment Promotion, Department of Commerce of Hubei Province, Wuhan Municipal Bureau of Commerce
Sector: Comprehensive
Area: 10000 m²
Contents: Digital services, new technologies of service outsourcing, and new products, etc.
URL: fbh.chinasourcing.org.cn

2023 The 14th Wuhan International Green Building Materials and Decoration Materials Expo
Duration: 2023/3/21—2023/3/23
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Organizer: Wuhan Wind Vane Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Wuhan Yingqi Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: Green building assembling, formwork and scaffolding for light steel assembling, building materials, decoration, heating and ventilation, doors and windows, custom-made home furnishing and doors manufacturing, etc.
Telephone: 0278-259-339
Fax: 027-82439316
E-mail: 405924838@qq.com
URL: www.was-expo.com
2023 China (Wuhan) International Water Expo

**Duration:** 2023/3/22—2023/3/24
**City:** Wuhan
**Venue:** Wuhan Salon-China Cultural Exhibition Center
**Organizer:** Hanshang Group Wuhan International Exhibition Center Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Energy Saving and Environmental Protection
**Area:** 20000 m²
**Contents:** Water treatment, exhibition of new technologies and equipment for water supply and drainage, sponge city building, integrated underground pipe gallery system, emergency water supply and drainage system, trenchless technology and equipment and pipeline engineering equipment, sewage treatment and water ecology, water environment pollution remediation, building-related water supply and drainage system, etc.
**Telephone:** 13995648206
**E-mail:** 1105063351@qq.com
**URL:** www.china-whwaterexpo.com

Liangzhilong · 2023 China Ingredient E-commerce Festival

**Duration:** 2023/3/28—2023/3/30
**City:** Wuhan
**Venue:** Wuhan International Expo Center
**Host:** Wuhan Shihedao Network Technology Co., Ltd.
**Organizer:** Wuhan Shihedao Network Technology Co., Ltd

2023 The 22nd Central China Wuhan International Beauty Products and Cosmetics Expo

**Duration:** 2023/3/28—2023/3/30
**City:** Wuhan
**Venue:** Wuhan International Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** Beijing Meibo Global Culture Communication Co., Ltd., Shandong Meibo International Culture Communication Co., Ltd.
**Organizer:** Wuhan Meibo Global Cultural Communication Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Hairdressing and Beauty
**Contents:** Daily cosmetics, washing and personal care products, make-up, perfume, baby skin care products, oral care products, etc.
**Telephone:** 15387154886, 18607182629
**URL:** zt.5588.tv

2023 The 11th Prepared Food Processing and Packaging Equipment Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/3/28—2023/3/31
**City:** Wuhan
**Venue:** China (Wuhan) Cultural Expo Center
**Host:** Wuhan Shihedao Network Technology Co., Ltd., Wuhan Liangzhilong Food Co., Ltd.
**Organizer:** Wuhan Shihedao Network Technology Co., Ltd
**Sector:** Food and Drink
**Area:** 40000 m²
Contents: Food ingredients and prepared food processing equipment; central kitchen, commercial kitchen, smart catering equipment; food storage and freshness keeping, and cold chain distribution equipment; packaging design of food raw materials and prepared food, and packaging materials, etc.

Telephone: 027-65502772
E-mail: 291005212@qq.com
URL: www.chinascj.com

2023 The 38th Hubei (Wuhan) International Advanced Medical Instruments and Equipment Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/29—2023/3/31
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Hubei Sub-Council, Hubei Chamber of Commerce of China Chamber of International Commerce
Organizer: Foreign Exchange Promotion Center of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Hubei Sub-Council
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment
Area: 15000 m²
Contents: Oral devices, instruments and consumables; medical devices, medical instruments, medical consumables; clinical test equipment, analytical instruments and blood transfusion supplies; rehabilitation nursing equipment, family medical treatment, etc.
Telephone: 15392920568
E-mail: 510075765@qq.com
URL: www.hbexpo.org.cn

2023 The 11th Central China Scientific Instrument and Laboratory Equipment Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/29—2023/3/31

City: Wuhan
Venue: China Optics Valley Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Hubei Research Society for University Laboratory Work, Hubei Preventive Medicine Association, Wuhan Biomedical Industry Association in Donghu National Independent Innovation Demonstration Zone, Wuhan Wind Vane Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Wuhan Wind Vane Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Instrumentation
Contents: Analytical and testing instruments, optical instruments and equipment, instruments for electronic optics, laboratory instruments and equipment, laboratory furniture and supporting equipment, biochemical instruments, life science and microbial testing instruments, material mechanical property testing equipment, nondestructive testing instruments, food safety testing instruments, petroleum, chemical and mining instruments, environmental monitoring instruments, measuring instruments, electrical measuring instruments, nondestructive testing, physical and chemical testing and mapping exploration instruments, chemical reagents and standard substances, industry-specific instruments, related spare parts, consumables, and third-party testing
Telephone: 027-82269339
E-mail: wh@vaneexpo.com
URL: www.zxbyq.com

2023 The 26th China Wuhan Tea Expo and the Exhibition for Red Stoneware Products, Ceramics, Tea Sets and Crafts

Duration: 2023/4/1—2023/5/1
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Wuhan Zhongxing Hengyuan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Wuhan Zhongxing Hengyuan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 20000 m²

2023 Global Digital Economy Development Forum and Wuhan International Digital Economy Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/4/1
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Organizer: Hubei Jiuzhou Health Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Area: 20000 m²

2023 World Health Expo

Duration: 2023/4/7—2023/4/10
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Sector: Healthcare and Aged Care
Area: 80000 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Regional specialty, health industry in the province, international medical care, women and children’s health, medical devices, smart medical care, medical consumables, biochemical drugs and traditional medicines.
Telephone: 4000-270-153
Fax: 86-027-87891882
E-mail: whexpo2019@163.com
URL: www.hbwhexpo.com

2023 Wuhan Seed Trade Fair

Duration: 2023/4/12—2023/4/14
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Wuhan Tianhong Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Wuhan Tianhong Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Area: 10000 m²
Contents: Vegetable seeds, packaging machinery and testing instruments, vegetation protection, etc.
Telephone: 027-87396171, 15907120017, 13866185478
Fax: 027-52237369, 027-87396171
E-mail: fair@whseed.com
URL: www.whseed.com

China Urban Water Association 2023 Annual Meeting and Urban Water Supply Technologies and Products Exhibition

Duration: 2023/4/13—2023/4/15
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Host: China Urban Water Association
Sector: Energy Saving and Environmental Protection
Area: 25000 m²
Contents: New technologies, new processes, new materials and new equipment for urban water affairs
Telephone: 010-68362001
Fax: 010-68368664
E-mail: cuwa@cuwa.org.cn
2023 China (Wuhan) International Outdoor and Camping Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/15—2023/4/17  
**City:** Wuhan  
**Venue:** Wuhan International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Wuhan Zhongxing Hengyuan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Wuhan Zhongxing Hengyuan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment  
**Area:** 30000 ㎡  
**Contents:** Domestic/imported self-propelled RV, travel trailer, mobile wooden house, RV production and refitting, campsite vehicle, RV parts, etc.  
**Telephone:** 13269833968  
**E-mail:** 2530350493@qq.com  
**URL:** www.ioceexpo.com

2023 The 6th Hubei Wuhan (Jinma) Sand and Stone Machinery and Construction Machinery Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/26—2023/4/28  
**City:** Wuhan  
**Venue:** Wuhan Salon-China Cultural Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Hubei Engineering Machinery Chamber of commerce  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Tianchao Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Construction Machinery  
**Area:** 65000 ㎡  
**Contents:** Mobile crushing station, construction waste crusher, construction waste disposer, crawler mobile crushing station, tire mobile crushing station, fixed construction waste treatment equipment, circular vibrating screen, linear vibrating screen, vibrating feeder, etc.  
**Telephone:** 18910188230  
**E-mail:** 3427717136@qq.com  
**URL:** www.cighe.com

The 3rd Wuhan Emergency Safety Expo

**Duration:** 2023/4  
**City:** Wuhan  
**Venue:** Wuhan International Expo Center  
**Host:** China Emergency Management Research Center, Hubei Information Network Security Association  
**Organizer:** Hubei Jiuzhou Health Exhibition Co., Ltd., Wuhan New City International Expo Center Management Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Public Security  
**Area:** 15000 ㎡  
**Contents:** Fire fighting, security and protection, emergency equipment, medical rescue and emer-
Hubei Custom-made Home Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/5/6—2023/5/8  
**City:** Wuhan  
**Venue:** Wuhan International Expo Center  
**Host:** Hubei Custom Home Association, Hubei Province Interior Decoration Association  
**Organizer:** Wuhan Zhongjulian Exhibition Co., Ltd., Wuhan New City International Expo Center Management Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Furniture and Householod  
**Area:** 40000 m²  
**Contents:** Home furnishing customization, furniture, doors and windows, decoration and design, raw and auxiliary materials, metal plates, intelligent manufacturing equipment, etc.  
**Telephone:** 15827582838  
**E-mail:** 14528637@qq.com  
**URL:** www.ghexpo.com.cn

2023 The 3rd Central China (Wuhan) Home Furnishing and Doors and Windows Expo

**Duration:** 2023/5/16—2023/5/18  
**City:** Wuhan  
**Venue:** China (Wuhan) Cultural Expo Center  
**Host:** Wuhan Tianrenhe Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Wuhan Tianrenhe Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Furniture and Householod  
**Area:** 20000 m²  
**Contents:** Integrated cupboardss/wardrobes, combined wardrobes, and smart wardrobes; sliding door, cabinet, push and pull door, drying rack; kitchen cabinet, integrated kitchen, and intelligent kitchen; bathroom, ceramic bathroom accessories, integrated ceiling, etc.  
**Telephone:** 18986180966

2023 The 19th Optics Valley of China International Optoelectronic Exposition and Forum

**Duration:** 2023/5/16—2023/5/18  
**City:** Wuhan  
**Venue:** China Optics Valley Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, Ministry of Science and Technology, China National Intellectual Property Administration, China Academy of Sciences, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Hubei Provincial People’s Government  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Ephoton Optoelectronics Technology Co., Ltd  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Contents:** Optical communication chips and materials, optical communication devices and modules, optical fiber and optical cable and optical fiber sensing systems, optical testing instrumentation, optical communication system equipment, production system equipment, radio and television communication equipment, radio and television communication equipment, wireless communication, operation and service, etc.  
**Telephone:** 027-65524712, 027-65524612  
**E-mail:** ovcexpo@ovcexpo.com.cn  
**URL:** www.ovcexpo.com.cn

2023 The 21st Central China International Auto Show

**Duration:** 2023/5/25—2023/5/29  
**City:** Wuhan  
**Venue:** Wuhan International Expo Center  
**Host:** Foreign Trade Development Bureau of Ministry of Commerce, Shangge Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Wuhan Optics Valley Shangge Expo Technology Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Automobile  
**Area:** 68000 m²
Contents: Global automobile manufacturers and well-known automobile brands; family car, commercial vehicle, SUV, MPV, RV, station wagon, supercar, etc.
Telephone: 027-87791009
Fax: 027-87791009
E-mail: 4008888848@b.qq.com
URL: www.sungoal.org

The 9th ZFE Central China (Wuhan) International Franchise Exhibition and Hubei Catering Franchise Expo

Duration: 2023/6/16—2023/6/18
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Host: ZFE, Hubei Enterprise Culture Promotion Association
Sector: Franchising
Area: 10000 ㎡
Contents: Franchise chain of catering, education, service and retail industries
Telephone: 4006-787-007
URL: www.zsjmz.com

2023 Asia Pacific Smart Vehicle Technology Conference

Duration: 2023/7/27—2023/7/29
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Host: National Development and Reform Commission, Ministry of Science and Technology, China Auto Parts Industry Association, Hubei Automobile After-sales Service Industry Association, Hubei Automobile Aftermarket Enterprise Federation and Hubei Automobile Dealers Association
Organizer: Beijing Yatai Rise Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Shanghai Peixin Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Contents: Large automobile groups from home and abroad, display of intelligent interconnection new energy vehicle manufacturing and new achievement, intelligent interconnection test areas and industrial clusters; automobile design and development, trial-production engineering, vehicle integration, new materials for manufacturing automobile, and automobile weight reduction; intelligent automobile, automobile technology, intelligent transportation, intelligent cabin, automatic driving, information communication, environmental perceiving, future travel; intelligent network connection, automotive electronics, driving assistance, Internet of Vehicles, traveling control computer, chip module, vehicle-mounted display; new energy car, batteries, motors, electric control, wiring harnesses, charging equipment, power recharging facilities and technology, hydrogen power, etc.
Telephone: 13241025506
Fax: 010-52338149
E-mail: likuan@wiaae.com
URL: www.wiaae.com

2023 World Automobile Manufacturing Technology and Intelligent Equipment Expo

Duration: 2023/7/27—2023/7/30
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Host: Beijing Yatai Rise Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Yatai Rise Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Area: 45000 ㎡
Contents: Display of images and new achievements of domestic and foreign large automobile groups and new energy automobile groups; exhibition of the latest achievements of automobile manufacturing development, manufacturing technology and equipment of passenger cars and mini-cars, etc.
Telephone: 13167349188
E-mail: hmlfx118@126.com
2023 China Wuhan International Automobile Supply Chain Innovation Technology Expo

Duration: 2023/7/27—2023/7/30
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Host: Beijing Yatai Rise Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Yatai Rise Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Area: 45000 m²
Contents: Passenger cars, commercial vehicles, technology companies, ecological platforms, etc.; new energy, automatic driving, internet of vehicles, intelligent cabin, software development, vehicle weight reduction, intelligent manufacturing, etc.
Telephone: 13126850093, 15611320711
E-mail: 626105531@qq.com

URL: www.cibtepxo.com

2023 The 22nd Wuhan Fishing Gear and Outdoor Products Exhibition

Duration: 2023/9/1—2023/10/1
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Wuhan Zhongxing Hengyuan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Wuhan Zhongxing Hengyuan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Culture, Sports and Entertainment
Area: 10000 m²

Grandeur World Pet Fair

Duration: 2023/9/1
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Host: Guangdong Grandeur Exhibition Group Co., Ltd., Wuhan Urban Construction Investment Development Group
Organizer: Guangdong Grandeur Exhibition Group Co., Ltd., Wuhan International Exhibition Group
Sector: Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply
Area: 20000 m²

China (Wuhan) International Environmental Protection Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/9/12—2023/9/14
City: Wuhan
Venue: China (Wuhan) Cultural Expo Center
Host: Guangzhou Bochang International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangzhou Bochang International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Energy Saving and Environmental Protection
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: Water purification, sewage treatment, wastewater treatment, water source pollution control, sludge treatment, water treatment chemicals, recycled water reuse, membrane and membrane module, filtration, pressure filtration, oil-water separation, treatment and restoration of rivers, lakes and black and stinky water bodies; water supply and drainage, urban water affairs, secondary water supply, valve and pipe for pump, Instrumentation automation; industrial smoke/dust/waste gas recovery and treatment, removal of dust from flue gas, VOCs treatment, industrial dust removal and desulfurization and denitification, catalyst/activated carbon, oily fume purification and ventilation, oil and gas recovery, motor vehicle tail gas purification, etc.; solid waste treatment and recycled garbage classification and sorting, garbage collection and transportation, garbage treatment and recycling, waste recycling, hazardous waste treatment, agricultural waste treatment, street cleaning and maintenance, and environment-related emergency equipment; remediation of site, soil and groundwater, site investigation and evaluation, remediation monitoring and service; monitoring and testing of water, atmosphere and soil, online detection and control, environmental pollution emergency monitoring system, big data and ecological environment informatization, laboratory instruments and equipment, etc.; pumps, valves, pipe fittings, intelligent water supply, Instrumentation, urban drainage systems and sewers, pipe network monitoring and pipeline repair and other new technology and equipment; engineering equipment, engineering companies, industrial parks, scientific research institutions, environmental management/assessment and services

Telephone: 020-87267388, 020-87267688
Fax: 020-87272188
E-mail: ktb8@163.com
URL: www.ccepexpo.com

2023 Wuhan International E-commerce and Internet + Industries Expo

Duration: 2023/9/21—2023/9/23
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Host: Wuhan Municipal People's Government, Hubei Provincial Department of Commerce
Organizer: Wuhan Bureau of Commerce
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Area: 30000 m²
Contents: E-commerce, smart city, internet plus financial exhibition area, internet plus logistics, innovation and entrepreneurship, talent service, etc.
Telephone: 027-87828568, 027-87821808
E-mail: whiebe@126.com
URL: www.whiebe.com

The 108th China Food & Drinks Fair

Duration: 2023/10
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Oil Foodstuffs Exhibition Corporation
Organizer: China Oil Foodstuffs Exhibition Corporation
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 120000 m²
Contents: Production, sales, scientific research and technical development, communication, etc. of various wines and liquors, foodstuffs, beverages, condiments, food additives, food packaging, food machinery
Telephone: 4000-587-799, 010-68360546, 010-68316827
E-mail: CFDF@cofco.com
URL: www.qgtjh.org.cn
2023 Wuhan (Hankoubei) Commodities Fair

**Duration:** 2023/10  
**City:** Wuhan  
**Venue:** Hankoubei International Commodities Trading Center  
**Host:** Wuhan Municipal People’s Government, Hubei Provincial Department of Commerce  
**Organizer:** Government of Huangpi District, Wuhan Municipal Bureau of Commerce  
**Sector:** E-commerce and Trade Fair

2023 China Central (Wuhan) International Stomatological Equipment and Materials Exhibition and Oral Medicine Symposium

**Duration:** 2023/11/9—2023/11/13  
**City:** Wuhan  
**Venue:** Wuhan International Expo Center  
**Organizer:** Wuhan Yingqi Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment  
**Area:** 20000 m²  
**Contents:** Academic conference on stomatology, recruitment of dental professionals, dental instruments, etc.  
**Telephone:** 027-87362537  
**URL:** www.cwcde.com.cn

2023 Wuhan Motorhome Tourism Culture Expo (December)

**Duration:** 2023/12/15—2023/12/17  
**City:** Wuhan  
**Venue:** Wuhan International Expo Center  
**Host:** China National Automotive Journalist Association  
**Organizer:** RV Times Magazine Press, Nanjing Idea Tourism Culture Development Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Automobile  
**Area:** 15000 m²  
**Contents:** Self-propelled RV, travel trailer, camping equipment, outdoor products, RV spare parts, etc.  
**Telephone:** 15330272265  
**URL:** www.peoplerv.com

Hubei Food Industry Chain Expo

**Duration:** 2023/12  
**City:** Wuhan  
**Venue:** Wuhan International Expo Center  
**Host:** Wuhan Municipal People’s Government, Hubei Provincial Department of Commerce, Hubei Provincial Department of Economics and Information, Hubei Provincial Department of Agriculture
**Organizer:** Wuhan Bureau of Commerce  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Area:** 30000 m²  

---

**2023 Wuhan International Water Technology Expo and Environmental Protection Industry Expo**

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Wuhan  
**Venue:** Wuhan International Expo Center  
**Host:** Hubei Environmental Science Society, Guangdong Grandeur International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Wuhan Grandeur Guobo Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Energy Saving and Environmental Protection  
**Area:** 15000 m²  
**Contents:** Water purification, sewage treatment, wastewater treatment, water source pollution control, sludge treatment, water treatment chemicals, recycled water reuse, membrane and membrane module, filtration, pressure filtration, oil-water separation, treatment and restoration of rivers, lakes and black and stinky water bodies; water supply and drainage, urban water affairs, secondary water supply, valve and pipe for pump, Instrumentation automation, etc.  
**Telephone:** 17891911768  
**E-mail:** 120520298@qq.com

---

**2023 China International Industrial Design Expo**

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Wuhan  
**Venue:** Wuhan International Expo Center  
**Host:** Electronic Information Industry Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade  
**Organizer:** To be determined  
**Sector:** Other Sectors  
**Area:** 29500 m²  
**Contents:** Rural revitalization design, Wuhan innovative design, industrial design for preventing and fighting epidemics, green and low-carbon design, concept design for future travel, livestreaming of design brand, etc.  
**Telephone:** 010-68200625  
**Fax:** 010-68207918  
**E-mail:** zhangpengfei@ccpitecc.com

---

**2023 China International Machinery & Electronic Products Fair and China International Equipment Manufacturing (Industry) Expo**

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Wuhan  
**Venue:** Wuhan International Expo Center  
**Host:** Wuhan Urban Construction Investment Development Group Co., Ltd., China Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export of Machinery and Electronic Products  
**Organizer:** Wuhan International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Area:** 30000 m²  
**Contents:** Mechanical manufacturing, metal ware, hardware and tools, auto parts, mold manufacturing, shipbuilding, instrumentation, power equipment, transmission and bearings, packaging machinery, rail transit, plastic machinery, printing machinery, petroleum and petrochemical, medical equipment, national defense and military industry, logistics equipment, textile machinery, engineering machinery, aerospace, equipment leasing, construction machinery, mining equipment, metallurgical equipment  
**Telephone:** 027-84649507  
**Fax:** 027-84235202  
**E-mail:** ljwmechina@163.com  
**URL:** cwme.forgood.net
2023 CPF International Pet Fair

Duration: To be determined
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Host: Wuhan Mingyi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Wuhan Mingyi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply
Area: 12000 m²
Contents: Pet food, pet supplies, live pets, food and medicine, medical equipment, software/information, etc.
Telephone: 17891911768
E-mail: 120520298@qq.com

2023 Hubei Agricultural Expo

Duration: To be determined
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Host: Hubei Provincial Department of Agriculture and Rural Affairs, Hubei Rural Revitalization Bureau, Hubei Provincial Grain Bureau, Hubei Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Hubei Agricultural Development Center
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Area: 60000 m²
Telephone: 4000-270-153

2023 China Phosphate Compound Fertilizer Industry Exhibition

Duration: To be determined
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Host: China Phosphate Compound Fertilizer Industry Association
Organizer: China Phosphate Compound Fertilizer Industry Association
Sector: Chemical Product
Area: 25000 m²
Contents: Traditional fertilizers, special fertilizers, additives, agricultural materials, packaging and equipment, etc.
Telephone: 010-82032133
URL: www.cpcfexpo.com

The 3rd Hubei Wuhan Youth Sports Expo

Duration: To be determined
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Host: Wuhan Municipal People’s Government, Hubei Provincial Sports Bureau, Hubei Provincial Education Department, Hubei Commerce Department, Hubei Provincial Culture and Tourism Department
Sector: Culture, Sports and Entertainment
Area: 30000 m²
Contents: Juvenile sports goods, etc.
Telephone: 027-83333280

2023 China Food Expo and China (Wuhan) International Food Trade Fair

Duration: To be determined
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Host: China National Food Industry Association, China General Chamber of Commerce, Wuhan Municipal People’s Government, Hubei Provincial Department of Commerce, Hubei Provincial Department of Economy and Information Technology, Hubei Provincial Department of Agriculture and Rural Affairs
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 60000 m²
Contents: Wine and liquor, grain and oil, meat, aquatic products, condiments, baked food, beverages, etc.; food processing and packaging machinery, intelligent robots, central kitchen equipment, etc.
Telephone: 027-83630178
Fax: 027-83630178
E-mail: wheaex@163.com
URL: m.eaex.cn

2023 China New Energy and Intelligent connected Vehicles Exhibition

Duration: To be determined
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Sector: Automobile
Area: 42500 m²
Contents: Power lithium battery as a new energy, power lithium battery material, lithium battery equipment, testing equipment, automatic robot, etc.
Telephone: 18771132867

2023 Smart City and Intelligent Construction Industry Expo and High-end Forum for Smart City and Intelligent Construction

Duration: To be determined
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Host: Wuhan Urban Construction Investment Development Group Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Wuhan International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Area: 30000 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Smart cities, new infrastructure, modern buildings, prefabricated buildings, urban improvement, etc.
Telephone: 027-84611828, 027-84772760
URL: www.whwb.com

Wuhan International Logistics and Supply Chain Expo

Duration: To be determined
City: Wuhan
Organizer: Hubei Jiuzhou Health Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Logistics and Warehousing

2023 Wuhan Seed Industry Expo

Duration: To be determined
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan Academy of Agricultural Sciences, National Modern Agricultural Science and Technology Demonstration and Display Base (Wuhu)
Host: Hubei Provincial Department of Agriculture and Rural Affairs, Wuhan Municipal People's Government
Organizer: Hubei Modern Agriculture Exhibition Center, Wuhan Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Hubei Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Oil Crop Research Institute of Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Wuhan Agriculture and Rural Affairs Bureau, Huangpi District People's Government
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Contents: Vegetables, rice, sweet waxy maize, rape, etc.
Telephone: 027-61801925
Fax: 13277084708
URL: whzyblh.cjveg.com

2023 The 23rd Wuhan International Motor Show

Duration: To be determined
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, Automobile Industry Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Organizer: Wuhan Xincheng International Expo Center Co., Ltd., Wuhan Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Global Sunac Exhibition and Cultural Travel Group Co., Ltd., Hannover Milano Fairs China (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., etc.
Sector: Automobile
Area: 90000 m²
Contents: Passenger cars, commercial vehicles, auto parts, engines, chassis systems, braking systems, exhaust systems, etc.
Telephone: 021-20557100
Fax: 021-20557149
E-mail: whmotorshow@163.com
URL: www.wh-motorshow.com

China Bicycle Sports Consumption Expo

Duration: To be determined
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Host: Sports Equipment Center of the General Administration of Sport, Chinese Cycling Association, Wuhan Municipal People’s Government
Organizer: Wuhan Administration of Sport, Wuhan Tourism and Sports Group Co., Ltd.
Sector: Bicycle, Ebike and Motorcycle
Area: 20000 m²

2023 The 14th Wuhan Candy, Alcoholic Drinks and Food Trade Fair, and Hotel Equipment Exhibition and Food Machine Exhibition

Duration: To be determined
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Wuhan Economic Cooperation and Business Exhibition Company
Organizer: Wuhan Economic Cooperation and Business Exhibition Company
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 20000 m²

2023 The 2nd China (Wuhan) Cultural Tourism Expo

Duration: To be determined
City: Wuhan
Venue: Wuhan International Expo Center
Host: Publicity Department of the CPC Central Committee, Ministry of Culture and Tourism, Hubei Provincial People’s Government
Organizer: Publicity Department of Hubei Provincial Party Committee, Wuhan Municipal People’s Government, Hubei Provincial Department of Culture and Tourism
Sector: Culture, Sports and Entertainment
Area: 60000 m²
Contents: Tourism culture, intangible cultural legality exhibition, etc.
Telephone: 027-87361712
Fax: 027-87361719
URL: www.ccte.com.cn

2023 Wuhan International Textile Fabrics and Accessories Expo

Duration: To be determined
City: Wuhan
Venue: To be determined
Host: the Sub-Council of Textile Industry of CCPIT, Wuhan International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd., Hubei Province Clothing Chamber of Commerce
Organizer: the Sub-Council of Textile Industry of CCPIT, Wuhan International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd., Hubei Province Clothing Chamber of Commerce
Sector: Textile and Apparel
Area: 10000 m²
Contents: All kinds of textile and garment fabrics, accessories, pattern design, testing and certification, related products and services
Hunan

Changsha

2023 The 31st Hunan Medical Devices Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/3—2023/3/5
City: Changsha
Venue: Hunan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Changsha Tarsus-Hope Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: Ultrasonic diagnosis equipment, X-ray image diagnosis equipment, ECG and EEG monitoring equipment, scanning equipment, biochemical detection equipment, rehabilitation physiotherapy equipment, functional examination equipment, pathological diagnosis equipment, endoscopic examination equipment, optical instruments and examination and diagnosis equipment such as neurology, orthopedics, facial features, ophthalmology, orthopedics, etc.
Telephone: 0731-82865666, 13707315271
E-mail: 195990098@qq.com
URL: www.cwmeecs.com

2023 China (Changsha) International Metals Expo

Duration: 2023/4/1—2023/4/3
City: Changsha
Venue: Changsha International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Hunan Changsha Jincheng Hardware Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Hunan Changsha Jincheng Hardware Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Hardware Tool
Contents: Hardware and electrical machinery, electric power tools, manual tools, mechanical welding, lifting slings, pneumatic tools, abrasive tools, hardware products, power machinery, pump valves, sanitary ware, plumbing products, etc.
Telephone: 13454556169
URL: www.zgwjblh.com

2023 Changsha International New Energy Technology and Equipment Expo

Duration: 2023/4/13—2023/4/15
City: Changsha
Venue: Changsha International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Hunan Provincial Development and Reform Commission, Hunan Provincial State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission, Hunan Provincial Department of Industry and Information Technology, Hunan Provincial Department of Commerce, Changsha Municipal People's Government
Organizer: Hunan Business Exhibition Center Co.,
2023 The 24th Changsha Intelligent Manufacturing Equipment Expo

**Duration:** 2023/4/21—2023/4/23  
**City:** Changsha  
**Venue:** Changsha International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Organizer:** Changsha Tarsus-Hope Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Area:** 50000 m²  
**Contents:** CNC machine tools, laser sheet metal equipment, mold manufacturing, industrial automation, industrial robots, welding, surface treatment, electroplating and coating, intelligent warehousing and logistics, casting, industrial cleaning, energy conservation and environmental protection, hardware and electrical machinery, etc.  
**Telephone:** 0731-82865666  
**E-mail:** andy@hope-tarsus.com  
**URL:** www.cceme.com

2023 Changsha International Construction Equipment Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/5/12—2023/5/15  
**City:** Changsha  
**Venue:** Changsha International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Machinery Industry Federation, China Construction Machinery Society, Hunan Provincial Department of Industry and Information Technology, Hunan Provincial Department of Commerce, Hunan Provincial Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Changsha Municipal People's Government  
**Organizer:** Changsha Economic Development Zone Management Committee, Hunan Xiangjiang New Area Science and Technology Innovation and Industry Promotion Bureau, Changsha Municipal Convention and Exhibition Office, Changsha Municipal Bureau of Industry and Information Technology, Changsha Municipal Bureau of Commerce, Changsha Municipal Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade  
**Sector:** Construction Machinery  
**Area:** 300000 m²  
**Contents:** Engineering machinery, construction machinery, mining machinery, raw material mining and processing, building materials machinery, emergency equipment, etc.  
**Telephone:** 0731-88698695  
**E-mail:** www.chinacicee.com

2023 The 23rd Central China (Changsha) Alcoholic Drinks Expo

**Duration:** 2023/5/19—2023/5/21  
**City:** Changsha  
**Venue:** Changsha International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Hunan Food Industry Federation, Hunan Food Quality and Safety Technology Association, Hunan Nutrition and Health Food Association, Hunan
Leisure Food Association, Hunan Alcoholic Drinks Industry Association, Changsha Alcoholic Drinks Industry Association, Changsha Renchuang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.

Organizer: Changsha Meijian Culture Communication Co., Ltd., Wuhan Renchuang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.

Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 40000 m²
Contents: China sauce wine, wine and spirits, craft beer, liquor packaging and equipment; fruit wine, yellow wine, beer, sake, mixed wine and other fermented wine; wine bottles, wine packaging, wine decorations, etc.
Telephone: 4006-191-965
URL: www.rctjh.com

2023 Central (Changsha) Printing Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/6/14—2023/6/16
City: Changsha
Venue: Hunan International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Publicity Department of Changsha Municipal Party Committee, China South Publishing and Media Group Co., Ltd., Changsha Evening News Newspaper Group, Changsha Cultural Market Administrative Law Enforcement Bureau
Organizer: Changsha Printing Industry Association
Sector: Printing and Packaging
Area: 22000 m²
Contents: Pre-press system and software, all kinds of format-making equipment, digital printing and proofing equipment, all kinds of offset printing equipment, label printing technology equipment, screen printing and all kinds of special printing technology equipment, inkjet printing and advertising technology equipment and apparatus, etc.
Telephone: 0731-88683736
URL: www.printcs.cn

2023 China-Africa Economic and Trade Expo

Duration: 2023/6/29-2023/7/2
City: Changsha
Venue: Changsha International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Ministry of Commerce, People's Government of Hunan Province
Organizer: Department of Commerce of Hunan Province, Foreign Trade Development Bureau of Ministry of Commerce, Office of Foreign Affairs Commission of CPC Hunan Provincial Committee, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Hunan Sub-Council, Changsha Municipal People's Government
Sector: Comprehensive
Contents: China-Africa economic and trade cooperation
Telephone: 13603547653
E-mail: maxinlu@nsevents.cn
URL: www.caetexpo.org.cn

2023 China Changsha HVAC, Purified Water, Sanitary Products, and Comfortable Home Furnishings Exhibition

Duration: 2023/9/15—2023/9/17
City: Changsha
Venue: Hunan Red Star International Convention and Exhibition Center
Sector: Furniture and Household
Contents: The whole kitchen and cabinet materials, kitchen appliances materials, well-known domestic and foreign complete decorations, high-end customization, wooden doors, customized products with original design, integrated solutions of door,
wall and cabinet, etc.

**Telephone:** 010-57027760, 010-57272228  
**Fax:** 010-57027760  
**E-mail:** 1248466191@qq.com  
**URL:** www.ditan588.com

**The 13th Expo Central China**

**Duration:** to be determined  
**City:** Changsha  
**Venue:** to be determined  
**Host:** The Ministry of Commerce, the Ministry of Culture and Tourism, the State Administration for Market Regulation, the All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, the China Federation of Industrial Economics, the People's Government of Hunan Province  
**Sector:** Comprehensive  
**Contents:** Technology and finance service, international industries, cultural tourism, ecological environment protection, healthcare industry, etc.  
**Telephone:** 010-64404548  
**E-mail:** service@cipainvest.org.cn.  
**URL:** www.expocentralchina.org.cn

**2023 China (Changsha) International Green Intelligent Building and Building Industrialization Expo**

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Changsha  
**Venue:** Changsha International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Sector:** Construction and Building Material  
**Contents:** Urban and rural housing construction achievements, green intelligent building and construction industrialization, building energy conservation and green building materials  
**Telephone:** 0731-84773391  
**Fax:** 0731-84772352

**2023 Hunan International Green Development Expo**

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Changsha  
**Venue:** To be determined  
**Host:** To be determined  
**Sector:** Energy Saving and Environmental Protection  
**Contents:** Circular economy, environmental protection industry, green manufacturing, new energy  
**Telephone:** 0731-84773313  
**Fax:** 0731-84772352

**2023 Hunan International General Aviation Industry Expo**

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Changsha  
**Venue:** To be determined  
**Sector:** Aviation and Aerospace  
**Contents:** Navigation manufacturing; navigation science popularization; navigation experience; navigation service; navigation application; UAV, Big dipper and 5G Applications  
**Telephone:** 0731-85416777  
**E-mail:** 2033869479@qq.com  
**URL:** www.igaie.com

**Shaoyang**

**2023 The 6th Shaodong City Hardware & Electromechanical Products Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/4/6—2023/4/8  
**City:** Shaoyang  
**Venue:** Shaodong International Business And Trade City  
**Host:** Shaodong Municipal Party Committee of Hunan Province, Shaodong Municipal People's Government  
**Sector:** Hardware Tool  
**Area:** 30000 m²
Contents: Manual tools, electric tools, pneumatic appliances, abrasive tools, etc.
Telephone: 4000-990-060

Yongzhou

2023 Yongzhou Lanshan International Leather Products, Bags and Suitcases Expo

Duration: To be determined
City: Yongzhou
Venue: To be determined
Sector: Leather, Shoes and Bag
Contents: Leather goods, bags, toys, shoes, etc.
Telephone: 0731-84770586
Fax: 0731-84772352

Zhuzhou

2023 Hunan (Liling) International Ceramic Industry Expo

Duration: To be determined
City: Zhuzhou
Venue: To be determined
Sector: Daily Necessity
Contents: Daily ceramics, artistic ceramics, industrial ceramics, etc.
Telephone: 0731-84770586
Fax: 0731-84772352

2023 China International Rail Transit and Equipment Manufacturing Industry Expo (InteRail)

Duration: To be determined
City: Zhuzhou
Venue: Zhuzhou Auto Trade Center
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, the People's Government of Hunan Province
Sector: Boat, Rail and other Transportation
Contents: Rail transit infrastructure, equipment manufacturing, operation and maintenance, etc.
Telephone: 0731-84773313
Fax: 0731-84772352

Jilin

2023 The 25th Advertising and LED Lighting Expo

Duration: 2023/3/7—2023/3/9
City: Changchun
Venue: Changchun International Conference & Exhibition Center
Host: Changchun Advertising Association
Organizer: Changchun Weida Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Advertising
Area: 25000 m²
Contents: Advertising, led lamps, lighting materials, etc.
Telephone: 13604318346
Fax: 0431-81038902

2023 The 57th China (Changchun) International Medical Devices and Hygienic Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/3/23—2023/3/25
City: Changchun
Venue: Changchun International Conference & Exhibition Center
Host: Liaoning Shengang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment
Contents: Medical imaging, medical electronics, in vitro diagnosis and laboratory medicine, operating room equipment and surgical instruments, medical consumables and dressings, intelligent information medical care, rehabilitation equipment and family medical care, other auxiliary equipment and epidemic prevention materials
Telephone: 024-22853303, 13332412328
Fax: 024-22853500

2023 The 49th Changchun Pharmaceuticals and Healthcare Products Fair

Duration: 2023/3/23—2023/3/25
City: Changchun
Venue: Changchun International Conference & Exhibition Center
Host: Liaoning Shengang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Pharmaceutical and Raw Material
Contents: Chemicals, OTC over-the-counter drugs, new drugs and special drugs; biochemical pharmaceuticals, biological products, protein drugs, gene drugs, biochips, nanotechnology, diagnostic reagents, marine organisms, fermentation engineering products, enzyme engineering and enzyme preparations; cosmeceuticals, health food, health drinks, health products, products with disinfection product number, health care and beauty products, fitness equipment, household medical appliances, etc.
Telephone: 024-22853303, 13332412328
Fax: 024-22853500

2023 CCIME

Duration: 2023/3/23—2023/3/25
City: Changchun
Venue: Changchun International Conference & Exhibition Center
Host: Changchun Haocha Expo Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Changchun Haocha Expo Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: All kinds of machine tools, molds, hardware machinery, industrial automation instruments and meters, general equipment, special equipment for cars and rail buses, etc.
Telephone: 0431-85834601
Fax: 0431-85834601
URL: www.ccizh.com.cn

2023 The 27th Northeast China (Changchun) Building Decorations and Materials Expo

Duration: 2023/4/6—2023/4/8
City: Changchun
Venue: Changchun International Conference & Exhibition Center
Host: Jilin Building Decoration Association
Organizer: Changchun Weida Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Area: 120000 m²
Contents: Sliding door, custom home, door and window curtain wall, building energy saving, kitchen and bathroom ceiling, furniture, woodworking machinery, smart home, etc.
Telephone: 13604318346
Fax: 0431-81038902

2023 The 16th Modern Agricultural Machinery and Equipment Exhibition

Duration: 2023/4/15—2023/4/17
City: Changchun
Venue: Changchun International Conference & Exhibition Center
Host: Jilin Agricultural Machinery Distribution Association
Organizer: Jilin Dongbo Exhibition Business Co., Ltd.
Sector: Agricultural Machinery
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: Agricultural machinery
Telephone: 0431-88955689
Fax: 0431-88955689

2023 The 16th Franchise Chain & Entrepreneurship Exhibition of Changchun

Duration: 2023/4/16—2023/4/18
City: Changchun
Venue: Changchun International Conference & Exhibition Center
Host: Changchun City Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Organizer: Changchun Weida Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Franchising
Contents: Franchise organizations such as Chinese and western restaurants, coffee shops, tea houses, tea room chains, beverages, baked desserts, cakes, moon cakes, snack foods, local delicacies, specialty snacks, local products, chain hotels, bars, etc.; home accessories, household textiles, kitchen supplies, kitchen utensils, household appliances, clothing agents, underwear, shoes and hats, national costumes, sporting goods monopoly, etc.
Telephone: 0431-81038925, 13504435221, 13844870865
Fax: 0431-81038925
E-mail: w13504435221@126.com, 601059463@qq.com
URL: ls.wdexpo.com.cn

2023 Changchun Prefabricated Building Industry Expo

City: Changchun
Venue: Changchun International Conference & Exhibition Center
Host: China Prefabricated Building Technology Innovation Alliance
Organizer: Jilin Datang Boya Conference and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Area: 30000 m²
Contents: Assembled building materials, molds, apparatus, etc.
Telephone: 13644318589

The 26th Changchun Beauty and Hairdressing Products Expo

Duration: 2023/5/14—2023/5/16
City: Changchun
Venue: Changchun International Conference & Exhibition Center
Host: Changchun Bairui International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Changchun Bairui International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Sector: Hairdressing and Beauty
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: Beauty and hairdressing products, skin care products, cosmetics, etc.
Telephone: 0431-88784165
Fax: 0431-88784165

2023 The 5th Northeast Asia (Jilin) Security and Emergency Response Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/6/16—2023/6/18
City: Changchun
Venue: Changchun International Conference & Exhibition Center
Host: China Occupational Safety and Health Association, Department of Commerce and Department of Emergency Management of Jilin Province, Jilin Province Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Changchun Municipal Government
Organizer: Changchun Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Changchun Emergency Management Bureau
Sector: Public Security
Area: 50000 m²
Contents: 5G information application, security technology products and equipment, fire fighting and forest fire fighting technology and equipment, disaster prevention and mitigation products and equipment, etc.
Telephone: 400-0211-789
The 20th China (Changchun) International Auto Exhibition Show

**Duration:** 2023/7/15—2023/7/24  
**City:** Changchun  
**Venue:** Changchun International Conference & Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Association of Automobile Manufacturers, China Automobile Dealers Association, Changchun Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade  
**Organizer:** Changchun Bairui International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Automobile  
**Area:** 200,000 m²  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Complete vehicle  
**Telephone:** 0431-82744904  
**Fax:** 0431-82733456

The 22nd China Changchun International Agricultural Food Expo (Fair)

**Duration:** 2023/8/15—2023/8/24  
**City:** Changchun  
**Venue:** Changchun Modern Agricultural Park  
**Host:** Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs of China, Jilin Provincial Government, Changchun Municipal Government  
**Organizer:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
**Area:** 50,000 m²  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Agricultural products, food, etc.  
**Telephone:** 0431-82766003  
**Fax:** 0431-82766003  
**E-mail:** mchzglc@163.com  
**URL:** www.cneaexpo.org

2023 The 15th Changchun (Four Northeast Provinces) Agricultural Materials and Products Expo

**Duration:** 2023/9  
**City:** Changchun  
**Venue:** Changchun International Conference & Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Agro-Technological Extension Association  
**Organizer:** Jilin Yiwei Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
**Area:** 30,000 m²  
**Contents:** Agricultural products, food, etc.  
**Telephone:** 18626912111

The 8th Jilin Snow Industry Expo and the 27th Changchun Ice and Snow Festival

**Duration:** 2023/12/24—2023/12/25  
**City:** Changchun  
**Venue:** Changchun International Conference & Exhibition Center
Jiangsu

Host: Jilin Provincial People's Government
Organizer: Jilin Provincial Department of Culture and Tourism, Changchun Municipal Government
Sector: Culture, Sports and Entertainment
Area: 30000 m²
Contents: Ice and snow appliances, instruments, works of art and related industrial products, etc.
Telephone: 13354303433

The 5th Changchun New Energy Intelligent Charging Technology and Equipment Expo

Duration: 2023/12
City: Changchun
Venue: Changchun International Conference & Exhibition Center
Host: Jilin Electric Vehicle Association
Organizer: Jilin Electric Vehicle Association
Sector: Electricity and New Energy Equipment
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: Automobile and electric vehicle battery and charging technology of automobile and electric vehicle
Telephone: 17649848866

Jiangsu

Nanjing

The 37th China Plant Protection Information Exchange & Pesticide and Sprayer Facilities Fair

Duration: 2023/1/8—2023/1/10
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Center
Host: National Agro-Tech Extension and Service Center
Organizer: Xiamen Phoenix Creative Exhibition Service Co., Ltd
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Area: 72000 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Pesticide, technical material, fertilizer, plant protection machinery, green prevention and control, agricultural aviation plant protection, etc.
Telephone: 18030017711
Fax: 0592-2389616
E-mail: 508001526@qq.com
URL: www.zgzbsjh.com

China Refrigeration, Air Conditioning, Heat Pump, Ventilation and Cold Chain Equipment Expo

Duration: 2023/2/15—2023/2/17
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Exhibition Center
Host: Changsha Qianghua Information Technology Co., Ltd., Jiangsu Association of Refrigeration, Shenzhen Tiandi Advertising Co., Ltd
Sector: Heating and Cooling Equipment
Contents: Cold chain, heat pump equipment and related technologies, accessories and materials; central air conditioning series units and auxiliary equipment, accessories and materials; food, medicine, hotel commercial refrigeration, refrigeration equipment and auxiliary equipment, accessories, materials, etc.
Telephone: 0731-85463187
E-mail: hvacrex@163.com
URL: www.hvacrex.com

2023 China International Tourism Equipment Expo and China International Lure Fishing Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/2/18—2023/2/21
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Center
Host: RV Times(Magazine)
Sector: Culture, Sports and Entertainment
Area: 60000 m²
Contents: Lure fishing bait, Lure fishing rod, Lure fish detector, Lure boat, Lure RV, Lure off-road vehicle, Lure related products, Lure accessories, Lure bags, Lure clothing, Lure gifts, Lure decoration, Lure doll toys, Lure safety equipment, Lure propeller, Lure equipment maintenance, Lure invention, etc.

2023 CNIEME

Duration: 2023/2/24—2023/2/26
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Center
Host: Jiangsu Mechanical Engineering Society, Hardware and Electromechanical Chamber of Commerce of the Jiangsu Federation of Industry and Commerce
Organizer: Nanjing Phoenix Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 10000 m²
Contents: Smart manufacturing, mechanical equipment
Telephone: 025-86645029
E-mail: fhexpo@163.com
URL: www.njfhzl.com/jx

The 35th Baimu Nanjing International Jewelry Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/3—2023/3/6
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Exhibition Center
Host: Nanjing Baimu Exhibition Co., Ltd., Jiangsu Chamber of Commerce for Gold and Jewelry
Sector: Jewellery
Contents: Diamonds and precious stones, jewelry, pearls and corals, jade, equipment and instruments, clocks and ornaments, etc.
Telephone: 025-52315808
Fax: 025-52315918
E-mail: zfexpo@126.com
URL: www.njzbxexpo.com

2023 China (Nanjing) Education and Sports Equipment Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/3/10—2023/3/12
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Exhibition Center
Host: Jiangsu Education Equipment Industry Association, Jiangsu Modern Sports Industry Research Service Center
Organizer: Huashe Exhibition (Nanjing) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Educational Equipment
Contents: Audio-visual educational equipment and classroom educational resources; testing instruments, microscopes and optical image processing; automobile maintenance and operation, industrial automation devices; medical model, emergency care; Educational toys, outdoor facilities, etc.
Telephone: 025-58356678, 13062569589, 17798542718
Fax: 025-68873667
URL: www.jsjybhl.com

2023 Rail + Metro China, 2023 China International Railway Conference for Intercity and Urban Mass Transit (CIRC)

Duration: 2023/3/15—2023/3/17
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Center
Host: China Local Railway Association, Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai, Shanghai Shentong Metro Group Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai Intex Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Boat, Rail and other Transportation
Area: 15000 m²
Contents: D-series high-speed train, china railway high-speed detection vehicle, diesel locomotive, urban rail transit vehicle, bogie, braking system; vehicle body, door, connection system, couplers, ventilation system, lighting system, locking system, communication technology, train control system, level crossing system, control system, remote con-
trol, signal system, grounding device, design consulting, construction and operation management technology, cleaning device, vehicle cleaning system, commissioning service, vehicle overhaul and maintenance system, public service facility system, etc.

**Telephone:** 021-62952060  
**Fax:** 021-62780038  
**E-mail:** info@shanghai-intex.com  
**URL:** www.railmetrochina.com

**Nanjing Hot Pot Food Material and Catering Supply Chain Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/3/16—2023/3/18  
**City:** Nanjing  
**Venue:** Nanjing International Expo Center  
**Host:** Beijing Bowen Qiyang International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Zhengzhou Qiyang Dianke Exhibition Co., Ltd., Beijing Qiyang International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Beijing Qiyang International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Area:** 24000 m²  
**Contents:** Dishwasher, soup mixer, hot pot tables and chairs, induction cooker, kitchen waste treatment equipment, beef and mutton slicer, meat grinder, packaging equipment, quick-freezing equipment, fresh-keeping cabinet and other hot pot supporting equipment; special utensils for hot pot, kitchen equipment, stainless steel kitchen utensils, tables and chairs for hot pot, sauce table, dining cabinet, sofa with berth, lamps, etc.; hot pot restaurant decoration service, cashier terminal, food delivery robot, etc.

**2023 China Pet Products Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/3/16—2023/3/19  
**City:** Nanjing  
**Venue:** Nanjing International Expo Center  
**Host:** Beijing Lanneret International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Beijing Lanneret International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply  
**Area:** 24000 m²  
**Contents:** Pet food, pet products, crawling and amphibious, pet medical treatment, bird products, gardening products, equestrian products, etc.

**China (Nanjing) International E-commerce Industry Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/3/22—2023/3/24  
**City:** Nanjing  
**Venue:** Nanjing International Expo Center  
**Host:** Commercial Industry Committee of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade  
**Organizer:** Commercial Industry Committee of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade  
**Sector:** E-commerce and Trade Fair  
**Area:** 24000 m²  
**Contents:** E-commerce products, platforms, office equipment and consumables  
**Telephone:** 010-66094244  
**E-mail:** info@cieie.org.cn  
**URL:** cieie.org.cn

**2023 Nanjing Advertising Industry Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/3/24—2023/3/26  
**City:** Nanjing  
**Venue:** Nanjing International Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Nanjing Yadong Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Advertising  
**Contents:** Advertising equipment and new materials; office graphic printing equipment and materials; new media technology, equipment and application; LED, identification sign, outdoor luminous body; APP, self-media development and operation, etc.  
**Telephone:** 025-83223067, 83229051  
**Fax:** 025-83227379  
**URL:** www.yadongzhanlan.com
2022 / 2023 China Feed Industry Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/29—2023/3/31
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Center
Host: China Feed Industry Association
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Contents: New technologies, new products and new processes in raw materials, feed processing, feed additives and feed machinery; new technologies, new products and new processes in veterinary feed inspection and safety evaluation; new technologies, new products, new processes, etc. in livestock and poultry breeding and animal products processing.
Telephone: 010-62816626
E-mail: xhgzc-nahs@agri.gov.cn
URL: www.chinafeed.org.cn

2023 The 25th Jiangsu International Medical Devices Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/29—2023/3/31
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Center
Host: Jiangsu Association for Medical Devices Industry, Nanjing Hospital Association, Nanjing Medical Devices Management Association
Organizer: Nanjing Bomao Exhibition Co., Ltd., Jiangsu Zhongzhouda Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: Medical supplies and sanitary materials, home medical rehabilitation physiotherapy area, ward nursing equipment and appliances, auxiliary equipment, surgical instruments, etc.
Telephone: 025-85552818
E-mail: sbhp88@188.com
URL: www.jsybh.net

2023 Nanjing Smart City Exhibition and 2023 The 21st Nanjing Public Security Expo

Duration: 2023/3/30—2023/4/1
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Center
Host: Nanjing Huizhan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Nanjing Huizhan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Public Security
Contents: Smart security, emergency rescue, police equipment, smart parking, drones, etc.
Telephone: 13611598311, 13611576300, 13675118722

2023 Jiangsu International Beauty and Health Industry Expo and Nanjing International Beauty Expo

Duration: 2023/4/9—2023/4/11
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Center
Host: Jiangsu Portrait Hair & Beauty Association, Nanjing Hairdressing and Beauty Industry Association, Haibo Exhibition (Nanjing) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Hairdressing and Beauty
Area: 25000 m²
Contents: Professional beauty, hairdressing and hair care, nail art manicure and tattoo; skin care, personal care, make-up; medical equipment, moxibustion health products and instruments, rehabilitation physiotherapy products, etc.; international daily chemical products; raw materials of cosmetic, daily chemicals, professional OEM/ODM, cosmetic packaging, etc.
Telephone: 025-52315808
E-mail: zfexpo@126.com
URL: www.njbmexpo.com
2023 Jiangsu (Nanjing) International High-end Beauty Products and Cosmetics Expo

**Duration:** 2023/4/9—2023/4/11  
**City:** Nanjing  
**Venue:** Nanjing International Expo Center  
**Host:** Haibo Exhibition (Nanjing) Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Haibo Exhibition (Nanjing) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Hairdressing and Beauty  
**Area:** 10000 m²  
**Contents:** Beauty and hairdressing

The 12th Jiangsu International Agricultural Machinery Fair

**Duration:** 2023/4/12—2023/4/14  
**City:** Nanjing  
**Venue:** Nanjing International Expo Center  
**Host:** Jiangsu Provincial Department of Agriculture and Rural Affairs, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Jiangsu Sub-Council  
**Organizer:** Jiangsu CCPIT International Conference and Exhibition Co., Ltd., Jiangsu Modern Agricultural Equipment Technology Demonstration Center  
**Sector:** Agricultural Machinery  
**Area:** 48000 m²  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Oil crop equipment, planting equipment, agricultural product processing equipment, agricultural innovation and excellence, cooking equipment, spare parts and accessories, fishery equipment, etc.  
**Telephone:** 025-52856748  
**E-mail:** agromach@126.com  
**URL:** www.agromach.com

2023 China (Nanjing) International Auto Exposition (Spring)

**Duration:** 2023/4/29—2023/5/3  
**City:** Nanjing  
**Venue:** Nanjing International Expo Center  
**Host:** Shangge Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Nanjing Shangge Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Automobile  
**Area:** 60000 m²  
**Contents:** Intelligent networking, new energy, lightweight vehicles  
**Telephone:** 025-86753369  
**E-mail:** jiamin.zhao@sungoal.org  
**URL:** nanjing.360chezhan.com

The 7th Doors and Windows·Whole House Customization Expo and The 10th China Sliding Door Expo

**Duration:** 2023/5/9—2023/5/11  
**City:** Nanjing  
**Venue:** Nanjing International Expo Center  
**Host:** Jiangsu Door and Window Industry Association, Nanjing Sliding Door Industry Association  
**Organizer:** Nanjing Taoyixuan Information Technology Co., Ltd., Nanjing Biaoxiong Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Furniture and Householod  
**Area:** 130000 m²  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Doors and windows, whole house customization  
**Telephone:** 025-58719170, 15312982951  
**URL:** www.ymblh.com

The 30th China International Disposable Paper Expo

**Duration:** 2023/5/14—2023/5/16  
**City:** Nanjing  
**Venue:** Nanjing International Expo Center  
**Host:** China National Pulp and Paper Research Institute Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** China National Household Paper Industry Association  
**Sector:** Daily Necessity  
**Area:** 72000 m²  
**Contents:** Daily chemical and daily necessities  
**Telephone:** 010-64778188  
**E-mail:** cidpex@cnhpia.org
The 7th China (Nanjing) International Intelligent Agriculture Expo

**Duration:** 2023/5/19—2023/5/21  
**City:** Nanjing  
**Venue:** Nanjing International Expo Center  
**Host:** Jiangsu Academy of Agriculture Science, Jiangsu Rural Professional Technique Association, National Engineering and Technology Center for Information Agriculture (Nanjing Agricultural University)  
**Organizer:** Nanjing RoundExpo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
**Area:** 24000 m²  
**Contents:** Agricultural Internet of Things, agricultural AI+ big data, plant factory, agricultural blockchain, smart irrigation, smart breeding, smart equipment, brand agriculture, infrastructure, digital governance, pilot demonstration, digitalization of life, digitalization of production and operation, and exquisite geographical indications  
**Telephone:** 18651851727  
**E-mail:** 584580919@qq.com  
**URL:** www.int-agri.com

2023 China International Weighing Instrument Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/5/19—2023/5/21  
**City:** Nanjing  
**Venue:** Nanjing International Expo Center  
**Host:** China Weighing Instrument Association  
**Sector:** Instrumentation  
**Area:** 24000 m²  
**Contents:** Weighing apparatus  
**Telephone:** 010-57811200  
**E-mail:** huizhan@ccpa.com.cn  
**URL:** www.chinaconcrete.com.cn

2023 China (International) Concrete Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/6/2—2023/6/4  
**City:** Nanjing  
**Venue:** Nanjing International Expo Center  
**Host:** China Concrete and Cement-based Products Association  
**Organizer:** China Concrete and Cement-based Products Association  
**Sector:** Construction and Building Material  
**Area:** 40000 m²  
**Contents:** Manufacturing equipment, construction and transportation equipment for ready-mixed concrete and ready-mixed mortar; manufacturing equipment, construction and transportation equipment for precast concrete members; concrete pipe culvert; concrete admixture, etc.  
**Telephone:** 010-57811200  
**E-mail:** huizhan@ccpa.com.cn  
**URL:** www.chinaconcrete.com.cn

2023 World Semiconductor Conference and Nanjing International Semiconductor Expo

**Duration:** 2023/6/8—2023/6/10  
**City:** Nanjing  
**Venue:** Nanjing International Expo Center
### China (Nanjing) International New Energy and Intelligent Connected Auto Show

**Duration:** 2023/6  
**City:** Nanjing  
**Venue:** Nanjing International Expo Center  
**Host:** Machinery Industry Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade  
**Organizer:** Beijing China Auto Sifang Exhibition Co., Ltd., Nanjing China Auto Zhixing Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Automobile  
**Area:** 50000 m²  
**Contents:** Intelligent networked vehicles, new energy vehicles, energy-saving vehicles, oil-electricity hybrid, gas-electricity hybrid, environmentally-friendly vehicles, charging and supporting facilities, popularization and application cities and test areas, demonstration areas, next-generation information and communication, intelligent transportation, internet, microelectronics, artificial intelligence, new materials, new energy and other related upstream and downstream enterprises and institutions in the industrial chain  
**Telephone:** 010-63362356, 010-63361277, 010-63361929, 010-63367906  
**Fax:** 010-63364211  
**E-mail:** ieev@evautoe.com

### The 23rd Nanjing International Textile and Garment Supply Chain Expo

**Duration:** 2023/7/27—2023/7/29  
**City:** Nanjing  
**Venue:** Nanjing International Exhibition Center  
**Sector:** Textile and Apparel  
**Contents:** All kinds of textile fabrics, fashion accessories, etc.; popular yarns, synthetic fibers, home textiles, fashion clothes, etc.  
**Telephone:** 025-52315808  
**Fax:** 025-52315918  
**URL:** www.nj-zfexpo.com
2023 The 12th China (Nanjing) International Wine & Food Fair

Duration: 2023/8/10—2023/8/12
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Exhibition Center
Host: Jiangsu Alcoholic Drinks Industry Association, Chamber of Commerce for Alcoholic Drinks Industry of the Jiangsu Federation of Industry and Commerce, France Comexposium Exhibition Group, Zhongmao Technology Group
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 50000 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Food, alcohol drinks, beverages, dairy products, condiments, packaging and processing machinery, baking, additives and ingredients, etc.
Telephone: 0551-67102222
Fax: 0531-67105588
URL: www.njtjh.com.cn

2023 International Safety and Emergency Expo

Duration: 2023/9/12—2023/9/14
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Center
Host: Beijing Safever Science & Technology Innovation Center, China National Machinery Industry International Co., Ltd., Hannover Milano Fairs Shanghai Ltd.
Sector: Public Security
Area: 36000 m²
Contents: Emergency technical equipment, urban safety technical equipment, comprehensive fire rescue equipment, technical equipment for disaster prevention and mitigation, and personal protective equipment.
Telephone: 15120007595
E-mail: guoliang@esindustry.org
URL: www.isee-cefe-interschutz.com

2023 China Composites Expo

Duration: 2023/9/12—2023/9/14
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Center
Sector: Advanced Material/Technology
Contents: Raw material and the production equipment, composite material production technology and equipment, final products and applications, composite material quality control and testing.
Telephone: 010-68138939
Fax: 010-68138866
E-mail: shenyk@ccgc.com.cn
URL: www.chinacompositesexpo.com/m_cn

2023 The Pump Show Asia

Duration: 2023/9/14—2023/9/16
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Center
Host: National Research Center of Pumps
Organizer: Sinochem World Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Pump, Valve and Pipeline
Area: 10000 m²
Contents: Pump products, equipment
Telephone: 010-89353006
E-mail: info@pumpshowasia.com
URL: www.pumpshowasia.com

2023 China Electric Eco Expo

Duration: 2023/9/20—2023/9/22
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Center
Host: State Grid Intelligent Vehicle Connected Technology Co., Ltd.
Sector: Electricity and New Energy Equipment
Area: 24000 m²
Contents: Electric energy, electric vehicle industry, wind power industry, photovoltaic technology and application, etc.
Telephone: 13681536285
URL: eeexpo.cn

2023 Nanjing International Auto Show
Duration: 2023/9/30—2023/10/5
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Center
Host: Jiangsu Automobile Industry Association, Nanjing Aoyuan Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Contents: All kinds of complete vehicles, all kinds of automobile assemblies and automobile parts, new energy supporting charging pile display, modified vehicle, 5G technology, automatic driving, all kinds of automobile related supplies, etc.
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Area: 50000 m²
Telephone: 025-66048880
E-mail: market@njae.net
URL: www.njae.net

The 5th China Aquaculture Expo
Duration: 2023/10/13—2023/10/15
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Center
Host: Fisheries Advance, Frontier of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry
Organizer: Guangzhou Lingshi Advertising Co., Ltd.
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Area: 26000 m²
Contents: Aquaculture feed, seedlings, equipment, animal protection, etc.
Telephone: 13719331127
URL: www.fishfirst.cn/item/zt/20190124/index.php

The 40th China Jiangsu International NEVs and Parts Fair
Duration: 2023/10/26—2023/10/28
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Center
Host: Jiangsu Province Bicycle Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Nanjing Shenghao Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Area: 78000 m²
Contents: Bicycles, new energy electric vehicles and parts
Telephone: 0510-85055112
E-mail: jbc2023@jsbicycle.com
URL: www.jsbicycle.com

The 5th China (Nanjing) International Plastics Exhibition
Duration: 2023/11/1—2023/11/3
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Center
Host: China Plastic Processing Industry Association
Organizer: China Plastic Processing Industry Association and its affiliates
Sector: Chemical Product
Area: 12000 m²
Contents: Packaging film, agricultural plastics, degradable plastics, new materials, intelligent equipment, plastic building materials, daily plastics, colleges and universities, etc.
Telephone: 010-65226810
E-mail: zg sxhqz@163.com
URL: www.cppia.com.cn

2023 China International Underground Gallery Construction and Maintenance Exhibition
Duration: 2023/11/1—2023/11/3
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Center
Host: Shanghai Zhongyi Exhibition Company
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Area: 30000 m²
Contents: Underground space construction

2023 World Intelligent Manufacturing Conference

Duration: 2023/11/24—2023/11/26
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Center
Host: Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, Chinese Academy of Engineering, China Association for Science and Technology, Jiangsu Provincial People's Government
Organizer: Industry and Information Technology Department of Jiangsu, Foreign Affairs Office of Jiangsu Provincial People's Government, Jiangsu Association for Science and Technology, Jiangsu Research Institute of China Engineering Science and Technology Development Strategy, China Association for Science and Technology Consortium of Smart Manufacturing Society
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 18000 m²
Contents: Intelligent sensing and control, industrial Internet of Things platform, big data management system; covering high-grade CNC machine tools, basic manufacturing equipment, industrial robots, etc.
E-mail: wimc_org@163.com
URL: www.wimc.org.cn

2023 Huatang Summit and The 8th China Candy and Alcoholic Drinks Fair

Duration: 2023/11/29—2023/12/1
City: Nanjing
Venue: Nanjing International Expo Center
Host: Hebei Huatang Cloud Operators Marketing Communication Co., Ltd. Nanjing Branch
Organizer: Hebei Huatang Cloud Operators Marketing Communication Co., Ltd. Nanjing Branch
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 48000 m²
Contents: Food and drinks

Nantong

2023 China Nantong International Intelligent Industrial Equipment Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/4/1—2023/4/3
City: Nantong
Venue: Nantong International Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: Nantong Tingjin International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Contents: Machine tool intelligent factory, rubber and plastic injection technology and equipment, pipe and plate laser cutting and welding equipment, etc.
Telephone: 0510-82306760
The 3rd China Nantong International Textile Machinery and Sewing Equipment Exhibition

Duration: 2023/5/18—2023/5/20
City: Nantong
Venue: Nantong International Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: Nantong Municipal Committee of the Communist Party of China, Nantong Municipal People's Government
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Contents: Digital printing machinery, dyeing and finishing machinery, etc.
Telephone: 010-52338141
URL: www.ntjcz.com

The 3rd Nantong Printing and Packaging Expo

Duration: 2023/12/25—2023/12/27
City: Nantong
Venue: Nantong International Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: Suzhou Juheyuan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Suzhou Juheyuan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Advertising
Contents: Printing and packaging environmental protection technology and equipment, screen printing technology and equipment, digital printing, flexible packaging technology and equipment, printing and packaging consumables
Telephone: 13771806890, 15151519468
Fax: 0512-68206075
URL: www.ntfzzz.com

Suzhou

Suzhou International Machine Tool Exhibition (SME)

Duration: 2023/3/16—2023/3/19
City: Suzhou
Venue: Suzhou International Expo Center
Host: Huamo Group
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 40000 m²
Contents: CNC bending machine, CNC shearing machine, water cutting machine and other CNC machining equipment for sheet metal, high-speed precision punching machine, hydraulic press, laser engraving machine, combination cutter, non-standard cutter, cutter accessories, grinding machinery, various types of grinding tools, etc.
Telephone: 021-60280798
E-mail: sunxiaoli@huajiazhan.net
URL: www.5icme.com

2023 Suzhou International Industrial Automation and Robot Exhibition (SIA)

Duration: 2023/3/16—2023/3/19
City: Suzhou
Venue: Suzhou International Expo Center
Host: Shanghai Zhongzhan Shixin Exhibition Group Co., Ltd., Jiangsu Guozhan Shixin Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Jiangsu Guozhan Shixin Exhibition Co., Ltd., Beijing Zhongzhan Shixin International Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 70000 m²
Contents: MES system, SMT surface mount technology, intelligent factory technology, automatic labeling machine, laser marking machine, 3D printing, etc.
Telephone: 0510-83266696
2023 The 20th Suzhou Industrial Expo

- **Duration:** 2023/3/16—2023/3/19
- **City:** Suzhou
- **Venue:** Suzhou International Expo Center
- **Sector:** Industrial Machinery
- **Area:** 40000 m²
- **Contents:** Manufacturing automation, index table, coupling, bearing, change/reducer, gear, ball screw, divider, distributor, gas cylinder, compressor, control valve, actuator, etc.
- **Telephone:** 18918174144
- **E-mail:** info@xippe.cn
- **URL:** www.sia-china.com.cn

**Wuxi**

The 2nd Wuxi Tea Expo and Suzhou-Wuxi-Changzhou Tea Industry Expo

- **Duration:** 2022/12/30—2023/1/2
- **City:** Wuxi
- **Venue:** Wuxi Taihu International Expo Centre
- **Host:** Qingdao Botai Exhibition Trading Co., Ltd.
- **Sector:** Food and Drink
- **Area:** 10000 m²
- **Contents:** Tea, tea ware and tea set, tea space, tea crafts, tea culture products, etc.
- **Telephone:** 18762669333
- **URL:** www.cqihe.com

2023 China (Suzhou) Prefabricated Building Materials and Building Industrialization Exhibition

- **Duration:** 2023/4/17—2023/4/19
- **City:** Suzhou
- **Venue:** Suzhou International Expo Center
- **Sector:** Construction and Building Material
- **Area:** 40000 m²
- **Contents:** Assembled building materials exhibition area, wood structure building, new wall materials and building insulation exhibition area, integrated house, advanced concrete structure exhibition area, construction machinery and equipment, steel structure building, green building, etc.
- **Telephone:** 021-56455868, 18518342292
- **Fax:** 021-56455868
- **E-mail:** 280354017@qq.com
- **URL:** www.building-expo.net

2023 China Wuxi Taihu International Machine Tool Fair

- **Duration:** 2023/3/10—2023/3/12
- **City:** Wuxi
- **Venue:** Wuxi Taihu International Expo Centre
- **Host:** China Mechanical and Electrical Products Circulation Association, Wuxi Machine Tool & Tool Builders’ Association, Jiangsu Sanjiaozhou International Conference & Exhibition Co., Ltd.
- **Organizer:** Jiangsu Sanjiaozhou International Conference & Exhibition Co., Ltd.
- **Sector:** Industrial Machinery
- **Area:** 50000 m²
- **Contents:** Machine tool and intelligent technology
innovation, industrial automation and robot, laser cutting, etc.

**Telephone:** 0510-82322145  
**Fax:** 0510-82301731  
**URL:** www.thjcz.com

### The 15th Chinese Renewable Energy Conference & Exhibition (CREC)

**Duration:** 2023/11/2—2023/11/4  
**City:** Wuxi  
**Venue:** Wuxi Taihu International Expo Centre  
**Host:** China Chamber of International Commerce, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Jiangsu Sub-Council, Wuxi Municipal Government  
**Sector:** Electricity and New Energy Equipment  
**Area:** 40000 m²  
**Contents:** Photovoltaic system, energy storage, hydrogen energy, and others  
**Telephone:** 0510-81827277  
**URL:** www.crecexpo.com

### Xuzhou

#### 2023 Jiangsu (Xuzhou) International Exhibition for Thermal Insulation, Waterproof Materials and Energy Saving Technologies

**Duration:** 2023/5/24—2023/5/26  
**City:** Xuzhou  
**Venue:** Xuzhou Huaihai International Expo Center  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Changwen Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Construction and Building Material  
**Contents:** Inorganic thermal insulation materials, foaming thermal insulation materials, etc.  
**Telephone:** 15001909485

### Jiangxi

#### Nanchang

**China Surveying and Mapping and Geographic Information Technology and Equipment Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/2/14—2023/2/16  
**City:** Nanchang  
**Venue:** Nanchang Greenland International Expo Center  
**Organizer:** Chinese Society for Geodesy photogrammetry and Cartography  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Area:** 17000 m²  
**Contents:** Electronics and automation  
**Telephone:** 18801392970  
**Fax:** 010-53854062  
**E-mail:** chintergeo@hotmail.com  
**URL:** www.chintergeo.com

#### 2023 China (Jiangxi) International Hydrogen Energy Conference and New Energy Industry Expo

**Duration:** 2023/2/23—2023/2/25  
**City:** Nanchang  
**Venue:** Nanchang Greenland International Expo Center  
**Host:** China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Jiangxi Provincial Committee, Nanchang Municipal People’s Government  
**Organizer:** Nanchang Exhibition Office, Qingqi Weilai Network, 1.008 Hydrogen Economy Research Institute  
**Sector:** Electricity and New Energy Equipment  
**Area:** 30000 m²  
**Contents:** Hydrogen manufacturing equipment technology, multi-process hydrogen production equipment technology, hydrogen production companies, hydrogen detection instruments for surplus
hydrogen supply enterprises, etc.; hydrogen storage and transportation and related equipment: hydrogen storage tank, hydrogen storage tank, hydrogen sensor, distributor, hydrogen transmission pipeline, pump valve, special transportation vehicle, purified water manufacturing equipment, etc.

**Telephone:** 18601223598, 17310670275
**E-mail:** qinchuan_china@163.com
**URL:** www.cametf.com

### 2023 The 81st China Educational Equipment Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/21—2023/4/23  
**City:** Nanchang  
**Venue:** Nanchang Greenland International Expo Center  
**Host:** China Educational Equipment Industry Association  
**Organizer:** Jiangxi Provincial Department of Education, Nanchang Municipal People's Government  
**Sector:** Educational Equipment  
**Contents:** Teaching instruments and equipment, laboratory and functional classroom equipment, vocational training, geographic park, ecological park, digital campus construction, online education, artificial intelligence, K12 education, audio-visual education equipment, classroom education resources, maker education, robots, etc. required by all levels of education  
**Telephone:** 021-33887670  
**Fax:** 021-34323722  
**E-mail:** 2880656504@qq.com  
**URL:** www.cs-china.org

### 2023 The 26th Jiangxi International Medical Apparatuses and Instruments Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/27—2023/4/29  
**City:** Nanchang  
**Venue:** Nanchang Greenland International Expo Center  
**Host:** China International Health Industry Exchange Association, Nanchang Qiyang Culture Media Co., Ltd., Jiangxi Huamei Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Nanchang Qiyang Culture Media Co., Ltd., Jiangxi Huamei Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment  
**Area:** 10000 m²  
**Contents:** Electroencephalograph, electromyography, electrocardiograph, evoked potential meter, telemetry monitoring system, HOLTER, defibrillation monitor, fetal monitor, treadmill ECG system, ambulatory blood pressure, electroencephalograph, blood oxygen saturation monitor and auxiliary diagnostic equipment, etc.  
**Telephone:** 0791-86202823  
**E-mail:** 276655627@qq.com

### 2023 China (Jiangxi) International Green Building Materials Industry Expo

**Duration:** 2023/5/18—2023/5/20  
**City:** Nanchang  
**Venue:** Nanchang Greenland International Expo Center  
**Host:** Zhongkai International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd., Zhengzhou Bochen Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Zhongkai International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd., Zhengzhou Bochen Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Construction and Building Material  
**Area:** 40000 m²  
**Contents:** New materials for building facades, integrated panels for thermal insulation and decoration, new materials for fire protection and thermal insulation, building thermal insulation system, new materials for external walls, external thermal insulation system for external walls, thermal insulation and decorative materials for internal walls, architectural coatings, and coatings for internal and external walls; stone paint, colored facing mortar, new-type functional coatings, wall decoration materials, doors and windows curtain walls, waterproof mate-
Jiangxi

The 20th China Association of Clinical Laboratory Practice Expo

Duration: 2023/5/28—2023/5/30
City: Nanchang
Venue: Nanchang Greenland International Expo Center
Host: GL Events (Shanghai) Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment
Area: 130000 m²
Contents: Vehicle equipment, personal protective equipment for fire rescue, emergency command and communication equipment, fire alarm equipment, automatic fire extinguishing equipment, fire water supply equipment, dry powder/gas/foam fire extinguishing equipment and devices, fire doors/windows/shutters and other fire separation facilities, mechanical pressurized air supply and mechanical smoke exhaust facilities, pump and valve pipes, coatings, flame retardant materials, drones, fire fighting robots, emergency equipment, etc.
Telephone: 18942209055, 13870985999
E-mail: 87839308@qq.com
URL: www.caclp.cn

2023 China (Jiangxi) International Fire Equipment Technology Exchange Exhibition

Duration: To be determined
City: Nanchang
Venue: Nanchang Greenland International Expo Center
Host: Jiangxi Provincial Fire Protection Association, Jiangxi Radio and Television Station
Organizer: Jiangxi City Trust Purchase e-commerce Co., Ltd., Nanchang Xiangyan Film and Television Culture Communication Co., Ltd.
Sector: Public Security
Contents: Vehicle equipment, personal protective equipment for fire rescue, emergency command and communication equipment, fire alarm equipment, automatic fire extinguishing equipment, fire water supply equipment, dry powder/gas/foam fire extinguishing equipment and devices, fire doors/windows/shutters and other fire separation facilities, mechanical pressurized air supply and mechanical smoke exhaust facilities, pump and valve pipes, coatings, flame retardant materials, drones, fire fighting robots, emergency equipment, etc.
Telephone: 13716274371
Fax: 010-52338064
E-mail: huixiang111@126.com
URL: www.jxgbmie.com

Ganzhou

2023 Gannan Navel Orange International Expo

Duration: 2022/11/26—2023/3
City: Ganzhou
Venue: Xinfeng County Cultural Park
Host: Jiangxi Provincial Department of Agriculture and Rural Affairs, Jiangxi Provincial Department of Commerce, Ganzhou Municipal People's Government
Organizer: Ganzhou City Agriculture and Rural Bureau, Ganzhou Fruit Industry Development Center, Ganzhou Commerce Bureau, Ganzhou Investment Promotion Center, Xinfeng County People's Government
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Contents: Gannan navel orange
The 9th Furniture Industry Expo China (Ganzhou)

- **Duration:** 2023/5/8—2023/5/12
- **City:** Ganzhou
- **Venue:** To be determined
- **Host:** China National Forest Products Industry Association
- **Organizer:** Jiangxi Provincial Forestry Bureau, Jiangxi Provincial Department of Commerce, Ganzhou Municipal People's Government
- **Sector:** Furniture and Household
- **Area:** 100000 m²
- **Contents:** Furniture

Pingxiang

China Pingxiang Tea Packaging Culture Expo

- **Duration:** To be determined
- **City:** Pingxiang
- **Venue:** Zhongzhi International Trade City
- **Host:** Pingxiang Municipal Government
- **Organizer:** Xiangdong District People's Government
- **Sector:** Printing and Packaging
- **Area:** 25000 m²
- **Contents:** Tea packaging

Pingxiang International Fair for Electroporcelain, Electronic and Electrical Industry

- **Duration:** To be determined
- **City:** Pingxiang
- **Venue:** To be determined
- **Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
- **Contents:** Porcelain and electronic appliances

Pingxiang International Fair for Fireworks and Firecrackers Industry

- **Duration:** To be determined
- **City:** Pingxiang
- **Venue:** To be determined
- **Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment
- **Contents:** Fireworks

Pingxiang International Fair for Circuit Board Industry

- **Duration:** To be determined
- **City:** Pingxiang
- **Venue:** To be determined
- **Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
- **Contents:** Wireboard

Yichun

Jiangxi (Gao'an) International Building Ceramics Expo

- **Duration:** 2023/10/20—2023/10/23
- **City:** Yichun
- **Venue:** Gao'an International Expo Center
- **Host:** Yichun Municipal People's Government, Jiangxi Provincial Department of Commerce, Jiangxi Provincial Department of Industry & Information Technology, China Building Ceramic & Sanitaryware Association
- **Organizer:** Gao’an Municipal Party Committee, Gao’an Municipal People's Government
- **Sector:** Construction and Building Material
- **Area:** 20000 m²
- **Contents:** Architectural pottery

The 53rd Zhangshu National Medicinal Materials and Drugs Fair

- **Duration:** 2023/10/28—2023/11/6
- **City:** Yichun
- **Venue:** China Medicine City- Qihuang Township Exhibition Center
- **Host:** China Association of Traditional Chinese Medicine
- **Organizer:** Zhangshu Cultural Tourism and Invest-
Liaoning

Shenyang

Shenyang Ecological Health Food Expo

**Duration:** 2022/12/24—2023/1/3  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Liaoning Industrial Exhibition Hall  
**Host:** Liaoning Exhibition Trade Group Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Liaoning Exhibition Trade Group Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Area:** 12000 ㎡

**Contents:** Chinese patent medicines, Chinese herbal pieces, Chinese medicinal materials, Chinese medicinal health products, disinfection products, Chinese medicinal pharmaceutical equipment, etc.

**Telephone:** 0795-7333685  
**Fax:** 0795-7333685  
**E-mail:** yaoduyy@163.com

---

2023 The 6th China (Shenyang) New Energy Industry Expo, China (Shenyang) Clean Energy & Environmental Expo

**Duration:** 2023/3/10—2023/3/12  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Shenyang International Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Xi’an Wanye Silk Road International Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Xi’an Wanye Silk Road International Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Electricity and New Energy Equipment  
**Area:** 30000 ㎡

**Contents:** Hydrogen energy industry technology and equipment, photovoltaic industry technology and equipment, lithium electricity and energy storage technology, new energy vehicle technology, other new energy technology (including wind energy, biomass energy, garbage power generation, air energy, ground source heat pump, etc.)

**Telephone:** 18991165670  
**E-mail:** 2192647258@qq.com

---

2023 Liaoning Modern Agricultural Exhibition Fair

**Duration:** 2023/3/10—2023/3/11  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Shenyang International Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Liaoning Agricultural Machinery Circulation Association, Liaoning Province Modern Agricultural Production Base Construction Engineering Centre, Liaoning Provincial Institute of Agricultural Mechanization, Liaoning Feed Industry Association, Shenyang Agricultural Industrialization Leading Enterprises Association  
**Organizer:** Shenyang Rongjuxiang Exhibition & Display Service Co., Ltd.

---
Liaoning

Sector: Agricultural Machinery
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: Intelligent agricultural machinery and equipment, UAV, power machinery, planting and fertilizing machinery, field management machinery, irrigation and drainage machinery, farmland capital construction machinery, etc.
Telephone: 024-83186292, 18602460956, 17824039109, 13898804376
E-mail: blnnj521@163.com
URL: www.lnnj521.com

2023 Shenyang International Advertising Exhibition
Duration: 2023/3/12–2023/3/14
City: Shenyang
Venue: Shenyang New World Expo
Organizer: Shanghai Modern International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Advertising
Area: 24000 m²
Contents: Advertising equipment and consumables, LED photoelectric lighting, LED display, graphic printing, packaging paper, stationery and office supplies
Telephone: 13564779903

2023 The 25th North International HVAC, Clean Energy and Comfortable Home Systems Exhibition
Duration: 2023/3/17–2023/3/19
City: Shenyang
Venue: Shenyang New World Expo
Host: Liaoning North Industry and Commerce Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Liaoning North Industry and Commerce Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Heating and Cooling Equipment
Area: 30000 m²
Contents: Concentrated heating / home independent heating equipment and appliances, electric heating products and appliances, clean energy saving and environmental protection equipment and comfortable home system
Telephone: 024-23975522
Fax: 024-23922432
E-mail: 383206299@qq.com
URL: www.bfexpo.com.cn

North China Hairdressing and Beauty Industry Expo
City: Shenyang
Venue: Liaoning Industrial Exhibition Hall
Host: Liaoning Province Hairdressing and Beauty Industry Association
Organizer: Liaoning Province Hairdressing and Beauty Industry Association
Sector: Hairdressing and Beauty
Area: 12000 m²

2023 The 24th China Northeast International Dental Equipment & Affiliated Facilities Exhibition Symposium on Oral Health
Duration: 2023/3/22–2023/3/25
City: Shenyang
Venue: Shenyang New World Expo
Host: Liaoning North Industry and Commerce Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Liaoning North Industry and Commerce Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment
Area: 24000 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Dental diagnostic equipment, dental X-Ray machine, dental imaging system, dental X-Ray film automatic phase imaging machine, etc.
Telephone: 024-23920245, 23975766
Fax: 024-23922432
E-mail: bfexpo@126.com
China International Commodity Expo

**Duration:** 2023/3/25—2023/3/30  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Liaoning Industrial Exhibition Hall  
**Host:** Harbin Yuwen Trade Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Harbin Yuwen Trade Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** E-commerce and Trade Fair  
**Area:** 12000 m²

2023 The 58th Shenyang International Medical Equipment Fair

**Duration:** 2023/3/28—2023/3/30  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Shenyang International Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Liaoning Shenzhen-Hong Kong Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment  
**Contents:** Medical imaging, medical electronics, in-vitro diagnostic and laboratory medicine, operating room equipment and surgical instruments, medical consumables and auxiliary materials, intelligent information medicine, rehabilitation equipment and family medicine, hospital infrastructure and hospital construction, orthopedic instruments, disinfection equipment and supplies, other auxiliary equipment, epidemic prevention materials  
**Telephone:** 024-22853303, 13332412328  
**Fax:** 024-22853500  
**E-mail:** liaoningsg@163.com  
**URL:** www.sgylqxz.com

2023 North China Building Decoration Fair (CNBE)

**Duration:** 2023/3/28—2023/3/30  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Shenyang New World Expo  
**Host:** Liaoning North Industry and Commerce Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Liaoning North Industry and Commerce Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Construction and Building Material  
**Area:** 24000 m²  
**Contents:** Building energy saving, prefabricated building, exterior wall materials, interior wall materials, building auxiliary materials, interior decoration, floor materials, doors and windows, shading system, curtain wall series, profiles, heat insulation series, building glass and photovoltaic series, hardware accessories, structural adhesive series, door and window equipment, door series, landscape and protection, etc.  
**Telephone:** 13897990460  
**E-mail:** 985888948@qq.com  
**URL:** jbh.bfexpo.com.cn

2023 Northeast China Health and Epidemic prevention Products and Protective Materials Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/3/28—2023/3/30  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Shenyang International Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Liaoning Shenzhen-Hong Kong Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Liaoning Shenzhen-Hong Kong Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Pharmaceutical and Raw Material  
**Contents:** Various masks, medical protective clothing, negative pressure protective hood, medical boot cover, medical comprehensive respirator (device), medical isolation eye mask/medical isolation mask, disposable latex gloves, surgical clothes (device), isolation clothing, disposable work caps, disposable medical caps (for patients), protective clothing, etc.  
**Telephone:** 024-22853303, 13332412328  
**Fax:** 024-22853500  
**E-mail:** liaoningsg@163.com  
**URL:** www.lnsgzl.com/index.php?id=865
The 23rd Northeast (Shenyang) Art and Jewellery Exhibition and Trade Fair

**Duration:** 2023/4/2—2023/4/5  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Liaoning Industrial Exhibition Hall  
**Host:** Shenyang Zhenbo Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Jewellery  
**Contents:** Ruby, sapphire, semi-precious stone, artificial gemstone, crystal, tourmaline, agate, pearl and coral, etc.  
**Telephone:** 15998887818, 18624027867  
**E-mail:** zhenbo_0101@126.com  
**URL:** www.syzhenbo.com

2023 China (Shenyang) International Candies, Wine and Food Fair

**Duration:** 2023/4/2—2023/4/23  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Liaoning Industrial Exhibition Hall  
**Host:** Liaoning Shenzhen-Hong Kong Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Liaoning Shenzhen-Hong Kong Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Area:** 7600 m²  
**Contents:** Sugar and liquor industry  
**Telephone:** 024-22853303, 13332412328  
**Fax:** 024-22853500  
**E-mail:** liaoningsg@163.com

Simulation Flower Props and Commercial Art Display Landscape Products Exhibition Expo, Northeast China (Shenyang) Wedding Supplies Exhibition and Trade Fair

**Duration:** 2023/4/2—2023/4/5  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Liaoning Industrial Exhibition Hall  
**Host:** Shenyang Zhenbo Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shenyang Zhenbo Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Wedding Supply  
**Contents:** Wedding props, wedding hall design, wedding floral lamps, etc.; mainly display happy character latte art, red bridal veil, electronic salute; corsage, toys, w souvenir; ribbons, ceramic cups, electronic products, illumination, palace lanterns, couplets, blessing, hardware crafts, wedding daily necessities, lanterns, sugar boxes, embroidery products, etc.; artificial flowers, artificial plants, vases, crafts, etc.; garden landscape, plant landscaping, floral decoration soft landscape design; wedding cakes, candy, cigarettes, wedding feast, wedding invitations, etc.  
**Telephone:** 18624027867, 13998883381  
**E-mail:** zhenbo_0101@126.com

2023 Pepper Dinner Expo Conference & The 9th Northeast China New Food and Beverage Expo

**Duration:** 2023/4/7—2023/4/9  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Shenyang New World Expo  
**Host:** Pepper (Shenyang) Culture Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Pepper (Shenyang) Culture Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Area:** 21000 m²  
**Contents:** Spicy hot pot and mixed vegetable boiled in sauce, fast food and box lunch, rice noodle restaurant, dumplings, wonton, steamed stuffed bun, porridge, fried skewers, boiled duck neck with spices, sandwich, Korean food and Japanese cuisine, light meal and salad, etc.  
**Telephone:** 18940026383  
**E-mail:** huajiaoyy@163.com  
**URL:** www.huajiaodahui.com
2023 The 10th China (Shenyang), Hotpot Ingredients & Supplies Expo

**Duration:** 2023/4/19—2023/4/21  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Shenyang International Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Liaoning Hotel Association, Jilin Restaurants Cuisine Association, Heilongjiang Restaurants Cuisine Association, Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region Restaurants Cuisine Association, Haiming International Convention and Exhibition Group  
**Organizer:** Shandong Haiming International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shenyang Xinzhan Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Area:** 50000 m²  
**Contents:** Beef and mutton products, hot pot instant boiled products, frozen seafood and aquatic products, frozen conditioning products, minced fish meat and meat products, mushroom, bean products, beef tripe, omasum, duck blood, hot pot noodles; Hot pot dipping sauce, composite seasoning, paste, sesame, chili oil, pipeline, sesame oil, bone broth and broth, mushroom soup; fruit juice, ice cream, fresh squeezed drinks, alcoholic drinks (liqueur/beer/rice wine), herbal tea, carbonated drinks, ingredients, spices, food additives; Induction cooker, hot pot copper pot products, dishwasher, dish washing machine, slicer, fume purification equipment, hot pot tables and chairs, frozen food display equipment, hot pot tableware  
**Telephone:** 400-6555-968, 188-8829-3288  
**E-mail:** chris2613@qq.com, cfcemkt@jnxinzhanzl.com  
**URL:** www.china-fce.com

2023 The 25th Public Security Expo

**Duration:** 2023/4/20—2023/4/22  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Shenyang New World Expo  
**Host:** Liaoning Profession Association for Social Public Security Products, Liaoning Great Wall Exhibition & Advertising Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Liaoning Anbo Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Public Security  
**Area:** 20000 m²  
**Contents:** Intelligent social comprehensive management, security protection, intelligent traffic and parking management, police equipment, fire protection, emergency rescue, biometric identification, security robots/UAV, commercial large screen display equipment and LED products, industry technology, others  
**Telephone:** 024-23939780, 23939785, 13079224000  
**E-mail:** lnchz2006@163.com  
**URL:** af360.com

2023 The 24th Northeast China International Industry Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/24—2023/4/26  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Shenyang International Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Liaoning North Industry and Commerce Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Liaoning North Industry and Commerce Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Contents:** Intelligent manufacturing (industrial robots and automation, industrial IT and manufacturing information, electrical systems), machine tools (machine tools and tooling and accessories, Industrial measurement and instrumentation, electromechanical, welding equipment, mechanical parts), power transmission (parts and manufacturing equipment, etc.), electric power, plastic  
**Telephone:** 15840581349, 024-23974769  
**E-mail:** 323934428@qq.com  
**URL:** gbh.bfexpo.com.cn
2023 The 24th Northeast China International Electric Wire and Cable Industry Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/24—2023/4/26  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Shenyang International Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Shenyang Federation of Industry and Commerce, Shenyang Federation of Industry and Commerce Hardware and Electrical Industry Chamber of Commerce  
**Organizer:** Liaoning North Industry and Commerce Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Other Equipment/Material  
**Area:** 100000 m²  
**Contents:** Wires and cables, electronic wires, wire and cable equipment, wire and cable materials, cable accessories, testing instruments, measurement and control technology, optical fiber optical cable manufacturing equipment and materials, various wires and cable materials, auxiliary processing materials, supporting cable equipment and material production and processing related supporting equipment, accessories, etc.  
**Telephone:** 13804040384, 13516096801  
**E-mail:** 1339178041@qq.com  
**URL:** www.dbdxdlz.com

2023 The 24th Northeast China International Professional Clothing Customization Expo/ Northeast China International School Uniform, Campus Clothing Expo

**Duration:** 2023/4/24—2023/4/26  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Shenyang International Exhibition Center  
**Host:** North Industry and Commerce Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** North Industry and Commerce Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Textile and Apparel  
**Contents:** Middle and high-end suits, business shirts, business jackets, business coats, etc.; anti-static work clothes, waterproof work clothes, anti-radiation work clothes, oil-proof work clothes and other functional work clothes; government uniforms, aviation uniforms, hotel uniforms, security uniforms, medical uniforms and other standard clothing; fiber blend fabric, cotton fabric, chemical fiber fabric, linen fabric, silk fabric, wool fabric, etc.; buttons, zippers, lining, non-woven lining, plunge bras, collar lining, shoulder pads, etc.; leather goods, hats, scarves, badges, belts; outdoor jackets, business t-shirts, business sweaters, business women's wear, etc.  
**Telephone:** 13130204027, 024-23974279, 024-3181713  
**Fax:** 024-23922432  
**E-mail:** 13130204027@163.com  
**URL:** dbzyz.cn

2023 The 24th Northeast China Valve, Pipe, Cleaning Equipment, Mechanical and Electrical Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/24—2023/4/26  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Shenyang International Exhibition Center  
**Host:** North Industry and Commerce Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** North Industry and Commerce Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Pump, Valve and Pipeline  
**Area:** 80000 m²  
**Contents:** Metering pump, oil pump, flow pump, vortex pump, multi-stage pump, corrosion-resistant pump, pneumatic pump, pulp pump, air conditioning pump, swimming pool pump, liquid pump, magnetic pump, gear pump, screw pump, arc gear pump, high viscosity pump, impurity pump and other special pumps and other pump supporting products and related supporting instruments; Submersible pumps, sewage pumps, screw pumps, self-suction pumps,
cleaning pumps, pipeline pumps, centrifugal pumps, vacuum pumps, chemical pumps and other industrial, household, agricultural pumps and air compressors; Castings, casting die, seals, cables, enameled wires, bearings, various pipes, pipes and other related supporting products; Gate valves, globe valves, throttle valves, instrument valves, plunger valves, plug valves, ball valves, butterfly valves, check valves, pressure reducing valves, safety valves, steam trap, regulating valves, blowdown valves, other special valves and other valve supporting products and related accessories; Testing, testing machinery; Pipes, pipe materials, pipe fittings, steel pipes, valves, filters, flanges, tees, elbows, connectors, quick couplers, piping systems, pipe welding and construction machines, connectors and various testing instruments, pipe cleaning equipment, pipe production technology and manufacturing equipment, etc.

**Telephone:** 18840689347  
**E-mail:** 3331673229@qq.com  
**URL:** www.dbwjz.com

### 2023 The 24th Northeast China Welding, Cutting, Laser Technology and Equipment Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/24—2023/4/26  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Shenyang International Exhibition Center  
**Host:** North Industry and Commerce Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** North Industry and Commerce Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Contents:** Welding, cutting technology and equipment, arc welding equipment and various arc welding power sources, resistance welding equipment, electron beam welding equipment, laser welding equipment, laser cutting equipment, plasma welding equipment, friction welding equipment, electroslag welding equipment, brazing equipment, surfacing equipment, thermal spraying equipment and accessories, cutting equipment and accessories, laser auxiliary equipment and accessories, various welding testing equipment and consumables, various welding process required labor protection equipment and environmental protection equipment, high and medium frequency heating equipment, ultrasonic welding equipment, gas protection welding equipment, gas tungsten arc welding equipment, stud arc welding equipment, CNC cutting equipment, solid-state welding equipment, industrial robots and automatic welding equipment, groove processing equipment, etc.; Laser marking machine, laser engraving machine, laser engraving control machine tools, laser thermal processor, various welding materials, various welding auxiliary machines, various welding robot systems, various welding CAD/CAM software, various welding and cutting gas, nondestructive testing instruments and materials  
**Telephone:** 13804040384, 13516096801  
**E-mail:** 2644127613@qq.com  
**URL:** hj.bfexpo.com.cn

### 2023 Northeast China International Pet Expo (Session 1)

**Duration:** 2023/5/12—2023/5/14  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Liaoning Industrial Exhibition Hall  
**Host:** Liaoning Shenhe Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Liaoning Shenhe Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply  
**Area:** 7600 m²

### 2023 The 22nd Shenyang International RV Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/5/12—2023/5/14  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Shenyang International Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Shenyang Zhongzhan International Conven-
tion and Exhibition Culture Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shenyang Zhongzhan International Convention and Exhibition Culture Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Area: 30000 m²
Contents: Modification plants, etc.; Lithium batteries, generators, power supply, inverters, solar panels, satellite TV antennas, hydropower piles, heater, trailer hooks, electric steps, electric outriggers, stoves, kitchenware, refrigerators, stereo, air conditioning, toilet, floor, furniture, lightweight plates, functional membranes and other RV accessories; Wooden houses, starry sky room, tents, outdoor tables and chairs, barbecue equipment, roof boxes and other camping supplies; RV rental, RV club, RV tourism, RV insurance, self-driving tour club, etc.; Camping, tourism bureau, scenic spots, resort, farmhouse, etc.
Telephone: 18704016768, 024-66806699, 024-66806688
E-mail: zzgjexpo@163.com
URL: www.syfczlh.com

2023 Northeast China International Pet Expo (Session 2)
Duration: 2023/5/26—2023/5/28
City: Shenyang
Venue: Liaoning Industrial Exhibition Hall
Host: Liaoning Shenhe Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Liaoning Shenhe Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply
Area: 12000 m²

2023 Liaoning Education Equipment Exhibition
Duration: 2023/6/2—2023/6/4
City: Shenyang
Venue: Shenyang International Exhibition Center
Host: Liaoning Zhongying Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Liaoning Zhongying Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Educational Equipment
Contents: Teaching equipment: teaching equipment, laboratory and functional classroom equipment, reagents and consumables, vocational education practical training equipment, geographical park, ecological park, etc.; Digital campus construction; Preschool education equipment; Music, physical education, arts and books; Logistics facilities and equipment
Telephone: 400-886-6191
E-mail: 257886612@qq.com
URL: www.toychinaexpo.com

2023 The 6th PBE China (Shenyang)
Duration: 2023/6/2—2023/6/4
City: Shenyang
Venue: Shenyang International Exhibition Center
Host: Organizing Committee of PBE China
Organizer: Liaoning Zhongying Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Maternity and Infant Supply
Contents: Maternal and infant supplies, toys, teaching aids and souvenirs, amusement equipment, infant food and health products, etc.
Telephone: 400-885-6191, 15679125994
E-mail: pbechina@163.com
URL: www.pbechina.cn

2023 ICBEC (Shenyang)
Duration: 2023/6/2—2023/6/4
City: Shenyang
Venue: Shenyang International Exhibition Center
Host: Liaoning Cross-Border Electronic Commerce Association (Preparation)
Organizer: Liaoning Zhongying Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: E-commerce and Trade Fair
Area: 120000 m²
Contents: Cross-border e-commerce import and export brands and manufacturers, cross-border platforms, cross-border service providers, comprehensive pilot areas, parks and government exhibition areas

**Telephone:** 15321309693  
**E-mail:** 924289016@qq.com

**2023 Northeast China (Shenyang) International Preschool Education and Equipment Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/6/2—2023/6/4  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Shenyang International Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Shenyang Exhibition Industry Association, Shenyang International Exhibition Center, Liaoning Radio and Television Education Youth Channel  
**Organizer:** Beijing Boya International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Educational Equipment  
**Area:** 20000 m²  
**Contents:** Kindergarten intelligent products, preschool education alliance, learning products, kindergarten supporting facilities, kindergarten supplies, kindergarten decoration design: kindergarten environment design, various plastic floors, floor mats and artificial lawns, preschool education supplies, educational toys  
**Telephone:** 15679125994  
**E-mail:** 649206965@qq.com

2023 Northeast China (Shenyang) International Tea Culture Expo

**Duration:** 2023/6/2—2023/6/6  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Liaoning Industrial Exhibition Hall  
**Host:** Liaoning Exhibition Trade Group Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Liaoning Exhibition Trade Group Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Area:** 12000 m²

**2023 The 8th China Mining Expo (CIME)**

**Duration:** 2023/6/8—2023/6/10  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Shenyang International Exhibition Center  
**Host:** The Nonferrous Metals Society of China, Metallurgical Mines Association of China, Beijing Haiwen Exhibition Co., Ltd., Beijing Mining and Metallurgical Technology Group  
**Organizer:** Beijing Haiwen Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Mining and Equipment  
**Contents:** Large-Scale mining enterprise image display, geological (mining) exploration technology and equipment, mining technology equipment, mineral processing equipment, mineral processing technology equipment, mineral smelting technology equipment, mine safety equipment, mine environmental protection and energy saving equipment, other mining technology, auxiliary machinery and equipment and related mining service institutions  
**Telephone:** 010-68659227, 68659226  
**Fax:** 010-88680811  
**E-mail:** haiwen2002@126.com  
**URL:** www.bjminexpo.com

**2023 The 12th Shenyang Amusement Game Industry Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/7/15—2023/7/17  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Shenyang International Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Shenyang Zhongzhan International Convention and Exhibition Culture Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shenyang Zhongzhan International Convention and Exhibition Culture Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment  
**Area:** 20000 m²  
**Contents:** Amusement venue and park amusement equipment, theme parks and scenic spots (scenic
spots), video game equipment, Children’s amusement equipment, VR/AR and equipment, air model equipment, ice and snow park equipment

**Telephone:** 18525020968, 024-66806699  
**Fax:** 024-66806661  
**E-mail:** zsgjylz@126.com  
**URL:** www.ylcyblh.com

### 2023 The 21st China International Equipment Manufacturing Exposition (CIEME)

**Duration:** 2023/9/1—2023/9/5  
**City:** Shenyang  
**Venue:** Shenyang International Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Ministry of Commerce, National Development and Reform Commission, Ministry of Science and Technology, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Liaoning Provincial People’s Government  
**Organizer:** Shenyang Municipal People’s Government, Jinnuo International Convention and Exhibition  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Area:** 80000 m²  
**Contents:** Metal cutting machine tools, high-end CNC machine tools, modular machine tools and modular parts, machining center machine parallel machine tools, drilling and tapping machines, tool grinding machines, polishing machine tools, special machining machine tools, etc.

**Telephone:** 13624034510, 024-62660936  
**Fax:** 024-23250180  
**E-mail:** 2842265761@qq.com  
**URL:** www.cnzbh.com

### Dalian

### 2023 PBE China (Dalian)

**Duration:** 2023/3/24—2023/3/26  
**City:** Dalian  
**Venue:** Dalian World Expo Center  
**Host:** Organizing Committee of PBE China  
**Organizer:** Liaoning Zhongying Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Maternity and Infant Supply  
**Contents:** Maternal and infant supplies, toys, teaching aids and souvenirs, amusement equipment, infant food and health products, etc.

**Telephone:** 4008856191, 15679125994  
**E-mail:** pbechina@163.com  
**URL:** www.pbechina.cn
**2023 ICBEC (Dalian)**

**Duration:** 2023/3/24—2023/3/26  
**City:** Dalian  
**Venue:** Dalian Free Trade Zone National Convention Center  
**Host:** Liaoning Cross-Border Electronic Commerce Association (Preparation)  
**Organizer:** Liaoning Zhongying Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** E-commerce and Trade Fair  
**Area:** 120000 ㎡  
**Contents:** Cross-Border e-commerce import and export brands and manufacturers, cross-border platforms, cross-border service providers, comprehensive pilot areas, parks and government exhibition areas  
**Telephone:** 15321309693  
**E-mail:** 924289016@qq.com

**URL:** www.dlief.cn

---

**Inner Mongolia**  
**Huhhot**

**2023 The 32nd Inner Mongolia International Agricultural Expo and Inner Mongolia Smart Agriculture Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/3/12—2023/3/14  
**City:** Huhhot  
**Venue:** Inner Mongolia International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Agriculture and Animal Husbandry Department, Water Resources Department and Forestry and Grassland Bureau of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, Economic Development and Research Promotion Association of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region  
**Organizer:** Inner Mongolia Dongzhao Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
**Contents:** All kinds of fertilizers, fertilizer raw materials, biological products, pesticides, pesticide raw materials, plant growth regulators, plant protection equipment, seeds, seedlings, pesticides and fertilizer production and packaging equipment and other related products  
**Telephone:** 0471-5291765  
**Fax:** 0471-5291780  
**E-mail:** nmgnbh@163.com  
**URL:** www.nmgnbh.com

---

**2023 The 16th Inner Mongolia International Dairy Industry Expo and Summit Forum**

**Duration:** 2023/3/26—2023/3/28  
**City:** Huhhot  
**Venue:** Inner Mongolia International Convention and Exhibition Center
Organizer: Hohhot Aike Sibo Exhibition Co., Ltd., Dairy Times
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Contents: Dairy cattle, milk sheep, milk camels, milk yaks and other breeding and pasture equipment; Feeding system; Environmental protection and manure treatment system; Forage, feed, feed additives and feed processing equipment; Health care and drugs; Fresh milk storage, inspection and transportation equipment; Refrigeration, inspection, storage and transportation equipment; Separation, mixing, homogenization, fermentation, sterilization and other equipment and accessories; Packaging equipment; Packaging materials; Various dairy products processing lines; Various dairy ingredients and additives; Milk, goat’s milk, camel milk, yak milk related dairy products, etc.
Telephone: 0471-4223080, 15548816677
E-mail: 674542828@qq.com
URL: www.dairyexpo.cn

2023 The 11th Inner Mongolia International Clean Heating, Air Conditioning and Heat Pump Exhibition

Duration: 2023/5/19—2023/5/21
City: Huhhot
Venue: Inner Mongolia International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Inner Mongolia Environmental Protection Investment Group Co., Ltd., Inner Mongolia Green Ecological Industry Promotion Association, Hohhot Environmental Protection Industry Association
Organizer: Pan Ji International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd., Inner Mongolia Beyond-Great -Wall Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Heating and Cooling Equipment
Area: 30000 m²
Contents: Ultra-low temperature heat pump water heater, common water heater, triple supply heat pump unit, ground source, water source, air source, heat pump water heater unit, compressor and accessories of heat pump accessories system; Electric heating, boiler, wall-hung boiler, water heater; heaters and heating stove and other various heating systems; New-type energy sources such as solar heating and biomass energy utilization technology, new heat storage technology, waste heat recovery technology, new heating systems such as solar heating, solar water heaters, wind power generation systems, solar power generation, photovoltaic power generation, etc.; Pipe fittings, valves, pumps, temperature controllers, temperature control valves and heat meters; Boiler burner, electric heating and other accessories, etc.
Telephone: 010-88931860, 13126974445
E-mail: nmgjcxexpo@163.com
URL: www.nmntexpo.com

2023 China (Inner Mongolia) Metals & Electromechanical Products Expo and 2023 China (Inner Mongolia) Industrial Equipment Expo

Duration: To be determined
City: Huhhot
Venue: Inner Mongolia International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Inner Mongolia Metals & Electromechanical Products association
Organizer: Inner Mongolia Zhonglang Culture Communication Co., Ltd., Beijing Zhongchuang Huaxin Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Hardware Tool  
Contents: Traditional hand tools, combination tools, automobile maintenance tools, garden tools, tool bags, cutting tools, etc.  
Telephone: 13847105322, 0471-8934600  
Fax: 0471-2824228

Alxa League

China (Ejin) Border Port International Commodities Fair  
Duration: To be determined  
City: Alxa League  
Venue: Ejin Juyan Cultural City  
Host: China Chamber of International Commerce  
Organizer: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region Sub-Council, Alxa League Administrative Office  
Sector: E-commerce and Trade Fair  
Area: Indoor 7000 m², outdoor 8000 m²  
Contents: Crafts, ethnic costumes, ethnic foods, daily necessities, imported goods, cultural and creative products, ornamental stones, precious jade, native products, etc.  
Telephone: 0483-8345585  
E-mail: 981361390@qq.com

Bayannur

The 3rd Western Inner Mongolia International Trade Fair  
Duration: 2023/8—2023/9  
City: Bayannur  
Venue: “Tianfu Hetao” Headquarters Base  
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region Sub-Council, Bayannur Municipal People's Government  
Sector: E-commerce and Trade Fair  
Contents: Domestic and foreign food, agricultural products, drinks, kitchen supplies, daily consumer goods, handicrafts, gifts, souvenirs, sporting goods, clothing, household textiles, products with local characteristics, scientific and technological achievements in agriculture and animal husbandry, etc.  
Telephone: 400-007-0478

Baotou

2023 New Thinking Baotou 10th International Auto Show  
Duration: 2023/4/29—2023/5/3  
City: Baotou  
Venue: Baotou International Convention and Exhibition Center  
Host: Hohhot New Thinking Exhibition Service Limited Liability Company  
Sector: Automobile  
Area: 32328 m²  
Contents: Passenger cars, commercial vehicles, modified cars and other complete vehicles; Auto parts, electrical equipment, navigation systems, etc.; Credit, insurance, etc.  
Telephone: 15847725818

2023 The 12th Baotou International Auto Show and Equipment Manufacturing Expo  
Duration: 2023/9/14—2023/9/18  
City: Baotou  
Venue: Baotou International Convention and Exhibition Center  
Sector: Automobile  
Area: 32328 m²  
Contents: Passenger cars, commercial vehicles, modified cars and other complete vehicles; Auto parts, electrical equipment, navigation systems, etc.; Credit, insurance, etc.
China (Baotou) International Land Equipment Expo

Duration: To be determined
City: Baotou
Venue: Baotou International Convention and Exhibition Center
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Contents: Onshore equipment
Telephone: 0472-5256018

The 19th China Sheep Raising Industry Development Fair

Duration: To be determined
City: Baotou
Venue: Baotou International Convention and Exhibition Center
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Contents: Mutton products
Telephone: 0472-5256018

The 10th Inner Mongolia Green Agricultural and Livestock Products Expo

Duration: To be determined
City: Baotou
Venue: Baotou International Convention and Exhibition Center
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Contents: Green agricultural and livestock products
Telephone: 0472-5256018

The 8th Baotou Beef and Mutton Industry Fair

Duration: To be determined
City: Baotou
Venue: Baotou International Convention and Exhibition Center
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Contents: Beef & mutton
Telephone: 0472-5256018

The 5th Baotou Green Agricultural and Livestock Products Expo

Duration: To be determined
City: Baotou
Venue: Baotou International Convention and Exhibition Center
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Contents: Green agricultural and livestock products
Telephone: 0472-5256018

The 2nd Baotou Processed Vegetables Industry Fair

Duration: To be determined
City: Baotou
Venue: Baotou International Convention and Exhibition Center
Sector: Food and Drink
Contents: Aquatic products, meat and poultry, pastry, fruits and vegetables; Catering own brand convenience dishes, cooking packages, microwave dishes, conditioning packages, etc.; Instant noodles, instant rice noodles, instant rice noodles, instant rice, instant porridge, etc. Hot pot, sauce, marinade, soup, marinade, spice, oil, food additive, seasoning bag, western food seasoning, table seasoning, etc. Quick-frozen pasta, quick-frozen dumplings, quick-frozen cakes, quick-frozen balls, quick-frozen dishes, etc. Self-heating hot pot, self-heating barbecue, self-heating rice, self-heating rice noodles, self-heating rice noodles, self-heating hot and sour powder, self-heating chaos, etc. Cooked meat (marinated products, ham sausage, lunch meat, hot dog sausage, etc.), meal replacement food (milkshake,
chicken breast, energy bar, meal replacement sausage, etc.); Production machinery and equipment, packaging machinery and equipment, aluminum foil lunch boxes, snack boxes, convenient paper bowls, paper cups, degradable snack boxes, convenient tableware, wood chip boxes, alumina coated boxes, biodegradable meal bags and other packaging, heating packages, general packaging, brand planning, etc.

**Telephone:** 0472-5256018

### 2023 Emergency Equipment Exhibition

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Baotou  
**Venue:** Baotou International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Sector:** Public Security  
**Contents:** Emergency equipment  
**Telephone:** 0472-5256018

---

**Ordos**

### 2023 The 17th Ordos International Coal and Energy Industry Expo

**Duration:** 2023/4/16—2023/4/18  
**City:** Ordos  
**Venue:** Kangbashi district Erdos International Convention and Exhibition Center (Venue 1), Dongsheng District People’s Fitness Activity Center (Venue 2)  
**Host:** Ordos Municipal People’s Government, Ordos Coal Bureau  
**Sector:** Mining and Equipment  
**Contents:** 5G application technology, coal mine robot, high-end intelligent mining, informatization, mining technology, smart mine construction, coal trading center, coal e-commerce platform, smart logistics of coal, coal warehousing, coal Internet of Things technology and equipment display, etc.; Shearer, roadheader, scraper conveyor, hydraulic support, single prop, continuous miner, large equipment of belt conveyor, underground transportation technology and equipment display, etc. Cleaning and efficient utilization of coal, coal washing and dressing, coal chemical conversion, coalbed methane, coal-to-oil and coal liquefaction, ultra-low emission of coal-fired flue gas, coal quality monitoring and inspection, clean heating technology and equipment display of loose coal, etc.

**Telephone:** 010-62957688  
**Fax:** 010-62957691  
**URL:** www.ceiechina.com

---

**Chifeng**

### 2023 The 33rd Inner Mongolia International Agricultural Expo, Inner Mongolia Smart Agriculture Expo

**Duration:** 2023/8/2—2023/8/4  
**City:** Chifeng  
**Venue:** Chifeng International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Agriculture and Animal Husbandry Department, Water Resources Department and Forestry and Grassland Bureau of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, Economic Development and Research Promotion Association of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region  
**Organizer:** Inner Mongolia Dongzhao Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
**Contents:** All kinds of fertilizers, fertilizer raw materials, biological products, pesticides, pesticide raw materials, plant growth regulators, plant protection equipment, seeds, seedlings, pesticides and fertilizer production and packaging equipment and other related products

**Telephone:** 0471-5291765  
**Fax:** 0471-5291780  
**E-mail:** nmgnbh@163.com  
**URL:** www.nmgnbh.com
The 6th China (Erdos) International Cashmere and Wool Exhibition

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Ordos  
**Venue:** Dongsheng District People's Fitness Activity Center  
**Host:** China Chamber of International Commerce  
**Organizer:** Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Ordos Municipal People's Government  
**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
**Area:** 20000 m²  
**Contents:** Cashmere raw materials, cashmere wool products, technology, cultural and creative products with national characteristics, etc.  
**Telephone:** 0477-8587663  
**Fax:** 0477-8586660  
**E-mail:** 1109298040@qq.com

---

Xilin Gol League

China Xilingol International Animal By-products Fair

**Duration:** To be determined  
**Region:** Xilin Gol League  
**Venue:** To be determined  
**Host:** Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Xilingol League Administrative Office  
**Organizer:** Xilingol League Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Xilingol Municipal People's Government  
**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
**Contents:** Agricultural and animal products

---

2023 Inner Mongolia Advertising Industry Expo

**Duration:** To be determined  
**Region:** Xilin Gol League  
**Venue:** To be determined  
**Host:** Beijing Zhongchuang Huaxin Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Ordos Municipal People's Government  
**Sector:** Advertising  
**Contents:** Advertising production equipment and materials; spray printing, photo printing, thermal transfer printing, carving, cutting, blister, mounting, lettering, quick printing equipment and related consumables, etc.  
**Telephone:** 0471-8934600, 19947114547

---

Erenhot China-Mongolia International Cultural Tourism Expo for Ornamental Stone, Gem and Jade

**Duration:** 2023/6/10—2023/6/20  
**Region:** Xilin Gol League  
**Venue:** Erenhot International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Erenhot Municipal People's Government  
**Organizer:** Erenhot Municipal People's Government  
**Sector:** Jewellery  
**Area:** 5842 m²  
**Contents:** Jade  
**Telephone:** 0479-7522069  
**Fax:** 0479-7522069  
**E-mail:** ccpit_el@163.com

---

2023 China Erenhot China-Mongolia-Russia Economic and Trade Cooperation Fair

**Duration:** To be determined  
**Region:** Xilin Gol League  
**Venue:** Erenhot International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Chamber of International Commerce, Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region People's Government, Ulaanbaatar Municipal Government of

**Organizer:** Inner Mongolia Sub-Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Department of Commerce of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region

**Sector:** E-commerce and Trade Fair

**Area:** 54300 ㎡

**Contents:** Green food, clothing and apparel, agricultural and livestock products, hardware products, machinery and equipment, building materials products, chemical products, Home Appliances products, scientific and technological products, stationery, products with national characteristics, etc.

**Telephone:** 0471-5332420/6946021

---

**Hinggan League**

**China (Hinggan League) International Industry Expo and China (Aershan) Border Port International Commodity Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/7

**Region:** Hinggan League

**Venue:** Hinggan League Quanxingyuan Food Park Exhibition Center

**Host:** China General Chamber of Commerce

**Organizer:** China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region Sub-Council, Xing'an League Administrative Office

**Sector:** E-commerce and Trade Fair

**Contents:** Green agricultural and livestock products

**Telephone:** 0482-8266637

---

**Ningxia**

**Yinchuan**

**2023 National Intelligentized Coalmine Construction Summit Forum and The 16th Western China International Coal and High-end Energy Industry Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/4/6—2023/4/8

**City:** Yinchuan

**Venue:** Yinchuan International Convention & Exhibition Center

**Host:** Shixin International Exhibition Group

**Organizer:** Shixin and Lamp International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd., Beijing Lamp International Energy Consulting Center (Limited Partnership)

**Sector:** Mining and Equipment

**Contents:** New technologies, new products and new achievements in the development of coal, clean energy and smart energy; Big data, Internet of Things, mining 5G application technology, coal mine robot, smart mine construction, coal e-commerce platform, technical application of smart coal logistics, and communication equipment; Hydraulic support, coal mining machine, roadheader, continuous miner, anchor digger, coal plough, etc. Reaction equipment, mass transfer equipment, concentration equipment, heat transfer equipment, storage and transportation equipment, transportation equipment, air separation equipment, pressure vessel, etc. in coal-to-oil, natural gas and methanol processes

**Telephone:** 010-62957688

**Fax:** 010-62957691

**URL:** www.cicmchina.com.cn

**2023 Yinchuan International HVAC and Comfortable Home Furnishings Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/4/20—2023/4/22

**City:** Yinchuan

**Venue:** Yinchuan International Convention & Exhibition Center
Qinghai

2023 The 5th China (Yinchuan) International Dairy Expo and Forum

Duration: 2023/5/28—2023/5/30
City: Yinchuan
Venue: Yinchuan International Convention & Exhibition Center
Organizer: Ningxia Dacheng Exhibition Co., Ltd., Xinjiang Chuangzhan Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Contents: New products, new technologies, new equipment and new processes in the industrialization of dairy farming, sanitation and epidemic prevention, animal nutrition, smart pasture, equipment machinery, carbon neutralization, dairy products and processing technology
Telephone: 0951-8560567, 15595202575
Fax: 0951-8560567
E-mail: 1735126698@qq.com
URL: www.xibeinaiye.com

The 6th China-Arab States Expo

Duration: To be determined
City: Yinchuan
Venue: Yinchuan International Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: Ministry of Commerce, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region People’s Government
Sector: Comprehensive
Contents: Achievements of cooperation in key areas such as agriculture, energy, finance, culture, education and tourism
Telephone: 0951-5960732
URL: cn.cas-expo.org.cn

Qinghai

Xi’ning

2023 Qinghai (Xining) Advertising Sign·LED Lighting, Printing, and Office Equipment Expo

Duration: 2023/5
City: Xining
Venue: Qinghai International Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: Gansu Sanli Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Advertising
Area: 7300 m²
Contents: Advertising printing equipment, LED lighting equipment, production of office supplies, etc.
**2023 The 7th Qinghai International Heating, Air Conditioning and Heat Pumps Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/6/25–2023/6/27  
**City:** Xi’ning  
**Venue:** Qinghai International Convention & Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Qinghai Construction Industry Association, Qinghai Building Water Resistance Association, Qinghai Solar Energy Association  
**Organizer:** Beijing Zhiwei International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Heating and Cooling Equipment  
**Contents:** Ground source heat pump, heat pump unit, air energy heat pump, air conditioning heat pump water heater, heat pump hot water unit; New-type electric heating technologies and equipment such as heating cable, electrothermal film and carbon fiber heating etc.; Floor heating network, nails, foamed cement, modular floor heating, radiant foundation brick, dry floor heating, etc. Floor heating cleaning equipment; Solar photothermal, heat pump heating and geothermal utilization technology  
**Telephone:** 13011122026  
**Fax:** 010-63319630  
**URL:** zhiweizhanlanyi.com

**2023 China Qinghai Green Development Investment and Trade Fair**

**Duration:** 2023/7  
**City:** Xi’ning  
**Venue:** Qinghai International Convention & Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Qinghai Province People’s Government  
**Sector:** Energy Saving and Environmental Protection  
**Area:** 32200 m²  
**Contents:** Development achievements in clean energy industry, military-civilian dual-use technologies and products in Qinghai, tourism products with plateau characteristics, boutique routes, etc.  
**Telephone:** 0971-6513828

**China (Qinghai) International Tibetan Carpets Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/8  
**City:** Xi’ning  
**Host:** Qinghai Provincial Department of Commerce, China Tibetan Carpet Association  
**Sector:** Textile and Apparel  
**Contents:** Tibetan carpet, antique carpet, Hetian carpet, Panjin carpet, Iranian Persian carpet, Indian Karber carpet, Pakistan Cupid carpet and other domestic and foreign handmade fine carpets, domestic and foreign fine handicrafts, family soft decorations and other commodities

**2023 Xining Urban Development Investment Fair and the 5th Green Development Forum**

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Xi’ning  
**Venue:** Qinghai International Convention & Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Xining Municipal People’s Government, Xining Municipal Bureau of Industry and Information Technology  
**Sector:** Energy Saving and Environmental Protection  
**Area:** 7300 m²  
**Contents:** Achievements of industrial and urban transformation and upgrading and ecological civilization construction in Xi’ning  
**Telephone:** 0971-6513828

**2023 Xining Engineering Machinery Exhibition**

**Duration:** To be determined
City: Xi’ning
Venue: To be determined
Sector: Construction Machinery
Contents: Engineering machinery, earthmoving machinery, road machinery, compaction machinery, concrete machinery, hoisting machinery, port machinery, piling machinery, road construction and maintenance machinery, tunneling machinery, municipal and sanitation machinery, concrete products machinery, aerial work machinery, rock drilling machinery, mining machinery, emergency rescue equipment, engineering machinery accessories and service providers, etc.

Shandong
Jinan

2023 The 18th China (Shandong) International Equipment Manufacturing Industry Exposition

Duration: 2023/2/26—2023/2/28
City: Jinan
Venue: Shandong International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, Shandong Institute of Industry and Information Technology
Organizer: China (International) Robot and High-End Equipment Industry Alliance, Jinan (International) Robot and High-End Equipment Industry Alliance, Shandong Xinchenghua Exhibition Co., Ltd., Jinan Chenghua Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 80000 m²
Contents: CNC machine tools, laser cutting, industrial automation, industrial robots, intelligent equipment, coal mining technology and equipment, functional components and other aspects of the latest technology and products
Telephone: 0531-86512559, 0531-81219080, 0531-88879901
Fax: 0531-88879893
E-mail: chieme@126.com
URL: www.chinaieme.com

2023 The 19th China (Jinan) Electric Cars New Energy Automobile Expo

Duration: 2023/3/3—2023/3/5
City: Jinan
Venue: Shandong International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Shandong Federation of Light Industry Collective Enterprises, Jinan Branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Shandong Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises Association, Shandong Shibo Exhibition Mastermind Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shandong Shibo Exhibition Mastermind Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Area: 120000 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: New energy vehicles, electric vehicles, supporting products, charging equipment, etc.
Telephone: 0531-82382666
Fax: 0531-82353636
E-mail: shibo6666@126.com

2023 China (Shandong) Charging Pile, Charging Facilities Exhibition and New Energy Intelligent Automobile Expo

Duration: 2023/3/3—2023/3/5
City: Jinan
Venue: Shandong International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Jinan Branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Shandong Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises Association, Shandong Shibo Exhibition Mastermind Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shandong Shibo Exhibition Mastermind Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: Power batteries, energy storage batteries, solid-state batteries, air battery, 3C batteries, lead-acid batteries and other types of batteries and battery cells, modules and PACK
Telephone: 0531-82382666
Fax: 0531-82353636
E-mail: shibo6666@126.com

2023 The 26th Jinan International Machine Tool Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/9—2023/3/12
City: Jinan
Venue: Shandong International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Machinery Industry Branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, China Mechanical and Electrical products Circulation Association
Organizer: Jinan Jinnuo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 80000 m²
UIF Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Laser processing, optics, laser materials, lasers, laser components, CNC machine tools, cutlery, measuring tools, molds, functional parts, industrial robots, etc.
Telephone: 4006-767-260
Fax: 0531-83532333

2023 The 26th China International Industrial Automation & Power Transmission (Jinan) Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/9—2023/3/12
City: Jinan
Venue: Shandong International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Jinan Branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Shandong Automation Society
Organizer: Jinan Jinnuo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 100000 m²
Contents: Industrial automation, industrial energy-saving and environmental protection, electrical systems, instrumentation, robot technology, fluid power transmission, mechanical transmission, compressed air technology, electrical transmission, bearing products
Telephone: 0531-83532222, 0531-83532221
Fax: 0531-83532333
URL: www.jn-ptc.com/index.html

2023 China (Jinan) International Traditional Chinese Medicine Industry Exhibition, 2023 The 102nd Gehua Medicine and Health Products (Jinan) Exhibition, 2023 Gehua Pharmaceutical and Health Industry (Jinan) Expo

Duration: 2023/3/12—2023/3/13
City: Jinan
Venue: Jinan International Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: Jinan Gehua Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Jinan Gehua Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Pharmaceutical and Raw Material
Contents: Various Over-The-Counter drugs approved by the state, such as (OTC), Traditional Chinese Medicine, western medicine, ethnic medicine, biological products, etc.; Chinese medicinal materials and prepared drug in pieces; Moxibustion and moxa products, Traditional Chinese Medicine health preservation, etc.
Telephone: 0531-85827000
URL: www.ghyjh.com
2023 The 48th International Medical Equipment (Shandong) Expo

Duration: 2023/3/15—2023/3/17
City: Jinan
Venue: Shandong International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Shandong Xinchenghua Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shandong Xinchenghua Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment
Area: 5000 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: High-end medical imaging, operating room and first aid equipment, in vitro diagnostic equipment and reagents, medical electronic equipment, dental equipment and consumables, etc.
Telephone: 0531-81219071
E-mail: yibohui003@126.com
URL: www.yibohui.com

2023 The 10th Shandong Green Building and New Building Industrialization Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/20—2023/3/22
City: Jinan
Venue: Shandong International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Shandong Green Building Collaborative Innovation Center, Shandong Architectural Glass and Industrial Glass Association, Jinan Real Estate Association
Organizer: Shandong Xinchenghua Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Area: 30000 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Green building, prefabricated building, ultra-low energy consumption building (near zero energy consumption building) products and technology, construction machinery and equipment, decoration, etc.
Telephone: 0531-88879952
E-mail: chenghuacice@126.com
URL: ciceexpo.com

2023 JSDPE

Duration: 2023/3/25—2023/3/27
City: Jinan
Venue: Shandong International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: The 2nd Branch of Shanghai Huizhan Trading Co., Ltd.
Organizer: The 2nd Branch of Shanghai Huizhan Trading Co., Ltd.
Sector: Public Security
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Video surveillance, access control, intrusion alarm, physical protection, explosion-proof security inspection, police vehicles, biometrics, artificial intelligence, information security, intelligent robots, UAVs; AR/VR and many other digital, integrated, intelligent
Telephone: 0531-87163048
E-mail: 491977299@qq.com
URL: www.anfangzh.com

2023 The 37th Jinan International Advertising Identification Exhibition (Spring)

Duration: 2023/3/30—2023/4/1
City: Jinan
Venue: Shandong International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Jinan Branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Shanghai Huizhan Trading Co., Ltd.
Organizer: The 2nd Branch of Shanghai Huizhan Trading Co., Ltd.
Sector: Advertising
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Advertising equipment, advertising signs,
2023 The 29th China (Jinan) Building Decoration Expo

**Duration:** 2023/4/14—2023/4/16
**City:** Jinan
**Venue:** Shandong International Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** Whole House Customization Branch of China Timber & Wood Products Distribution Association, Haiming International Convention and Exhibition Group
**Organizer:** Jinan Xinzhan Exhibition Co., Ltd., Guangdong Pengxun Media advertisement Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Construction and Building Material
**Area:** 100000 m²
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes
**Contents:** Green building, building materials, floor, flooring technology, space design, material selection, lighting, building electricity
**Telephone:** 15053122235
**E-mail:** 3115505243@qq.com
**URL:** www.sdzs-china.com/jinan

2023 The 2nd (Jinan) Sand / Tailings and Construction Solid Waste Treatment Technology Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/14—2023/4/16
**City:** Jinan
**Venue:** Shandong International Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** Shandong Aggregates Association
**Organizer:** Shandong Haiming International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Energy Saving and Environmental Protection
**Area:** 15000 m²
**Contents:** Sandstone equipment, building waste treatment equipment
**Telephone:** 18888293292

2023 The 44th China (Jinan) International Beauty, Hairdressing and Cosmetics Industry Expo

**Duration:** 2023/4/19—2023/4/21
**City:** Jinan
**Venue:** Shandong International Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** Shandong Meibo International Culture Communication Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Hairdressing and Beauty
**Area:** 20000 m²
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes
**Contents:** Professional beauty, embroidery, nail and eyelash beauty, health care, medical beauty, daily cosmetics, packaging, beauty accessories, yoga health
**Telephone:** 0532-85019621
**Fax:** 0532-85833615
**URL:** www.sdmbgj.com

2023 China (Shandong) International Energy Storage Development Conference & Energy Storage Application Safety and Technology Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/21—2023/4/23
**City:** Jinan
**Venue:** Jinan International Convention & Exhibition Center
**Host:** Jinan Branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Shandong Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises Association, Shandong Shibo Exhibition Mastermind Co., Ltd.
**Organizer:** Shandong Shibo Exhibition Mastermind Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Electricity and New Energy Equipment
**Area:** 20000 m²
Contents: Energy storage equipment, technology and facilities, etc.
Telephone: 0531-82382666
Fax: 0531-82353636
E-mail: shibo6666@126.com


Duration: 2023/4/26—2023/4/28
City: Jinan
Venue: Shandong International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Shandong City Water Supply and Drainage Association, Shandong Society of Environmental Sciences, Water Treatment Equipment Committee of Shandong Household Appliance Industry Association, Jinan Branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Organizer: Jinan Jinnuo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Energy Saving and Environmental Protection
Area: 60000 m²
Contents: Membrane and membrane components, membrane separation technology, membrane treatment equipment and services, terminal water purification equipment and related accessories, healthy drinking water pipes, pipe fittings, pump valves, pipes, instrumentation and automatic control, urban water supply and drainage, urban water affairs, etc.
Telephone: 0531-83532222, 0531-83532221
Fax: 0531-83532333
URL: www.jn-water.com

2023 The 45th China (Jinan) International Beauty, Hairdressing and Cosmetics Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/4/26—2023/4/28
City: Jinan
Venue: Shandong International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Shandong Meibo International Culture Communication Co., Ltd.
Sector: Hairdressing and Beauty
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Professional beauty, embroidery, nail and eyelash beauty, health care, medical beauty, daily cosmetics, packaging, beauty accessories, yoga health
Telephone: 0532-85019621
Fax: 0532-85833615
URL: www.sdmbgj.com

2023 The 25th Shandong International Heating, Boiler and Air Conditioning Technology and Equipment Exhibition

City: Jinan
Venue: Shandong International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Equipment Management Association, Shandong Gas Thermal Association
Sector: Heating and Cooling Equipment
Area: 30000 m²
Contents: Boilers, new energy heating, regional energy, urban water supply and drainage, hydraulic engineering and services, heating terminal products, intelligent control, pipe, pump, valves, comfort systems, waste heat utilization

2023 World Laser Industry Expo (WLC)

Duration: 2023/5/6—2023/5/8
City: Jinan
Venue: Shandong International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Chamber of International Commerce, Shandong Branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Shandong Science and Technology Department, Jinan Municipal People's Government
2023 CIAWE
Duration: 2023/5/19—2023/5/21
City: Jinan
Venue: Shandong International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: CIAWE Organizing Committee
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 45000 m²
Contents: Global vintage wine, whole industry chain, raw and auxiliary materials, wine supporting and services

2023 Chinese Food Ingredients and Seasonings Exhibition (CHICE)
Duration: 2023/5/19—2023/5/21
City: Jinan
Venue: Shandong International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Gaobo China Trade International Convention and Exhibition Group
Organizer: Shandong Zhongmao International Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Contents: Hot pot ingredients and condiments, special ingredients, hot pot related equipment, hot pot drinks, and hot pot supporting services
Telephone: 18553122877, 0531-82350000
E-mail: zhongmao9999@126.com
URL: www.zmjce.com

2023 The 6th China (Jinan) International Youth Eye Health Industry Exhibition
Duration: 2023/5/26—2023/5/28
City: Jinan
Venue: Shandong International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Eye Health Branch of China Health Service Industry Association, China Teenager Eyesight Health Society, Shandong Urban Economics Society
Organizer: Shandong Flying Shark International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment
Area: 50000 m²
Contents: Eye health care, vision rehabilitation (vision improvement and myopia correction), eye health diagnosis and treatment, optometry, glasses and equipment, etc.
Telephone: 15668420958, 0531-68960961
E-mail: feishaexpo@163.com
URL: www.lcife.com

2023 The 5th China (Jinan) International Big Health Industry Expo
Duration: 2023/5/26—2023/5/28
City: Jinan
Venue: Shandong International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Health Service Industry Association, Shandong Urban Economics Society, China Health Industry Development Alliance, Asian Association for the Promotion of Nutrition and Health Industry, China Association of Chinese Medicine, Asian Economic and Trade Development Centre, CPAM, Shandong Province Science and Health Association
Organizer: Shandong Flying Shark International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Healthcare and Aged Care
Area: 35000 m²
Contents: Medicine, nourishing products, traditional Chinese medicine, healthy green food, healthy
sports, maintain beauty and keep young, etc.

**The 10th China (Shandong) Fire Safety Technology and Rescue equipment Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/6/2—2023/6/4  
**City:** Jinan  
**Venue:** Jinan International Convention & Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Shan Dong Fire Protection Association  
**Organizer:** Shandong Shanghe International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Public Security  
**Area:** 9000 m²  
**Contents:** Fire safety technology and rescue equipment  
**Telephone:** 0531-88559826  
**Fax:** 0531-88559826  
**E-mail:** 38188647@qq.com  
**URL:** www.xfblh.com

**2023 The 14th Shandong International Automobile Industry Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/6/16—2023/6/18  
**City:** Jinan  
**Venue:** Shandong International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Association of Automotive Manufacturers, Department of Industry and Information Technology of Shandong Province, Department of Agriculture and Rural Affairs of Shandong Province, Shandong Department of Commerce, Energy Administration of Shandong Province, Shandong Automobile Manufacturers Association  
**Organizer:** National Network (Shandong) Electric Vehicle Service Co., Ltd., Shandong Xinchenghua Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shandong International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Automobile  
**Contents:** Commercial vehicles, energy saving and new energy vehicles and charging facilities, automobile production technology and intelligent equipment  
**Telephone:** 0531-8879887  
**E-mail:** chsdiae@126.com  
**URL:** www.iaeexpo.com

**2023 The 10th China (Jinan) Food & Beverage Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/8/4—2023/8/6  
**City:** Jinan  
**Venue:** Shandong International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Haiming Convention and Exhibition Group  
**Organizer:** Jinan Xinzhan Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Area:** 20000 m²  
**Contents:** Catering ingredients, frozen food, prefabricated dishes  
**Telephone:** 18888293117  
**URL:** www.china-fce.com

**2023 Northern China Baking Industry Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/8/4—2023/8/6  
**City:** Jinan  
**Venue:** Shandong International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Haiming Convention and Exhibition Group  
**Organizer:** Jinan Huanya Haiming Business Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Area:** 8000 m²  
**Contents:** Baking raw materials, baking equipment, home baking, drinks  
**Telephone:** 0531-58263731
### The 10th China Tea Expo

**Duration:** 2023/10/27—2023/10/30  
**City:** Jinan  
**Venue:** Shandong International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Good Agri-Products Development & Service Association, Xiamen Phoenix Creative Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Organizing Committee of the 10th China Tea Expo  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Contents:** Tea products, tea accessories, tea related products, tea space, tea packaging  
**Telephone:** 15205315211, 0531-66571081  
**E-mail:** gloriaagu@chinaphenix.com  
**URL:** www.teacbh.com

---

### Jinan-Japan Import Commodities Expo

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Jinan  
**Venue:** Jinan International Convention & Exhibition Center  
**Organizer:** Simac International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** E-commerce and Trade Fair  
**Contents:** Imported goods  
**Telephone:** 010-63324407  
**Fax:** 010-63452279

---

### The 29th Shandong Plant Protection Information Exchange & Pesticide and Sprayer Facilities Fair

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Jinan  
**Venue:** Shandong International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Shandong Plant Protection Association  
**Organizer:** Jinan Fushan Convention and Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
**Area:** 60000 m²  
**Contents:** Pesticide, fertilizer, plant protection machinery, packaging equipment, agricultural aviation plant protection, etc.  
**Telephone:** 18030017733, 18030015500, 18030017711, 18050031267, 18030015533, 18050031250  
**E-mail:** phenix@chinaphenix.com  
**URL:** www.sdzbsjh.com

---

### 2023 The 38th Jinan International Advertising Identification Exhibition (Autumn)

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Jinan  
**Venue:** Shandong International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Jinan Sub-council, Shanghai Huizhan Trading Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** The 2nd Branch of Shanghai Huizhan Trading Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Advertising  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Advertising equipment, advertising signs, LED lighting, graphic fast printing  
**Telephone:** 0531-87111932  
**E-mail:** 491977302@qq.com  
**URL:** www.jnadz.com

---

### Dongying

**2023 The 13rd China GRTAE**

**Duration:** 2023/5/15-2023/5/17  
**City:** Dongying  
**Venue:** Shandong Guangrao International Expo Center  
**Host:** China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Shandong Provincial People's Government
Organizer: China Concil for the Promotion of International Trade Shandong Sub-Concil, Dongying Municipal People's Government
Sector: Automobile
Area: 48000 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Tires and production raw and auxiliary materials, tire manufacturing technology, wheel products, auto parts and maintenance equipment, etc.
Telephone: 0546-8058718
URL: www.chinagrtae.com

2023 CDYPE
Duration: 2023/9/27—2023/9/29
City: Dongying
Venue: Yellow River International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Concil for the Promotion of International Trade, Shandong Provincial People's Government
Sector: Mining and Equipment
Area: 40000 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Marine and land oil drilling and production equipment, exploration equipment, gathering and transportation equipment, etc.
Telephone: 0546-8260586
E-mail: dyqmch@163.com
URL: www.cdype.cn

Heze

2023 The 18th China Forest Products Trade Fair
Duration: 2023/9/19—2023/9/21
City: Heze

Venue: Heze International Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: Shandong Provincial People's Government
Organizer: Department of Natural Resources of Shandong Province (Shandong Forestry Bureau), Heze Municipal people's Government
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Contents: Forestry machinery, furniture wood art and raw materials, wood crafts, woodworking machinery, imitate Ming and Qing furniture, etc.
Telephone: 0539-2970666, 0539-3116789
E-mail: friend@163.com
URL: www.zgljh.cn

2023 The 16th China Agricultural Materials Fair
Duration: 2023/12/3—2023/12/5
City: Heze
Venue: Heze International Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: China Agro-technological Extension Association (Tentative), Shandong Friend International Exhibition Group
Organizer: Shandong Techuang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Contents: Seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, high-tech, agricultural equipment
Telephone: 0530-5757998
E-mail: 362270882@qq.com
URL: www.nzjyh.com

Linyi

2023 The 16th China (Linyi) Agricultural Machinery, Plant Protection Garden Machinery and Accessories Fair
Duration: 2023/3/12—2023/3/14
City: Linyi
**Venue:** Linyi International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Linyi Branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Shandong Berger International Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shandong Berger International Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Agricultural Machinery  
**Area:** 30000 m²  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Agricultural machinery, plant protection garden machinery  
**Telephone:** 0539-2022207  
**E-mail:** 355324397@qq.com

**The 3rd China (Linyi) Green Building and New Materials Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/4/21—2023/4/23  
**City:** Linyi  
**Venue:** Linyi International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Shandong Building Materials Industry Association, Shandong Flooring Industry Association, Shandong Friend International Exhibition Group  
**Organizer:** Shandong Friend International Exhibition Group  
**Sector:** Construction and Building Material  
**Area:** 30000 m²  
**Contents:** Prefabricated construction, new wall materials, green building materials, door and window curtain wall, construction machinery and equipment, etc.  
**Telephone:** 0539-7355999  
**Fax:** 0539-3112000  
**E-mail:** frd2008@163.com  
**URL:** www.cnlytcjc.com

**2023 The 7th China (Linyi) International Emergency Safety and Fire Protection Equipment Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/5/7  
**City:** Linyi  
**Venue:** Linyi International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Linyi Branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Shandong Berger International Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shandong Berger International Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Public Security  
**Area:** 12000 m²  
**Contents:** Emergency safety equipment, fire protection equipment  
**Telephone:** 0539-2022207  
**E-mail:** 355324397@qq.com

**The 7th China (Linyi) Whole House Custom Choiceness Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/4/22—2023/4/24  
**City:** Linyi  
**Venue:** Linyi International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Shandong Building Materials Industry Association, China Forest Products Industry Association, Shandong Friend International Exhibition Group  
**Organizer:** Shandong Friend International Exhibition Group  
**Sector:** Furniture and Household  
**Area:** 100000 m²  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Whole house customization, wooden doors and whole wooden home decoration, complete decoration materials, smart home, woodworking machinery, etc.  
**Telephone:** 0539-3116789  
**Fax:** 0539-3112000  
**E-mail:** frd2008@163.com  
**URL:** www.lyjjz365.com
2023 The 7th China (Linyi) International Exhibition of Refrigeration, Air Conditioning and Ventilation Equipment

Duration: 2023/5/7—2023/5/9
City: Linyi
Venue: Linyi International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Linyi Branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Shandong Berger International Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shandong Berger International Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Heating and Cooling Equipment
Area: 26000 m²
Contents: Refrigeration equipment, air conditioning equipment, ventilation equipment
Telephone: 0539-2022207
E-mail: 355324397@qq.com

2023 The 16th China Linyi Industrial Equipment Expo

Duration: 2023/5/27—2023/5/29
City: Linyi
Venue: Linyi International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Linyi Branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 60000 m²
Contents: CNC machine tools, welding and cutting, laser equipment and sheet metal, industrial automation technology, industrial assembly and transmission technology, industrial robot machine and parts, AGV unmanned handling; industrial automation comprehensive solutions, etc.
Telephone: 0539-2030048
E-mail: lygbh@hzizh.com
URL: www.hzizh.com

2023 The 4th Shandong Sporting Goods Exposition

Duration: 2023/7/28—2023/7/30
City: Linyi
Venue: Linyi International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Shandong Provincial Bureau of Sports, Linyi Municipal People's Government
Organizer: Linyi Municipal Sports Bureau, Linyi Municipal Bureau of Commerce, Lanshan District People's Government
Sector: Culture, Sports and Entertainment
Area: 40000 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Intelligent fitness sports equipment, outdoor sports products, balls and team sports shoes, smart sports venues and facilities
Telephone: 0539-3655399
E-mail: friend@163.com
URL: sdlytbh.com

2023 The 72nd Autumn China National Hardware Fair

Duration: 2023/10/10—2023/10/12
City: Linyi
Venue: Linyi International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China National Hardware Electric and Chemical Products Commercial Association
Organizer: Shandong Friend International Exhibition Group, Beijing Jinyi Youlian Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Hardware Tool
Area: 60000 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Hand tools, electric tools, pneumatic tools, mechanical equipment, welding equipment, electromechanical products, abrasives, security and labor protection, hardware products, etc.
2023 The 17th China (Linyi) Agricultural Machinery, Plant Protection Garden Machinery and Accessories Fair

**Duration:** 2023/11/16—2023/11/18  
**City:** Linyi  
**Venue:** Linyi International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Linyi Branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Shandong Berger International Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shandong Berger International Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Agricultural Machinery  
**Area:** 36000 m²  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Agricultural machinery, garden plant protection machinery  
**Telephone:** 0539-2022207  
**E-mail:** 355324397@qq.com

2023 The 4th China (Linyi) International Exhibition of Lubricating Oil, Grease, Maintenance Supplies and Application Technology and Equipment

**Duration:** 2023/11/16—2023/11/18  
**City:** Linyi  
**Venue:** Linyi International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Linyi Branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Shandong Berger International Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shandong Berger International Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Chemical Product  
**Area:** 12000 m²  
**Contents:** Lubricating oil, grease, maintenance supplies  
**Telephone:** 0539-2022207  
**E-mail:** 355324397@qq.com

2023 The 17th China (Linyi) Bearing, Fastener and Wire Mesh Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/11/16—2023/11/18  
**City:** Linyi  
**Venue:** Linyi International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Linyi Branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Shandong Berger International Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shandong Berger International Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Hardware Tool  
**Area:** 10000 m²  
**Contents:** Bearings, fasteners, wire mesh  
**Telephone:** 0539-2022207  
**E-mail:** 355324397@qq.com

2023 China (Linyi) Auto Parts and Accessories Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/12/1—2023/12/3  
**City:** Linyi  
**Venue:** Linyi International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Linyi Branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Shandong Berger International Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shandong Berger International Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Automobile  
**Area:** 40000 m²  
**Contents:** Auto parts and accessories  
**Telephone:** 0539-2022207  
**E-mail:** 355324397@qq.com
2023 China (Linyi) Laser Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/12/1—2023/12/3
City: Linyi
Venue: Linyi International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Linyi Branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Shandong Berger International Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shandong Berger International Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Photoelectric Product
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: Laser equipment, laser technology, laser accessories
Telephone: 0539-2022207
E-mail: 355324397@qq.com

2023 The 8th China (Linyi) International Exhibition of Refrigeration, Air Conditioning and Ventilation Equipment

Duration: 2023/12/17—2023/12/19
City: Linyi
Venue: Linyi International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Linyi Branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Shandong Berger International Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shandong Berger International Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Heating and Cooling Equipment
Area: 30000 m²
Contents: Refrigeration equipment, air conditioning equipment, ventilation equipment
Telephone: 0539-2022207
E-mail: 355324397@qq.com

Qingdao

2023 The 20th Qingdao International Metal Working Equipment Expo, 2023 The 2nd China (Qingdao) Aluminum Industry Exhibition, 2023 Qingdao China International Die Casting Industry Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/3—2023/3/6
City: Qingdao
Venue: Hongdao International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Machine tool Branch of China Mechanical and Electrical products Circulation Association, Chinese Metal Society
Organizer: Qingdao Jinnuo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 80000 m²
Contents: Metal cutting, metal forming, automation, industrial robots, new metal materials, aluminum industry, casting and forging and other metal processing industry chains
Telephone: 4006-767-260
Fax: 0532-55552936
URL: www.mwexpo.com

2023 National Fertilizer Double Fair- The 24th National Fertilizer Information Exchange and Product Fair

Duration: 2023/3/23—2023/3/25
City: Qingdao
Venue: Hongdao International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: National Agro-tech Extension and Service Center, China Agro-technological Extension Association
Organizer: China Agricultural Technology Extension Magazine Co., Ltd., Shandong Agricultural Technology Extension Center, Qingdao Agricultural Technology Extension Center, Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Center
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Area: 40000 m²
Contents: Fertilizer, water saving, facility agriculture, intelligent agriculture related new products, new equipment, new technology, new model; Fertilizer reduction and efficiency increase, green planting and breeding cycle, water saving and grain efficiency increase significant achievements; Development of new production, operation and service subjects; Use high quality fertilizer and water and advanced equipment to produce high-quality agricultural products
Telephone: 13581988028, 010-59194539
Fax: 010-59194500
E-mail: qgflsjh@qq.com
URL: www.natesc.org.cn/ZTZL/Flzh

2023 API China
Duration: 2023/4/12—2023/4/14
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao Cosmopolitan Exposition
Host: Organizing committee of API China
Organizer: Reed Sinopharm Exhibitions Co., Ltd.
Sector: Pharmaceutical and Raw Material
Area: 80000 m²
Contents: CRO/CMO, natural extract, import and export, veterinary medicine raw materials & feed additives, pharmaceutical equipment, pharmaceutical electronic supervision, packaging equipment
Telephone: 010-84556542
URL: www.apichina.com.cn

2023 China (Qingdao) Dairy Conference and China Dairy Exhibition
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Expo Center
Host: Zhongkai International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Qingdao Zhongkai International Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Area: 65000 m²
Contents: Dairy products, animal health care, dairy cow (dairy sheep) breeding and pasture equipment, equipment machinery, dairy processing technology equipment, environmental protection equipment, and comprehensive services
Telephone: 13156398526
E-mail: 544366657@qq.com

2023 Qingdao International Pet Fair
City: Qingdao
Venue: To be determined
Host: Haiming International Convention and Exhibition Group
Organizer: Qingdao Haiming International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply
Area: 5000 m²
Contents: Pet food, pet supplies, pet medical, live pet
Telephone: 0532-85011487

2023 The 43rd China (Qingdao) International Beauty, Hairdressing and Cosmetics Products Expo
Duration: 2023/5/18—2023/5/20
City: Qingdao
Venue: Hongdao International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Shandong Meibo International Culture Communication Co., Ltd.
Sector: Hairdressing and Beauty
Area: 30000 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Professional beauty, daily chemical, great
aesthetic medicine, big health care, new retail and professional nail, eyelash and embroidery

**Telephone:** 0532-85019622  
**Fax:** 0532-85833615  
**URL:** www.sdmbgj.com

### The 3rd Shandong Water Conservancy Technology and Ecological Construction Expo

**Duration:** 2023/5/18—2023/5/20  
**City:** Qingdao  
**Venue:** Hongdao International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Shandong Water Conservancy Society  
**Organizer:** Shandong Shanghe International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Energy Saving and Environmental Protection  
**Area:** 22000 m²  
**Contents:** Smart water conservancy, drinking water safety, ecological water conservancy  
**Telephone:** 0531-88529827  
**Fax:** 0531-88529801  
**E-mail:** sdslbh@163.com  
**URL:** www.slbsj.com

### 2023 The 20th Qingdao International Furniture Fair, Qingdao Custom Home Fair, Qingdao International Machinery and Materials Fair

**Duration:** 2023/5/18—2023/5/21  
**City:** Qingdao  
**Venue:** Qingdao Cosmopolitan Exposition  
**Host:** China Forestry Machinery Association, Shenzhen Furniture Industry Association, Shandong Furniture Association, Qingdao Woodworking Machinery Association, Qingdao Household Industry Association  
**Organizer:** Jinan Deruijia Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Furniture and Household

### Area: 150000 m²  
**Contents:** Brand solid wood furniture, soft sofa/bedding, solid wood semi-finished furniture, whole house/whole home furnishings, customized single product home furnishings, complete custom materials, smart home, etc.  
**Telephone:** 4000-126-660  
**URL:** www.qiff.net

### 2023 The 20th China (Qingdao) International Food Processing and Packaging Equipment Exhibition, 2023 China (Qingdao) International Food Expo, 2023 China (Qingdao) International Food Materials Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/6/2—2023/6/4  
**City:** Qingdao  
**Venue:** Hongdao International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Qingdao Lanbo International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shandong Food Industry Association  
**Organizer:** Qingdao Hongbo Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Food Processing Equipment  
**Area:** 80000 m²  
**Contents:** Food processing and packaging equipment; Condiments, additives, grain and oil processing; Beverage processing and packaging equipment; Meat industrial processing equipment; Baking, rice and flour food processing and packaging; Transportation, purification, refrigeration and warehousing logistics  
**Telephone:** 4009-633-566  
**E-mail:** qd-fair@163.com  
**URL:** www.fm-nc.com

### 2023 Shandong Qingdao · China Northern International Tea Industry Expo

**Duration:** 2023/6/9—2023/6/12  
**City:** Qingdao
**2023 China (Shandong) International Textile Expo**

*Duration:* 2023/6/28—2023/6/30  
*City:* Qingdao  
*Venue:* Hongdao International Convention and Exhibition Center  
*Host:* Haiming International Convention and Exhibition Group, Shandong Textile and Garment Industry Association, Shandong Leather Industry Association, Qingdao Textile and Garment Special Union, Qingdao Leather Industry Association  
*Organizer:* Qingdao Haiming International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
*Sector:* Textile and Apparel  
*Area:* 90000 m²  
*UFI Approved Event:* Yes  
*Contents:* Sewing equipment, printing equipment, surface materials and yarn, business wear, school uniforms, leather shoes machine and shoe material, labor protection supplies  
*Telephone:* 0532-85011486  
*URL:* sdbzh.hmfbh.com

**2023 China· Qingdao International Packaging Industry Exhibition**

*Duration:* 2023/6/28—2023/6/30  
*City:* Qingdao  
*Venue:* Qingdao International Expo Center  
*Host:* Qingdao Haiming International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
*Organizer:* Qingdao Haiming International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
*Sector:* Printing and Packaging  
*Area:* 20000 m²  
*Contents:* Packaging equipment and materials  
*Telephone:* 0532-85011486  
*URL:* sdbzh.hmfbh.com

**2023 China Shandong (Qingdao) International Health Care Industry Expo**

*Duration:* 2023/6/30—2023/7/2  
*City:* Qingdao  
*Venue:* Hongdao International Convention and Exhibition Center  
*Host:* Shandong Pension Industry Development Service Center, Qingdao Pension Service Association  
*Organizer:* Qingdao Haiming International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
*Sector:* Healthcare and Aged Care  
*Area:* 15000 m²  
*Contents:* Rehabilitation medicine, rehabilitation AIDS, elderly chronic disease prevention and management, Traditional Chinese Medicine health and physiotherapy, health monitoring and wearable medicine, smart health care big data, 5G + smart senior care, institution/community home/rural pension, transformation and design suitable for elder, elderly service personnel training, residential elderly care, elderly culture and education, elderly living supplies, public welfare for the elderly (free medical treatment, legal advice, etc.), fashion life for the elderly, etc.  
*Telephone:* 0532-85861016
2023 QIIE, 2023 China (Qingdao) International Import Products Exhibition, Food and Beverage Exhibition, Gift and Household Supplies Exhibition, Wine Boutique Exhibition

Duration: 2023/6/30—2023/7/2
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao Cosmopolitan Exposition
Host: Shandong Chamber of Commerce of China Chamber of International Commerce
Organizer: Qingdao Junsheng International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Comprehensive
Area: 20000 ㎡
Contents: Fashion consumer goods, smart home, beverage, daily necessities, cosmetics and daily makeup, service trade
Telephone: 0532-55716000
E-mail: js@junshenghuizhan.com
URL: www.qiiechina.com

2023 The 25th China (Qingdao) International Medical Laboratory Instruments and Laboratory Equipment Exhibition

Duration: 2023/6/30—2023/7/2
City: Qingdao
Venue: Hongdao International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Qingdao Medical Association
Organizer: Qingdao Haiming Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment
Contents: Blood type analyzer, blood type card, full-automatic card applicator, rheometer, semi-automatic hematology analyzer, semi-automatic thrombus, hemagglutination analyzer, automatic blood bank system, hemoglobin analyzer, platelet aggregation instrument, blood glucose analyzer, blood viscosity, thromboelastometer, blood flow parameter tester, cell analyzer, full-automatic thrombus hemostasis analysis system
Telephone: 0532-85861016
E-mail: hmmarketing@qdhaiming.com
URL: yl.hmed365.com

2023 China (Qingdao) International Medical Devices and Protective Equipment Fair

Duration: 2023/6/30—2023/7/2
City: Qingdao
Venue: Hongdao International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Haiming International Convention and Exhibition Group
Organizer: Qingdao Haiming International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment
Area: 5000 ㎡
Contents: Medical equipment, medical services, protective supplies, etc.
Telephone: 0532-85861016

2023 China (Qingdao) Biopharmaceutical Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/6/30—2023/7/2
City: Qingdao
Venue: Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Haiming International Convention and Exhibition Group
Organizer: Qingdao Haiming International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment
Area: 5000 ㎡
Contents: Biomedical, pharmaceutical equipment, health food, etc.
Telephone: 0532-85861016
2023 The “Multinational Corporations and China” Theme Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/6  
**City:** Qingdao  
**Venue:** Hongdao International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Shandong Provincial People’s Government  
**Organizer:** China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shandong Sub-council  
**Sector:** Comprehensive  
**Contents:** Advanced products and technologies of transnational corporations, technologies and development strategies, cooperation intentions and cooperation achievements in Shandong; high-end equipment, core components and high-tech achievements of leading enterprises in various cities, leading enterprises, summit participating enterprises, and top 500 enterprises.  
**Telephone:** 0531-86168319

2023 The 25th China (Qingdao) International Dental Equipment Exhibition & Academic Exchange

**Duration:** 2023/7/6—2023/7/8  
**City:** Qingdao  
**Venue:** Qingdao International Convention and Exhibition Center (Laoshan District)  
**Host:** Haiming International Convention and Exhibition Group, Shandong Stomatological Association, Qingdao Stomatological Association, Qingdao Private Stomatological Association, Shandong Private Dental Clinic Alliance, Shandong Dental Federation, Dental Digital Innovation Development Alliance  
**Organizer:** Qingdao Haiming International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment  
**Area:** 20000 m²  
**Contents:** Dental equipment, oral materials, oral care products, dental processing  
**Telephone:** 0532-85861016  
**URL:** www.hmdent.com

2023 The 7th China High-end Wine Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/7/6—2023/7/8  
**City:** Qingdao  
**Venue:** Hongdao International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Wine Exhibition Organizing Committee  
**Organizer:** Wine Industry Media  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Area:** 100000 m²  
**Contents:** Famous Maotai-flavor liquors, Luzhou flavor liquors, fen-flavor liquors, global wine, vintage beer, low wine and drinks, high-end spirits, liquor packaging material supply chain, etc.  
**Telephone:** 18971676107  
**E-mail:** huangchao@jiuyejia.com  
**URL:** www.cwechina.com

2023 Asia Pacific International Plastics and Rubber Industry Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/7/18—2023/7/21  
**City:** Qingdao  
**Venue:** Qingdao Cosmopolitan Exposition  
**Host:** Shandong Provincial Rubber Industry Association, Qingdao Jinnuo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Qingdao Jinnuo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Chemical Product  
**Area:** 120000 m²  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Plastic processing machinery, rubber processing equipment, plastic raw materials and additives, plastic packaging machinery, rubber raw materials and additives, rubber products  
**Telephone:** 4006-767-071  
**Fax:** 0532-55552903  
**E-mail:** 2305169236@qq.com
2023 The 26th Qingdao International Machine Tool Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/7/18—2023/7/22  
**City:** Qingdao  
**Venue:** Qingdao International Expo Center  
**Host:** Machinery Industry branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Qingdao Jinnuo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Qingdao Jinnuo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Area:** 125000 m²  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Metal cutting, CNC machine tools; Laser gold, metal forming; Industrial automation, robots, intelligent manufacturing; Electrical processing and laser processing; Special processing machine tools; Tool accessories, functional parts; Inspection and measuring equipment; Design, manufacturing, management and service software, information consulting services, etc.  
**Telephone:** 0532-55552901  
**Fax:** 0532-55552903  
**E-mail:** qd@china-jinnuo.com  
**URL:** www.apiie.cn

2023 Asia Pacific International Intelligent Equipment Expo

**Duration:** 2023/7/18—2023/7/22  
**City:** Qingdao  
**Venue:** Hongdao International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Machinery Industry Sub-branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shandong Sub-council  
**Organizer:** Qingdao Jinnuo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Area:** 20000 m²  
**Contents:** Industrial Internet, Internet of Things and sensing technology, digital factory, artificial intelligence, big data cloud computing, new generation communication technology, technology innovation achievement transformation  
**Telephone:** 0531-86168319

2023 New Power Energy· International Intelligent Manufacturing Expo

**Duration:** 2023/8/18—2023/8/20  
**City:** Qingdao  
**Venue:** Qingdao Cosmopolitan Exposition  
**Host:** Shandong Branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Area:** 48000 m²  
**Contents:** High-speed trains, new energy vehicles, all kinds of industrial machineries, etc.  
**Telephone:** 18620712559  
**E-mail:** chenjin666@163.com
2023 The 5th Qingdao International Industry Exposition

**Duration:** 2023/8/18—2023/8/20  
**City:** Qingdao  
**Venue:** Qingdao Cosmopolitan Exposition  
**Host:** China Machinery Industry Federation, Shandong Institute of Industry and Information Technology, China (International) Robot and High-End Equipment Industry Alliance, Shandong Xinchenghua Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shandong Xinchenghua Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Area:** 100000 m²  
**Contents:** CNC machine tools, laser and cutting processing equipment, industrial automation and power transmission, industrial robots, casting machinery, castings/casting materials and testing equipment, etc.  
**Telephone:** 0531-88879887, 0531-86512559, 0531-81219080  
**Fax:** 0531-88879893  
**E-mail:** chiae@chenghuaex.com  
**URL:** www.chqiie.com

2023 Shandong Urban Renewal Expo

**Duration:** 2023/8/18—2023/8/20  
**City:** Qingdao  
**Venue:** Qingdao Cosmopolitan Exposition  
**Host:** Haiming Convention and Exhibition Group  
**Organizer:** Shandong Haiming International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Construction and Building Material  
**Area:** 20000 m²  
**Contents:** Building renovation and old house renovation; Smart community, urban environment  
**Telephone:** 18888293327

The 8th China Advanced Materials Expo, China Defense Electronic Information Technology Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/9/6—2023/9/8  
**City:** Qingdao  
**Venue:** Qingdao Cosmopolitan Exposition  
**Host:** Management Committee of Qingdao West Coast New Zone, China Association for Peaceful Use of Military industrial Technology, Military and Civil Integration Office of Qingdao Municipal CPC Committee, Chamber of Commerce for Science and Technology Equipment Industry of China Federation of industry and Commerce, China National Textile and Apparel Council, Wuhan University of Technology  
**Organizer:** Management Committee of Qingdao West Coast New Zone, National Innovation Center Of High Speed Train, National Advanced Functional Fiber Innovation Center, China Green Building Materials Industry Development Alliance, Qingdao Research Institute of Wuhan University of Technology, Military Resources Network  
**Sector:** Advanced Material/Technology  
**Area:** 30000 m²  
**Contents:** “Chinese Materials” related achievements of large Chinese central State-owned enterprises, state-owned enterprises, general project units and other relevant institutions in the field of equipment and materials; Aerospace, aviation, high-speed railway, marine engineering, ships, weapons, nuclear power, chemical industry, electronics, automotive and other fields used in high strength, high modulus, ultralight, bullet proof, anti-stabbing, anti-cutting, anti-radiation, high temperature and low temperature resistance, flame retardant, high-temperature superconductivity, ablative resistance, shockproof, energy absorption, wave absorption, super wear resistance, super corrosion resistance, magnetic, superconducting and shielding insulation, compression resilience, sealing, high strength
and high performance materials and products; Advanced materials related experiments, testing, manufacturing equipment and services

**Telephone:** 010-63294884  
**Fax:** 010-63264171  
**URL:** www.am-expo.net

### 2023 The 1st Global Geographical Indications Products Expo

**Duration:** 2023/9/29—2023/10/2  
**City:** Qingdao  
**Venue:** Hongdao International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Organizer:** Qingdao branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Qingdao Bureau of Industry and Information Technology, Management Committee of Qingdao Hi-tech Industrial Development Zone, Zhongshi Chuangtong International Business Exhibition (Qingdao) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
**Area:** 20000 ㎡  
**Contents:** Geographical indications product  
**Telephone:** 0532-83090326  
**Fax:** 0532-83090327  
**E-mail:** info@wgiexpo.com  
**URL:** wgiexpo.com

### 2023 The 26th China Fisheries & Seafood Expo

**Duration:** 2023/10/25—2023/10/27  
**City:** Qingdao  
**Venue:** Hongdao International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Agricultural Industry branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade (Agricultural Trade Promotion Center of the Ministry of Agriculture and Villages)  
**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
**Area:** 100000 ㎡  
**Contents:** Marine and freshwater fishing products, aquaculture products, aquaculture equipment and technology, aquatic processing and refrigeration equipment, fresh and cold logistics chain, deep-processing aquatic product ingredients and other related services, etc.  
**Telephone:** 010-65832663  
**Fax:** 010-65832661  
**E-mail:** zhaozhen@ccpit-ag.cn  
**URL:** www.seafare.com.cn

### 2023 The 44th China (Qingdao) International Beauty, Hairdressing and Cosmetics Products Expo

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Qingdao  
**Venue:** Hongdao International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Shandong Meibo International Culture Communication Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Hairdressing and Beauty  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Professional beauty, embroidery, nail and eyelash beauty, health care, medical beauty, daily cosmetics, packaging, beauty accessories, yoga health  
**Telephone:** 0532-85019621  
**Fax:** 0532-85833615  
**URL:** www.sdmbgj.com

### 2023 Shanghai Cooperation Organization International Investment and Trade Expo

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Qingdao  
**Venue:** To be determined  
**Sector:** Comprehensive  
**Telephone:** 15266202351
Shandong

Weifang

The 24th China (Shouguang) International Vegetable Sci-tech Fair

Duration: 2023/4/20—2023/5/30
City: Weifang
Venue: Shouguang Vegetable High-Tech Demonstration Garden
Host: Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Commerce, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Shandong Provincial People's Government, Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Standardization Administration, China Agricultural University
Organizer: Department of Agriculture and Rural Affairs of Shandong Province, Shandong Department of Commerce, Shandong Branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade etc.
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Area: 450000 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Vegetable industry and related new technologies, vegetable gardens, etc.
URL: www.sgcbh.com

2023 The 9th China (Weifang) International Equipment Manufacturing Industry Exposition

Duration: 2023/9/22—2023/9/24
City: Weifang
Venue: Weifang Lutai Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, Shandong Machinery Industry Science and Technology Association, Weifang Chamber of Commerce of China Chamber of International Commerce
Organizer: Weifang Lanbo Convention and Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Qingdao Lanbo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 60000 m²
Contents: Metal cutting/metal forming machine tools, machine tool functional parts, intelligent equipment, industrial robots/industrial automation, high-quality castings, casting equipment, casting materials, testing instruments, etc.
Telephone: 4009-633-566
E-mail: qd-fair@163.com
URL: www.cieme.cn

China-Japan-Korea Industries Expo

Duration: 2023/9
City: Weifang
Venue: Weifang Lutai Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Chamber of International Commerce, Japan Association for the Promotion of International Trade, The Korea International Trade Association, Trilateral Cooperation Secretariat
Organizer: Convention and Exhibition Department of China Chamber of International Commerce, Shandong Branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Weifang Municipal People's Government
Sector: Comprehensive
Area: 37000 m²
Contents: Intelligent manufacturing and power equipment, intelligent agriculture, digital economy, hydrogen energy industry, RCEP import and export products
Telephone: 0536-8891097
URL: www.cjkiexpo.org.cn

Yantai

2023 The 21st Yantai International Equipment Manufacturing Industry Exhibition

Duration: 2023/5/11—2023/5/14
City: Yantai
Venue: Yantai Bajiaowan International Expo Center
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, Qingdao Jinnuo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Yantai Jinnuo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 40000 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Machine tool, mould and tool accessories, intelligent factory and robot, industrial automation and power transmission etc.; Laser cutting and welding equipment, etc.
Telephone: 4006-767-260, 0535-6663138
URL: www.ytjinnuo.com.cn

Zaozhuang

China International Potato Expo

Duration: 2023/5/13—2023/5/15
City: Zaozhuang
Venue: To be determined
Host: Agricultural Industry Branch of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade (Agricultural Trade Promotion Center of the Ministry of Agriculture and Villages)
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: Domestic and foreign cassava, sweet potato, potato, seed potato and potato condiments, processed food, snack food; The latest products and technologies involved in catering enterprises and the upstream and downstream of the industrial chain
Telephone: 010-65832663, 010-65838016
Fax: 010-65832661
E-mail: yuantong@ccpit-ag.cn
URL: www.chinapotatoexpo.com

Zibo

China (Shandong) International Sugar, Wine and Food Fair

City: Zibo
Venue: Zibo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Shandong Sugar Wine & Non-Staple Food Association
Organizer: Shandong Sugar Wine & Non-Staple Food Association
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 42000 m²
Contents: Sugar, wine, food

2023 China (Zibo) Automobile Industry Expo (May)

Duration: 2023/5/1—2023/5/4
City: Zibo
Venue: Zibo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Zibo Radio and Television Station
Organizer: Zibo Traffic Literature and Art Broadcast
Sector: Automobile
Area: 23000 m²
Contents: Auto show

2023 The 7th China (Zibo) Chemical Science and Technology Fair

Duration: 2023/5/12—2023/5/14
City: Zibo
Venue: Zibo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Qingdao Lanbo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Chemical Product
Area: 30000 m²
Contents: General chemical machinery exhibition
Telephone: 0532-58611655

The 3rd China (Zibo) International Food Exhibition

Duration: 2023/6
City: Zibo
Shanxi

Venue: Zibo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Shandong Luzhong Morning News Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 10000 ㎡
Contents: Imported food fair
Telephone: 0533-3595671

2023 China Zibo International Tea Culture Expo
Duration: 2023/6
City: Zibo
Venue: Zibo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Zibo Committee
Organizer: Qingdao Guozhan Business Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 10000 ㎡
Contents: Tea exhibition
Telephone: 0532-58581921

The 23rd China (Zibo) International Ceramic Fair
Duration: 2023/9/6—2023/9/12
City: Zibo
Venue: Zibo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Light Industry Federation, Technical Committee For Tiling, China Employment Training Technical Instruction Center, National Committee of the Trade Union of Finacial and Commercial Workers, Light and Textile Workers, Tobacoo Industry Workers
Organizer: Zibo Municipal People’s Government, Municipal Traditional Industry Development Center, Zibo HuaGuang Ceramics Technology and Culture Co., Ltd.
Sector: Daily Necessity
Area: 27000 ㎡
Contents: Ceramics, glazed crafts

Shanxi
Taiyuan

2023 The 16th China (Shanxi) Building Decoration Materials Expo
Duration: 2023/3/3—2023/3/5
City: Taiyuan
Venue: China (Taiyuan) Coal Transaction Center
Host: Taiyuan Zhuoxin Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Henan Zhongzhan Power Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Taiyuan Zhuoxin Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Area: 36000 ㎡
Contents: Decoration materials, whole house customization, wall decoration materials, suspended ceiling, tubing and pipe fittings, decorative lamps and lighting, new building materials, prefabricated decorations, doors, smart home, machinery
Telephone: 18614067985, 0351-2619865
E-mail: 1484583417@qq.com
2023 Shanxi Education Equipment Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/3/29—2023/3/31  
**City:** Taiyuan  
**Venue:** Jinyang Lake International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Future Education Equipment Branch Center of China Education Equipment Industry Association, Shanxi Education Equipment Industry Association  
**Organizer:** Shanxi Huagang Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Educational Equipment  
**Area:** 30000 m²  
**Contents:** Teaching instruments and equipment, laboratory and multifunctional classroom equipment, reagents and consumables, vocational training, geographic park, ecological park, digital campus building, etc.  
**Telephone:** 17636652718, 18201523657  
**E-mail:** 812927791@qq.com  
**URL:** www.china-sxjyzb.com

2023 Shanxi Taiyuan International Waterproof Materials Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/13—2023/4/15  
**City:** Taiyuan  
**Venue:** Shanxi Province Exhibition Hall  
**Host:** Shanxi Provincial Housing and Construction Department, Shanxi Construction Industry Association, Shanxi Building Waterproof Association  
**Sector:** Construction and Building Material  
**Area:** 15800 m²  
**Contents:** Pitch-based waterproofing roll, polymer waterproofing roll, building waterproofing coating, building sealing materials, tile roofing materials, metal roofing materials, waterproof vapor permeation membrane/vapor insulation membrane, thermal insulation materials, water falling and drainage system, wall corner waterproofing, waterproof mortar and rigid waterproofing materials, grouting and leaking stoppage materials, etc.  
**Telephone:** 15652702909, 15652702909

2023 Shanxi Taiyuan Doors, Windows and Curtain Walls Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/13—2023/4/15  
**City:** Taiyuan  
**Venue:** Shanxi Province Exhibition Hall  
**Host:** Shanxi Doors and Windows Association  
**Organizer:** Shanxi Building Materials Association  
**Sector:** Construction and Building Material  
**Area:** 15800 m²  
**Contents:** Windows, exterior wall materials, curtain wall plates, building glass and photovoltaic materials, extrudates, sealing materials, doors and door control systems, building sun-shading, hardware fittings, processing equipment for doors, windows and curtain walls, heat insulation materials, fireproof doors and windows, fireproof glass and refractory materials  
**Telephone:** 15652702909, 15652702909

2023 Shanxi (Taiyuan) International Green Building Materials Expo

**Duration:** 2023/4/13—2023/4/15  
**City:** Taiyuan  
**Venue:** Shanxi Province Exhibition Hall  
**Host:** Shanxi Provincial Housing and Construction Department, Shanxi Construction Industry Association  
**Organizer:** Shanxi Construction Waterproof Association  
**Sector:** Construction and Building Material  
**Area:** 15800 m²  
**Contents:** Building industrialization, prefabricated buildings, new decorative plates for interior and exterior walls, new building materials, new energy-saving building materials, insulation systems and materials, new decorative plates for exterior wall insulation, doors, windows and curtain walls, custom-made home furnishing, new architectural
coatings, building formwork/scaffolding, new roofing and waterproofing materials, ground and flooring materials, and building components

**Telephone:** 15652702909, 15652702909  
**E-mail:** 396048867@qq.com

---

**2023 The 21st Taiyuan Coal (Energy) Industry Technology and Equipment Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/4/22—2023/4/24  
**City:** Taiyuan  
**Venue:** Xiaohe International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Shanxi Coal Industry Association  
**Organizer:** Taiyuan Qixin Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Mining and Equipment  
**Area:** 50000 m²  
**Contents:** Image and achievement displaying of large-size energy enterprises, image displaying of large-size investment and financing enterprises and energy service enterprises, etc.

**Telephone:** 13935131958  
**E-mail:** 24971761@qq.com  
**URL:** www.mjzbxz.com

---

**2023 China Shanxi (Taiyuan) Environmental Protection Industry Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/4/26—2023/4/28  
**City:** Taiyuan  
**Venue:** Jinyang Lake International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Organizing Committee of China Environmental Protection Industry Expo  
**Organizer:** Liwei Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., Hebei Jujiang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Energy Saving and Environmental Protection  
**Contents:** Environmental monitoring instruments and equipment, solid waste and waste gas treatment technology and equipment, atmospheric control technology and equipment, water and sewage treatment, air purification and fresh air system

**Telephone:** 15921089962, 021-60472525  
**E-mail:** cipe2015@163.com  
**URL:** www.lwhuanbaozhan.com

---

**2023 The 6th China (Shanxi) Clean Energy Expo and The 8th Energy Industry Development Summit**

**Duration:** 2023/4/26—2023/4/28  
**City:** Taiyuan  
**Venue:** Jinyang Lake International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Shanxi Solar Energy Association, Shanxi Electric Energy Industry Service Association, Shanxi Renewable Energy Association  
**Organizer:** Zhongzhan Bohua International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Electricity and New Energy Equipment  
**Area:** 36000 m²  
**Contents:** Solar photovoltaic power generation, wind power generation, energy storage, biomass energy, coal energy transformation, smart energy construction/smart grid power transmission and distribution, clean heating

**Telephone:** 18516530027  
**URL:** sxce.chinadzfz-expo.com

---

**2023 Shanxi International Energy Storage Technology Application Conference and Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/4/26—2023/4/28  
**City:** Taiyuan  
**Venue:** Jinyang Lake International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Organizer:** Zhongzhan Bohua International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Electricity and New Energy Equipment  
**Area:** 30000 m²  
**Contents:** Solar photovoltaic power generation;
2023 The 6th China (Shanxi) International Solar PV Exhibition

Duration: 2023/4/26—2023/4/28
City: Taiyuan
Venue: Jinyang Lake International Convention and Exhibition Center
Organizer: Zhongzhan Bohua International Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd., Zhong Energy Xinneng Media (Shanxi) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Electricity and New Energy Equipment
Area: 36000 m²
Contents: Achievements in the development of energy enterprises, images and achievements of large-size new energy investment and financing enterprises, images and achievements of new energy industrial parks and related research institutes, and popularization of scientific knowledge on new energy; technologies and supporting equipments for the development and utilization of solar energy and photovoltaic power; technologies and supporting equipments for optical energy storage; clean heating technology and equipment (air source heat pump); technologies and equipments for Coal to Electricity/Gas (stop the use of coal), etc.
Telephone: 18516530027

2023 China (Shanxi) International Clean Energy Heating and Ventilation Exhibition

City: Taiyuan
Venue: Jinyang Lake International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Organizing Committee of China City and Town Heating and Ventilation Exhibition
Sector: Heating and Cooling Equipment
Area: 36000 m²
Contents: Main system of heat pump, products and supporting facilities popularized for the "Coal-to-Gas/Electricity" program, electric heating products and supporting facilities, new technology and supporting products for ground heating, technical equipment for ventilation and air purification, products and supporting facilities for central heating and heating metering, automation devices, pump valves and pipes and other auxiliaries
Telephone: 15921089962
E-mail: cipe2015@163.com
URL: www.shlwceexpo.com

2023 China Sandstone, Tailings and Construction Solid Waste Treatment Technology and Equipment Exhibition, Shanxi (Taiyuan) Sand and Stones Aggregates Exhibition

Duration: 2023/5/19—2023/5/21
City: Taiyuan
Venue: Xiaohe International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Shanxi Province Sand and Stone Aggregates Association
Organizer: Shanghai Zhuqi Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Energy Saving and Environmental Protection
Contents: Sand making equipment, crushing equipment, construction waste treatment equipment, feeding and sieving equipment, supporting
and peripheral facilities, mining and transportation equipment, environmental protection technology and equipment, ecological protection and comprehensive utilization, etc.

**Telephone:** 18616806273  
**E-mail:** 1018667620@qq.com  
**URL:** www.paowanjicj.cn

### 2023 China (Taiyuan) Exhibition and Summit Forum for Advanced Technologies and Equipments of Green Smart Mining

**Duration:** 2023/5/19—2023/5/21  
**City:** Taiyuan  
**Venue:** Shanxi International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Shanxi Province Sand and Stone Aggregates Association  
**Sector:** Mining and Equipment  
**Contents:** Mining technology and equipment, geological (mines) exploration technology and equipment, mineral processing equipment, mineral separation technology and equipment, mineral refining technology and equipment, mine safety equipment, mine environmental protection and energy-saving equipment, smart mining  
**Telephone:** 18621792675  
**E-mail:** 415544108@qq.com

### 2023 The 23rd China (Shanxi) International Beauty, Hairdressing and Cosmetics Industry Expo

**Duration:** 2023/6/16—2023/6/18  
**City:** Taiyuan  
**Venue:** Jinyang Lake International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Beijing Meibo Global Cultural Communication Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shandong Meibo International Cultural Communication Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Hairdressing and Beauty  
**Contents:** Professional facial care, hairdressing and hair care, nail and eyelash beautification, tattoo, manicure and pedicure, cosmetology training and education institutions; Skin care, personal care, make-ups, perfumes, beauty products, toiletries, facial masks, maternity, baby and kid nursing, oral care, washing, retail chain; medical cosmetology and anti-aging, skin management, scalp management, medical cosmetology for younger appearance, stem cells, beauty apparatuses, etc.

**Telephone:** 0351-4052992  
**URL:** www.sdmbgj.com

### Shaanxi

#### Xi’an

### 2023 The 8th Western China International Refrigeration Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/3/16—2023/3/18  
**City:** Xi’an  
**Venue:** Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Sichuan Institute of Refrigeration, Chongqing Institute of Refrigeration  
**Sector:** Heating and Cooling Equipment  
**Area:** 30000 m²  
**Contents:** Cold and hot water units, absorption and attached equipment, heat pumps, ice storage and transportation refrigeration units; compressors, evaporators, condensers, expansion equipment, thermostats, valves, refrigerants, cooling towers; condensing unit, ammonia refrigeration, refrigerator cabinet, cold drink machine, ice cream machine, ice generator; food freezing equipment, assembled cold storage and accessories, cold storage and freezing chamber, refrigerator and freezing box, cold chain equipment, etc.  
**Telephone:** 4000-990-060  
**URL:** cwr-expo.com
2023 China (Xi’an) International Scientific Instruments and Laboratory Equipment Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/16—2023/3/18
City: Xi’an
Venue: Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center
Organizer: Shanghai Xuanbo Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Instrumentation
Contents: Industrial analysis and testing instruments, measuring instruments, optical instruments and equipment, electronic optical instruments, chemical reagents and reference materials, laboratory instruments, equipment and consumables, environmental monitoring instruments, laboratory safety technology and equipment, etc.
Telephone: 021-59780182, 15000668073
E-mail: 836312202@qq.com
URL: www.laet-expo.com

China International Aerospace Components & Application of New Materials, New Technology Expo, 2023 China International Aerospace Intelligent Manufacturing Technology & Equipment Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/16—2023/3/19
City: Xi’an
Venue: Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: Information Center of the State Administration of Science, Technology and Industry for National Defense, China Association of Peaceful Use of Military Industrial Technology, Shaanxi Provincial Office of National Defense Science, Technology and Aviation Industry, Xi’an Municipal People’s Government
Organizer: Guangzhou Kalogi Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Aviation and Aerospace
Contents: Advanced composite materials, high-temperature resistant titanium alloy, magnesium alloy, polymer materials, high-strength steel, material testing, metal materials; hot pressing tank forming technology, laser technology, welding technology, numerical control machinery, 3D printing technology, composite material structure technology, etc. Airframe structures, aerospace engine parts, forgings, sheet metal parts, precision castings, compressor parts, die castings, aluminum alloy forgings, aerospace shells, aluminum castings, titanium alloy aerospace structures, aero-engine blades, door structures, vertical tail structures, etc.
Telephone: 020-82309090
Fax: 020-82309090
E-mail: market@china-acm.cn
URL: www.china-acm.cn

2023 The 31st Western China International Equipment Manufacturing Expo and 2023 China Eurasian International Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/3/16—2023/3/19
City: Xi’an
Venue: Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: Xi’an Bureau of Industry and Information Technology, China Machinery Industry Federation, China Communications Industry Association
Organizer: Xi’an Sanlian International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Industrial process control and monitoring, automation equipment, computer integrated manufacturing, industrial robots, instruments and sensors, actuators, nondestructive testing technology and equipment, etc.
Telephone: 029-82333333

2023 Xi’an Power Supply Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/16—2023/3/19
City: Xi’an
Venue: Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, China Communications Industry Association, Xi’an Bureau of Industry and Information Technology
Organizer: Hengmai Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Electricity and New Energy Equipment
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: General power supply, special power supply, new energy high-end power supply, electronic transformer, inductor, power supply accessory products, power supply manufacturing equipment and auxiliary materials, power supply related software
Telephone: 021-56467988, 13681658788
E-mail: 295662837@qq.com
URL: www.xadyexpo.com

2023 The 31st Western Electric Power & Electrician & Smart Grid Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/16—2023/3/19
City: Xi’an
Venue: Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, China Communications Industry Association, Xi’an Bureau of Industry and Information Technology
Organizer: Shanghai Saimao Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Electricity and New Energy Equipment
Area: 108000 m²
Contents: Power generation equipment and technology, intelligent power transmission and transformation equipment, power grid dispatching/control/security inspection, power communication and information, intelligent metering and power consumption management, electrical accessories, power safety protection, etc.
Telephone: 021-61243975
Fax: 021-51861157
E-mail: shskygq@163.com
URL: www.china-xbdl.com

2023 The 31st Western Electric Power & Electrician & Smart Grid Exhibition

City: Xi’an
Venue: Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, China Communications Industry Association, Xi’an Bureau of Industry and Information Technology
Organizer: Shanghai Saimao Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Electricity and New Energy Equipment
Area: 108000 m²
Contents: Power generation equipment and technology, intelligent power transmission and transformation equipment, power grid dispatching/control/security inspection, power communication and information, intelligent metering and power consumption management, electrical accessories, power safety protection, etc.
Telephone: 021-61243975
Fax: 021-51861157
E-mail: shskygq@163.com
URL: www.china-xbdl.com

2023 Xi’an International Machine Tools Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/16—2023/3/19
City: Xi’an
Venue: Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Xi’an Municipal People’s Government, Shaanxi Federation of Economy, Shaanxi Federation of Industry and Commerce, China Communications Industry Association, Chamber of Commerce for Technology Equipment of the All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce
Organizer: Shanghai Xuanshen Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 80000 m²
Contents: CNC machine tools, sheet metal process-
Shaanxi

2023 Xi’an International Casting, Die Casting and Forging Industry Exhibition (CCFE China)

Duration: 2023/3/16—2023/3/19
City: Xi’an
Venue: Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, China Communications Industry Association, Xi’an Bureau of Industry and Information Technology
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 40000 m²
Contents: Cast steel, cast iron, non-ferrous alloy castings, wear-resistant castings; copper, aluminum, zinc, magnesium alloy die castings and other non-ferrous alloy die castings, etc.; forging equipment, die forging equipment, free forging equipment, mechanical press machine, automatic forging press machine, bending correction machine; heat treatment, control instruments and meters, control technology, product testing instruments, heat treatment auxiliary equipment, heat treatment equipment supporting components, heat treatment related safety, energy saving, environmental protection technologies and equipment, etc.
Telephone: 021-59987827, 15821242351
E-mail: 2232166513@qq.com

2023 China (Xi’an) International Modern Energy Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/3/16—2023/3/19
City: Xi’an
Venue: Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: China Communications Industry Association, China Machinery Industry Federation, Xi’an Bureau of Industry and Information Technology, Xi’an Association for Science and Technology
Organizer: Shanghai Zhanyao Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Mining and Equipment
Area: 100000 m²
Contents: Complete set of intelligent fully mechanized coal mining equipment: intelligent, unmanned and clean technical equipment for coal mines; ventilation and dust removal equipment, explosion-proof equipment, electrical equipment, open-pit mine equipment, etc.
Telephone: 029-84584816, 13439880025
E-mail: sales@kilnexpo.com
URL: www.co2ne.cn

2023 Xi’an International Gears Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/16—2023/3/19
City: Xi’an
Venue: Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Xi’an Municipal People’s Government, Shaanxi Federation of Economy, Shaanxi Federation of Industry and Commerce, China Communications Industry Association, Chamber of Commerce for Technology Equipment of the All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce
Organizer: Shanghai Fudi Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Hardware Tool
Contents: Gear hobbing machine, gear shaper, gear
creating machine, gear grinding machine, gear milling machine, gear rubbing machine and gear shaving machine; CNC chamfering machine, gear hot processing equipment, internal and external grinder, gear box processing equipment, gear electron beam welder, CNC machine tools and machining centers, etc.; special gear milling cutter, hob, gear shaper cutter, broach, chamfering cutter, bevel gear, other special ones, etc.

**Telephone:** 18116222405  
**E-mail:** fdexpo2022@126.com

---

**2023 China (Xi’an) International Underwater Robot Applied Technology Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/3/16—2023/3/19  
**City:** Xi’an  
**Venue:** Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Machinery Industry Association, China Communications Industry Association, Xi’an Bureau of Industry and Information Technology  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Mengjun Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Contents:** Underwater experiment, underwater breeding, underwater factory, underwater shooting, underwater entertainment, underwater special operations and other upstream and downstream related facilities  
**Telephone:** 021-59780577  
**Fax:** 021-80310455  
**E-mail:** 2738079519@qq.com  
**URL:** [www.wsjcjsz.com](http://www.wsjcjsz.com)

---

**2023 Xi’an International Machine Vision and Industrial Application Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/3/16—2023/3/19  
**City:** Xi’an  
**Venue:** Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Machinery Industry Federation, China Automation Imaging Association, China Machinery and Equipment Manufacturing Federation, China Electronic Automation Association, Shaanxi Robot and Intelligent Manufacturing Industry Association, Shaanxi Robot Industry Association Electronic Vision Branch, Xi’an Electronic Association Machine Vision Alliance, European Machine Vision Association, Taiwan Automation Intelligence and Robotics Association  
**Organizer:** Defei Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Contents:** Black and white smart camera, line scanning smart camera, color smart camera, CMOS smart camera, ID code reader; black and white acquisition card, image compression/decompression board card, color acquisition card; image processing software, machine vision tool software, etc.  
**Telephone:** 021-52962655  
**E-mail:** 13774339408@vip.126.com

---

**2023 The 31st Xi’an International Industrial Automation and Robotics Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/3/16—2023/3/19  
**City:** Xi’an  
**Venue:** Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Machinery Industry Federation, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Xi’an Municipal People’s Government  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Yuxin Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Area:** 80000 m²  
**Contents:** Complete industrial robot, robot accessories, machine vision, industrial automation, industrial automation information technology and software, electrical system  
**Telephone:** 15002141437, 021-31261189
2023 China-Eurasia International Military-Civilian Technology Industry Expo, China International Electronic Information and Defense Electronics Expo, China Xixian New Area International Aerospace and UAVs Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/16—2023/3/19
City: Xi’an
Venue: Xi’an Airport Convention & Exhibition Center
Organizer: Shaanxi New Era Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Area: 510000 m²
Contents: Integration of defense and civilian technology and equipment, defense electronic equipment, digital defense and data security, information and communication command technology and equipment, unmanned military and police equipment, intelligent security system and equipment, logistics support technology and equipment, new materials for military and civilian use, etc.
Telephone: 17260211863
E-mail: 2512451288@qq.com
URL: www.xsdhzw.cn

2023 The 9th China (Xi’an) International Metal Hose and Hose Industry Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/16—2023/3/19
City: Xi’an
Venue: Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Xi’an Municipal People’s Government, Xi’an Mechanical Engineering Society
Organizer: Shanghai Huanshang Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai Mengjun Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Hardware Tool
Contents: Metal hoses, metal corrugated expansion joints, hose products, nonmetallic hoses, hose fittings and materials, etc.
Telephone: 021-59780577
Fax: 021-80310455
E-mail: 2738079519@qq.com
URL: www.jsrgexpo.com

2023 The 17th Western China Petroleum and Natural Gas Chemical Technology and Equipment Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/16—2023/3/19
City: Xi’an
Venue: Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center
Sector: Mining and Equipment
Area: 40000 m²
Contents: Oil and gas exploration and development technology and equipment, geophysical prospecting, logging, drilling technology and equipment, well completion technology and equipment, offshore engineering technology and equipment, natural gas technology and equipment, etc.
Telephone: 021-59781615, 13162209353
E-mail: 8537536@qq.com
URL: www.qscycsz.com
2023 Xi’an International Power Transmission and Control Technology Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/3/16—2023/3/19  
**City:** Xi’an  
**Venue:** Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Area:** 50000 m²  
**Contents:** Hydraulic pressure technology, hydraulic technology, pneumatic technology, rubber-plastic sealing technology, mechanical and packing static sealing technology, related special equipment and testing instruments, transmission media, hydraulic system components, hydraulic components, pneumatic components, sealing technology and equipment, etc.  
**Telephone:** 15800669522  
**E-mail:** 315058848@qq.com

2023 Xi’an International Friction and Sealing Materials, Technologies and Products Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/3/16—2023/3/19  
**City:** Xi’an  
**Venue:** Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Machinery Industry Federation, China Communications Industry Association, Xi’an Bureau of Industry and Information Technology  
**Organizer:** Xi’an Sanlian International Exhibition Group, Duande Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Contents:** New-generation network equipment, optical transmission equipment and communication equipment; aerospace, aviation, shipping, rail transit, medical treatment, military power supply technologies and products, new-type energy storage devices and products such as military high-energy density batteries, new energy utilization technologies and products, and all kinds of new-type power generation, conversion, distribution and management technologies and products; all kinds of advanced metal materials, composite materials, inorganic nonmetallic materials, and related technologies and products required for the design, preparation and application of all kinds of advanced materials  
**Telephone:** 18717868938  
**Fax:** 021-51069101  
**E-mail:** 809004723@qq.com  
**URL:** www.chinaipb.com

2023 Shaanxi International Exhibition for Technologies and Equipments of Raw and Fresh Food Delivery, Refrigeration, Cold Chain and Cold Storage

**Duration:** 2023/3/16—2023/3/19

**Telephone:** 021-56590571, 15502181558  
**E-mail:** 2694458852@qq.com
2023 Xi’an International Logistics Technology and Transportation System Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/16—2023/3/19
City: Xi’an
Venue: Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, China Communications Industry Association, Xi’an Bureau of Industry and Information Technology, Shaanxi Provincial Xixian New Area Management Committee for Development and Construction
Organizer: Xi’an Sanlian International Exhibition Group
Sector: Logistics and Warehousing
Area: 52000 m²
Contents: Mechanical handling equipment, warehousing technology and workshop equipment, packaging and order picking equipment, loading technology, material handling technology, warehousing technology and logistics system, traffic engineering, internal material system and software
Telephone: 021-80288321, 18701832509, 13651195233
E-mail: 2648743389@qq.com

2023 The 31st China International Aerospace and Supporting Military Industry Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/16—2023/3/19
City: Xi’an
Venue: Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, Xi’an Bureau of Industry and Information Technology
Organizer: Xi’an Sanlian International Exhibition Group
Sector: Aviation and Aerospace
Area: 80000 m²
Contents: Aerospace electronics and equipment, aerospace technology and equipment, airport equipment and facilities, military supporting equipment, related technology and equipment, comprehensive display
Telephone: 4009-687-728, 13621802207
Fax: 021-66751275
E-mail: 460640429@qq.com

2023 China (Xi’an) International Carbon Neutrality Technology Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/16—2023/3/19
City: Xi’an
Venue: Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center
Sector: Energy Saving and Environmental Protection
Area: 80000 m²
Contents: Industrial energy-saving and intelligent low-carbon technical equipment; technical equip-
ment for carbon capture, utilization and storage; hydrogen energy and fuel cell; advanced biomass fuel technology and equipment; carbon and greenhouse gas monitoring; carbon neutralization comprehensive service

**Telephone:** 029-84584816, 13439880025  
**E-mail:** sales@kilnexpo.com

### 2023 The 18th China (Xi’an) International Lubricating Oil, Grease, Maintenance Products and Technical Equipment Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/3/24—2023/3/26  
**City:** Xi’an  
**Venue:** Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Shandong Lubricants Industry Association, Tianjin Lubricating Oil and Grease Association  
**Organizer:** Beijing Dingcheng Chuangying International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Beijing Zhuoyuan International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Chemical Product  
**Contents:** Hydraulic oil, gear oil, compressor oil, vacuum pump oil, conductive oil, electrical appliance oil, special oil for rubber, etc.  
**Telephone:** 13581675251, 18518787799  
**Fax:** 010-69727670  
**E-mail:** luexpo@luexpo.com  
**URL:** www.luexpo.com

### 2023 China (Xi’an) International Fire Technology Equipment and Emergency Disaster Relief Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/3/24—2023/3/26  
**City:** Xi’an  
**Venue:** Xi’an Airport Convention & Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Shaanxi Fire Protection Association  
**Organizer:** Zhuokai Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Public Security  
**Area:** 20000 m²  
**Contents:** Smart fire protection; fire alarm equipments; automatic fire extinguishing equipments; fire fighting equipments; fire fighting devices; building fire prevention; seismic bracket products for pipe trenches fittings; safety protection articles; fire fighting project achievements; emergency rescue, rescue equipment, air rescue, water and land rescue  
**Telephone:** 010-88452022, 0371-55051501  
**E-mail:** 371458500@qq.com  
**URL:** www.ffreexpo.com

### 2023 China (Xi’an) Military Science and Technology Industry Expo

**Duration:** 2023/4/8—2023/4/10  
**City:** Xi’an  
**Venue:** Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Xi’an Municipal People’s Government  
**Organizer:** Xi’an Military Expo Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Contents:** Safe and controllable hardware, network and information security, big data, cloud computing, industrial software; network security, information security, data security, cloud security, internet security, terminal security, information storage, carrier destruction, industrial control security, etc.  
**Telephone:** 13087595188  
**E-mail:** junbohuizhan@126.com  
**URL:** www.junbohuizhan.cn

### The 13th Western China International Logistics Industry Expo, The 7th China (Xi’an) Intelligent Transportation Expo

**Duration:** 2023/4/20—2023/4/22  
**City:** Xi’an  
**Venue:** Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Xi’an Municipal People’s Government  
**Organizer:** Western International Exhibition (Xi’an) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Logistics and Warehousing
Contents: International logistics and smart transportation
Telephone: 029-88086358
Fax: 029-88086106
E-mail: xbhz@wiexa-expo.com
URL: www.xibuwubohui.com

2023 China (Xi’an) Exhibition for Technologies of Sand and Stone Aggregates, Tailings and Construction Solid Waste Treatment

Duration: 2023/4/26—2023/4/28
City: Xi’an
Venue: Xi’an Airport Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: Shaanxi Provincial Building Materials Federation, Sand and Stone Aggregates Branch (Professional Committee) of Shaanxi Provincial Building Materials Federation, Beijing Zhongyi Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Sand and Stone Aggregates Branch (Professional Committee) of Shaanxi Building Materials Federation, Shaanxi Zhongyi Yunzhan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Energy Saving and Environmental Protection
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: Sand making machine, sand washing machine, crusher, vibrating screen and vibrating feeder; complex vertical impact crusher, gyratory crusher, cone crusher, impact crusher, impact crusher, roller crusher, hammer crusher, jaw crusher, crusher, stone crusher, gravel production line, sand production line, new crusher, etc.
Telephone: 029-83693724
URL: www.xassz.cn

Xi’an International Woodworking Machinery, Raw and Auxiliary Materials Exhibition

Duration: 2023/5/25—2023/5/27
City: Xi’an

Venue: Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: Xi’an Municipal Bureau of Commerce, Shaanxi Furniture Association
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 50000 m²
Contents: Customized home, smart home, furniture hardware, artificial board, veneer, sliding door and leather; brand soft furniture, solid wood furniture, overall home; woodworking machinery, furniture raw and auxiliary materials
Telephone: 4000-990-060

The 22nd Xi’an International Furniture Fair and Xi’an Custom-made Whole House Furniture Exhibition

Duration: 2023/5/25—2023/5/27
City: Xi’an
Venue: Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: Xi’an Municipal Bureau of Commerce, Shaanxi Furniture Association
Organizer: Xi’an Huazhan Exhibition Co., Ltd., Xi’an Qujiang Qianqiu Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd., Guangzhou Huazhan Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Sector: Furniture and Householder
Area: 50000 m²
Contents: Integral kitchen cabinets, wardrobes, cloakrooms, bookcases, bathroom cabinets, door panels, wall panels, quick-loading boards, hardware, plates and edge banding; solid wood furniture, soft furniture, panel-type furniture, metal furniture, home accessories; unpainted wooden furniture, semi-finished furniture, wood, furniture hardware and accessories, adhesives, paints, coatings, leather, textile fabrics and furniture parts; Solid wood door, composite door, wardrobe door, composite floor; customized furniture production equipment, doors and windows production equipment, solid wood furniture production equipment, production manage-
2023 Xi’an International Hotel Equipment and Supplies Exhibition (HOSFAIR)

Duration: 2023/5/25—2023/5/27
City: Xi’an
Venue: Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center
Host: Shaanxi Provincial Department of Culture and Tourism
Organizer: Shaanxi Tourism Service Company, Xi’an Huazhan Exhibition Co., Ltd., Xi’an Qijiang Qianqiu Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd., Guangzhou Huazhan Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Sector: Hotel Supply
Area: 60000 m²
Contents: Cleaning equipment, washing equipment supplies, hotel furniture, textile uniforms, guest rooms, lobby supplies, hotel IT and security equipments, guest room electrical appliances
Telephone: 13631354413
E-mail: 179041183@qq.com
URL: www.hotxhibition.com

Silk Road Green Building Industry (Xi’an) Development Conference, The 20th Silk Road (Xi’an) Green Building Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/5/26—2023/5/28
City: Xi’an
Venue: Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center
Organizer: Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd., Xi’an Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Energy Saving and Environmental Protection
Area: 50000 m²
Contents: Stacked (zero negative pressure) water supply equipment, variable frequency speed control water supply equipment, pneumatic water supply equipment and products, water supply and drainage pipes; domestic sewage vacuum drainage system, pressure drainage system, siphon drainage system,
and various sanitary ware products; pumps, valves, pipelines, pipeline robots, compressors, safety protection equipment; membrane technology and equipment, filtration equipment, ultraviolet technology, reverse osmosis, activated carbon, biological water treatment, reclaimed water reuse technology and equipment, direct drinking water technology and equipment, drinking water treatment equipment, ultrapure water preparation technology and equipment, water circulation equipment, etc.

**Telephone:** 13689299023  
**E-mail:** 2850965598@qq.com  
**URL:** www.cn-water.cn

---

**2023 The 28th Xi’an International Heating, Air-Conditioning Ventilation and Comfort Home System Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/5/26—2023/5/28  
**City:** Xi’an  
**Venue:** Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center  
**Organizer:** Xi’an Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Heating and Cooling Equipment  
**Area:** 30000 m²  
**Contents:** Boilers, gas boilers, wall-hung boilers, biomass boilers; various heating and hot water systems; all kinds of heating radiators and supporting facilities; plate-type heat exchanger and heat exchange equipment; the thin network of water distri- 

**Telephone:** 13891987115, 029-87818002  
**E-mail:** 113154116@qq.com  
**URL:** www.cnhe.com.cn

---

**2023 China (Xi’an) International Piping Fittings Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/5/26—2023/5/28  
**City:** Xi’an  
**Venue:** Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Shaanxi Municipal Engineering Association, Shaanxi Urban Water Association, Shaanxi Real Estate Association, Shaanxi Gas and Heating Association, Xi’an Environmental Protection Industry Association, Zhenwei Exhibition Joint-Stock Company  
**Organizer:** Xi’an Zhenwei Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Pump, Valve and Pipeline  
**Contents:** Equipment and technology for pipe production, processing and forming; testing, inspection and maintenance technology and certification of pipes; intermediate frequency heating pipe bender, intermediate frequency elbow pusher, intermediate frequency hydraulic pipe expander, cold drawing tee machine, tee cold extrusion forming hydraulic press, four-column hydraulic press, etc.  
**Telephone:** 021-36212507, 15021596814  
**E-mail:** shqiyuanzl@vip.126.com  
**URL:** www.bj-pipe.com

---

**2023 The 14th China (Xi’an) International Food Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/6/2—2023/6/4  
**City:** Xi’an  
**Venue:** Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Industry and Information Technology Depart-
Shaanxi Food Association, Shaanxi Zhenhua International Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Food and Drink

**Contents:** Shaanxi famous and special foods, geographical indication products, meat products, dairy products, health functional foods, grain and oil, condiments, medicinal and edible ingredients and brand catering, etc.

**Telephone:** 029-85325699
**Fax:** 029-85325699
**E-mail:** xafoodexpo@163.com
**URL:** www.xa-foodexpo.com

---

**2023 The 4th Northwest China Education Equipment Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/6/9—2023/6/11

**City:** Xi’an

**Venue:** Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center

**Host:** Educational Technology & Equipment Management Center of the Education Department of Shaanxi Provincial Government

**Organizer:** Huafu Group Xi’an Huafu Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Educational Equipment

**Contents:** Teaching instruments and equipment, various laboratories, functional classroom equipment, etc. required for all levels of education (pre-school education, compulsory education, senior high school education, vocational education, special education, higher education)

**Telephone:** 029-89328777, 18068425555
**E-mail:** 476947047@qq.com
**URL:** xian.ceetshow.com

---

**2023 China (Xi’an) International Hardware and Mechanical Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/6/29—2023/7/1

**City:** Xi’an

**Venue:** Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center

**Host:** Hardware & Electrical Chamber of Commerce of National Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Shandong Friend International Exhibition Group

**Organizer:** Shandong Friend International Exhibition Group

**Sector:** Hardware Tool

**Area:** 30000 m²

**Contents:** Traditional hand tools, combination tools, automobile maintenance tools, garden tools, tool bags and cutting tools; traditional electric tools, pneumatic tools, hydraulic tools, abrasive tools,
etc.; welding equipment and apparatus; mechanical and electrical products; abrasive tools; hardware products; safety protection articles, professional clothing and materials, safety production testing instruments; lamps, lighting equipment, wires and sockets; machine tools and machine tool accessories; robots

Telephone: 17753990424
E-mail: 1226998418@qq.com
URL: www.wjz-chxa.com

**2023 The 41st Western China International Medical Devices Exhibition, The 40th Western China International Stomatological Equipment and Technologies Exhibition, 2023 Xi’an International Healthcare Industry Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/6/29—2023/7/1
**City:** Xi’an
**Venue:** Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center
**Host:** Shaanxi Pharmaceutical Association, Shaanxi Association of Health Promotion and Education
**Organizer:** Xi’an Qujiang Shixin Xinghua Exhibition Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment
**Area:** 30000 m²
**Contents:** Medical imaging equipment, radiation products, ultrasonic products, nuclear medicine products, interventional products, etc.
**Telephone:** 029-88238265, 029-88238195
**Fax:** 029-88238260
**E-mail:** 88238260@163.com
**URL:** www.med-china.com.cn

**2023 China (Xi’an) Advanced Manufacturing and Digital Industry Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/7/6—2023/7/8
**City:** Xi’an
**Venue:** Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery
**Area:** 20000 m²
**Contents:** CNC machine tools, automation equipment, industrial robots, drive systems and parts, machine vision, intelligent manufacturing technology and equipment, digital application platform, man-machine interface device, fluid transmission equipment, laser equipment, industrial explosion-proof products, vacuum products and applications, pressure vessel and special boiler equipment technology, servo system, motion control system, 3D printing and special assembly processing, micro-special electromechanical, etc.
**Telephone:** 15091753969
**E-mail:** 34790399@qq.com

**2023 The 17th Shaanxi Science and Technology Expo·Western Education Equipment Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/7/14—2023/7/16
**City:** Xi’an
**Venue:** Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center
**Host:** Xi’an Municipal People’s Government, Shaanxi Provincial Science and Technology Department, Shaanxi Provincial Education Department, Shaanxi Provincial Ecological Environment Department, Shaanxi Provincial Communications Administration, Shaanxi Federation of Industry and Commerce, Xi’an Internet Association
**Organizer:** Xi’an Western Cultural Industry Expo Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Educational Equipment
**Area:** 36000 m²
**Contents:** Technical equipment for basic education, higher education and vocational education; interactive teaching equipment; online educational applications and services; smart campus construction and IT infrastructure; campus logistics management
and safe campus construction; smart preschool education supplies and related supporting facilities; scientific instruments and laboratory equipment

**Telephone:** 13466643685  
**E-mail:** 1721438885@qq.com  
**URL:** www.cipeechina.cn

### 2023 Shaanxi Plant Protection Information Exchange & Pesticide and Sprayer Facilities Fair

**Duration:** 2023/7/19–2023/7/20  
**City:** Xi’an  
**Venue:** Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center  
**Organizer:** Xiamen Phoenix Creativity Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
**Contents:** Seeds (seedlings), integration of raw medicine and preparation, new pesticides, fertilizers, new medical instruments, green prevention and control, agricultural machinery, facility agriculture and smart agriculture  
**Telephone:** 0592-2389870  
**E-mail:** phenix@chinaphenix.com  
**URL:** www.fhzbh.com

### 2023 China West International Plant Extracts, Medicinal Raw Materials and Innovative Pharmaceutical Ingredients Exhibition, and West Natural Health Food, Health Care Food and Functional Food Exhibition (WPE-WHPE)

**Duration:** 2023/7/20–2023/7/22  
**City:** Xi’an  
**Venue:** Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Beijing Worldboson International Business Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Pharmaceutical and Raw Material  
**Contents:** Raw materials of plant extract, health and innovative raw materials, pharmaceutical raw materials, cosmetic raw materials, plant extract equipment, pharmaceutical machinery, and related packaging and technology, nutrition and health products, functional food, whole industrial chain of plant extract, health and innovative raw materials, etc.

**Telephone:** 010-89353006, 010-88702421  
**E-mail:** info@wpe-whpe.com, sales@wpe-whpe.com  
**URL:** www.wpe-whpe.cn

### The 7th Silk Road International Expo & IT-FCEW

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Xi’an  
**Venue:** To be determined  
**Host:** National Development and Reform Commission, Ministry of Commerce, All-China Federation of Returned Overseas Chinese, All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, State Administration for Market Regulation, Shaanxi Provincial People’s Government  
**Sector:** Comprehensive  
**Contents:** Forums, cultural festivals, promotion conferences, local business conferences, etc.

**Telephone:** 029-89320620  
**Fax:** 029-89320620  
**E-mail:** ewit@onlinew.com.cn  
**URL:** www.xbhz.net

### The 4th Western China International Procurement Exhibition

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Xi’an  
**Venue:** Xi’an International Convention & Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shaanxi Sub-Council, etc.
**Organizer:** China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shaanxi Sub-Council  
**Sector:** Comprehensive  
**Contents:** Comprehensive items  
**Telephone:** 029-63917609  
**Fax:** 029-63917611  

Shanghai  

**2023 Shanghai International Consumer Goods Fair & Modern Lifestyle Expo (Spring) (CCF)**  
**Duration:** 2023/3/7—2023/3/9  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** Shanghai Commercial Association, China Smart Commercial Sub-Council, Asia-Pacific Retail Association, Shanghai Donnor Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Dattor Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Daily Necessity  
**Area:** 50000 m²  
**Contents:** Cookware, stainless steel kitchenware, small household appliances, kitchen sundries, cooking utensils, stainless steel kitchenware, water utensils, knives, chopping boards, washing utensils, seasoning jars, kitchen sundries; ceramic products, glass products, bamboo products, water ware; Plastic products, cleaning supplies, storage supplies, household daily necessities, rain gear series, household slippers, towels, bath towels, maternal and infant supplies; pet clothing, nest pad, cage, toys, accessories, beauty product, washing products, training products; brand IP franchise, personal fashion products, consumer electronics, personal fashion products, consumer electronics, personal care products, pregnant and infant supplies, etc.  
**Telephone:** 021-56710358  
**E-mail:** ccf@ccfsh.net  
**URL:** www.ccfsh.net  

**2023 The 15th Shanghai International New Energy Vehicle Technology Exhibition (EVTECH)**  
**Duration:** 2023/3/7—2023/3/9  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** Qiyang Exhibition Service (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Qiyang Exhibition Service (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., UTM  
**Sector:** Automobile  
**Contents:** New energy passenger vehicles, commercial vehicles, special vehicles, logistics vehicles, fuel cell vehicles; power battery, raw materials, shell, power battery PACK production equipment, non-standard automation, testing instruments and battery management system, etc.; new energy vehicle motor, magnetic material, iron core, rotor, insulation, winding equipment, silicon carbide, shell,
automatic assembly line, etc.; new energy vehicle electronic control, IGBT, chip and special devices, super capacitor, vehicle MCU, electronic control module, vehicle sensor, system integration, etc.; driver assistance system, radar, sensor components, on-board camera module, image processing system, system development support tools/services, vehicle software, internet of vehicles development platform/tools, human-vehicle interface/human-machine interface, communication module, system safety solutions, intelligent transportation system network, internet of vehicles services automotive semiconductor, sensors, touch screen/display module, communication module; hydrogen fuel cells, bipolar plates, fuel cell stack parts and raw materials, hydrogen production, storage and transportation technology and equipment, hydrogenation station equipment, testing and analysis instruments; charging pile, charging machine, power module, charging (switching) power station construction; Inverter, transformer, charging cabinet, distribution cabinet, filtering equipment, high and low voltage protection equipment, converters, relays, connectors, cables, harness; new energy vehicle harness assemblies, power high voltage wires, battery BMS collection cables, PACK plug, cable tie; new energy vehicle connector, hose sheath, positioning clip; harness and connector production equipment, inspection and testing; thermal management system (new energy vehicle, power battery, air conditioning), cooling system, thermal management materials (phase change materials, thermal insulation foam, etc.), simulation software, test equipment and related accessories such as electronic expansion valve, solenoid valve, water cooling plate, heat exchanger, filter, fan, PTC, heat pump, refrigerant, compressor, etc.; pipeline; new energy vehicle performance test, motor performance test, electronic control system test, power battery test, fuel cell test, environmental test, electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) analysis, axle test, hub test, on-board diagnostic system, noise, vibration and comfort, third party test, automotive manufacturing online testing, parts processing and testing, automatic testing; metal/non-metal lightweight materials, lightweight parts, molding/processing technology and equipment, design engineering, etc.

Telephone: 021-34200985
Fax: 021-34316118
E-mail: info@qiyangexpo.com
URL: www.evchina.org

2023 China (Shanghai) International Bearing Industry Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/7—2023/3/10
City: Shanghai
Venue: National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)
Host: CBIA
Organizer: Axial Association (Beijing) Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Hardware Tool
Area: 55000 m²
Contents: Standard bearings, special bearings, special bearing, bearing parts; CNC lathes, special lathe, bearing sleeve cutting automatic lines, large CNC precision vertical lathes, desktop lathe, grinding and super finishing machine, sleeve grinding machine, raceway grinding equipment, steel ball equipment, surface/cylindrical finishing equipment, CNC precision vertical universal grinding machine, forging machinery, metal forming equipment (blank production line), hot rolling machinery, cold rolling machinery, composite forged machine, cold header, heat treatment and surface treatment equipment, heat treatment equipment and line, finish equipment, surface treatment equipment, spraying equipment, etc.
Telephone: 010-63317090
Fax: 010-63317080
E-mail: zhanlan@bearingfair.com.cn
URL: www.bearingfair.cn

2023 The 11th China International Fluid Machinery Exhibition (CFME)

Duration: 2023/3/7—2023/3/10
City: Shanghai
Venue: National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)
Host: CGMA
Organizer: Exhibition and Media Department of CGMA
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 50000 m²
Contents: Pumps, fans, compressors, valves and pipe fittings, vacuum equipment, gas separation equipment, gas liquefaction equipment and gas purification equipment, filter equipment, separation machinery, cooling equipment, drying equipment and speed reducer, auxiliary equipment, etc.
Telephone: 021-59987827
E-mail: 2232166513@qq.com
URL: www.ifme-sh.com

2023 Shanghai International Jewelry Fair (Spring)

Duration: 2023/3/10—2023/3/13
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Host: Zhongyu Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Jewellery
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: Naked diamond, ruby/ sapphire, jadeite jade, crystal, tourmaline, opal; platinum jewelry, platinum jewelry, karat gold, palladium jewelry, diamond jewelry, gold jewelry, coral accessories; Pearl jewelry, silver jewelry; freshwater pearl, seawater pearl, cultured pearl, red coral, amber; Huanglongyu, Nephrite, Serpentine jade, Dushan jade, Chicken Blood Jade, Qingtian Stone, Changhua stone, Balin Stone, Shoushan stone; gold bullion, gold coins, gold watches and thousands of gold handicrafts; jewelry processing equipment, jewelry tools, testing equipment, cleaning equipment, software, jewelry display and packaging supplies
Telephone: 13788942888
E-mail: Jewelfair@163.com
URL: www.jewelleryfair.cn

2023 Food Ingredients China (FIC)

Duration: 2023/3/15—2023/3/17
City: Shanghai
Venue: National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)
Host: China Food Additives and Ingredients Association, CCPIT Light Industry Sub-Council
Organizer: Beijing Zhongshitian Exhibition Center, China Food Additives Magazine Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 150000 m²
Contents: Acidity regulator, potassium ferrocyanide, antioxidant, bleach, leavening agent, base substance in gum-based confectionery, colorant, color fixative, emulsifier; demolding agent, anti-sticking agent, defoaming agent, dispersant, clarifier, flocculant, chelating agents, filter agent, decolorizing agent, adsorbent; compound sweetener, cachou, compound emulsifier, compound thickener, compound water retention agent; starch, modified starch, starch sugar, sugar alcohols, oligosaccharides, special fats for food industry, special flour, yeast products, vegetable protein; new food raw materials, food equipment, instruments and materials, food additives and ingredients production application technology, professional publications and media, consulting and certification services, etc.
Telephone: 010-59795833, 010-68396330
Fax: 010-59071335
E-mail: cfaa1990@126.com, ficchina@126.com, info@fi-c.com
2023 Shanghai Cross-border E-commerce Fair

**Duration:** 2023/3/21—2023/3/23  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center  
**Host:** Money Week Magazine, Shanghai E-Purchasing Chamber of Commerce  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Financial Week Media Co., Ltd., Shanghai Gehua Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** E-commerce and Trade Fair  
**Contents:** Mainstream cross-border e-commerce platforms, clothing, textile fabrics, textile raw materials, household supplies, kitchen and bathroom products, consumer goods, pet supplies, household electronics, office stationery, sporting goods, travel and leisure products, in-vehicle appliances, automotive supplies, etc.  
**Telephone:** 021-64759996  
**URL:** www.scbef.com

2023 Shanghai International Textile and Clothing Expo

**Duration:** 2023/3/21—2023/3/23  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center  
**Host:** Shanghai Taiwer Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Taiwer Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Textile and Apparel  
**Contents:** Clothing, clothing OEM processing, fabric accessories, sweaters and cashmere products, etc.; Men’s clothing, women’s clothing, children’s clothing, infant clothing, fur, down jacket, cotton jacket, cashmere wool, sweater, knitting, suit, formal wear, jeans, leisure clothing, Chinese style clothing, outdoor sports wear, wedding dress, dress, stage clothing, home wear, underwear original fashion designers’ works, clothing fabric, shawl, clothing accessories, clothing and jewelry, clothing design, clothing studio, clothing supply chain management, textile and clothing software, clothing CAD, clothing production equipment, clothing industry platform, fashion wear products, clothing colleges, fashion information, clothing publications, fashion media, etc.  
**Telephone:** 021-68885859  
**E-mail:** expofzp06@163.com  
**URL:** www.shtcexpo.com

2023 CBD Fair Shanghai

**Duration:** 2023/3/22—2023/3/24  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Host:** China Foreign Trade Guangzhou Exhibition Co., Ltd., Red Star Macalline Group Corporation Limited  
**Organizer:** China Foreign Trade Guangzhou Exhibition Co., Ltd., Red Star Macalline Group Corporation Limited, Shanghai China Traders Macalline Group Corporation Limited  
**Sector:** Construction and Building Material  
**Area:** 180000 m²  
**Contents:** Customized whole house decoration, smart home, whole kitchen, doors and windows, wooden doors and whole wood home decoration, integrated ceiling, roof wall integration, high-end customization, imported cabinets, system appliances, ceramic tiles, bathroom, lighting, household appliances, design life, intelligent manufacturing equipment and ingredients, soft decoration customization, paint, etc.  
**Telephone:** 18054241313  
**URL:** www.cchgzjc.com
2023 **International Electronic Circuits (Shanghai) Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/3/22—2023/3/24  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Host:** CPCA, Shanghai Yingzhan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Yingzhan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Area:** 55000 m²  
**Contents:** PCB manufacturing, equipment, raw materials and chemicals; Electronic assembly equipment, raw materials, electronic manufacturing services and contract manufacturing; Intelligent manufacturing technology and equipment; Environmental protection technology and equipment; Water treatment technology and equipment; Clean room technology and equipment; Various electronic components and applications; Instruments, optical instruments and tools, etc.  
**Telephone:** 021-54900077  
**Fax:** 021-54904537  
**E-mail:** cpcashow@ying-zhan.com  
**URL:** www.ying-zhan.com

2023 **CHIC Spring**

**Duration:** 2023/3/28—2023/3/30  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Host:** China National Garment Association, China World Trade Center Co., Ltd., The Sub-council of Textile Industry, CCPIT  
**Organizer:** Beijing Fashion Expo Co., Ltd., China World International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Textile and Apparel  
**Area:** 117200 m²  
**Contents:** Men's clothing, women's clothing, children's clothing, infant clothing, leather clothing, down jackets, cotton clothing, cashmere fleece, sweater, knitting, suits, formal wear, jeans, leisure clothing, Chinese style clothing, outdoor sports clothing, wedding dress, dresses, stage clothing, homewear, underwear original fashion designers' works, clothing fabrics, shawls, clothing accessories, clothing and jewelry, clothing design, clothing studio, clothing supply chain management, textile and clothing software, clothing production equipment, clothing industry platform, fashionable fashion platform, fashionable wearing products, clothing colleges, fashion information, clothing publications, fashion media, etc.; clothing, clothing OEM processing, fabric auxiliary materials, sweaters and cashmere products, etc.  
**Telephone:** 010-85229370, 010-65054123  
**Fax:** 010-85229018  
**E-mail:** gaoxiaochen@chiconline.com.cn  
**URL:** www.chicfair.com

2023 **interTEXTILE (Spring & Summer)**

**Duration:** 2023/3/28—2023/3/30  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Host:** The Sub-council of Textile Industry, CCPIT, China Textile Information Center, Messe Frankfurt (Hong Kong) Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Messe Frankfurt (Hong Kong) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Textile and Apparel  
**Area:** 160000 m²  
**Contents:** Formal fabrics, fashionable women's fabrics, leisure fabrics, functional/sportswear fabrics, jumping denim, shirt fabrics, leather/fur fabrics, underwear fabrics, wedding/dress fabrics, infant fabrics; bedding, household apparel and bathroom supplies, kitchen and dining table supplies, curtains and furniture fabrics, floor/wall textiles, accesso-
eries, home decoration products (non-textile), design and technical products; woolen, worsted, cotton, chemical fiber, knitting, silk, cotton, linen, chemical fiber, knitting, leisure wear, printing, jacquard, lace/embroidery, protective clothing and work clothes, swimsuit, artificial fur/plush, underwear, pajamas/home wear, leather, fur, lace
TelephoneNumber: 010-85229819
Fax: 010-85229296
URL: www.intertextile.com.cn

2023 PHValue (Spring & Summer)
Duration: 2023/3/28—2023/3/30
City: Shanghai
Venue: National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)
Host: China National Textile and Apparel Council
Organizer: The Sub-council of Textile Industry, CCPIT, China Knitting Industrial Association
Sector: Textile and Apparel
Area: 10000 m²
Contents: Knitwear, cardigan, cashmere sweater, underwear, home wear, knitting yarn, fancy yarn, leisure sports wear, T-shirt, swimsuit, socks, e-commerce cooperation platform
TelephoneNumber: 010-85229012, 010-85229098
Fax: 010-85229296
E-mail: phvalue@ccpittex.com
URL: www.phvalue.org

2023 Yarn Expo (Spring & Summer)
Duration: 2023/3/28—2023/3/30
City: Shanghai
Venue: National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)
Host: China National Textile And Apparel Council
Organizer: The Sub-Council of Textile Industry of CCPIT, Messe Frankfurt (Hong Kong) Co., Ltd., China CottonTextile Association, China Wool Textile Association, China Chemical Fibers Association, China Bast and Leaf Fibers Textile Association, China Textile Information Center
Sector: Textile and Apparel
Area: 27000 m²
Contents: Creative fancy cotton, popular cotton spinning, luxury cashmere yarn, functional chemical fiber, quality wool yarn, green hemp yarn
TelephoneNumber: 010-85229807
Fax: 010-85229296
E-mail: yarnexpo@ccpittex.com
URL: www.yarnexpo.com.cn

2023 Global Audio Summit (GAS)
Duration: 2023/3/28—2023/3/30
City: Shanghai
Venue: To be determined
Host: China Audio Industry Association, Shanghai Pudong New Area Advanced Audio and Video Technology Association
Organizer: Shanghai Intex Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Area: 5000 m²
Contents: Digital audio brands and products, smart speakers, Bluetooth speakers, wired and wireless headphones, home theater; home theater system, power amplifier, vehicle electronic power amplifier and sound, microphone, electronic musical instruments, etc.; digital audio supply chain products, speaker units, speakers and headphone accessories, chips, modules, electronic components, batteries, speaker unit components, assembly OEM, PCBA, SMT, etc.; digital audio product solutions, wireless TWS headset and wireless audio chip technology, design solutions, microphones, electronic musical instruments, various audio electronic solutions, home video design solutions; digital audio intelligent manufacturing and testing equipment, wireless earphones, wireless audio and speakers and other audio products of automatic manufactur-
ing equipment, testing instruments and solutions

**Telephone:** 021-62952060  
**Fax:** 021-62780038  
**E-mail:** info@shanghai-intex.com

---

### 2023 The 26th China Shanghai International Boat Show (CIBS)

**Duration:** 2023/3/28—2023/3/31  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** CANSI, Shanghai Association of Shipbuilding Industry, Shanghai UBM Sinoexpo International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai Science and Technology Exchange Center  
**Organizer:** Shanghai UBM Sinoexpo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Boat, Rail and other Transportation  
**Area:** 44000 m²  
**Contents:** Powerboats, sailboats, business boats, fishing boats, motor boats, leisure boats, other types of boats, clubs, driving license training, yacht hosting, berth leasing and other related services; Water leisure sports equipment, water park amusement facilities, travel necessities, water destination holiday products, associations, events and educational institutions; Lure organization, Lure venue, Lure equipment, Lure people, outdoor equipment, camping supporting products, RV vehicles, outdoor venues, outdoor people, outdoor organizations, etc.

**Telephone:** 021-33392011, 021-33392012, 021-33392010  
**E-mail:** bill.zhang@ubmsinoexpo.com, cici.shi@imsinoexpo.com, shirley.sun@imsinoexpo.com  
**URL:** www.boatshowchina.com

---

### 2023 China Clean Expo (CCE)

**Duration:** 2023/3/28—2023/3/31  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** ISSA, China Tourist Hotel Association, China Commerce Association for General Merchandise, China Architectural Culture Center of Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development of the PRC, Shanghai UBM Sinoexpo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shanghai UBM Sinoexpo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Electricity and New Energy Equipment  
**Area:** 210000 m²  
**Contents:** Cleaning supplies and detergents, toilet supplies, epidemic prevention and air purification, building facility maintenance and management, intelligent cleaning system, washing equipment and supplies, environmental sanitation facilities and supplies

**Telephone:** 021-33392095  
**E-mail:** Helen.du@imsinoexpo.com  
**URL:** www.chinacleanexpo.com

---

### 2023 The Lifestyle Show Shanghai-China

**Duration:** 2023/3/28—2023/3/31  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** Shanghai UBM Sinoexpo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment  
**Area:** 44000 m²  
**Contents:** Motor boats, racing boats, kayaks, sailing boats; Rubber boats, inflatable boats, water skiing equipment, water skis; Paddle boards, windsurfers, surfboards, diving equipment; Children’s water play, water cycling; Boat luggage rack, surfing, tail skiing, life jacket; Life buoy, paddles, floating blankets, drones, barbecue grills; Stove, cookware, folding table and chair, portable refrigerator; Lure bait, Lure rod, Lure accessories; Urban homestay, boutique hotel, urban short-term rental; Outdoor fashion clothing, waterproof warm coat; Wave making equipment, water slides, bumper boats, yachts, etc.

**Telephone:** 021-33392010
E-mail: lifestyleshow@imsinoexpo.com
URL: www.expolifestyle.com

**2023 Hotel & Shop Plus**

Duration: 2023/3/28—2023/3/31
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: China Tourist Hotel Association, China Commerce Association for General Merchandise, China Association of Lighting Industry, China Architectural Culture Center of Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development of the PRC, China Chamber of Commerce of Import and Export of Foodstuffs, Native Produce And Animal By-Products, Shanghai UBM Sinoexpo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai UBM Sinoexpo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Hotel Supply
Contents: Sanitary/swimming pool/sauna, wall/floor materials, outdoor design, interior design, smart hotel, lighting, intelligent control system, hotel room supplies, hotel supplies comprehensive, hotel linen and uniforms, commercial space, commercial design and other hotel and other hotels and business various new exhibits, new technologies in the field of space preparation and operation
Telephone: 021-33392095
URL: www.hdeexpo.com

**2023 China International Beverage Industry Exhibition on Science & Technology (CBST)**

Duration: 2023/4/7—2023/4/9
City: Shanghai
Venue: To be determined
Host: China Beverage Industry Association
Organizer: The Supplier Branch of China Beverage Industry Association, Jion Exhibitions Beijing Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Contents: Beverage test equipment and production line, raw and auxiliary materials and their treatment, food additives/ingredients, blow molding, packaging machinery and equipment, warehousing automation, industrial cleaning, factory design and overall solutions, new tea chain, catering and beverage supply chain, etc.
Telephone: 010-84464668
URL: www.cbst.com.cn

**2023 China International Occupational Safety & Healthcare Goods Expo (CIOSH)**

Duration: 2023/4/13—2023/4/15
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: China Textile Commerce Association, Messe Dusseldorf (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Textile Union (Beijing) Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Labor Protection Supply
Area: 80000 m²
Contents: Personal protective equipment, image display clothing, high-altitude protective equipment, safe travel equipment, protective materials, accessories and components, testing and certification; Fire safety products, explosion-proof/anti-virus/anti-radiation products, hazardous and harmful substances management, electrical safety, air pollution control, measurement and control technology, safety equipment and systems, hazardous and harmful substances management, etc.
Telephone: 010-68535315, 010-68535417
E-mail: ciosh@ciosh.com
URL: www.ciosh.com

**2023 Productronica China**

Duration: 2023/4/13—2023/4/15
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: Messe Muenchen Shanghai Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Messe Muenchen Shanghai Co., Ltd.  
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
Area: 80000 m²  
Contents: SMT technology, test measurement and quality assurance, system level packaging, product processing, production logistics and logistics technology, industrial robots, motion control, drive technology, other production subsystems, welding technology, dispensing and impregnation, coating equipment, and other PCB welding/connection technologies; Wiring harnesses and connectors production technology, coil Production technology, hybrid component manufacturing, metal and non-metal primary processed products and semi-finished products, process materials, component manufacturing, organic and printed electronics, PCB and circuit carrier manufacturing, electronic manufacturing services, etc.  
Telephone: 021-20205553  
Fax: 021-20205699  
E-mail: info@mm-sh.com  
URL: www.productronicachina.com.cn

The 25th Hortiflorexpo IPM Shanghai  
Duration: 2023/4/13—2023/4/15  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center  
Host: China Flower Association  
Organizer: Shanghai Intex Exhibition Co., Ltd., China Great Wall International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
Area: 50000 m²  
Contents: Garden machinery, garden tools; Seedling, grass seeds, garden landscape; Landscape materials; Landscape sketch; Garden furniture; Waterscape; Three-dimensional greening; Agricultural tourism; Greenhouse facilities and supporting materials; Tissue culture; Irrigation; Agricultural Internet of Things; Seed seedling; Potted plants; Ornamental plants; Home gardening; Garden supplies; Fertilizer; Nutrient solution; Matrix; Flower pot; Biological control agricultural finance; Cutflower, cut leaves; Succulents; Flower materials; Florist supplies; Flower logistics; Artificial plant; Flower show, etc.  
Telephone: 021-62952060  
Fax: 021-62780038  
E-mail: info@shanghai-intex.com  
URL: www.hfexpo.net

2023 The 22nd China International Eye and Optometry Technology and Equipment Exhibition  
Duration: 2023/4/14—2023/4/16  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai Convention & Exhibition Center of International Sourcing  
Host: Shanghai Sanorui Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Organizer: Shanghai Sanorui Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment  
Contents: Ophthalmic microscope surgical instruments and equipment Ophthalmic laser scanning examination system; Ophthalmic laser therapy system ICG equipment and OCT products; Intraocular lens implants, artificial eyeballs and related testing equipment; Ophthalmological testing instruments and related drug ophthalmology and optical diagnosis and treatment equipment; Ophthalmic artificial intelligence equipment, software; Orthokeratology, eyeglasses and contact lenses; Various drugs and eye health care products, various optometry testing equipment; Various ophthalmic plastic diagnosis and treatment equipment, consumables, drugs; Image display, business promotion, financing and investment of professional eye hospitals in China; Eye service organizations, agencies, eye and optometry management software, programs, books
The 20th Shanghai International Automobile Industry Exhibition (Auto Shanghai)

Duration: 2023/4/18—2023/4/27
City: Shanghai
Venue: National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)
Host: China Association of Automotive Manufacturers, Council For The Promotion Of International Trade Shanghai, CCPIT-Auto
Organizer: Shanghai International Exhibition (Group) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Area: 360000 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Various complete vehicles (passenger vehicles, commercial vehicles, recreational vehicles, new energy vehicles, modified vehicles, special vehicles, etc.); various automotive maintenance articles and automotive interior trim parts; various wearing parts; various new energy, new technology, new equipment, new products and new processes in the automotive industry; various vehicle stereos; various tourist attractions, outdoor supplies, camping supplies; various automotive consumer finance, insurance and third-party service products
Telephone: 021-62792828
Fax: 021-65455124
E-mail: autoshanghai@siec-ccpit.com
URL: www.autoshanghai.org

2023 China Carbon Offset Expo

Duration: 2023/4/19—2023/4/21
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: China Energy Conservation Association, Chinese Society for Environmental Sciences, China Environment Service Industry Association, Messe Muenchen Shanghai Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Carbon Neutrality Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Electricity and New Energy Equipment
Area: 200000 m²
Contents: Hydrogen production from proton exchange membrane electrolyzed water (PEM), alkaline electrolyzed water (AEM) and solid oxide electrolyzed water (SOEC); Methane steam reforming (SMR) technology, methane partial oxidation (POX) and methane autothermal reforming (ATR) technology; Raw gas desulfurization pretreatment technology, natural gas steam conversion technology, carbon monoxide conversion technology, hydrogen purification pressure swing adsorption (PAS) technology, etc.; Battery engineering solution, battery testing solution, battery simulation solution nuclear hydrogen, hydrogen thermodynamics, alkaline fuel cell assembly, fuel cell stack, fuel cell system modeling, electric catalyst/electrode (fuel cell and electrolytic cell), molten carbonate fuel cell assembly, other fuel cell assemblies, PEM fuel cell assembly, etc.; Hydrogen microprocessing technology, biological hydrogen/biological gasification, catalyst, electrolysis, hydrogen liquefaction and compression technology, etc.
Telephone: 010-84414061, 021-31223078
E-mail: fengfeng99@vip.163.com
URL: www.coexpo2060.com

2023 China (Shanghai) International Hotel Franchise Expo

Duration: 2023/4/19—2023/4/21
City: Shanghai
Venue: National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)
Host: Shanghai Jinjiang International Travel Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai Jinjiang International Travel
Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Franchising

**Contents:** Cultural innovation, performance, digital technology, entertainment equipment; international and domestic high-end chain hotels; international and domestic mid-range chain hotels; international and domestic budget hotel chains; tourist destination, resort; long and short rental apartments; inn and B&B; boutique hotel; OTA platform; hotel consulting companies, etc.

**Telephone:** 021-62898830

**E-mail:** info@jjexpo.cn

**URL:** www.chinahfe.cn

---

**2023 The 17th Shanghai International Medical Tourism Fair**

**Duration:** 2023/4/21—2023/4/23

**City:** Shanghai

**Venue:** Shanghai Exhibition Center

**Host:** Guangzhou Zhenghe Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., World Medical Tourism Industry Alliance

**Organizer:** Guangzhou Zhenghe Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Healthcare and Aged Care

**UFI Approved Event:** Yes

**Contents:** Tumors, severe illnesses, hearts, nerves, ophthalmology, orthopedics and other specialized hospitals and comprehensive hospitals, stem cell therapy, anti-aging, genetic testing and other specialized hospitals and comprehensive hospitals, IVF and auxiliary reproductive hospitals and comprehensive hospitals, precision medical examinations, HPV vaccines, HPV vaccines specialized hospitals such as hepatitis C treatment and comprehensive hospitals, cosmetic surgery, dental, dermatology and other specialized hospitals and comprehensive medical care, various types of traditional Chinese medicine hospitals, private high-end hospitals, foreign-related hospitals, international health care institutions, medical and nursing institutions, etc.;

Medical group, doctor group, health management group, etc.; Various colleges and comprehensive medical services and consulting institutions, etc.

**Telephone:** 020-84138131

**E-mail:** zhenghe@expozh.com

**URL:** www.cmtf.net

---

**2023 Catering Franchise Alliance (CFA)**

**Duration:** 2023/4/24—2023/4/26

**City:** Shanghai

**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center

**Host:** China Hospitality Association, Shanghai Lanqing Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Shanghai Boban Convention and Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.

**Organizer:** Shanghai Lanqing Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Franchising

**Area:** 40000 ㎡

**Contents:** Landscape design, kitchen traffic flow design, interior soft decoration design, store design, lighting design; Store display and display, shelf, IP model; Store space planning, decoration and visual marketing, store decoration design, advertising signs, LED luminous characters; Environmental instructions, trash cans, data racks, indoor and outdoor light decorations, safety signs, LED signs, ordering plate signs, table sign signs, and display systems; Door light box, store lighting design, intelligent lighting control system, store lighting solutions, kitchen lighting solutions, decorative lamps, lighting design; Security system, fire protection system, ventilation system, interactive media and audio-visual technology, immersive environmental technology, Internet of Things sensors; Store decoration enterprises, soft decoration enterprises, tables and chairs, decoration; Kitchen floor drain, anti-skid products, floor drill, wall drill, wood board, decoration building materials;

**Telephone:** 4001-188-086

**E-mail:** 921671197@qq.com
URL: www.51jmz.cn

2023 China (Shanghai) HGZ Expo

**Duration:** 2023/4/26—2023/4/28  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai Convention & Exhibition Center of International Sourcing  
**Host:** Ligang Exhibition Shanghai Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Ligang Exhibition Shanghai Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Chemical Product  
**Area:** 15000 m²  
**Contents:** Pharmaceutical intermediates, pesticide intermediates, dye intermediates, electronic chemicals, water treatment chemicals, oilfield chemicals, household chemicals, papermaking chemicals, textile chemicals, biological chemicals, custom chemicals; catalysts, rubber and plastic processing AIDS, reagents, food and feed additives, etc.; organic fluorine materials, organic silicon materials, engineering plastics, functional polymer materials, nanomaterials, membrane materials, special fibers, fine ceramic materials, photographic materials, etc.; chemical equipment and equipment, etc.

**Telephone:** 021-54321886  
**Fax:** 021-51862460  
**E-mail:** 1973836287@qq.com  
**URL:** www.hgzexpo.com

2023 International Exhibition on Surfactant & Detergent (IESD)

**Duration:** 2023/4/26—2023/4/28  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai Convention & Exhibition Center of International Sourcing  
**Host:** Shanghai Yihan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Langxin Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Chemical Product  
**Area:** 10000 m²  
**Contents:** Ionic surfactant, non-ionic surfactant, zwitterionic surfactants, brightening agents, enyzmolizing agents, bleaching agents, softeners, slipping agent, oxidizer, adsorbent, washing raw materials and intermediates; fertilizer (fragrance) soap, laundry detergent, liquid detergent, body wash, hand sanitizer, dishwasher detergent, detergent, industrial, commercial, civilian washing equipment; analysis and testing instruments, quality control, packaging technology of household chemicals, materials and machinery equipment; other compound surfactants, detergents and various surfactants, detergents research results, patent technology, etc.

**Telephone:** 021-33793233  
**Fax:** 021-33793221  
**E-mail:** yihanexpo@vip.sina.com  
**URL:** www.iesdexpo.com

2023 The 3rd Shanghai International Pesticide Additives Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/26—2023/4/28  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai Convention & Exhibition Center of International Sourcing  
**Host:** China Chemical Industrial Association  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Langxin Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Chemical Product  
**Contents:** Emulsifier, dispersant, diluent, solvent, filler, carrier; stabilizer, wetting agent, spreader, penetrant, adhesive; synergist agent, safety agent, preservative, foaming agent, defoamer; pesticide spray additives, new environmental protection additives, silicone additives, fungicide; packaging materials and machinery, analysis and testing instruments, production and processing technology, etc.

**Telephone:** 13641981115  
**E-mail:** 363782714@QQ.com  
**URL:** www.rhbyexpo.com
2023 Shanghai International Daily Chemical Products, Raw Materials, Technology and Equipment Packaging Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/26—2023/4/28  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai Convention & Exhibition Center of International Sourcing  
**Host:** China National Light Industry Council, Shanghai Daily Chemistry Trade Association  
**Organizer:** Hengli Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Daily Necessity  
**Contents:** Fertilizer (fragrant) soap, toothpaste, washing powder, laundry tablets, laundry liquid, hand sanitizer, shampoo, shower gel, detergent, cleaner, mosquito coil, deodorant, toilet bubble and other daily chemical products, etc.; surfactants and additives, fragrances, preservatives, conditioners, bactericides, deodorants, bleach, brightening agent, cosmetic raw materials and other related industrial manufacturers and products  
**Telephone:** 021-54155272  
**Fax:** 021-61294697  
**E-mail:** 295662837@qq.com  
**URL:** www.rhyl-expo.com

2023 China International Flavor and Fragrance Exhibition (SIFFE)

**Duration:** 2023/4/26—2023/4/28  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai Convention & Exhibition Center of International Sourcing  
**Sector:** Chemical Product  
**Contents:** Natural flavor/synthetic flavor (extract, pure oil, oleoresin, tincture/animal flavor) rosin, turpentine synthetic flavor, plant extract, monomer flavor raw materials, heterocyclic flavor, longifolene, pinene series and forest chemical products, essence flavor intermediates, pharmaceutical intermediates, etc. applied to/freshener, washing, toothpaste, cosmetics, hair care, shampoo, soap, candle technology, mosquito repellent incense, dye, plastic, rubber and other industries; beauty essential oil, aromatherapy essential oil, single essential oil, compound essential oil, base oil, traditional Chinese medicine oil, pure oil, flower essence, vegetable oil, pure dew, perfume, various aromatherapy products, etc. pharmaceutical raw materials, additives, pharmaceutical oils, food/tobacco essence and flavor, pharmaceutical intermediates, menthol, menthol oil, clove oil, eugenol, borneol, spice fine chemicals, etc.; space aromatherapy/humidifying equipment, hotel aromatherapy equipment, household aromatherapy machine, space environment fragrance design, aromatherapy equipment and appliances, etc.; drying/sterilization equipment, distillation equipment, extraction equipment, ultrasonic extraction equipment, concentration, mixing/homogenization equipment, automatic metering, weighing and filling equipment, bottling, barreling, packaging equipment and materials, detection and analysis instruments, various fluid pipe fittings, pump valves, etc.  
**Telephone:** 021-56878055  
**E-mail:** shhmexpo@126.com  
**URL:** www.siffexpo.com

2023 Appliance & Electronics World Expo (AWE)

**Duration:** 2023/4/27—2023/4/30  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** China Household Electrical Appliances Association  
**Organizer:** AWE (Beijing) Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Beijing United Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Home Appliance  
**Area:** 140000 m²  
**Contents:** Household food processing electric appliances, domestic water and beverage heating appliances, household electric heating cooking appliances, electric baking appliances, other kitchen
appliances, multifunctional food processor, sweeping robot, electric iron, hanging ironing machine, ironing care equipment, household heating appliance accessories, household filtration, purification device components, intelligent products and other
Telephone: 4006-308-600, 021-54700857
18221572604
Fax: 021-54700961
E-mail: 18221572604@163.com
URL: www.awe.com.cn

2023 The 31st China International Bicycle Fair
Duration: 2023/5/5—2023/5/8
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: China Bicycle Industry Information Center
Organizer: Shanghai Xiesheng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Bicycle, Ebike and Motorcycle
Area: 150000 m²
Contents: Bicycles and parts; electric bicycles and parts; strollers and parts; scooter, balance vehicles and parts; relevant equipment, process, materials and relevant publications; cycling equipment, outdoor sports supplies, outdoor leisure supplies; motorcycle and parts
Telephone: 021-32513000
Fax: 021-32513220
E-mail: tao.long@e-chinacycle.com
URL: www.e-chinacycle.com

2023 Apparel Machinery Expo (AME)
Duration: 2023/5/7—2023/5/9
City: Shanghai
Venue: National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)
Host: Textile & Garment Chamber of Commerce, All-China Federation of Industry & Commerce, Shanghai Lingshuo Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai Aozhan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Textile and Apparel
Area: 150000 m²
Contents: 3D measuring, 3D fitting, 3D intelligent design, smart stores, e-commerce live broadcast platform APP and other intelligent equipment; pre-shrinking and bonding equipment, cloth cutting equipment, sewing equipment, automatic sewing unit, CNC and drive system of sewing equipment, ironing and finishing equipment, hanging transmission system, packaging equipment, etc.; whole plant planning, automated clothing production line solutions, lean production consulting services, AGV vehicle automatic storage system, etc.
Telephone: 021-61511181, 15026560553
E-mail: laughing@lisoexpo.com
URL: www.ameshanghai.com

2023 Yangtze River Delta International Emergency Disaster Reduction & Rescue Expo
Duration: 2023/5/8—2023/5/10
City: Shanghai
Venue: National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)
Organizer: Huamao International Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Public Security
Area: 100000 m²
Contents: Emergency command, communication, information sharing, and prediction auxiliary decision-making technology and products; disaster risk early warning and monitoring systems, monitoring equipment, information receiving and sending and
safety confirmation systems and technologies for various natural disasters, conflagration and fires, accidents and disasters, safety production, urban buildings, transportation ships, sea areas, inland rivers, hazardous chemicals and other fields; various risk detection instruments, alarm devices, alarms, etc.; Beidou navigation system, big data, 5G, AI technology emergency disaster prevention and rescue solutions; smart city, smart security; production prevention and control of dangerous chemicals, protection system of important facilities, etc.; coordinated development of high and new technology, etc.

**Telephone:** 021-53822328  
**E-mail:** expo@cpitash.org  
**URL:** www.edrr-expo.com

---

**2023 The 9th Stairs Exhibition (CSE)**

**Duration:** 2023/5/8—2023/5/10  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai Convention & Exhibition Center of International Sourcing  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Jingzheng Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Furniture and Householod  
**Contents:** Solid wood stairs, copper stairs, iron stairs, aluminum stairs, steel stairs, steel and wood stairs, stone, jade stairs, glass stairs, new material stairs, stretching, folding stairs, stainless steel stairs, household elevators, etc.; stair posts, stair hardware, pedals, keels, handrails, elbows, stair tread blankets, stair installation tools, stair maintenance products, stair processing software and other related supporting products; stairs, wooden doors, wardrobes, wine cabinets, bookcases, cloakrooms, wall panels, wooden ceilings, Roman columns, fireplaces, various wooden decoration modeling sets and other customized products; courtyard door, villa door, cast aluminum villa door, copper aluminum door, courtyard fence, new fence, wooden guardrail, PVC guardrail, plastic steel guardrail, iron guardrail, balcony fence, stair railings, etc.

**Telephone:** 021-51698082  
**E-mail:** 2310352046@qq.com  
**URL:** www.loutiexpo.com

---

**2023 The 27th China Beauty Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/5/12—2023/5/14  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** CCPIT Light Industry Sub-Council, Informa PLC, Shanghai Baiwen Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Baiwen Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Hairdressing and Beauty  
**Area:** 260000 m²  
**Contents:** Skin care, cosmetics and beauty tools, hair products, care products, pregnant and infant children, household cleaning, skin care, facial mask, perfume fragrance, oral care products, household beauty instrument, franchise and service institutions, professional beauty products and instruments, nail and eyelash embroidery, Vbotanique, skin management, OEM/ODM, raw materials, packaging, mechanical equipment, innovative technology, raw materials, spice essence, green packaging, labels, cartons and bags

**Telephone:** 021-23263723, 021-23263688  
**E-mail:** Exhibitions@chinabeautyexpo.com  
**URL:** www.cbebaiwen.com

---

**2023 The 19th International Internet of Things Exhibition - Shanghai (IOTE)**

**Duration:** 2023/5/17—2023/5/19  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center  
**Host:** Shenzhen Internet of Things Industry Association  
**Organizer:** Shenzhen IOT Media Company Limited, Shenzhen Ease of Access IOT Network Co., Ltd.
Shanghai

Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Area: 50000 m²
Contents: Sensors, MEMS sensors, RFID, smart cards, barcodes, biometrics, video recognition, real-time accurate positioning, etc.; Cellular mobile communication (4G/5G/Cat. 1/NB IoT), non cellular mobile communication (LoRa/Bluetooth/Wi Fi/ ZigBee/UWB/ZETA/2.4G), industrial gateway/DTU/RTU, bus, satellite Internet of Things, optical communication, etc.; cloud platform, data center, cloud computing and big data, edge computing, artificial intelligence, Internet of Things security, etc.; industrial Internet of Things, smart logistics, smart retail, smart city, smart park, smart home, etc.
Telephone: 0755-86227055
E-mail: cjh@ulinkmedia.cn
URL: www.iote.com.cn

2023 The 4th China (Shanghai) International Metrology Measurement Technology and Equipment Exhibition

Duration: 2023/5/17—2023/5/19
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Host: National Institute of Metrology, China
Organizer: Shanghai Golden Commercial Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Instrumentation
Contents: Metering standard device; large precision analysis and testing instruments and scientific experimental devices; advanced measurement and testing technology and application; industrial metering (measurement) system and instruments; trade, energy, resources, environment, medical treatment, safety protection, administrative supervision measuring instruments and application technology, etc.
Telephone: 021-59757088, 021-64396190
Fax: 021-50131761

E-mail: info@metrologyexpo.com.cn
URL: www.metrologyexpo.com.cn

SIAL China

Duration: 2023/5/18—2023/5/20
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: COMEXPOSIUM
Organizer: Comexposium-Sial Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 180000 m²
Contents: Semi-finished food and ingredients (in bulk), candy, biscuits and baked food, health product (functional food), diet food, children's food, dairy products and eggs, preserved meat, groceries, fresh meat, cooked food and convenience food, wine and liquor, new and fresh poultry, canned food, other alcoholic beverages, aquatic products, pet food, non-alcoholic beverages, fresh fruits and vegetables, dried fruits, frozen food, related equipment, technique and processing with supplied materials, ornamental agricultural products, organic food
Telephone: 010-65886794
E-mail: exhibit@sialchina.cn, visit@sialchina.cn
URL: www.sialchina.cn

2023 International Fastener Show China

Duration: 2023/5/22—2023/5/24
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Host: CMCA, Fastener Branch of CMCA
Organizer: Shanghai Ailuo Exhibition Co., Ltd., Hannover Milano Fairs China Ltd.
Sector: Hardware Tool
Area: 42000 m²
Contents: Molding machine, heading machine, thread rubbing machine, thread rolling machine, combination machine, heat treatment, wire drawing machine, testing equipment, measuring instru-
ments, cleaning equipment, lathes and turning equipment, etc.; production of molds, oil products, surface treatment, chemical agents, auxiliary accessories, etc.; fastener testing technology, patents, licensing services, software services, media, associations and industry organizations, etc.; wire, plate, strip steel, stamping plate, stainless steel, copper and special alloy steel, material processing, etc.; bolts, screws, nuts, washers, rods, pins, retainers, riveting, expansion, anchoring systems, DIY products, non-standard parts, precision lathe hardware, innovative fasteners and inventions, thread sheath/thread repair, fastener e-commerce, etc.; electronic appliances, automobiles, motorcycles, construction, wind power, railway, bicycle, chemical, nuclear industry, furniture, aviation, solar fasteners, etc.; metal stamping parts, lathe turning products and processing equipment; wrenches, screwdrivers, electric tools, pneumatic tools, welding instruments, installation firmware maintenance, etc.

**Telephone:** 021-63081079  
**Fax:** 021-33275509  
**URL:** cn.afastener.com

---

### 2023 Bakery China

**Duration:** 2023/5/22–2023/5/25  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Host:** China Association of Bakery & Confectionery Industry, Bakery China Exhibitions Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Area:** 260000 m²  
**Contents:** Grain and oil products, baking additives, preservative, baking fillings, cake decorations, baking products and other baking raw materials, etc.; baking production equipment, baking appliance mold, oven and baking equipment, display cabinets, storage and refrigerated cabinets, catering equipment, baking related laboratory and testing equipment; baking process and R&D technology, OEM/ODM OEM, mooncake and mooncake production, cake and pastry production, biscuit and biscuit production line, handicrafts and handicrafts production, candy and confectionery production, snack food and leisure food production, etc.; baking products packaging materials, baking packaging equipment and tools, baking packaging design, etc.; coffee raw materials, finished products and coffee machine, drinks and juice machine, tea drink and tea set ice cream raw materials, finished products and equipment, pizza and other light meal raw materials, finished products and equipment, etc.; small package baking raw materials, household mold utensils, household appliances (oven, cook machine, mixer, etc.), household packaging accessories, etc.

**Telephone:** 010-63430880, 010-63430990  
**E-mail:** info@bakerychina.com  
**URL:** www.bakerychina.com

---

The **23rd China International Agrochemical & Crop Protection Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/5/23–2023/5/25  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Host:** CCPIT Sub-Council of Chemical Industry  
**Organizer:** CCPIT Sub-Council of Chemical Industry  
**Sector:** Chemical Product  
**Area:** 90000 m²  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, acaricides, plant growth regulators and other pesticides and related intermediates, biological pesticides; biocides, industrial herbicides, hygiene insecticide, anti mildew agent, preservatives, professional insecticidal lamp; water soluble fertilizer, slow/controlled release fertilizer, seaweed fertilizer, humic acid fertilizer, amino acid fertilizer, biological fertilizer, organic natural fertilizer, EDTA series, compound/
compound fertilizer, phosphate series, nitrate series, sulfate series, nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium magnesium fertilizer, medium and micro element fertilizer; crop seeds, vegetable seeds, flower seeds, grass and lawn seeds, tree seeds; breeding technology and equipment, seed processing machinery, seed packaging printing equipment and technology; new technology, new achievement and new project of seed industry; seed products, breeding techniques; reactors, centrifuges, distillation towers, fermenter, industrial pump, valve, pipeline and other agricultural products production equipment; Instruments, control systems and other production facilities; drying, mixing, grinding and other preparation processing equipment; product packaging equipment, packaging materials, packaging and other plant protection equipment, plant protection UAV, aviation plant protection supporting facilities; garden flowers of grass cutting machine, irrigation machine, spray machine, irrigation equipment, etc.; agricultural plastics, agricultural machinery; freight transport enterprises closely related to agricultural chemicals production and sales, professional consulting agencies for domestic and foreign market expansion, GLP laboratories, chemical analysis instruments, etc.

**Telephone:** 010-64285314, 010-64207724  
**Fax:** 010-64219324  
**E-mail:** maggie@agrochemshow.com, Bruce@agrochemshow.com  
**URL:** www.cacshow.com

---

**2023 The 16th International Photovoltaic Power Generation and Smart Energy Conference & Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/5/24—2023/5/26  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** Follow Me International Exhibition (Shanghai), Inc.  

**Organizer:** Follow Me International Exhibition (Shanghai), Inc.  
**Sector:** Electricity and New Energy Equipment  
**Area:** 150000 m²  
**Contents:** Silicon rod, silicon block and silicon ingot production equipment, silicon wafer production equipment, battery production equipment, battery panel/component production equipment, thin film battery panel production equipment, battery DSSC production technology and research equipment; photovoltaic cells; PV related parts; PV raw materials; photovoltaic application products; photovoltaic engineering and system; LED technology and application; LED products; system engineering construction equipment and safety protection; solar thermal power generation system; solar thermal utilization

**Telephone:** 021-64276991  
**E-mail:** info@snec.org.cn  
**URL:** pv.snec.org.cn

---

**2023 The 5th International Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technology, Equipment and Application Conference & Exhibition (SNEC)**

**Duration:** 2023/5/24—2023/5/26  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Host:** Shanghai Fulemi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Fulemi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Electricity and New Energy Equipment  
**Area:** 180000 m²  
**Contents:** Hydrogen production equipment and technology, hydrogen supply, hydrogen storage and transportation and related equipment, fuel cell key components and supply technology, fuel cell system and achievements application, new energy vehicles (passenger vehicles/commercial vehicles), charging facilities

**Telephone:** 021-33683589
**2023 HOTELEX Shanghai**

**Duration:** 2023/5/29—2023/6/1  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Host:** Shanghai Sinoexpo Informa Markets International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai Ibsen Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Sinoexpo Informa Markets International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai Ibsen Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Hotel Supply  
**Area:** 400000 m²  
**Contents:** Kitchen equipment and supplies, coffee and tea, baking equipment and raw materials, catering design and supporting, food and beverage packaging, franchise and catering investment, desktop supplies, all sorts of food, ice cream equipment and raw materials, food ingredients, all sorts of wine and beverage; noodles, dumplings, wontons, potstickers; bread, cake, new Chinese pastry; convenience store, fresh, fruit, laundry care, housekeeping services; cultural innovation, jewelry, photo, fitness, beauty body; Escape room games, murder mystery games, virtual driving, entertainment  
**Telephone:** 021-33392411  
**E-mail:** Silence.Cai@imsinoexpo.com  
**URL:** www.hotelex.cn

**2023 International Exhibition of Senior Care, Rehabilitation Medicine and Healthcare, Shanghai**

**Duration:** 2023/5/30—2023/6/1  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** Shanghai Civil Affairs Bureau, Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Municipality on Elderly Care Services Center, Shanghai Intex Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Healthcare and Aged Care  
**Area:** 40000 m²  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Nursing bed and bedsore prevention products, incontinence care, hygiene and cleaning products and technology, feeding, clothing, washing and other special daily necessities, home testing, first aid, accident prevention products and technology; mobility impairment AIDS, barrier-free facilities, prosthetics and orthotics, visual impairment AIDS, hearing impairment AIDS, speech impairment AIDS, intellectual impairment AIDS, mental impairment AIDS, assistive devices adaptation; neurological rehabilitation equipment and technology, orthopedics and sports medicine rehabilitation equipment and technology, children rehabilitation equipment and technology, spinal cord injury rehabilitation equipment and technology, traditional Chinese medicine rehabilitation equipment and technology, functional assessment equipment, hydrotherapy engineering equipment, rehabilitation medical institutions; wearable health equipment, massage equipment, fitness equipment, physiotherapy products and technology, etc.  
**Telephone:** 021-62957553  
**Fax:** 021-62780038  
**E-mail:** info@shanghai-intex.com  
**URL:** www.china-aid.com

**2023 The 117th China Stationery Fair (CSF)**

**Duration:** 2023/5/30—2023/6/1  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** China Commerce Association for General Merchandise  
**Organizer:** Gao Baiying Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., Guangzhou Fubang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Office Supply
Contents: Office supplies, school supplies, paper and paper products, writing supplies, painting materials, art supplies, drawing supplies, gift stationery, handicrafts, cultural and creative products, festival activities supplies, authorized supplies and customized products, machinery and equipment, spare parts, leisure and entertainment supplies, etc.

Telephone: 021-51695068
E-mail: fbzl123@126.com
URL: www.cstfair.com

2023 Shanghai International Property Management Expo (SPME)

Duration: 2023/5/31—2023/6/2
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Host: Shanghai Property Management Association
Organizer: Shanghai Wuxie Culture Communication Co., Ltd., Organizing Committee of SPME Shanghai International Property Management Industry Expo
Sector: Other Sectors
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: Property brand, intelligent technology, robot, intelligent security and parking, clean and green garden, community operation, property community pension, stock transformation, property uniforms, etc.

Telephone: 13918764643
E-mail: stevenlee0226@qq.com
URL: www.chpmexpo.com

2023 The 15th China International Exhibition for Powder Metallurgy

Duration: 2023/5/31—2023/6/2
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Host: Uniris Exhibition Shanghai Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Uniris Exhibition Shanghai Co., Ltd.
Sector: Advanced Material/Technology
Area: 40000 m²
Contents: Iron based powder, non-ferrous metal powder, atomized powder, refractory metal powder, stainless steel powder, non-metallic powder, graphite and special lubricants, cleaning agents and lubricants, and other raw and auxiliary materials; sintering equipment, molding equipment, powder equipment, testing equipment, atmospheric apparatus, mold, mold frame, mesh belt, other related equipment; iron, copper, aluminum, stainless steel based sintered parts, injection molding parts, electrical alloys, magnetic materials, hard alloys and refractory metals, ceramic materials, superhard materials, friction materials, porous materials, other products; 3D printing equipment, 3D printing materials (polymer powder materials, ceramic powder materials, metal powder materials, etc.)

Telephone: 021-59881253, 4000-778-909
Fax: 020-83276350
E-mail: pmchina@unirischina.com
URL: www.pmexchina.com

2023 Ecotech China

Duration: 2023/6/5—2023/6/7
City: Shanghai
Venue: National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)
Host: All-China Environment Federation, Membrane Industry Association of China, Shanghai Hexiang Convention and Exhibition, etc.
Organizer: Shanghai CHC Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Energy Saving and Environmental Protection
Area: 220000 m²
Contents: Integrated environmental management project, third-party environmental protection services, comprehensive investment and construction, comprehensive project operation management, comprehensive management PPP services; urban
sewage, industrial sewage, rural sewage, groundwater pollution, black and odorous water bodies, river and lake basins, water resources utilization; smart water operation management platform, smart garden, smart water management, smart Internet of Things, smart pipe network monitoring; water quality monitoring, air monitoring, soil monitoring, ecological monitoring, noise monitoring, hydrology monitoring, pollution source monitoring, intelligent monitoring system

**Telephone:** 4006-653-755, 021-33231387, 021-33231318  
**E-mail:** server@onezh.com  
**URL:** www.ecotechchina.com

---

**2023 Fastener Expo Shanghai**

**Duration:** 2023/6/5—2023/6/7  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Host:** Shanghai ITE Ebseek Exhibition Co., Ltd., https://bz.luosi.com  
**Organizer:** Shanghai ITE Ebseek Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Hardware Tool  
**Area:** 56000 m²  
**Contents:** Fastener production equipment, fastener materials, fastener molds and consumables, testing equipment, packaging equipment and other related production technology and equipment; standard fasteners, non-standard fasteners, automotive fasteners, steel structure fasteners, wind power fasteners, electronic and electrical fasteners and other professional applications  
**Telephone:** 021-31166837  
**E-mail:** thea.wang@ebseek.com  
**URL:** www.fastenerexpo.cn

---

**2023 Goldenfood Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/6/5—2023/6/7  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Host:** General Administration of Customs, State Administration Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs Market Regulation, Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs National Health Commission  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Golden Commercial Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Area:** 60000 m²  
**Contents:** Various food, meat products, aquatic products, milk and dairy products, wine and spirits, fruits and vegetables, dried nuts, canned foods, special meals, health care foods, fats, candy, beverages, tea and coffee, and catering foods; central government kitchen, cold chain logistics, packaging materials and equipment, rapid testing equipment, traceability system and traceability technology, etc.; Food, pastries (mooncakes), breads, cakes, biscuits, catering raw and auxiliary materials, decoration and food OEM; special fat, cream, special flour, ready mix powder, frozen dough, starch, potato products, etc.  
**Telephone:** 021-64396190  
**E-mail:** info@goldenexpo.com.cn  
**URL:** www.goldenfoodexpo.cn

---

**2023 Shanghai International Hospitality Supplies & Catering Industry Exhibition (HCCE China)**

**Duration:** 2023/6/6—2023/6/8  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center  
**Host:** Shanghai Hotel Supplies Association  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Kilnexpo Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Hotel Supply  
**Area:** 60000 m²
Contents: Tableware and utensils, tableware accessories, ceramics, glass, stainless steel, gold and silver, acrylic, crystal, melamine ware, bamboo and wood and new environmental protection materials; comprehensive cooking equipment, refrigeration equipment, dishwasher, kitchen auxiliary equipment, buffet equipment, central government kitchen, kitchen environmental protection equipment, etc.; seafood, aquatic products, meat, agricultural products, condiments, edible oil; Soft drinks, high-end drinking water, juice raw materials and production equipment, food packaging, processing technology and logistics distribution; wine, imported spirits, beer, liquor, rice wine, sake, shochu and other alcoholic drinks, mixology tools, drinking sets, beer equipment, bar equipment, etc.; coffee, tea and their equipment and utensils, baking products and equipment, ice cream ingredients and equipment, chocolate products, dairy products, etc.; POS machine, IT equipment, catering accessories, restaurant linen, catering uniforms, catering training, catering design services, etc.

Telephone: 17765110324, 021-68405229
E-mail: sales@kilnexpo.com
URL: www.21hotelex.com

2023 CLWE China Shanghai

Duration: 2023/6/7—2023/6/9
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Convention & Exhibition Center of International Sourcing
Host: Heng Erwo (Guangzhou) Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Shanghai Jingzheng Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., E-commerce Information
Organizer: Heng Erwo (Guangzhou) Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Shanghai Jingzheng Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Contents: Water pump, quartz sand filter, wall-mounted, ground-buried, embedded integrated filtering equipment, diatomite filter, vacuum negative pressure filter system, paper core filter, swimming pool dehumidification heat pump, swimming pool heat pump unit, heating equipment, disinfection equipment, ozone generator, ultraviolet sterilizer, sodium hypochlorite generator, salt chlorine generator, hair collector, intelligent control system, pipe fittings valve, water tank, swimming pool brick, mosaic, underwater lighting, swimming lane, starting platform, escalator, grate, water inlet, swimming pool accessories, water quality testing instrument, dosing device, medicine, film, cushion, floor mat, anti-suction pool safety bottom, suction machine, cleaning tools, acrylic arc hook, spa duck nozzle, SPA chair, SPA massage table, water mushroom,
float thermometer, swimming supplies, life chair, life jacket, life buoy, outdoor furniture, pool lounge chair, sun umbrella, locker, counter current trainer, swimming pool water fitness equipment, acrylic pool, prefabricated pool, baby pool, infinity pool, swimming machine, pool cover, mobile sun room, swimming pool design, construction, mechanical and electrical installation, commissioning and other related services; water pump, water treatment equipment, wave making equipment, heating equipment, disinfection equipment, water slide, surf pool, wave making pool, pipe fitting valve, water tank, water park design, construction, mechanical & electrical installation, debugging, intelligent control system, water entertainment equipment, jet ski, water quality testing instrument, drug and locker, locker, swimming supplies, life saving supplies, pool lounge chair, sun umbrella, management software, training institutions and other service organizations; hot spring exploration, hot spring hotel design, high temperature water pump, sand tank filter, hot spring heat pump unit, heating equipment, disinfection equipment, pipe fittings valve, water tank, mechanical and electrical installation, debugging, intelligent control system, artificial hot spring unit, hot spring SPA, hot spring massage pool, sauna, sweat steam room, snow machine, water quality testing instrument, dosing device, medicine, TV sofa, locker, health care essential oil, hot spring bathing clothing and other related products

Organizer: Worldwide Exhibitions Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Furniture and Househld
Area: 200000 m²
Contents: Range hood, cooker, microwave oven, water heater, kitchen appliances, tableware, disinfecting cupboard, cleaning supplies and food processing equipment; various faucets, sanitary ware, shower room, integrated bathroom, computer steam room, sauna; heat exchanger, heat exchanger, radiator, floor heating, thermo-electric heating system; boilers, domestic boilers (fuel oil, gas, fuel electricity), special boilers, central water heaters; solar water heater, solar hot water system, thermal insulation bucket; ventilation equipment and systems, ventilation ducts, air filters and purification devices, air humidification and dehumidification equipment, air inlets and outlets, fans, etc.

Telephone: 021-32224777
Fax: 021-32224770
E-mail: info@wes-expo.com.cn
URL: www.wes-expo.com.cn

2023 Die and Mould China (DMC)

Duration: 2023/6/11—2023/6/14
City: Shanghai
Venue: National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)
Host: China Die & Mould Industry Association, Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai
Organizer: China Die & Mould Industry Association, Shanghai International Exhibition (Group) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 60000 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Metal cutting precision processing equipment, special processing, software technology, tools/materials, automation technology and devices, inspection quality control equipment and mobile equipment, forming equipment, mold classification

Telephone: 020-66624156
Fax: 020-66624159
E-mail: sbsshow@126.com
URL: www.leisurewater-chinapoolspa.com

2023 Kitchen & Bath China

Duration: 2023/6/7—2023/6/10
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: Worldwide Exhibitions Service Co., Ltd.
**2023 Carbon Neutrality Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/6/11—2023/6/14  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Host:** Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai  
**Organizer:** Shanghai International Exhibition (Group) Co., Ltd., Shanghai Energy Conservation Association  
**Sector:** Energy Saving and Environmental Protection  
**Area:** 50000 m²  
**Contents:** Low carbon efficiency improvement of fossil energy, clean energy replacement transformation, construction of new power system; energy conservation management, green building, green manufacturing, process transformation, green supply chain; resource recycling, recycling agriculture, recycling transformation; carbon sequestration, carbon market, low-carbon practice; new energy transportation, low-carbon transportation infrastructure construction, supply chain, low-carbon travel; low-carbon service

**Telephone:** 021-62792828  
**Fax:** 021-65455124  
**E-mail:** dmc@siec-ccpit.com  
**URL:** www.dmcexpo.com

---

**2023 Green and Smart Auto Shanghai**

**Duration:** 2023/6/11—2023/6/14  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Host:** Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai  
**Organizer:** Shanghai International Exhibition (Group) Co., Ltd., Shanghai Energy Conservation Association  
**Sector:** Energy Saving and Environmental Protection  
**Area:** 120000 m²  
**Contents:** Passenger vehicles, commercial vehicles, buses, new energy vehicles, special vehicles, etc.; automotive parts suppliers, automotive intelligent networking technologies and products, automotive new energy technologies and products, automotive maintenance diagnostic equipment, etc.; ship and boat manufacturers, port manufacturing and infrastructure; aircraft manufacturers, aircraft operation, maintenance and repair, airlines and airports, etc.; other travel tools, various travel services and solutions; smart city transportation digital infrastructure, intelligent railway, intelligent road, smart post, smart metro, intelligent logistics, etc.; various books, newspapers and other related services

**Telephone:** 021-62792828  
**Fax:** 021-65455124  
**E-mail:** gsa@siec-ccpit.com  
**URL:** www.gsashow.com

---

**2023 The 10th CinemaS**

**Duration:** 2023/6/12—2023/6/14  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center  
**Host:** China Film Distribution and Exhibition Association Film Technology Branch, China Film Distribution and Exhibition Association Film Distribution and Cinema Chain Branch  
**Organizer:** Beijing Huilian Tiandi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment  
**Area:** 17000 m²  
**Contents:** Cinema facilities and technology, cin-
Shanghai

ema merchandising and derivatives, on-demand cinemas, murder mystery game, private rooms, theatres, immersive entertainment, performing arts, etc.; projectors, audio, screen seats, consumables, intelligent management system, operation system, design engineering, etc.; popcorn, snack food, ice cream, drinks, etc.; garage kit, doll, etc.

Telephone: 010-63355812
E-mail: tianye@easylinkmedia.com
URL: www.cinemas-china.com

2023 China Gifts Home Expo

Duration: 2023/6/14—2023/6/16
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: Yahui Exhibition Group, Shanghai Yahui Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai Yahui Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply
Area: 30000 m²
Contents: Various household products, welfare food and convertible gift card products; various creative gifts, daily necessities, household products, IP trend toys, live facilities, etc.; various wearable intelligent devices, small household appliances and kitchen appliances, medical care electronics, personal care appliances, automotive electronics, digital accessories, etc.; various stationery, cultural tourism, museum cultural innovation and other IP brands and their derivatives, handicap creativity, fashion art and creative ceramic supplies, cultural innovation design institutions, etc.
Telephone: 021-34224903, 021-33730859
Fax: 021-51561778
E-mail: info@shyhzl.com.cn
URL: www.cghe-expo.com

2023 The 22nd China (Shanghai) International Power and Generating Sets Exhibition

Duration: 2023/6/14—2023/6/16
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Organizer: Ronco Expo (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Electricity and New Energy Equipment
Contents: Fuel cell power generation system, small hydropower distributed power generation system, coal bed methane and mine gas utilization and other distributed power generation systems, physical energy storage, compressed air energy storage, flywheel energy storage, thermal energy storage, cold energy storage, etc.; superconducting electromagnetic energy storage, electrochemical energy storage (lithium ion battery, lithium polymer battery, lead-acid battery, sodium sulfur battery, vanadium redox battery, hydrogen fuel cell), etc.; mobile lighting tower; trailer mobile generator set, hydrogen power generation, low temperature waste heat power generation, emergency diesel engine water pump unit, cold chain logistics (refrigerated container), special diesel generator set, heavy oil power station, etc.
Telephone: 021-50185270
Fax: 021-50185272
E-mail: power@ronco.com.cn
URL: www.china-gpower.com
2023 The 19th Shanghai International Bags Exhibition

Duration: 2023/6/14—2023/6/16  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center  
Host: China Leather Industry Association, China Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export of Light Industrial Products and Arts-Crafts, Shanghai Leather Technology Association  
Organizer: Shanghai Nengbo Convention and Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Leather, Shoes and Bag  
Contents: Trolley case, suitcase, briefcase, travel bag, outdoor function bag, backpack, etc.; fashion bag, handbag, wrist bag, evening bag, zipper bag, messenger bag, leather bag, chain bag, wallet, etc.; accessories, leather goods, belts, belts, gloves, canvas bags, gift bags, environmental bags, non-woven bags, etc.  
Telephone: 021-33730859  
Fax: 021-51561779  
E-mail: info@shyhzl.com.cn  
URL: www.cshbox.com

2023 The 19th Shanghai International Footwear Exhibition

Duration: 2023/6/14—2023/6/16  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center  
Host: Shanghai Leather Technology Association, Shanghai Yahui Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Organizer: Shanghai Yahui Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Leather, Shoes and Bag  
Contents: Men's shoes, women's shoes, children's shoes, sports shoes, snow shoes, sandals, leisure shoes, slippers, sporting goods, fashion shoes, indoor shoes, labor protection shoes, dance shoes, heat preserve shoes, boots, beach shoes, cotton shoes, craft shoes, shoe materials, special function shoes; shoe materials, 3D fly woven upper, shoe materials, shoe mold, shoe last, sole, lining, shoe pattern, hardware, CAD/CAM system, adhesive, coating, PU glue, hardener, zinc stearate, resin curing agent, shoe machine, laser engraving machine; cross border e-commerce platform, information consulting, logistics warehousing, operation management system, payment platform, digital marketing, insurance finance and taxation, financial investment, talent training, cross-border institutions, cross-border e-commerce industrial park, cross-border e-commerce comprehensive pilot zone, industrial design  
Telephone: 021-33730859  
Fax: 021-51561779  
E-mail: info@shyhzl.com.cn  
URL: www.ilse.com.cn

2023 Interfoam China Expo

Duration: 2023/6/14—2023/6/16  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center  
Host: Beijing HJT International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai Polyurethane Industry Association  
Sector: Advanced Material/Technology  
Area: 11500 m²  
Contents: Polymer foaming materials, semi-finished products, technical components; metal foaming materials, semi-finished products, technical components; inorganic foaming materials, semi-finished products, technical components; foaming raw material; foaming agent (physical foaming agent, chemical foaming agent), additives; foaming equipment, cutting equipment, supporting equipment, testing equipment, etc.  
Telephone: 010-58677998, 021-64941033  
E-mail: info@interfoam.cn, spuia2011@126.com, katelyn.xue@interfoam.cn  
URL: www.interfoam.cn
2023 International Trade Fair for Intralogistic Solutions and Process Management (LogiMAT China)

**Duration:** 2023/6/14—2023/6/16  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** EUROEXPO Messe-und Kongress-GmbH, Landesmesse Stuttgart GmbH  
**Organizer:** Nanjing Stuttgart Joint Exhibition Ltd.  
**Sector:** Logistics and Warehousing  
**Area:** 20000 m²  
**Contents:** Material handling and storage technology; storage equipment and operating equipment; storage and production control system, robot; packaging, weighing, measuring and postage systems; logistic technology and system; equipment renovation; ground conveyors and accessories; ICT; picking system; labeling and identification; simulated drinks; storage system payment  
**Telephone:** 021-50810233  
**E-mail:** logimat-china@messenanjing.cn  
**URL:** www.logimat.cn

2023 The 17th Refractories China

**Duration:** 2023/6/14—2023/6/16  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Host:** China Iron & Steel Association, Metallurgical Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade  
**Organizer:** Metallurgical Center for International Exchange and Cooperation  
**Sector:** Advanced Material/Technology  
**Contents:** Refractory materials, industrial ceramic raw materials, additives, natural non-metallic minerals, synthetic materials, powders and powder engineering technology and equipment; iron and steel, new products of refractory and ceramic materials for nonferrous industries; glass, cement, chemical industry with refractory and ceramic materials new products; ultra-high temperature technology and products, refractory materials, industrial ceramic preparation technology and molding equipment, advanced furnace technology and equipment, burner, temperature control system, heating element, heat insulation materials, energy saving, consumption reduction, environmental protection technology, product quality control, testing instruments, refractory regeneration, reuse technology and equipment, other related products and technologies, etc.  
**Telephone:** 13521340280, 010-84062420  
**Fax:** 010-84062429  
**E-mail:** 747861048@qq.com  
**URL:** www.nhclexpo.com

2023 The 10th Tube China

**Duration:** 2023/6/14—2023/6/16  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** Metallurgical Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Messe Düsseldorf (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Metallurgical Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade  
**Sector:** Pump, Valve and Pipeline  
**Contents:** Raw materials, pipes and accessories, pipe manufacturing equipment, heat treatment processing technology and equipment, sawing and laser cutting equipment, transformation and recovery equipment, processing tools and auxiliary equipment, pipes and petroleum special pipes, measurement and control technology, detection technology, professional fields, pipe trade services, profiles and machinery, plastic pipes and composite pipes, etc.  
**Telephone:** 010-85111723  
**Fax:** 010-65233861  
**E-mail:** yy@mcchina.org.cn  
**URL:** www.tubechina.net
2023 China (Shanghai) International Technology Fair

**Duration:** 2023/6/15—2023/6/17  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center  
**Host:** Ministry of Commerce, Ministry of Science and Technology, State Intellectual Property Office, Shanghai Municipal People’s Government  
**Organizer:** Shanghai International Technology Import and Export Promotion Center, Eastbest & Lansheng Group Shanghai International Trade promotion Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Comprehensive  
**Area:** 35000 m²  
**Contents:** Digital scenario applications, commercial passwords, etc.; 5G, cloud computing, AI key algorithms, operating systems, sensors, equipment R&D, etc.; Digital medicine, smart medicine, etc.; Epidemic prevention materials, etc.  
**Telephone:** 021-33030028, 021-66770292  
**E-mail:** leibao@itpc.com.cn  
**URL:** www.csitf.cn

2023 The 30th Shanghai Ad & Sign Expo

**Duration:** 2023/6/18—2023/6/21  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Host:** Shanghai Modern International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Modern International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Advertising  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Digital printing equipment, digital image technology output equipment, digital textile printing equipment, advertising supplies, etc.; consumer scene design and equipment, commercial beauty, new retail technology, promotional equipment, holographic projection, interactive multimedia, augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), 3D display, etc.; engraving machine, laser engraving machine CNC engraving system, tools and accessories, signage equipment, blister machine, acrylic equipment, cutting machine, carving machine, bending machine, polishing machine, etc.; digital inkjet equipment, indoor and outdoor digital photo equipment, UV flatbed printer, uvprinter (UV), UV coil printer, UV plate printer, digital image technology output equipment, banner machine, laminator machine, feederliner, laminators, printing equipment related consumables and accessories, etc.  
**Telephone:** 021-33518238

2023 The 19th Shanghai International Tape and Film Expo (APFE)

**Duration:** 2023/6/19—2023/6/21  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Host:** Shanghai Fuya Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Fuya Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Advanced Material/Technology  
**Area:** 53000 m²  
**Contents:** Adhesive new material (adhesive tape, protective film, adhesive label, release material); functional film materials (flexible packaging film, photoelectric and optical film, glass and screen film, new energy film and other functional films); die-cutting materials (foam materials, shielding and hermal conductivity, insulation and conduction, waterproof and sealing, shock absorption and buffer and other coiled materials and die-cutting materials)  
**Telephone:** 021-33518238
2023 Healthplex Expo, 2023 Natural and Nutraceutical Products China (HNC)

Duration: 2023/6/19—2023/6/21
City: Shanghai
Venue: National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)
Host: CCCMHPIE, Sinoexpo Informa Markets, Informa Markets, Trade Development Bureau of the Ministry of Commerce
Organizer: Reed Sinopharm Exhibitions Co., Ltd.
Sector: Pharmaceutical and Raw Material
Area: 170000 m²
Contents: Functional food, nutrition products, dietary supplements, organic food, sports nutrition, health and nourishing products, pregnant and infant health food, etc.; Ganoderma lucidum, ginseng and antler, ophiocordyceps sinensis, bird’s nest, dendrobii officinalis caulis, colla asini, lycium chinense, Chinese herbal prepared drug in pieces, health care tea, health care wine; beauty oral liquid, cosmetics, functional beauty products, anti-aging products, etc.; breast enhancement, weight loss and slimming, freckle and acne removal, detoxification and beauty; personal care products, massage equipment, foot medicine bath, health examination instruments, physiotherapy instruments, etc.; Commissioned production, OEM processing, cooperative development, health examination, consulting services, registration marketing, etc.
Telephone: 010-58036297, 021-3339228
E-mail: xingcheng@cccmhpie.org.cn, nico.shen@imsinoexpo.com
URL: www.hncexpo.com

2023 PMEC China

Duration: 2023/6/19—2023/6/21
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: China Chamber of Commerce for Import & Export of Medicines & Health Products, Informa Markets
Organizer: Shanghai Sinoexpo Informa Markets International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment
Area: 150000 m²
Contents: Pharmaceutical equipment, pharmaceutical preparation equipment, pharmaceutical packaging machinery, pharmaceutical automation and digital technology, pharmaceutical packaging materials, laboratory equipment and consumables, pharmaceutical water equipment, traditional Chinese medicine equipment, refrigeration equipment, fluid equipment, cleaning system, pharmaceutical logistics equipment
Telephone: 010-58036338
E-mail: quao@cccmhpie.org.cn
URL: www.pmecchina.com

2023 The 28th ProPak China

Duration: 2023/6/19—2023/6/21
City: Shanghai
Venue: National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)
Host: Sinoexpo Informa Markets
Organizer: Shanghai UBM Sinoexpo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Printing and Packaging
Area: 170000 m²
Contents: Food processing machinery, food general machinery, packaging machinery, robots and automation, packaging materials and products, labels and flexible packaging, logistics packaging, etc.
Telephone: 021-33392414
E-mail: jsen.jiang@imsinoexpo.com
URL: www.propakchina.com
2023 The 5th China (Shanghai) International Swimming Pool Facility, Swimming Equipment and SPA Expo (CSE)

**Duration:** 2023/6/24—2023/6/26  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** China Sports Publications Corporation, NSCC, JD Sports  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Donnor Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment  
**Area:** 21000 m²  
**Contents:** Swimming venues, swimming pools, bath facilities and technologies circulating filtration system, water disinfection system, maintenance and cleaning system, water quality testing equipment, water treatment agents, swimming pool accessories and equipment, swimming pool sports and entertainment equipment, swimming pool peripheral leisure facilities, beach chairs, awning, swimsuits, life-saving equipment, clothes room locks, bathroom furniture, tiles and mosaics, lamps, anti-skid facilities, swimming pool (pavilion) ventilation and ventilation equipment, bathroom equipment, heat pump systems and hot water equipment, safety devices, etc.  
**Telephone:** 021-66102077  
**E-mail:** cse@donnor.net  
**URL:** www.cseshanghai.com

2023 CWIEME Shanghai

**Duration:** 2023/6/28—2023/6/30  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center  
**Host:** Hyve Exhibition Group  
**Organizer:** Hyve Exhibition Group  
**Sector:** Hardware Tool  
**Area:** 15000 m²  
**Contents:** Adhesives, resins, coatings; electrical welding components; electronic power components; insulating and shielding materials; winding machine and other equipment, production technology; medium, semi-finished products and raw materials; technical information, services and software; new energy vehicle motor components and accessories; motor components and accessories; quality, testing and quality; industry service; transformer components and accessories; power supply, power supply device  
**Telephone:** 021-53308860  
**E-mail:** colleen.shao@coilwindingexpo.com  
**URL:** www.coilwindingexpo.cn

2023 The 22nd Children Baby and Maternity Products Industry Expo (CBME)

**Duration:** 2023/6/28—2023/6/30  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Host:** Informa Markets  
**Organizer:** Informa Markets  
**Sector:** Maternity and Infant Supply  
**Area:** 300000 m²  
**Contents:** Maternal and infant products, maternal and infant food, nutritional products and snacks, carts, automobile seats and furniture, toys, education and souvenirs, children’s clothing, baby clothing, children’s shoes, clothing accessories and accessories, universal maternal and infant services and health care, supply chain, smart retail, etc.  
**Telephone:** 021-61577288  
**Fax:** 021-61577299  
**URL:** www.cbmexpo.com

2023 China Licensing Expo Shanghai (LEC)

**Duration:** 2023/6/28—2023/6/30  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)
**Host:** Informa Markets  
**Organizer:** Yibai Media Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment  
**Area:** 35000m²  
**Contents:** Animation image, film and television and radio, online literature, entertainment, sports, interactive games, culture and art, publishing, corporate brands, online video, personas  
**Telephone:** 18817926580, 13671551684  
**E-mail:** blues.chen@informa.com  
**URL:** www.licensingexpochina.com

---

**2023 FPD China**

**Duration:** 2023/6/29—2023/7/1  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** China Electronics Chamber of Commerce, Semiconductor Equipment and Materials International  
**Organizer:** Beijing Sanda Economic and Technology Center of MIIT  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Area:** 74000 m²  
**Contents:** Digital television, LCD, PDP TV, TV settop box, hard disk products, home servers, digital video recorders, DVD products, home theater systems, digital audio products, game platforms and related products; automotive navigation system, on-board computer, intelligent transportation system terminal, automotive audio products and related products; PC, PDA, mobile information terminal, mobile phone, dedicated Internet terminal, dedicated E-mail terminal, memory sound player, digital camera, computer peripheral products printers, scanners, etc.; bluetooth products, home network, memory, IC card, memory media, memory devices, other supporting products and corresponding products, etc.  
**Telephone:** 021-60278500  
**Fax:** 021-60278511  
**E-mail:** semichina@semi.org  
**URL:** www.fpdchina.org

---

**2023 The 19th China Landscape & Greenery**

**Duration:** 2023/6/29—2023/7/1  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** Shanghai Landscape Architecture and Gardening Trade Association  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Yuanxie Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
**Contents:** Landscape planning and design; urban planning; landscaping engineering construction; Landscape materials and supporting facilities; new technologies and products of smart gardens and smart parks; roof greening and building greening technology; building wood structure, bamboo structure building; outdoor landscape lighting products; design and maintenance of tourist attractions and theme parks; amusement ground, leisure and sports ground equipment; urban construction and maintenance facilities; municipal engineering and urban construction machinery and equipment; ornamental plants, sodding lawn, artificial plants and garden sprinkler irrigation, water-saving irrigation products; garden machinery and garden tools; seedling greening materials; horticultural products; courtyard products and indoor landscaping rental  
**Telephone:** 021-61902178, 021-61902170  
**URL:** www.slagta-expo.com

---

**The 22nd China International Lubricants and Technology Exhibition, China International Metalworking Fluids and Surface Cleaning Technology Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/6/29—2023/7/1  
**City:** Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center  
Host: Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai, SINOPEC Lubricant Co., Ltd., Petro-China Lubricant Company  
Organizer: Shanghai International Exhibition (Group) Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Chemical Product  
Area: 18000 m²  
Contents: Hydraulic oil, gear oil, compressor oil, vacuum pump oil, conduction oil, electrical oil, special rubber oil, edible oil and makeup oil, metal conditioning agent, equipment grease, etc.; cutting fluid, quenching oil, die casting oil, defoamer, mold release oil, wax emulsion, catalyst and additives, antitrust fluid and oil, etc.; engine oil, antifreeze, brake fluid, coolant, brake oil, antiwear agent, detergent, grease, fuel additives and other related automotive related chemical curing products; surfactants, cleaning agents, detergents, polyethers, silicone, fungicides, antimildew preservatives, cleaning equipment, etc.; various base oil, lubricating oil additives, etc.; lubrication system design, development, maintenance and related environmental protection treatment equipment; lubricating oil production-related equipment and experimental analysis instruments; lubricating oil industry human resources and consulting, information magazine and website services  
Telephone: 021-62952060  
Fax: 021-62780038  
E-mail: info@shanghai-intex.com  
URL: www.interlubric.com  

2023 The 5th China International Bamboo Industry Exhibition  
Duration: 2023/7/5—2023/7/7  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center  
Host: China Bamboo Industry Association, Chinese Society of Forestry, International Center for Bamboo and Rattan, International Bamboo and Rattan Organization  
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
Contents: Bamboo villa, bamboo house, bamboo winding material, bamboo winding house, bamboo winding carriages, bamboo fence, bamboo pavilion, bamboo bridge, bamboo flower frame, bamboo corridor, bamboo guardrail, indoor and outdoor bamboo decoration, whole bamboo customized homes, bamboo material, bamboo plywood, bamboo fiberboard; landscape bamboo floor, heavy bamboo floor, ordinary bamboo floor, outdoor bamboo floor, reconstituted bamboo-wood floor, bamboo and wood composite floor, bamboo carpet; bamboo pulp, bamboo pulp paper, bamboo living paper; bamboo mat, bamboo pillow, bamboo kitchenware, bamboo chopsticks, bamboo tableware, bamboo tea set, bamboo stationery; bamboo fiber products, bamboo fiber home textiles, bamboo fiber clothing; civil furniture, office furniture, cabinets, wardrobes, outdoor furniture, children's furniture, antique furniture; bamboo instruments, bamboo fan, bamboo knitting, bamboo carving; bamboo charcoal products, bamboo charcoal health care products, bamboo charcoal particles, bamboo leaf flavonoids, bamboo vinegar; image display of scenic spots, tourism promotion, tourism
2023 China (Shanghai) International Bulk Cargo Transportation Exhibition

Duration: 2023/7/5—2023/7/7
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: Shanghai Express Trade Association, Shanghai Warehousing and Distribution Industry Association, Shanghai Xinshi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai Xinshi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Logistics and Warehousing
Contents: Shipping companies for major, project, ro ro and traditional bulk cargo; shipping and shipping services (container, oil transportation, freight transportation, passenger transportation, air transportation, vehicle and ship transportation, special transportation, etc.); ship owners, ship manufacturing, maintenance, repair, disassembly, and charter services; ship spare parts, auxiliary, material (oil) supply; ship trade, ship management, ship supplies; container manufacturing, leasing, maintenance, etc.
Telephone: 021-54388602
Fax: 021-51861458
E-mail: 2410927403@qq.com
URL: www.bgtchina.cn

2023 Lightweight Asia

Duration: 2023/7/5—2023/7/7
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: Reed Exhibitions
Sector: Automobile
Area: 45000 m²
Contents: Aluminum, magnesium, titanium alloy, steel, engineering plastics, composite materials; welding and connection process, surface treatment, stamping, rolling, hydraulic pressure, metal cutting, micro foaming; locomotive, body, chassis, tires, wheel hub, engine, interior and exterior trim, other parts; body, chassis, tire, wheel hub, engine, interior and exterior trim, etc.
Telephone: 021-57617459

2023 ESYE China

Duration: 2023/7/5—2023/7/7
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: Shanghai Express Trade Association, Shanghai Warehousing and Distribution Industry Association, Shanghai Logistics Association, Logistics and Supply Chain Service Professional Committee of Shanghai Services Federation
Organizer: Shanghai Xinshi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Shanghai Detu Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Logistics and Warehousing
Area: 30000 m²
Contents: Express enterprises, cloud warehouses, unmanned warehouses, urban distribution enterprises, industrial parks and bases, warehousing services and real estate, logistics finance and leasing services; sorting system, conveying system, transmission system, expansion machine, automatic stacking system, weighing equipment, measuring system and equipment, security inspection machine, bundling technology, automatic shipping system, etc.; new energy logistics vehicle; green packaging; Internet financial services; intelligent logistics technology and equipment, cold chain logistics and refrigeration equipment, etc.
Telephone: 021-57617459
Shanghai

Fax: 021-51861068
E-mail: ht887423@163.com
URL: www.shesye.com

2023 Electronica China

Duration: 2023/7/11—2023/7/13
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: Messe Muenchen Shanghai Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Messe Muenchen Shanghai Co., Ltd.
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Area: 60000 m²
Contents: Semiconductors, embedded systems, sensors, MEMS, relays, switches and connectors, passive components, displays, printed circuit boards, other circuit carriers and EMS, automotive electronics and testing, wireless technology, power supply, testing and measurement, Micro and Nano systems, components and subsystems, artificial intelligence technology, Internet of Things technology
Telephone: 021-20205663, 021-7552373568
Fax: 021-20205699
E-mail: kiki.fu@mm-sh.com, viola.nian@mm-sh.com
URL: www.electronicachina.com.cn

2023 The 17th China Diecasting, 2023 China Nonferrous

Duration: 2023/7/12—2023/7/14
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Organizer: Foundry Institution of Chinese Mechanical Engineering Society, NürnbergMesse China Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Area: 30000 m²
Contents: Casting parts, casting equipment, peripheral equipment, melting equipment and accessories, molds and accessories, rapid prototyping and additive manufacturing, die casting machine accessories, alloy materials, accessories consumables, software, post-processing and CNC, surface treatment, testing equipment, environmental/safety, industry services, etc.
Telephone: 024-25855793
E-mail: lmt@foundrynations.com
URL: www.diecastexpo.cn

2023 SinoCorrugated

Duration: 2023/7/12—2023/7/14
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: Shanghai Lixin Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai Lixin Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Printing and Packaging
Area: 100000 m²
Contents: Corrugated cardboard production line, single-sided corrugated cardboard production line, single-sided corrugated machine, double-sided corrugated machine, thin knife slitting and creasing machine, cross-cutting machine, stacking machine, paper feeder, paste system, preheating cylinder, base paper rack, corrugated roller, corrugated board conveyor belt, rotary joint, clutch, brake, deviation correction system, steam recovery system, tile wire sound insulation system, etc.
Telephone: 4008-196-551
E-mail: Mei.sun@rxglobal.com
URL: www.sino-corrugated.com
2023 LuxeHome

**Duration:** 2023/7/13—2023/7/15  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** China Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export of Light Industrial Products and Arts-Crafts, Reed Huabo Exhibition (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Reed Huabo Exhibition (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Furniture and Househld  
**Area:** 25000 m²  
**Contents:** Ceramic tableware, glass crystal, hardware, pots, cooking utensils, baking supplies, barbecue supplies, tableware, wine and water supplies, coffee sets, fresh-keeping boxes, tea sets, vacuum cups, hotel supplies and accessories, etc.; cleaning supplies, storage, style furniture, bathroom supplies, bags and leather goods, umbrellas and umbrellas, purification and deodorization, thermal protection, fitness exercises, body care, outdoor leisure, overall home furnishings, etc.; decorative calligraphy and painting, fragrant candle, flowing water ornaments, vase and flower art, artificial flowers, fashion clocks and watches, lighting, photo frames, mirrors, festival ornaments, jewelry boxes, carving crafts, Zen crafts, iron and wooden crafts, decorative tapestry embroidery, designer works, etc.; bedding, pillows and back cushion, sofa cushion covers, chair cushions, towels, carpet mats, curtains, latex products, clothing and accessories; smart home, smart home control equipment, etc.  
**Telephone:** 4006-807-088  
**Fax:** 0755-33331168  
**E-mail:** info@rxhuabo.com.cn  
**URL:** www.chinaluxehome.com

2023 MetalForm China

**Duration:** 2023/7/19—2023/7/22  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Host:** Confederation of Chinese Metalforming Industry  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Contents:** Servo presses, high-speed precision automatic presses, C-frame press, straight side press, multi-station presses, cold forging presses, hot forging presses, screw presses, etc.; hydraulic servo presses, fine blanking press, spotting press, forging hammers, extruding presses, etc.; light-ray type safety device, loading monitor, testing instrument, sensor, safety protection equipment, noise reduction and vibration isolation device, filter and dust removal device, etc.  
**Telephone:** 010-53056669  
**Fax:** 010-53056644  
**E-mail:** metalform@chinaforge.org.cn  
**URL:** www.china-metalform.com

2023 Intermodal Asia

**Duration:** 2023/7/19—2023/7/21  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center  
**Host:** China Container Industry Association, Informa Markets  
**Organizer:** China Container Industry Association, Informa Markets  
**Sector:** Logistics and Warehousing  
**Contents:** Container module houses, container paint and flooring, container terminal transportation, container trade and resale, dry port and land multimodal transport hub, a container liquid bags and cargo handling equipment, inland river operators, equipment suppliers, insurance and finance, etc.  
**Telephone:** 077-30235702  
**E-mail:** Rob.Fisher@informa.com  
**URL:** www.intermodal-asia.com.cn
2023 NEPCON China

**Duration:** 2023/7/19—2023/7/21  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center  
**Host:** China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Electronics, Reed Exhibitions  
**Organizer:** Reed Exhibitions  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Area:** 42000 m²  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Electronic components, welding equipment, electronic materials & anti-static, finished product assembly automation integration, machine vision and sensing technology, electronic manufacturing services, semiconductor sealing test plant, test and measurement equipment, other surface mount technology, pneumatic equipment & accessories, industrial automation information technology and control software, semiconductor packaging and testing equipment and accessories, mounting technology and equipment; spraying equipment, industrial robots, motion control equipment, semiconductor design, semiconductor materials  
**Telephone:** 021-22317010  
**E-mail:** julia.gu@reedexpo.com.cn  
**URL:** www.nepconchina.com

2023 The 116th China Daily-use Articles Trade Fair

**Duration:** 2023/7/20—2023/7/22  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** Reed Huabai Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Reed Huabai Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Daily Necessity  
**Contents:** Pots, knives, cups and water utensils, eating utensils, cooking utensils; cleaning supplies, bathroom supplies, washing supplies, drying supplies, gloves; storage products, outdoor products, aromatherapy, disposable products, slippers; towels, carpets and floor mats, other home textile products; small household appliances, luggage and bags  
**Telephone:** 010-59339075  
**Fax:** 010-59339390  
**E-mail:** ting.he@rxglobal.com  
**URL:** www.reedhuabai.com

2023 China International Embedded System Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/7/26—2023/7/28  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Host:** China Association of Plant Engineering, Beijing Zhongzhan Shixin International Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Beijing Zhongzhan Shixin International Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Area:** 130000 m²  
**Contents:** Industrial computer, industrial computer, embedded motherboard, data acquisition board, communication board, I/O interface, other various function boards, etc.; MCU/DSP/FPGA/ MCU, bus controller, interface IC, analog chip, AD/DA, power management, power devices, embedded storage, industrial storage, sensors, optoelectronic components, operating system, middleware and application software, embedded development tools, etc.; industrial power supply, embedded power supply, connectors, man-machine interface, industrial display, computer case, keyboard and others  
**Telephone:** 13818461749  
**E-mail:** zhongzhanshixin@126.com  
**URL:** www.asia-es.com
2023 The 10th Shanghai International AGV Car and Intelligent Warehousing Exhibition in Shanghai

Duration: 2023/7/26—2023/7/28
City: Shanghai
Venue: National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)
Host: China Association of Plant Engineering, Beijing Zhongzhan Shixin International Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: China Federation of Logistics & Purchasing, China Association of Automotive Manufacturers, China Household Electrical Appliances Association, China National Food Industry Association
Sector: Logistics and Warehousing
Area: 60000 ㎡
Contents: AGV automatic guided transportation vehicle, AGV unmanned transportation vehicle, full-directional mobile AGV vehicle, automatic navigation vehicle, laser navigation vehicle, etc.; intelligent storage robot, intelligent storage management system, conveying equipment parts, etc.
Telephone: 18552414976
E-mail: 18552414976@163.com
URL: www.asia-qxzb.com

2023 DOMOTEX Asia / ChinaFloor

Duration: 2023/7/26—2023/7/28
City: Shanghai
Venue: National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)
Host: VNU Exhibitions Asia Co., Ltd. (Shanghai)
Organizer: VNU Exhibitions Asia Co., Ltd. (Shanghai)
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Area: 200000 ㎡
Contents: Solid wood floor, engineered floor, floor heating solid wood floor, laminate floor, cork floor, bamboo floor, wood; intelligent floor manufacturing, flexible floor technology, floor paving and main-tenance technology; woven carpet, woven block blanket, square carpet, floor mat, carpet technology, world handmade carpet, household carpet; flexible floor, sports floor, special floor, industrial and commercial floor, stone plastic floor, wood plastic floor, surface decoration materials
Telephone: 4008-213-388
Fax: 021-61956099
E-mail: info@domotexasiachinafloor.com
URL: www.dacf.cn

2023 China International Lithium Battery Technology Conference and Exhibition

Duration: 2023/7/26—2023/7/28
City: Shanghai
Venue: National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)
Host: Commercial Industry Committee of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Hunan Battery Industry Association
Organizer: Shanghai Zhongzhan Shixin Convention and Exhibition Group Co., Ltd., Shanghai Guozhan Shixin Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Electricity and New Energy Equipment
Area: 20000 ㎡
Contents: Various types of lithium-ion batteries, lithium polymer batteries, power batteries, lithium battery equipment, hydrogen energy and fuel cell technology, etc.; various types of fuel cell systems and applications, fuel cell key components and supply technology, atmosphere production equipment technology and hydrogen supply, hydrogen storage and transportation and related equipment, hydrogen generation equipment, etc.
Telephone: 021-68130018
E-mail: sales-admin@vip.126.com
URL: www.sh-autofair.com
2023 China Charging Station (Pile) Technology and Equipment Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/7/26—2023/7/28  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Host:** Shanghai Zhong Zhanshi Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Beijing Zhongzhan Shixin International Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Electricity and New Energy Equipment  
**Area:** 130000 m²  
**Contents:** DC charging pile, AC charging pile, charger, electric bicycle charging pile, two-wheel electric exchange cabinet, pantograph, wireless charging; power battery, vehicle charger, motor, electric control, capacitor, photovoltaic, energy storage battery and battery management system; charging module, power module, charging pile housing (SMC material, sheet metal, plastic), PCB board, TCU (charging unit), charging gun, display, relay, chip, thermal conductive silicon material; inverter, transformer, charging cabinet, distribution cabinet, filter equipment, high and low voltage protection equipment, converter, charging pile security (fire extinguishing device), charging pile insurance; power changing bracket, changing robot, changing motor, changing battery, changing cabinet, changing shell, changing module, changing switch, changing hosting and installing machine, changing electricity meter, battery package, changing system and platform.  
**Telephone:** 15921559924  
**E-mail:** 645848320@qq.com  
**URL:** www.sh-icvt.com

2023 China (Shanghai) International Smart Logistics and Storage Exhibition (SIA)

**Duration:** 2023/7/26—2023/7/28  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Sector:** Logistics and Warehousing  
**Area:** 40000 m²  
**Contents:** Automated three-dimensional warehouse, AGV and its accessories, intelligent handling, conveying and testing equipment, image monitoring and scheduling equipment, palletizing, rail roadway stacker and other unpalletizing robots, loading and unloading robots and other handling robots; Integrated logistics information platform, logistics solutions, warehouse management system (WMS), logistics control system, intelligent inventory management software inbound and outbound tray conveyor system; forklifts, cranes and accessories, lifters, elevators, lifting platforms, industrial vehicles; Automatic packaging machinery equipment, weighing equipment, measuring instruments, testing bar code reading system, automatic sorting equipment,
RFID electronic tags, readers, wireless sensor technology, video surveillance system; integrated logistics and supply chain services, etc.

**Telephone:** 021-62338766, 18601796699
**E-mail:** 102843920@qq.com
**URL:** www.szwsde.com

**2023 The 22nd China International Dye Industry, Pigments and Textile Chemicals Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/7/26-2023/7/28
**City:** Shanghai
**Venue:** Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
**Host:** China Dyestuff Industry Association, China Dyeing and Printing Association, Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai
**Organizer:** Shanghai International Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Chemical Product
**Area:** 40000 m²
**Contents:** Disperse dyes, reactive dyes, sulfur dyes, acid dyes, basic dyes, direct dyes, vat dyes, cationic dyes, oil-soluble dyes, whitening agents, inks, etc.

**Telephone:** 021-62792828
**Fax:** 021-33283210
**E-mail:** chinainterdye@siec-ccpit.com
**URL:** www.chinainterdye.com

**2023 The 19th Shanghai International Exhibition on Heating Technology (HEATEC)**

**Duration:** 2023/7/31—2023/8/2
**City:** Shanghai
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center
**Host:** Industrial Boiler Branch of China Electrical Equipment Industry Association, Shanghai Industrial Boiler Research Institute Co., Ltd.
**Organizer:** Adsale Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Heating and Cooling Equipment
**Area:** 10000 m²
**Contents:** Various types of boilers, burners, thermal equipment and technologies, boiler substitute products and other thermal energy equipment, boiler manufacturing equipment and raw materials, energy saving and emission reduction technologies and products, biomass energy products and technologies

**Telephone:** 021-51879766
**E-mail:** heatec@adsale.com.hk
**URL:** www.heatecchina.com

**2023 The 20th International Powder & Bulk Solids Processing Conference & Exhibition (IPB)**

**Duration:** 2023/7/31—2023/8/2
**City:** Shanghai
**Venue:** Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
**Host:** Chinese Society of Particuology, Nürnberg-Messe (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
**Organizer:** Nurnberg Messe (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Advanced Material/Technology
**Contents:** Crushing, grinding, separating, grading, sintering, granulating, pressing, evaporation, drying, pressing, coating; physicochemical synthesis; powder transportation and storage, measurement and control; particle size analysis, particle size counter, powder fluidity analysis, specific surface area analysis, chemical composition analysis, phase analysis; Industrial fire protection, electrical explosion protection, non-electrical explosion protection, process safety, emission control, work area safety; related services, etc.

**Telephone:** 021-60361225
**E-mail:** jessie.liao@nm-china.com.cn
**URL:** www.ipbexpo.com

**2023 The World of Colours for All Industries**

**Duration:** 2023/8/3—2023/8/5
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: China National Coatings Industry Association
Organizer: Beijing Tubo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Chemical Product
Contents: Coatings, printing ink, adhesives, architectural chemical resin, fillers and related raw materials, additives, solvents, etc.; various coatings (water-based coatings, solventless coatings, high solid coatings, powder coatings, radiation curing coatings, etc.); environmental friendly coatings, architectural coatings, industrial coatings, special coatings, high-performance coatings, etc.; painting tool and equipment; environmental protection treatment equipment; testing equipment, analytical instruments, quality control and R&D instruments; safety, health, environment and other services; raw materials, production equipment, laboratory equipment, testing equipment, powder coatings, inorganic coatings, UV light curing, art coatings, floor coatings, other green coatings, floor machinery, application equipment, painting equipment, environmental protection and safety products, equipment, services, etc.
Telephone: 13911991272, 13701206632
URL: www.coatshow.cn

2023 China Roofing & Waterproofing Expo
Duration: 2023/8/3—2023/8/5
City: Shanghai
Venue: National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)
Host: China National Building Waterproof Association
Organizer: China National Building Waterproof Association
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Contents: Asphalt based waterproof coiled materials, polymer waterproof coiled materials, building waterproof coatings, building sealing materials, various tile roofing materials, metal roofing materials, waterproof and vapor permeable membranes and vapor isolating membranes, thermal insulation materials, falling water and drainage systems, flashing, waterproof mortar and rigid waterproof materials, grouting and plugging materials, etc.
Telephone: 010-88415066
Fax: 010-88415062
E-mail: cnwb@cnwb.net
URL: www.chinaroofexpo.cn

2023 CADE
Duration: 2023/8/3—2023/8/6
City: Shanghai
Venue: National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)
Host: China Architectural Society, Messe Muenchen, MMU BAU Fenestration Co., Ltd.
Organizer: MMU BAU Fenestration Co., Ltd.
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Contents: Building system solutions, building structure, building facade system, roof and ceiling system, ground system, lighting and shading system, landscape architecture and vertical greening system, building light source and lighting system, building photovoltaic system, building acoustic system, door and window curtain wall system; intelligent electrical and intelligent building control system, IoT/smartspace system, intelligent parking system, AI artificial intelligence application, 3D printing technology, prefabricated buildings and other digital building technologies; publications, art installations, architectural art collections
Telephone: 010-84719580
Fax: 010-84719581
E-mail: gina.cheng@mmuexpo.com
URL: cade.bauchina.com
Fenestration BAU China

**Duration:** 2023/8/3—2023/8/6  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Host:** Organizing Committee of FENESTRATION BAU China  
**Organizer:** MMU BAU Fenestration Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Construction and Building Material  
**Contents:** Aluminum doors and windows, PVC doors and windows, aluminum-clad wood doors and windows, solid wood doors and windows, steel doors and windows, fire-proof doors and windows, intelligent doors and windows, new type doors and windows, winter garden, skylights; business door, industrial door, garage door, intelligent door control system; louver, shutter, external solar shades, outdoor metal shutter, middle-positioned sunshade, solar screen, sunshade umbrella, drive and control system; aluminum veneer, aluminum composite panels, aluminum honeycomb panels, terracotta panels, ceramic panels, titanium zinc panels, copper panels and other metal curtain wall panels, non-metallic curtain wall panels; stone curtain wall, wood curtain wall, glass curtain wall; various architectural glass, architectural glass film, thermal insulation film; PV and building integration product BIPV; aluminum profiles, PVC profiles, various composite profiles, profile coated products, various molds

**Telephone:** 010-84719580  
**Fax:** 010-84719580  
**E-mail:** sunny.miao@mmuexpo.com  
**URL:** fenestration.bauchina.com

2023 Shanghai International Oral Care Expo

**Duration:** 2023/8/4—2023/8/6  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** China Oral Care Industry Association, Shantou Toothbrush Industry Association, Shanghai Yinghe Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Yinghe Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment  
**Contents:** Toothbrush, toothpaste, dental powder, dental stickers, dental floss, dental cleanser, mouthwash, cleaning fog, chewing gum, electric toothbrush, dental flusher and other electronic products, related supporting products, etc.; dental instrument, Nano veneer, super porcelain veneer, all-ceramic crown, invisalign, beauty crown teeth, teeth brush, orthodontic toothbrushes, braces and other orthodontics, SPA tooth care device, oral ointment, various effects cream, oral cleaning water, oral ulcer spray and paste, dental dental cleaning tablets, etc.; toothpaste with friction agent, active agent, thickening agent, moisturizing agent, food coloring, flavor and other raw materials; toothpaste, toothbrush and other oral cleaning care products production equipment, packaging equipment, packaging materials and new technology; OEM/ODM and other associated products

**Telephone:** 021-64512629  
**Fax:** 021-64516467  
**URL:** www.spcexpo.com.cn

2023 Shanghai International Automotive Chassis & Brake System Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/8/4—2023/8/6  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** China Auto Parts And Accessories Corporation, APIMC, International Green Auto Lightweight Technology Alliance, China-EU New Energy Intelligent Vehicle Industry Federation, Info Exhibition (Shanghai) Group Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Yichen Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., Info Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Area: 60000 m²
Contents: Chassis drive-by-wire system, automatic steering technology, adaptive cruise control system, parking assistance system (PLA), ABS/ASR/ESP integrated control system, adaptive cruise control system (ACC), tire pressure monitoring system (TPMS), adjustable damping control system (ADC), lane departure and driver warning system, automatic emergency braking system (AEB), electronic parking brake (APB), wheel motor; clutch, transmission, drive shaft, driving axle, main decelerator, differentiability, differentiability instrument, half-axis; brake, braking master pump, vacuum booster, braking oil pipe, brake pad, brake disc; steering gear, steering wheel, steering shaft, shock absorber, steering knuckle, power steering pump, steering knuckle arm, pull rod; machining, welding, stamping, painting, die-casting, assembly, robot automation; aluminum alloy, engineering plastics, magnesium alloy, titanium alloy, composite materials, high-strength steel, carbon fiber materials, carbon fiber materials
Telephone: 021-66013219
E-mail: gtzlyyexpo@vip.163.com
URL: www.ciace-expo.com

2023 Shanghai International Automobile Testing Technology and Equipment Exhibition
Duration: 2023/8/4—2023/8/6
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: China Auto Parts And Accessories Corporation, APIMC, International Green Auto Lightweight Technology Alliance, China-EU New Energy Intelligent Vehicle Industry Federation, Info Exhibition (Shanghai) Group Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Yichen Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., Info Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Contents: Vehicle testing, various types of data capture, autonomous vehicle simulation autonomous vehicle testing and validation, 5G and communications testing and validation, advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) testing, electric powertrain testing, internal combustion engine and hybrid testing, range testing, electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) testing, noise, vibration and harshness (NVH) analysis, aerodynamic modeling and testing, suspension and chassis test and test bench, electrical systems and battery testing, electronic systems testing, acoustic modeling and testing, environmental testing, structural and fatigue testing, impact and collision testing, sensors and converters, test facility design
Telephone: 021-66013219
E-mail: gtzlyyexpo@vip.163.com
URL: www.ciate-expo.com
sensor products; inverter power sensor, resistance strain sensor, pressure resistance sensor, thermal resistance sensor, communication module, laser sensor, wireless temperature sensor, intelligent sensor, optical sensor, optical component, biosensor, conductivity sensor, 24 GHz radar sensor, integratedization temperature sensor, real vacuum sensor, capacitive level sensor, antimony electrode acidity sensor, acid, alkali, salt concentration sensor, etc.; sensor system and sensor test equipment, packaging, integrated device, and sensor-related R & D technology, etc.

**Telephone:** 13681658788, 021-56467988  
**Fax:** 021-61294697  
**E-mail:** sensor-expo@vip.126.com  
**URL:** www.transducer-expo.com

### 2023 China Wedding Expo

**Duration:** 2023/8/10—2023/8/12  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai, China Portrait Photography Society  
**Organizer:** Shanghai International Exhibition (Group) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Wedding Supply  
**Area:** 60000 m²  
**Contents:** Theme samples, travel photography, post production of studios, consumables for photo frames, lines, photography base, map repair software, shop windows, space design, studio furniture, background props, customized gifts, management software and marketing, destination weddings, wedding auditorium, wedding brands, wedding department stores, service and equipment rental, floral design  
**Telephone:** 021-62792828  
**Fax:** 021-65455124  
**E-mail:** chinawedding@siec-ccpit.com  
**URL:** www.chinaweddingexpo.com.cn

### 2023 Shanghai International Baby Photo Expo

**Duration:** 2023/8/10—2023/8/12  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai, China Portrait Photography Society  
**Organizer:** Shanghai International Exhibition (Group) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Maternity and Infant Supply  
**Area:** 25000 m²  
**Contents:** Photo album frame, clothing and supplies, photography sample R&D and franchise, pregnant mom clothing and sample R&D, photography props, memorial supplies and services, post software, hospital visits and postpartum recovery, network marketing and training, celebration planning  
**Telephone:** 021-62792828  
**E-mail:** babyphoto@siec-ccpit.com  
**URL:** www.babyphotoexpo.com

### 2023 Photo Imaging Shanghai, 2023 Shanghai International Image Post-frame Art mounting Exhibition, 2023 Shanghai Live E-commerce Conference and Shanghai International Live equipment Technology Application Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/8/10—2023/8/12  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai, Shanghai Photographer’s Association  
**Organizer:** Shanghai International Exhibition (Group) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Area:** 30000 m²  
**Contents:** Camera, video camera, sports camera, mobile phone, aerial camera, lens, filter, tripod,
stabilizer, camera cage, handle, storage, battery, sound card, audio and video codec, headset, microphone, acquisition card, flash, studio light, fill light, display, monitoring unit, printers, post production equipment, photographic paper, ink, consumables, non-reflective glass, art frame, picture frame, line, hardware, cardboard and cutting equipment, high-definition scanner, corner cutting machine, corner nailing machine, color management, image processing software, color mixing, drawing repair, editing software

**Telephone:** 021-62792828  
**E-mail:** interphoto@siec-ccpit.com  
**URL:** www.interphoto.com.cn

### 2023 China International Paper Technology Exhibition and Conference (CIPTE)

**Duration:** 2023/8/14—2023/8/16  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center  
**Host:** China Paper Association, China Technical Association of Paper Industry, China National Pulp & Paper Research Institute Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** China Pulp and Paper Magazines Publisher  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Contents:** Pulping and papermaking machinery, parts, auxiliary equipment, automation equipment and instrument; various types of commercial pulp, paper and cardboard (special paper display area); waste paper and waste paper utilization technology, equipment, etc.; papermaking chemicals; environmental protection and comprehensive utilization of new technologies and equipment; special paper raw materials and equipment; packaging materials and production equipment  
**Telephone:** 010-64778167  
**Fax:** 010-64778174  
**E-mail:** zhilinzhan@sina.com

**URL:** www.chinapaperexhibition.com

### 2023 China International Trade Fair for Home Textiles and Accessories (Autumn Edition)

**Duration:** 2023/8/16—2023/8/18  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Host:** China Home Textile Association, the Sub-Council of Textile Industry of CCPIT, Messe Frankfurt (Hong Kong) Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Beijing Hometex Expo Co., Ltd., Messe Frankfurt (Hong Kong) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Textile and Apparel  
**Area:** 108000 m²  
**Contents:** Bedding, home wear and bathroom supplies, kitchen and table supplies, curtains and furniture fabrics, textiles, accessories, design and technology products for floor and walls; woolen, worsted, cotton, chemical fiber, knitted, silk, hemp, leisure outfits, printing, jacquard, lace and embroidery, protective clothing and work clothes, swimwear, artificial fur and plush, underwear, pajamas and home wears, leather, fur, lace  
**Telephone:** 010-85229496  
**Fax:** 010-85229300  
**E-mail:** intertextile_home@ccpittex.com  
**URL:** www.intertextile-home.com.cn

### 2023 The 9th China International Aromatic Industry Exhibition (CIAIE), Natural Health & Wellness Exhibition (NHWE)

**Duration:** 2023/8/23—2023/8/25  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai Convention & Exhibition Center of International Sourcing  
**Host:** World Federation of Natural Medical Associations, Yihe Yongbang (Beijing) Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Healthcare and Aged Care
Area: 10000 m²
Contents: Hot spring, SPA, sauna, massage and other equipment; Drying equipment, sterilization equipment, distillation equipment, storage equipment, packaging equipment and materials, detection and analysis instruments, supercritical extraction equipment, subcritical extraction equipment, aromatherapy equipment and appliances, hotel aromatherapy equipment, packaging equipment; Single essential oil, blend essential oil, pure oil, flower essence, hydrosol; Pedicure supplies, bath clothes; Medicinal bath, carbonic acid bath, turpentine bath, brine bath, starch bath, spray bath, whirl bath, bubble bath, etc.

Telephone: 18610892406, 13811211145
E-mail: wangwenjuan@expobj.com
URL: www.ciaie.com.cn

The 17th Shanghai International Fisheries and Seafood Exhibition

Duration: 2023/8/23—2023/8/25
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: China Aquatic Production Chamber of Commerce, Shanghai Fisheries Trade Association, Shanghai ITE Gehua Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shanghai ITE Gehua Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Contents: Frozen, chilled, fresh and dried products; prefabricated food, conditioning or seasoning food, canned food, instant food and snacks; minced fish and gefilte fish products; bird’s nest, abalone, shark fin, ginseng, tripe, etc. nutritious ingredients and processed products, Japanese cuisine sashimi ingredients, aquatic food and food series with rice or bread; processing, packaging equipment, weighing, testing equipment and freezing, refrigerating equipment and facilities, cold chain logistics equipment and facilities; modern fishery breeding technology and equipment, artificial intelligence, informatization construction and operation services, aquatic feed and seedlings, medicines for fish and water quality; ocean fishing tools and techniques
Telephone: 021-61276585
E-mail: weishijun@ite-gehua.com
URL: www.worldseafoodshanghai.com

2023 interTEXTILE (Autumn & Winter)

Duration: 2023/8/28—2023/8/30
City: Shanghai
Venue: National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)
Host: the Sub-Council of Textile Industry of CCPIT, China Textile Information Center, Messe Frankfurt (Hong Kong) Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Messe Frankfurt (Hong Kong) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Textile and Apparel
Area: 200000 m²
Contents: Formal fabric, women's fashion fabric, leisure fabric, functional and sportswear fabric, jumping jeans, shirt fabric, leather and fur fabric, underwear fabric, wedding and dress fabric, baby fabric; bedding, household apparel and bathroom items, kitchen and table supplies, curtains and furniture fabrics, curtains and furniture fabrics, accessories, home decoration (non-textiles), design and technical products; woolen, worsted, cotton, chemical fiber, knitting, silk, cotton, linen, chemical fiber, knitting, leisure wear; printed, jacquard, lace and embroidery, protective clothing and work clothes, swimsuit, faux fur and plush, underwear, pajamas and home wear, leather, fur, lace
Telephone: 010-85229819
Fax: 010-85229296
URL: www.intertextile.com.cn
2023 China International Knitting Fair (PHValue) (Autumn & Winter)

**Duration:** 2023/8/28—2023/8/30

**City:** Shanghai

**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)

**Host:** China National Textile and Apparel Council

**Organizer:** the Sub-Council of Textile Industry of CCPIT, China Knitting Industrial Association

**Sector:** Textile and Apparel

**Area:** 14000 m²

**Contents:** Knitwear, sweater, cashmere sweater, underwear, home wear, knitted yarn, fancy gauze, leisure sportswear, T-shirt, swimsuit, socks, e-commerce cooperation platform

**Telephone:** 010-85229012, 010-85229099

**Fax:** 010-85229296

**E-mail:** phvalue@ccpittex.com

**URL:** www.phvalue.org

---

2023 Yarn Expo (Autumn & Winter)

**Duration:** 2023/8/28—2023/8/30

**City:** Shanghai

**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)

**Host:** China National Textile and Apparel Council

**Organizer:** the Sub-Council of Textile Industry of CCPIT, Messe Frankfurt (Hong Kong) Co., Ltd., China Wool Textile Association, China Chemical Fibers Association, China Bast and Leaf Fibers Textile Association, China Textile Information Center

**Sector:** Textile and Apparel

**Area:** 27000 m²

**Contents:** Creative fancy cotton, popular cotton spinning, luxurious cashmere yarn, functional chemical fiber, quality wool green hessian yarn; woolen, worsted, cotton, chemical fiber, knitting, silk, cotton, hemp, chemical fiber, knitting, leisure wear, printing, jacquard, lace and embroidery, protective clothing and work clothes, swimsuit, artificial fur and plush, underwear, pajamas and home wear, leather, fur, lace

**Telephone:** 010-85229807

**Fax:** 010-85229296

**E-mail:** yarnexpo@ccpittex.com

**URL:** www.yarnexpo.com.cn

---

2023 China International Fashion Fair (CHIC) (Autumn)

**Duration:** 2023/8/28—2023/8/30

**City:** Shanghai

**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)

**Host:** China National Garment Association, China World Trade Center Co., Ltd., the Sub-Council of Textile Industry of CCPIT

**Organizer:** Beijing Fashion Expo Co., Ltd., China World International Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Textile and Apparel

**Area:** 62000 m²

**Contents:** Women's wear, men's wear, children's wear, customized wear, luggage, shoes, accessories, fabrics, accessories, home wear, etc.; cotton, hemp, silk and silk imitation, wool and wool imitation, chemical fiber, knitting, functional fabric, lace and embroidery, printed fabric, denim fabric, shirt fabric, etc.; lining, zipper, button, thread belt, tassel, lace, sewing thread, embroidery thread, tag, shoulder pad, label and other accessories; bedding fabric, decorative fabric, tassels, lace, carpet, rags, feather down products, etc.

**Telephone:** 010-85229370, 010-65054123

**Fax:** 010-85229018

**E-mail:** hanyanjun@chiconline.com.cn

**URL:** www.chicfair.com

---

2023 All China Leather Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/8/29—2023/8/31

**City:** Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: APLF Co., Ltd., China Leather Industry Association
Organizer: China Leather Industry Association, UBM CHINA
Sector: Leather, Shoes and Bag
Area: 92000 m²
Contents: Raw leather, semi-finished leather, crust leather, finished leather, synthetic materials, chemicals, dyes, footwear, tanning, leather finishing machinery, technology, services; quality & trade association, media; woven and natural materials, leather processing machines, tools, supplies, hardware, fittings, accessories
Telephone: 0852-37094982
E-mail: info@aplf.com, sales@aplf.com
URL: www.aclechina.com

2023 Display Innovation China Expo (DIC)

Duration: 2023/8/29—2023/8/31
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: CODA
Organizer: Shanghai Licheng Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Photoelectric Product
Area: 50000 m²
Contents: LCD display panel, TFT-LCD display panel, OLED display panel, AMOLED display panel, Micro LED display panel, Mini LED display panel, etc.; Capacitive touch screen, resistive touch screen, infrared touch screen, surface acoustic wave touch screen, etc.; substrate glass, cover plate glass, liquid crystal materials, luminous materials, polarizers, color filters, high function films, adhesive products, masks, backlight components, screen printing consumables, vacuum coating materials, etc.hants and photoresists, PCB, driving IC, targets, chips, special gases, wet and solid chemicals, anti-static materials, etc.; deposition equipment, exposure equipment, development equipment, etc.hing equipment, evaporation equipment, cleaning equipment, laminating equipment, detection and correction equipment, PI coating and curing equipment, directional friction equipment, perfusion liquid crystal and sealing equipment, inkjet printing equipment, laser cutting equipment, packaging equipment, conveying equipment, film forming equipment, filtering equipment, environmental protection equipment, etc.; commercial display applications (electronic whiteboard, commercial TV, monitor, LCD splicing screen, advertising machine, conference tablet, laser projection, etc.), smart phones, smart wear, computers, vehicle mounted displays, etc.
Telephone: 13564278781, 021-57091903
E-mail: sales@lichengexpo.com
URL: www.dicexpo.com

2023 The 18th China International Tire Expo

Duration: 2023/9/4—2023/9/6
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Host: Beijing Haifu Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Haifu Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Contents: Tires, outer tires, inner tires; tire peripheral accessories; tire repair, testing and changing equipment, tools and services, etc.
Telephone: 010-85898181
E-mail: citexpo@reliable.org.cn
URL: www.citexpo.com.cn

2023 International Exhibition on Rubber Technology

Duration: 2023/9/4—2023/9/6
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: Zhonglian Rubber Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Zhonglian Rubber Co., Ltd.
Sector: Chemical Product
Area: 50000 m²
Contents: Rubber mechanical equipment, rubber chemicals, rubber and skeleton materials, tires and non-tire rubber products, rubber circulation utilization, etc.
Telephone: 010-53779792
Fax: 010-53779608
E-mail: rubbertech@chrubber.com
URL: www.rubbertech-expo.com

The 52nd China International Furniture Fair (Shanghai)
Duration: 2023/9/5—2023/9/8
City: Shanghai
Venue: National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)
Host: China Foreign Trade Centre Group Co., Ltd., Red Star Macalline Group Corporation Limited, China Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export of Light Industrial Products and Arts-Crafts, Guangdong Furniture Association, Guangzhou Furniture Industry Association
Organizer: China Foreign Trade Guangzhou Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai Zhongmao Macalline Economic and Trade Development Co., Ltd.
Sector: Furniture and Househlod
Contents: Outdoor furniture, outdoor sunshade, accessories, home textiles, etc.; office furniture, system office, public space, cabinets, accessories, new environmental protection materials, etc.
Telephone: 18521334405, 13127656020
E-mail: panlj@ctme.cn, wangs@ctme.cn
URL: www.ciff-sh.com

2023 BIOFACH China
Duration: 2023/9/19—2023/9/21
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: NürnbergMesse China Co., Ltd., CAIQ
Organizer: NürnbergMesse China Co., Ltd.
Sector: Daily Necessity
Area: 10000 m²
Contents: Natural fibers and textiles, organic foods, organic beverages, natural cosmetics and personal care products, pharmaceutical and aromatic products made of organic raw materials, organic production materials, service industries, organic cotton products, etc.
Telephone: 021-60365873
Fax: 021-52284011
E-mail: daisy.xiong@nm-china.com.cn
URL: www.biofachchina.com

2023 China International Hardware Show (CIHS)
Duration: 2023/9/19—2023/9/21
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: China National Hardware Association, Koelnmesse, CCPIT Light Industry Sub-Council
Organizer: Beijing Hedewo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Hardware Tool
Area: 100000 m²
Contents: Explosion-proof tools, automobile protection tools, tool bags, measuring tools; electric tools, electric tool accessories; pneumatic tool, pneumatic tools accessories; woodworking, spraying, hydraulic, packaging, jack, lifting and slings; pumps, valves, air compressors, motors, generators, bearings, welding equipment, small machinery; abrasives, cutting tools, diamond products; garden maintenance and trimming products, iron products, garden leisure products, barbecue products, etc.; personal protective equipment, occupational clothing and materials, safety production monitoring instrument, safety production equipment; metal processing equipment, motor production equipment, testing equipment, surface treatment equipment, heat treatment equipment; Lock, ground
spring, door closing device, door block, door holder, window controller, slide rail, hinge, hinge, air spring, handle, latch, etc.; bolts, nuts, studs, screws, tapping screws, wood screws, rivets, collars, washers, retainers, pins, assemblies and link accessories, welding nails, fastener production equipment, surface treatment products, etc.; fireproof door locks, spherical door locks, plug-in door locks, handle door lock, luggage lock, furniture lock, access locks, bolt lock, pattern locks, security chain (pin), key type mechanical combination lock, mechanical combination lock, various padlocks and keys; door and window hardware, furniture hardware, lock (key) production technology and equipment, unlock (repair) lock tools and related consumable equipment

**Telephone:** 010-87766850  
Fax: 010-87766866  
**E-mail:** cihs@cihs.com.cn  
**URL:** www.cihs.com.cn

### 2023 Kitchen-Bathroom & Houseware World Expo

**Duration:** 2023/9/19—2023/9/21  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** China National Hardware Association, CCPIT Light Industry Sub-Council  
**Organizer:** Beijing Gongsheng Zhidaos Technology Co., Ltd., Beijing Hedewo Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Furniture and Household  
**Area:** 30000 m²  
**Contents:** Complete sets of kitchen facilities and products, kitchen appliances and supporting equipment, cooking utensils, kitchen utensils and supporting supplies, kitchen and bathroom hardware accessories, faucets, valves and water connector supporting supplies, bathroom and accessories, water supply and sewage treatment technology and equipment, various decorative materials, information and services

**Telephone:** 13910928731  
**E-mail:** gunan@synicom.cn  
**URL:** www.kbghe.com.cn

### The 16th China International Trade Fair for Technical Textiles and Nonwovens (Cinte Techtextil)

**Duration:** 2023/9/19—2023/9/21  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** the Sub-Council of Textile Industry of CCPIT, China Nonwovens & Industrial Textiles Association, Messe Frankfurt (Hong Kong) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Textile and Apparel  
**Area:** 38000 m²  
**Contents:** Industrial textile coiled materials and products; nonwoven materials and products; special raw materials and chemicals; functional textile materials and clothing; quality of life, living environment, medical care, engineering application and sustainable development; green marine science and technology rope net, marine fences, etc.

**Telephone:** 010-85229481  
**E-mail:** cinte@ccpittex.com  
**URL:** www.cinte.com.cn

### 2023 Shanghai International Industrial Automation and Industrial Robotics Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/9/19—2023/9/23  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Host:** Hannover Milano Fairs Shanghai Ltd., Hannover Fairs International GmbH, Deutsche Messe Worldwide, East Best & Lansheng · Shanghai Industrial Business Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Hannover Milano Fairs Shanghai Ltd., Hannover Fairs International GmbH, Deutsche Messe Worldwide, East Best & Lansheng · Shanghai Industrial Business Exhibition Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Contents:** Industrial automation (production and process automation), assembly and handling system, linear positioning system, industrial image processing system, embedded system, measurement and testing system, industrial automation data acquisition and identification system, laser technology, automation service, air compression technology and equipment; transformer, batteries and UPS, servo motor and frequency converter  
**Telephone:** 021-20557128  
**Fax:** 021-20557100  
**E-mail:** ias@hmf-china.com  
**URL:** www.industrial-automation-show.com

### 2023 China (Shanghai) International Composite Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/9/19—2023/9/23  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Sector:** Advanced Material/Technology  
**Area:** 280000 m²  
**Contents:** Raw materials and production equipment, composite material production technology and equipment, composite material quality control and testing, energy saving, environmental protection recycling, recycling, repair technology and equipment, carbon fiber, aramid fiber, polymer polyethylene fiber, renewable biological fiber and other related technology and equipment  
**Telephone:** 021-54131711  
**E-mail:** 1587448656@qq.com  
**URL:** www.composite-cdexpo.com

### 2023 China International Industry Fair (CIIF)

**Duration:** 2023/9/19—2023/9/23  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Host:** Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, National Development and Reform Commission, ministry of Commerce, Ministry of Science and Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Chinese Academy of Engineering, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Shanghai Municipal People’s Government  
**Organizer:** Eastbest & Lansheng Group Shanghai International Trade promotion Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Area:** 280000 m²  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** CNC machine tools and metal processing, industrial automation, energy conservation and industrial supporting, new generation information technology and application, energy technology and equipment, new energy and intelligent connected vehicles, robots, scientific and technological innovation, new material industry, etc.  
**Telephone:** 021-22068388  
**Fax:** 021-62895703  
**E-mail:** ciif@shanghaiexpogroup.com  
**URL:** www.ciif-expo.com

### 2023 Metalworking and CNC Machine Tool Show

**Duration:** 2023/9/19—2023/9/23  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Host:** Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, National Development and Reform Commission, Ministry of Commerce, Ministry of Science and Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Chinese Academy of Engineering, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, United Nations Industrial Development Organization, Shanghai Municipal People’s Government  
**Organizer:** Hannover Milano Fairs Shanghai Ltd.,
Hannover Fairs International GmbH, East Best & Lansheng · Shanghai Industrial Business Exhibition Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Contents:** Plate and pipe processing technology, flexible plate processing technology  
**Telephone:** 021-20557138  
**Fax:** 021-68862355  
**E-mail:** darren.kong@hmf-china.com  
**URL:** www.metalworkingchina.com

**Music China**

**Duration:** 2023/10/11—2023/10/14  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** China Musical Instrument Association, Shanghai Intex Exhibition Co., Ltd., Messe Frankfurt (Hong Kong) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment  
**Area:** 100000 m²  
**Contents:** Traditional Chinese musical instruments, brass instruments, string instruments, percussion instruments, woodwind instruments, piano and keyboard instruments, electronic electro-acoustic instruments, music educational institutions, accordions and harmonicas, musical accessories, music related computer hardware and software, music related services, etc.  
**Telephone:** 021-62096149  
**Fax:** 021-62780038  
**E-mail:** rongxiaoxian@shanghai-intex.com  
**URL:** www.musicchina-expo.com

**2023 Smart City Expo Shanghai, 2023 GSC Summit**

**Duration:** 2023/10/12—2023/10/14  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai, Barcelona International Exhibitions  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Intex Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Area:** 20000 m²  
**Contents:** Infrastructure, urban management and service, new manufacturing industry, information service, intelligent transportation, smart community, smart retail, smart medical care, smart elderly care, etc.  
**Telephone:** 021-62952060  
**Fax:** 021-62780038  
**E-mail:** info@shanghai-intex.com  
**URL:** www.shanghai-intex.com

**Shanghai International Consumer Electronics Show (Tech G)**

**Duration:** 2023/10/12—2023/10/14  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Intex Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Area:** 40000 m²  
**Contents:** 5G, artificial intelligence, AR/VR, automotive technology, mobile communication, audio and video, semiconductor chips, IoT, smart home, smart wear, smart office, smart retail, game and entertainment, drone, robot, content and online platform, green technology, health and sports technology, start-ups, etc.  
**Telephone:** 021-62952060  
**Fax:** 021-62780038  
**E-mail:** info@shanghai-intex.com  
**URL:** www.techgshow.com
2023 The 26th China International Exhibition & Symposium on Dental Equipment, Technology & Products (DenTech China)

Duration: 2023/10/14—2023/10/17  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center  
Host: China Centre for International Science and Technology Exchange, China Association for Science and Technology New Technology Development Center Co., Ltd., Shanghai Ninth People’s hospital .Shanghai JiaoTong University School of Medicine, National Clinical Research Center for Oral Diseases, Shanghai Stomatological Association, College of Stomatology of Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai UBM ShowStar Exhibition Co Ltd.  
Organizer: Shanghai UBM ShowStar Exhibition Co Ltd.  
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment  
Area: 50000 m²  
Contents: Sterilization, disinfection and infection control products, dental technician room furniture and equipment, dental office furniture and equipment, denture processing shop, instruments and tools, all materials for dental technician room, materials for dental clinic, prevention and others, other accessories and auxiliary materials for dental technician room, other accessories and auxiliary materials for dental clinic, denture repair materials and implant products and accessories, orthodontic products and accessories  
Telephone: 021-61573953  
E-mail: Sandra.shen@informa.com, Singa.sun@informa.com  
URL: www.dentech.com.cn

2023 China Kids Fair

Duration: 2023/10/17—2023/10/19  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center  
Host: China Toy & Juvenile Products Association  
Organizer: China Toy & Juvenile Products Association  
Sector: Maternity and Infant Supply  
Contents: Nursing and sanitary ware, infant and child clothing, maternity clothing, infant and child furniture and household products, infant and child household textiles, baby carriages and accessories, automobile safety seats and accessories, baby products and accessories, safety products, food, other baby care products, etc.  
Telephone: 010-68293655, 010-68293672  
E-mail: wangyiming@tjpa-china.org  
URL: www.china-kids-expo.com

2023 PTC Asia

Duration: 2023/10/24—2023/10/27  
City: Shanghai  
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center  
Host: China Hydraulics Pneumatics & Seals Association, China Machinery General Parts Industry Association, Hannover Milano Fairs Shanghai Ltd., Deutsche Messe AG  
Sector: Industrial Machinery  
Contents: Hydraulic technology, pneumatic technology, sealing technology; gear transmission, chain transmission, belt transmission, transmission connectors, fasteners, springs, metallurgical products, various mechanical equipment and testing instruments; bearings and bearing parts, bearing production and processing equipment, related equipment and accessories; linear guide rail, linear motion driving element and system, linear motion system, electromechanical actuator, and multiple motion system; industrial motor, servo motor, frequency converter, driver, electromagnetic equipment; internal combustion engine and small gas turbine  
Telephone: 18221572604  
E-mail: 1425092612@qq.com  
URL: www.expotc.com
2023 The 27th China International Exhibition on Quality Control & Testing Equipment (Q.C.China)

Duration: 2023/10/25—2023/10/27
City: Shanghai
Venue: ShanghaiMart
Host: Shanghai Research Institute of Materials
Organizer: Shanghai Research Institute of Materials
Sector: Instrumentation
Contents: Ultrasonic inspection instrument, electromagnetic (eddy current) testing instrument, magnetic particle inspection instrument, X-ray testing instrument, penetration testing instrument, acoustic imaging and acoustic holoography equipment, acoustic emission equipment, test block, test piece, engraving machine, probe, couplant, magnetic particle, spectral analyzer, gas analyzer, spectrometer, spectrum analyzer, atomic absorption spectrophotometer, laser particle analyzer, chromatographci instrument, elemental analyzer, mass spectrometer, electrochemical analyser, screening equipment, abrasive paper for metallograph, notched broaching machine, grinding and polishing machine, metallographic sampling equipment, mounting press, suspending liquid, grinding paste, universal testing machine, impact testing machine, hardness testing machine, torsion testing machine, fatigue testing machine
Telephone: 021-65555687
Fax: 021-65526355
E-mail: qc@mat-test.com
URL: www.qc-expo.com

2023 China International Import Expo (CIIE)

Duration: 2023/11/5—2023/11/10
City: Shanghai
Venue: National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)
Host: Ministry of Commerce, Shanghai Municipal People's Government
Organizer: China International Import Expo Bureau, National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)
Sector: Comprehensive
Contents: Dairy products, leisure foods, sweets, condiments, beverages and wines, meat, aquatic products and frozen food, comprehensive food (including pet food), fruits and vegetables, agricultural products (including breeding or cultivation technology; seeding machinery; innovative research and development achievements in seed industry; pesticides, micro fertilizers; rice, wheat, fruits and melons, vegetables, seedlings, flowers and other crop seeds), etc.; brand cars, automotive parts, automotive accessory products and maintenance supplies; automatic driving, intelligent networking, automotive chips, new energy products and technologies, intelligent transportation, future travel products and technologies, vintage car, racing events, etc.; petrochemical equipment, new materials, new energy, electric power and electricians, environmental protection technology and equipment, comprehensive treatment equipment, garbage disposal equipment; cutting machine tools, forming machine tools, special laser processing equipment, additive manufacturing tools, fixture, inspection, measurement and parts; facial care and makeup, other care and daily chemical products, household appliances and consumer electronics, household and home decoration design, fashion clothing and accessories, gems and jewelry, sports goods, sports events and electronic sports; drugs, medical devices, high-value consumables, life science and clinical medical instruments, elderly care rehabilitation and auxiliary products, nutritional health care food, health care, medical beauty, medical tourism, medical technology and services; financial services (banking, insurance, asset management, etc.), logistics services, information technology services, inspection and detection services, integrated services, supply chain manage-
2023 International Data Center and Cloud Computing Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/11/15—2023/11/17
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: Green Data Center Technology Committee, Adsale Exhibition Services (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Data Center Energy Saving Technical Committee, Adsale Exhibition Services (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: Data center infrastructure solution, edge data center solution, micro module data center, air conditioning, refrigeration and fresh air system, power supply and distribution system, integrated wiring system, room construction and decoration materials, large screen display system, fire protection system, security system, etc.
Telephone: 021-968888
URL: www.ciie.org

2023 The 31st Shanghai International Exhibition on Electric Power Equipment and Technology (EP Shanghai) & The 23rd Shanghai International Exhibition on Electrical Equipment (Electrical Shanghai)

Duration: 2023/11/15—2023/11/17
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: China Electricity Council, State Grid Corporation of China
Organizer: China Electricity Council, State Grid Corporation of China
Sector: Electricity and New Energy Equipment
Contents: Power transmission and distribution equipment, power generation equipment, other alternative energy sources (wind energy, solar energy, geothermal and tidal power generation equipment, etc.), whole plant equipment and projects, power dispatching system equipment, control and testing power equipment and instruments, power information technology
Telephone: 0852-28118897
E-mail: EPChina.PR@adsale.com.hk
URL: www.epchinashow.com

2023 International Intelligent Building & Green Technology Expo (IBG)

Duration: 2023/11/15—2023/11/17
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: Electrical Technology of Intelligent Buildings Magazine, Adsale Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Adsale Exhibition Services Co., Ltd.
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Contents: Building equipment monitoring system, building energy efficiency monitoring and management system, intelligent building electrical, intelligent HVAC, intelligent water supply and drainage, intelligent lighting system, intelligent home integration platform, intelligent sunshade, information access, integrated wiring, POE ethernet, mobile communication indoor signal coverage, wireless intercom, audio and video conference, etc.
Telephone: 021-51879766
URL: www.ibgexpo.com

2023 The 21st Shanghai International Auto Air-conditioning & Transport Refrigeration Exhibition (CIAAR)

Duration: 2023/11/15—2023/11/17
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: SARI, Logistics and Supply chain Service Pro-
professional Committee of Shanghai Modern Service Industry Federation, Shanghai Modern Service Industry Promotion Center

Organizer: ITE, Asia Exhibitions Limited, Shanghai Gehua Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd. Shanghai ITE Gehua Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.

Sector: Heating and Cooling Equipment

Contents: Vehicle air conditioning production equipment, pipeline cutting, testing instruments, molds, aluminum materials, steel materials, rubber, composite materials; air conditioning systems and products for passenger buses, wagons, trucks and other commercial vehicles, parking air conditioners and passenger vehicle air conditioning compressors, condensers, expansion valves, heat pumps, thermostats, fans, pipelines, and electric control systems; expansion valve, solenoid valve, heat exchanger, filter, fan, PTC, heat pump, refrigerant, compressor, pipeline; thermal insulation vehicle, refrigeration unit, refrigerated vehicle body, refrigerated transport body, refrigerated packaging body, thermal insulation materials, vehicle mounted refrigerator, vehicle refrigerated unit and components

Telephone: 021-61276561
Fax: 021-67898065
E-mail: oyygehua@163.com
URL: www.autocoolexpo.com

2023 The 28th CHINACOAT

Duration: 2023/11/15—2023/11/17
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: Shanghai International Exhibition (Group) Co., Ltd., Shanghai Branch of Xinzhanxing Exhibition (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd., SINOSTAR-ITE International Limited
Organizer: Shanghai International Exhibition (Group) Co., Ltd., Shanghai Branch of Xinzhanxing Exhibition (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd., SINOSTAR-ITE International Limited

Sector: Chemical Product

Area: 69000 m²

Contents: Industrial anti-corrosion coatings, automotive coatings, anti-static coatings, fireproof coatings, powder coatings, water-based coatings, military aerospace coatings, nano fluorocarbon coatings, etc.; active diluents, oligomers, photoinitiators, pigments, additives, etc.; UV coating, printing materials, photoresist, photo casting, surface photograft, etc.; UV light source, electron beam equipment, UV curing equipment, coating equipment, material performance testing instrument, UV dosimeter, etc.; natural resin, synthetic resin, pigment, emulsion, solvent, filler, filler, additives, iron iron oxide red, titanium dioxide, etc.; physical and chemical testing instruments, optical testing instruments, color testing instruments, rheological and stability testing instruments, etc.; engineering and technical consulting services, container cleaning equipment, environmental protection and safety equipment, waste water treatment equipment, solvent recovery, publications and media, e-commerce, etc.; printing circuit UV ink, dry film, photoimaging ink, UV ink, UV adhesive, etc. for printed circuit; color mixing system, disperser, mixer, extruder, extruder and kneader, continuous and intermittent mixer, laboratory mixer, grinder and its accessories, filter, pump, meter and weighing device, material distribution and loading system, packaging machine, labeling machine, grinding and distribution media, whole plant equipment and engineering design services, etc.

Telephone: 021-62792828
Fax: 021-65455124
E-mail: yubin@siec-ccpit.com
URL: www.chinacoat.net

2023 The 36th China International Surface Finishing, Coating and Coating Products Exhibition

Duration: 2023/11/15—2023/11/17
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: Shanghai International Exhibition (Group) Co., Ltd., Shanghai Branch of Xinzhanxing Exhibition (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd., SINOSTAR-ITE International Limited
Organizer: Shanghai International Exhibition (Group) Co., Ltd., Shanghai Branch of Xinzhanxing Exhibition (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd., SINOSTAR-ITE International Limited
Sector: Chemical Product
Area: 11500 m²
Contents: Surface treatment equipment and agent such as shot blasting, sand blasting, wire drawing and polishing; coating equipment and auxiliary products; electroplating equipment and auxiliary equipment; electroplating raw materials and additives; thermal spraying, conversion coating, vacuum coating and other equipment and processes; anti-corrosion materials and equipment; environmental protection, safety and resource recovery equipment; cleaning equipment, waste liquid treatment, dust removal, ventilation and air pollution control; coating engineering design, whole plant equipment and various types of quality control and testing instruments and other services; automotive coatings, non-stick coatings, ultraviolet curing coatings, industrial coatings, powder coatings, etc.
Telephone: 021-62792828
Fax: 021-65455124
E-mail: yubin@siec-ccpit.com
URL: www.sfchina.net

2023 ITMA ASIA + CITME

Duration: 2023/11/19—2023/11/23
City: Shanghai
Venue: National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)
Host: the Sub-Council of Textile Industry of CCPIT, China Textile Machinery Association, China International Exhibition Center Group Corporation, European Committee of Textile Machinery Manufacturers
Organizer: Beijing Textile Machinery International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
Contents: Circular knitting machine, jacquard machine, footwear machine, computerized flat knitting machine, vamp moulding machine, tricot knitting machine, crochet machine, knitting machine; fly frame, spinning frame, twisting machine, winding machine, double twisting machine, drawing frame, reel machine, etc.; narrow fabric loom, label attaching machine, rapier loom, air jet loom, water jet loom, beaming machines, cloth inspecting machine and rolling machine, etc.; printing equipment, dyeing equipment, pre-processing equipment, post-finishing equipment, printing, dyeing and finishing machinery accessories, etc.; various textile instruments and meters, various laser engraving machines, laser marking machines, computer aided equipment, textile software technology, humidification, dehumidification, drying, air conditioning dust removal equipment, nonwoven machinery equipment, non-woven machinery, other textile machinery accessories, etc.
Telephone: 010-58220599, 010-58221099
E-mail: dingwensheng@ctma.net
URL: www.citme.com.cn

2023 China (Shanghai) International Information Communication and 5G Technology Exhibition

Duration: 2023/11/22—2023/11/24
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: Organizing Committee of 2023 China (Shanghai) International Information and Communication and 5G Technology Exhibition
Organizer: Organizing Committee of 2023 China (Shanghai) International Information and Communication and 5G Technology Exhibition
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Contents: Telecom operators, virtual operation, broadband access, satellite communication, quantum communication, data center, call center, multi-party communication services; business support and network management and optimization; network operation and maintenance, SDN/NFV, enterprise office solutions, industry solutions; optical communication equipment, mobile communication equipment, satellite communication equipment, quantum communication equipment, testing equipment and services, auxiliary equipment; chips, components, sensors, modules; cloud computing, cloud storage, cloud security, cloud database, cloud management, big data; IOT chips, modules and sensors, IOT platforms and solutions, IOT applications and cases; industrial internet, AR/VR/MR devices, mobile phones, laptops, computers and smart bracelets, wearable devices, intelligent robots, audio-visual devices, industrial terminals
Telephone: 021-59780182
E-mail: 836312202@qq.com
URL: www.ictechina.com

2023 The 5th Seawork Asia Commercial Marine and Workboat Exhibition & Forum
Duration: 2023/11/22—2023/11/24
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center
Host: Shi Ruoke Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., China Shipbuilding Industry Association
Organizer: Shi Ruoke Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Boat, Rail and other Transportation
Contents: Design, construction, repair and maintenance of commercial, official and working ships; patrol, guard and coast guard boats; marine contracting, ship and port services; commercial diving and underwater services; staffing and recruitment; marine finance, insurance and law; security and training; marine civil engineering and construction; ship equipment, marine renewable energy, dredging and coastal development, others
Telephone: 021-65950052, 13901983930
Fax: 021-65950053
E-mail: daisy@shanghaiboat.org
URL: www.seaworkasia.cn

2023 The 11th Shanghai International Mining Technology and Equipment Exhibition & Asian Smart Mine Exhibition
Duration: 2023/11/29—2023/12/1
City: Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai New International Expo Center
Host: FREP, China Mining Association, china Baowu Steel Group Corp., Ltd., Shanghai Nonferrous Metals Society, Shanghai Shenshi Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Defei Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Mining and Equipment
Area: 40000 m²
Contents: Geophysical exploration technology, geochemical exploration technology, aerial remote sensing technology, surveying and mapping technology, geological data processing, mineral product analysis, laboratory instruments and meters; mining equipment, rock drilling equipment, loading equipment, transportation equipment (excavators, wheel loaders, underground mining vehicles, mining dump vehicles), lifting equipment, drilling, construction machinery, etc.; crushing equipment, screening equipment, mine grinding equipment, conveying equipment (hydraulic transmission equipment), etc.; flotation equipment, magnetic separation equipment, gravity beneficiation equipment, electric separation equipment, classification equipment, concentration equipment, filtering equipment, reagent for beneficiation and other mining chemicals;
hydrometallurgy, electrolytic smelting technology and equipment, pyrometallurgy, high-temperature metallurgy technology and equipment, etc.; mine emergency, emergency rescue and rescue equipment: mine explosion-proof, fire-fighting and safety protection; safety monitoring equipment, etc.

**Telephone:** 021-52962655  
**E-mail:** a2475@vip.126.com  
**URL:** www.kwtqexpo.com

**Automechanika Shanghai**

**Duration:** 2023/11/29—2023/12/2  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Organizer:** CMEC International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Automobile  
**Contents:** Driving part, chassis, body, standard parts, automobile interior, alternative energy, charging accessories, remanufactured parts, etc.; electric motor, vehicle lighting, circuit system, auxiliary driving system and safety system, comfort electronic products, etc.; decoration, vehicle accessories, vehicle modification, design improvement, communication and entertainment, modified tires, rims and hubs, etc.; maintenance station equipment and tools, body repair equipment, painting and anti-corrosion protection, distribution point equipment and management, waste treatment and recycling; IT products, vehicle exchanges, insurance, finance, vehicle rental services, claims services, vehicle testing services, dealer planning, construction and management services; gas station, vehicle cleaning and maintenance, lubrication and equipment supplies, etc.

**Telephone:** 010-63324408  
**Fax:** 010-63452280

**2023 LableExpo Asia**

**Duration:** 2023/12/5—2023/12/8

**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai New International Expo Center  
**Host:** Tarsus Group  
**Organizer:** Tarsus Group  
**Sector:** Printing and Packaging  
**Contents:** Various digital and traditional printing equipment, high-tech labels, packaging materials, prepress and plate making technologies, post press processing and various decorative technologies, detection, overprinting and various labeling equipment, knife covers, knives and rollers, etc.

**Telephone:** 010-52031449  
**E-mail:** support@labelexpo.com.  
**URL:** www.labelexpo-asia.com.cn

**The 4th Yangtze River Delta International Cultural Industry Expo**

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** National Exhibition and Convention Center (Shanghai)  
**Host:** Publicity Department of Shanghai of the Communist Party of China, Publicity Department of Jiangsu of the Communist Party of China, Publicity Department of Zhejiang of the Communist Party of China, Publicity Department of Anhui of the Communist Party of China, Council for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai  
**Organizer:** CPIT Shanghai Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment  
**Area:** 54000 m²  
**Contents:** Internet literature, live video streaming, new media, cultural community, game development, game publishing, game operation; lighting and sound equipment, film and television post-production and projection, VR/AR, 5G and AI+ cultural and creative applications, multimedia equipment; featured town, cultural tourism space, cultural tourism performance project, cultural tourism brand; boutique books, creative life, tea utensil and tea gifts,
cultural and cultural innovation, keynote forum, theme forum, transaction service

**Telephone:** 021-62109116  
**Fax:** 021-62107350  
**E-mail:** info@yrdicie.com  
**URL:** www.yrdicie.com

### China Independent Brand Expo

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Shanghai  
**Venue:** Shanghai Exhibition Center  
**Organizer:** CMEC International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Comprehensive  
**Contents:** Local government brand development work, well-known independent brand development achievements, innovative small and medium-sized enterprises development potential, etc.; Chinese brand development history, development achievement, development prospects, etc.; central enterprise brand building achievements, etc.

**Telephone:** 010-63324407  
**Fax:** 010-63452279

### Sichuan

### Chengdu

#### The 13th Chengdu Printing and Packaging Industry Expo

**Duration:** 2023/2/10—2023/2/13  
**City:** Chengdu  
**Venue:** Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Chengdu Printing Industry Association, Chengdu Packaging Technology Association  
**Organizer:** Chengdu Donnor Exhibition Co., Ltd., Sichuan Joiner Electromechanical Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Printing and Packaging  
**Area:** 40000 m²  
**Contents:** Software of ERP management, solutions, typesetting and image processing, and online output screen display, etc.; digital printing system, digital printer, colored copier, black and white copier, engineering copier, blueprinting machine, plotter, automatic folder, etc.

**Telephone:** 028-69883888  
**E-mail:** cddonor@vip.163.com  
**URL:** www.adcgo.cn

#### The 21st Chengdu Advertising Sign Industry Expo

**Duration:** 2023/2/10—2023/2/13  
**City:** Chengdu  
**Venue:** Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Chengdu Donnor Exhibition Co., Ltd., Chengdu Huazhan Zhongzhi Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Advertising  
**Area:** 90000 m²  
**Contents:** Indoor and outdoor inkjet printing equipment, indoor and outdoor large-format printer, UV flatbed printer /UV coiled material printer, digital direct jet textile printing machine, thermal dye sublimation transfer printer, digital imaging technology output equipment, vertically-hung scroll printer, cold mounting machine, splicing machine/buttonhole machine, film covering/cutting machine and related spare parts, etc.

**Telephone:** 028-69883888  
**E-mail:** cddonor@vip.163.com  
**URL:** www.adcgo.cn

#### 2023 Tianfu Lighting Expo

**Duration:** 2023/2/10—2023/2/13  
**City:** Chengdu  
**Venue:** Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Sichuan Donnor Exhibition Co., Ltd., Sichuan Lighting Appliance Association  
**Sector:** Photoelectric Product
Area: 22000 m²
Contents: Travel lighting and application, road and traffic lighting, urban lighting and brightening, LED light and application, smart display technology and equipment, venue lighting, marking and signage products, smart city and electrical technology for building, commercial lighting, home lighting
Telephone: 13308201377
E-mail: tile.media@donnor.com
URL: www.ledcgo.cn

2023 Chengdu International Home Life-styles and Living Scenarios Exhibition, Production Equipment and Raw and Auxiliary Materials Exhibition

Duration: 2023/2/17—2023/2/20
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Sichuan Expo Real Estate Company, Sichuan Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export of Furniture, Sichuan International Business Development Promotion Association
Organizer: Sichuan Zhongxin Taihe Commercial Management Co., Ltd., Chengdu Guoteng Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.
Sector: Furniture and Househlod
Area: 100000 m²
Contents: Furnishings for living room and dining room, soft furniture, office furniture, classical furniture, teenage furniture, home products for outdoor leisure, home decorations, etc.; smart home, whole house customization, wardrobes and cabinets, whole closets, bookcases, wall cabinets, combination cabinets, cloakrooms, bathroom cabinets, cabinets, full wood home decoration, etc.; customized hardware, customized decorative materials, furniture paints, timber and sheet material, rock plate, leather and fabrics, hardware fittings, soft materials, semi-finished wooden products, PVC, veneer materials, etc.; Smart furniture production solutions, customized furniture processing lines, solid wood processing machinery, plate-type production machinery, flexible body equipment, engraving machines, woodworking tools, mechanical components, etc.
Telephone: 13060065350
E-mail: 1228152125@qq.com
URL: www.cdgtzl.com

2023 Western China HVAC, Hot Water, Drying and Heat Pump Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/3/3—2023/3/5
City: Chengdu
Venue: Western International Expo City
Host: Guangdong Grandeur International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Guangdong Grandeur International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Sector: Heating and Cooling Equipment
Contents: Boilers, burners, wall-mounted fireplaces, electric boilers, electric heating stoves, electromagnetic boilers, electrode boilers, condensing module boilers, stoves, biomass boilers, steam generators, auxiliary machine for boiler, electric heater, radiators, gas-fired equipment, heat exchangers, etc.; heating cables, electrothermal film, graphene heating, etc.; pipe fittings, valves, pumps, temperature controllers, temperature control valves and heat meters; electric heating and other auxiliaries, instruments and meters, etc.; heat pump dryer, high-temperature dehumidifier, all-in-one dehumidifying and drying machine, air energy heat pump dryer, open/closed loop dryer and integrated heat pump dryer; heat pump-type grain drying tower; net belt and tunnel-type drying equipment, microwave drying equipment, controller, fan, etc.
Telephone: 400-625-8268
Fax: 020-36657099
URL: www.heat-china.com
The 28th China Chengdu Medical Health Expo / 2023 Chengdu Medical Expo

Duration: 2023/3/9—2023/3/11
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Sichuan Hospital Association, Sichuan Medical Device Industry Association, Sichuan Pharmaceutical Industry Association, Chengdu Chamber of Commerce for Health Service Industry
Organizer: Chengdu Century Kangbo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment
Contents: Medical imaging and diagnostic equipment, medical electronic instruments and equipment, medical high-frequency equipment, traditional Chinese medicine apparatuses, surgical devices, ward nursing equipment and apparatuses, common diagnosis and examination devices, medical laser equipment
Telephone: 028-85482506
Fax: 028-85482506
URL: www.healthcareexpo.cn/MEE

2023 The 10th Sichuan International Health Industry Expo, The 2nd International Chengdu-Chongqing Economic Circle Health and Tourism Expo

Duration: 2023/3/16—2023/3/18
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Sichuan Marketing Association, Sichuan Chamber of Commerce for Suppliers, Sichuan Tourism Association, British Chinese Society of Health Informatics
Organizer: Sichuan Expo Economic Development Co., Ltd.
Sector: Healthcare and Aged Care
UFI Approved Event: Yes

2023 Chengdu International Analytical Testing and Technology Equipment Show

Duration: 2023/3/22—2023/3/24
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Shanghai LionsKing Exhibition Co., Ltd., Chongqing Field Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Instrumentation
Area: 15000 m²
Contents: Analytical instruments and technology, laboratory equipment and technology, environmental monitoring instruments and technology, biochemical technology and diagnosis, physical property testing, optical instruments and equipment, testing, measurement and quality control, etc.
Telephone: 021-52277516, 13661636460
E-mail: cityhui@vip.163.com
URL: www.cials.cn

2023 Asia International Traffic Technology and Engineering Facilities Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/22—2023/3/24
City: Chengdu
Venue: Western International Expo City
Host: China Highway Construction Association (invited), Sichuan Highway Society, Hengxing International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
Sector: Construction Machinery
Area: 45000 m²
2023 The 17th Chengdu International Environmental Protection Expo

Duration: 2023/3/30—2023/4/1
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Sichuan Environmental Protection Industry Association, Chengdu Huayi Zhonglian Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Chengdu New Zhonglian Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Energy Saving and Environmental Protection
Area: 38000 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Water and sewage treatment, water supply and drainage, pump pipe and valve, membrane and membrane separation technology, sludge treatment and disposal, air pollution control, flue gas purification and ventilation, garbage recycling and management, sanitation and cleaning, waste treatment, comprehensive utilization of waste-to-energy and resources, environmental monitoring and detection, ecological pollution remediation for soil and water, noise and vibration control, environmental engineering, environmental services, energy conservation and environmental protection, etc.
Telephone: 028-85572692, 18030436172
E-mail: 1187896569@qq.com
URL: www.cdepe.com

2023 The 17th Chengdu International Pumps, Valves and Pipelines Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/30—2023/4/1
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Italy Exhibition Group, Shanghai Wanyao Qilong Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai Wanyao Huayi Exhibition Co., Ltd., National Urban Sewage Treatment and Recycling Resources Engineering Technology Center, Chengdu Environmental Protection Industry Association, Chengdu Surface Engineering Industry Association, Sichuan Environmental Science Society
Organizer: Chengdu Xin Zhonglian Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Pump, Valve and Pipeline
Contents: Pumps, valves, matching products for pump and valve, intelligent water supply equipment, integrated products relating to fluid flow path, etc.
Telephone: 028-85572692, 17358569240, 028-85505909
E-mail: 1187896569@qq.com
URL: www.scfme.cn

2023 The 17th Chengdu International Water Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/30—2023/4/1
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Chengdu Human Living Environment Cleaning Professional Committee, Chengdu Huayi Zhonglian Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Chengdu Xin Zhonglian Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Energy Saving and Environmental Protection
Area: 38000 m²
Contents: Purified water/soft water supply for
whole house, drinking machine, water purifier, electrolytic water purifier, faucet water purifier, water boiler, automatic water vending machine, pipeline water dispenser, water softener, RO machine, ultrafiltration machine, nanofiltration machine, table water purifier, prefilter, atmospheric water production machine, hydrogen water machine, water filtration kettle, ice making machine, drinking machine for tea bar, coffee maker and other supporting products

Telephone: 17358569240, 028-85505376
Fax: 028-85505909
E-mail: 2100766261@qq.com
URL: js.water-cd.com

The 8th Western International Mining Equipment and Technology Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/30-2023/4/1
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Solid Waste Treatment Professional Committee of China Environmental Protection Association, Executive Committee of Eurasian Economic Forum, China Mining Equipment Industry Association, Sichuan Aggregates Association, Sichuan Engineering Machinery Association
Organizer: Baoli Exhibition Planning (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Mining and Equipment
Contents: Mining equipment, drilling and rock chiseling equipment, loading equipment, continuous mining machine, anchor rod tunneling machine, jumbolter, gallery supporting equipment and auxiliaries, transportation equipment, hydraulic supports, separate pillar, excavator, loader, underground mining vehicle, dump truck for mining, lifting equipment, supports carrier, shuttle car, explosion-proof electric drive vehicle, etc.
Telephone: 021-34513031, 13162771109
E-mail: baoliexpo@126.com
URL: www.xbky-expo.com

2023 China Chengdu International Engineering Machinery, Mining Machinery and Building Materials Machinery Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/30-2023/4/1
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Sichuan Chamber of Commerce for Construction Machinery (Preparatory Committee)
Organizer: Shanghai Chenzhao Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Construction Machinery
Contents: Excavating machinery, soil shoveling and transport machinery, road construction and maintenance machinery, compaction machinery, piling and underground engineering machinery, engineering hoisting machinery, forklifts, logistical transfer and handling, high altitude operation and port machinery, etc.; concrete machinery, asphalt equipment, construction lifts, prestressed reinforcement machinery, formwork and scaffolding, electric tools, generator unit, brick-making machinery, complete sets of equipment and machinery for the production of precast concrete units, etc.; heavy-duty truck, dump truck, concrete truck, concrete pump truck, large trailer, multifunctional maintenance truck, road wrecker, snow remover, street Sweeper, refueling truck, sanitation truck, bulk cement delivery truck, special vehicle for construction site, etc.; engine and engine parts, chassis and transmission parts, hydraulic and fluid power components, pneumatic tools and components, electronic control components, working devices and mechanisms, sealing elements, lubricating equipment, tires, seats, etc.
Telephone: 021-36212507, 15021596814
URL: www.gcexpo.cn
The 3rd Sichuan Education Expo

Duration: 2023/3/31—2023/4/2
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Sichuan Education Equipment Industry Association
Organizer: Chengdu Huafu Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Educational Equipment
Area: 44000m²
Contents: Education equipment
Telephone: 0755-83252009, 18123867137
E-mail: terry@21expo.net
URL: chengdu.ceetshow.com

2023 China (Chengdu) International Bearings and Bearing Equipment Exhibition

Duration: 2023/4/8—2023/4/10
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, Sichuan Chamber of Commerce for Construction Machinery
Organizer: Shanghai Chenzhao Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Hardware Tool
Area: 35000 m²
Contents: Standard bearings, dedicated bearings, special bearings, bearing parts, deep groove ball bearings, double-row deep groove ball bearings, thrust ball bearings, self-aligning ball bearings, angular contact ball bearings, four-row cylindrical roller bearings, four-row tapered ball bearings, four-point contact ball bearings, insert bearings, cylindrical roller bearings, double-row cylindrical roller bearings, double-row tapered roller bearings, thrust cylindrical roller bearings, etc.
Telephone: 021-51602351, 18621792675
E-mail: 415544108@qq.com
URL: www.chinazc-expo.com

2023 The 108th China Food and Drinks Fair (FDF)

Duration: 2023/4/12—2023/4/14
City: Chengdu
Venue: Western International Expo City, Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Candy Industry and Alcoholic Drinks Group Company
Organizer: Chengdu Expo Bureau
Sector: Food and Drink
Contents: Alcoholic drinks, food, beverages, condiments, food additives, food packaging, food machinery, etc.
Telephone: 18581867296
E-mail: 1766414942@qq.com
URL: www.chinafoods-expo.com

The 22nd China International (Western) Solar PV, Intelligent Energy and Energy Storage Expo

Duration: 2023/4/26—2023/4/28
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China International Machinery Industry Association, Western Energy Technology and Innovation Industry Alliance, Southwest Photovoltaic Industry Alliance, Sichuan Optical Society, Chongqing Optical Society, Shaanxi Optical Society, Yunnan Optical Society, Sichuan Electronic Society, Chongqing Electronic Society, Shenzhen Semiconductor Industry Development Promotion Association, Shenzhen Sensor and Intelligent Instrument Industry Association, Western Information and 5G Innovation Strategic Alliance, Southwest Technology Testing Technology Innovation Strategic Alliance, Technical Innovation Strategic Alliance of Automobile Elec-

Organizer: Yaorun Fusheng (Chongqing) International Trade Co., Ltd.

Sector: Electricity and New Energy Equipment

Contents: Solar PV power generation, solar energy and green buildings, international energy storage technology and smart power grid, international NEVs and charging piles, etc.

Telephone: 18584594618, 19802738028
E-mail: 2567598422@qq.com
URL: www.ccw-p-e-e.com

2023 The 22nd China International (Western) Photoelectric Industry Expo and Forum

Duration: 2023/4/26—2023/4/28
City: Chengdu

Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center

Network Branch of China Instrumentation Society, Chongqing Automation and Instrumentation Society, Yaorun Fusheng (Chongqing) International Trade Co., Ltd.

**Organizer:** Yaorun Fusheng (Chongqing) International Trade Co., Ltd.-International Exhibition Department

**Sector:** Photoelectric Product

**Contents:** Communication, optical fiber and optical cable exhibition, 5G and new infrastructure exhibition, laser and infrared exhibition, precision optics and materials exhibition, photoelectric sensing and 3d sensing exhibition, robotics and vision exhibition, photoelectric display and lighting exhibition, LED and touch screen exhibition, adhesive tape, protection film and die cutting exhibition, solar pv power generation and energy exhibition, electronic information and group visit exhibition, photoelectric industrial park and cooperative agreement signing exhibition

**Telephone:** 18584594618, 023-62955226

**E-mail:** 2567508422@qq.com

**URL:** www.ccwpe.com

### The 47th Chengdu Beauty Products Fair

**Duration:** 2023/4

**City:** Chengdu

**Venue:** Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center

**Host:** Informa Markets, Sichuan Chamber of Commerce for Cosmetology and Hairdressing Industry, Sichuan Chamber of Commerce for Cosmetics, Chengdu Cosmetology and Hairdressing Association

**Organizer:** Informa Wiener Exhibitions (Chengdu) Co., Ltd.

**Sector:** Hairdressing and Beauty

**Contents:** Skincare products and imports, make-up products, toiletries, personal care, facial mask, new retail goods, special products/hot products area, specialized zone of franchising and whole store operation model output, etc. cosmetological apparatuses and instruments, medical beauty projects, medical cosmetology for younger appearance, medical consumables for plastic surgery, anti-aging, marketing consultation and tools, etc.; nail and eyelash beauty, semi-permanent tattoo, teeth beautification, skin management, weight loss and breast augmentation, body care underwear, beauty parlour/shop accessories and consumables, etc.; scalp care, hair care, postpartum recuperation and body shape management; OEM/ODM, packaging and wrapping materials, non-woven materials and products, packaging machinery, etc.

**Telephone:** 028-67936333, 17318938600

**E-mail:** meibohui@meibohui.com

**URL:** www.meibohui.com

### 2023 Western (Chengdu) Agricultural Materials Expo

**Duration:** 2023/5/13—2023/5/14

**City:** Chengdu

**Venue:** Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center

**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries

**Area:** 80000 m²

**Contents:** Seeds, pesticides, fertilizers, agricultural machinery and equipment, modern agricultural technology, etc.

**Telephone:** 028-84558788

**E-mail:** seed0451@163.com

**URL:** www.scnzh.com

### 2023 The 23rd Chengdu China International Public Safety Products and Technologies Expo

**Duration:** 2023/5/18—2023/5/20

**City:** Chengdu

**Venue:** Chengdu Century City New International
The 9th Chengdu International Auto Parts and After-sales Services Exhibition

Duration: 2023/5/18—2023/5/20
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Automobile Industry Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Sichuan Council
Organizer: Sichuan International Exhibition Center
Sector: Automobile
Area: 45000 m²
Contents: Auto parts, automobile after-sales service equipment and technologies, etc.
Telephone: 028-68909155, 028-68909159
E-mail: tangyoujun@ccpit-sichuan.org

2023 The 2nd China Chengdu International Wellness Expo

Duration: 2023/5/20—2023/5/22
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Organizer: Chengdu Century Kangbo Exhibition Co., Ltd., Chengdu High-tech Zone Chain Love Power Disability Service Center
Sector: Healthcare and Aged Care
Area: 30000 m²
Contents: Barrier-free equipments for rehabilitation, education, culture and sports, daily life and employment
Telephone: 028-85482506

2023 China (Chengdu) New Energy Auto Show

Duration: 2023/5/18—2023/5/20
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Automobile Industry Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Sichuan Council
Organizer: Sichuan International Exhibition Center
Sector: Automobile
Area: 10000 m²
Contents: NEVs and components, ICVs, etc.
Telephone: 028-68909155, 028-68909159
E-mail: tangyoujun@ccpit-sichuan.org
Sichuan

E-mail: cdmee2013@163.com
URL: hse.healthcareexpo.cn

2023 The 20th Sichuan International Electric Power Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/5/25—2023/5/27
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Sichuan Electric Power Industry Association
Organizer: Chengdu Zhenwei Shizhan Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Electricity and New Energy Equipment
Contents: One-stop power transmission and distribution equipment, switchgear, complete sets of high and low voltage equipment, transformers and auxiliaries, transformer substation equipment, etc.; electric power IoT and power data, hydropower equipment, new energy power generation and energy storage, power and electrotechnology, manufacturing equipment, intelligent patrol inspection and emergency equipment, power grid dispatching and control, charging equipment, building electrical and electromechanical devices, supporting components, materials and equipment for power equipment manufacturing
Telephone: 028-86951538
E-mail: marketingcd1@zhenweiexpo.com
URL: www.scdlz.cn

2023 The 14th / 15th China Gifts and Household Goods Exhibition & Cultural Creations and Tourism Commodities Exhibition

Duration: 2023/6/8—2023/6/10
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Lizhan Huabo Exhibition (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd., Chengdu Lizhan Huabo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply
Area: 20000 m²
Contents: Ceramics, tableware, crystal ware and glassware, stationery and cultural goods, collectibles, household goods, home textiles, kitchen supplies, home decorations, gifts, crafts, giveaways for promotion and advertising, electronics and electrical appliances, toys, jewelry and fashion accessories, clocks and watches, packaging and paper products, Tobacco utensils and lighters, beauty and healthcare products, products for sports and leisure travel, bags and suitcases and leather goods, and the other (media, commercial services, associations etc.)
Telephone: 13510795175, 400-109-8896
E-mail: sales@dyfair.com, 1043830440@qq.com
URL: www.dyfair.cn

2023 The 24th China Hospital Construction Conference, International Hospital Build and Infrastructure Exposition (CHCC)

Duration: 2023/6/17—2023/6/19
City: Chengdu
Venue: Western International Expo City
Host: Zhuyitai, Reed Sinopharm Exhibitions, Hospital Construction and Equipment Branch of China Association of Medical Equipment, Beijing Zhuerrui Technology Co., Ltd.
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment
Area: 120000 m²
Contents: Medical engineering innovation equipment, medical laboratory construction and supporting equipment, medical gas engineering and supporting equipment, medical water system construction and supporting equipment, medical logistics transmission system and supporting equipment, hospital HVAC and weak link construction, medical clean room, special ward engineering and supporting equipment, etc.
Telephone: 18801417755
2023 Hotelex Chengdu International Hospitality Equipment and Foodservice Expo

**Duration:** 2023/6/29—2023/7/1  
**City:** Chengdu  
**Venue:** Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Shanghai Informa and Sinoexpo Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Hotel Supply  
**Area:** 60000 ㎡  
**Contents:** Catering equipment, tabletop supplies, hotel supplies, food and beverages, bakery and light meals, food packaging, catering ingredients, coffee and tea, franchise chain  
**Telephone:** 13661406349  
**URL:** www.hotelex.cn/chengdu

The 19th Western China International Fair

**Duration:** 2023/6/29-2023/7/3  
**City:** Chengdu  
**Venue:** Western China (Chengdu) International Expo City  
**Host:** National Development and Reform Commission, Ministry of Commerce, Ministry of Science and Technology, State Administration for Market Regulation, All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce, the Chinese People’s Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, The People’s Government of Sichuan Province  
**Organizer:** The People’s Government of Sichuan Province  
**Sector:** Comprehensive  
**Contents:** Common prosperity for five regions of Sichuan, development of western China in the new era, the construction of the twin-city economic circle of Chengdu and Chongqing, the international cooperation of the “Belt and Road Initiative”, etc.

Telephone: 18908080328  
E-mail: 597349849@qq.com.  
URL: xbh.wcif.cn.

2023 The 11th China (West) Electronic Information Expo

**Duration:** 2023/7/13—2023/7/15  
**City:** Chengdu  
**Venue:** Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Electronics Corporation  
**Organizer:** China Electronic Appliances Corporation  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Area:** 44000 ㎡  
**Contents:** Artificial intelligence and intelligent terminals, intelligent driving, high-end software and network security, new energy and charging piles, electronic components, integrated circuits, testing and measurement, new display technologies, etc.

**Telephone:** 18600784418  
**Fax:** 021-33275210  
**E-mail:** 724022802@qq.com  
**URL:** www.csice-china.com

2023 The 11th China (Chengdu) International 3C Electronic Manufacturing and Technical Equipment Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/7/13—2023/7/15  
**City:** Chengdu  
**Venue:** Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Shanghai Xuanbo Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Area:** 50000 ㎡  
**Contents:** 3C automation equipment, electronic manufacturing automation equipment, SMT technology and equipment, welding equipment and materials, testing and measurement, components
and control systems, machine vision systems and modules, etc.
Telephone: 15000668073
E-mail: 836312202@qq.com
URL: www.dz-expo.com

2023 International Defense Electronics Exhibition

Duration: 2023/7/13—2023/7/15
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Electronic Appliances Corporation
Organizer: Chengdu Electronic Information Industry Ecosphere Alliance, China Electronic Exhibition and Information Communication Co., Ltd.
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Contents: Electronic information field, high-end equipment, power supply and energy, advanced materials, etc.
Telephone: 021-67641180
Fax: 021-51862460
E-mail: 2573929581@qq.com
URL: www.epeexpo.com

The 5th IGS China (Chengdu) International Digital Entertainment Expo

Duration: 2023/7/21—2023/7/23
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Sichuan Council, Sichuan Internet Information Office, Sichuan Science and Technology Association
Organizer: Sichuan International Exhibition Center
Sector: Culture, Sports and Entertainment
Area: 450000 m²
Contents: Digital creation, animation, comic and game, etc.
Telephone: 028-68909155
Fax: 028-68909159
E-mail: tangyoujun@ccpit-sichuan.org

The 8th China (Chengdu) International Smart Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/7/21—2023/7/23
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Sichuan Council, Sichuan Internet Information Office, Sichuan Science and Technology Association
Organizer: Sichuan International Exhibition Center
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Area: 25000 m²
Contents: IT Innovation application, smart city, fintech, digital entertainment
Telephone: 028-68909155
Fax: 028-68909159
E-mail: tangyoujun@ccpit-sichuan.org

2023 Chengdu Outdoor Products Exhibition

Duration: 2023/9/1—2023/9/3
City: Chengdu
Venue: Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Gaobo Exhibition (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Gaobo Exhibition (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Culture, Sports and Entertainment
Contents: Outdoor products
Telephone: 0755-26600324
E-mail: info@gooproexpo.com
2023 The 24th China International Gases Equipment, Technology & Application Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/9  
**City:** Chengdu  
**Venue:** Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Industrial Gases Industry Association, China Electronic Gases Production and Utilization 100 People Meeting  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Area:** 30000 m²  
**Contents:** Equipment, systems and technologies for gas production, gas analysis instruments and equipment, equipment and materials for gas storage and transportation, gas cylinders, pressure vessels and related equipment and materials, gas cylinder valves and related devices, inspection and testing equipment for gas cylinder and pipeline, gas cylinder information technology, systems and platforms, etc.  
**Telephone:** 010-87378841, 010-67315044  
**Fax:** 010-67315244  
**E-mail:** cgia@263.net  
**URL:** www.igex.org.cn

2023 The 3rd Chengdu International Musical Instruments Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/11/15—2023/11/18  
**City:** Chengdu  
**Venue:** Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment  
**Contents:** Arts (including piano, chess, calligraphy and painting): musical instruments and music-related products, stage art and costumes, cultural and artistic supplies; Education: children enlightenment and intelligence development, early childhood education, campus supplies and gifts, children fitness training; Franchise: franchising for education and training, franchising for artistic creation and application; Software and information technology  
**Telephone:** 13385284496  
**URL:** www.ccdmie.com

2023 Meeting with Bashu-International Integration Fair

**Duration:** 2023/11/1  
**City:** Chengdu  
**Venue:** Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Sichuan Council  
**Organizer:** Sichuan International Exhibition Center  
**Sector:** E-commerce and Trade Fair  
**Area:** 10000 m²  
**Contents:** Sichuan Tea, Sichuan alcoholic drinks, food and fruit, condiments, snacks and leisure food, local agricultural and sideline products  
**Telephone:** 028-68909155

2023 China (Sichuan) International Health Industry Expo

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Chengdu  
**Venue:** Chengdu Century City New International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Senior Health Think Tank, Silk Road Planning Research Center, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Sichuan Council  
**Organizer:** Sichuan International Exhibition Center  
**Sector:** Healthcare and Aged Care  
**Area:** 55000 m²  
**Contents:** Achievements of international cooperation in healthcare industry, healthcare services and facilities, health food, traditional Chinese medicine, financing and services for healthcare industry, etc.  
**Telephone:** 028-68909155
Fax: 028-68909159  
E-mail: tangyoujun@ccpit-sichuan.org

2023 Dental Show West China

Duration: To be determined  
City: Chengdu  
Venue: Western International Expo City  
Host: China Western Stomatological Cooperation Group (Alliance), Sichuan Stomatological Science and Technology Innovation Promotion Association, Sichuan Stomatological Association, Shaanxi Stomatological Association, Chongqing Stomatological Association, West China Stomatology School of Sichuan University, Stomatology College of Air Force Medical University, Stomatology College of Chongqing Medical University, China Dental Valley, Ziyang High-tech Industrial Park Management Committee, Chengdu Branch of Hubei Hope and Tarsus Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment  
Contents: Dental treatment equipment, orthodontic products, dental materials and tools, sterilization and infection control; Dental surgical instruments, dental imaging equipment, technical equipment and apparatuses, oral health care and products; Dental implants, dental CAD/CAM, denture processing workshop, service and related organizations  
Telephone: 028-85291775  
E-mail: liufang0282012@163.com  
URL: www.wcise.com

2023 China (Chengdu) International Aggregate Equipment and Construction Waste Disposal Technology and Equipment Exhibition

Duration: To be determined  
City: Chengdu  
Venue: Western International Expo City  
Host: China Western Stomatological Cooperation Group (Alliance), Sichuan Stomatological Science and Technology Innovation Promotion Association, Sichuan Stomatological Association, Shaanxi Stomatological Association, Chongqing Stomatological Association, West China Stomatology School of Sichuan University, Stomatology College of Air Force Medical University, Stomatology College of Chongqing Medical University, China Dental Valley, Ziyang High-tech Industrial Park Management Committee, Chengdu Branch of Hubei Hope and Tarsus Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment  
Contents: Dental treatment equipment, orthodontic products, dental materials and tools, sterilization and infection control; Dental surgical instruments, dental imaging equipment, technical equipment and apparatuses, oral health care and products; Dental implants, dental CAD/CAM, denture processing workshop, service and related organizations  
Telephone: 028-85291775  
E-mail: liufang0282012@163.com  
URL: www.wcise.com

The 22d China (Chengdu) Building and Decoration Materials Exposition

Duration: To be determined  
City: Chengdu  
Venue: Western International Expo City  
Host: Informa markets, China Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export of Minerals and Chemicals, China Building Materials Circulation Association  
Organizer: Informa Tianyi Exhibition (Chengdu) Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Construction and Building Material  
Area: 120000 m²  
UFI Approved Event: Yes  
Contents: Doors and windows, customized home furnishings, whole house decoration, ceiling/wall/ floor materials/soft decoration and lighting, ceramics/bathroom products/stone materials, smart home, home HVAC, kitchen electric appliances, new building materials and prefabricated buildings  
Telephone: 028-67936034  
E-mail: Linyao.Zhang@informa.com  
URL: www.cdjbh.cn

Luzhou

The 18th China International Alcoholic Drinks Expo (Spring)

Duration: 2023/3/24—2023/3/27  
City: Luzhou
Taiwan

Taipei

2023 Taipei International Chain and Franchise Spring Exhibition

Venue: Taipei World Trade Center, Hall 1
Host: Association of Chain Franchise Promotion, Taiwan Association of Chain Franchise Promotion, Taiwan
Sector: Franchising
Contents: Chain food, hand drinking & beverages, entrepreneurial consultants, equipment, distribution agents and innovative technology, etc.
E-mail: 174@top-link.com.tw
URL: www.franchise.org.tw

2023 Taipei International Bakery Show

Duration: 2023/2/16—2023/2/19
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei Nangang Exhibition Center, Hall 1
Host: Taipei Bakery Association, Chan Chao International Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Contents: Baking Equipment and baking plant equipment, baking raw materials and baked goods, baking utensils and processing machinery, famous baking shops, catering, freezing, refrigeration equipment, theme event display, packaging equipment, materials, gift boxes, DIY appliances and materials, baking related products, coffee and catering raw materials, coffee machines, equipment and appliances, beverage related products, etc.
Telephone: (+886)02-28825741
Fax: (+886)02-81926546
E-mail: office@bakery.org.tw
URL: www.tibs.org.tw

2023 Taipei Cycle

Duration: 2023/3/22—2023/3/25
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei Nangang Exhibition Center, Hall 1
Host: Taiwan External Trade Development Council
Organizer: Taiwan Bicycle Association
Sector: Bicycle, Ebike and Motorcycle
Area: 90000 m²
Contents: Bicycles, bicycle parts, bicycle accessories, personal care parts, electric auxiliary bicycles, motor systems, smart riding devices, riding services, new enterprises, electric auxiliary bicycles and motor system areas, smart riding areas, new enterprises, bicycles parts, complete bicycle, foreign and international brands
URL: www.taipeicycle.com.tw

2023 Sports & Fitness Taiwan (TaiSPO)

Duration: 2023/3/22—2023/3/25
City: Taipei
Venue: Taipei Nangang Exhibition Center, Hall 2
Host: Taiwan External Trade Development Council
Organizer: Taiwan Sporting Goods Association, Taipei Sporting Goods Association, aiwan Smart Textile Association
Sector: Culture, Sports and Entertainment
Contents: Diversified household and commercial sports equipment, health and sports fashion, all-age
physical fitness, digital technology sports, including fashion, technology, health and e-sports elements

**Telephone:** (+886)02-27255200  
**E-mail:** taispo@taitra.org.tw  
**URL:** www.taispo.com.tw

---

**2023 Smart City Summit & Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/3/28—2023/3/31  
**City:** Taipei  
**Venue:** Taipei Nangang Exhibition Center, Hall 2  
**Host:** Taipei City Government, Taoyuan City Government, Taiwan Smart City Industry Alliance, Taipei Computer Association  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Contents:** Smart campus, smart education, smart classroom, remote teaching, health promotion, smart wear, smart care, witmed, smart medical care, long-distance medical care, long-distance medical treatment, smart epidemic prevention, smart property, smart community, intelligent access control, intelligent building, smart home, smart office, automatic driving, smart bus system, intelligent transportation, smart fleet, smart shipping, smart parking, intelligent vehicles, intelligent transportation, intelligent logistics system, smart storage, smart governance, smart port administrative affairs, smart tax, smart police, smart pole, intelligent street lamp, smart water, smart water quality monitoring, smart tourism, smart park, smart security, smart disaster prevention, smart sensing, smart payment, smart retail, unmanned store, smart finance, smart greenhouse, smart agriculture and fishery, science and technology art, mixed reality, augmented reality, 5G solution, service-oriented robots, smart sharing, smart textile, cloud platform, information security, electronic fence, AI scheme, smart display and application, smart factory, smart manufacturing, smart energy, green energy, energy management, smart energy creation, smart energy saving, smart energy storage, smart electricity meter, green electricity trading, environmental sustainability, green finance, circular economy, intelligent environmental protection, carbon neutral, ESG, solar energy, wind power, small hydro, intelligent grid, methane, hydrogen.

**Telephone:** (+886)02-25774249  
**Fax:** (+886)02-25778095  
**E-mail:** ray_hsieh@mail.tca.org.tw  
**URL:** smartcity.org.tw

---

**2023 Taipei International Automobile & Motorcycle Parts & Accessories Show (AMPA)**

**Duration:** 2023/4/12—2023/4/15  
**City:** Taipei  
**Venue:** Taipei Nangang Exhibition Center, Hall 1  
**Organizer:** Taiwan Transportation Vehicle Manufacturers Association, Taiwan Rubber & Elastomer Industries Association  
**Sector:** Automobile  
**Contents:** Automobile parts, automotive lighting area, automobile modification and accessories, automobile manufacturing, etc.

**Telephone:** (+886)02-27255200  
**E-mail:** ampa@taitra.org.tw  
**URL:** www.taipeiampa.com.tw

---

**2023 TWSF in Spring**

**Duration:** 2023/4/14—2023/4/17  
**City:** Taipei  
**Venue:** Taipei World Trade Center  
**Host:** Chan Chao International Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Contents:** Wine, whisky, craftbeer, sake, fruit wine, sparkling wine, characteristic winery, drinking utensils, etc.

**Telephone:** (+886)02-26596000  
**Fax:** (+886)02-87536256  
**E-mail:** brian@chanchao.com.tw
**2023 Touch Taiwan**

**Duration:** 2023/4/19—2023/4/21  
**City:** Taipei  
**Venue:** Taipei Nangang Exhibition Center, Hall 1  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Contents:** Smart display, solutions and field applications (smart medical treatment, smart retail, smart mobile, smart entertainment), micro & mini LED, advanced manufacturing process and high-level manufacturing, new display products and equipment materials, XR technology and situational applications; intelligent manufacturing, intelligent factory and enterprise situation room, digital transformation and system integration, AI artificial intelligence and internet of things, meta-universe intelligent manufacturing, intelligent logistics and automatic warehousing, visual inspection, AMR/AGV solutions, etc.  
**Telephone:** (+886)02-27293933  
**Fax:** (+886)02-27293950  
**E-mail:** show@teeia.org.tw  
**URL:** www.touchtaiwan.com

**2023 Giftionery & Culture Creative, Taipei**

**Duration:** 2023/4/20—2023/4/23  
**City:** Taipei  
**Venue:** Taipei World Trade Center  
**Host:** Taipei World Trade Center  
**Sector:** Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply  
**Contents:** General gifts for festivals and parties, bags, backpacks, clothing, gloves, footwear, jewelry, watches, camping/mountaineering/sports and leisure style products, 3C products and accessories, and electronic gifts; stationery, office supplies, teaching aids, school supplies; image processing, printing/packaging design, equipment and services; designer goods, creative life gadgets, craft and fashion, cultural and creative design, professional craftsman goods, design award winners, licensors, agents, portrait/brand holders, digital film and television entertainment, and authorized services  
**Telephone:** (+886)02-27255200  
**Fax:** (+886)02-27227324  
**E-mail:** giftionery@taitra.org.tw  
**URL:** www.giftionery.net

**2023 Assistive Technology for Lige (AT-Life)**

**Duration:** 2023/5/4—2023/5/7  
**City:** Taipei  
**Venue:** Taipei Nangang Exhibition Center  
**Host:** The Research Center on International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health and Assistive Technology, Chan Chao International Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Taiwan Assistive Technology and Long-Term Care Industry Association  
**Sector:** Healthcare and Aged Care  
**Contents:** Sports rehabilitation, AR/VR interactive somatosensory sports, integrated facilities, toys and games, and long-term photos of fun; Respiratory care, automatic care device, ICT/IoT/AI integrated care, remote care, information integration; System
services, smart life, smart medicine, new materials, new designs, etc.

**Telephone:** (+886)02-26596000
**Fax:** (+886)02-26597000
**E-mail:** Irene@chanchao.com.tw
**URL:** www.chanchao.com.tw/ATLife

### 2023 COMPUTEX Taipei

**Duration:** 2023/5/30—2023/6/2
**City:** Taipei
**Venue:** Taipei Nangang Exhibition Center, Hall 1 and Hall 2
**Host:** Taiwan External Trade Development Council, Taipei Computer Association
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
**Contents:** High performance computing, artificial intelligence application, next-gen connectivity, hyperreality, innovations and startups, sustainability
**Telephone:** (+886)02-27255200
**E-mail:** CPX-exhibitors@taitra.org.tw
**URL:** www.computextaipei.com.tw

### 2023 Taiwan International Hotel and Catering Equipment Supplies Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/6/14—2023/6/17
**City:** Taipei
**Venue:** Taipei Nangang Exhibition Center, Hall 2
**Sector:** Hotel Supply
**Contents:** Restaurant and catering equipment, barbecue equipment, tableware and utensils, cleaning and washing equipment, bedding, lighting, room supplies, logistics home distribution, ingredients and sauces, laundry equipment morning raw materials, restaurant reservation, intelligent systems.
**Telephone:** (+886)02-26596000
**Fax:** (+886)02-87536256
**E-mail:** steven.hsu@chanchao.com.tw
**URL:** www.chanchao.com.tw/expoDetail.asp?id=DODM2022

### 2023 Taipei Pets Show

**Duration:** 2023/7/7—2023/7/10
**City:** Taipei
**Venue:** Taipei Nangang Exhibition Center, Hall 1
**Sector:** Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply
**Contents:** Pet foods, medicine, clothing, beauty, accessories and other pet related products and services Expositions
**Telephone:** (+886)02-26596000
**Fax:** (+886)02-87536256
**E-mail:** tina@chanchao.com.tw

### 2023 Taipei Smart Mold & Die

**Duration:** 2023/8/23—2023/8/26
**City:** Taipei
**Venue:** Taipei Nangang Exhibition Center, Hall 2
**Host:** Taiwan Mold & Die Industry Association, Additive Manufacturing Association of Taiwan, Association of CAE Molding Technology, Chan Chao International Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery
**Contents:** Comprehensive processing machine, electric discharge machine, wire cutting machine, lathe, milling machine, grinder, punch, drilling machine, die clamping machine, carving machine, tapping machine, sawing machine, band saw machine, deep hole processing machine, laser processing machine, punching machine, grinding machine, sharpening machine, polishing machine, sandblasting machine, imitation cutting machine, scanning processing machine, special machine, Casting and forging machinery, etc.
**Telephone:** (+886)02-26596000
**Fax:** (+886)02-26597000
**E-mail:** show@chanchao.com.tw
**URL:** www.chanchao.com.tw/expoDetail.asp?id=DODM2022
2023 Chanchao Meow Expo

**Duration:** 2023/10/12—2023/10/15
**City:** Taipei
**Venue:** Taipei Nangang Exhibition Center, Hall 1
**Host:** Taiwan Feline Medical Association, Chan Chao International Co., Ltd.
**Organizer:** WISH International Creative Marketing Co., LTD.
**Sector:** Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply
**Contents:** Pet dry and semi-dry food, pet snacks, pet fashion accessories, professional pet beauty care, pet home hygiene products, pet going out related accessories, pet health care products, pet behavior training aids, pet cultural products, pet related services, etc.
**Telephone:** (+886)02-26596000
**Fax:** (+886)02-87536256
**E-mail:** aquapets@chanchao.com.tw

2023 Taiwan Outdoor Show

**Duration:** 2023/10/12—2023/10/15
**City:** Taipei
**Venue:** Taipei Nangang Exhibition Center, Hall 1
**Host:** Taiwan Outdoor Group (T.O.G.), Chan Chao International Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment
**Contents:** Functional jackets, jackets, pants and hats, etc.; Camper trailer/ self-propelled camper and camper equipment, etc.; hiking equipment, camping utensils, mobile furniture/kitchenware and tents, etc.; Water sports equipment, diving supplies and fishing tackle; Bicycle, bicycle clothing, accessories and protective gear, etc.; Casual shoes, sports shoes, hiking shoes and foot pads, etc., Skateboard (scooter), board games, golf and food, etc.; other outdoor related supplies and services, etc.”
**Telephone:** (+886)02-26596000
**Fax:** (+886)02-87536256
**E-mail:** tina@chanchao.com.tw

2023 Chanchao Kaohsiung Pet Show / First Show

**Duration:** 2023/4/21—2023/4/24
**City:** Kaohsiung
**Venue:** Kaohsiung Exhibition Center
**Host:** Chan Chao International Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply
**Contents:** Exhibition of various pet related products and services in various countries, including pet food, medicine, clothing, beauty, and accessories for going out
**Telephone:** (+886)02-26596000
**Fax:** (+886)02-87536256
**E-mail:** tina@chanchao.com.tw

2023 Chanchao Kaohsiung Pet Show / Special Show

**Duration:** 2023/12/9—2023/12/12
**City:** Kaohsiung
**Venue:** Kaohsiung Pet Association, Chan Chao International Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply
**Contents:** Pet dry and semi-dry food, pet snacks, pet fashion accessories, professional pet beauty care, pet home hygiene products, pet going out related accessories, pet health care products, pet behavior training aids, pet cultural products, pet related services, etc.
**Telephone:** (+886)02-26596000
**Fax:** (+886)02-87536256
**E-mail:** aquapets@chanchao.com.tw

Taichung

2023 Chanchao Taichung Pet Show

**Duration:** 2023/5/13—2023/5/16
**City:** Taichung
Venue: Taichung International Exhibition Center
Sector: Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply
Contents: Pet dry and semi-dry food, pet snacks, pet fashion accessories, professional pet beauty care, pet home hygiene products, pet going out related accessories, pet health care products, pet behavior training aids, pet cultural products, pet related services, etc.
Telephone: (+886)02-26596000
Fax: (+886)02-87536256
E-mail: aquapets@chanchao.com.tw

2023 Taiwan International Tea, Coffee and Bakery Show
Duration: 2023/7/7—2023/7/10
City: Taichung
Venue: Taichung International Exhibition Center
Sector: Food and Drink
Contents: Baking equipment and baking plant equipment, baking raw materials and baked goods, baking equipment and appliance, freezing refrigeration and catering equipment
Telephone: (+886)02-26596000
Fax: (+886)02-87536256
E-mail: aska@chanchao.com.tw

Tianjin

2023 Spring BH Sea Fishing Tackle Exhibition
Duration: 2023/2/25—2023/2/28
City: Tianjin
Venue: National Convention & Exhibition Center (Tianjin)
Host: Beijing Bihai Fishing Tackle Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Beijing Bihai Fishing Tackle Co., Ltd.
Sector: Culture, Sports and Entertainment
Area: 75000 m²
Contents: Bait, boat, glasses; comprehensive and luminous rod; hook, wheel and thread; net rack, tool box, umbrella, clothing, wheel, bait, lamp; accessories, chairs, bags, wires, tents; floating; fish basket, low-end fishing tackle products
Telephone: 010-62071529
Fax: 010-82259813
E-mail: china@bjbhdj.cn
URL: www.bhdjz.com

2023 China (Tianjin) Building Decoration Materials and Whole House Custom Furniture Expo
Duration: 2023/3/4—2023/3/6
City: Tianjin
Venue: National Convention & Exhibition Center (Tianjin)
Host: China Timber and Wood Products Distribution Association, Tianjin Home Decoration Materials Association
Organizer: Bohai Group (Tianjin) International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Construction and Building Material
Contents: Custom-made home appliances, wooden door, custom-made kitchen and bathroom, integrated top wall, refrigeration and heating, wall covering soft decoration, sunshade and doors and windows, floor paving, new-type building materials, woodworking equipment, smart home, bathroom equipments, hardware, architecture and furniture
Telephone: 13126716068
E-mail: 3246622569@qq.com
URL: www.tjjzblh.com

2023 The 9th China (Tianjin) International Stainless Steel Industry Exhibition
Duration: 2023/3/9—2023/3/12
City: Tianjin
Venue: Tianjin Meijiang Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Machinery Industry Federation, Guang-
dong Manufacturing Association, Foshan Machinery and Equipment Industry Association

**Organizer:** Zhenwei International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery
**Area:** 100000 ㎡
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes
**Contents:** Ferritic stainless steel, martensitic and austenitic stainless steel, duplex stainless steel, titanium and nickel alloy; stainless steel pipes, pipe fittings, flanges, valves, pumps, lines, wires, profiles, castings and die castings; all kinds of stainless steel, titanium and nickel packaging materials; high value-added stainless steel products and stainless steel ware; production technology and equipment of stainless steel, titanium and nickel alloy; stainless steel production auxiliary equipment and spare parts, etc.
**Telephone:** 021-60472525
**E-mail:** cipe2015@163.com
**URL:** www.lws-expo.com

**2023 Tianjin Industrial Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/3/14—2023/3/17
**City:** Tianjin
**Venue:** National Convention & Exhibition Center (Tianjin)
**Organizer:** China Auto International Economic and Technical Cooperation Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery
**Area:** 50000 ㎡
**Contents:** Metal cutting machine tools, sheet metal and welding equipment, industrial internet, automation equipment, cutting tools and application technology, printing equipment, equipment with integration of military and civilian technologies, hardware tools, smart cars, energy-saving and environmental protection equipment, lubricating oil and maintenance products
**Telephone:** 010-84070193, 18510062022, 13522233733, 18519998913
**E-mail:** cie@ciecn.com.cn
**URL:** ciecn.com.cn

**Auto Maintenance and Repair Expo (AMR)**

**Duration:** 2023/3/23—2023/3/26
**City:** Tianjin
**Venue:** National Convention & Exhibition Center (Tianjin)
**Host:** China Auto Maintenance Equipment Industry Association, China Automotive Maintenance and Repair Trade Association, Frankfort-Tonglian Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.
**Organizer:** Frankfort-Tonglian Exhibition (Beijing) Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Automobile
**Area:** 87500 ㎡
**Contents:** Automobile maintenance equipment, preparation tools, spare parts, automobile maintenance, commercial vehicles and road transport equipment, car washing, automobile culture and personalized modification
**Telephone:** 4006-138-585, 010-84710628
**Fax:** 010-84723019, 010-65102799
**E-mail:** amr@china.messefrankfurt.com
**URL:** www.amr-china.cn
The 21st China North International Bicycles and E-Bike Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/3/24—2023/3/26  
**City:** Tianjin  
**Venue:** Tianjin Meijiang Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Tianjin Hualun Exhibition Co., Ltd., Tianjin Lunchuang Technology Development Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Tianjin Lunchuang Technology Development Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Bicycle, Ebike and Motorcycle  
**Area:** 100000 m²  
**Contents:** Bicycles, e-bikes and parts; robot and the application of intelligent technology; baby carriage and parts; leisure products for the elderly; new energy vehicles; production and processing equipment; environmental protection equipment and technology; technology and materials; sports and leisure products and equipment; internet and professional media  
**Telephone:** 13820121855  
**E-mail:** hualunzhanlan@163.com  
**URL:** www.norbicycle.com

The 82nd China Educational Equipment Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/21—2023/4/23  
**City:** Tianjin  
**Venue:** National Convention & Exhibition Center (Tianjin)  
**Host:** China Educational Equipment Industry Association  
**Organizer:** Tianjin Municipal Education Commission  
**Sector:** Educational Equipment  
**Area:** 200000 m²  
**Contents:** Teaching instruments and equipment, digital campus construction, preschool education equipment, audio, physical education, aesthetics, books, logistics facilities and equipment  
**Telephone:** 010-59893206  
**E-mail:** 2880656504@qq.com  
**URL:** www.cs-china.org

Tianjin International Furniture Expo

**Duration:** 2023/4/27—2023/4/29  
**City:** Tianjin  
**Venue:** National Convention & Exhibition Center (Tianjin)  
**Host:** China Foreign Trade Center Group Co., Ltd., Red Star Macalline Group Co., Ltd., China Foreign Trade Guangzhou Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Zhongmao Macalline Economic and Trade Development Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Furniture and Househld  
**Area:** 62500 m²  
**Contents:** Furniture, building materials, whole house customization, comprehensive building materials, machinery and equipment, material accessories  
**Telephone:** 021-34553132  
**Fax:** 021-60174002  
**E-mail:** beconexpo@126.com  
**URL:** www.tifexpo.com.cn

2023 The 17th Tianjin Hot Spring Swimming Pool Bathing SPA Expo

**Duration:** 2023/4  
**City:** Tianjin  
**Venue:** Tianjin Meijiang Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Beijing Jidi Tongda Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Beijing Jidi Tongda Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment  
**Contents:** Hot spring exploration, garden landscape, planning and design, health maintenance, health care, investment and financing services of hot spring, etc.; swimming pool equipment, water parks, fountains, cleaning and maintenance systems, anti-skid facilities, swimming pool acces-
ories of peripheral facilities, etc.; bathroom and bathing equipment, sauna equipment, massage equipment, fitness equipment, entertainment equipment and pedicure supplies, etc.
**Telephone:** 13520962921, 18610392838
**URL:** www.poolspa.cn

The 21st China International Foundry Expo (Metal China) and the 17th China International Die Casting Industry Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/5/8—2023/5/11
**City:** Tianjin
**Venue:** National Convention & Exhibition Center (Tianjin)
**Host:** China Foundry Association
**Organizer:** Beijing Zhongzhu Century Exhibition Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery
**Area:** 87500 m²
**Contents:** High-quality castings, casting equipment, casting materials, automotive supporting and peripheral equipment, environmental protection equipment, radiation machine tools, auto parts, construction machinery, agricultural machinery, general machinery, internal combustion engine, rail transit, petroleum and petrochemical industry
**Telephone:** 18911227990, 010-68418899, 18911226536
**Fax:** 010-68458356
**E-mail:** wangchuang@foundry.com, cnchenhai-kuo@foundry.com, cnzhangshuting@foundry.com.cn
**URL:** www.expochina.cn

The 19th China (Tianjin) International Industrial Expo (CIEX)

**Duration:** 2023/5/11-2023/5/14
**City:** Tianjin
**Venue:** Tianjin Meijiang Convention and Exhibition Center

**Host:** China Machinery Industry Federation, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Machinery Sub-Council, Zhenwei Exhibition Group
**Organizer:** Tianjin Zhenwei International Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery
**Area:** 90000 m²
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes
**Contents:** High-end CNC machine tools, intelligent control systems, industrial robots, automatic complete sets of production lines, laser welding production lines, vertical production lines for automobile manufacturing and plastic machinery production lines
**Telephone:** 022-66224094
**Fax:** 022-66224099
**URL:** www.ciex-expo.com

The 7th World Intelligence Congress

**Duration:** 2023/5/18—2023/5/21
**City:** Tianjin
**Venue:** National Convention & Exhibition Center (Tianjin)
**Host:** National Development and Reform Commission, Ministry of Science and Technology, Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, National Radio and Television Administration, State Internet Information Office, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Chinese Academy of Engineering, China Association for Science and Technology, Tianjin Municipal People’s Government
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
**Area:** 100000 m²
**Contents:** Smart manufacturing, smart life, smart city, smart energy, smart transportation and logistics
**Telephone:** 022-83608031
**E-mail:** wic@wicongress.org
**URL:** www.wicongress.org.cn
The 6th North Plastics Industry Expo

**Duration:** 2023/5/27—2023/5/29  
**City:** Tianjin  
**Venue:** National Convention & Exhibition Center (Tianjin)  
**Organizer:** Tianjin Huazhong Exhibition Co., Ltd., Beijing Huazhong Xinzhan International Conference Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Chemical Product  
**Contents:** Custom-made home appliances, wooden door, custom-made kitchen and bathroom, integrated top wall, refrigeration and heating, wall covering soft decoration, sunshade and doors and windows, floor paving, new-type building materials, woodworking equipment, smart home appliances, bathroom products, hardware, architecture and furniture  
**Telephone:** 4000-400-530, 13241425578  
**E-mail:** 1640105004@qq.com  
**URL:** www.zgczslz.com

2023 Tianjin International Printing and Packaging Industry Expo

**Duration:** 2023/5/27—2023/5/29  
**City:** Tianjin  
**Venue:** National Convention & Exhibition Center (Tianjin)  
**Host:** Tianjin Packaging Technology Association  
**Organizer:** Tianjin Huazhong Exhibition Co., Ltd., Beijing Huazhong Xinzhan International Conference Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Printing and Packaging  
**Area:** 50000 m²  
**Contents:** Industrial packaging, printing equipment, advertising and printing, plastics industry, food processing and packaging equipment, factory automation logistics  
**Telephone:** 4000-400-530, 13302161037  
**E-mail:** 1640105004@qq.com

2023 Tianjin International Catering and Food Ingredients Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/6/2—2023/6/4  
**City:** Tianjin  
**Venue:** Tianjin Meijiang Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Tianjin Qiyang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Tianjin Cuisine Association, China Qiyang Exhibition Group  
**Organizer:** Tianjin Qiyang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Area:** 30000 m²  
**Contents:** Frozen/chilled fresh meat, meat rolls, meatballs, hams, sausages, prepared foods and ready-to-eat products, frozen seafood, dried seafood, live seafood, prepared aquatic products and deep-processed products, instant rice, instant soup, instant snacks, instant porridge, prepared packages and other instant foods etc.; precast meat dishes, aquatic products, pastry, fruits and vegetables, etc.  
**Telephone:** 18822530929  
**Fax:** 022-83701011  
**E-mail:** qiyang_expo@126.com  
**URL:** www.nhzhan.com

Tianjin International Machine Tool Exhibition (JME)

**Duration:** 2023/9/7—2023/9/9  
**City:** Tianjin  
**Venue:** National Convention & Exhibition Center (Tianjin)  
**Host:** Huachen Group  
**Organizer:** Shanghai Huaji Network Technology Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Area:** 50000 m²  
**Contents:** Metal cutting machine tools, metal forming machine tools, grinding tools, machine tool accessories, die casting, robots and intelligent fac-
2023 China Motor Show (Tianjin)

**Duration:** 2023/9/27—2023/10/6  
**City:** Tianjin  
**Venue:** National Convention & Exhibition Center (Tianjin)  
**Host:** Automotive Industry Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade  
**Organizer:** Tianjin Zhongmao Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Automobile  
**Area:** 200000 m²  
**Contents:** Passenger cars and various modified cars  
**Telephone:** 010-63368188  
**Fax:** 010-63368859  
**E-mail:** tianjin@auto-ccpit.org  
**URL:** www.chinamotorshow.org

2023 The 4th China Tibet Quality Products Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/6/23—2023/6/25  
**City:** Lhasa  
**Venue:** Tibet Autonomous Region Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Beijing Blue Sky Low Carbon Environmental Protection Consulting Center  
**Organizer:** Beijing Wanglv Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** E-commerce and Trade Fair  
**Area:** 20000 m²  
**Contents:** Nutrition and health care, nutritious and healthy food; health care of traditional Chinese medicine; health devices and household medical products; household health care equipment, household medical equipment, intelligent health care equipment; beauty care products, etc.  
**Telephone:** 010-57027760  
**URL:** www.lasaexpo.com

2023 The 6th China Tibet Tourism and Culture Expo

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Lhasa  
**Venue:** Tibet Autonomous Region Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Ministry of Culture and Tourism, People’s Government of Tibet Autonomous Region  
**Organizer:** People’s Government of Tibet Autonomous Region  
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment  
**Contents:** Cultural and creative products, jade products, agricultural and livestock products, natural drinking water, border trade commodities, ethnic clothes and ornaments, ethnic handicrafts, cashmere products, Tibetan traditional food, yak beef, highland barley wine, Thang-Ka portrait, Tibetan medicine, Tibetan incense, Tibetan rug, Tibetan medicine mask, porcelain painting, Lhasa clay sculpture, cloth fabric, electronic products, business office supplies, environmental protection and leisure products, furniture, gifts, jewelry, characteristic culture industry and key projects promotion, etc.  
**URL:** www.tibetexpo.cn

The 8th Tibet (Lhasa) International Automobile Expo

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Lhasa  
**Venue:** Tibet Autonomous Region Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Tibet Automobile Dealers Association  
**Sector:** Automobile  
**Contents:** Automobile
Hong Kong

Hong Kong International Optical Fair

**Duration:** 2023/1/9—2023/1/11  
**City:** Hong Kong  
**Venue:** Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Hong Kong Trade Development Council  
**Sector:** Watch and Glasses  
**Area:** 26800 m²  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Glasses frames, lenses and components  
**Telephone:** (+852)1830668  
**Fax:** (+852)28240249  
**E-mail:** exhibitions@hktdc.org  
**URL:** www.hktdc.com/event/hkopticalfair/sc

Hong Kong Toys and Games Fair

**Duration:** 2023/1/9—2023/1/12  
**City:** Hong Kong  
**Venue:** Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Hong Kong Trade Development Council  
**Sector:** Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply  
**Area:** 51400 m²  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Action and war games; high-tech toys; environmental protection toys  
**Telephone:** (+852)1830668  
**Fax:** (+852)28240249  
**E-mail:** exhibitions@hktdc.org  
**URL:** www.hktdc.com/event/hktoyfair/sc

Hong Kong Baby Products Fair

**Duration:** 2023/1/9—2023/1/12  
**City:** Hong Kong  
**Venue:** Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Hong Kong Trade Development Council  
**Sector:** Maternity and Infant Supply  
**Area:** 19200 m²  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Baby bedding and furniture; baby stroller and baby chair  
**Telephone:** (+852)1830668  
**Fax:** (+852)28240249  
**E-mail:** exhibitions@hktdc.org  
**URL:** www.hktdc.com/event/hkbabyfair/sc

Hong Kong International Stationery and School Supplies Fair

**Duration:** 2023/1/9—2023/1/12  
**City:** Hong Kong  
**Venue:** Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Hong Kong Trade Development Council, Frankfurt Exhibition (Hong Kong) Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Educational Equipment  
**Area:** 2270 m²  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Gifts and toys, learning resources, writing equipment and paper products, school supplies  
**Telephone:** (+852)1830668  
**Fax:** (+852)28240249  
**E-mail:** exhibitions@hktdc.org  
**URL:** www.hktdc.com/event/hkstationeryfair/sc

Hong Kong International Wine and Spirits Fair

**Duration:** 2023/1/10—2023/1/11  
**City:** Hong Kong  
**Venue:** Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Hong Kong Trade Development Council  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Area:** 13100 m²  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Top wines and premium spirits, top beer
Hong Kong International Jewellery Show

Duration: 2023/3/1—2023/3/5  
City: Hong Kong  
Venue: Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center  
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council  
Sector: Jewellery  
Area: 15500 m²  
UFI Approved Event: Yes  
Contents: Jewelry, silver jewelry and finished jewelry, antique and classical jewelry, tools, instruments and packaging  
Telephone: (+852)1830668  
Fax: (+852)28240249  
E-mail: exhibitions@hktdc.org  
URL: www.hktdc.com/event/hkwinefair/sc

Asia-Pacific Leather Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/13—2023/3/15  
City: Hong Kong  
Venue: Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center  
Host: Asia Pacific Leather Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Leather, Shoes and Bag  
Contents: Raw leather, semi-finished leather, finished leather, recycled materials, synthetic/innovative functional materials, woven and natural materials

Hong Kong International Lighting Fair (Spring Edition)

Duration: 2023/4/12—2023/4/15  
City: Hong Kong  
Venue: Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center  
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council  
Sector: Photoelectric Product  
Area: 27900 m²  
UFI Approved Event: Yes  
Contents: Advertisement lighting, chandelier gallery, intellectual property business district, commercial lighting, decorative lighting, plant lighting, lighting accessories, home lighting, intelligent lighting and lighting scheme, professional lighting, trade services and publications, urban and architectural lighting, etc.  
Telephone: (+852)1830668  
Fax: (+852)28240026  
E-mail: exhibitions@hktdc.org  
URL: www.hktdc.com/event/hklightingfairse/tc

Hong Kong Electronics Fair (Spring Edition)

Duration: 2023/4/12—2023/4/15  
City: Hong Kong  
Venue: Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center  
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council  
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
Area: 61300 m²  
UFI Approved Event: Yes  
Contents: 3D printing, artificial intelligence IoT and speech recognition technology, extended reality, audio-visual products, automobile and vehicle electronic products, intellectual property business areas, networked homes, digital imaging products, electronic medical and wearable electronic products, environmental protection and energy conservation, electronic accessories, electronic games and e-sports products, electronic manufacturing services, electronic components and production technologies, electronic entertainment, exhibitor’s exhibition halls, bodybuilding products, electronic
health products, household appliances, mobile electronic products and office automation and equipment, packaging and design, personal electronic products, robot technology and unmanned control technology, security products, start-up, telecommunications products, inspection and certification services, business services, etc.

**Telephone:** (+852)1830668
**Fax:** (+852)28240026
**E-mail:** exhibitions@hktdc.org
**URL:** www.hktdc.com/event/hkelectronicsfairse/sc

### 2023 International ICT Expo

**Duration:** 2023/4/12—2023/4/15
**City:** Hong Kong
**Venue:** Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** Hong Kong Trade Development Council
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
**Area:** 3100 m²
**Contents:** Digital business, government and infrastructure, smart life, transportation and travel

**Telephone:** (+852)1830668
**Fax:** (+852)28240026
**E-mail:** exhibitions@hktdc.org
**URL:** www.hktdc.com/event/ictexpo/sc

### Hong Kong International Licensing Show

**Duration:** 2023/4/19—2023/4/21
**City:** Hong Kong
**Venue:** Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** Hong Kong Trade Development Council
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment
**Contents:** Animation and education entertainment, art and design, celebrities and entertainment, universities, corporate brands, fashion clothes, sports brands, etc.

**Telephone:** (+852)1830668

**Fax:** (+852)28240026
**E-mail:** licensingshow@hktdc.org
**URL:** www.hktdc.com/hklicensingshow

### Hong Kong Fashion InStyle

**Duration:** 2023/4/19—2023/4/22
**City:** Hong Kong
**Venue:** Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** Hong Kong Trade Development Council
**Sector:** Textile and Apparel
**Area:** 9600 m²
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes
**Contents:** Bridal dresses and evening dresses, bags, fashion decorations, fashion galleries, shoes, tights and socks, fashion sportswear, gloves and scarves, baby and children's clothing, wool, international fashion design, garment accessories, underwear, cloth and yarn products, knitted garments, fashion technology, men's gallery, women's gallery, packaging and design, cold-resisting clothing, testing and certification services, casual wear and business services etc.

**Telephone:** (+852)1830668
**Fax:** (+852)28240026
**E-mail:** exhibitions@hktdc.org
**URL:** hkfashionweek.hktdc.com/sc

### Hong Kong Home InStyle

**Duration:** 2023/4/19—2023/4/22
**City:** Hong Kong
**Venue:** Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** Hong Kong Trade Development Council
**Sector:** Furniture and Household
**Area:** 39400 m²
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes
**Contents:** Arts and crafts, artificial flower decorations, baby products, bathroom appliances, beauty and personal care products, candles and household
fragrances, cleaning and laundry products, coffee products, self-assembled products, environmental protection products, festival home decoration, furniture, gardening and outdoor products, health care products, household appliances, home office space, home decorations and handicrafts, kitchen gadgets, pet products, elderly products, storage equipment, tableware, business services, wine tasting utensils and accessories, etc.

**Telephone:** (+852)1830668  
**Fax:** (+852)28240026  
**E-mail:** exhibitions@hktdc.org  
**URL:** www.hktdc.com/event/hkhousewarefair/tc

### 2023 Hong Kong International Printing and Packaging Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/19—2023/4/22  
**City:** Hong Kong  
**Venue:** Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Hong Kong Trade Development Council, Hua-gang International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Printing and Packaging  
**Area:** 11800 m²  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Advertising and logo, digital printing and 3D printing, food and drinks packaging scheme, green printing and packaging scheme, innovative retail display scheme, packaging services, printing, packaging equipment and systems, clothing printing and packaging scheme, printing consumables and packaging materials, printing services, etc.

**Telephone:** (+852)1830668  
**Fax:** (+852)28240026  
**E-mail:** exhibitions@hktdc.org  
**URL:** www.hktdc.com/event/hkprintpackfair/tc

### 2023 Hong Kong International Home Textiles and Furnishings Fair

**Duration:** 2023/4/19—2023/4/22  
**City:** Hong Kong  
**Venue:** Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Hong Kong Trade Development Council  
**Sector:** Textile and Apparel  
**Area:** 2700 m²  
**Contents:** Baby and bedroom textiles, bathroom and kitchen textiles, carpet and floor covering products

**Telephone:** (+852)1830668  
**Fax:** (+852)28240026  
**E-mail:** exhibitions@hktdc.org  
**URL:** www.hktdc.com/event/hkhometextilesfair/sc

### 2023 Hong Kong Gifts and Premium Fair

**Duration:** 2023/4/19—2023/4/22  
**City:** Hong Kong  
**Venue:** Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Hong Kong Trade Development Council  
**Sector:** Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply  
**Area:** 60300 m²  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Promotional gifts and presents, beauty and health products, corporate gifts, cultural and creative gifts, fashion ornaments, small furnishings and decorations, ceramic gifts, green gifts, authorized gifts, packaged products, party and festival supplies, picture frames and photo frames, stationery and paper products, scientific and technological gifts, testing and certification services, toys and baby products, business services, travel and outdoor products, clocks and watches, etc.

**Telephone:** (+852)1830668  
**Fax:** (+852)28240026  
**E-mail:** exhibitions@hktdc.org  
**URL:** www.hktdc.com/event/hkgiftspremiumfair/tc

### Hong Kong Luxury Packaging Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/27—2023/4/30
City: Hong Kong  
Venue: (Hong Kong)Asia World-Expo  
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council, Huagang International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Printing and Packaging  
Contents: Handbags/packing bags, gift boxes, metal/iron boxes, wooden gift boxes; bottle container/ can container, pipe packaging, liquor packaging, cosmetics packaging, luxury packaging  
Telephone: (+852)22404625  
Fax: (+852)35438716  
E-mail: perry.ph.wong@hktdc.org

Hong Kong Advertising Logo Exhibition  
City: Hong Kong  
Venue: (Hong Kong)Asia World-Expo  
Host: Hong Kong Trade Development Council, Huagang International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Advertising  
Area: 18000 ㎡  
Contents: Laser engraving equipment, outdoor large-format inkjet printing equipment, inkjet printing equipment, UV flat digital inkjet printing equipment, CNC engraving system, photo equipment, drawing equipment, advertising production equipment; acrylic plates, digital printing consumables, finished acrylic products, acrylic materials, advertising materials, PVC foam boards, aluminum-plastic boards, reflective materials, photographic paper and printing consumables, inkjet materials, adhesive products, logo materials and photo materials  
Telephone: 400-099-0060-3

Retail Asia Forum and Expo  
Duration: 2023/5/10—2023/5/12  
City: Hong Kong  
Venue: Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center  
Host: Informa Markets Asia Limited  
Sector: E-commerce and Trade Fair  
Contents: E-commerce platform and scheme, online payment/online banking scheme; shopping bags/gift wrapping, goods display/window display; passenger flow statistics, electronic billboards  
Telephone: (+852)37094981  
E-mail: visit@retailasiaexpo.com  
URL: www.retailasiaexpo.com

Asia’s Leading Food & Hospitality Trade-show  
Duration: 2023/5/10—2023/5/12  
City: Hong Kong  
Venue: Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center  
Host: Informa Markets Asia Limited  
Sector: Food and Drink  
Contents: Baking equipment, ice cream, Italian cake; coffee cups, tea cups, italian coffee machine and barista equipment  
Telephone: (+852)37094981  
E-mail: exhibit@hofex.com  
URL: www.hofex.com

Asia Funeral and Cemetery Expo and Conference  
Duration: 2023/5/22—2023/5/24  
City: Hong Kong  
Venue: Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center  
Host: Hong Kong Meizong Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Other Sectors  
Contents: Caskets and urns, monuments and stones, equipment and machinery, souvenirs, technology and services, accessories and materials  
Telephone: (+852)37021001  
Fax: (+852)34619820  
E-mail: info@AsiaFuneralExpo.com  
URL: www.asiafuneralexpo.com
2023 Hong Kong International Travel Expo

**Duration:** 2023/6/15—2023/6/18
**City:** Hong Kong
**Venue:** Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** Huizhong Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment
**Contents:** Airlines, airport services; attractions, museums, theme parks, cruise holidays; car rental, charter, railway company; honeymoon travel, overseas wedding; hotel and accommodation suppliers; hotel and accommodation suppliers
**Telephone:** (+852)31550600
**E-mail:** travel@tkshk.com
**URL:** www.itehk.com

Senior Expo Asia

**Duration:** 2023/7/7—2023/7/9
**City:** Hong Kong
**Venue:** Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** Hong Kong Meizong Exhibition Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Healthcare and Aged Care
**Contents:** Medical health, auxiliary equipment, healthy food and supplements, beauty and anti-aging service, fashion life
**Telephone:** (+852)25280062
**Fax:** (+852)34681039
**E-mail:** info@SeniorExpoAsia.com
**URL:** www.seniorexpoasia.com

Hong Kong Sports and Leisure Expo

**Duration:** 2023/7/19—2023/7/25
**City:** Hong Kong
**Venue:** Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** Hong Kong Trade Development Council
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment
**Contents:** Camping, hiking, climbing products, bicycle products, e-sports products, fitness and physical training, health and health products, ball and racket equipment, skating and skateboarding products, ski accessories, electronic sports equipment, all kinds of protective gears, sportswear and accessories, water sports equipment and fishing supplies, yoga clothing and accessories, etc.
**Telephone:** (+852)1830668
**Fax:** (+852)28240026
**E-mail:** exhibitions@hktdc.org

Hong Kong World of Snacks

**Duration:** 2023/7/19—2023/7/25
**City:** Hong Kong
**Venue:** Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** Hong Kong Trade Development Council
**Sector:** Food and Drink
**Contents:** Candy, cookies, natural foods, etc.
**Telephone:** (+852)22404623
**Fax:** (+852)28240026
**E-mail:** anson.mk.kwok@hktdc.org
**URL:** event.hktdc.com/fair/worldofsnacks-tc

Hong Kong Book Fair

**Duration:** 2023/7/19—2023/7/25
**City:** Hong Kong
**Venue:** Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** Hong Kong Trade Development Council
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment
**Contents:** Books
**Telephone:** (+852)1830668
**Fax:** (+852)28240026
**E-mail:** exhibitions@hktdc.org
**URL:** hkbookfair.hktdc.com/sc/index.html

Hong Kong International Tea Fair

**Duration:** 2023/8/17—2023/8/19
City: Hong Kong

**Hong Kong Food Expo**

*Duration:* 2023/8/17—2023/8/21  
*City:* Hong Kong  
*Venue:* Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center  
*Host:* Hong Kong Trade Development Council  
*Sector:* Food and Drink  
*Contents:* Pu’er tea, oolong tea, black tea, green tea, scented tea, etc.  
*Telephone:* (+852)1830668  
*Fax:* (+852)28240026  
*E-mail:* exhibitions@hktdc.org  
*URL:* www.hktdc.com/event/hkteafair/tc

**Hong Kong Home Appliances and House- hold Products Expo**

*Duration:* 2023/8/17—2023/8/21  
*City:* Hong Kong  
*Venue:* Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center  
*Host:* Hong Kong Trade Development Council  
*Sector:* Home Appliance  
*Contents:* Bread, cakes, drinks (alcoholic), beverage (non-alcoholic), snacks and biscuits, canned food, chilled food and processed food, traditional Chinese medicine, convenience food, milk products, fresh food, fruits and vegetables, healthy and organic food, ingredients, meat and poultry, rice, grains, cooking materials and condiments, seafood and candy; packaging, labeling, logistics and services; food processing products, food technology, machinery and services; food and agricultural science & technology zones; halal food and drinks, etc.  
*Telephone:* (+852)1830668  
*Fax:* (+852)28240026  
*E-mail:* exhibitions@hktdc.org

**Asia Adult Expo (Hong Kong)**

*Duration:* 2023/8/29—2023/8/31  
*City:* Hong Kong  
*Venue:* Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center  
*Host:* Hong Kong Meizong Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
*Sector:* Healthcare and Aged Care  
*Contents:* All kinds of adult products  
*Telephone:* (+852)25280062
Restaurant & Bar Hong Kong

**Duration:** 2023/9/5—2023/9/7
**City:** Hong Kong
**Venue:** Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** Informa Markets Asia Limited
**Sector:** Food and Drink
**Area:** 10000 m²
**Contents:** Food, wine, spirits and equipment, etc.
**Telephone:** (+852)37094981
**E-mail:** exhibit@rbhk-ga.com
**URL:** www.rbhk-ga.com

Hong Kong Natural Organic Food Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/9/5—2023/9/7
**City:** Hong Kong
**Venue:** Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** Hong Kong Diversified Communications Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Food and Drink
**Area:** 25000 m²
**Contents:** High-quality organic food (meat, seafood, milk and agricultural products), specialty products and delicacies, baby food, beer and other alcoholic products, mineral water, fruit juice and drinks, coffee and tea, dried fruit, jam, honey, edible spices and seasonings, special diet and products without additives, vegetarian food; aromatherapy products, maternal and child products, skin care products, hair care products, slimming, antioxidant and body-building products, essential oil, aromatherapy and massage products, SPA and beauty products
**Telephone:** (+852)37094981
**Fax:** (+852)28277831
**E-mail:** visit@naturalandorganicasia.com

Hong Kong Watch and Clock Fair

**Duration:** 2023/9/5—2023/9/9
**City:** Hong Kong
**Venue:** Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** Hong Kong Trade Development Council, Hong Kong Watch Manufacturers Association Limited, The Federation of Hong Kong Watch Trades & Industries Ltd.
**Sector:** Watch and Glasses
**Area:** 5000 m²
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes
**Contents:** Watch and clocks, accessories and parts, machinery, equipment, packaging supplies and the latest smart wearing technology
**Telephone:** (+852)1830668
**Fax:** (+852)28240249
**URL:** www.hktdc.com/event/hkwatchfair/sc

Salon de TE

**Duration:** 2023/9/5—2023/9/9
**City:** Hong Kong
**Venue:** Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** Hong Kong Trade Development Council, Hong Kong Watch Manufacturers Association Limited, The Federation of Hong Kong Watch Trades & Industries Ltd.
**Sector:** Watch and Glasses
**Area:** 5000 m²
**Contents:** All kinds of watch brands
**Telephone:** (+852)1830668
**Fax:** (+852)28240249
**URL:** www.hktdc.com/event/te/sc

electronicAsia

**Duration:** 2023/10/13—2023/10/16
**City:** Hong Kong
**Venue:** Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre
Hong Kong Electronics Show (Autumn Edition)

**Duration:** 2023/10/13—2023/10/16
**City:** Hong Kong
**Venue:** Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** Hong Kong Trade Development Council
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes
**Contents:** Printed circuit board, solar photovoltaic electronic technology

**Telephone:** (+852)1830668
**Fax:** (+852)28240249
**URL:** www.hktdc.com/event/electronicasia/sc

Hong Kong International Lighting Fair (Autumn Edition)

**Duration:** 2023/10/27—2023/10/30
**City:** Hong Kong
**Venue:** Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** Hong Kong Trade Development Council
**Sector:** Photoelectric Product
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes
**Contents:** Commercial lighting, home lighting, etc.

**Telephone:** (+852)1830668
**Fax:** (+852)28240249
**URL:** www.hktdc.com/event/hklightingfairae/sc

International Diving and Resort Travel Expo (Hong Kong)

**Duration:** 2023/12/1—2023/12/3
**City:** Hong Kong
**Venue:** Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** LX Development Group Limited
**Organizer:** Aifa Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., Qianxin Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment
**Contents:** Diving equipment, underwater sports equipment, diving wholesale

**Telephone:** (+852)29614565
**Fax:** (+852)30074645
**E-mail:** sales@drtexpo.com
**URL:** www.drtexpo.com
Xinjiang Travel Fair
Duration: 2023/3/4—2023/3/6
City: Urumqi
Venue: Xinjiang International Exhibition Center
Organizer: Xinjiang Zeyun Brand Marketing Co., Ltd.
Sector: Culture, Sports and Entertainment
Area: 8000㎡
Contents: Tourist destination, cultural creation, etc.

2023 Spring Agricultural Expo
Duration: 2023/3/5—2023/3/6
City: Urumqi
Venue: Xinjiang International Exhibition Center
Organizer: Xinjiang Zhenwei International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Area: 12000 ㎡
Contents: Fertilizer, pesticide, seed, facility agriculture, smart agriculture, integration of water and fertilizer, smart water conservancy, smart water supply, precise irrigation, etc.
Telephone: 0991-3638158, 13999192838
E-mail: 2850965709@qq.com

2023 The 5th China (Xinjiang) Environmental Protection Technology and Equipment Exhibition
Duration: 2023/3/31—2023/4/2
City: Urumqi
Venue: Xinjiang International Exhibition Center
Sector: Energy Saving and Environmental Protection
Contents: Industrial wastewater treatment, domestic sewage treatment, sludge treatment and disposal, heavy metal removal, non-point source pollution control, materials and chemicals, etc.
Telephone: 15921089962, 021-60472525
E-mail: cipe2015@163.com

2023 Xinjiang Eurasia International Pumps, Valves, Pipes and Water Treatment Equipment Exhibition
Duration: 2023/3/31—2023/4/2
City: Urumqi
Venue: Xinjiang International Exhibition Center
Host: China Chemical Enterprise Management Service Co., Ltd., Liwei Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Xinjiang Beizhan Oriental Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Liwei Exhibition (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Sector: Pump, Valve and Pipeline
Area: 8000 ㎡
Contents: Chemical pump, metering pump, fresh water pump, deep well pump, submersible pump, sewage pump, fire pump, vacuum pump, centrifugal pump, process pump, vortex pump, self-priming pump, multistage pump, corrosion-resistant pump, pipeline pump, hydraulic pump, magnetic pump, gear pump, screw pump, water purification equipment and ancillary products, etc.
Telephone: 0991-3513888
E-mail: 643152134@qq.com

2023 Xinjiang Heating and Ventilation Exhibition
Duration: 2023/3/31—2023/4/2
City: Urumqi
Venue: Xinjiang International Exhibition Center
Xinjiang Eurasia Building Materials and Building Expo

**Duration:** 2023/4/13—2023/4/15  
**City:** Urumqi  
**Venue:** Xinjiang International Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development, Department of Housing and Urban-Rural Development of Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region  
**Sector:** Construction and Building Material  
**Area:** 50000 m²  
**Contents:** Ecological design of green city and smart city, real estate development enterprises, modern building construction enterprises, building construction technology, building industry information, construction projects, etc.  
**Telephone:** 400-099-0060-1/2

2023 The 9th Xinjiang Lighting Exhibition (Eurasia Optoelectronic Exhibition)

**Duration:** 2023/4/14—2023/4/16  
**City:** Urumqi  
**Venue:** Xinjiang International Exhibition Center  
**Host:** LED Lighting Technology Professional Committee of Xinjiang Mechanical Engineering Society, Lighting Academic Committee of Xinjiang Civil Engineering Society  
**Organizer:** Xinjiang Renault Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Photoelectric Product  
**Contents:** Wisdom bar, road landscape lighting, garden square landscape lighting, architectural landscape lighting, decorative lighting, LED display screen, LED driving power supply, control system, etc.  
**Telephone:** 13009671702  
**E-mail:** 642390317@qq.com  
**URL:** www.ealexpo.com

2023 Urumqi International Transportation Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/20—2023/4/22  
**City:** Urumqi  
**Venue:** Xinjiang International Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Asia-Europe Continental Bridge Logistics Branch of Transportation Association, Guanxian Chamber of Commerce for Transportation Facilities  
**Sector:** Boat, Rail and other Transportation  
**Area:** 50000 m²  
**Contents:** Achievements and image display of investment & financing institutions for railway, highway, airport, and bridge; traffic big data, intelligent traffic management system, navigation equipment and systems, expressway informatization, etc., intelligent parking, intelligent public transportation, examination system, coordinated auto-driving between vehicles and roads, electronic map, etc.  
**Telephone:** 400-099-0060-1/2

2023 Xinjiang Advertising and Office Graphics Industry Expo

**Duration:** 2023/4/22—2023/4/24  
**City:** Urumqi  
**Venue:** Xinjiang International Exhibition Center  
**Organizer:** Beijing Zhongchuang Huaxin Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Advertising  
**Area:** 7889 m²  
**Contents:** Advertising equipment
2023 Urumqi Food and Catering Expo

**Duration:** 2023/5/10—2023/5/14  
**City:** Urumqi  
**Venue:** Xinjiang International Exhibition Center  
**Organizer:** Xinjiang International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Area:** 12230 m²  
**Contents:** Food, ingredients, catering, kitchen equipment, etc.  
**Telephone:** 13999164681

2023 Xinjiang International Green Building Industry Expo

**Duration:** 2023/5/12—2023/5/14  
**City:** Urumqi  
**Venue:** Xinjiang International Exhibition Center  
**Organizer:** Xinjiang Lianchuang Shengshi Culture Media Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Construction and Building Material  
**Area:** 6240 m²  
**Contents:** Green building materials etc.

2023 Xinjiang Eurasia International Energy-saving and Environmental Protection Expo, Exhibition of New Products, Technologies and Equipments for Water Supply and Drainage in Cities and Towns of Xinjiang

**Duration:** 2023/5/18—2023/5/20  
**City:** Urumqi  
**Venue:** Xinjiang International Exhibition Center  
**Organizer:** Urumqi Shandao Jiuye Cultural Communication Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Energy Saving and Environmental Protection  
**Area:** 5990 m²  
**Contents:** Environment and environmental protection equipment

The 2nd Xinjiang International Educational Equipment Expo

**Duration:** 2023/5/18—2023/5/20  
**City:** Urumqi  
**Venue:** Xinjiang International Exhibition Center  
**Organizer:** XinjiangAisbirui Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Educational Equipment  
**Area:** 5790 m²  
**Contents:** Wisdom and educational information products, preschool education, laboratory and scientific research equipment, online education and application

2023 Xinjiang Agricultural Machinery Expo

**Duration:** 2023/5/25—2023/5/27  
**City:** Urumqi  
**Venue:** Xinjiang International Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Agricultural Machinery Circulation Association, China Agricultural Mechanization Association, China Agricultural Machinery Industry Association, Agricultural and Rural Mechanization Development Center of Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region  
**Organizer:** Xinjiang International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Agricultural Machinery  
**Area:** 30000 m²  
**Contents:** Agricultural machinery and related accessories and agricultural materials suitable for mechanization  
**Telephone:** 0991-4823603  
**E-mail:** xinguozhan@yeah.net

The 6th Xinjiang Eurasia International Medical Apparatuses and Instruments and Epidemic Prevention Materials Expo

**Duration:** 2023/6/2—2023/6/4  
**City:** Urumqi  
**Venue:** Xinjiang International Exhibition Center  
**Organizer:** Gansu Yafei Exhibition Planning Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment
Area: 7720 m²
Contents: Medical instruments

2023 The 10th Xinjiang International Candy, Wine and Liquor Trade Fair

Duration: 2023/6/8—2023/6/10
City: Urumqi
Venue: Xinjiang International Exhibition Center
Organizer: Urumqi Shandao Jiuye Cultural Communication Co., Ltd.
Sector: Food and Drink
Area: 12000 m²
Contents: Alcohol, beverages, food, additives, famous local products, imported goods, food packaging and processing equipment, etc.

The 6th China (Xinjiang) International Intelligent Transportation Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/6/26—2023/6/28
City: Urumqi
Venue: Xinjiang International Exhibition Center
Host: Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region Highway Society
Organizer: Xinjiang Honeycomb Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Boat, Rail and other Transportation
Area: 5000 m²
Contents: Smart transportation, rail transit, green transportation, etc.
Telephone: 0991-3681908
E-mail: anfca@sina.cn
URL: www.xjlte.com

The 14th Xinjiang Ornamental Stone and Hetian Jade Expo

Duration: 2023/6/15—2023/6/20
City: Urumqi
Venue: Xinjiang International Exhibition Center
Organizer: Xinjiang International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Jewellery
Area: 11530 m²
Contents: Jade, jewelry, ornamental stone
Telephone: 0991-4823603
E-mail: xinguozhan@yeah.net

The 9th China-Eurasia Security and Protection Expo, The 8th Xinjiang International Fire Safety and Emergency Rescue Equipment Expo

Duration: 2023/6/26—2023/6/28
City: Urumqi
Venue: Xinjiang International Exhibition Center
Organizer: Xinjiang International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Public Security
Area: 13000 m²
Contents: Security and police equipment
Telephone: 0991-4823603
E-mail: xinguozhan@yeah.net

2023 The 13th Xinjiang Eurasia International Auto Show

Duration: 2023/6/22—2023/6/24
City: Urumqi
Venue: Xinjiang International Exhibition Center
Organizer: Xinjiang International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Area: 14700 m²
Contents: Cars, commercial vehicles, buses, new energy vehicles, automobile design and new concept products, automobile parts, automobile accessories, etc.

The 18th Xinjiang International Coal Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/7/18—2023/7/20
City: Urumqi
Venue: Xinjiang International Exhibition Center
Host: Xinjiang Mining Federation, Xinjiang Daming Mining Group Limited Liability Company
Organizer: Xinjiang Zhenwei International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Mining and Equipment
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Mine ecological restoration, geological disaster prevention and treatment; smart mines, digital mining technologies, equipment and services; coal equipment, mining technology and equipment, etc.
Telephone: 0991-3638158, 13999192838
Fax: 0991-2321606
E-mail: 2850965709@qq.com
URL: www.icme.com.cn

The 13th Xinjiang International Mining and Equipment Expo

Duration: 2023/7/18—2023/7/20
City: Urumqi
Venue: Xinjiang International Exhibition Center
Host: Xinjiang Mining Federation, Xinjiang Daming Mining Group Limited Liability Company
Organizer: Xinjiang Zhenwei International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Mining and Equipment
Area: 11380 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Smart energy, power technology, energy storage, smart mines, coal equipment, mining technology and equipment, etc.
Telephone: 0991-3638158, 13999192838
Fax: 0991-2321606
E-mail: 2850965709@qq.com
URL: www.icme.com.cn

2023 Xinjiang International Petrochemical and Natural Gas Technology and Equipment Exhibition

Duration: 2023/7/18—2023/7/20
City: Urumqi
Venue: Xinjiang International Exhibition Center
Organizer: Xinjiang Beizhan Oriental Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Mining and Equipment
Area: 5000 m²
Contents: Petroleum equipment and technology, natural gas refining and safety technology, etc.
Telephone: 0991-3513888
E-mail: 643152134@qq.com

The 23rd Xinjiang International Automobile Industry Expo

Duration: 2023/7/26—2023/7/31
City: Urumqi
Venue: Xinjiang International Exhibition Center
Organizer: Xinjiang Yashi Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Automobile
Area: 32430 m²
Contents: Cars, commercial vehicles, buses, new energy vehicles, automobile design and new concept products, automobile parts, automobile accessories, etc.
Telephone: 19525094667
E-mail: 19525094667@qq.com

The 22nd Xinjiang International Agricultural Expo, The 13th Xinjiang International Seed Fair, The 3rd Xinjiang International Water Conservancy Science and Technology Expo, and The 3rd Xinjiang International Smart Water Supply Expo

Duration: 2023/8/8—2023/8/9
City: Urumqi
Venue: Xinjiang International Exhibition Center
Organizer: Xinjiang Zhenwei International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Area: 24826 m²
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Fertilizer, pesticide, seed, facility agr-
culture, smart agriculture, integration of water and fertilizer, smart water conservancy, smart water supply, precision irrigation, etc.

**Telephone:** 0991-3638158, 13999192838  
**E-mail:** 2850965709@qq.com  
**URL:** www.cxiaf.come.cn

### Xinjiang-Eurasia Digital Economy Expo

**Duration:** 2023/8/16—2023/8/18  
**City:** Urumqi  
**Venue:** Xinjiang International Exhibition Center  
**Organizer:** Xinjiang International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Area:** 13000 m²  
**Contents:** Digital industry, intelligent manufacturing and industrial internet, big data, blockchain technology, IoT technology, artificial intelligence, smart city, digital life, digital security, etc.  
**Telephone:** 0991-4823603  
**E-mail:** xinguozhan@yeah.net

### 2023 China-Eurasia Expo

**Duration:** 2023/8 (To be determined)  
**City:** Urumqi  
**Venue:** Xinjiang International Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Ministry of Commerce, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Government of Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, China Development Bank, Export-Import Bank of China, China Export and Credit Insurance Corporation  
**Organizer:** Secretariat of China-Eurasia Expo, Trade Development Bureau of Ministry of Commerce, Department of Commerce of Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region  
**Sector:** E-commerce and Trade Fair  
**Area:** 39530 m²  
**Contents:** Comprehensive fields  
**URL:** www.aexfair.org.cn

### 2023 The 10th Silk Road Urumqi Light Industrial Products Fair and National Green Agricultural Sideline Products Expo

**Duration:** 2023/9/4—2023/10/15  
**City:** Urumqi  
**Venue:** Xinjiang International Exhibition Center  
**Organizer:** Xinjiang Hongboteng Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** E-commerce and Trade Fair  
**Area:** 12038 m²  
**Contents:** Agricultural and sideline products, clothing, etc.  
**Telephone:** 0991-4843799  
**E-mail:** 906345139@qq.com

### The 1st Western China Sports Culture Festival and China Xinjiang Sports, Culture, Tourism Industry Trade Fair

**Duration:** 2023/9/8—2023/9/10  
**City:** Urumqi  
**Venue:** Xinjiang International Exhibition Center  
**Organizer:** Xinjiang Yashi Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Culture, Sports and Entertainment  
**Area:** 8000 m²  
**Contents:** Cultural tourism, sports events, sports facilities, etc.  
**Telephone:** 19525094667  
**E-mail:** 19525094667@qq.com

### 2023 Xinjiang Medical Expo

**Duration:** 2023/9/21—2023/9/23  
**City:** Urumqi  
**Venue:** Xinjiang International Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Xinjiang Beizhan Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment  
**Contents:** Medical imaging, intelligent monitoring, diagnosis and treatment equipment, surgical instruments and consumables, hospital bed nursing equipment and appliances, in vitro diagnostic reagents, rehabilitation medical treatment, rehabilitation equipment, auxiliary appliances, physiotherapy
equipment and supplies, oral supplies and equipment, ophthalmic supplies and equipment, epidemic prevention supplies

**Telephone:** 18199868420  
**Fax:** 0991-6997686  
**E-mail:** 3154859880@qq.com  
**URL:** www.mee-expo.cn

The 4th Xinjiang International Animal Husbandry Expo and Northwest Dairy Industry Conference

**Duration:** 2023/10/19—2023/10/20  
**City:** Urumqi  
**Venue:** Xinjiang International Exhibition Center  
**Organizer:** Xinjiang Chuangzhan Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
**Area:** 5990 m²  
**Contents:** Breeding technology and products of pigs, cattle, sheep and chickens, dairy products, veterinary drugs, feed, pasture and animal husbandry machinery

Kashgar Region

2023 Xinjiang Kashgar Medical Apparatuses and Instruments Exhibition

**Duration:** To be determined  
**Region:** Kashgar  
**Venue:** Kashgar International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Xinjiang Beizhan Exhibition Group Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Medical and Pharmaceutical Equipment  
**Contents:** Smart hospital construction, green energy-saving solutions, hospital building supporting products and equipment technology, hospital furniture and equipment, life support system and professional engineering, logistics support system, medical building environment design, hospital cleaning engineering, medical cleaning equipment materials, etc.

Karamay

The 6th China (Karamay) International Oil and Gas and Petrochemical Technology and Equipment Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/9 (To be determined)  
**City:** Karamay  
**Venue:** Karamay Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China International Chamber of Commerce, China Petroleum and Natural Gas Group Co., Ltd., Sinopec Group, China Offshore Oil Group Co., Ltd., National Petroleum and Natural Gas Pipeline Network Group Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Xinjiang Chamber of Commerce of China International Chamber of Commerce, Xinjiang Petroleum Xinjiang Oilfield Company, China Petroleum Western Drilling Engineering Co., Ltd., China Petroleum Karamay Petrochemical Co., Ltd., China Petroleum Dushanzi Petrochemical Company, China Petroleum Institute, China Petroleum Newspaper, Karamay Campus of China Petroleum University (Beijing), Karamay Chamber of Commerce of China International Chamber of Commerce  
**Sector:** Mining and Equipment  
**Area:** 33000 m²  
**Contents:** Comprehensive petroleum and oilfield services, petroleum special equipment, petroleum drilling and production equipment accessories, petroleum special tools, petroleum special pipes, petroleum special instruments, petroleum special chemical products, general machinery and equipment, etc.; energy storage technology, equipment and materials, smart grid information communication; Internet of things technology, cloud computing technology, multi-network convergence technology, transmission technology and equipment, access...
equipment, optical fiber cable, industrial Ethernet, data communication and network technology and related products, etc.

**Telephone**: 0990-6225770  
**Fax**: 0990-6257238  
**E-mail**: 150572801@qq.com  
**URL**: www.ckppe.net

---

### Yunnan Kunming

#### 2023 DPES Sign Expo Kunming

**Duration**: 2023/3/25—2023/3/27  
**City**: Kunming  
**Venue**: Kunming Dianchi Lake International Convention and Exhibition Centre  
**Host**: Guangzhou DPES United Network Technology Co., Ltd., Yunnan Advertising Logo Industry Association  
**Organizer**: Guangzhou Baoxuan Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector**: Advertising  
**Area**: 30000 m²  
**Contents**: Spray printing equipment, engraving technology equipment, advertising signs, LED technology and display screen, digital images, office graphics and text, printing and packaging, festival supplies, etc.  
**Telephone**: 020-38200584, 020-34044506  
**Fax**: 020-38023815  
**E-mail**: sales@dpes.cn  
**URL**: www.chinasignexpo.com

---

#### 2023 The 16th Kunming International Cosmetological and Hairdressing Products and Cosmetics Expo

**Duration**: 2023/5/29—2023/5/31  
**City**: Kunming  
**Venue**: Kunming Dianchi Lake International Convention and Exhibition Centre  
**Host**: Shandong Meibo International Cultural Communication Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer**: Kunming Zhongzhan Meibo Cultural Communication Co., Ltd.  
**Sector**: Hairdressing and Beauty  
**Contents**: Professional beauty, hairdressing and hair care, nail and lashes art, tattoo, hand and foot care, beauty training education institutions; skin care, personal care, make-up, perfume, beauty tools, toiletries, masks, care for pregnant and baby, oral care, dental-bleaching, retail chain, O2O; medical treatment and anti-aging services, skin management, scalp management, light medical cosmetology, beauty equipment, anti-aging medical devices  
**Telephone**: 0532-85012116, 13687636395  
**URL**: zt.5588.tv/expo/kunming

---

#### The 24th China (Kunming) International Automobile Expo

**Duration**: 2023/6/23—2023/6/28  
**City**: Kunming  
**Venue**: Kunming Dianchi Lake International Convention and Exhibition Centre  
**Host**: Yunnan Shibo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector**: Automobile  
**Area**: 76800 m²  
**Contents**: Automobile, new energy vehicle, automobile finance  
**Telephone**: 400-099-0060  
**URL**: ynkmauto.com

---

#### 2023 China (Kunming) International Gemstone Expo

**Duration**: 2023/7/7—2023/7/11  
**City**: Kunming  
**Venue**: Kunming Dianchi Lake International Convention and Exhibition Centre  
**Host**: Kunming International Exhibition Center Co., Ltd.
Zhejiang

Hangzhou

2023 The 12th (Hangzhou) Global New E-commerce Expo

**Duration:** 2023/2/17—2023/2/19  
**City:** Hangzhou  
**Venue:** Hangzhou International Expo Center  
**Host:** Chinese Culture Promotion Society Live and Short Video Culture Committee, Hangzhou E-Commerce Association, Hangzhou Zheyan Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai Jiyan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Hangzhou Zheyan Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** E-commerce and Trade Fair  
**Area:** 60000 m²  
**Contents:** Online celebrity-recommended brands, live-streaming platform, online celebrity live-streaming base, live-streaming service provider, live-streaming industrial park, live-streaming short videos, live-streaming poverty alleviation organizations, MCN organizations, short video platform scenario application, corporate image Internet display, network support, operator image display, short video production industry chain, AI technology and content management; Live-streaming equipment, etc.  
**Telephone:** 13162392832, 17521286028  
**E-mail:** dengwei0616@163.com  
**URL:** www.whzlh.cn

2023 Beauty Makeup Innovation Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/2/22—2023/2/24  
**City:** Hangzhou  
**Venue:** Hangzhou International Expo Center  
**Host:** Pinguan Network-Cosmetics Observer  
**Sector:** Hairdressing and Beauty  
**Area:** 60000 m²  
**Contents:** Cosmetics sector, brand owner-imports, new China-made cosmetics and skincare products, packaging materials, manufacturers, OEM, characteristic products, ecological service providers

2023 The 4th East China Pet Supplies Exhibition (Hangzhou)

**Duration:** 2023/3/3—2023/3/5  
**City:** Hangzhou  
**Venue:** Hangzhou International Expo Center  
**Host:** Honor Times (Hangzhou) Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** China (Shenzhen) International Pet Supplies Exhibition  
**Sector:** Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply  
**Contents:** Staple food, snacks, feed, food additives, food processing machinery, food packaging technology, etc.; clothing, pet bedding, cages, toys, beauty products, toiletries, training supplies, etc.; pets such as dogs, cats, rabbits, hamsters and birds; online shopping mall, APPs, O2O services; pet clinic equipment, surgical instruments, pet medicines, health care products, biological products, prescription feed, test paper and reagents, etc.  
**Telephone:** 0755-33654238  
**URL:** www.szpetfair.com

2023 China Hangzhou International Semiconductor Industry Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/3/10—2023/3/12  
**City:** Hangzhou  
**Venue:** Hangzhou International Expo Center  
**Sector:** IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment  
**Area:** 50000 m²  
**Contents:** IC products and technology, IC testing
methods and instruments, IC design and design tools, IC manufacturing and encapsulation; Semiconductor encapsulation equipment, diffusion equipment, welding equipment, cleaning equipment, testing equipment, refrigeration equipment, oxidation equipment, etc.

**Telephone:** 13162209353  
**E-mail:** 2543368807@qq.com  
**URL:** www.soonr.cn

---

**2023 The 22nd Zhejiang (Hangzhou) Equipment Manufacturing Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/3/10—2023/3/12  
**City:** Hangzhou  
**Venue:** Hangzhou International Expo Center  
**Host:** Zhejiang Machinery Industry Federation  
**Organizer:** Hangzhou Haoxuan Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai Zhihuan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Contents:** Machining centers, CNC lathes, milling machines, drilling machines, punching machines, sawing machines and metal cutting machines, modular machine tools, drilling and tapping machines, industrial robots; tool grinding machine, machine tools for honing, grinding, polishing and superfinishing; sheet metal cutting machine tools and machining centers; sheet extrudate processing center, tubing spinning machine, bending machine and plate shearing machine; EDM forming equipment, WEDM equipment, electrochemical machining equipment; welding machine, plasma and water cutting; surface treatment and coating equipment

**Telephone:** 0571-89904648  
**Fax:** 0571-86727107  
**URL:** www.zhejiang-expo.com

---

**2023 China (Hangzhou) Fashion Industry Digital Trade Exhibition, Hangzhou International Knitwear Expo (CKIW)**

**Duration:** 2023/4/9—2023/4/11  
**City:** Hangzhou  
**Venue:** Hangzhou International Expo Center  
**Host:** Zhejiang Garment Industry Association, Zhejiang E-Commerce Promotion Association, Guangdong Underwear Association, Shenzhen Textile Industry Association  
**Sector:** Textile and Apparel  
**Contents:** Clothing, underwear, original design, digital manufacturing, beauty products and cosmetics, shoes, hats, bags and suitcases, fashion accessories, trendy brands, buyers, domestic e-commerce, cross-border e-commerce, MCN organizations, social group buying, digital supply chain, entertaining Generation Z

**Telephone:** 0755-83228556  
**E-mail:** ckiw@ckiwenet.com  
**URL:** www.ckiwenet.com

---

**2023 China (Hangzhou) Green Building and Decoration Materials Exhibition**

**Duration:** 2023/4/18—2023/4/20  
**City:** Hangzhou  
**Venue:** Hangzhou International Expo Center  
**Host:** China Construction Materials Rental Contractor Association, China Building Materials Circulation Association, Hangzhou Jianke Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Hangzhou Jianke Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Construction and Building Material  
**Area:** 100000 m²  
**Contents:** Door and window system, home product customization, decorative materials, green building materials, prefabricated buildings, building waterproofing

**Telephone:** 13073693693  
**Fax:** 0571-85365805
2023 The 5th China (Hangzhou) International Hosiery Exhibition

Duration: 2023/5/29—2023/5/31
City: Hangzhou
Venue: Hangzhou International Expo Center
Host: Zhejiang Knitting Industry Association, Zhejiang Sweater Association, Hangzhou Chamber of Commerce for Women’s Wear
Organizer: Hangzhou Liye Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Textile and Apparel
Contents: Upmarket socks and stockings, hosiery raw materials, intelligent hosiery machine
Telephone: 4008-627-588
Fax: 0571-89972766
E-mail: hnse@Liye-ise.com

Global Digital Trade Expo (CCPIT Zone)

Duration: To be determined
City: Hangzhou
Venue: Hangzhou International Expo Center
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Zhejiang Provincial Committee
Sector: E-commerce and Trade Fair
Contents: Digital trade
Telephone: 0571-87797289
E-mail: hrr@ccpitzj.gov.cn

2023 (Hangzhou) International Digital Education Exhibition (CCPIT Zone)

Duration: To be determined
City: Hangzhou
Venue: To be determined
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Zhejiang Provincial Committee
Sector: Educational Equipment
Contents: Digital education products and services
Telephone: 0571-87797289

Huzhou

2023 China (Huzhou) Green Home Furnishings Expo

Duration: 2023/10/27—2023/10/29
City: Huzhou
Venue: Deqing International Exhibition Center
Host: China Timber & Wooden Products Distribution Association
Organizer: Hangzhou Guangyuan Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Furniture and Household
Contents: Full wood home furnishing, wooden staircase, wood floor, wardrobe, cupboard, integrated kitchen, living room furniture, bedroom furniture, dining room furniture, children’s furniture, teenage furniture, custom-made furniture, European furniture, American furniture, neoclassical furniture, Chinese mahogany furniture, etc.; plywood, ecological board, joinery board, density board, shaving board, bamboo board, fiberboard, melamine, decorative panel, fireproof board, etc.
Telephone: 0571-22910070
Fax: 0571-22910071
URL: www.chgwe.com

Jiaxing

Jiaxing Brand-name Consumer Goods (Europe) Exhibition

Duration: 2023/6 or 2023/9
City: Jiaxing
Venue: To be determined
Host: Jiaxing Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Sector: Daily Necessity
Contents: All kinds of consumption goods
Telephone: 0573-82074175
Jiaxing Brand-name Garments and Apparel (RCEP) Exhibition

Duration: 2023/7
City: Jiaxing
Venue: To be determined
Host: Jiaxing Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Sector: Textile and Apparel
Area: 10000 m²
Contents: Clothing and garments, etc.
Telephone: 0573-82074175


Duration: 2023/9
City: Jiaxing
Venue: To be determined
Host: Jiaxing Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Sector: Electricity and New Energy Equipment
Contents: Photovoltaic power and other new energy
Telephone: 0573-82074175

The 30th Haining Chinese Leather Expo

Duration: To be determined
City: Jiaxing
Venue: Haining Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Zhejiang Provincial People's Government, China National Light Industry Council, China Leather Industry Association
Sector: Leather, Shoes and Bag
Contents: Leather and fur fashion clothes
Telephone: 0571-87797289

Jinhua

2023 WPAF

Duration: 2023/2/21—2023/2/23
City: Jinhua
Venue: Yiwu International Expo Center
Host: The 2nd Branch of Shanghai Huizhan Trading Co., Ltd.
Organizer: Shandong Yachang Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Wedding Supply
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Artificial plants and flowers, wedding props, festive supplies, beauty and display props
Telephone: 0531-87961189
E-mail: 491977300@qq.com
URL: www.hqypz.com

2023 Yiwu International Child, Baby & Maternity Fair

Duration: 2023/3/10—2023/3/12
City: Jinhua
Venue: Yiwu International Expo Center
Host: China General Chamber Of Commerce
Organizer: Yiwu Zhongli exhibition co., Ltd.
Sector: Maternity and Infant Supply
Area: 30000 m²
Contents: Maternity clothes, health care products for pregnant women, health supplements and nutrients for pregnant women, pregnancy guide, prenatal education guide, toiletries; toys, education and souvenirs; lathe, safety car seat and furniture; maternity and infant food
Telephone: 13661576689, 0579-85415841
Fax: 0579-85415849
E-mail: info@zhongliexpo.com
URL: www.cbmfair.com
Zhejiang

2023 The 6th China (Yiwu) Photo Studio Supplies Fair and Framed Paintings Exhibition (Spring Edition) (CAFEXPO)

Duration: 2023/3/20—2023/3/22  
City: Jinhua  
Venue: Yiwu International Expo Center  
Host: China Fine Arts Industry Alliance  
Organizer: Yiwu Zhongzhan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Wedding Supply  
Contents: Pottery, iron art, pendants and ornaments made of other materials, sculpture, artistic lighting, flower art, curtains, decorative carpets  
Telephone: 0579-85516700  
Fax: 0579-85516712  
E-mail: service@cafexpo.cn  
URL: www.cafexpo.cn

2023 Packaging World (Yiwu) Expo and The 8th Packaging Container, Packaging Products and Materials Exhibition

Duration: 2023/3/25—2023/3/27  
City: Jinhua  
Venue: Yiwu International Expo Center  
Host: Zhejiang Packaging Federation  
Organizer: Shanghai Huabo Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Yiwu Chuangjie Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
Sector: Printing and Packaging  
Contents: Packaging products and containers, packaging materials and innovative technology products for packaging processing; packaging in fields such as food, beverages, desserts, bakery, medicines, cosmetics, gifts, luxury goods, tea, non-food consumer goods, industrial products, packaging for logistics and express delivery  
Telephone: 0579-85095088  
Fax: 0579-85095096  
E-mail: 491522330@qq.com  
URL: www.ywbz-expo.com

The 17th China Yiwu Cultural and Tourism Products Trade Fair

Duration: 2023/3/31—2023/4/2  
City: Jinhua  
Venue: Yiwu International Expo Center  
Host: Ministry of Culture and Tourism, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Zhejiang Provincial People's Government  
Organizer: Department of Resources Development of Ministry of Culture and Tourism, Zhejiang Provincial Department of Culture and Tourism, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Zhejiang Provincial Committee, China Intangible Cultural Heritage Protection Association, China Tourism Association Tourist Goods and Equipment Branch, Yiwu Municipal People's Government  
Sector: Culture, Sports and Entertainment  
Contents: Creative ideas and design services for cultural tourism, smart tourism services, creative tourism products, cultural products for customers, tourism equipment, holiday consumer products, outdoor leisure products, travel and holiday food, smart tourism products, travel goods, tourist attractions and scenic spots, tourist routes, hotels and homestay, souvenirs for intangible cultural heritage, handicrafts, gifts, home products, tea ceremony and cultural products, etc.  
Telephone: 0571-87797289  
URL: www.ssofair.com

2023 China (Yongkang) International Machinery, Equipment, Tools and Moulds Exhibition

Duration: 2023/4/9—2023/4/11  
City: Jinhua  
Venue: Yongkang International Convention and Exhibition Center  
Host: Yongkang City mold industry association  
Zhejiang

**Sector:** Industrial Machinery
**Contents:** CNC machine tools, machining centers, electrical processing equipment, molding machine tools, machine tools dedicated to tools and molds, machine tool parts, etc.; casting and forging and heat treatment equipment, measuring instruments and meters, precision tools, cutting tools, measuring tools, clamps and fixtures; mold technology and auxiliary equipment, molds, standard components and related auxiliary materials
**Telephone:** 4000-037-606, 18867866110
**E-mail:** hdexpo@163.com
**URL:** www.expo-hd.com

**2023 The 7th China (Yiwu) International Hardware and Electrical Appliances Fair**

**Duration:** 2023/4/20—2023/4/22
**City:** Jinhua
**Venue:** Yiwu International Expo Center
**Organizer:** Yiwu China Commodities City Exhibition Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Hardware Tool
**Area:** 50000 m²
**Contents:** Hand tools, electric tools, pneumatic tools, general parts, auto and motorcycle tools (parts), gardening tools, measuring tools and measuring instruments, cutting tools, labor protection products, castors, etc.; plumbing and heating equipment, sanitary ware, building equipment, decorations and hardware, door and window fittings, valves, standard fasteners, bearings, chains, springs, locks, fire fighting equipment, anti-theft equipment, etc.
**Telephone:** 0579-85415222
**Fax:** 0579-85415005
**URL:** www.hardwareexpo.cn

**2023 The 18th China International Hardware and Electric Expo**

**Duration:** 2023/4/26—2023/4/28
**City:** Jinhua
**Venue:** Yongkang International Convention and Exhibition Center
**Host:** China National Hardware, Electric and Chemical Products Commercial Association
**Organizer:** Zhejiang Qiaochuang Zhixuan Exhibition Co., Ltd., Jinhua Juhui Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Hardware Tool
**Area:** 35000 m²
**Contents:** Traditional hand tools, explosion-proof tools, auto maintenance and repair tools, gardening tools, tool bags and boxes, measuring tools and cutting tools; traditional electric tool, electric tool parts; traditional pneumatic tools, pneumatic tool components
**Telephone:** 4006-359-888
**Fax:** 0579-81537888
**URL:** www.cnhwef.com

The 22nd China Yiwu International Trade Fair for Functional Yarn & Knitting & Hosiery Machinery, The 11th China Yiwu International Trade Fair for Sewing & Digital Printing Machinery

**Duration:** 2023/5/10—2023/5/12
**City:** Jinhua
**Venue:** Yiwu International Expo Center
**Host:** Adsale Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
**Organizer:** Adsale Exhibition Service (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., Yiwu China Commodities City Exhibition Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Textile and Apparel
**Contents:** Seamless underwear machine, knitting and hosiery machine, flat knitting machine and warp knitting machine, knitting and hosiery setting machine, packaging machinery, yarn winding machine, yarn wrapping and twisting machinery, functional textile auxiliaries, master yarn raw materials, green yarn fibers, functional yarn fibers and other new materials
**Telephone:** 0621-33255633
2023 Yiwu Gifts, Fashion Goods and Household Products Exhibition

Duration: 2023/5/19—2023/5/21  
City: Jinhua  
Venue: Yiwu International Expo Center  
Host: Lizhan Huabo Exhibition (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd., Yiwu China Commodities City Exhibition Co., Ltd., Yiwu Gifts and Crafts Industry Association  
Sector: Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply  
Contents: Gifts, fashion products and household goods  
Telephone: 0755-33331166, 0579-85415999

2023 The 10th Zhejiang Yiwu International Intelligent Manufacturing Equipment Expo

Duration: 2023/6/8—2023/6/10  
City: Jinhua  
Venue: Yiwu International Expo Center  
Host: Department of Economy and Information Technology, Department of Science and Technology, Department of Commerce of Zhejiang Province, Yiwu Municipal People's Government  
Organizer: China Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export of Mechanical and Electrical Products  
Sector: Industrial Machinery  
Area: 50000 m²  
Contents: Cutting machine tools, metal forming machine tools, machining centers, laser cutting equipment, special machine tools, abrasives and grinding tools, cutting tools and fixtures, machine tool accessories, etc.; plastic industry equipment such as injection molding machine, bottle blowing machine, pelletizer, film blowing machine, bottle capper, plastic mold, plastic auxiliary machine, mechanical arm, plastic raw materials, plastic products  
Telephone: 010-58280744  
Fax: 010-58280958

The 29th China Yiwu International Commodities (Standard) Expo

Duration: 2023/10/21—2023/10/24  
City: Jinhua  
Venue: Yiwu International Expo Center  
Host: Ministry of Commerce, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, National Standardization Administration Committee, Zhejiang Provincial People's Government, China National Light Industry Council, China General Chamber of Commerce  
Organizer: Department of Commerce and Market Supervision Administration of Zhejiang Province, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Zhejiang Provincial Committee, Yiwu Municipal People's Government  
Sector: Comprehensive  
Contents: Hardware tools, construction hardware, electromechanical machinery, electronics and electric appliances, daily consumer goods and craft gifts, toys, sports products and outdoor and leisure products, office supplies, etc.  
Telephone: 0571-87797289  
URL: www.yiwufair.com

The 14th Pujiang Crystal Glass Industry Expo

Duration: To be determined  
City: Jinhua  
Venue: Pujiang Crystal Townlet  
Host: China Domestic Glass Association, Department of Economy and Information Technology and Department of Commerce of Zhejiang Province, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Zhejiang Provincial Committee  
Organizer: Pujiang County People's Government  
Sector: Gifts, Toys and Pet Supply
Zhejiang

Contents: Works from contemporary glass masters, and products in crystal glass sector
Telephone: 0571-87797289

2023 Silk Road Brand Show in Zhejiang

Duration: To be determined
City: Jinhua
Venue: To be determined
Host: Jinhua Municipal Bureau of Commerce, Jinhua Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Sector: E-commerce and Trade Fair
Area: 1080 m²
Contents: Commodities from Africa and other “the Belt and Road Initiative” countries
Telephone: 0579-82468429

2023 China-Africa Trade Commodities Fair

Duration: To be determined
City: Jinhua
Venue: To be determined
Host: Jinhua Municipal Bureau of Commerce, Jinhua Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Sector: E-commerce and Trade Fair
Area: 3600 m²
Contents: Imports and exports from Africa
Telephone: 0579-82468429

Lishui

The 6th Overseas Chinese Imported Commodities Exhibition and Imported Wines Fair (CCPIT Zone)

Duration: 2023/11
City: Lishui
Venue: Qingtian Qiaoxiang Imported Commodities City
Host: Zhejiang Provincial Department of Commerce, Zhejiang Federation of Returned Overseas Chinese, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Zhejiang Provincial Committee, Lishui Municipal People’s Government
Organizer: Lishui Municipal Bureau of Commerce, Lishui Federation of Returned Overseas Chinese, Qingtian County People’s Government
Sector: Daily Necessity
Contents: Wines, beauty products and cosmetics, daily necessities
Telephone: 0571-87797289

Ningbo

Ningbo International Machine Tool and Equipment Exhibition (ChinaMach)

Duration: 2023/3/16—2023/3/19
City: Ningbo
Venue: Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Ningbo Yazhuo Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Industrial Machinery
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Lathe, milling machine, boring machine, drilling machine, grinding machine, machining center; punching machine, sawing machine, broaching machine; die casting machine, cold heading machine, forging machine, all kinds of press machines, hardware processing equipment; machine tool func-
tional parts, machine tool parts, machine tool electrical devices; lubricating oil; cutting tools, cutting tool parts, tools and measuring tools, grinding tools and abrasives, grinding components and materials, etc.

**Telephone:** 0574-27716625  
**Fax:** 0574-87849306  
**E-mail:** younage@younage.com  
**URL:** www.chinamaching.cn

### The 18th China Cixi Household Appliances Expo

**Duration:** 2023/3/17—2023/3/19  
**City:** Ningbo  
**Venue:** Cixi Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Household Electrical Appliances Association, China Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export of Mechanical and Electrical Products, China Household Appliances Research Institute, Taiwan Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers Association, Ningbo Branch of China Chamber of International Commerce, Cixi City People's Government  
**Organizer:** Ningbo Xinchen Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Ningbo Shangchen Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Home Appliance  
**Area:** 30000 m²  
**Contents:** Summer and winter household appliances, electric appliances for drinking water, small household appliances, electric appliances for kitchen and bathroom, beauty products and personal care, household electric devices, and intelligent home appliances and supporting services  
**Telephone:** 4006-060-258  
**URL:** www.cxchae.com

### The 20th China International Stationery and Gifts Exposition (CNISE)

**Duration:** 2023/3/22—2023/3/24  
**City:** Ningbo

**Venue:** Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Ningbo Zhongbo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Office Supply  
**Area:** 51700 m²  
**Contents:** Pens, pencils, gel pens, ballpoint pens, markers, marker pens, highlighters, whiteboard pens; document management, desktop supplies, financial supplies, binding equipment, presentation and auxiliaries, computer peripherals, office consumables and office equipment; office paper, paper packaging, notebooks and notepads, stickers and tags, paper crafts; Four Treasures of the Study, binding supplies, painting tools, painting materials, fine art pigments, pen for painting and drawing; learning and teaching products, office supplies and life necessities, equipment and parts, cultural creation and authorization, puzzles and DIY, groceries, etc.  
**Telephone:** 0574-87254009  
**Fax:** 0574-87254017  
**URL:** www.exponingbo.com

### The 16th China (Ningbo) Small and Medium-sized Factories Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/7—2023/4/9  
**City:** Ningbo  
**Venue:** Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Ningbo Xingcheng Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** E-commerce and Trade Fair  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Daily necessities, hardware, crafts and gifts, toys, office supplies, culture and education, packaging and printing, electronics and electric appliances, textiles, shoes and hats, leisure and outdoor products, home furnishings and decorations, industrial service organizations, etc.  
**Telephone:** 0574-87744938  
**E-mail:** gc@auto-ningbo.com
The 21st China International Home Furnishing Expo (Spring Exhibition)

**Duration:** 2023/4/14—2023/4/16  
**City:** Ningbo  
**Venue:** Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China National Light Industry Council, Ningbo Municipal People’s Government  
**Organizer:** Ningbo Huabo Conference Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Furniture and Household  
**Contents:** Furniture, household appliances, decoration, home furnishings  
**Telephone:** 0574-87371588

2023 The 13th Ningbo Casting and Die Casting Industry and Products Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/20—2023/4/22  
**City:** Ningbo  
**Venue:** Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Organizer:** Ningbo Jiangdong Zhongcheng Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery  
**Contents:** Smelting and pouring equipment, molding and core-making equipment, cleaning equipment, shakeout equipment, sand treatment and reproduction equipment, nonferrous and special casting equipment, infiltration equipment, automatic molding system, software, transportation and lifting equipment and other casting machinery; cold and hot chamber (aluminum, copper, zinc, and magnesium alloy) die casting machine, peripheral equipment, auxiliary equipment and components; design and manufacturing of die casting mould  
**Telephone:** 13777227699, 13586535177  
**Fax:** 0574-87819264

2023 The 7th China (Ningbo) Hardware & Electrical Fair

**Duration:** 2023/4/27—2023/4/29  
**City:** Ningbo  
**Venue:** Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Organizer:** Ningbo Rattle Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Hardware Tool  
**Contents:** Traditional hand tools, explosion-proof tools, auto maintenance and repair tools, gardening tools, tool bags and boxes; traditional electric tools, electric tool parts; traditional pneumatic tools and pneumatic tool components; water pumps, air compressors, motors, generators, water supply and drainage equipment, instruments and meters, bearings, agricultural machinery, vegetation protection, cleaning, woodworking, gardening, packaging, lifting, spraying, hydraulic devices and slings; electric welding equipment and devices, etc.  
**Telephone:** 13122637762  
**Fax:** 0579-81537888  
**E-mail:** shlianqiang@163.com  
**URL:** www.sztheexpo.com

2023 The Third Generation Semiconductor Technology and Innovative Materials Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/5/8—2023/5/10  
**City:** Ningbo  
**Venue:** Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** National Semiconductor Lighting Engineering R&D and Industry Alliance, Third-Generation Semiconductor Industry Technology Innovation Strategic Alliance, Ningbo Semiconductor Lighting Industry-University-Research Technology Innovation Strategic Alliance  
**Telephone:** 0574-87819264  
**Fax:** 0574-87819264
Organizer: Ningbo Goldman Sachs International Exhibition Co., Ltd., Beijing MKQ New Material Productivity Promotion Center Co., Ltd.
Sector: IT, Communication and Electronic Equipment
Contents: Silicon wafers, optical resists, photomasks, CMP polishing materials, photoresists, wet electronic chemicals, germanium-silicon materials, S01 materials, silicon materials and compound semiconductor materials for solar cells, quartz products, graphite products, light-emitting diodes, infrared light sources, semiconductor light-emitting digital tubes, LED chips, lasers, detectors, etc.; Internet of Things, whole house intelligent system, automotive electronics, laser display application, holographic display application, artificial intelligence, industrial control and intelligent manufacturing, etc.
Telephone: 0574-56881188
Fax: 0574-56881199
E-mail: yishengexpo@126.com
URL: www.nbbdteexpo.com

2023 China (Ningbo) International Lighting Exhibition and Ningbo Outdoor Lighting Expo

Duration: 2023/5/8—2023/5/10
City: Ningbo
Venue: Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Organizer: Shanghai Yisheng Exhibition Service Co., Ltd., Ningbo Goldman Sachs International Exhibition Co., Ltd.

Sector: Photoelectric Product
Area: 50000 ㎡
UFI Approved Event: Yes
Contents: Ceiling lamps, aluminum lamps, festive lanterns, fabric art lamps, Bathroom Master lamps, crystal lamps, table lamps, wall lamps, craft lamps, children's lamps, chandeliers, LED flat surface lamps, floor lamps, integrated ceiling lighting, etc.; cup lamps, emergency lamps, grid ceiling lamps, LED strip lamps, LED lamp, ceiling lamps, track lamps, metal halide lamps, bean container lamps, LED point light source, stage lamps, spotlights, fluorescent lamps, lighting string, LED guardrail tube, etc.
Telephone: 021-62963333, 0574-56881166
Fax: 021-62966328, 0574-56881199
E-mail: yishengexpo@126.com
URL: www.yishengexpo.com

2023 Ningbo International Textile and Garment Supply Chain Expo (NTGSE)

Duration: 2023/6/29—2023/7/1
City: Ningbo
Venue: Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Ningbo Clothes Association
Organizer: Ningbo Dongbo Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Sector: Textile and Apparel
Area: 23000 ㎡
Contents: Cotton, flax, silk/silk-like fabrics, wool/wool-like fabrics, chemical fiber, knitting, functional fabrics, organic recycled fabrics, printed fabrics, lace and embroidery, mesh cloth, bridal veil fabrics; Lining cloth, lining, lace, zipper, hot stamping, transfer printing, digital printing, cotton thread belt, elastic band, reflective material, sewing thread, tags and labels, buttons, clothes hangers, etc.; bedding, towels, curtains, sofa fabric and other decorative fabrics, furniture fabrics, carpets, scarf ornaments and accessories
2023 Ningbo International Grocery Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/7/5—2023/7/7  
**City:** Ningbo  
**Venue:** Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Ningbo Zhongbo International Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Daily Necessity  
**Area:** 17000 m²  
**Contents:** Writing tools, paper and paper products, desktop office supplies, folders, stationery and school supplies, learning supplies for fine art; stationery production and processing equipment and spare parts, packaging and printing equipment; office equipment, computer peripherals, consumables; gifts, giveaways, crafts  
**Telephone:** 0574-87254002  
**E-mail:** zouyj@exponingbo.com  
**URL:** expo.21wenju.com/creativelife

2023 Zhejiang International Catering Industry Expo

**Duration:** 2023/7/6—2023/7/8  
**City:** Ningbo  
**Venue:** Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Zhejiang Catering Industry Association, Ningbo Supply Chain Industry Promotion Association, Ningbo Yazhuo Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Ningbo Yazhuo Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Food and Drink  
**Area:** 20000 m²  
**Contents:** Meat and poultry, alcoholic drinks, beverages, instant food, snacks, coffee, tea, canned food, hot pot food ingredients, aquatic products and seafood, fruit, vegetables and edible fungi, health care products and condiments; kitchen supplies and apparatuses; live seafood, frozen food and dried goods; aquatic products, seafood; aquatic products trade agent, aquatic products processing/packaging/preservation technology and equipment, aquatic products testing instruments; franchising and catering investment, cross-border e-commerce; cold storage and refrigeration equipment, cold chain logistics and transportation equipment, cold chain and distribution services, cold chain storage and handling equipment and technology, fresh delivery technology and equipment, refrigeration materials and components, and fresh-keeping/heat preservation equipment; equipment for sorting, processing, preservation and packaging of fruit and vegetables; e-commerce for fresh food, distribution platform services/freight APPs, etc.  
**Telephone:** 0574-27716625, 0574-27716610, 0574-27716605  
**Fax:** 0574-87849306  
**URL:** www.cateringexpo.com.cn

Maritime Silk Road· Ocean Expo Ningbo

**Duration:** 2023/7/18—2023/7/20  
**City:** Ningbo  
**Venue:** Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Informa Exhibitions, China Shipowners Association  
**Organizer:** Informa Exhibitions, Ningbo Yazhuo Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries  
**Contents:** Marine shipping, offshore engineering equipment, shipbuilding and maintenance, port operation and maintenance, smart ocean program, new marine materials, multimodal transport and
other fields
Telephone: 021-61573808
E-mail: flora.fang@informa.com
URL: www.oceanexpo.com.cn

2023 China (Ningbo) Household Appliances Expo and Internet Celebrity Small Household Appliances Selection Meetin

Duration: To be determined
City: Ningbo
Venue: Ningbo International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: Ningbo Branch of China Chamber of International Commerce, China Household Electrical Appliances Association, China Household Appliances Research Institute
Sector: Home Appliance
Area: 47500 m²
Contents: Large household appliances, electric appliances for kitchen and bathroom, electric appliances for drinking water, small household appliances, etc.

Shaoxing

2023 China (Diankou) Plumbing and Heating Expo

Duration: 2023/1/31—2023/2/2
City: Shaoxing
Venue: Diankou, Zhuji
Host: China Construction Metal Structure Association Comfortable Home Furnishings Branch, Zhuji Municipal People’s Government
Organizer: Zhuji Guangyuan Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Heating and Cooling Equipment
Contents: Boilers, wall-hung boilers and accessories, radiators and accessories, floor heating and accessories, ventilation, air conditioning, solar energy, biomass heating, heat metering and accessories, heat pumps, pumps, valves, pipe fittings, capillary network, radiant ceiling heating, etc.; fresh air, air purification, water purification, smart home ecosystem, smart home, etc.
Telephone: 15988389558
URL: www.hzgyzl.com.cn

2023 The 5th International Textile Supply Chain Industry Expo (TSCI)

City: Shaoxing
Venue: Shaoxing International Convention and Exhibition Center (New Pavilion)
Host: Shanghai Fangke Information Technology Co., Ltd., Shanghai Mihong Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Textile and Apparel
Area: 40000 m²
Contents: Products and services in the whole textile industry chain, including printing and dyeing industry, digital printing, textile embroidery, intelligent garment manufacturing and auxiliary systems
Telephone: 18621295186
E-mail: hero.hao@mihongexpo.com
URL: www.tscichina.com

2023 Keqiao Textile Expo (Spring), Shaoxing China

Duration: 2023/4/26—2023/4/28
City: Shaoxing
Venue: Shaoxing International Convention and Exhibition Center
Host: China General Chamber of Commerce
Organizer: Shaoxing Keqiao District China Textile City Construction Management Committee, Shaoxing Keqiao District Exhibition Industry Development Center, China Textile and Light Industry City Exhibition Co., Ltd., Shanghai Gehua Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.
Sector: Textile and Apparel
Contents: Textile fabrics (accessories), household
textiles, creative design, etc.
**Telephone:** 0571-87797289  
**URL:** www.ctcte.com/spring

### The 17th China Datang International Hosiery Expo

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Shaoxing  
**Venue:** Zhuji International Commerce and Trade City  
**Host:** China National Textile and Apparel Council, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Zhejiang Provincial Committee  
**Organizer:** China Knitting Industrial Association, Zhuji Municipal People's Government  
**Sector:** Textile and Apparel  
**Contents:** All kinds of socks and stockings, hosiery machines, raw materials for hosiery and clothing accessories  
**Telephone:** 0571-87797289  
**URL:** http://datang.chpe.com.cn

### 2023 Fashion Supply Chain Fair Shaoxing

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Shaoxing  
**Venue:** Shaoxing International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China National Garment Association, Shaoxing Municipal Bureau of Commerce, Shaoxing Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Shaoxing Branch of China Chamber of International Commerce  
**Organizer:** Shaoxing Foreign Trade Service Center, Shaoxing Boda Business Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Textile and Apparel  
**Contents:** Men's wear, women’s wear, children's wear, down jackets, overcoats, underwear, leisure wear, jeans wear, clothing accessories, shoes and bags, etc.  
**Telephone:** 0571-87797289

### 2023 Keqiao Textile Expo (Autumn), Shaoxing China

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Shaoxing  
**Venue:** Shaoxing International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** the Sub-Council of Textile Industry of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Shaoxing Keqiao District China Textile and Light Industry City Construction Management Committee, Shaoxing Keqiao District Exhibition Industry Development Center  
**Organizer:** Shaoxing Keqiao District China Textile and Light Industry City Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Textile and Apparel  
**Contents:** Textile fabrics (accessories), household textiles, creative design, etc.  
**Telephone:** 0571-87797289  
**URL:** www.ctcte.com/spring

### 2023 China Shaoxing Keqiao International Textile Trade Service Exhibition

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Shaoxing  
**Venue:** Shaoxing International Convention and Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Zhejiang Provincial Committee, Shaoxing Municipal People's Government  
**Organizer:** Keqiao District People’s Government, Shaoxing Municipal Bureau of Commerce, Shaoxing Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade  
**Sector:** Textile and Apparel  
**Contents:** Financial services, international logistics services, quality inspection certification services, channel services, trademark intellectual property right and legal services for business affairs, comprehensive foreign trade services, trade digitalization, etc.
**Wenzhou**

2023 The 30th China (Wenzhou) International Industry Expo (WIE)

**Duration:** 2023/3/9—2023/3/11
**City:** Wenzhou
**Venue:** Wenzhou Olympic Sports Exhibition Center
**Host:** China Plastic Processing Industry Association, Shanghai Donnor Exhibition Co., Ltd.
**Organizer:** Wenzhou Mould Association, Wenzhou Donnor Exhibition Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery
**Area:** 30000 ㎡
**Contents:** Metal cutting machine tools, metal forming machine tools, special processing machine tools and dedicated equipment; industrial automation equipment, automatic instrumentation and control system, robot technology, industrial control equipment, etc.; laser equipment, engraving machine, marking machine, welding, cutting, etc.; CNC cutting tools, tools, measuring tools and cutting tools, hardware tools, molds, mechanical parts, etc.; industrial inkjet printer, large-size inkjet printer, printer, packaging and printing machinery, plastic machinery, etc.; new energy technology, environmental protection equipment, industrial refrigeration equipment, cleaning equipment, mechanical and electrical products, etc.; lifting machinery, logistics equipment, etc.

**Telephone:** 0571-87797289
**Fax:** 0571-87797281
**E-mail:** donnor2@donnor.com
**URL:** www.wiexpo.cn

2023 The 26th Zhejiang (Rui’an) Machinery and Equipment Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/3/17—2023/3/19
**City:** Wenzhou
**Venue:** Ruian Hardware and Electrical and Mechanical City (Exhibition Area)
**Organizer:** Hangzhou Guangyuan Exhibition Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Industrial Machinery
**Contents:** Lathe, milling machine, grinding machine, boring machine, sawing machine, drilling machine and other machine tools and related accessories; forging machine, punching machine, die casting machine, etc.; machining center, EDM, WEDM, CNC machine tools, engraving machine, die spotting machine, mending machine, oil press, laser welding machine, coordinate boring and grinding machine, template shearing machine, etc.

**Telephone:** 18267762663
**E-mail:** 2065624597@qq.com

2023 The 5th Longwan (China Valve City) Valves Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/4/6—2023/4/8
**City:** Wenzhou
**Venue:** Wenzhou Olympic Sports Exhibition Center
**Host:** Wenzhou Longwan District Valve Industry Association
**Organizer:** Wenzhou Golden Eagle Media Co., Ltd.
**Sector:** Pump, Valve and Pipeline
**Contents:** Gate valve, cut-off valve, throttle valve, instrument valve, plunger valve, plug valve, ball valve, butterfly valve, check valve, pressure reducing valve, safety valve, steam trap, regulating valve, blowdown valve, and other special valves and related accessories; pump valve manufacturing equipment; inspection and testing machinery; tools and equipment for installation and maintenance; supporting products and ancillary equipment; seamless pipes, stainless steel pipes, alloy pipes, plastic pipes, composite pipes, etc.; machinery, equipment and tools for pipeline and tubing manufacturing and processing; joints, elbows, tee joints, cross joints, flanges, pipe caps, end cover fittings, etc.; measuring and testing equipment for pipeline, welding and
construction equipment for pipeline; fluid transportation and treatment, fluid transmission, fluid sealing, fluid measurement and control technology, pumps, compressors, air blowers, fluid machinery, fluid treatment equipment, filtration and separation technology, hydraulic components, fluid power components, pneumatic components, sealing elements, instruments and meters, sensors, automation and control systems, etc.

**Telephone:** 0577-66991234  
**E-mail:** 362697940@qq.com  
**URL:** www.lwfmzh.com

### 2023 China (Wenzhou) International Smart Electric and RCEP Electric Power and Electrician Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/5/12—2023/5/14  
**City:** Wenzhou

**Venue:** Wenzhou Olympic Sports Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export of Mechanical and Electrical Products, China Electrical Equipment Industry Association, Wenzhou Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Zhejiang Electrical Industry Association  
**Organizer:** Wenzhou Electric Industry Association, Wenzhou Donnor Exhibition Co., Ltd., Yueqing Jiye Evergreen Marketing Planning Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Electricity and New Energy Equipment

**Contents:** High-voltage switchgear, low-voltage switchgear, air inflation cabinets, ring network cabinets, switching stations, box-type substations, DC power cabinets, etc.; indoor and outdoor vacuum circuit breakers, load switches, disconnectors, lightning arresters, surge protectors, high potential condenser, grounding switches, transformers, high-voltage relays, high-voltage transducers, indicator lights, power cable tap boxes, high-voltage fuses, high-voltage accessories, etc.; low-voltage fuse protectors, AC contactor, surge protective devices, circuit breaker accessories, dual power supply, control and protection switches, low-voltage transducers, resistors, controllers, starters, distributors, motor protectors, leakage protectors, low-voltage relays, compensators, etc.

**Telephone:** 15058399425, 0577-88958607  
**URL:** www.cseefair.com

### 2023 China Wenzhou International Hardware and Lock Exhibition

**Duration:** 2023/5/28—2023/5/30  
**City:** Wenzhou

**Venue:** Wenzhou Olympic Sports Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Wenzhou Chamber Of Commerce for Hardware  
**Organizer:** Wenzhou Donnor Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Hardware Tool

**Contents:** Intelligent door locks, exterior door locks, hand locks, drawer locks, trolley case locks, anti-theft locks, combination locks, padlocks, etc.; door handle, drawer handle, cabinet door handle, cabinet handle, window handle, glass handle, etc.; pull-out basket, turning angle system, damping, turntable floor cabinet system, hanging cabinet, rebound device and air spring; hinges, slide rail, mute damping, gemel, door stopper, ground-mounted door stopper, door closer, etc.; identity verification, target identification, biometric identification, code identification, etc.; fingerprint lock circuit board, front and rear panels, lock body, lock core, connecting rod, etc.; safe (safe cabinet), electronic peephole and doorbell, wireless intercom doorbell, visual doorbell, card reader, all-in-one card and information security system, etc.; entrance door, ecological door, solid wood door, solid wood composite door, reinforced door, etc.

**Telephone:** 13858809567  
**Fax:** 0577-88958607  
**E-mail:** 166791656@qq.com  
**URL:** www.wzhle.com
The 21st Wenzhou International Optics Fair

**Duration:** 2023/5  
**City:** Wenzhou  
**Venue:** Wenzhou Olympic Sports Exhibition Center  
**Host:** Zhejiang Glasses Industry Association, Zhejiang Donnor Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Organizer:** Wenzhou Glasses Chamber of Commerce for Glasses, Zhejiang Donnor Exhibition Co., Ltd.  
**Sector:** Watch and Glasses  
**UFI Approved Event:** Yes  
**Contents:** Optical frames, sunglasses, sports glasses, children's glasses, presbyopic glasses, goggles, lenses and lens blanks, glasses packaging, raw and auxiliary materials and accessories, special tools, manufacturing equipment, optometry instruments and equipment, contact lenses and eye care products, glasses electroplating equipment and materials, etc.  
**Telephone:** 0577-85508266  
**E-mail:** 1579470219@qq.com  
**URL:** www.opticsfair.cn

The 2nd China (Wenzhou) International Pumps and Valves Exhibition

**Duration:** To be determined  
**City:** Wenzhou  
**Venue:** Wenzhou Olympic Sports Exhibition Center  
**Host:** China Machinery Industry Federation, China Council for the Promotion of International Trade Zhejiang Provincial Committee, Wenzhou Municipal People's Government  
**Organizer:** Wenzhou Sub-Council of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Longwan District People's Government, Yongjia County People's Government  
**Sector:** Pump, Valve and Pipeline  
**Contents:** Whole industry chain for pump valves  
**Telephone:** 0571-87797289